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To the Most Reverend Father in GOD
MICHAEL

By the Grace of GOD and oe the Holy See

ARCHBISHOP OF MANILA

February 19th, 1918.

My Lord Archbishop,—Your Grace will remember
how in the old days before the war—it must, I think, be
well-nigh ten years ago—I sought and obtained permission

to dedicate my next book to you. You were, at that

time, Rector of the College of Irish Nobles in the ancient

city of Salamanca—that College will always be to me your

villa at Tusculum—and I was a clergyman of the es-

tablished Church of England. Since then, you have been

elevated in turn to the Bishopric of Zamboanga, in the

Philippine Islands—where the labours of your apostolate,

believe me, will not soon be forgotten—and to the

illustrious Archiepiscopal See of Manila, in the same
Islands, which you now so fill as to edify, not only your

immediate flock, but your friends, more numerous than

you know, in the continent from whicb^you came. I too

have changed, and more greatly than yourself : for,

largely under your guidance and in consequence of the

favour of your friendship, I have come, in middle age,

into the communion which has been yours from infancy,

and am now a layman of that Church of which you are a

Prelate. It is thus with a double pleasure that I dis-

charge my debt, or rather, I would say, that I exercise my
privilege, of dedication.

But indeed the times are such that a book like this of

mine stands in sore need of a patron. And that not so

much on account of its defects (though of these I know it

has many, and shall doubtless find it has more), but

because of the subject which I treat. Although never,
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eince the renascence of the Arts, has so golden a harvest
from the fields of antiquity been gathered into the garners

of scholarship as that which of late the once barren sands
of Egypt have yielded to the scientific methods of a novel
husbandry, although now the circuit of a single year
concentrates within itself additions to knowledge more
numerous than those which marked in former times the
slow lapse of a century, nay, although the limits of all

expectation have been so exceeded that treasures deemed
lost irretrievably are discovered daily, nevertheless, the
spirit of Gallio is abroad in the age in which we five, the
modern world, to speak generally, cares for none of these

things, and the new-found pearls of price are cast too
late before a generation that some Circe has already en-

chanted. So enormous in itself and so manifestly con-

ducive to material prosperity is the advance in the kindred
spheres of natural science and of mechanical invention
which the last hundred years have witnessed, that the
study of other subjects, however important, has lost

prestige in public estimation and is even regarded with a
certain degree of impatience. Learning has actually come
to be appraised by a commercial standard, and we of to-

day may join, but with greater reason, in Wordsworth's
reflexion

how ennobling thoughts depart,

When men change books for ledgers and desert

The student's bower for gold.

This is eminently a factor to be noted ; but it does not
sum up the situation. An influence more subtle, no
doubt, but more potent in the educated classes, is

exercised by that school of speculation which was once
indeed contented with the narrower horizon of Darwin,
but has since expatiated at large in a field that knows no
ambit, where it tracks out cosmic evolution down the
vistas of infinity, brooking now no mile-stones of space but
the stars of heaven and disdaining to think of time save
in terms of aeons. To this school the earth is but an
atom, mankind a fungus upon it, and human history a
momentary and a negligible trifle. Few indeed are con-
sistent followers of this philosophy ; but it tinges the
thoughts of many, infecting the atmosphere of the age
with a worse than Aeaean virus.
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Yet for the herb moly, although its operation may be
slow, we have not far to look. Whenever in the discharge

of your sacred functions you consecrate a church to the
service of the Almighty, you trace in the dust two alpha-
bets, the Greek and the Latin, recalling, no doubt, an occa-
sion when, some nineteen centuries ago, those alphabets,

together with a third, met in one Title. Why the Hebrew
characters are not likewise traced, I think that I could
explain ; and, if I were wrong, you would correct me.
But this is not the place for such discussions. At least it

is not to be denied that the writing by Bishops in the dust,

and the Title on the Cross itself, bear witness to the fact

that Christianity and the Church sum up, together with
the inheritance of Jewry, the inheritances of Greece and
of Rome. The fullness of time saw the end of a triple

preparation, the convergence of three streams of history.

Apart from this importance, the Greeks and the Romans
would be but nations among the nations, humanly great

indeed, yet nothing more. It is Calvary that has set upon
them the seal of an eternal consecration. Therefore, the

Church must always, in some measure, concern itself with
Roman Law and with Greek Philosophy, and not with
such Philosophy and with such Law only, but also, as

opportunity offers, with the literature and the other

adjuncts that formed their setting. Thus we see a long

succession of Roman Pontiffs, famous only less for their

encouragement of classical studies than for the faithful

discharge of the spiritual functions of their office. Of
these, not the least distinguished was his late Holiness,

Pope Leo XIII. Accordingly, I say that the true moly
lies in the bosom of the Catholic Church, whence it will be
dispensed to the nations in due season.

But meanwhile we are living in a period of drought
and famine ; and the war that now devastates the world,

though it has afforded the occasion for deeds of sublime

heroism and is preferable perhaps to a peace that was no
peace, has turned men's thoughts away still further from
the serenities of study.

'Tis time to leave the books in dust
And oil the unused armour's rust,

Removing from the wall
The corslet of the hall.
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Indeed, were I of military age, I should myself esteem it

a disgrace to be handling at such a crisis the pen instead

of the sword. Even as it is, I confess myself sorely dis-

appointed that after wearing the King's uniform, first in

the ranks and afterwards with a commission, although
only in this country, I was compelled by illness to return

in the third year of hostilities to civil life. As Lord Buck-
hurst long since observed in words that seem apt to-day,

Even Kinges and Kesars byden fortune's throwes,

And simple sorte must bear it as it is.

Thus it comes to pass that amid the turmoil of war
I pay at last the respectful tribute which I promised you
in that most peaceful abode at Salamanca, that master-

piece of Berruguete's architecture, every stone of which
seemed instinct with an atmosphere of perpetual tran-

quillity. Nor do I regret altogether that the tribute has

been long delayed. Delay has given time for reflexion,

and reflexion has served to confirm my belief that I do
right in pursuing such studies as these, and consequently

has caused me to put my heart into the work. As the years

go by, I am increasingly convinced of the soundness of two
maxims instilled into me by my late father, who was not
only a classical scholar, but also a student of Aristotle.

The first of these is that the study of any serious subject

of considerable magnitude,
.
provided always that such

study is continued beyond the fringes and into the real

heart of the matter, is in itself an education. The second
is that, if the aim be higher education, a thing distinct

from education pure and simple, the element, of time
must be introduced, so that a man shall be led to turn his

eyes from the narrow present that surrounds him and live,

at least in some measure, in the storied light of the past.

I submit to your consideration, not without confidence,

these two maxims. Both of them seem to me to be in full

harmony with the practice of the Church, and the latter in

particular to accord with the Catholic attitude, already
mentioned, towards classical learning.

It remains that I should pray you to be lenient in

your judgement of my work, especially as regards my
suggestions touching the origines of Attic Tragedy
and of the Satyric Drama. In that field I can find
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no avenue leading to higher ground than that which
commands a view of probabilities ; certainties are for

such as think them discoverable and have faith in them-
selves as discoverers.

I have the honour, my Lord Archbishop, to subscribe

myself

Your Grace's most humble and obedient servant,

RICHARD JOHNSON BERNARD WALKER.

Bbamshott Court,
IjPHOOK,

Hampshire.





PREFACE
The remains of the Ichneutae, discovered in Egypt in
the year 1907 and since edited twice by Professor A. S.

Hunt and more recently by Mr. A. C. Pearson in his

Fragments of Sophocles, and also dealt with, though none
too wisely, by foreign scholars, bring into prominence
the whole question of early Satyric Drama. The subject
has so far been only imperfectly studied, and' the play
itself has necessarily as yet received no such searching
treatment as has been applied in the course of centuries

to the dramas that were never lost to literature. Conse-
quently I do not aim at an edition in the ordinary sense,

but rather at the bringing together of materials for the
future use of others.

In various respects I have departed, perhaps some-
what violently, from recent traditions, largely German
in origin, of the art of commentary : in particular I

have preferred for the most part to express myself in

chapters, not in unconnected notes. I have couched in

Latin an apparatus criticus, which contains all strictly

necessary textual matter, so that a scholar ignorant of

English can nevertheless fully inform himself of the bare

facts. In my English translation I have striven to base

my language wholly on that of the "Authorised " Version

of the Bible : I see no reason why a Catholic should

not avail himself of the purest well of literary English.

Seeing that the play is presented by me as the Ich-

neutae of Sophocles, although the remains of the papyrus
mention neither its name nOr its author, it is proper

that here in limine I should justify the accepted identifi-

cation. In the Epitome of Athenaeus (n. 62 f) we read :

Eo<poxX9jc; 'I^veurat? -

xaSjopjxevi^ei xoux im<y/o'X<i. >̂
exa.t,

fJXatmj.
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The papyrus presents (11. 273-274) :

[ ]fiev£i£eixouxsfi<i}(oXa£eTai

[ ] •

That, coupled with the fact that the Chorus of the play
is a Chorus of {yytuxai, constitutes almost all the direct

evidence. As the drama of the papyrus is Satyric,

indirect evidence is furnished by a statement of Pollux

(x. 34), who speaks of the Ichneutae of Sophocles as

Satyric, adding moreover the highly corrupted quotation :

svtjXoctoc ZfiXu. tpiyoiLcpx Siaiopsuaai ae Ssi/rat.

The papyrus presents (1. 307)

:

[ ]6ptoaspei8sTa[ .

The identification of the line (see my notes thereon)

with the quotation is, in view of the context, certain, so

that this also is a piece of direct evidence. Sophocles'

Ichneutae is also expressly mentioned by Suidas and
Photius, but not in such a way as, except perhaps most
remotely, to bear on the identification. Putting Athen-
aeus and Pollux together, we may conclude unhesitatingly

that the remains in the papyrus are those of Sophocles'

Satyric drama, the Ichneutae.

But I seem to hear someone saying : " Were there

not three poets of the name of Sophocles, and all of

them dramatists ? How do you decide between them %
"

Such a question needs certainly to be asked, if only for

the reason that the style of this Satyric play reminds
one in no way of the style of the tragedies—tragedies

alone are extant—of that Sophocles whom I can best
distinguish as the Great. This circumstance invites, or

rather demands, enquiry. Yet it is plain that it is

Sophocles the Great that Athenaeus, Pollux (who in

the same breath speaks of Aristophanes), Suidas and
Photius had in mind : otherwise some at least, if not all,

of them would assuredly have employed language to

indicate the contrary. But it might conceivably be argued
that they are mistaken. Were a disputant to press me
with the . uncertainty that existed in antiquity whether
the number of plays written by Sophocles, the grand-
son of the Great, was eleven or forty (figures strangely

far apart), and with the no less ancient and no less serious
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doubt as to the number of those composed in fact by
his grandfather, I should concede at once that a large

part of the difficxilty may have arisen out of a confusion,

in the case of various dramas, between the more illus-

trious progenitor and the less illustrious descendant.
The periods of their activity were separated by no great
interval of time, and the Oedipus Coloneus, at least, of

Sophocles the elder was either produced, or, as I shall

contend, reproduced by Sophocles the younger. I grant
therefore on general grounds the a priori possibility that
our authorities are mistaken and that the Ichneutae is

the work of the younger poet. But the facts collected

by me in Chapter vm., though it is not written to that

end, seem to show that the metre of the Ichneutae is such
as to postulate either, on the one hand, that it is a work
of a date distinctly anterior to that of the Cyclops of
Euripides, or else, on the other hand, that it is a compo-
sition redolent of the archaising influences of Sositheus of

the Alexandrian Pleiad. Thus Sophocles, the grandson,
falls, as it were, between two stools, and the only

choice left is between Sophocles the Great and that

much later Athenian tragedian of the same name and
family, who, according to Suidas, lived after the Pleiad

and composed fifteen dramas.

I need not, it may be thought, concern myself very
seriously with him : his date, one may argue, precludes

any such chance of confusion as exists in the case of the

grandson, and the precision of Suidas' statement as to

the number of his plays tends to show that in point of

fact no confusion arose. That is so : but still, to make
assurance doubly sure, I would urge as a yet stronger

argument the enormous improbability of Sophocles the

Third having so composed the Ichneutae that the extant

remains do not in some way or other betray the lateness

of his date. In one place only does a possible doubt
arise, and on investigation that doubt is seen to be un-

substantial. In the Ichneutae, as a preliminary to the

search for Apollo's oxen, Silenus prays thus (11. 71-74) :

0eoi, Tu^ k*^ Saifiov IQuvr/jpie,

Xetocv aypav oiSXtqciv exxuvTiyeaai

Ooijiou xAo7taia? [3ou<; aTTCcrrepTjtAsvou.
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In the Banae of Aristophanes, as a preliminary to his con-

test with Aeschylus, Euripides prays thus (11. 892-894)

:

adbi\p, e[iJ)v (36<n«]fxa, xal yXtoT-n]? crrpoipiY?,

xal £uve<ii, xal (AUXT7)psi; 6(i<ppavTY]piot,

6p65<; [L sX^YXew &v *v fatTOH* 1 Xoyoav.

I submit it to the judgement of the reader—I know the

point is nice—whether, especially in view of the com-
parative rarity of the precatory accusative and infinitive,

and also in view of the context, the expressions

, . .iGuvTvjpie,

tuxsw (is Ttp&yovt; o5 ...

.

and
. . . owppavr/jpioi,

6p0(ii<; \l' eXsyxsw &v. .

.

are or are not phrases offering merely accidental points

of resemblance. If they are not (and I certainly incline

that way), it is clear that Aristophanes is not representing

Euripides as here imitating or parodying Sophocles :

such an imitation or parody would at this stage of the

action be hopelessly out of place. Hence it might be
contended that the boot is on the other leg and that the

author of the Ichneutae is imitating the Hanae. In that

case, Sophocles the Second being already ruled out,

Sophocles the Third would remain as the only possible

author. But an overwhelmingly more probable explana-

tion, unless indeed the resemblances are purely accidental

and there is nothing to explain, is that both passages

alike are based on a sacrificial formula, in which a
vocative in -^pie or -yjpioi. and a precatory accusative

and infinitive occurred.

I therefore—though the pointed statement of Suidas
that Sophocles the Third lived after the Pleiad, coupled
with the fact that a post-Pleiadic date is one of the two
only dates suggested by the metre of the Ichneutae, has
given me food for thought—conclude, upon the whole,

that no reasonable presumption has been raised in oppo-
sition to the natural meaning of the language of our
authorities, or to the high antecedent unlikelihood that

they should have mistaken a work of Sophocles Minimus
for a work of Sophocles Maximus. I therefore set down
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the peculiar style of the Ichneutae as an incident of its

Satyric character.

It will be noticed that I have refrained from the use
of sublineal dots. In the Editio Princeps Professor Hunt
exhibits in two different types the writing attributed to

the first hand and that attributed to the second hand or

hands, and under any character which he cannot read
with certainty he places a dot. I have left these dots
out. For this course I have three justifications. First

the Editio Princeps is in the hands of the public. Secondly
it is manifest that, in case, let us say, of ayaixejivovo?

—

all the letters clearly legible, except the fifth, which
might be either s or i, and the eighth, which might be
either o or 6—occurring in a ms., the certain characters

lend a logical certainty to the visually uncertain : so in

the Ichneutae the sublineal punctuation is commonly
superfluous, while, where it is not, and if anything seems
to turn on a doubt, I have been careful to express verbally,

not by a symbol, the facts of the case. But my third

and chief justification is that, whereas the system adopted
in the Editio Princeps has the effect of certifying many
hundreds of characters to be undoubtedly such and such
as written by the first hand, I have reasons for refusing

to sign any general certificate of the kind. Alterations,

not only avowed, but also, as I am convinced from the

facsimile of Column V., in some cases unavowed and
disguised, have been effected. How far such camouflage

extends I have no idea. Professor Hunt's achievement
is magnificent, but nevertheless the secrets of the papyrus
have not yet been fully probed.

In parts of this book I am constantly quoting from
Athenaeus. When I so quote, I sometimes have occasion

to state that the passage quoted occurs in " a patch from
the Epitome." This expression may now and then cause

surprise. The mss. of Athenaeus lack Books i and n
entirely, and Book in to the end of 73 e, and also in

Book xi both the long locus, beginning with s7ci<pepo[jiivou

lisyulou (in 781 b) and ending with eyxexapaytxeva "AT&fyt;

(in 784 d), and the short locus, beginning with exaM-ro

8s (in 502 b) and ending with suSoxijAOuvTa (also in 502 b).

The supplements filling these spaces, which would other-

wise be empty, are the corresponding portions of the
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Epitome of Athenaeus' work, an early abbreviation

compiled when the text was still complete and preserved

in various mss., and they were inserted when Athenaeus
came to be printed. But there are other patches, and
these are found in the mss. themselves. It is a feature

of the Epitome (see Book n, passim) to introduce a
single substantive, in the nominative, as a sort of head-

line indicative of the subject about to be discussed, and
then to proceed with the discussion, sometimes indeed

recapitulating the word used in the headline, but at

other times referring to it as this, or in some similar

way making it do duty as if it stood, not as a non-gramma-
tical—shall I say ?—catchword, but as strictly part of

the epitomised passage. From by far the greater part

of the text of Athenaeus, as preserved in the mss. of

his unepitomised work, these headlines are, as one would
expect, entirely absent, but nevertheless there are various

separate places in which whole series of them occur.

In all such cases there must be at least some slight con-

tamination from the Epitome. In some of them, where, as

frequently in the Epitome itself, the headline is necessary

to the sense of the passage, it is manifest that a catalogue-

like summary has replaced the ordered discourse of the
original. There is another and similar criterion. It is

as much the practice of Athenaeus, in such an expression

as Eo<poxX7)<; ev 'I^vsurai?, to insert the preposition ev as it

is the practice of Hesychius to omit it. The epitomist

however is careless on the point. Whenever in the text

of Athenaeus the lv is absent, it is only prudent to suspect

a patch from the Epitome, and there are cases in which
surrounding circumstances cause suspicion to harden
into certainty. The Epitome however on which, before
the days of printing, copyists of Athenaeus drew is not
the Epitome in the form which we now possess. If a
complete list of the extant mss. of the Epitome were
drawn up, so that they could be systematically inspected
and, if necessary, collated, light might, I think, be shed
on much that is now dark. Though the text exhibited
in the Athenaean Codex Marcianus is undoubtedly the
parent of the later Athenaean mss., yet I cannot agree
that the variations presented by those mss. are necessarily

negligible: in the case of every such variation, there
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exists the possibility that it may embody some form
or other of the epitomistic tradition. Athenaeus so

swarms with quotations, many of them abominably
corrupted, that as much care is due to his text as to

that of a classical author of the first eminence.

Throughout the greater part of this volume I wander
of necessity down by-paths of literature. But in my
Appendix to Introductory Chapters I essay a more ambitious

task and attack central problems. If that portion of the

book in any way commends itself to the judgement of

those that keep to the high-road (and theirs after all is

the truest and soundest scholarship), I shall feel myself

more than rewarded for a not inconsiderable expenditure

both of time and of labour.

I desire to express my gratitude to the Egypt
Exploration Fund and to the Clarendon Press for

permission to avail myself of the text of the Editio

Princeps, and to incorporate various subsequent emenda-
tions, respectively.
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CHAPTER I

THE PLOT

Denique ait quidvia, simplex dumtaxat et unum. HoBACE.

The plot of the Ichneutae, so far as the play is extant,

is simplex et unum. Apollo, having lost his oxen,

arrives, in the course of searching for them, at Mt. Gyllene

in Arcadia. Here he makes proclamation concerning his

loss. In response Silenus and the Satyrs appear and
undertake the quest of the oxen, it being agreed that their

reward, if they succeed, shall consist of gold and of

manumission from servitude. Apollo having departed,

they speedily light on the tracks of the oxen. Silenus

marshals the Satyrs for further search. Soon, however,
a strange sound is heard, which terrifies the Satyrs, but
not Silenus, who continues to incite them to activity.

Almost immediately they halt in front of a dwelling,

from which after a little delay the Nymph Cyllene appears.

After upbraiding them for their noisy approach, she tells

them, in reply to questions, that an infant son of Zeus by
Maia, who is at present lying sick, is concealed within, a
babe of abnormal growth, who has made a lyre out of a
tortoise, which lyre it is that has produced the strange

noise. She denies all knowledge of the oxen, but inci-

dentally mentions that one of the appurtenances of the

lyre (as far as I can judge from the defective text, the bag
in which it is kept) is made of ox-hide. The circumstance

excites the suspicion of the Satyrs, but Cyllene persists in

her denials, maintaining that it is a blasphemous absurdity

to bring a charge of theft against the child. Ultimately

the Satyrs espy some ox-dung and insist, with a threat

of personal violence, that Cyllene should produce the

oxen. At this point the continuous text of the papyrus

breaks off. From fragmentary remains however it is

clear that the oxen are found and that Apollo returns to

the stage. From other fragmentary remains, much more
B
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difficult to deal with, it would appear, if the treatment
adopted by me is right, that the Satyrs are subsequently

stricken with madness by Pan for having violated his

sanctuary in or adjacent to the dwelling of Cyllene, and
that Apollo takes steps to heal them. For the rest of the

probable action see my text and notes, and also Chapter ji.

The above plot is manifestly based on the Homeric
Hymn to Hermes (Hymn m.). Sophocles however
departs from his original in five respects.

First, he introduces Silenus and the Satyrs. This is,

so to speak, a merely conventional departure. Silenus

and the Satyrs (or occasionally, it would seem, some
similar characters) had to be introduced whenever any
story was dressed up as a Satyric play. In just the same
way Euripides imports them into the story of the Cyclops.

Secondly, as a result of introducing Silenus and the

Satyrs, Sophocles attributes the discovery of the oxen to

their activities, not, as the Hymn, to information given to

Apollo by a countryman who had seen Hermes driving

the cattle.

Thirdly, whereas the Homeric Hymn represents

indeed Hermes as living on Mt. Cyllene, but speaks of

the oxen as having been left by him at Pylos, Sophocles
puts the oxen also on Mt. Cyllene. He clearly takes

this course in order to observe the dramatic unity of

place.

Fourthly, in the Hymn there is no sort of connexion,

direct or indirect, between the theft of the oxen and the
making of the lyre. Sophocles introduces a connexion
by representing Hermes' use of ox-hide, taken from the
stolen cattle, in or about the lyre as furnishing the Satyrs
with the clue which led to their recovery. Dramatic
unity of action demands a connexion.

Fifthly, Sophocles goes outside the borders of the
story told in the Hymn by introducing the Nymph Cyllene
instead of Maia. I think that this variation, like that
of the omission of the informer, is due, though less

obviously so, to the fact of the introduction of the Satyrs.

In the first place it would hardly have been seemly to

bring into contact with the Satyrs a female personage of

the dignity of Maia ; and in the second place, even if

Maia had appeared, she could not well have descended
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to the falsehoods with which Cyllene delays the finding

of the oxen, falsehoods absolutely essential to the dramatic
protraction of the interval antecedent to discovery.

These five modifications are incidental to the drama-
tisation of the legend, and doubtless, unless indeed it

had already been dramatised by someone else, were all

effected by Sophocles himself. The introduction of the

new character, Cyllene, seems at first sight somewhat
bolder than the other changes. But there is ground for

thinking that this introduction involves no substantial

innovation. Though the Nymph in question does not
figure in the Homeric Hymn, yet it is in no way incon-
sistent with the Hymn that she should at some period

or other have acted as nurse to Hermes ; and Philo-

stephanus (as we learn from a scholium on Pindar, 01.

vi. 1. 144) states ev tco 7tspl KoXXyjvt^ (a book, I presume,
about Mt. Cyllene) that Cyllene and Helice nursed Hermes.
If Philostephanus had not added the name of Helice, I

should have supposed that he was merely basing himself

on this play. As it is, I am inclined to conjecture that
some such expression as

KuXXtjvt) 0' 'EXixtq -re Gsou rpocpol 'Ep^eiao

occurred in the Megalae Eoeae of Hesiod, where (see

Antoninus Liberalis, ch. 23) the legend in question is

dealt with. Indeed, seeing that Antoninus (I.e.), speaking

of the episode of the informer, an integral part of the

story as told in the Homeric Hymn, gives a list of

authorities, and seeing that none of those authorities,

except Hesiod, is of substantially earlier date than Philo-

stephanus (circa 250 B.C.), it is natural to assume as

probable that it is from Hesiod that Philostephanus

derives his information.

In the Homeric Hymn, as it has come down to us,

Hermes first kills the tortoise and makes the lyre, and
afterwards steals the cattle. But Apollodorus (in. 10),

while agreeing in the main with the now current Homeric
account, transposes the order of events. Sophocles

abstains altogether from fixing the order, though it is

evident that the ox-hide bag (if it was a bag) must have
been made after the theft of the cattle. A good deal

of ink has been wasted on Apollodorus. I can hardly

Bi
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doubt but that he followed the Hymn in the form in
which he had it. As we have it, it is an extraordinarily

incoherent document, most curiously pieced together.

Moreover the exordium and termination are preserved
(forming Hymn xvtii.) in an alternative form (xvin.
11. l-9=m. 11. 1-9: xvin. 11. 10-ll=m. 11. 579-

580), which exhibits a strange mixture of likeness and
unlikeness to the vulgate. Also 1. 51, which runs in our
texts as

ernci Se au(ixpcovou<; oitov sTocvii<T<70CTo ^opSd?,

is quoted by Antigonus of Carystus (Histor. Mirah. 7),

who lived in the third century B.C., as

knxb. 8s GyjXuTeptov otav sTOcviiaaaTO ^op&as.

All this suggests that the text of the Hymn was singularly

fluid in antiquity, so that Apollodorus may well have
had before him an arrangement of the parts in a sequence
different from that which we now possess. Also the
reticence of Sophocles may conceivably indicate that in

his days the right order was in dispute.

Of Sophocles' predecessors, Alcaeus, in a Hymn to

Hermes, of which an irrelevant morsel (Alcaeus, Fr. 5)

survives, mentioned the story (as we are informed by
Pausanias, vn. 20) ; but his treatment of it must have
been most summary. Among Sophocles' successors,

Horace did the same (Carm. i. 10) in a hymn perhaps
based on that of Alcaeus. In the Ichneutae however,
as will be seen to follow as a side-conclusion from
the arguments set forth in the next chapter, it is

highly improbable that, had we the full text, we should
find that

viduus pharetra
Risit Apollo."



CHAPTER II

THE STAFF AND THE LYRE

Neque'semper arcum
Tendit Apollo. Hobace.

According to the Homeric Hymn to Hermes (11. 496-

499), the gifts which Apollo actually gave Hermes in ex-

change for the lyre were a shining whip and the tutelage

of herdsmanship. But, according to the same hymn
(11. 513-532), Apollo later feared that Hermes might
steal both the lyre and his bow from him and requested

Hermes to swear not to do so. Hermes took the oath,

whereupon Apollo promised various things to Hermee,
of which however one only was a concrete object, namely
the caduceus, saying :

aurap E7tsiTa

6X(3ou xal 7iXoikou Sucrto 7repixaXXsa p«pSov,

Xpuaebjv, Tpi7reT/)Xov, axyjpiov ^ ae <puXdl;ei,

toxvtixi; eTcixpaivoua' o'i(jioU(; eirccov te xal Epywv

t&v ayaOtov, oaa <pv)[u 8ou)[i.evai ex Aioc 6|ji,<p%.

Although^ there is nothing in the Homeric Hymn to Hermes
to indicate that this staff was the staff of a herald, or

that Hermes became a herald, nevertheless, just after

the passage quoted, Apollo (1. 539) addresses Hermes as

xafftyvTiTS ^putfdppam, which shows that in the mind of

the writer the staff in question was at least distinctive

of Hermes. Similarly in the Odyssey xpva6pp«mc, is

twice used, each time as a distinctive epithet of Hermes ;

but, where the pa(3So<; itself is spoken of, it is not by any
means described as a herald's staff. It is mentioned in

three passages of Homer (II. xxrv. 343, Od. v. 47, and
Od. xxiv. 2), and in the first two the words are the

same :

—

eEAsto Se p«(38ov, Ty) t* dvSptov 8[i.[iaT<x GeXyei

<Sv e0eXsi, toCk; 8' aG-rs xal u7rvtJ>ovTa<; eyeipei'

t})V [xstoc yspaXv e'xwv 7CSTSTO xpaTCx; dpYeup6vTi!)<;.
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In the third passage the writer of the 24th Odyssey
becomes a little more explicit

:

l

Ep(i7J<; 8£ i|>ux<&? KuXXif)vio<; e^sxaXetTO

avSpaiv (xv7)cmQp{ov eye 8s pa(3Sov [JieTa xeP<"
xaX^v ^pucrshjv, Tyj t' av8pc5v 8[i.[i«Ta OeXysi

&v eOeXei, to&<; S' afrre xai U7tV(oovra<; eyetpei'

Tfl p* <5cye xiv^aa?, Tal 8s TpL^ousai s&tovto.

In Homer the word for herald's staff is cx7J7tTpov, not

pajJSoi;, and Homer, while representing Hermes as a

messenger of the gods, nowhere calls him X7jpui;.

Hesiod on the other hand describes Hermes as xrjpux'

aGavocTcov (Theog. 939) and as GeGv x5jpu£ (Op. 80) ; and
later it seems to have been universally held that

Hermes was a herald and the patron of heralds. See,

for example, Aeschylus (Ag. 498) :

'Eppjv, tpiXov xifjpuxa, xYjpiixtov Gs$v.q.

It is obvious that, in these circumstances, the staff of

Hermes must have come to be regarded as a herald's

staff, and that in fact it was so regarded is proved by a

fragment (Sophocles, Fr. 701) of Sophocles' Philoctetes

Trojae preserved in the recently discovered beginning

of Photius' Lexicon :

xai pa(38o<; &><; xvjpuy.oi; 'Epjjiaia SotXou

Spaxovros aficpixpavo^.

Yet, although the Latin caduceum and caduceus (which

are distortions, effected before Rome became literary,

of the Tarentine Doric xocpiixsiov) are applied indifferently

to a Greek herald's staff (the Romans did not use this

implement) and to the staff borne by Mercury, in Greek
proper I am unable to find the word xvjpiixetov, in any
of its forms, used of the staff of Hermes, except once
in Hesychius, who writes (Sophocles, Fr. 700), referring

to the play just mentioned, Spaxovra* t6 xvjpiSxiov Eo<po-

xXtj<; OtXoxT^Tyj, and once in an epigram by Nicarchus
(Anth. Pal. xi. 124), who compares the staff of a certain

physician, Zopyrus, to the staff of Hermes :
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a. ^elvs, t[ (j.av TOiiOfi
; [3. -rive? ev x6°vl TOtaS' urci -ni|x|3oi<;

;

a. 0O5 YXuxspoo <psYY0US Zco7tupo<; eaTepiaev

Aajiii;, 'ApiaTOTeX7]<;, Ay)(jnf)Tpioi;, 'ApxeaUaoi;,

SfcXJTpaxoi;, oE t' 67ttffa) (xexpi IlapaiTOvfou.

jCYjptSxtov yap £x<°v £>iXivov, xal 7tX«ctt« 7ceStXa,

<!><; 'Epjivj?, xarayei to6<; 6epa7teuo(jivoui;.

The author of this epigram, Nicarchus, is by some modern
writers assumed to have nourished at the beginning of

the second century a.d. ; but this late date is assigned

to him solely on the strength of the occurrence in another
of his epigrams (Anth. Pal. xi. 73, 1. 6) of the word
Qsvrxq, the accusative plural of £e<m)<;, sextarius. There
seems to be no doubt but that this Greek name for the

measure is Latin in origin, and it is thought to have
reached the Greek world by way of Sicily. It occurs

in the New Testament and in various writers, chiefly

medical, from the first century a.d. onward. But it

is also (according to Dindorf's Stephanus s.v.) employed
in the remains of Heras, a Greek physician of repute,

who practised at Rome before the time of Andromachus
the elder, and who in consequence may be assigned to

the first century B.C. Now Nicarchus is stated by
Plutarch (Symp. in. 6) to have been contemporary with
a physician of the name of Zopyrus, doubtless the Zopyrus
mentioned in the epigram set forth above ; and Celsus

(v. 23) mentions an antidote administered by a physician,

Zopyrus, to one of the Ptolemies. Seeing that in the

above epigram one of the dead patients is named Parae-
tonius, which is evidently derived from Paraetonium,
the alternative name of the town near Alexandria that

is also known as Ammonia, it seems probable that the
Zopyrus of the epigram also practised in Egypt. Though
Zopyrus was a common Asclepiad name, there is no
ground for assuming the existence of twoeminent Egyptian
physicians so designated, except the use by Nicarchus of

££oto€- Ptolemy XII, the last adult reigning prince of

his line, died in the year 47 B.C., and his predecessor,

Ptolemy XI, in 51 B.C. It seems to me that, if it was
possible for Heras to use ZjkaTtf,, it was no less possible

for Nicarchus to do so and at the same time to be a con-

temporary of a Zopyrus who administered an antidote
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to Ptolemy XI or Ptolemy XII. I therefore conclude
that it is perfectly on the cards that the employment
in the above epigram of y/qpfouov with reference to the
staff of Hermes should be assigned, not to the second
century a.d., but to the first century B.C.

The epigram indeed appears to raise the further ques-

tion whether the staff of Aesculapius was or was not
substantially identical with the staff of Mercury : but
that point I do not feel myself called upon to discuss.

It is sufficient to have pointed out, in addition to the

passage from Sophocles' Philoctetes Trojae, in which the

word itself is not used, one ancient Greek instance of

the term jojpixiov being applied to the staff of Hermes
in order to confirm the overwhelming antecedent proba-
bility, already confirmed as regards Latin by the uses

of caduceug, that, when Hermes became generally recog-

nised as the god of heralds, his pdcpSoi; must also have
been equated with a herald's staff.

At the beginning of the Ichneutae Apollo appears on
the stage. What characteristic emblem or emblems did

he bear ? He had not as yet received the lyre. It is

possible that he carried his bow and his quiver filled with
arrows : but this I greatly doubt, seeing that he was
engaged in a search for stolen property outside his own
messuage. At Rome, at least in early times, such a
search was conducted per lancem et licium, i.e. the searcher

went clad only in a loincloth and holding a dish in his

hands, relying obviously on the inviolability of his person.

Festus (quoted by Aulus Gellius at the end of his eleventh

book) states that this custom was borrowed from the

Athenians. It would probably be more true to say
that it was common to the Romans and to the Athenians.
Its existence * renders it unlikely that on this occasion

Apollo went armed and lends support to my reading of

1. 15 as

o oiv 0ueia 7tap' i\i &vi<; xovrj? Itoo.

But it would appear that at any rate he carried the
golden staff which, according to the Homeric Hymn,
he not long afterwards presented to Hermes, and which,

* From Aristophanes' Nubes (11. 498-499) it is evident that at Athens
searcher was at any rate yvnv6s.
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as we have seen, must have been popularly regarded as
the staff of a herald. That he held this staff is sufficiently

indicated by his somewhat remarkable statement in

1. 13 that he was conducting the search mx.vzskec x^puyix'

gjCtov, which clearly involves that he had with him at

least the bare paraphernalia of a xyjpui;. Indeed, in the
certain absence of the lyre and the probable absence of

the bow and quiver, it is hard to see what other emblem
he could have carried in addition to the probable 6us(a,

which was not an emblem.
But I conceive that this staff, far from being intro-

duced more or less otiosely as a part of Apollo's accoutre-

ment,plays an important role in the action of the Ichneutae.

It is pertinent to observe that, after Apollo has left the
stage, the Chorus of Satyrs with Silenus as their director

twice act in a distinctly heraldic capacity.* On the first

occasion, Silenus (11. 75-79) makes formal proclamation

—I can use no other term—to all and sundry who have
knowledge of the theft that, if they declare their know-
ledge, they will be accounted perfect benefactors of Apollo,

but that, if they do not, they will not be rewarded.

Thereupon the Chorus utters three non-iambic lines,

which, though little of them remains, are obviously a
repetition of the general sense of Silenus' remarks. These
three non-iambic lines (I reconstitute them in the dochmiac
metre) form no part of a strophic-antistrophic system,

and seem to me to constitute what Galen (v. p. 394 and
ix. p. 501) terms the imbc, of a herald's proclamation.

On the second occasion, the Chorus, this time without

any preceding proclamation by Silenus, but conformably

with a statement he has just made to the effect that he
will not permit them to leave him until it has been
ascertained who it is that dwells in the house in front

of them, address four non-iambic lines to the unseen

householder, in which fines, although they are now
extremely fragmentary, it is clear that they offer a reward

for information. The lines are not dochmiac in this

case, but they form no part of any strophic-antistrophie

system. I rank them as another toij<;. But this time

the matter is put beyond doubt by the words of Cyllene

* Timotheus (Pert. 11. 229-236) seems to be scoffing at the heraldic

features of the Ichneutae, and also impugning Sophocles' account of the
origin of the lyre.
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herself, who (11. 227-228) says of this utterance of the

Satyrs

:

aS-rii; 8' cc[0po»t]T[o<;] 7rpsufzevcJv [[/.' avSptov t]a,

xrjpux[o<; &q,] l'[av' I'Spei] xy)p6Y(x*['"]-

The portion of these two lines actually presented in

the papyrus, which portion is not included in brackets,

is without the complements amply sufficient to prove
the case.

Again, the singularly staid demeanour of Silenus

calls for some explanation. Once only, when (11. 211-

212) he stamps and kicks outside the house in order to

attract the attention of the inmate, does he betray a

lack of dignity, and even then his action is rather rustic

than vulgar.

The conclusion one would naturally draw is that

Apollo, before his departure from the stage, handed to

Silenus the staff that he had been carrying and that
Silenus, assuming the staff, assumed also the character

of herald with the Satyrs for his pursuivants.

In 11. 48 and 49 there is talk of a bilateral ' confirmation'

of the contract proposed between Apollo and Silenus.

The subsequent lines are in a fragmentary condition.

It is highly probable that Silenus excused himself from
handing over an earnest on the ground of his servile

condition, but it is more likely than not that an earnest

was actually given by Apollo. The golden staff would
be a suitable earnest of an ultimate golden reward, and
besides it is at least doubtful whether Apollo had about
him anything else of value to offer. Further the herald's

staff would manifestly be as useful, or perhaps one might
say as necessary, for the purposes of the search to Silenus

as it had been to Apollo himself. On these grounds I
reconstitute 1. 50, addressed by Apollo to Silenus, thus :

[pdcpSov Up' . £]p' &v6? Tt[?] ; e[Iff]8' Iq [0oil[46cr]e

;

I would also direct attention to the lines in the first

chorus which run (11. 68-70) :

£uv<x[xa Qebi; 6 «pCXo<; averto

toSvou<;, upofpvjva? ap££yjXa

Xpuaou 7tapaSeiy(iaTa.
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These lines form part, it is true, of a passage which I

personally regard as spurious ; but that is no reason
for supposing them to contain a misstatement as to the
action of the play. Grammatically upo<pY)va<; is in its

context capable of bearing either of two meanings. The
aorist participle may on the one hand indicate an action

prior in time to the action of the principal verb ow&xco

only, not prior in time to the moment at which the sen-

tence is uttered. In that case a rough translation would
be : "May the god first show us excellent samples of

his gold and afterwards put an end to our labours."

97)va? by itself would suffice in such a case : the use of

the compound 7rpo<pYjva<; would, on those lines of trans-

lation, emphasise strongly the word first. This trans-

lation I reject, because, although two rewards have been
promised, gold and liberty, there is not only no reason

to suppose that the gift of gold will be anterior to the

gift of liberty, but rather the reverse, seeing that manu-
mission can be effected in a moment, whereas treasure

takes time to fetch. The aorist participle may on the
other hand, and must, if I have rightly rejected the

alternative rendering, indicate an action prior to the

time of speaking. In that case a rough translation would
be : "May the god put an end to our labours, seeing

that he has in anticipation shown us excellent samples
of his gold." Driven back, as I think by necessity, on
this interpretation, I can only conclude that Apollo has

already at least exhibited his golden staff as a token of

his trustworthiness. But for him to have merely exhibited

it without handing it over as an earnest would be singularly

senseless. All the world knew that Apollo possessed

gold galore : what was required was, not a proof of sol-

vency, but an earnest to bind the bargain. Therefore,

with some confidence, I invoke this choric passage in

aid of my contention.

Taking it then, not indeed as mathematically certain,

but at any rate as much more probable than not, that,

before leaving the stage, Apollo invested Silenus with

his staff, it becomes pertinent to enquire what kind of

property in the staff passed to Silenus. Did he become
its absolute owner in perpetuity, or did he hold it merely

as a pledge to be restored to Apollo if and when the latter
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handed to him the promised treasure ? An earnest can
clearly, in its nature, be of either kind ; but in this

case I imagine that the surrounding circumstances and
in particular the mystic qualities of the staff itself indicate

that it was bestowed as a pledge only and not in full

ownership. Consequently I consider that in ordinary

circumstances Silenus would have retained the staff

until he was paid his reward, but no longer.

In 1. 403 the Chorus finds the oxen. At 1. 408, or

at latest at 1. 411, Apollo returns to the stage, and in

11. 416 and 417, which are unfortunately most fragmentary,

he speaks of * reward ' and of ' free.' Presumably he
tells Silenus that he will send for the gold at once, but
that he manumits him and his sons on the spot. This
would involve the retention of the staff by Silenus until

the arrival of the gold. Consequently I conclude that,

when at the end of the chorus which I number as coming
at 11. 421-428, Silenus with his sons leaves the stage,

he takes the staff away. But at 1. 436, if my treat-

ment of the fragments be correct, Silenus returns

to announce to Apollo that the Satyrs have all gone
mad. I do not doubt but that he brings the staff back
with him. It looks to me very much as if at 1. 449, as
I number it, Apollo perceives that the madness of the

Satyrs can be cured, if only they hear the strains of

the lyre, that he consequently determines to obtain the
lyre from Hermes, and that he forms a plan to buy it

from him at the price of the staff. This would accord in

a certain rough sense, though with no degree of accuracy,

with the story of Apollo giving the staff, though in ex-

change for something other than the lyre, to Hermes,
as told in the Homeric Hymn. It necessitates the
restoration of the staff by Silenus to Apollo. Silenus,

in the new circumstances, raises no objection to restoring

to Apollo, who is now his firm friend, what after all is

only a pledge, not a permanent possession. I place the
restoration of the staff just after 1. 462.

After that point at which the papyrus-remains of

the Ichneutae absolutely and altogether fail to give us
any guidance (and I greatly doubt myself whether any
of the fragments carry us beyond the eighteenth column)
it seems clear, provided I have rightly interpreted the
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appearance of Apollo iravreX£<; y.7]puY(x' g/uv and the
heraldic proclamations subsequently made by the Satyrs,

that Apollo must have actually purchased the lyre

from Hermes in exchange for the golden staff of which
I have been speaking. If this be the case, then the staff

serves the purpose of imparting to the play an element
of dramatic unity which would otherwise be lacking.

It renders far more fully simplex et unum a plot which,

without it, is already indeed, so far as it is extant, of that

character, but which can hardly, in the absence of some
such bond of connexion, have been successfully extended
to the compass of a complete drama.

I have gone, and I think with reason, into matters
of detail ; but, detail apart, the mere fact that in a play
with this particular plot Apollo makes his first appearance
noLvrekkt; sc^puyjji.' exwv is, in view of the mention of the

staff in the Homeric Hymn, an almost sufficient indication

in itself that the writer designs ultimately to represent

the lyre as exchanged for the staff. That first ap-

pearance of Apollo gives us, I venture to maintain, the

clue to much, if only we consent to hold fast to the sound
doctrine of Horace, which surely applies to plots as truly

as to characters

:

Servetur ad imum
Qualis ab incepto processerit.
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CHAPTER III

THE SUPPRESSION OF PAN

Quaere peregrinum. Horace.

For some reason or other the second hand of the
papyrus appears to have been bent on removing from
the play all reference, direct or indirect, to the god Pan.

The passages in question are five in number, and in

addition to these five two others must be taken into

account.

The first passage consists of 11. 95-96. Here, the

foot-prints of the cattle having just been discovered,

and one of the two semichori having remarked (1. 94}

toiut' sot' sxetva tuv (3owv t<& tryjjxaTa,

according to the papyrus as altered by the second

hand the other semichorus delivers itself of two lines

(11. 95-96), thus :

oiy-[.]' BeosTioTTjvaTOt [. . .] vayst 95
TlSp03[Z£VCJTaVYJT0S£0V [ . . ] . VO[X£V

In the former of these two lines.aiy- is in the handwriting
of the second hand, standing in a space from which the

writing of the first hand has presumably been erased.

Between the two lines the first hand inserts a paragraphus :

this the second hand deletes. In the latter line the letters

tiS are in the handwriting of the second hand, standing

—with an e preceding them, also in the handwriting of

the second hand, but subsequently deleted—in a space
from which the handwriting of the first hand has certainly

been erased. To 1. 96 the second hand adds a marginal
note : eTiSp"[. .]ti*. After the second line the second hand
inserts a paragraphus, whereas the first hand does not
acknowledge a change of speakers until the beginning

of the fifth foot of 1. 97.
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For a fuller discussion see the English notes on 11. 95-
96. I do not hesitate to read :

'HjAt^. a', alyoiv 0e6<; Tt? r/jv fototov, •qv, #yei. 95

'Hjjlix- P'- cnrkppcoji' Sv, & Ilav, 9j t6 Ssov e£avofxev;

The second passage consists of 11. 116-118. These
lines at present run thus in the papyrus :

~ £v'aUTexv7)V<TUT7]X [ ] . upsa-uv'au 116

TTp6<7Kaiovw8ev.exXt[i[. . . .jy.uvvjYerciv

TrpOCTYTfll'TlCTCfAWVOTpOKOd'OUXltXavGaVCO' .

But the paragraphus above the beginning of 1. 116 is

not original, being formed out of the top stroke of a
£, which was presented by the first hand, but has been
very imperfectly erased. The first hand, instead of

presenting a paragraphus at that point, presents one above
the beginning of 1. 117 : this latter paragraphus the second
hand has partially erased. Hence it appears that the
distribution of the lines between the two speakers was
originally other than that which the papyrus now exhibits.

In the English notes on 11. 116-117 I point out in detail

the necessity, as regards the action of the play, of the

occurrence in 1. 116 of some words or other relative to

the perception by the Satyrs of the sound of Hermes'
lyre, and in the same notes I set forth minutely the facts

as evidenced or indicated on the face of the papyrus, with

regard to the alteration, on a large scale in 1. 116 and on
a lesser scale in 1. 117, of the writing of the first hand
by the second hand. From those notes it will, I think,

appear with sufficient plainness that the reading of the

first hand, if we express it in the modern manner, must
have been

:

£etv' aiyiv-VTifi.', s5 tt]X6Gsv ja' oiipst. Si. tiv' aO; 116

7tp6<; navo? &8s xexJa[ievov xuvyjyeTStv

7tpo<; YTJ i
T'£ u(A&v 6 Tp6iro<;, ouyl [jiav0avco.

The vocative cd^iy.^r\\is gives us our first introduction

to a group of compounds of a?£, the other members of

which will be presented to us as we pass in review the

later passages of this play in which the second hand has,

as here, suppressed or obscured, some reference to Pan.

The adjective a\r(lwtnLOc; is elsewhere found once only,
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viz. in the Doric vocative aiyixva^e in a dedicatory epi-
gram of Agathias (Anth. Pal. vi. 167, 1. 1). It there

applies to Pan, to whom (quite apart from the fact

that a misreading in the first line expressly mentions
him by name) the epigram is manifestly addressed. By
a strange error Stephanus (s.v.), uncorrected by Dindorf,

takes it as an epithet not of Pan but of Priapus. More-
over, in Dindorf's Stephanus aiytavYjuxx; is given out
of its proper alphabetical place and after atyixov and
atYixopsiS?, so that it is easy for the reader to miss the
word.

The third passage consists of 11. 319-321. Here the
first hand presents :

ot]>aXaxTO(TTiffO[xq)Y)>taTOtxvstT07rou.

. p£7tTaStaTovou(paff(xa-reY 320
^wpe-reavGejii^ei .

In this reading there are, apart from the use of the

Attic termination in o[xtpy), the omission (regular enough
in the case of the first hand) of two iotas subscript,

and the employment of the -ei termination in 6efn£ei,

only two mistakes, namely o^aXaxTocr for UTco^aXoocros,

and Tovowp instead of TOfioup, so that it is quite plain

that, written as we write nowadays, the passage should

run :

u7to^aXaxTO(; ti? ojicpa KCLTOiyyeZ totoo,

0pe7rra St', ^To(jLOup' cf.ay.a.x' , sy- 320

X«pe n<xv, Gejxi^T]

;

The second hand converts this into

oiJ)aXaxTocfTtfTOfi,(p7]xaTOi^veiT07rou

7cpe7tTa8iaTovou<pa<7fi.aT'eY

^a)p'e7rav0s(it^et ,

adding a marginal note that Theon reads e7rav0ejzi£erai.

The second hand, if we incorporate what he says is

Theon's reading, evidently means :

6i|;aXaxTO<; xlq ofxepv) xa-coi^vei t67tou
;

7vpS7rra Sia tovou cpafffAax' £y- 320

Xcop' e7cav0e[j,[£eTai.

This reading, which conflicts violently with the metre
of the antistrophe, can only be construed thus : ' What
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stricken sound pervades the place % Ringing out by
reason of its tone, it culls for itself images native to the
land.' The expression is grotesque and the underlying
thought, if any exists, can only be a thought of some
mimetic quality of music utterly out of place in the

passage. I am not at all convinced that Theon read
STcavGsjii^eTai. I do not dispute that in his edition

the line in question ended with the letters s7rav0e{j.i£eTai,

but he may have intended syx^pe II dv, Gejxi^etoci, and
the wrong division of the words may be due to the second
hand of the papyrus only. In any case Theon's -etoci

would seem to be a mistake for the old uncontracted
second person middle and passive -eat, scanned as one
syllable by synizesis, which, it seems, was sometimes
employed in tragic choruses.

Beyond all question the writing of xojxoup as -rovoutp

contributed largely towards the corruption ; but it is

not enough to account for the expulsion of Pan from
the passage.

The fourth place is in 1. 352.

In this passage the first hand presents :

crjtoTuei 351

[ ] xap7cov-rou8eTOU7cavai8ofi.o<7 .

Here there is only one mistake. ociSo|i.oa has been written

in error for ouvofjioa, i.e.. atvojxo^, a form not found else-

where, but constructed, on the analogy of awroXcx;, in

the sense of alyivofioi; and ociY°v6[i.o<;. I have no hesita-

tion in reading, in harmony with the context

:

ffx67ret 351

jd]7tou ah xap7i:6v touS'. st' ou IIocv alvofxo^

;

But the second hand converts the first hand's reading

into
cxoTtei 351

[ ]xap7K>VTou8e8'6uTOxvaiSo[i.o(7 .

In modern writing one can only represent this as

cxotcei 351

[ ] xap7i:6v, touSe 8' oS rocva §6[iO<;.

In this there is neither sense nor grammar, and rcavqc is

a vox nihili. But Pan is effectually banished.

c
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The fifth passage (11. 358, 359) is a little less clear.

There the first hand presents :

[.luxexOetovTatxcopaxaiY6^ (followed by writing which
the second hand has washed out) 358

[.JavovTaxXaieivudTsptoiTEYcoY^" •

The second hand gives :

[.] uxsx0ecoVTa(i,topaxatYeXotayp7) 358

[.] avovTaxXaietvudTepcdiTeTCiiYeXto ,

and appends to the second of the two lines a marginal

note : uaxspaaz-foi. It is to be observed that at the

end of 1. 358 the first hand must have followed up xaiYeX
with something quite different from the second hand's

oia^p>), as otherwise the latter would not have taken the

trouble to go so far as to wash out the former's reading.

I suggest that the first hand presented xaiYeXornxaxP"*),

i.e. x.a.iyzka.'nx.x xp*)- cd^ekirt^ is used of Pan in the

229th Epigram of the Planudean Appendix, and Plato

(Euthyph. 13 d) speaks of yj povjXaTix^.

I present the two lines thus :

oux tic, Oetov Tofxoupa xatYeXocTixa xp"») 358

XavovTa xXaietv fiaxspov at too yeXco.

If I am right, the first hand has, as in 1. 320, gone wrong
over Tojioupa, but it is the second hand that has wholly
expelled the indirect reference to Ilav cdyekdrtiz. I

especially invite the reader's attention to the process of

ashing out effected by the second hand, which indicates

some radical alteration.

Such are the five passages which point to a deliberate

banishment of Pan from the text. Of course I rely

chiefly on the third and the fourth. But there is a sixth

place in which, though it in no way deals with the great

god Pan, there appears to be a mention of the minor
deities who as early as the time of Aristophanes (Eccl.

1069 : S Il5cve<;, d> KopipavTe?) were called nave? and
who accompanied the Satyrs themselves in the train of

Dionysus.
The first hand, in a passage in this play where a

certain SecnroTY)*;, whose name is not mentioned, of the

Satyrs is spoken of as having been wont to revel with
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them in that train in attendance on the god, presents

1. 220 in this form :

auvEyyovoiavu[xcpai(yixai7ro8o)voj(Xcai .

There is no error of commission in this passage on the

part either of the first or of the second hand ; but the

second hand sins by omission in doing nothing but add
a colon at the end of the line. In modern writing the
line, as given, with no diacritical marks from the second
hand to help us, is naturally read thus :

to&Gv is manifestly impossible, though Pearson reads

it. Wilamowitz, followed by Hunt, alters it to TtatSwv.

Hunt translates ' along with the nymphs his offspring

and the throng of his sons.' I suppose that both Wilam-
owitz and Hunt are influenced by the fact that gyyovoi;

regularly means grandchild and sometimes descendant,

but seems never to occur in the sense of blood-relation.

I however am convinced that in this passage it has that

sense and is equivalent to eyyev^?- A mention of grand-

children would naturally suggest a mention of sons.

But there cannot be a mention of grandchildren or even
of more remote descendants. Hunt in his translation

of the passage leaves it in ambiguity whether he con-

siders the ' offspring ' and the ' sons ' to be those of

Silenus or those of some other Ss<77tott]<; or those of

Dionysus.

The Greek, taken in the way he takes it, is equally

ambiguous. Let me suppose for the sake of argument

that Silenus is intended as the father or ancestor. His

sons were the Satyrs themselves, so that the reference

is clearly not to them ; neither is it possible, even sup-

posing he had other sons unknown to extant mythology,

to think of nymphs as descended from him, for one

cannot take into account such fantasies as that of Pytha-

goras which made Apollo a son of Silenus (Porphyry,

Vita Pythagorae, 16, p. 30). Let me next assume that

Dionysus is intended. I believe that the morality even

of the Greeks would have been outraged by an assertion

that the nymphs, considering their relations with Dio-

nysus, were either his grandchildren or even his less near

c2
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descendants. But most naturally, in accordance with
customary usage, the ^yYovo ° would be understood to

be those of the 8ecx7tot7]<;. We must therefore enquire
who this &sctto$t7]<; really is. He is expressly mentioned
as distinct from Dionysus. After perusing such Greek
literature bearing on the subject as I have been able to

find and, in particular, after consulting various relevant

passages in Nonnus (who cannot be left out of account
when Satyric drama is in question), I am of opinion

that, Dionysus himself being excluded, only two Ssgtzozcu

of the Satyrs are in any way possible, viz. Silenus and
Pan. But in the Ichneutae Silenus also is excluded,

seeing that (see 11. 56, 67, and, more especially, 156-

157) in this play he and the Satyrs are fellow-slaves

together and are together promised their freedom if

they succeed in their quest of the oxen. Pan therefore

remains as, so far as I can see, the only conceivable

Searro-nji;. Now, throughout this play the Satyrs are

treated as the sons of Silenus, and their mothers are

nymphs (1. 34). I see no difficulty in supposing these

nymphs to have been of the kindred of Pan ; but there

are two objections in the way of esteeming them his

children or his descendants. First, no legend that I can
discover makes Pan the progenitor of nymphs, and,

secondly, if he was progenitor of these particular nymphs,
he must also have been grandfather or at least ancestor

of the Satyrs, a relationship inconsistent, I should imagine,

at any rate among divine and semi-divine beings, with
his holding them as slaves. How Silenus and they came
to be his slaves at all is perhaps adumbrated in a passage
of Nonnus (xxix. 11. 260-262) :

'Affrpaioi; SeSovyjTO, Maptov tpiiyev, AxXaere Av)veii<;,

EeiXtjvoO Tpia Texva SamSrpixoc, 8? Si^a XexTpaiv

<5c<T7Eopo<; auToXo/euTOi; av^Spajxe (XTjTpcx; apoiipT)?.

If Silenus sprang straight from the soil, both he and
his sons (or, as Nonnus makes them, his grandsons :

see xiv. 11. 96-104, where also Silenus' origin is briefly

mentioned), the Satyrs, may easily have been regarded
as naturally chattels of Pan. I need not delay over
the strange suggestion by Pearson that Apollo was the
8eCT7roT7)<; in question. It is abundantly certain that,
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whatever identifications of distinct deities were attempted
in the holes and corners, so to speak, of mythology,
Apollo did not, to the Greek mind, subserve Dionysus
in Bacchic orgies. The difficulty of Apollo being able,

without deputed authority, to manumit another deity's

slaves, will vanish, if we assume that a searcher cum
lance et licio, or quasi cum lance et licio, for stolen

property, had the right, if successful in his search, to

manumit other people's slaves who had helped him,

on condition of compensating their masters out of

the property recovered. It appears to me that Silenus

and the Satyrs were certainly the slaves of someone
other than Apollo, and I can think of no other

assumption that would fully meet the difficulty.

Taking all this into account, in 1. 220 of the Ichneutae

I interpret eyyovoi? as kindred, and I cure the line

without changing the papyrus text, thus :

auv sYY°votS vii[A<paiai xawtoScov S^cp-

As aijz&ko$ exists by the side of aiyw6\to<;, so aXivouc, is

a legitimate compound, and probably characteristic of

Satyric drama. Compare 1. 352. These cdizofec, were
the deities whom shortly after the date of this play and
in later Greek literature we find described by the name
HoLve$. Even they have suffered exile from the text.

There exists also a seventh passage, which, while it

is in no degree demonstrative, yet must be considered

in conjunction with the other six.

That passage consists of 11. 68-70, which in the papyrus

form the conclusion of the first chorus.

It is easy, up to the end of 1. 64, to arrange and supple-

ment the surviving remains of that chorus so as to present

a strophe and an antistrophe of the most regular corre-

spondence in dochmiac metre, nor in that part of the

chorus is there anything to excite suspicion. But 11.

65-67 as a whole, and in particular 1. 67, can scarcely

be of classical origin. I regard them as a post-classical

epodeappended to the Sophoclean strophe and antistrophe.

At one stage the chorus ended with 1. 67. But in that

line, if we follow the indications surviving in the papyrus,

it seems impossible to avoid reading p«ta<; [z£toc, with

our nanny ; and the nanny or nurse in question can
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scarcely have been anything other than the goat Amalthea

.

This reference to Amalthea has, I take it, led to the
further extension of the chorus by a passage (11. 68-70),

originally appended as a reference, from some other

play (possibly from the Captivac of Sophocles) in which
Amalthea and also, as it happens, Pan are mentioned
by name.

I discuss the whole matter at length in the English

notes, and will here content myself with stating shortly

the reading of the papyrus, distinguishing between the
first and the second hands, and the reading which I

myself propose.

The papyrus now presents :

^uvafxaOeocotpiXouaveTco

TOVouc-TcporpYjvaffap^TjAa

Xpu<70U7capaSeiY(Jt.aTa. 70

The accents over line 69 are added by the second hand
;

but otherwise the differences between the two hands
are confined to 1. 68. In that line the first hand presents

ouvafxaOei (or a).

No doubt the first hand continued with further writing •

but all such writing has now disappeared in favour of

writing by the second hand. The second hand writes

£ above the first hand's initial a, changes the first hand's
last extant letter (i or o) to o, and adds, doubtless in

substitution for writing by the first hand, co<pikoaa.vzTu>.

He also puts an aspirate over the fourth letter, oc. He
thus presents :

£uvafia0eocro<piXo<TaveTco.

I suggest that, before adaptation, the lines ran :

xai aiiv 'A(i,aX6iqc <piAo<; n<xv frco

Tojxoup' 6pcpava<;

api^TjXa Xpucrou,; 7tapot Se^aTa.

All emendation however in this last passage is highly
precarious ; and I only deal with the passage itself

here, not as part of any argument, but for the sake of

completeness.

I can readily imagine that, as in 1. 320 the corruption
of rofioup' helped the more general corruption, and as
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in 1. 352 the corruption of the unfamiliar aiv6(i.o<; made
the context unintelligible, so both in 1. 358 and in 1. 220
the crasis of x«t with a subsequent ai was responsible

for the ensuing misunderstandings ; but it is much more
difficult for me to comprehend why the errors were not
subsequently corrected, so far as they were antecedent
to the date of the second hand, or why, so far as the
second hand may have himself originated them, he
did not pull himself up in time by reference to editions

of repute to which he clearly had some kind of access.

I am much inclined to suppose that any such mention of

Pan, direct or indirect, as we have in the Ichneutae, struck
him, and possibly others besides himself, as improper.
If that be so, I can only infer either that in the Egypt
of his day Pan had become as it were an esoteric deity
not to be spoken of save in the secrecy of a tiled lodge
assembled for the celebration of his mysteries, or else

that the kind of characteristics attributed to Pan in the
Ichneutae differed so widely from those of his local legend
that he considered the attribution blasphemous.

The latter alternative is surely the explanation.

Oxyrrhynchus was only about 130 miles distant from
Panopolis, the city further up the Nile that was the seat

of the worship of the Egyptian Pan, a deity very different

from Pan of Arcady. I think we need enquire no further.

It remains to consider briefly the dramatic propriety

of the manner in which, if I am right, Pan figures in this

play. The Satyrs, knowing him only as their master, a
god of goats indeed (see 1. 95), but habitually occupied

in the train of Dionysus, and chiefly, it may be supposed,

in the Asiatic haunts of that god, call to him from Arcadia

(1. 96), as their only strength, to know whether they are

doing their duty, without any suspicion that he is also

the local god of the country. When the sound of the
lyre is heard, they expressly (1. 116) appeal to him to

preserve them from afar, although, without knowing it,

they are at the threshold of his Arcadian shrine. When
Cyllene appears (1. 213), she at once recognises them
and speaks to them of their master and of the former

character of their service. The recognition is evidently

mutual, as (1. 250), without being in any way schooled,

they address Cyllene by her name. It is doubtless in
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her capacity as an attendant on Pan that they recognise

Cyllene, and this recognition apparently opens their

eyes to the fact that they have come to an oracle of

their own master (11. 319-321), though his under a title,

sYX^P ?' other than that under which they themselves

served him. Cyllene they are disposed at first to treat

with considerable deference (11. 235-242, and 11. 250-

253) : but dissatisfied with her answers, they first throw
aside (11. 360-366) all show of subordination or even of

courtesy, and ultimately (1. 392), evidently thinking

far more of their commission from Apollo than of their

duty to a minister of their own master, threaten her with

personal violence. At this point the mutilated condition

of the text prevents us from obtaining definite certainty

as to the plot : but it looks extremely as if afterwards

(11. 436-438) Silenus announces to Apollo that the Satyrs

have been stricken with madness, and I infer that Apollo

tells Silenus that this madness is a punishment inflicted

by the Arcadian Pan for violation of his holy place and
(at the beginning of column 18) declares the remedy,
which (in columns now wholly lost) he obtains and applies.

I think that the above development of events is a
dramatic development and not destitute of an element
of irony closely resembling the irony of tragedy. But
it seems to me to postulate at or towards the end of

the play some explanation, doubtless in the mouth of

Apollo, of the twofold capacity of the single deity, Pan.
Without such an explanation, the play would seem merely
to lay the ground-work of an uncompleted, and, if un-
completed, confused and confusing, presentation of Pan
in his two functions. I need not dwell on the obvious
fact that, as repeatedly in later literature, so equally
in the Greek of Sophocles, the name, Pan, must have
lent itself to the interpretation of being that of a universal
deity.* That interpretation I should expect to occur in

the lost portion of this play.

Thus in this chapter we see, or surmise, a further

thread of unity, although only, it may be, as the way-
farer who

Aut videt aut vidisse putat per nubila lunam.

* The etymology connecting Pan with iras is found even in the
Homeric Hynrn to Pan (xix. 47).
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CHAPTER IV

THE STYLE OF THE PLAY

Inomata et dominantia nomina solum
Verbaque. Hobaoe.

The extant tragedies of Sophocles, considered apart, on
the one hand, from the plots with which they deal and,
on the other hand, from the literary dialect in which
they are written, exhibit as their chief and constant
characteristic a peculiar and delicate artistry of ex-
pression. So unlike indeed to anything in Aeschylus or

in Euripides is this subtle craftsmanship of Sophocles
that it has almost universally, I suppose, been taken
for an instinct natural to him as a man, not as a manner
assumed by him as a tragedian.

Thus it is with a certain shock of surprise that on
approaching the Satyric Drama of Sophocles, as repre-

sented by the Ichneutae, we find this graceful workman-
ship altogether wanting. Instead of nicely, albeit not

over-nicely, balanced beauties, and a wealth, though
not too lavish, of curious yet sober felicities, we here

have before us for the most part verses without pretence

to polish and sentences barren of adornment. It is only

seldom that another chord is struck. When Cyllene

(11. 213-234) makes her first appearance among the

Satyrs, she does indeed emphasise her dignity by the

employment of somewhat ornate phrases (e.g. ^Xoepov

uXwSt) raq-ov avGvjpov) ; but she nowhere so much as

suggests even an echo of the tragic style of Sophocles.

It would seem rather that, when composing in this

genre, the poet sometimes deliberately affected the exact

opposite of his own tragic characteristics. More than
once the language is very distinctively that of tragedy,

but, as it were, of tragedy on the rant. In the opening

speech of Apollo (1. 13) the words 7cavreXE<; xVjpuYM-' £'xwv
are indeed intelligible, though I doubt whether in any
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actual tragedy, even in Aeschylus, the meaning would
have been conveyed in so obscure and high-falutin/ a

CJ-- way : but portions of the speech of the second semi-

chorus of Satyrs (11. 109- 11H), where they discuss the

abnormality of the foot-prints of the cattle, though tragic

in diction to a high degree, convey to my mind no clearer

picture of facts than do the simpler lines (11. 77-78) of

the Homeric Hymn to Hermes, lines rejected by Baumeister
as interpolated, on which they are manifestly based.

The summing up of the position by the semichorus in

the words (1. 115)

Seivo; xux7]«J[a6i; slye tov f}o7]XaT7)v,

on the other hand, bears its meaning on its face ; but
that meaning is so naive, implying, as it does, that the

complication was not a trick on the part of the herds-

man, that I can onlyconclude that in the passage Sophocles

is, although with a restraint quite alien to comedy,
making a playful use of sonorous tragic diction to express

a sense that is little better than nonsense.

It may be said generally that the style employed
by Sophocles in the Ichneutae is as dissimilar from that

of the Sophoclean tragedies as the style employed by
Euripides in the Cyclops is similar to that of the Euri-

pidean tragedies. This remarkable divergence between
the two poets as regards Satyric composition leads us

to enquire whether Sophocles is not following an older

tradition which Euripides abandoned. The extant frag-

ments of Satyric drama, apart from the Ichneutae and
the Cyclops, as written at Athens, are too exiguous to

be of use in this enquiry. One recently discovered frag-

ment (Papyrus Oxyrrhynchia 1083), indeed, is of some
slight length ; but whether its provenance is Athenian or

Alexandrian is unknown. Of the Satyric plays of Pratinas

himself, apart from a fragment of fifteen lines which
I attribute to him (see Chapter vm., D), not a single

word is known to survive. Consequently we are driven
to look for indirect evidence. Fortunately such evidence

is to some extent obtainable.

The epitaph of Dioscorides on the Alexandrian drama-
tist Sositheus (Anth. Pal. vii. 707), which I quote at length

in Chapter vin. A, informs us that Sositheus revived
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the ancient Satyric drama of Phlius. It is therefore

reasonable to suppose that, due allowance being made,
a page from a Satyric play by Sositheus would bear,

at least superficially, a considerable resemblance to a
page from a Satyric play by Pratinas. Now there are

preserved two fragments, the former of twenty-one
lines, the latter of three lines, of the Satyric drama
Daphnis or Lityerses, of Sositheus. I print them as

they are given in Nauck's Tragicorum Graecorum
Fragmenla :

1.

TOiiTco KeXaival TcaTpi?, ap^atoc 7t6Xi<;

MtSou yepovroi;, octti? &t' 'iyjM ovou

^vaercre xal vouv <p<oto? euif]0ou£ ayav.

ofrro<; S' exstvou tzoXc, 7raxpl 7tXao-To<; v60o<;,

(j.Y)Tp6<; 8' oTOiai; 7) Texoua' emaraTai,
saOst [xev apxcov xpett; 8vou<; xav07]Xiou<;

xpl? X7)<; Ppaxsta? Tjjiepac;, 7u£vsi S' a(xa

xaXcov f/.exp7]X7)v xov 8exafA<popov m6ov.
epya^exai 8' eXatppa 7tpo<; xa atxia.

8y[i.ov 6ep(£ei, x?j [xicjc 8' Iv y][xepa

Saivuai x' £(Z7uy)€ cuvftOyjoiv ei? xeXo<;.

X&xav xk; eX0fl £eivo<; 75 irape^iT),

9ayeiv t' eScoxev e5 xaTOxopxacrev

xai xou 7uotou Ttpoiixetvev ax; av ev 0spsi

tcXeov 98ovetv yap xoi<; 0avouptivoi<; oxvei.

S7:!.<jxaxc5v oiSrja MaiavSpou poati;

xap7teu[i.aTO)v apSeoxa 8a(|;iXei tcox&>

TOV «vSpO(iVjXY) TCUpoV V]XOVY]|iiv7]

ap7tY] 0ept£ei* xov £evov Se 8payfi.axi

atixcji xuXida? xpaxo<; 6p9av6v cpspei

yeXcov 0epio-X7)v w^ avoov ripianosv.

9ava>v [iev o5v MaiavSpov eppuprj toScn;

o"6Xo<; xi<; ciff7tep* 9jv 8' 6 Sioxeiiara? avyjp

7tu0io* tic, yap av0' 'HpaxXsou?

;

The language of Sositheus, as here presented, is sub-
stantially that of tragedy, though with a notable infusion

of non-tragic words. The style also is superficially
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that of tragedy : but it lacks alike the elaboration of

Sophocles and the fluency of Euripides. It becomes
indeed in places a little reminiscent of Aeschylus, but
most imperfectly so, aiming perhaps at the grandiose,

but certainly not at the sublime. It cannot be fairly

called pedestrian ; but nevertheless, considered as a
style, it is quite rudimentary.

Sositheus is one of the tragedians who rank un-
doubtedly in the Alexandrian Pleiad, and it therefore

cannot be supposed that in -writing as he wrote he was
expressing himself in a way natural either to himself or

to his literary environment. It is clear that he must
have been imitating Pratinas, and it becomes clearer

still when we reflect that the style in question is exactly

such as we should expect Pratinas, in view of his date
and circumstances, to have employed. Within reasonable

limits therefore we may take the Satyric style of Sositheus

as a fairly faithful mirror of the Satyric style of Pratinas.

All this is borne out, if we look at the fifteen lines which
I attribute to Pratinas (see Chapter vin. D), except
that those lines are far more powerful than the remains
of Sositheus.

If this be so, we see at once whence Sophocles derived
the style which he used in the Ichneutae. The basis of

it is Pratinas pure and simple. All that Sophocles did
was to render it a little more Attic (as far as I can see,

Pratinas wrote his Satyric dramas in the more or less

pro forma Doric that is perpetuated in the chorus of

tragedy) and a good deal less heavy. He did not in any
degree attempt to mould it into a delicate artistic medium.
Probably he thought that, had he done so, the drama
would no longer have been Satyric.

The Satyric style of Sophocles is not altogether a
thing of no importance. Choerilus indeed at one time
and afterwards Aeschylus were the recognised laureates

of Athenian Satyric poetry : but Sophocles also made
his mark in this genre. In fact he seems to have secured
in some measure, as against both Choerilus and Aeschylus,
the only verdict that is of real importance, the verdict

of posterity. I have already in this chapter (see also

Chapter vin. A) spoken of one epitaph by Dioscorides,

that on Sositheus. Another epitaph by Dioscorides
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{Anth. Pal. vti. 37) is on Sophocles. Though it eulogises

him as a tragedian, yet it expresses itself by means of

a conceit which forbids us to forget that he was wont
also to bring upon the stage the Chorus of Satyrs, and
indeed presents him to us as primarily a writer of Satyric

drama. With it I will close this chapter. Here it is :

SaTupo?. tu[aj3o<; #8' ectt', <&v0ptO7CE, SotpoxXeoi;, ov nrocpa

Mouctecov

ipv)v TOxpOeaivjv, kpo? a>v, SXa^ov
oc, [is tov ex <DXiouvtos, eti TpifioXov toxteovtoi,

Tcpivivov, kc, ^puasov (j^yjfAa |j(.E0ir]pfi6craTO,

xal Xetct»]v sveSucjev aXoupY^Sa" tou Se 0avovTO<;

e(56stov opx^fff^v ttjS' ocvETcauaa 7:68a.

'08iT7)?. oXpioi;, a>? (xyv^v eXa^e? cttocctiv. yj S' evI yspaiv

xoiipijxoi;, sx tcoit)? 7^85 8iSaaxaXi7)<;

;

Sarupo?. site aot 'Avtiy°vt)v eitcsiv 91X0V, oux av ajidcpTou;,

site xal 'HXsxTpav d[xcpoTepat Y<*P &tpov.
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CHAPTER V

THE VOCABULARY OF THE PLAY

Particulam undique
Deseotam. Horace.

The first hundred lines of the Oedipus Coloneus pre-

sent, if we take the ordinarily received readings, four

words which do not occur except in that play (Gobojaiv,

7Tuxv67rrspoi, e£otxTfjeri[jt,os, and SsivZizec,), all of them
however formations of the normal tragic type, and eight

words which in tragedy occur in that play only, but are

used by non-tragic writers. The words of these two
classes taken together are twelve in number, so that

we have an average of one to every 81 lines.

In the Ichneutae we have, making allowance for lines

of which parts only are extant, the rough equivalent of

something less than 335 lines. For purposes of com-
putation I will assume the existence of 335 lines. Within
this limited space, and in fact I may be overstating its

area, we find about 140 words which either do not occur

outside this play, or, if they occur outside it, are found
only in non-tragic writers. This means an average of

one such word to about every 2J^ lines. I use the
word ' about ' chiefly because a good many of the instances

involve restoration of various degrees of dubiety, and
also because I am deliberately keeping well within the

mark : if, as is safe, we take about 90 of the grand total

as completely certain, then we have one word of the

class in question to about every 3i| lines. I again use

the word ' about,' because differences of opinion may
exist as regards the comparative exactitude of the figure

90 ; but, in any case, that figure is so nearly correct that
any error is statistically negligible.

The approximate ratio of 1 : 2^|, or even that of

1 : 3^f , is so enormously different from the ratio of 1 : 8$
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presented by the first 100 lines of the Oedipus Coloneus,

that we see at a glance that in the Ichneutae we have
not merely a Satyric drama, but a Satyric drama which
departs substantially in language from the tragic norm.

Of the 140 or 150 words in question about 43 are

found in this play only, and about 97 in this play and else-

where, but never in tragedy. Here again I say ' about,'

because strict numeration is impossible owing to various

degrees of uncertainty attaching to a few of the instances.

Moreover, if I were to attempt to tabulate precisely, I

should be forced to introduce useless complications due
to such facts, for example, as that of one of the two
hands of this papyrus presenting a word of one class and
the other hand presenting a word of another class.

II

I will therefore, without endeavouring to render my
arithmetic more precise, proceed directly fo a considera-

tion of the words themselves, and I will take first those

that do not occur elsewhere (to which however, for the

purposes of convenience, I will add a very small number
of others).

These fall into two main classes, the words which, so

far as we can see, could have been used in tragedy, and
those which, so far as we can see, could not.

A, 1.

Those of the former type fall under two headings, the

first of which comprises the following miscellaneous in-

stances : a. aioJucrjioc (1. 317), b. dfxoXyaSai; (1. 5), c. avavoaT7j-

aa.vvs<; (1. 158), d. oforoiov (an almost certain restoration

in 1. 95), e. apTiY°IjL9a (a cert3™ emendation in 1. 307),

/. (3papsu[ia (1. 448), g. yvjxpuqj^ (a doubtful restoration

in 1. 259), h. SiaxaXoiifievo? (1. 165), t. Staxopwi; (1. 307),

k. e£avo(jiev (a doubtful restoration in 1. 96), I.

s?e(i.7]X«V7)ffaTO (a doubtful restoration in 1. 278), m.

kfyfficpzQu. (an almost certain restoration in 1. 135 of

the reading of the first hand, the second hand giving

another reading from Theon), n. 0p^7ura (a certain restora-

tion in 1. 320 of the reading of the first hand, the second

hand giving a different and depraved reading), o. vsfJpivr,

(1. 217), p. vu[j.cpoYevv/)Tou (1. 34), q. TOxXivaTpoccp} (1. 110),
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r. 7tapa^uKT^piov (1. 315), s. tooyiXoctei (a doubtful restora-

tion in 1. 93), t. pivox6XX«TOV (1. 364), v. poi(3Sy)[xa (1. 105),

and x. xpuiTotpavTov (1. 154).

I do not think that any of these 21 words, except
(d) &roiov, demand discussion. #m>iov, which seems
to be an almost certain restoration, presents an adjective

#TOio<;, from nolo., grass, which does not occur elsewhere,

although the other adjective Stokx;, unqualified, is

common in late prose. The feature to be observed
about octoios, without grass, is that it is a compound
of 7coia, not of tooc. Now itoix is indeed presented in

tragedy, but only in lyrics (Sophocles, Aj. 1. 601) in an
extremely corrupt passage, where the reading 7to[qc is

commonly rejected. But in the lyrics of tragedy, though
in the lyrics only, with one ms. exception, as to which
see below, we find derivatives, viz. 7teiaei<; (Sophocles,

O.C. 1. 157)j and 7roi6vo(io<; (Aeschylus, Ag. 1. 1169, and
Suppl. 1. 50). Comedy is strangely similar in its usage,

never employing tohoc in iambic trimeters, but using it

once (Aristophanes, Eq. 1. 606) in a trochaic tetrameter,

and once in regular anapaests (Epicrates, Fr. Incert. 1,

1. 26), while no compounds or derivatives occur in the

comic writers. Satyric drama on the other hand makes
use of to ioc in an iambic trimeter (Euripides, Cycl. 1.

333), where the form is guaranteed by the metre. We
thus see that the restoration in the Ichneutae is in the

Satyric style. The derivative Tronfjpoi; is found twice

in a Satyric chorus (Euripides, Cycl. 11. 45 and 61).

Outside tragedy, Satyric drama, and comedy, the Epic

and Ionic form tout) comes in Homer (e.g. II. xrv.

347), in Hesiod (Th. 1. 194), in Herodotus (e.g. rv. 58),

in Callimachus (Fr. 182), in Babrius (95, 1. 11, 128,

1. 12, and 142, 1. 2), who also employs totj (46, 1. 6), in

Nonnus (xlviii. 1. 260), and in the Palatine Anthology

(e.g. vi. 252, 1. 1), while Koirp.c, is frequent in Homer
(e.g. II. ix. 150), and 7toiav0Y)<; comes in the Orphic
Argonautica (1. 1048). In Doric nolo, occurs three times

in Pindar (Pylh. iv. 1. 240, vm. 1. 20 and ix. 1. 37),

in the second of which cases however Schmidt proposes

7t6<y for tohsj, wrongly (the first syllable of to [a is the
third syllable of the last line of an epode, which is one
of five epodes identical in metre, of the other four of
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which two have the corresponding syllable long and
two have it short) : 7roidtsi<; comes in Pindar (Nem.
v. 1. 54), and TroioXoyew in Theocritus (Id. in. 1. 32).

In prose, apart from the Ionic 7roiv), the use of tohoc and
its derivatives appears to be confined to Aristotle, who
employs 7toia itself (H.A. in. 21, 4), 7toi7]<paYo<; (Fr.

268), and TtoioXoyo? (Fr. 274), though he also presents

7toy)<paYo<; more than once (e.g. H.A. vin. 6, 3), and
once TCoocpdcYo? (Part. Anim. iv. 12, 10), and to the
late philosopher Oenomaus, who uses Ttotvjpopoi; (quoted
by Eustathius, P.E. 215 b). tcot) first makes its appear-
ance in the mss. of Hippocrates (358, 20), in the com-
pound 7ioY)cpaY ? : Du*> m view of Herodotean usage,

it seems scarcely credible that the short form is rightly

read, although, as I have noted above, the late Ionic

of Babrius once (46, 1. 6) employs ttoy] as against izol-q

thrice. But that nox is required by the canons of strict

Attic is indicated by the usage of prose (e.g. Plato, Phaedr.
229 b), and proved by that of comedy. The evidence

of comedy is indeed confined to the derivative Ttodwrrpia,

but it is nevertheless decisive. rioacxpia or noaaxpiai
is the title of a comedy by Magnes (the uncertainty as

to the exact title is due to a variance of readings in a
scholium on Plato), noaoTptai is the title of a comedy
by Phrynichus, and the word itself, in the dative plural

izoxazpixH;, occurs in Archippus (Fr. Incert. 2, 1. 2).

For our purposes it is more important to observe that

Ttoa is also the form proper to the iambic trimeters of

tragedy, tooc is used twice in the extant fragments

of Aeschylus' Glaucus Pontios to denote the herb which
rendered Glaucus immortal. In one of the two places

(Glaucus Pontios, Fr. 28) it comes, in the accusative

singular, in the fifth foot, so that there is no metrical

corroboration : in the other of the two places (Glaucus

Pontios, Fr. 29) it comes, in the genitive singular, in

the sixth foot, so that the metrical evidence is conclusive

in its favour. Bearing this fact in mind, I will now
proceed to the solitary example of nolo, or its derivatives

that presents itself in an iambic trimeter outside Satyric

drama. The line in question is in Euripides (Bacch.

1. J 048) and runs :

7rpto-rov yikv o5v TOnqpov J£o|iev vara)?.

D
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I regard it as almost certain that, for 7toi7]p6v, we ought
to read 7ro7]pov. No doubt there is something to be said

for the frequently expressed opinion that the Bacchae
and some other plays of Euripides resemble Satyric

drama : but, now that we possess a quantity of further

information, in addition to the evidence of the Cyclops,

as to the actual nature of Satyric drama, we must admit
that the resemblance is shadowy in the extreme, and in.

no sense of such a character as to warrant the intro-

duction into the Bacchae of distinctively Satyric language

A, 2.

Under the second heading come three compounds
of the verb tpaXaeyeito, namely, a. 6p0otJ/aXax-rov (1. 247)!,

b. Kpotyaiha.fyic, (1. 239), and c. oraxJ/aXccx-roi; (an almost certain

amplification in 1. 319 of the defective, but unmutilated,
papyrus reading o^aXocxTocr). It is interesting and in-

structive to observe the places in which ijjocXdroco and its

compounds occur. ^aXaaao itself is used by Lycophron
(1. 139) and by Aelian (Ar..4. 3, 18) : ^aXayfxa occurs in

Tzetzes (see Cramer's An. Ox. 3, 42) : d^"^ "4^ ? is found
in the Scyihae of Sophocles {Fr. 550), which fact makes
all the compounds of t|;aXd<T<jco in the Ichneutae possible

as tragic forms, in Crates (Fr. 11), and in Aristophanes
(Tjys. 1. 275) : dtvaiJ/aXdcffao comes in Lycophron (1. 343 )

:

[i.sT<xiJ>aX<x<i<7M is given in Hesychius : u7to^aX«offto finds-

a place in Aristophanes (Lys. 1. 275).

B, 1.

The words of the latter type, i.e. those which appa-
rently might not be used in tragedy, may conveniently be
classified under five headings, those under the first two
being apparently Satyric par excellence.

First come the compounds of aft;. These demand
consideration of a peculiar kind, owing to the combined
fact that, of the three instances which occur, two present
themselves in passages relating to Pan, and that, where-
ever there is a reference to Pan, the second hand, pre^
sumably under Panopolitan influence, tampers with the
text. I have discussed the passages in a separate chapter
(Chapter in.). It will be observed that, before a con-
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sonant, Satyric drama appears to be at liberty to use the

short form ou-, seen in ocItoAo*;, instead of cdyi- or atyo-.

The words in question are, a. atyeXaTixa (which seems
in 1. 358 to be the only possible completion of the first

hand's reading, of which the second hand has washed
out everything after the X), 6. aiYixv7)fj.e (which in 1. 116
seems to be the reading of the first hand, Which the
second hand has altered), c. alvofioi; (which seems to

be in 1. 352 a certain emendation of the first hand's
aiSojj.oa, unless indeed one entertain the supposition

that atSo[i.o<;, having a goat-house, is conceivable), and, d.

ai7u68wv (1. 220). Add e. j3oo»cXeif> (Fr. 318) : vid. ad locum.

B, 2.

The second group consists of words distinctive of

dialects, or varieties of dialects, on which Athenian
literature was not in the habit of drawing. There seem
to be three such words in this play : all three indeed have
authority elsewhere, but this is plainly the right place

to mention them. The words are, a. olmic, (which in

1. 15 appears to be presented as the result of a correction

made by the second hand, though the correction, if the

papyrus has really been read aright, is only partial and,

if sound, involves a further alteration which the second

hand, at least as reported by Hunt, has omitted to effect),

6. TCeSopTov (1. 210), and, c. TOfioupa (in 1. 320 a certain

emendation, in the form Tojxoup', of the first hand's

Tovouq), and in 1. 358 a very nearly certain emendation

of the first hand's Tocfitopa).

a. avi? occurs once in the mouth of the Megarian

in Aristophanes' Acharnians (1. 834), and is, no doubt
rightly, substituted by recent editors for the fiveu of

the manuscripts in the mouth of the same speaker earlier

in the play (1. 798). The fact that the word #vii; was
in use at Megara indicates in all probability that it was
also in use in the Doric spoken at Phlius, the native town
of Pratinas, the originator of the Satyric drama. That
it found a place in the language of Satyric drama is

rendered likely by the consideration that it is employed
by Lycophron (1. 350), by Nicander (Alex. 1. 419), and
by the author of an elegantly composed epigram preserved

on a Cyrenaean marble (CM. 5172, 7). These writers

b2
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would scarcely have adopted a violent Doricism, seeing
that not one of them was writing Doric, unless that
Doricism had become naturalised in some language of

literary convention.

6. 7t&8opTov presents a difficulty in limine. Is it a
dialectic equivalent of [leOsopTov, or is it to be taken
as a compound, not found elsewhere, of tcsSov and opvujxi,

similar to 6eopro? ? The context must be consulted
for the meaning. The Satyrs have (11. 205-208) been
making an amicable proclamation outside the house of

Cyllene, inviting information from the householder.

Cyllene neither answers nor shows herself. Thereupon
Silenus remarks as follows, using the masculine gender
because he imagines the householder to be a man :

6V ou epocvfl Xitomjiv, aXX
1

eyk T*X*
<pepcov xtutov TteSoprov e^avayxaffto

7nr)S^(jiaaiv xpai7rvoio"i xal XaxTio-fxaeriv

&GT siaaxouffai, xet Xiav xw<p6<; Tt? el.

Hunt (reading 6 8' ou 9aveiT<xi toutiv) translates un-
questioningly :

' He will not appear to them ; but I

by making a noise upon the ground with many leaps and
kicks will quickly compel him to hear though he be very
deaf.' Hunt also says :

' 7re8opTo<;, like xuvopxixos in

vii. 9, is a dcmxi; etpyjjxevov.' No doubt the occurrence

of xuvopnxov (1. 165) is sufficient to show that in this

play the appearance of toSopto?, earth-sprung, need
cause no surprise, but it is not a positive argument in

favour of TreSop-roi; being taken as of that meaning. For
my own part, I cannot understand in what way by
leaping on the ground and by kicking the ground Silenus

would have been able to produce a sound as loud as that

of the sung ode of the Satyrs, let alone a sound so much
louder that the inmate of the house ' would hear it,

even if very deaf.' If, on the other hand, it was the
front-door of the house against which he leapt and at

which he kicked, then the uproar that he must have pro-

duced corresponds to what is required ; but in that case

the noise would not be 'earth-sprung ' (see also under
Aulodic Genres in Chapter vn.). Consequently I am
strongly inclined to reject the view which treats 7u£8optov

as a compound of u£8ov and 8pvu[ii. My alternative
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explanation, which equates 7re8opTov with the Attic

[i,e0£opTov, appears to me to suit the sense of the passage.

I suggest that Silenus compares the courteous but in-

effectual address of the Satyrs to the music of a festival

and his own rough methods to the tumult of everyday
business which ensues when the festival is over. Pindar

(Pyth. rv. 249) employs the same metaphor, when he
writes Tpoc^eiav epTOVTtov izphc, &Tip8ocv 6|x<o<;. Themis-
tocles, quoted by Plutarch (Mor. p. 320 b), similarly

says 7) uo-rspa epi^si 7rpo<; ttjv eopTYjv. The word 7reS6pTa

is given in Dindorf's Stephanus, but not in Liddell

and Scott. The existence of the word, though its

accent should be altered, seems to be beyond doubt.

Hesychius presents : nlSow rjnepa ev
fj

ou yiveToa eopTif).

Salmasius emends tcsSotoc to 7re86pToc, taking 7teS6pTa as

the feminine singular of 7ts8opTo<;, and therefore writing

it paroxytone. The fact however, unknown till long

after the time of Salmasius, that in Attic the neuter

plural toc [xe6£opT« is used (A.B. 279) in the sense of

the morrow of a feast shows that Hesychius' accent is

right, and that in place of raSopToc, feminine singular

(which ought more properly to be niSoproc,), we should

read 7t£8opT<x, neuter plural. Apart from the use of toc

(isS^opxa, mentioned above, the Attic adjective (xeOeop-roi;

is employed by Antiphon (quoted by Harpocration) and
by Plutarch (Mor. p. 1095 a), as also in ecclesiastical

Greek, e.g. oCts (xtjv xaxa iou; (xeQeopTOU? evv£a y;(iipa<;

-nj<; xoi[AY)(reco<; tyj? U7tepaYtai; 0eot6xou (Typicum ms.

Monasterii Gratia Plenae). fisTaxoxxco is another word
in Hesychius apparently of the same meaning.

The question arises whether in Satyric drama 7r£SopTo<;,

as the equivalent of |i.eGeopTo<;, is a possible form. For-

tunately we are not altogether without evidence on this

point, op-d), which form of eop-d) is elsewhere known
to us in Ionic prose only, appears to have been used by
the tragic poet Ion in his Satyric drama called Omphale.

Athenaeus (vi. p. 258 f) states that Ion wrote in the

Omphale eviauoiav y<*P 8ei l*£ ty]v eopT7)V teyew (Ion,

Fr. 21). Bentley may or may not be right in emending
X£ystv *° <*Yelv > Du* Dindorf is shown by the metre to

be certainly right in changing eopT/)v to opTrjv. One
might perhaps gather with considerable probability from
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the fragments of the Omphale that the play is Satyric,

but Strabo put the matter beyond doubt by writing

(I. p. 60) : "Iwv 8k rapl ttj? Eu(3oioc<; <p7)<rlv ev 'OfwpaXyj

aaxiipot?. Now Ion can no more have pitchforked

opnf) by caprice into a Satyric drama than he could have
pitchforked it into a tragedy. It follows that opnfj was
a regular form in the style in which Satyric dramas were
written. But to opTY) is attached the adjective izi^oproq,

just as to eopnf) is attached the adjective |xe0eopTo<;.

Therefore, as I argue, toSopto? is lawful in the Satyric

drama. The use of 7teSdc in compounds by Aeschylus,

and even by Euripides, may be compared as an allied

phenomenon ; but it seems to me to have no direct

bearing on the question.

c. TOfioupo? is a word associated with Dodona. Out-
side this play it is always employed substantially. The
masculine Tojxoupoi; invariably means a prophet, except

that once in the epitome of Strabo (vn. p. 328, in a
passage appearing in Codex Vaticanus only, with a
marginal variant tq Tajiapo?) it appears as the name of

the Dodonean mountain Tmarus or Tamarus. Whether
any connexion really exists between this mountain and
the word ro^oupoi; may be doubted, though both the

text and the epitome of Strabo, immediately before the

point just mentioned, explain Tojxoupoi as TO[xapo<p(iXaxe<;

or too ropiapou <p(iXaxe<; and evidently, though the existing

readings are corrupt, derive the word from TO(idcpoupoi.

The feminine x6[i.oupai occurs in Eustathius (Od. p. 1760,

48, and 1806, 41), who at the latter reference takes

TOjxoupoci as meaning prophecies, distinguishing it from
Tojxoupoi, prophets : but he adds that in an Homeric
passage, which I will mention in a moment, the reading

varied ..between To[ioupot and Tofxoupai.

The literary appearances of the word are interesting.

In Odyssey xvi. 403, where BsfiiarTei; is presented in

the ordinary text, Strabo and Eustathius, in the passages
just mentioned, inform us that there was another
reading xojioupot, of which, as we have seen, a variant

TO(xoypai also existed. The Homeric context leaves it

uncertain whether those who read Tojxoupoi meant by
that word the prophets of Dodona (whether Thessalian

or Thesprotian or both) specifically, or prophets generally.
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Amphinomus is speaking, and his words, reading tofioupoi,

run (11. 400-405) :

& ipiXoi, oux av &YwYe xaxaxTetveiv c6sXoifii 400

TyjAefiaxoV Seivov 8s yevo? PatriXvjiov e<ra

xteivsiv aXXtk 7rpcoTa 6efiv EipcojieOa (JouXa^.

ei [xev x' alvyjaaxn Aio<; (jLeyaXoio T6[xoupoi,

auTo? te xtsveco tou? t' &XXou? toxvtoci; avco^w
el Se x' a7COTpa)7t(iiai Oeol, 7EooS(7a<j8ai &va>Yoc. 405

It appears probable however, apart from the evidence

furnished by the Ichneutae, that the word was understood
as not signifying exclusively the ministers of Dodona.
Lycophron (1.223), addressing Prylis, the Lesbian prophet
who foretold to the Greeks the capture of Troy by means
of the wooden horse, and to whom the adage Lesbius

Prylis refers, says :

Tojioupe 7tp6<; too Xqiaxa v7)[j.epTeaTaTe.

In this same passage (1. 220) Lycophron mentions Lesbos
by the name of Issa. There is another island called

Issa off the Dalmatian coast. Another name for Lesbos
is Pelasgia, and the tradition is that the island was
originally Pelasgian. Remembering Homer's Zeu $v<x

AcoScovaie U.sKa.ayiyik (II. XVI. 233), we may perhaps
infer that by addressing Prylis as Tofioupe Lycophron
meant to convey that he was prophet of a Pelasgian

oracle in Lesbos. Such a use of the word would well

accord with the application of r6[xoupa in the Ichneutae to

the primitive oracle of the Arcadian Pan on mount Cyllene.

In Demosthenes' speech In Midiam are incorporated

two oracles from Dodona. Both of them, like the laws
inserted in the speeches of the orators, are no doubt the

inventions of editors, but still of very ancient editors,

and are therefore of documentary importance. In the

former of these two oracles (531 b), the Athenians are

ordered inter alia dtataYeiv t<T> Ail rtov apoTpei<; (v. II.

apoTpi?, dpcoxpli;, apcoTpet?) (Jou?. Paris r however,

instead of tuv dcpoTpsi?, presents tu vocpa> xpeli;, and the

Antwerp codex exhibits a marginal note TO[A<xp<o. Butt-

mann in his text reads Ttji Ail tcj> ev TofAaptp Tpei? (3ou<;,

for which however he afterwards suggested Ttji Ail tc!S

Natip Tpei? pou? : see Excursus in. to his third edition
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of the In Midiam (published in 1841). Buttmann's
earlier treatment was on the right lines, but he wrongly
inserted ev without warrant of any indication in the

mss. For his to ev Topiaptp we ought as a first stage

to substitute tw TOjiaptp. and then we ought to emend
Tojxapco to TOfjioiSptii, reading the passage as a7tay£lv T$
Ail T<p -rotioiSptp Tpsis (Boo?. We have already seen, in

the epitome of Strabo, a confusion in writing between
T6(i.«po? and TOfioupo? ; we see the same confusion here,

and we shall see it again in a moment when we come to

the Orphic writings.

A feminine adjective, Tojjiapiac, is twice presented

in the text of the Orphic Argonautica in the expressions

(1. 264) Tofiapia? exXue <p)Y°? an(^ G> H54) Tojxaptac

exXays <P)y6?- It is certain however that the first

syllable of Tfjiapo? is short : see Callimachus (Demet.

1. 52) <$pecriv ev T(xap[oicriv, Virgil (Eel. vni. 1. 44)
' Aut Tmaros aut Rhodope,' and Claudian (Bell. Get.

1. 18) ' Tmarii Jovis augure luco.' We may therefore

infer with security that the middle syllable of T6(jwtpo?

is short also. Accordingly, Eschenbach, followed by
Meineke, emends in both cases to TO[ioupidc<;. Dindorf
however, in his Stephanus, doubts whether an error of

quantity ought not rather to be attributed to the writer

of the Argonautica. I agree myself with Eschenbach,
and am unable to ascribe an error of the kind to the

Orphic author. Moreover I query whether he would
have employed the form T6y.«poq or any derivative. The
regular Greek name for the mountain is not T6[iapoi;

but TjAapo? : indeed I doubt whether Tofiapo? or

Tomarus is to be found in any author, Greek or Latin,

before the elder Pliny, who (iv. 1) speaks of Tomarus,
or in any Greek author or lexicographer, except in con-
nexion with some discussion of the etymology of -ro^oupoe,

although it is true that the modern name of certain

villages in the vicinity is (according to Leake) Topapo-

Xtipia. Such is the ascertainable literary history of the

strange word T6(xoupo?.

B, 3.

The third group consists of verbs which depart from
the standard paradigm. The examples are five in
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number, a, sxxuv/)ylcai (1. 73), b, eXei? (1. 197), c, xuv/jyeaco

(1. 43), d, uTcexXays? (1. 169), and, e, UTrexpiye? (1- 169).

a (and c) . Not only is the compound exxuvrjy& unknown
elsewhere, but the simple verb xuv/jyto presents itself first

in Aristotle (H. A. ix. 32, 10), if we except the spurious

Epistle of Plato (349 b), but after that date, as is observed
by Lobeck on Phrynichus, it became common, its

use extending to verse as well as prose. Earlier Greek
including tragedy, comedy, and Attic prose, employs
xuvyjyeTto instead. Hence the use of any tense of xuvyjyto

or exxuvYjyto in this play is unexpected : it is still more
unexpected to find that, at least at first sight, as from
xuvyjyco is formed the substantive xuv^ye-n)?, not xuvt)-

y^T7]e, so from the simple verb is formed the aorist sub-

junctive xuvvjyecTCi), not xuv^yfjaco, and from the compound
exxuviqycS is formed the aorist infinitive exxuvyjyeaai,

not exxuvKjyyjcjai. In later times xuvTjyoi certainly formed
its tenses with an 7), not with an s : see xexuvYjyvjaOai

in Polybius (32, 15, 4). Putting these facts together,

I accept in a sense the view, first advanced by P. Maas,
that xuv/)yscr<o and sxxuvrjysffai come, not from xuvYjyoS

and exxuvyjyoi, but from xuvYjyeatrco and sxxuvTQysCTCTto.

As he points out, there is a close parallelism between
the two groups spscrou, cpe-rqi; plus stpsffb], spsoco) and
xuv/jyicrai, xuv7)yeT/]<; plus xuv/jyeaiov, xuvr)ysffaa>. The
difficulty is to understand why, seeing that spiaau),

standing for epeTJ/w, appears to be formed from epsTiqi;,

and that xuvvjyecrcrco, standing for xuvyjysTyo), appears to

be formed from xuv7)ysTY)<;, of all the Greek substantives

in -tv]?, denoting agency, none, so far as is known, except

these two should give rise to verbs in ~y<a. epeerato

dates back to Homer (epecrffe(xevai, II. IX. 361). I would
suggest a possible solution on the assumption that

both epecyorto and xuvvjyeffaw originated in some type of

Greek which had rules of its own with regard to verb-

formation. The use in tragedy of the Doric xuvayo?*

shows clearly enough that the word was, to some extent

at least, regarded in Attica as a term of art. Now
xuv/)y£craco, unlike xuvocyo?, is, quite apart from the 7), no
more a normal Doric formation, at any rate in any
variety of Doric now sufficiently known to us to justify

* See Addenda.
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a conclusion, than it is a normal Attic formation. But
still, seeing that tragedy borrowed xuv<xyo<; from ordinary
Doric, Satyric drama may have borrowed xuvTiysorato from
some other local idiom of huntsmen, who, to judge by the

7), had Ionic affinities. Similarly, epiaaa may have been
taken over, as a maritime term, from some linguistically

related Ionic community. The point on which I differ,

in a manner, from Maas, is the following. If epetrffu is

formed from epeT7)<;, eperyj? in its turn is formed from
a lost sp£to, the aorist of which must have been ^pecoc, not
-i^pvjes-a, as otherwise we should have kptprt\c, in place of

ipsTTji;. Also, if xwriyiaato is formed from xuv/jyeTT)?,

xuvt)y£ty}(; in its turn is formed from a lost—lost, that is

to say, so far as early Greek is concerned—xuvYjyeto, the

aorist of which must originally have been exuvtiysacL, not
ixuvy)Y*)OTt. as otherwise we should have xuvY)Y*)Tr)<; in

place of xuv7)ystt]<;. Therefore, though it is impossible

to dispute that speeroci served as the aorist of epeaaeiv,

and though I admit, coupling the analogy with the other-

wise rather slender evidence, that xuvyiyeaai similarly

served as the aorist of xovriyeaaeiw, yet it may well be
that in origin epecrai comes direct from epeco (standing

probably, though the 6 is a moot point in all such cases,

for ep£6sai), not from ipecac* (in which case it would
stand for epsTffai), and that xuv/jYeuai comes direct from
xuvTiyew (standing probably, subject to the doubt as to the

6, for xuv7)Ye6<jai), not from xuvTQY&eraco Un which case it

would stand for xuvvjYETffai). Indeed my discussion of

xavauaw in this chapter (§iii. A, o) raises the question

whether in Satyric drama the proper aorist of xuvTjYsffaeiv

would not be xuvvjYe^ai. The evidence for the existence

of xovv)Yeaareiv and of the purer xuvtiyetteiv is to be
found in a statement by Theognostus (Cramer, Artec, n.
143), toc Sioc tou -eaaa p^fiara, 7tupl<row, ipiaata, a7)6e<jato,

xuv7)Ye<KKi>, and in a much more authoritative dictum of

Phrynichus (Bekker, Ante. p. 48), in which, however, the
accentuation has been corrupted, but can be set right

from Theognostus, xuvyiyettsiv Side Suotv tt X^youcti,

where Buttmann rightly emended to xuvYiyeTreiv. 6,

kXel/;, a highly probable reading in an expression dealt

with later in this chapter (g in. A, c) under e90«, intro-

duces us to a future of the verb aipS, which future the
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best scholars have rightly been at pains to expel from the

pages of Aristophanes, but which nevertheless certainly

existed, and indeed is a form of the very type for which
the language of Satyric drama, as disclosed in this play,

prepares the reader. The Ichneutae is bizarre in more
than one way : it is not only its vocabulary, strictly so

called, that is peculiar, seeing that in xuvyjysctoi) (1. 43)

and exxuvTjyeffai (1. 73) it presents a quite extraordinary
instance of paradigmatic abnormality. The future eX<5

and eKouy.au, to include under one head the active and the
middle not only of the simple verb but also of its com-
pounds, possess, so far as literary evidence goes, the fol-

lowing history. In a strict manner of speaking, they are

unknown to early Epic. But this statement is highly in-

complete ; for Homer employs in the sense of the future

indicative the undifferentiated aorist subjunctive SXcouai

(II. I. 324), though indeed that employment only puts on
record a usage of the legitimacy of which, even apart from
the record, no doubt could exist. But that in its turn is

very nearly tantamount to saying that the differentiated

futures sAw and eXou^at were bound to come into being.

As regards post-Homeric Epic, we first encounter, perhaps
not with absolute certainty, but with almost as close an
approximation to certainty as attaches to any emenda-
tion, the differentiated future in question in a hexametrical

oracle in the Adonis of Plato the comic poet (Fr. 1, 1. 3) :

Stio 8' auTov Saifxov' eXeitov. Three mss. give e^eitov,

and two ex>)tov. Meineke, in his text, follows Jacobs in

reading oAsi-rov : but in his commentary he suggests

eXstxov. In this he is, in view of the likeness between
A and X, almost certainly right, although he thereby

drew on himself the furious anger of Cobet, who, though
the leader of that school of criticism to which I have my-
self, I trust, the honour to belong, yet was not always alive

to the distinction between different styles of writing.

It must be remembered that the passage is an oracle, and
does not profess to be written in Attic or even in Homeric
Epic. Plato the comedian was a contemporary, though

a greatly junior contemporary, of Sophocles, his date

being from about 450 B.C. to about 389 B.C. He first

exhibited in 427 B.C. The year in which he produced the

Adonis cannot in any way be fixed. What is probably,
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in chronological order, the next example of the future
in question is the indubitable use of d<peXoO(xoci by the
comic poet Timostratus (the word constitutes the only
fragment of his Philodespotes, and is preserved by the
Antiatticista, 80, 12). The date of Timostratus is

curiously doubtful. That he enjoyed a certain reputa-

tion is clear from the fact that Photius (Bibl. 374)

mentions him among the poets quoted by Stobaeus,

although he does not figure in the re-arranged edition of

Stobaeus which we now possess. Also it is not improbable
that the expression 8ia xelP°?» ou^ °f hand, without

huckstering, which seems to occur only in Timostratus (in

the one fragment of his Pan) and in the extremely elegant

novelist Charito (1, 12), is borrowed by the latter from the

former. Timostratus is quoted by name in five separate

passages in the Antiatticista : he is mentioned nowhere
else, except by Photius, at the reference given above and
once besides (Lex. 49, 22), and possibly by Suidas once

(s.v. x<&pa£), where however the existing text speaks of

A7)[x6crrpaT0i; ATjjxoTconfjTtp. Every time the Antiatticista

cites Timostratus, it is naturally in order to put in evi-

dence authority for something actually or supposedly

contrary to general Attic usage. I do not see that he
would have had any motive for quoting Timostratus
so often, unless Timostratus was a witness to classical,

though not strictly Attic, idiom, or, in other words, unless

he was a writer of the classical period. I therefore prcn

visionally put him down as more or less contemporary
with Menander. Two of the scraps of his language that

have come down to us are highly peculiar. The known
titles of his plays are the Asotos, the Pan, the Para-
catathece, and the Philodespotes. The title Pan suggests a
Satyric drama or something of an equally rustic nature.

The fragments, so far as they go, do not encourage one to

assume that Timostratus was an exponent, however late,

of the traditions of normal Attic comedy. I will catalogue

next the form SieXst, third person singular active, which
occurs in an inscription of Thera (C.I. 2448). This

inscription, though of uncertain date, appears, from its

use of the Doric dialect, to be at least of respectable

antiquity. From this point onwards, I do not find that

any serious attempt, since that of Lobeck (Buttmann's
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Grammar, vol. 2, p. 100), has been made to collect the

instances of the future in question. On this subject

both Dindorf's Stephanus and Liddell and Scott are

hopelessly incomplete and outrageously unsystematic.

Veitch is not much better, while Blass does nothing to

amplify Kuhner's almost useless treatment of the matter
under the heading Verbalverzeichniss. For example, in no
discussion of the question that I have seen, and indeed in

no cognate discussion, except in a foot-note in Jannaris
(Historical Greek Grammar, p. 227), where the accentuation

in late Greek of certain futures is debated, is there any
mention of the fact that the future xocGeXoi occurs in the

New Testament. I have put together from the sources

at my disposal the following list ; but I am afraid that

it is far from being exhaustive. e^sXto, or e^sXoujJiai,

or both, is or are stated by Dindorf—his language is

ambiguous—in his Stephanus (s.v. e£aipea)) to occur in

the Septuagint (which was begun and perhaps completed
in the third century B.C.) ; but Dindorf supplies no
reference of any kind. I have myself noted in the
Septuagint the following examples : atpsXco (Exodus,

xxxiii. 23 ; Numbers, xi. 17 ; 1 Kings, xvn. 46 ; Isaiah,

i. 25, and v. 5 ; Ezekiel, xxxvi. 26), oupskel, third

person active (Leviticus, i. 16, and vi. 10), acpeXouai,

indicative (Ezekiel, xxiii. 25), acpeXoujxat, (Hosea, n. 9)

;

e^sXeiToci, perhaps the instance meant by Dindorf

(1 Kings, iv. 8) ; TOpieXu (Numbers, xvm. 5

;

Zephaniah, in. 11), 7repieXet, third person active

(Leviticus, in. 4, iv. 8, 9, 31, and 35). Moreover
xaSeXw comes twice (Jeremiah, xxrv. 6, and xlix. 10),

where however the context almost imperatively re-

quires an aorist subjunctive : yet I hesitate to read

xa8eXco, seeing that sometimes in not very dissimilar

Greek a circumflexed future indicative, at any rate in

the first person singular, seems to take over the func-

tions of a second aorist subjunctive of, except for the

accent, identical form (cf. s«v [x^ (3aXw, Protevangelium

Jacobi, xrx. 3). In Theodotion's version, subsequent to

the Septuagint, of the Book of Daniel I find (xi. 39)

SieXet, third person active, where the Septuagint presents

dbco(xepisi. After the Septuagint (and perhaps after

Theodotion, whose date is uncertain) the first author to
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employ the future we are discussing appears to be Polybius
(circa 150 B.C.), who writes acpeXeiTtu (x. 12, 4),

dwpeXouvrai (in. 29, 7), and e£eXcMi[zevo<; (xv. 22, 4).

In succession to Polybius we come to Dionysius of

Halicarnassus (circa 30 B.C.), who uses the simple eXoujioci

(A.R. 4, 75), and the compounds aveXoufjiev (A.R. 11, 18),

dtpeXetTai (A.R. 10, 49), SteXeiTai (A.R. 4, 60), e^eXei,

third person active (7, 56), and xaOeXouvrei; (9, 26). All

these instances, except acpeXeiToci and xa6eXoovTS<;, occur
in speeches : this fact may be significant, since in

Thucydides, at any rate, history disguised as oratory

is written in an altogether special style. Subsequently
Diodorus Siculus (circa 8 B.C.) presents TOxpeXeiaBoa

(18, 62), though with a variant, impossible on grounds of

sense, 7tapsX£a8ai. Somewhere about this place in the
list should be cited the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs,

in which (p. 628) s^eXetToct occurs. When we come to
the Christian era, we find St. Luke (xn. 18) employing the
future xa6eXco. About the same time the exact and
graceful epigrammatist, Antiphilus of Byzantium, com-
posed an epitaph for the tomb of Diogenes at Corinth,

in which (Append. Plan. 334, 1. 2) he used the third person
future active xocOeXsi. Something like 80 years later

Aquila (circa a.d. 130) writes iKpeXeire (in his transla-

tion of Exodus, v. 19). At or about the same date we
find e?eXoO[xsv in Arrian (Periplus, 11, 2). This passage
is somewhat important, as having a bearing on the
reading to be adopted in Herodotus (in. 59) in a passage
dealt with below. Arrian is speaking of a tribe in the
neighbourhood of the Black Sea which had in the past
been irregular in its payment of tribute, and he winds up
his remarks with the words : aXXa vuv ye SiSovto?

6eou axpiPtiffouffiv, rj s^sXoujxsv auToi?. I think it will

be agreed that it was no part of Roman practice to
remove beyond the confines of the Empire tribes that

made default in payment : such a course would have been
financially unsound. Therefore we must not translate

s£eXou[j.ev auTotSs as we will remove them, nor must we alter

to s£eXto[xsv. We must on the other hand translate we
will make an end of them. Arrian is not indeed seriously

suggesting their utter extermination, but is speaking
somewhat jocosely, as the words which I have quoted
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from him sufficiently indicate. Two excellent examples
of ei-oupeiv, to make an end of, to destroy, present them-
selves in the Hercules Furens of Euripides, viz. (11. 38-40) :

6 xXeivcx; o5to<; tyjo-Ss y^? ocp^tov Atixo?

to6<; 'HpaxXefou? tzolZBolc, e^eXetv OsXsi

xTav&v SajxapToc 0', w? 90V6) aPeo-v) <povov,

and (11. 150-153) :

t£ 8y) to <je(xv6v <rcp xaTs£pYao-Tai 7c6asi,

(58pav SXeiov si SicoXeas XTavciv,

7] tov Nejjleiov 69jp', 8v ev Ppo^oi? eXwv

Ppa^tovd? 9Y)o-' ayxovaifftv s^sXelv
;

The verb more than once has the genitive ^Govo? added
to it, e.g. in the Hippolytus of Euripides (11. 17-19) :

^Xtopav S' dv' fiXvjv 7tap6evw ^uvwv asi

xuoav Taxefociq 6rjpa? s^aipsi ^6ovoi;,

\lz'iX,(x> PpoTSia? 7rpocTte(jdjv 6[xiXia<;.

But the meaning plainly is destroys from the land, not
removes from the land. Liddell and Scott agree with me
as to the three passages just quoted. But the evidence

of these passages supports me in disputing an entry

in their lexicon (s.v. e£aipeto) which runs :
' to expel

people from their seats, like s£i(rrdvai, Hdt. 1, 159,

2, 30, Thuc. 5, 43, etc' The former of the two passages

which they cite from Herodotus deals merely with the

taking out of nesting sparrows and other birds from a

temple ; and later in the same chapter the god says

Toi? ixstocc (jiou ex tou vrjou xepat^st? ; I consider that

the word xspat^ei? shows that the action was that of

taking away, not of expelling. The latter Herodotean
reference runs thus : ^golv oE 8ia<popoi tivs<; YeY0V°T£S
tcov Ai0i67ttov toiStou? exsXeue e£eX6vra<;, t}jv exsivgjv y*)v

oExesiv. With the Euripidean passages in my mind I

should certainly translate he bade them destroy these and
possess their land. In the alleged instance adduced from

Thucydides the object of the verb is 'Apysiou?, and there

B&ant takes the meaning as exscindere, not as expellere.

In fact I doubt whether e£aipEiv has anywhere the

particular specialised meaning attributed to it by Liddell

and Scott. Somewhere in the neighbourhood of the
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period at which Arrian lived may perhaps be placed a
so-called Sibylline Oracle (8, 184), which exhibit? eXouvroct

:

but the text in the passage is insecure, and there is

a variant, TsXoovraci. In this period also the mathe-
matical and geographical writer Ptolemy is found em-
ploying the active future acpeXto quite a number of times

in his mathematical writings (Math. Comp. vol. I. 205 d,

370 b, 386 B, and 387 a). We next come to Alciphron
(circa a.d. 200). Alciphron's usage always deserves

minute attention. He is an Atticist of the Atticists in

one sense ; but his Attic, which is largely based on the

language of comedy, has the flavour, not of Aristophanes,

but of Menander and lesser playwrights who admitted
into their writings not so much neologisms as a mass
of floating traditions of the ' common dialect ' which
the earlier comedians had succeeded in keeping at arm's
length. The later comedians, the newest, that is to say,

of the New Comedy, are thus in a position distinctly

comparable to that of Sophocles in his capacity of Satyric

dramatist, though no doubt the analogy must not be
pressed too far. But the works of the comedians in

question exist only in fragments, and the language of

Alciphron, though we may learn something from Lucian,

is, as it were, the only clear photograph we possess of

the lost original. Alciphron writes (1, 9) s^eXouvrai.

This is in conformity with the evidence supplied by
Timostratus (see above). But Hermann entertained so
firmly fixed an idea as to the impossibility of the future

in question in any author with classical pretensions that
he went the length of arbitrarily proposing (on Euripides,

Helen, 1. 1297) to read s^Xolvt <5cv. Subsequently to
Alciphron, Sextus Empiricus (circa a.d. 225) employs
owpeXetTai thrice (Adv. Math. xi. 164, twice, and 166,

once). A little later still the eminent mathematician,
Diophantus (circa a.d. 250), writes (Prop. 9, de
Numeris Multangulis) a<psXou(xev. In addition it must
be mentioned that in an anonymous elegiac epigram
(Anth. Pal. ix. 108), of unknown date, but much akin in
subject-matter to a passage in Achilles Tatius (i. 1), who
lived somewhere about a.d. 500, d«peXou[xai (1. 1) presents
itself. Another elegiac epigram comes into question
(Anth. Pal. xi. 33). Its authorship is ascribed to Philip

;
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but which of the uncertain number of epigrammatists
of that name is meant there is nothing to show : among
them they may possibly have ranged, though the whole
subject is obscure, from 36 B.C. to a.d. 600. In this

epigram (1. 3) the Palatine reading is oXsitoci : but the
piece is extant in the Planudean collection also, and the
Planudean reading is eAoifo. Jacobs, followed by Diibner,

emends to eXoi-r' «v : but Meinebe (p. 117, arabic figures,

in the former of the two volumes containing the index
to the Fragmenta Gamicorum Graecorum) unquestioningly

corrects to eXeiToci. The epigram is such that either

sXsitoci or eXoit' <5cv will make good sense. The more
vivid eXeiTai goes well in the particular context, but
the less vivid SXoit' &v is more in conformity with, if

1 may so put it, humdrum usage. On the whole, of the

two possibilities I prefer eXeiTai as the more likely to

have given birth to the double corruption. To turn to

dictionaries, Dindorf's Stephanus (s.v. utpaipeco), not
Stephanus himself, states :

' Fut. 'YtpeXou(Aai, nisi quod
frpsXeire affertur ex Aq. Exod. 5, 19.' The example
from Aquila I have catalogued above : but T am unaware
on what grounds the middle fypeXoujjioci is set up as a
norm from which Aquila departs. The words in Dindorf's

Stephanus seem to amount to a positive assertion that

forms of the future middle, ucpeXou^oci, present themselves

several times. If they do, I should like to know where
they are to be found. Similarly Liddell and Scott's

lexicon (s.v. ouvocipsto) remarks ' fut. 2 auveXS.' This

statement cannot be taken as merely an inaccurate way
of saying ' on the analogy of atpew and various of its

compounds we may conclude that ouvaipeco forms fut.

2 auveXG,' seeing that the lexicon in question (s.v. ocipsco)

condemns both eXS and its compounds as late, and does

not make a practice of attributing hypothetical ' second

futures ' to the compounds of a!peo> at large. If auveXto

occurs, its locus ought to be mentioned. We have now
come to the end of our list except as regards the passages,

shortly to be dealt with, in which the future in question

has been catalogued by error, is manifestly the result

of corruption, or has been introduced by false emendation.

Of the most striking feature emerging from the usage

of the later writers, namely the employment by Alciphron

E
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of the form e^eXouvrai, I have already indicated the
bearings. But the evidence afforded by Dionysius of

Halicarnassus is only a little less remarkable. That
writer uses the future in question six times. It cannot

indeed be said that he wrote good Attic, but equally it

cannot be said that he permitted himself to write anything

which he did not consider to be good Attic. Neither

can he be reproached for want of care. Where he erred

was in the discrimination of his materials. I advance
the contention that the repeated use of this future by
Dionysius is almost tantamount to proof positive that

he found it well established in literature of the classical

period and of a complexion which seemed Attic to him.

The fact mentioned above, that four out of the six ex-

amples which he supplies occur in speeches, suggests to me
that he may perhaps have found the future in question,

as it certainly does not occur in Thucydides, in some
speech in the works of Philistus (circa 435-356 B.C.), the
imitator of Thucydides. There is one passage in which
this future form is erroneously catalogued as occurring.

Veitch (s.v. aipeto) gives aveXto (meaning, as is shown
by other examples in his very summary treatment of

this future, some form of aveXfi, not necessarily aveXo
itself) as presented in Diodorus Siculus, 2, 25. In that

chapter there is nothing of the kind to be found, except
that the participle aveXouaiv occurs twice : but each
time it is demonstrably aorist, not future. The first

passage runs : 8ioti EapSavdcTOcXXoi; toi? fxev aveXouaiv

'Appdbajv tov Mtj&ov Stoerei xpucuou Siaxoaia TaXavxa,

toi? Se ^covtoc TOxpa&ouai }(pif)fxaTa fiev SwpTjffETai 81c,

ToaauTa, ttj? Se Mv)Sia<; firozp^ov jtaxaerT^crei. On the
second occasion the words are : aveXoucnv 5) ^toyp^araoriv.

But Diodorus does once (see above) use 7rapsXeia6ai in

a passage not catalogued by Veitch. The passages in

which the future in question is presented as a result

of corruption next claim our attention. In Herodotus
(III. 59) the mss. present : aXXoc ZaxuvGiou? e^sXouvxei;

zy. TV)? v^oou. The context plainly demands e^eXoivTe?.

This Bekker proposed, and it is now accepted without
question. See my remarks above on Arrian's use of

e£eXou|i,ev. The Helen of Euripides exhibits (1. 1279)

a future indicative, e^sXG, which scholars at one time,
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e.g. Beatson in his Index, sought to refer to e^sXaivw,

but which, on the strength of its meaning, cannot, as

it stands in the mss., be anything other than the future

of e^atpto. Helen, Menelaus, and Theoclymenus are

conversing immediately outside the palace of the last-

named (see 11. 68, 435-438, 1165-1168, 1185). The
identity of Menelaus is unknown to Theoclymenus, to

whom it is represented that Menelaus has been drowned
at sea, and that Helen, in accordance with Greek customs,

ought to proceed in a ship to a certain distance from
the shore and there perform funeral rites. The require-

ments for these rites are (11. 1255-1265) a victim such as

a horse or a bull, an empty bed or bier, with the appur-
tenant draperies, brazen armour, seeing that the funeral

is that of a warrior, and kindly fruits of the earth. These
things Theoclymenus undertakes to provide, and (11.

1279-1281), speaking to Menelaus, uses these words :

eX6o>v 8' iq otxou? e^eXw xoctjxov vexpcj),

xal a* ou xevaiai XePa '- "W arcocrrcXaS,

SpaaavTa ffjSe 7tp6<; x*Ptv *

Theoclymenus a few moments later goes into the palace.

Now, an examination of the lexicon is sufficient to show
that no meanings of the verb e^eXooSvciv can so much
as be taken into consideration in connexion with this

passage save to drive out, as one drives out horses or

cattle, and to drive out, as one drives out the contents of

a carriage or cart. The former of these meanings would
suit the sacrificial victim ; but it would not suit the rest

of the articles required for the funeral rites. Seeing that

the words are s£eX&> xocjjaov vexpqi, we may definitely rule

it out of court. The latter of the two meanings would
suit the whole of the x6a[i.o<; in question, including even,

at a pinch, the sacrificial victim, on the assumption that

it was Theoclymenus' intention to put the articles on a

vehicle somewhere inside the house and then drive the

vehicle out into the open. In view of the possibility of

a court-yard, accessible to vehicles, being spoken of as

part of the house, I do not deny that Theoclymenus

might conceivably, though with considerable awkward-

ness, have expressed himself in this way, if, that is, it was

a question of bringing out the articles in a cart. What
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certain scholars have failed to see is that it was not a
question of anything of the kind. Theoclymenus shortly

(1. 1390) reappears from the palace, accompanied, not
by a horse and cart, but by slaves laden with the articles

in question, whom (11. 1390-1391) he addresses thus :

8[i.toe<;, tpspovra; evaXia x-repta[iaTa.

It is thus seen that the latter meaning of e^eXociSvsiv is

no less inappropriate than the former. We are thrown
back upon e^aipetv, unless we resort to emendation*

Hermann, with far less than his usual felicity, reads,

with a full stop at the end of the line :

!X8<J)v 8' it; oixoik; e£sXa> xo<t[aov vexpw.

A glance at Goodwin's Moods and Tenses (ed. 1899, par.

257) will show that such a use of the subjunctive is con-

trary to Greek idiom, at least in post-Homeric times.

The main offence is the particle 8e, but, even without
the 8s, some kind of justificatory introduction would
be required by the subjunctive in the singular number.
Hermann, in his note, sets down e^eXwv as a possible

alternative. The combination of the two participles

eX6<5)v and I£sXg>v would be clumsy beyond words, and
in addition the xal in the subsequent line constitutes

a fatal impediment. Hermann might as well have left

the passage alone. It was reserved for English scholar-

ship to come to the rescue. Badham, agreeing with
Hermann to the extent of putting a full stop at the end
of the line, proposed the convincing :

eXGwv 8' kc, outou? e£sXou xo<7[i.ov vexpS.

e£eXou, choose out, is the right word in the right place,

and it fits admirably with the w? era^ev 6 £evo<; of

1. 1390 (quoted above). Kirchhoff and Nauck follow
Badham, whose emendation may now be said to have
established itself in the fullest sense. Aristophanes
(Equites 1. 290) presents a line which in the mss. runs :

7repieXto a' dcXa^ovsfa?.

In this reading, rapieXoS must be taken as the future
of 7tepiaipc5, and the expression has to mean ' I will
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strip you of your false boasting.' An insuperable objec-

tion to the reading is that, as might be expected, 7repiaipw

always takes the accusative of the thing stripped off

and the genitive of the person or object from which it

is stripped, not vice versa : moreover the definite article

would, in the Aristophanic style, seem to be required*

Consequently the correct expression, assuming the law-

fulness of 7cepieXoS in the sense of TiepiaipTfjcw, would be
TOpieXco aou ttjv aXa£ove£av. Elmsley, followed by editors

at large, emends to

7iepieX<o a' dXa^ovsiai?,

making 7tepieXw the future of 7repisXaiivo>. Personally

I suggest the singular, aXa^oveiqt, as a trifle more likely

to have given rise to the corruption. As the next line

begins with a vowel, dXa^oveiqc would appear to produce
an hiatus ; but in this metre there is no synapheia (see

the sad of 1. 292). Meineke (in the passage referred to

above in the discussion on Anth. Pal. xi. 33) suggests

the possibility of reading :

TCEpteXw adXoc£oveia<;,

i.e. rcepieXw (from 7iepiaipw) aou dXa^oveia?. The
violence of the crasis is not a sufficient argument against

this possibility : I attach greater weight to the absence

of the definite article. It may be observed that,

apparently by a misprint, Meineke gives Elmsley's

emendation as dXoc£oveia<;, which is the reading of the
mss. In another passage of Aristophanes {Lysistrata

1. 542) the mss. vary between sXoi (B, A) and eXeE

(C, N, R). The line occurs in a chorus which, mani-
festly and by common consent, is extravagantly corrupt.

It runs in the mss. :

ouSe (so N, R, but B, C, A ouxe) toc y°v<xtoc xotco? sXst

(so C, N, R, but B, A s'Xot) (jiou xa(j,axY)p6e.

Two remarks must be made in limine. (1) The strophie

line, of which this is the antistrophic counterpart, seems
to establish the metre as

, \J \J \J I \J KJ \J I \J | \J I
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I take the dance accompanying this chorus to be the

Cordax, and therefore (see my Anti Mias, Chapter vin.)

I look for strict syllabic correspondence but also for the

absence of synapheia. (2) The adjective xa[xaT7jpo? is

impossible, seeing that the previous line contains the

word xa[xoifx\ From these two remarks the gravity of

the corruption becomes evident. Editors and others

have had recourse to most violent remedies, but without,

it seems to me, any realisation of the objection to xa[xa-

-rv)p6<; or other forms from the same root. Bentley gives :

OUTS TOC YOVOCTOC X07TO? gXol [XE Xa[JLaT7)p6? av.

Hermann reads :

o{5te yovoLT av xotco? IXot [xe xafxaTYJpio?.

Dindorf at one time read the same, with the exception

of o&8e for o{jts, but subsequently adopted from Enger :

ouSe yovax' av x67toi; eXoi fxs xa(xaT7)p6<; av.

But in Dindorf's opinion we are dealing with an interpola-

tion. Blaydes prints :

ouSe [xe Ta youva xa|zaT»]p6i; av eXoi xo7co?.

Blaydes also suggests yuia as an alternative to youva.

Reisig, on the other hand, was of opinion that eXei, not

SXoi, should be read. For my own part I reject all these

transpositions, and suggest that the root of the whole
corruption was the evolution of xafxa-njpo? out of an
original oux av fxa nfjv. I propose :

<w8s yova-rcov xotco? s'Xoi jx' av, oux av [xa xrjv.

For fxa tyjv see Menander's Orge (Fr. 7) in Meineke. In
the Politicus of Plato (284 a) we find a sentence which runs

as follows in the mss. : ouxouv Tot? re^va? ts au-rai; xal

rapya aurwv £6[X7ravTa SteXoufxev tootco tco X6yc>, xal 8-}) xat

T))V ^7)TOU[XSV/)V VUV 7toXlTlXY)V Xal T7)V p7]6st(jav iwpavxixYjv

aipavtoufxev ; For SteXoujxev the sense obviously requires

SioXoufxev, which Stallbaum, with general approbation,

restores. The corruption SieXoufxev is no doubt due to the

fact that the passage occurs in a context, extending on
either side of it, in which the division of [XETpr)Tix7J into

two parts is discussed. A little before this point we have
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(283 d) SteXcjfiev toivuv ocutvjv Siio [xep7j, and a little after-

wards (284 e) SvjXov 6ti Siocipotfxsv <3h/ tyjv [ASTp7]T»a)v. This
concludes the list of passages in which the future in

question possesses manuscript authority. There remain
two places into which emendation has conjecturally,

and wrongly, introduced it. In the Oedipus Coloneus of

Sophocles (11. 1372-1374) the mss. read :

ou yotp sa6' o-mnc, toSXiv

xe£vv)v spsi tic, (so L and other mss., but with a variant
ti?), aXXa 7tpoa0sv at[xaTt

TieoeZ (i.iav6sl? X" cwvaijio? e£ taou.

Turnebus, rightly, and with the appoval of nearly all,

subsequent scholars, restored Ipetyrag. But Siivern

followed by Reisig, reads eXsi ti?. Apitz proposes
xsvyjv epei ti<;, while Campbell actually keeps xetvyjv

epsi ti?. Doderlein, followed by Schneidewin, modifies

Turnebus' spei^ei? into an unscholarly reading, epsfaeii;.

In the same play (11. 1453-1455) we find :

opqL opa tocut' ael xpovo?

etoI (xev &repa,

TaSe mfjjiaT' (so L) a30u; au^wv avco,

or xaS' e7r' ^jjuxt' (so B and Vat.) a50i<; au£wv #va),

or Ta 8s reap' ^(xap (Canter) ocO0i<; afi^tov &va>

(The scholium runs : toXXoc {aev ocfi^wv 7rap' 9j[iap).

The antistrophic passage (11. 1468-1470) runs :

Tt (xav acpifjffsi teXo<; ; Se&ia (so L : most mss. 8s8ia)

toS' (so L and most mss. : T and Farn. not too
-
', but S')

%

ou yap fiXiov

aqjop(xq[ (but first hand of L acpopfia : second hand
Efpopfxqi) 7tot' oux (Heath ouS') ccveu ^u(jL<pop5c<;.

It does not seem to me that the scholiast read 7tap' 3j[xap :

he was only paraphrasing the etc' y^lxz' of two mss. For
s7usi in 1. 1454 Hartung reads oTpetpcov, Meineke s<psi<;,

and Wecklein etcex^v. Reisig however changes etoI to

eXei, a fact which brings the question of the true reading

within the purview of the present discussion. I myself

once (Anti Mias, vol. 1, p. 272) substituted psrctov for

Hartung's oTp^tov, and read tA Se tctc&jjkxt' instead of tocSe

7d)[xaT\ Now however, after further consideration of the
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ductus of the text, I think that I was not sufficiently

independent, and I propose with some little confidence

the following strophic reading :

opqc opqi tocut' aei ^povo?, he,

stoiXsv Ixepa

Ta 8'
£<p07) (xerauOi? afi^cov avto.

This involves close adherence to the vulgate in the Anti-

strophe :

ti [j.av a<p7)aei tsXo? ; SeSia

toS'" ou yap aXiov

acpopjxcjl 7eot' ouS' <5cveu £u[zcpopa?.

I will conclude my treatment of £Xo> and eXoo|xoci by
mentioning the scanty dicta of an annotatory nature.

In informing us that Timostratus (see above) employs

<x<peXoO[iai, the Antiatticista (80, 12) confines himself to

the bald statement : acpsXoufiou, av-rl tou a(paip^ao(iai*

TifioarpaToi; OiXoSsOTroTfl. On 7tepieXw in Aristophanes'

Equites (1. 290) there are what appear to be three separate

scholia. The first is : olov dbroSucrco ere xal TOjciScrto twv
ocXa£oveu[iaT<ov. This evidently takes rapieXG as from
7cspiatpci, in the sense of omoSita, making no account of the
fact that 7rcpiocip& would require erou dXa^oveiocv, not ere

dXa^ovsia?. The second is : rj jjieTacpopa ol-ko tqv specr-

a6vTwv 7taiicfto xal Ttepixot^cd ttj? aXatoveta?. The writer

of this second scholium was intelligent. Apparently
he saw that the construction does not admit of TOpieXc*

being the future of 7repiaip« and consequently tried

to get at much the same ultimate sense by making it

out to be the future of uspieXociivco meaning / row round,

I intercept. I imagine that the genitive would be quite
impossible : but the idea is ingenious. It may be noted
that Plutarch (Anton. 68) actually employs 7repix67tTio,

one of the words used by this scholiast, with a genitive in
the phrase toSXck; TOpixexofAfxevoa xP^aTtov. The third
scholium is very brief and, though it may be doubted what
the scholiast read, very plain : TOpieXacrto, vixvjerto. There
exists a scholium on the passage in Aristophanes' Lysis-
trata (1. 542) ; but, so far from containing any reference

to the reading eXsi, it employs the word gXocPe, from
which fact it looks as if the scholiast read elXs. Photius
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(121, 15) has the entry : >ta8aip^(7eTe, ou xaQeXeiTs'

©ouxuSCStj? xai t<ov fiXXtov ol izKsiout;. As the actual

form xa6<xipy)<ieTs is in use in Thucydides (e.<7. m. 13),

this entry seems to be in substance a comment on the text

of Thucydides, not a criticism on a second person plural

xocOsXsits in some other author. The cautious character

of Photius' statement is noticeable. He is certainly, at

least in intention, a purist
; yet he abstains from directly

condemning such forms as xaGeXsi/re. Hesychius, in the

present state of his text, is made to say : acpeXoovToci
-

a7roaTepouvT<xi. But the entry is out of its alphabetical

order and in the place appropriate to aipocipouvToa. Con-
sequently atpaipouvxaf aTcooTepouvrai is the generally

received correction, c, See a above, d, Not only is the

compound u7roxXa£co unknown elsewhere, but the second
aorist exXocyov comes to us with credentials of so limited a
character that in tragic trimeters its use would excite

wonder. It is found once in the Homeric Hymns (xix.

14), once in Theocritus (xvn. 71), and in the Anthology

and the Orphica : in addition the compound avexXocyov

comes once in a chorus of Euripides (I.A. 1062). Here
also u7r£xXaye<; stands in a chorus ; but this chorus is

abusive in tone, and its language has no relation to that

of a chorus in tragedy, e, The compound &ra>xpi£<o occurs

indeed once elsewhere, namely in Aelian (N.A. 6, 19) ;

but the only support for fatsxpiyei; now known is

Herodian's reading xpiye in II. xvi. 470, where the

received text presents xpbce. This small group of verbs

contributes real materials towards a judgement on Satyric

diction.

B, 4.

The fourth group consists of words, simple, derivative,

and compounded, which seem in various ways remote

from the language both of tragedy and of comedy. The
examples are these : a, aypcoar/jpov (1. 32), b, aXxaafidcTcov

(1. 245), c, ypdmi<; (1. 175), d, Spaxt? (1. 175), e, e£eu-

Gsti£<o (a probable restoration in 1. 268), /, e£uraX96vTa

(1. 203), g, xspxvo? (1. 126), h, xiip« (1. 120), i, xuvoprixov

(1. 165), h, bmzvKol (1. 189), I, Tpox?)? (a highly probable

restoration in 1. 224), and m, <j/ ij/ (1. 168).

a, No form of dyptoar/jp occurs elsewhere ; but dypcoaTrjp
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is known to us, though only from Stephanus of Byzantium
(s.v. ayp6<;). The a is supported by the tragic aypticroji;

(Soph. Fr. 94, Eur. H.F. 377 and Bhes. 266), if that

form be correct, and by the Syracusan ayptocrTtvos. b,

ocXxaffjidcTtov, unknown elsewhere, is formed from a verb

«Xxa£<o, of which the active is mentioned in the Etymo-
logicum Magnum and the middle in Hesychius. c, ypa7tt<; is

defined by Hesychius as ' the slough of a grasshopper,

of a snake, and of things which cast their skins '
: he adds

that it also means ' a kind of bird ' and ' wrinkled,'

and derives it from ypaipsiv (&i& tou ypajxna? £xelv T<^
fUTiSa?). It is also mentioned by the Etymologicum
Magnum, Zonaras, and Ugutio. The word is given a
paroxytone accent by the second hand of the papyrus : it

is so accented also by Hesychius and Zonaras. Hesychius
does not indicate the gender : Zonaras expressly classes

it as feminine. The Etymologicum Magnum classes it

as masculine, and gives it an oxytone accent. Ugutio,

writing in Latin, says nothing of accent or gender, but con-

firms Hesychius' statement as to the word meaning ' a
kind of bird.' The chief point to observe is that the

meanings given by Hesychius imply that ypara? occurred
in literature at least five times, or, at any rate, if we take
his words ' and of things which cast their skins ' as

merely intended to bring grasshoppers and snakes under
the same category, at least four times. One of his four

or five sources is presumably the Ichneutae. Seeing that

the Ichneutae proves the word to be in some sense Satyric,

it is natural to assume that some of the lost sources are

Satyric plays. Few other classes of Greek literature have
perished so almost completely. If that natural assump-
tion be correct, then ypdbui; is a characteristically Satyric

word. d, Spaxi? is utterly unknown elsewhere. It is

unaccented in the papyrus, but is evidently the feminine
of Spdc?, a dragon, which does not indeed occur as an
independent substantive, but is used by Sophocles in

composition as part of the word SpaxocuXoi; in the
Tympanistae (Fr. 643). The title of the play, which was
also the title of a comedy by Autocrates, shows that the
Chorus was a Chorus of drum-beaters, and that conse-

quently it is a case not of a tragic but of a Satyric drama.
The fact that in one Satyric drama Sophocles employed,
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in a compound, the masculine 8pa£, instead of the tragic

masculine Spaxwv, and in another Satyric drama the

feminine Spaxi?, instead of the tragic feminine Spaxaiva,

contributes towards our knowledge of the Satyric sub-

dialect, e, e£euQe-ri£cD is unknown elsewhere : eu8e-u£a>

comes in Hesiod (Th. 1. 541), in Hippocrates (Fract. 757
and 764) and in late prose and verse. /, e£u7rcX66vTa is

an otherwise unknown compound. The inversion how-
ever of the order of prepositions which it presents is not at

all unknown, but prior to the discovery of this play could
only have been termed a mark of late Greek. e^utoxXu^k;

occurs in the Orphic Argonautica (1. 682), e£i>TOxXu£eiv in

Quintus Smyrnaeus (xil. 1. 502), and cuve?u7tY)yeTo in

Anna Comnena (p. 354 a). The origin of the inversion

seems to be the Homeric line (II. n. 267) :

<j[AW&i£ 8* aifJiaToeffdoc {ASTOccppevou e^uraxveaTY)

,

where however there is in reality no inversion at all, seeing

that the IE, governs (xeTo«ppsvou and consequently has to

stand where it stands in fact. It seems probable that the

late examples of inversion are modelled on the example
in the Ichneutae and on other examples, now lost, in

Satyric drama. g, xep^vo? in the Ichneutae is not, as

appears plainly from the context, the substantive meaning
roughness, which occurs in Sophocles' Inachus (Fr. 279)

and elsewhere, but another substantive, perhaps of

kindred derivation, meaning a hawk. This form is other-

wise unknown, but the feminine xep^vq is given in

Hesychius, and the cognate feminine jtep^vf]?, in the

same sense, comes twice in Aristophanes (Aves 1. 304 and
1. 589). Here, as in the case of Ypams and Spaxi?, and
also of Tpo^T) (see I infra), we seem to have an instance of

an unfamiliar nomenclature applied to natural history.

h, xii(3a, the reading of the first hand of the papyrus, is

an adverb, otherwise unknown, with the sense of xiS(3Sa,

to which the second hand alters it at the expense of

destroying the metre. As xptScpa stands by the side of

xpiSpSae and of the verb xpiiTCTw, so xii|3<x stands by the side

of xiSpSoc and of the verb xta-rco. So complete indeed is

this analogy, that it seems worth while to examine it

somewhat closely. xpiSpSa is the form employed in Homer
(Iliad xvni. 168), Aeschylus (Cho. 1. 177), and Pindar
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(Pyth. rv. 1. 201) : xp^oc is of a quite different order

of language, occurring in Thucydides (i. 101 and rv. 88)

and in Plutarch ; from which facts one would infer that

Thucydides took it over from some Ionic prose source,

seeing that his use of the word finds no echo either in later

Attic prose or in Attic comedy. Similarly xii|38a is the
form employed by Archilochus (Fr. 32, 1. 2), whose
language somewhat approximates to that of Homer,
in a context, it should be noted, apparently free from
any suggestion of impropriety ; and afterwards, though,

seemingly owing to its later associations, it could find no
place in Pindar or in tragedy, it established itself in Attic

comedy (Aristophanes Eq. 1. 365, Pax 1. 897, and Thesm.
1. 489), yet emphatically not as an ordinary portion of

the Athenian vernacular, but as a word, which, though
innocent in itself, was in comedy employed only in

salacious passages ; and the word is used by Machon of

Alexandria (ap. Athenaeum x. p. 427 c) : x\ip« could,

like xp6(pa, have been employed, but for its associations,

by Thucydides, and afterwards by Plutarch ; it had
however to content itself with the less dignified refuge

of Satyric drama, i, xuvopxixov would, before the dis-

covery of the Ichneutae, have been regarded as a twofold

neologism. Not only is the derivative form xuvopTixoq

unknown elsewhere, but xuvop-nfj?, from which it is de-

rived, exists only in the Doric proper name Kuv6px«?. It

is derived from xuvopxYji;, not from a missing xiivopToi;,

because it is active in signification. I imagine that no
Athenian would have coined on his own account com-
pounds so unfamiliar as xuvopTvji; and xuvopxix6c, and
therefore I am disposed to regard xuvoprixov as a tra-

ditional Satyric word, due probably to Pratinas and the
Doric of Phlius. k, bnnonol is an interjection unknown
elsewhere. We may compare it with ototoi, which often

in the mss., but wrongly in the opinion of modern editors,

is written ottotoi. I am not on that account disposed

to emend here to otcottoi. 6to7kh would be no less

unparalleled than 67r7co7toi. Compare a.Tznoma.l (Aristo-

phanes Vesp. 1. 235) and aTTaToa (Sophocles Phil. 1. 743
and 1. 790 ; Aristophanes Ban. 1. 57 ; and elsewhere). I
suggest that the influence of the Homeric & 7167:01, not
mere chance, restrained the tragedians from indulging in
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mutations of tcotoi, whereas there was no such restraining

influence in the case of totoi or of toctoxi. They probably
were at least half of the opinion of Lycophron and
Euphorion that & -kotcoi meant ye gods. I therefore am
inclined to regard oTznonol as distinctly untragic. I,

TP°>W> ^ a correct restoration, is the genitive singular of

Tp6xr, a she-badger. The feminine does not occur else-

where ; but the masculine Tpoxos, a badger, is used twice

in a modified quotation by Aristotle (Gen. An. in. 6, 6)

of a statement by Herodorus (circa 520 B.C.). As this

Tpo^c? is apparently nothing else in origin than the adjec-

tive rpo^S converted into a substantive by retraction of

accent, the feminine Tpo^v] would seem to be a no less

legitimate formation. For a similar variation of gender
in the Ichneutae see v&^yyoc,, a hawk, instead of xep^vvj.

Compare also, as unfamiliar terms of zoology, that word
and Yparos and SpocxJ?. m, ty <]/ is an interjection un-
known but for its use in the Ichneutae. It bears no
accent in the papyrus ; but, seeing that it is scanned

as a spondee, I have accented it as though it contained

two vowels. It is natural to compare with <j>' ij/ the

interjections ^ittqc and i^ttoc and the verbs (Jji-rrdc^a)

and ipiTTaxi^o).
<J;'
TTa is mentioned by a scholiast on

Theocritus (rv. 1. 45), who himself writes <tittoc, and by
Hesychius (who accents tJ/iTTa), etc. Pausanias is quoted
by Eustathiius (p. 1631, 5) as explaining the meaning of

4*iTT«£to, and Hesychius mentions the same verb. The
other verb, (|httocx££o, is employed by Eustathius

(Opusc. p. 51, 80). (JjiiTTa is actually used by Euripides

in the Cyclops (1. 49), and is therefore unquestionably

Satyric : it does not afterwards occur until we come to

Lucian (Lexiph. c. 3 and Ep. Sat. 35), Alciphron (3, 24, and
3, 72), and Palladas (Anih. Pal. xi. 351, 1. 5). In the

Cyclops it is an interjection, addressed to a he-goat ; but
in all other passages it is an adverb meaning quickly and
is joined with some form or other of the verb xaraTeCwo.

More remarkable however than the occurrence in Satyric

drama of interjections which find no echo known to us

until after the lapse of many centuries are the presentation

of a word without a vowel and the scansion of
<J>*

<{/ as a
spondee. I know of nothing like this in Greek, but the

Latin st is to the point and, if doubled, as in Plautus'
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Epidicus (2, 2, 1),
' St st : tacete,' presents an exact

parallel to <]/ <]/. The parallel becomes more startling

when we consider that Sophocles, being pre-Euclidean,

perhaps wrote, not TT, but OSOS. One is led to wonder
whether it was on the strength of the usage of Greek

Satyric drama that the early Latin comedians and even
Cicero in a letter (Fant. xvi. 24) permitted themselves to

write st and to scan it in verse as a long syllable. This

fourth group appears to me, so far as its evidence ex-

tends, to differentiate widely the Satyric style from other

styles of composition.

B, 5.

The fifth group consists of words which do not occur

elsewhere (including one word which merely does not

occur in the same sense elsewhere), but which might,

it seems to me, have been employed on occasion, not

indeed in tragedy, but some of them in epic, others of

them in comedy or prose, and some in more than one
style, so that I cannot regard the group as in any way
distinctively Satyric. The examples, which are eight in

number, are the following: re. ara>8u[j.a[vsi(; (1. 120), 6.

dm^axTOV (1. 361), c. poiipwpa (a doubtful restoration in

1. 36). d. eyyovoi? (used in a unique sense in 1. 220),

e. jtuxi]aT[j!.6<; (1. 115), /. <TTi<ppto[xa (an almost certain restora-

tion in 1. 96), g. ou(X7toS7jYeTei (1. 161), and h. u7toppu-

TOxfoexai (1. 151).

a. obcoOufAaCveii; exhibits a compound of BufxatvG)

which occurs here only ; but the simple is found in Hesiod
(Sc. 262), Aristophanes (Nub. 11. 609, 1478), and Eupolis

(Maricas, Fr. 21). 6. ooto^gcxtov is a verbal adjective

which does not occur elsewhere ; but the sister verbal

adjective <ibroi|;-y)XT£ov comes in Geoponica (17, 20.. 3), and
the verb a7ro<jnf)x<<> is found in Aristotle (H.A. 9, 45, 6)

and Dioscorides (5, 89), while the simple ifr\yu> *s common
to tragedy, comedy, Xenophon, Aristotle, and late

Greek, including late epic, and xaTa^^x* §oes back to

Simonides (Fr. 100). c. poiitpwpa (a distinctly doubtful

restoration in 1. 36) is a compound otherwise unknown

;

but <pc?>p is common to Herodotus, Sophron, Attic comedy,
Attic prose, and late Greek. Various of the compounds
of {Sou? are employed in tragedy. It is in all probability
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from this Satyric drama that pooixXe^ (for that appa-
rently is the right reading), presumably a double ccm-
pound of [3ou? and ol?, is quoted by Athenaeus : see my
treatment of that word (Sophocles, Fr. Incert. 318, at

the end of the text of this play). The word (3oti(pa>p<x

is so highly uncertain that I will abstain from further

comment, d. syy^voi?> hi t'ne place where it occurs in

the Ichneutae, is an adjective meaning kindred : it is thus
equivalent to ev y£vei otftraii;, and I can see no reason why
any writer who employs the word Iyyovo?, with the ey-

standing for ev-, should not use it in that sense, seeing that

sYYev/js is so used ; and further I see no reason why the
word should not be employed in any of several styles. As
a matter of fact however this eYYovos, compounded with
ev, does not occur in tragedy, or, indeed, in literature

at all, until we come to late prose, and there it has the
specialised meaning of grandchild, which it also has in

certain inscriptions. I conclude that tragedy deliberately

avoided the word ; but it is in its nature a compound
so easily formed that it is difficult to suppose that Attic

eschewed it altogether, and the late prose use in a specia-

lised sense presupposes an earlier use in a general sense,

which, again in view of the facile formation of the com-
pound, can scarcely have been restricted to Satyric

drama. It is essential to remember that the word written

in modern texts as I'xyovos and in the mss. sometimes
as exyovo?, sometimes as £yY0V0?> *'•*• the compound of ex,

was, at any rate during a large portion of the strictly

classical period, regularly written 'iyymo^- * suppose

that, whereas the compound of ev was pronounced eng-

gonos, the compound of ex was pronounced eg-gonos.

Be that as it may, the sorting out of the two distinct

compounds must have taken place in or not much before

Alexandrian times, and it is quite possible that some-

times the sorting has been erroneous. For example, in

Plato's Timaeus (40 d) we now read : 7tavT£<; octou? fofiev

aSeXcpouc; XeYO(i.evou<; ocutcov exi Se to\!><; toutwv <5cXXou£

exY^vdut;. But byy^voui;, members of their families,

would be quite as natural as exYovou?, descendants, and
indeed would in the context convey almost exactly the

same meaning. And it seems certain that, whichever

word Plato meant, they were at one period both spelt
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syyovoui; with no possibility of graphic distinction.

Wilamowitz has maintained that, wherever SyY0V0?
occurs, it is only a way of writing exyovoi;. This con-

tention seems to me to be difficult to reconcile with the

fairly common use in late prose (e.g. Dionysius of Hali-

carnassus, A.B. 6, 37) of £yY0V°S' so sPelt> m *Qe sense

of grandchild. The examples, though the subject is beset

with difficulties and the spelling in the mss. is by no
means always eyy-ovcx;, appe'11' nevertheless to be suffi-

ciently numerous to show that respectable writers of

late prose, at dates when, except owing to error in tran-

scription, exyovo? was no longer written lyyovo?, recog-

nised a separate word, eyY0V0?> compounded, not with

ex, but with sv. Eustathius (II. p. 611, 12, Od. p. 1682,

16, and p. 1871, 35) recognises this use. But he also

mentions (Od. p. 1460, 18) a contrary use, or supposed
use, which is defined concisely by Zonaras in the words :

eYY0V0? 6 ulo?* exyovoi; $e 6 tou uiou uto?. Further-

more, several times in inscriptions of the Roman Imperial

period eyyovo? means great-grandchild (e.g. Boeckh,
Inscr. Lac. vol. 1, p. 45, 1315). The reasons why in this

passage of the Ichneutae I take eyy^voi? as meaning
kindred are these. I have argued (see Chapter m) that

the . 8scy7r6T7)<;, whose eyyovoi the Nymphs are, is Pan.
If that be so, I do not see my way to supposing that

Pan could be termed either their father or their grand-

father. I cannot discover the slightest trace of any
such legend. But it would be an easy matter to ascribe

to Pan an undefined kinship with them. Moreover the

servitude of the Satyrs to the SeffrcoTY]? in question would
be a difficulty, were the Seaman}!; father or ancestor of

the Nymphs, seeing that (according to 11. 33-34) the

Nymphs were the mothers of the Satyrs. I cannot help

wondering whether the passage with which we are dealing

may not have been laid under contribution by Virgil,

when he wrote (Georg. n. 11. 492-493) :

' Fortunatus et ille deos qui novit agrestes,

Panaque Silvanumque senem Nymphasque sorores.''

e. xux7]o(i,6i; is unknown elsewhere, but xuxci (xuxato)

is common to Homer, Hippocrates, Archilochus, Sappho,
tragedy, comedy, Plato, and late Greek, so that the
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appearance of xuxv]o(t6$ even in Aristophanes would ex-

cite little surprise. /. crfeppwua, an almost unavoidable
restoration, presents us with a verbal substantive not
found elsewhere. Neither does the verb emcppoco occur,

though <ra9paa> does (Athenaeus, vn. 323 F, and Eusta-
thius, 1913,45) : but from tnrpuipvds, which 13 the usual late

Greek equivalent of the Attic <mcpp6<;, we have <iTpuipv6(o

{e.g. Plutarch, Mor. 624 F). <ra<pp6s itself is said by Moeris

(p. 342) to be the Attic for the Hellenic ffTpi<pvo<; (which
is merely another way of spelling oTpu<pv6<;). <m<pp6<;

occurs first as Galen's reading in a passage of Hippocrates
(probably p. 282, 34, where however the mss. of Hippo-
crates now present trrputpval), and afterwards is found
in Attic comedy(Aristophanes, Geras, Fr. 5, 1. 3, Crobylus,

Pseudypobolimaeus, Fr. 2, 1. 1), in which <m<pp6T7)<; also

presents itself (Timocles, Maralhonii, 1. 3 of the only
Fr.). oTKppoi; is used by Xenophon (e.g. C'yn. 4, 1),

and frequently by Aristotle (e.g. H.A. in. 1, 24), but
apparently not by any authors other than those already

mentioned, except that in late prose it occasionally is

employed by careful writers (e.g. St. Gregory of Nyssa,
vol. 3, 423 d) as an Atticism instead of <7Tpu<pv6<;, and
once in late verse (a fragment of Nicander quoted by
Athenaeus, xv. 684 a), trxpuipvo?, for which the mss.

frequently exhibit cTpupvo?, is extremely common in

ordinary late prose (e.g. Aretaeus, p. 31, 10) and also

comes thrice in the Doric, of late date, ascribed to Timaeus
of Locri (p. 100 b, twice

; p. 101 c), but is also presented

several times in the mss. of classical authors (Hippocrates,

Aristophanes and other comedians, Xenophon, Plato,

and Aristotle), though in all such cases it is highly

probable that cucppo? ought to be read. (TTpu<pv6? is

found, though rarely, in late verse (e.g. Oppian, Cyn.

i. 1. 411). The derivative aTpuepvo-njs is presented by
mss. twice in Aristotle, and occurs in late prose. I

doubt greatly whether any distinction of meaning can

be drawn between cruppos and errpixpvoi;. They both

signify hard, strong, stubborn ; the fact that crrpu(pv6<; (so

presented in the mss.) is several times used of a harsh

taste does not appear to indicate any divergence of sense

between the two words, g. CTU(X7roSYjYeTei presents a

compound unknown elsewhere, and even noSr^yivtiq

F
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appears only in Lycophron (1. 385), and toSyjystS in Lyco-
phron (1. 11), Oppian (Cyn. rv. 360), and Philo (i. 294)

;

but 7TO&TQYCO comes not only in Lycophron (1. 965) and
in late prose, but also in Plato (Legg. 899 a). On the

analogy of the use of xuv7)yetc5 as compared with that

of xuvTjyto (see above) we should expect 7roSr)YSTt5 to be
even better Attic than Plato's noSriySt. h. u7toppu7ra£veTai

presents a compound unknown elsewhere ; but the

simple pu7ia£vtt, though foreign to tragedy, occurs in

comedy (Pherecrates, Fr. 48), in Xenophon (Loc. 11, 3),

and in Aristotle and late prose, while xaTappu7rocivco comes
in Isocrates (245 d).

B, 6.

At this point it is convenient to consider the word
xaTEppixvcoj/ivoc, which the papyrus presents, applied to

a tortoise, in 1. 293. The compound occurs nowhere
else ; but the simple verb pixvou(xai, in the sense required

by the context, if xocrepptxvcojxevoi; is the correct reading,

viz. / am shrivelled, occrirs in Aristotle (H.A. v. 20. 5),

in Oppian (H. v. 1. 592), and in late prose. The simple
verb is also stated by Photius and Suidas to occur in

this play, but in another sense, namely that of assuming
an unbecoming stooping posture, and of this I will speak
in a moment. But I do not consider xocreppixvcofiivoc

in 1. 293 to be anything better than a mistake for xocte£-

pwaydvot;, covered with a hard skin. xaTeppivcofxsvov is

given by Hesychius, and xaTeppivcofiivou? is the almost
certain reading of H. Voss for xocreppiwjtiivoui; in

Aeschylus' Supplices, 1. 747.

In connexion with xaTeppivcofiivos, I must here men-
tion my reading pixvo? in 1. 124. I introduce a form of

pixvoujiai into a lacuna in that line, which seems to be
the only possible place for it, because of the above-
mentioned statement by Photius and Suidas as to the
use of p\xvoB[zai in a particular sense in this play. The
only other passage where £ixvoujiai has the same meaning
is in Lucian (Lexiph. 8).

B, 7.

We have now reached the end of the list of words
which present themselves in the Ichueutae only, and in

the course of discussion I have for the sake of convenience
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included a few words which also occur, in some sense,

elsewhere. Before passing on to the next list, which is

made up of the words, save a few already discussed,

that occur both in the Ichneutae and elsewhere, but not
in tragedy, it is desirable that I should mention separately

the relative adverb t<ix;, as that form seems from this

play to be in the highest degree characteristic of the

Satyric style, and therefore, though its use is not abso-

lutely confined to the Satyric drama, to go most naturally

with the class of words of which I have already treated.

The relative adverb tcJ>? occurs twice in the papyrus
of the Ichneutae, viz. in 1. 38 :

[ ]cou cp(»)V7)[jioc t&? sttexXuov,

and in 1. 294 :

&c, aieXoupo? eixacrai TCs'tpuxsv, vj twi; 7c6pSaXi(-
;

In both cases the second hand accents tox;. In 1. 38

Hunt alters the text to <p6)v/)[xa0' w<;, but he is unable to

change 1. 294. I on the other hand am very nearly certain

that a third instance of tw; is disguised in 1. 223, where

ojaou 7rpe7rov xeXeu^a tox; xuv/jyeTtov

seems to me to be a mistake for

6[/.ou 7rp£7tov xeXsufxa, tox; xuvvjYeTWV.

tw? also occurs at the beginning of 1. 286 : but the

passage is so fragmentary that it is impossible to say

whether this too? is (for we are here dealing with a chorus)

the end of an adverb continued from the preceding line,

or the relative tox;, or the demonstrative tw?. I have

myself adopted the third of these possibilities as furnishing

what is perhaps the most natural way of reconstructing

the passage.

The other places where the relative twi; is read are

three in number. In Aristophanes' AcMrnians, 1. 762,

the Megarian uses the expression

oxx' eapaXirjTs, tgx; dpwpaioi (juie<;.

Gregory of Corinth (p. 244) says that in this passage

tw? is Doric for &q. It may be observed that in 1. 740

of the Achamians, where also the Megarian is speaking,

f2
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Hamaker emends rax; 6iz\au; t&v x° lP^wv *° to«; 6tcXA?

t<J>5 xQlP^a ' an(l Blaydes follows him.

In Aeschylus' Septem, 1. 637, the vulgate gives :

$1 £5vt' aTtfxasTrjpix tfl? avSpyjXaxfiv.

Madvig emended to a£><; avSpy)XaT7)i;, and Paley completed

the emendation by reading oE><; avSpyjXaTwv. Paley is

almost certainly right ; but still in the vulgate reading

the tw<; has been taken as the relative t«<;. In the

fourth Epigram of Theocritus, 1. 1 , the vulgate presents :

T/jvacv tAv Xaiipav, tg>? ai Spie?, aaroXe, xafju|*xs-

In this reading tw? manifestly stands for the relative

Tto?, which in this place has to mean ivhere : and a good
case can be made out for tc&s, seeing that in Theocritus

(Id. I. 1. 13) &q is used to mean where. As regards the

words t<5? ocl the vulgate follows the editions of Junta
and of Oalliergus, which possibly are partly based on
mss. now lost. The only other reading which makes
sense, and is not known to be conjectural, is t66i toci,

that of the first edition of the Planudean Anthology.

t&S, not ton;, is correct. All syllables, not acute or

circumflex, are grave. In the case of " unaccented,"

i.e. grave, non-enclitic monosyllables the grave accent is,

by exception, expressed in writing for the sake of orna-

ment, if the vowel be not already decorated with a

breathing. Thus jr}), itpo, 7tp6s, aiv, to, but ou, el?, sv,

e£
t
6 : so also t&s, but &q. The acute y.i\, 7rpo, 7tp6?,

otiv, to, tco? are false extensions, but sanctioned by tra-

dition. The accents on dissyllabic prepositions are like-

wise ornaments and are disregarded in scansion by the

accentual versifiers, who treat such prepositions as

metr'cally part of the next word.

We thus see that all that can be gathered from else-

where with regard to the relative tu? is that it was
certainly in use in Megarian Doric and was possibly

employed by Theocritus. The case is on all fours with
that of <$vi<;, which also was in use in Megarian Doric and
crops up again after a lapse of centuries. We may
therefore provisionally conclude that, like Svi?, the
relative tc&? was imported into Satyric drama from
Phlius by Pratinas and established itself securely in its

new home.
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III

We will now turn to those words in the Ichneutae

which, though not tragic, are used by non-tragic authors
as well as in this play, or rather to that considerable

majority of them which we have so far left untouched.

The first group of these consists of words that occur
also in some other Satyric drama, and of one word that is

used by Pratinas, the father of that style, although not in

a Satyric drama, but in an aulodic composition. The
words that occur in some other Satyric drama are these :

a. Siaxavaaae-rcu (a probable emendation in 1. 253 of an
unintelligible StaxapaerasTcn), 6. euux^s-ro (1. 219), c. s<p8a (a

highly probable reading in 1. 197), d. XaXJoTa-roi (1. 127),

e. Tpayo? (1. 356), and /. ipaXaxpov (1. 357), while the word
that occurs in the aulody of Pratinas is, g. 7tapoivoi? (a

probable emendation in 1. 147 of TOxpoixour). To this list I

might' add aperapGva (a tempting restoration in 1. 419)

;

but, as dppapwv occurs in Satyric drama in the late Agen
of Python (1. 18) only, I prefer to treat the word under
in. c, though in so doing I perhaps am illogical.

a. Siaxavaaaexai, which seems to be almost in-

evitable as an emendation of Sia.ya.pi.aasza.1, exhibits

a verb of markedly Satyric character. The compound
Swcxavaffffw occurs elsewhere only in Euripides' Cyclops

(1. 157), where the form Sisxava^s is exhibited, which
passage is apparently referred to by Hesychius in a
corrupt entry which now reads : 8iexavs£s* Si&reiae,

SieaaXsuds. syxava^ov is found in Aristophanes' Equites

(1. 105), and is a convincing emendation of Pierson's in

Euripides' Cyclops (1. 152) in lieu of the ms. reading

ixKOLtat&ov, for which emendation Musgrave had paved the

way by proposing exxdtva^ov. eyxava^a? presents itself

in Alciphron (3, 36). exxava^ei occurs in the Amid
of Eupolis (Fr. 8), and Hesychius gives Ixxava^eiv.

g£sxava£a is used by Aelian (Ep. rv.). Hesychius also

gives e£sxo86<x£ev, which, as he interprets it by h£,iyezv,

is apparently a corruption of e^exava^ev. He further

gives e7reYxava£ai. The use of the uncompounded verb

is attested by Pollux (x. 85), who states that both
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xava^ai and exxavdc&xi were employed in the sense of

Exxevoiffat or sx7tietv. It will be observed that of the

six places where compounds of xavamrco occur in extant

literature, reckoning in, that is to say, the restoration in

the Ichneutae and in the Cyclops, three present themselves

in Satyric drama, two in comedy, and one in late prose.

But, if scholars have been correct in taking Hesychius'

s£exo&6a£ev as a corruption of e^exava^ev, it is highly

probable that that form, in view of its scansion, was
found by Hesychius in some poem written in hexameters

or in elegiacs. Pollux (I.e.) derives the verb from the

substantive xavaarpov : he employs the nominative
plural, x<xva<TTpoc, as it should be spelt to suit the context

;

but a false reading, xivuorpoc, has crept in. Eustathius

however (Od. p. 1402) appears to derive the substantive

from the verb ; and that view seems to be sound. I take

xocvaffffM itself as formed from the root of xaveov, and
xavaaTpov as in its turn formed from xavacTcrw. But a
verb with a present xavdwrffto and an Attic aorist sxava^a

would yield, not xavaarpov, but xavaxrpov, just as (jLascw,

sfxoc^a, yields, not fxacrrpa or (xatjTpov, but [xaxTpa and
the late (laxrpov. I therefore conclude that we have in

xavdcdorw a verb of the exact type of apjiowerto. apjiocfcrto

is the proper Ionic present, and appears in Hippocrates

(in. 358), while apjzoTTw is the strict Attic present, and
occurs in Plato and the orators. A Doric present ap{i.6£«

is found in Pindar (P. ix. 1. 117) and, in the form
6<pap[i,6(r8to, in Theocritus (I. 1. 53). Similarly the Doric
imperfect Spjjio^ov is employed by Pindar (N. vm. 1. 11),

but i]p(xoTTov by Plato and the orators. But a complica-

tion supervenes. ap[/.6£w is not solely the Doric, but
likewise the Homeric form (Od. v. 162) ; and as a result

of this it not only presents itself when the Epic dialect is

used (e.g. Scythinus, Fr. 1, 1), but also on the only two
occasions that the present or imperfect occurs in tragedy
(Sophocles, Tr. 1. 731, and Euripides, Eke. 1. 24), and in

prose from Aristotle downwards. Beyond all reasonable
doubt, as is recogni ed by recent editors, the form proper
to comedy is apfj^TTGi : but even there copyists have
introduced ap[x6£ci>, and they have gone the further length
of importing ap[i6^(o into the pages of Hippocrates him-
self. Owing to a conflict of readings, the usage of Xeno-
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phon is doubtful. Now with this Homeric apfio^w we
have here nothing to do : we are not now concerned with
the traces left by Homer on literary Greek. Our business

is exclusively with the Ionic apy.6aco) and the Attic

ap(xoTTO) on the one side and with the Doric, not the Epic,

ap[x6£<o on the other side. With regard to these it is to be

observed that, although the strict Doric aorist of apjxo^w

is apfxo^a (e.g. Pindar, 01. in. 1. 5 ; Islh. i. 1. 16), yet

^Pfzoca, the Ionic and Attic form, is paralleled by a
milder Doric apjxoaa (Pindar, Pyth. in. 1. 113 ; Nem. vn.
1. 98), and in Lacedaemonian Doric was formed, not
apfAOHTdcs, but aptzoarxai;, in the same way as the Attic

ap(i.o(j[ia (Euripides, Hel.l. 411). Applying this evidence
to the case of xavaacrw, we should expect an Ionic present

xavaffffco, an Attic present xavotTTco, and a Doric present

xava£o>. We should also expect an Ionic and Attic aorist

Ixdcvaua, and a Doric aorist exavocija. Further we should
expect, not only Ionic and Attic, but Doric also, to agree

in presenting the substantival form xavocaTpov. All this

we probably should find, were only the facts accessible.

What we do find is an aorist exavata coupled with a sub-

stantive xavoMrepov, not xavaxTpov. sxava^a cannot be
coupled with xavaaTpov, except on the hypothesis that

sxava^a is the Doric aorist of a verb of which the Attic

aorist would have been exdcvaaa. If that verb was of the

type of apixcaao), its present would in Attic have been
xavdcTTto, or, in a Satyric drama, xavaadto. Neither the

present nor the imperfect occurs anywhere ; but on the

strength of these considerations I feel that in propos-

ing Siaxocvaffffexai for StaxapawrsTai I am proposing a
reasonable and probable form. I go further and say

that the -<kaaex«.i of Siaxapasaexai furnishes a distinct

argument in favour of the present of exava^a having been

xavdcaaw. But in that case we have an instance in this

verb of the use in Satyric drama of a Doric aorist side by
side with an Attic present. Remembering Pratinas and
what we have seen above with regard to ocvi? and to ton;,

I do not regard this as surprising. Neither am I

astonished at comedy twice borrowing this aorist from the

Satyric drama. A most striking instance of the de-

liberate use of a Doric tense-form in an Attic sentence

is to be found in Xenophon's Symposium (9, 2), where
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however it is true that the speaker is a Syracusan. If I

am right in maintaining that xavacTpov is formed from
xava<T<T<o, it follows that, however far back xdwowrrpov may
be traced, xavacraw is still older. In literature of the
ordinary kind we cannot track the substantive to an
earlier date than about 388 B.C. when the plural xavocerTpa.

was employed by the comic poet Nicophon (Fr. 2), for,

although xavacxpa occurs in the 14th Epigram, the

Caminos (1. 3), attributed to Homer, it is impossible to say
with any certainty whether that epigram, which is clearly

Orphic in its affinities, was composed before or after

the time of Nicophon. A similar uncertainty as to date

attaches to the Chelidonisma, which (1. 9) presents

xavwTTpov, which, I think, should be written xavacTpov.

It seems to me that the Latin canistrum was formed by
the Roman populace from the Greek xavocarpov because
of the proparoxytone accent, when it ceased to be tonic,

affecting the second vowel with a certain obscurity. It

would seem that in later Greek xavaaxpov died out
entirely. The modern xavtarrpi appears by its accent to

indicate that it is reborrowed from canistrum. It is

probably the reborrowed Latin word that is responsible

for the spellings xavtaxpov and xavuoTpov in mss.
Evidence of a different character exists for assigning to

xavawrpov and consequently to xavaaffw a considerable

antiquity. The promontory at the end of Pallene went
by the name KavatrTpoctov, and in extant literature is

first mentioned by that name in Herodotus (vn. 123).

Eor this geographical derivative to have been in established

use in the time of Herodotus, it is clear that xavaorpov
itself dates back at least to about 500 B.C. and probably to

a much earlier period. As Pallene was colonised from
Eretria, it is natural to suppose that the word Kavawrpaiov
is a Euboic formation. I have dealt with xavaaato at
some length : it is one of those words which, if one deals

with them at all, cannot be dealt with summarily, b.

sfoa^eTO is an instance of a verb absolutely confined, so

far as existing evidence goes, to Satyric drama, seeing

that it occurs only here and in Euripides' Cyclops (1. 495).

It is not that tragedy and other styles have no occasion to
express the idea : they do express it, but by a slightly

different verb sudc^w, which is employed by Sophocles
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(Ant. 1. 1135), by Euripides (Bacch. 1. 1035, and, in a dis-

puted reading, 1. 68), by the parodist Sopater (quoted by
Athenaeus, iv. 175 d), in the Orphic Hymns (xliv. 1. 4),

by Meleager (A.P. ix. 363, 1. 11), by Nonnus (St. John,
ii. 23) and elsewhere in late literature, including prose.

It gave rise to the Latin participle evans. c. ecp0i

is an instance of a verbal adjective which is unknown to

tragedy, but occurs no less than thrice in Satyric drama
(Euripides, Cyclops, 11. 246, 358, and 373). It also

presents itself as many as 35 times in comedy. It makes
its first appearances (apart from a passage in Simonides
shortly to be mentioned) in Ionic prose, viz. Herodotus
(ii. 77), and Hippocrates (Vet. Med. 13). It is not in-

frequent in other styles, e.g. Xenophon (Cyropaedeia, vi.

2, 28 ; Anabasis, v. 4, 32), Plato (Republic, ill. 404 c),

Dioscorides (ii. 128), and Athenaeus (ix. several times).

In all these cases, but not in the Ichneutae, it has the
general meaning boiled. In the Ichneutae it bears the
specialised sense refined, of gold. This specialised sense it

also bears in Simonides (Fr. 64, 1. 1), who is by far the

earliest author to use the word, having been born some
72 years before the birth of Herodotus, ei^ojisvo? is

similarly employed of gold in Pindar (Nem. iv. 1. 133).

I conclude that in this particular instance Sophocles,

doubtless with Satyric precedent, is making use of a
somewhat archaic meaning of eq>66<;, and that the em-
ployment of the word by Euripides in the Cyclops, though
possibly justified to Euripides' mind by this very passage,

ought not to be brought into direct comparison. The
expression in the Ichneutae, if I am right in my reading, is

s'cpG' skelc,.* This glaringly un-Attic locution has all the

appearance of a proverb (for eXet? see above under § b, 3).

The normal equivalent of the simple £9661;, in the sense

refined, is the compound <5brs<p0o<;, which is used by
Theognis (1. 449), by Herodotus (1. 50), and by Thucydides

(11. 13). It should be observed that the simple S966? has

in Hippocrates one other specialised meaning, that of

languid (1125 b), and the word, in this sense, must in the

professional diction of that author have established

itself as almost an independent adjective, seeing that

* In Sophocles' Philoctetes (1. 730) for ?/>*', ei fleAeis, we perhaps should

read Zpv'- l<pO' cAei? : for the spiritus lenis compare HvapBos.
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he actually employs (Acut. 392) an abstract substantive

k<pQoTri<;, languor. This latter fact is not without its

bearing on the possibility of eepO' sXeT<; without the

addition of any word signifying gold. d. XaXwrTa-roi is

an example of a superlative which in older Greek seems to

be found only here, in Euripides' Cyclops (1. 315), and in

Menander (Epiclerus, Ft. 1, 1. 1), though later it presents

itself in Plutarch and Lucian. But XaXiCTTaTos cannot
be separated from XaXioTspoi;, which comparative occurs

in Aristophanes (Ban. 1. 91), in Alexis (Thraso, 1. 1 of only
Fr.), in Menander (Plocium,Yx. 13), and in Aristotle (H.A.
tv. 9). These facts show that we are dealing with a form
peculiar in early times to Satyric drama and to comedy,
and apparently beneath the dignity of prose in the

strictly classical period. The positive adjective XaXo?

stands on a somewhat different footing. Like XaXwrrepoi;

and XocXJoTaTo?, it is used in comedy (Aristophanes, Ach.
1. 716, Pax, 1. 653, and Thesm. 1. 393), in Aristotle, and in

Plutarch and other late writers ; but, unlike the com-
parative and superlative, it is also employed in tragedy
(Euripides, Suppl. 1. 462), and by Plato (Gorg. 515 e).

Moreover it can be brought into a kind of relation with
Satyric drama, being used by Epicharmus (139 Ahrens),

whose Doric comedies are very near akin to the Satyric

drama of Athens. It must be observed also that the
positive XaXo? developed a picturesque meaning : see, for

example, the Orphic Argonaulica (11. 706-707) :

Sia 7ceTpa<;

xuavsa? ^(xenpe XaXo? Tpo7Ui;,

or the so-called Anacreontic poems (13, 1. 7) :

XaXov 7u6vte<; CSwp.

e. Tpayo? is a word which has more distinctively Satyric

authority than any other in the Greek language. It occurs

not only in the Ichneutae but also in another Satyric

drama by Sophocles (Salmoneus, Fr. 540), in a Satyric
drama by Aeschylus (Prometheus Pyrcaeus, Fr. 190), in a
Satyric drama by Euripides (Cyclops, 1. 80), and in a
travesty of Satyric drama in a chorus of Aristophanes
(Plutus, 1. 295). A most peculiar circumstance is that,

outside Satyric drama, the word, uncompounded, hardly
makes its appearance in any kind of Attic, being found,
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outside Aristotle, only in Menander (Theophorumene, Fr. 2,

1. 3) with any degree of certainty. It occurs also in what
is called Fr. 215 of the Anonymous Comedians ; but there

is no proof that that fragment comes from an Attic

writer, and, if it does, it is as likely to belong to a Satyric

drama as to a comedy, being almost identical with
Sophocles' Fr. 540 (from the Salmoneus) mentioned above.
Discussing this fragment, Meineke quotes Cratinus (Fr. 61

of uncertain plays) as using Tpdcyo? : but this involves

an arbitrary alteration of Hesychius' xopaocxic Tpayo?,

napot Kpocuvtp. Hesychius does not attribute the word
Tpdcyoi; to Cratinus. In Antiphanes' comedy, the Cyclops

(Fr. 2, 1. 3), ms. authority leaves us free, in anapaests,

to choose between T«upo<; uX^pafoi; and Tpdcyo<; yjXi(3aTT)(;.

I do not think that the nominative 7jXi(3dcT]r)<; is a possible

form. The fragment reposes on the combined authority

of Athenaeus (ix. 402 b) and Eustathius (1753, 24).

It seems that the mss. of Athenaeus vary between
Taupo? uX7)P«Ta(;, xpayoi; i>XifS<ro)S, an(i Tpdcyos uXipaxou;,

while Eustathius gives Tocupoc YjXipdcTou;. The termina-

tion f-Tos, impossible in anapaests, seems to indicate an
original -to<;. The compounds of rpayoi; are in a
different position. Tp«ysXa(po<; occurs not only in

comedy (e.g. Aristophanes, Ran. 1. 937) but even in Plato

(Rep. 488 a). TpayoeiSy)<; comes in Plato (Crat. 408 d).

TpayoxTovoi; actually presents itself in tragedy (Euripides,

Bacch. 1. 139). Tpayo[AaaxaXo<; is found in Aristophanes

(Pax, 1. 811). Tpayo7to>ywv occurs in Cratinus (Malthaci,

Fr. 6). Of Tpayixoc and TpaytoSo?, with its derivatives,

it is unnecessary here to speak. Tpayaiva makes its

appearance in Aristotle (G.A. iv. 4, 15), as also does

Tpayo? itself (H.A. v. 14 etc.). The avoidance of the

simple Tpayo? in good Attic, outside the Satyric drama, is

all the more remarkable in view of the authority imparted

to the word by its use in the Odyssey (n. 239), in Herodo-
tus (in. 112), and in Pindar

(
Fr. 215).* Herodotus (n. 46)

also uses the compound TpayoarxeX7)c, and Simonides

(Fr. 134) employs TpayoTCou?. /. <paXaxpov is an example

of a word common to this play and to Attic comedy
(Eupolis, Baptae, Fr. 16,. 1. 2, and Aureum Genus, Fr. 4,

* The word occurs also in a Pythian Oracle (Pausanias, iv. 20), which,

if authentic, is of about the date 683 b.c.
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1. 5 ; Aristophanes, Nubes, 1. 540, and Pax, 11. 767, 771

;

probably also Apollodorus Carystius, Hecyra, Fr. 5),

but also common to this play, to Herodotus (iv. 23),

to Hippocrates (p. 1040 c, and often), to the Mimes
of Sophron (13 Ahrens), and to two other Satyric plays

(Sophocles, Dionysiscus, Fr. 171, 1. 3, and Euripides, Cycl.

1. 227). It is clear that the Ichneutae goes with the writings

of the latter group rather than with Attic comedy. It is

interesting to find that, as we have seen Epicharmus
employing XdcXo?, so Sophron employs cpaXaxpo?. I do
not suggest that Sophron's Mimes come anywhere as near

to Satyric drama as do the comedies of Epicharmus ; but
I admit that I expect a certain similarity of language.

Not only do the writers above mentioned use (paAaxp6<;,

but the word occurs in Plato (Rep. v. 454 b and c), in

Aristotle, and in late prose. Plato, I imagine, borrows
the word from the same sources as does Satyric drama,
and does not use it on the mere strength of its being,

as is proved by comedy, vernacular Attic, g. TOxpo£voi<;

presents a word which is found several times in late prose

(e.g. Lucian, Tim. 55). Athenaeus employs it him-
self (xrv. 629 e), but in another place in his writings

(x. 445 c) a question is put as to where the word occurs,

to which the answer is given that it comes in the Lydus of

Antiphanes. This seems to show that it was unfamiliar

as good Attic. Besides the example from Antiphanes just

mentioned (the only extant fragment of the Lydus) the
word occurs in Attic in Lysias (101, 20) only. The sole

other place where it comes, apart from late prose, is in

Pratinas (Melic Fr. 1, 1. 8). I suspect that, if I am right

in reading ratpoivou; in the Ichneutae, its occurrence here
is connected with its use by Pratinas.

B
We next come to three diminutives, a. 0v)p£tov (1. 145),

b. ovOCa (an almost certain restoration in 1. 139), and, c.

Kcf.iSi.pux. (an uncertain restoration in 1. 370). It is well

known that diminutives cannot be employed in tragedy,
and it is proved by Euripides' Cyclopi that they may
freely be used in Satyric drama.

a. 6n)pfe>v presents a substantive, in habitual use from
Homer downwards, though not in the Iliad, which, though
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diminutive in form, is seldom diminutive in meaning (see

Od. X. 171 and 180 : [xaXoc yap (xsya Oqpfov 3jev). Being
a diminutive, it cannot be employed, whether simple or

compounded, in tragedy. This fact however has been
somewhat disguised by the existence of a false reading,

Oijpicov, in the Choephoroe of Aeschylus, of two alleged

fragments of Aeschylus and two alleged fragments of

Euripides which contain the word, and of three false

readings which attribute to Euripides forms of the adjec-

tive GyjpitoST]?. In the passage in the Choephoroe (1. 232)

the old reading was 0-qpuov ypa<piQV, but the Grjpfov of the
Medicean ms. is sufficient to show that the right reading is

{Wjpeiov yp«<P^v- The first alleged fragment of Aeschylus
is that which used to be numbered Fr. Incert. 5, and runs

sol Se Bvjpiwv

uPpt? re xal Sixyj [xeXei.

This fragment has for almost a century been rejected

as non-Aeschylean ;
yet it is possible that it may come

from a Satyric drama of Aeschylus, and indeed the dis-

covery of the Ichneutae, with its free use of iambic
tetrameters acatalectic, encourages one to take the
passage as Satyric, scanning it as part of such a tetra-

meter (it presents no caesura proper to a trimeter)

:

G _ ^ <jol Ss 6yjpiwv fippi? ts xal Sixtj jiiXsi.

If it be from a Satyric drama of Aeschylus, then the
subject-matter suggests that that Satyric drama is the
Leo. I hope, circumstances permitting, to recur to the
fragment in the Addenda to this volume.

The second alleged fragment of Aeschylus (Glaucus

Pontios, Fr. 26) is presented thus by Phrynichus (Bekker,

Artec, p. 5, 21)

:

dv0p&)7i:oeiSe<; Gvjpiov fiSorri au£uv,

sttI tou rXaiixou avo^avevrot; ex tyj<; 0aAd«7cjy)<;' AEajpiAos.

The line can be reduced to a sort of scansion by reading

5o£cov instead of cu^cov, so as to constitute a scazon.

But the result is, not a tragic scazon, but a comic scazon
with an anapaest in the fourth foot, seeing that the

position of the caesura in that foot absolutely precludes

the possibility of scanning it as a tribrach. A preliminary
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difficulty is created by the quantity, as we certainly are

not dealing with epic, or with anything like the hexameter
from Euripides quoted by Aristophanes in the Banae
(1. 1339), of the first syllable of fiSan : but, altogether

apart from that, in the first place one can hardly attribute

a scazon of any kind to Aeschylus, and in the second

place a scazon of comic scansion seems to be a thing

entirely unknown.* I therefore propose to write the line :

avGptoTrostSe? 0y]piov au^wv CSst.

I suggest that <ru£wv fi&et was corrupted into au^uv fiSan,

and that uSa-u au^wv is a partial attempt to restore

metre. The dative GSei occurs in Hesiod (Op. 1. 61)

and in Theognis (1. 955), and late Epic has a nominative

uSo? (Orphic Arg. 1. 113, and Callimachus, Fr. 466). In
that case we have an iambic trimeter constructed on
the metrical model common to Ionic writers and to Attic

tragedy, but evidently not taken from Attic tragedy.

I suggest that in Phrynichus we should read Awrxptav in

place of Aioyfikoc;, and attribute the verse to the iambic

writings of Aeschrion of Samos or Mitylene, a companion
of Alexander the Great. The works of Aeschrion are

now represented by one hexameter, fifteen scazon iambic
trimeters, and one scazon trochaic tetrameter. That
he wrote in an Ionic widely removed from the language

of tragedy is sufficiently proved by two of his lines,

Ipi? 8
s

£Xocm|;e, xaXov oupavou to^ov (Fr. 4, Bergk),

and

XXeu7)v te itoieu >cal yeXcoTa xal XacOvjv (Fr. 8, 1. 4, Bergk).

The Glaucus theme was a commonplace of literature :

Anaxilas, Antiphanes, and Eubulus all three wrote
comedies entitled Glaucus. The alleged fragment of

Aeschylus has hitherto almost escaped attention owing
to an improbable suggestion of Dindorf's that it is some
grammarian's paraphrase of an Aeschylean original.

The first of the alleged fragments of Euripides, which used
to be numbered Fr. Invert. 14, is in reality, as is proved
by an express ascription in Stobaeus (Flor. n. 27),

* Except, doubtfully, in post-olassioal composition (e.g. Cougny's
Appendix to A. P., Addenda, I. n. 300 b, 1. 1).
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Fr. 3 of the Fabulae Incertae of the comic poet Philemon.

In the second line of that fragment Grjpiou; occurs.

The second of the alleged fragments of Euripides, which
used to be numbered Fr. Incert. 30, and runs

oEtp [l 6 SodfAtoV 07)piCp CUV<j)XU7SV,

is cited by Casaubon as the source of 1. 6 of the only

extant fragment of the Phasma sive Philargyrus of

Theognetus :

o'ttp \l 6 SoufitoV (piXocotpcp ouvcpxicev.

Casaubon states that the verse which he alleges from
Euripides comes from the Andromeda of that poet. No
kind of corroboration of Casaubon's statement has been
discovered, and for the verse which he produces no autho-

rity can be found. On the other hand, it would appear
that the line in Theognetus is a parody, not of Euripides,

but of the ninth Fragment of the dramatic dithyrambist

Philoxenus :

oicp fi,' 6 8ai[A(i)v -repom GOYxa0sip£ev.

There is thus no question arising as to a use of 07)pUp.

The fragment of Philoxenus comes from his dramatic
dithyramb the Cyclops, and Galatea is plainly the speaker.

The adjective 8y)P«oSy)<; presents itself thrice in the Euri-

pidean text in the forms 07]puo8e<; (Or. 1. 524, and Tr. 1.

671) and 0Y]pta)Soui; (Suppl. 1. 202). I consider it to be
clear that OyipoeiSe? and GyjposiSoCi; ought to be read.

The nominative 07]pic!)Svj? also presents itself in 1. 2 of

what used to be accounted Fr. 1 of Euripides' Sisyphus.

As the Sisyphus of Euripides was certainly a Satyric

drama (see Aelian, V.H. 2, 8), the occurrence in it of

0Y)piu87)<; would be possible : but, although Plutarch and
Galen mistakenly assign the fragment to the Sisyphus of

Euripides, Sextus Empiricus rightly says that it comes
from the Sisyphus of Critias. This play also was appa-
rently a Satyric drama, as it presents (1. 39) another

diminutive, xwP^- The fragment is 42 lines in length

and is not Euripidean in style. 07]piw87)<; may perhaps

be allowed to stand in it. I have written at length

on the point of the word 0y)piov not being tragic, and
I have done so for the reason that such evidence as

seems, or once seemed, to make against the conclusion,

has not previously, so far as I know, been presented in
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a synoptic form. I discredit the evidence myself ; but
I think that scholars should be enabled, without laborious

search in a large number of books, to see for themselves
what it is and why it has been discredited. 6. 6v0ia, a
seemingly inevitable restoration, exhibits a diminutive

otherwise not found. 6v0iov is of course formed from
the Homeric ov0o<;, which perhaps occurs in this play

(1. 395). c. raci&apioc, if the restoration be correct, pre-

sents an instance of a word which, like GvjpCov, is a
diminutive in form, but, unlike 0yjp£ov in its ordinary

sense, is also a diminutive in meaning. The word is

frequent in comedy {e.g. Aristophanes, Aves, 1. 494),

occurs in Plato (Conv. 207 d), and is used by the orators

(e.g. Demosthenes 1252, 28) and also by Xenophon (Ages.

1, 21) : it comes in late prose (e.g. Callixenus, quoted

by Athenaeus, v. 200 f).

C

In the third group I class together 26 words, forms,

and usages, foreign to tragedy, but common to the

Ichneutae, if the readings and restorations be correct,

and to other writers outside the Satyric drama or, in

some cases, at any rate not known to have been Satyric.

The connecting link between these 26 instances is simply

that all of them, in my opinion, are in one way or another
sufficiently striking or peculiar to stand out from among
the other instances with which I shall deal later. The
striking or peculiar instances are these : a. axaXox; (an

uncertain restoration in 1. 62), 6. aperajiGva (an uncertain

but tempting restoration in 1. 419), c. pata? (an apparently
inevitable restoration in 1. 67 in a passage which I con-

sider an interpolation), d. ysXw (an uncertain accentua-

tion, involving emendation in the context, of the reading

of the first hand in 1. 359), e. 8iK7<pop7]69j<; (1. 327), /: eftre<;

(1. 216), together with an almost certain reading or

emendation girw (1. 15), g. el<r0a (an apparently almost
inevitable restoration in 1. 50), h. gvo? (an apparently
necessary emendation in 1. 355), i. e?ev(<T[xe0a (the read-

ing in 1. 135 exhibited by Theon instead of the reading,

apparently s^flyfafAeOa, of the first hand of the papyrus),

k. hx&'tkfl (
an almost inevitable restoration in 1. 103 of

the reading of the first hand of the papyrus), I. x6Xaxi
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(1. 152), m. xpoxi8£s (1. 184), n. Xixvmv (1. 267),

0. o(5pei (almost certainly the reading of the first hand
in 1. 116, where the second hand seems to read sOpe?),

p. 7t6p8aXi? (1. 294), q. 7zoaai (1. 65, in a passage which
I consider an interpolation), r. ael (which, though the
second hand divides the first hand's cet after the a,

can best be taken as one word in 1. 143), s. cuvajxa (the

existing reading of the first hand in 1. 68, in a passage
which I consider an interpolation, where however the
second hand alters to £uv<x[xoc, and has also interfered

with the writing of the first hand in such a way as to

suggest that the auvafm of that hand is in reality part of

a miswriting of cniv 'A(j.aX0ei<j), t. auvSuo (an apparently
inevitable restoration in 1. 46), u. oupPyj (a probable resto-

ration in 1. 304), x. Tsyy)v (a doubtful restoration in

1. 259), y. toA[zy]v (1. 11), z. tfviv (an uncertain but tempting
restoration in 1. 369), aa. uTOVofxa (1. 62), bb. cpucra (a

restoration difficult to avoid in 1. 142), and, cc. xpyjaOai

(the reading in 1. 91 exhibited by Theon in lieu of the

Xpr)(JTa of the first hand of the papyrus).

a. dxdcXox;, the first syllable of which is long, presents

itself in a chorus. It does not come from the adjective

axacXos, oxytone and with a short first syllable, employed
by Parthenius (quoted by Stephanus of Byzantium
s.v. nap6evioi;) in the expression axaXa Tcpopecov, which
forms part of the compounds dxaXappel-nji; (II. vii. 422,

and Od. xix. 434) and axaXappoo? (Orph. Arg. 1. 1185),

but from the adjective, proparoxytone and with a long

first syllable, which appears in lexica in the Attic form
7jxaXoi;. The variation of accent and quantity between
the two adjectives is clearly set forth in the Etymologicum
Magnum (s.v. axaXoe), so that no attention need be paid

to misaccentuations in Suidas or others. If the word
be rightly read in the Ichneutae, it is plain that it must
also have occurred elsewhere for the Etymologicum
Magnum (I.e.) and Suidas (s.v. axaXo?) to be able to quote

it in its Attic form. 6. apaa^wva, if this doubtful restora-

tion in the Ichneutae be correct, supplies an example

of the adoption by Satyric drama of a Phoenician word
accepted by Attic comedy (Antiphanes, Gnapheus, only

Fr. 1. 6 ; Menander, Fab. Inc. Fr. 148, 1. 2, and Fr. 223,

1. 1), found in oratorical prose (Isaeus, 71, 20), employed
G
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by Aristotle (Polit. i. 11), and current in the New Testa-

ment and in late prose, though of course with -pp- every-

where except (by conjecture) here. appoc|3wv actually

occurs once in post-Attic Satyric drama, viz. in the soli-

tary fragment of Python's Agen (1. 18). c. ficacnq, which

seems to be absolutely the only possible restoration

consistent with the indications afforded by the papyrus,

presents itself in a passage which on various grounds

I regard as an interpolation, and therefore the word is

less surprising than it would be if we were, in my opinion,

dealing with the true text of Sophocles. The first syllable

is shown by the metre to be short, the second syllable

to be long. Apart from this passage, I can find no
evidence of the existence of the word j3atoc until we come
to the writer of the Epitome of Strabo, who knows the

word, but takes it to be Latin in origin, an idea which

seems to have no foundation. He writes, speaking of

Baiae (v. 1129 d) : oOsv ot 'Ptojxoaoi (3<xtav xaXouai

ty]V Tpo<pov xal |3atouXov Si« -rot? Baia?, totcov ovxa a.izo-

Xau<TTU«oTaTov xal TputpcJvri ItutyjSsiov. The Epitome of

Strabo is thought to have been composed about a.d. 980.

But an Etymologicon—not the Lexicon—once current

under the name of Suidas, quoted * in du Fresne's Glos-

sarium (published in 1688), appears somewhere to have
presented : teBt) (xev amb too titOt), f) Tpocpo?, tj (3aia' Y) Se

pata e-rufj-oXoyeiTO avaptpdc^ouaa, vj et? ttjv (3a<nv vjXtxiai;

to TPE90H.SVOV ayoixra. The writer of that statement
evidently considered fiada. a Greek word not borrowed
from Latin. Seeing that the newer Greek pronounces

y before i as a consonantal y, so that for practical pur-

poses the use of y before i is simply to mark a diaeresis,

from medieval times onward fiata would graphically be
expressed as payfa. This payia comes in the Romance
of Apollonius King of Tyre and in other late Constan-
tinopolitan writings. The derivative payCx^a occurs in

Emmanuel Georgillas' de Mortalitate Rhodi and elsewhere.

No doubt the literary authority of the word (iocta does

not show it to be better than medieval ; but the state-

ment of the epitomiser of Strabo and the way in which
the word is dealt with in the etymological passage

* Avowedly—see du Fresno, Inder Auctorum, p. 41—at second hand
from Meursius' Glossarium Graecobarbarum (a.d. 1614).
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attributed to Suidas indicate that in medieval times it

was considered to have behind it a more or less classical

history. It is presumably on grounds such as these

that pata is actually given in Liddell and Scott, The
almost certain occurrence of the word in an all but
demonstrably interpolated passage of this Satyric dram a

is, I suggest, a striking example of the humilis . sermo
deprecated in Satyric dramas by Horace (de Arte

Poetica, 1. 229), who writes :

' Verum ita risores, ita commendare dicaces

Conveniet Satyros, ita vertere seria ludo,

Ne quicunque deus, quicunque adhibebitur heros,

Regali conspectus in auro nuper et ostro,

Migret in obscuras humili sermone tabernas ;

Aut, dum vitat humum, nubes et inania captet.'

If, as cannot easily be disputed, we are dealing with an
interpolation, whether thrown in for some other reason,

or designed to replace an original passage hopelessly

corrupt, the date of the papyrus renders it not at all

improbable that the interpolation may have been com-
posed somewhere about the time at which Horace wrote.

d. If the accentuation of ysXto which I assign to it is

correct, the word is the genitive of yeXox; declined like

Xocyws, i.e. N. ysXco?, G. yeXw, D. y£X<p, A. ylXtov or ysXto,

V. yeXw. The genitive just given is extant, if at all,

here only, and the vocative, as might be expected from
the nature of the word, is not found. The accusative

and dative however have first-rate authority. Moeris

says (Pierson's edition, p. 108) : y£Xo>v 'Atuxw?, yeXoiTa

'EXXvjvixai?. yeXoav is the regular Aristophanic form

(e.g. Ban. 1. 45). ysXooTa has however invaded the Aristo-

phanic text. In the Nubes, 1. 1035, y^Xwr' 6cpXV)<rsi<;

should be emended into yeXwv otpX^aei? : the expression

ysXcov 6<pAwv actually occurs in Aristophanes (Fab. Incert.

Fr. 3, 1. 1). In another of his fragments (Fab. Incert.

Fr. 75) we read :

em T<p Tap^ei tov yeXojra xaTeSo(xai.

This seems to be corrupt, and I suggest

:

e7rl Tqi Tappet ty)V ys Xtoua xaT^Sojxai,

When I have finished the bloater, I will eat up the paper

it is wrapped in.

G2
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In tragedy the accusative yeXtov is equally secure. It is

the only accusative of the word presented in Aeschylus,

being read in the text and guaranteed by the metre
in the place where it occurs (Choeph. 1. 727). In Sophocles

yeXwv is in two places (Aj. 1. 303, Ant. 1. 647) both read

in the text and guaranteed by the metre, while in one
other place (Aj. 1. 382), the mss. vary between yeXtoG' and
yeXtov, and either* will scan ; and in yet another place

(Ant. 1. 551), where the text presents el yeXto-r' ev orol yeXto,

it is clear that yeXtov would scan equally well, but, partly

on the strength of an original accentuation yeXtoT' in

the Laurentian ms., an emendation el yeXto y', ev ctoI

yeXto has been favoured. In one place only in Sophocles

(Aj. 1. 958), the sole remaining place in which the poet

uses the accusative of this word, is ysXtoTa both presented

in the text and guaranteed by the metre : but this passage,

unlike the others, is lyrical, a fact which makes all the

difference. In Euripides, who uses the word only in

trimeters, yeXtov is in six places (Bacch. 11. 250, 1081,

Ion, 1. 1172, Medea, 11. 383, 1041, H.F. 1. 285) both

read in the text and guaranteed by the metre. In
three other places of Euripides (Ion, 1. 600, Medea,
1. 1049, Suppl. 1. 846) ysXcoT in elision is presented by
the text, and in these I would read yeXtov. It is said by
some moderns that the tragedians use yeXtov indeed, but
only when the metre compels them. For my own part,

I more than doubt whether the great classical authors

ever used any form under the compulsion of metre :

metre however is frequently a witness to the forms which
they did use, because in many passages it exercised a
compulsion on the copyists by preventing them from
altering those forms : where the metre permits equally

either of two forms, there the copyists were able to insert

the wrong form. But there remain two places in Euri-

pides (Bacch. 1. 854, and Medea, 1. 404) where the text

presents and where the metre confirms yeXtoToc. I suspect

both passages : but neither of them, without considerable

alteration, will admit yeXtov. In the former, for

Xpf)&<> 8s viv yeXtOTa ©yjPaJoii; 6<pXsiv,

I suggest:

Xpfj£co 8e vtv yeXtov, oct' vj(3aioi cr', ocpXetv.

* Pact various authorities.
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In the latter, instead of ou yeXtora Ssl a oipXsiv, I propose :

ou yiXcav £8ei a 6<pXeiv. It is a matter of seme doubt
whether the normal Homeric accusative was or was not
yeXw. The long form yeXoiTa occurs in one Homeric line

(Od. xvm. 100) where it is guaranteed by the metre. It

also occurs in a place (Od. xx. 8) where there exist the
rival readings yeXco ts and ysXtov ts. ysXto, with an alter-

native ysXov and an unmetrical variant yeXcov, is found
once (Od. xx. 346). Once also (Od. xvm. 350) yeXwv
presents itself under conditions of metre which would
equally well permit us to read ysXto. That is the
Homeric evidence, and it is inconclusive. But at any
rate it shows that one school at least of grammarians
regarded yeXw as a good Homeric form of the accusative.

The genitive and the dative stand in Attic on a different

footing from that of the accusative. Neither in Attic

nor elsewhere, except perhaps in the Ichneutae, does
yeXco actually present itself as a genitive, ysXtoTO? being
invariable. As regards the dative, yeXom is in Attic

equally invariable ; in Homer ylXtt) comes once (Od.

xvm. 100). In this Homeric passage there is a remark-
able, but quite impossible, variant, yeXto, without an i,

which was taken by some grammarians to be formed
by apocope from ysXam, as they imagined 8<o to be
formed by apocope from Sci[xa (see Eustathius, p. 1607,

18, and p. 1697, 17). It will be seen from all this that,

if in the Ichneutae yeXco is rightly taken as a genitive,

Sophocles is writing, so far as the word goes, in a some-
what peculiar style, remote from Attic but not altogether

remote from Epic, in such a style in fact as is apparently

congruous with Satyric tradition, e. 8ua<pop-»)6fl<; is a
striking example of the use of the passive Suatpopoujiou

instead of the active SucrtpopoS, which is common to Ionic

prose, to Attic prose, and to tragedy. Indeed, apart

from the Ichneutae, the only certain example of 8ua<po-

pou(Jiai is in Xenophon (Gyr. n. 2, 5), where the participle

8ucr(popoO[zsvo<; occurs. Xenophon (ibid. 8) also presents

eSudcpopouvTO xal eXsyov, but with a variant e§uaep6pouv

ts xai eXeyov. In Isocrates (215 c), where the ordinary

reading SopucpopotSjievos is shown by the context to be
correct, Sufftpopoil^evoi; is a negligible variant. It may
be observed that, until the discovery of the Ichneutae,
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itwas quite uncertain whether the voice used by Xenophon
was the middle or, as we now see, the passive. An
affinity of this kind between Xenophon and Satyric

drama is instructive. The un-Attic character of many of

Xenophon's usages has become a commonplace of scholar-

ship. It is clear that to some extent Xenophon set

himself to follow in the footsteps of Thucydides, but it

is even more patent that he drew much of his language
from, sources which Thucydides abstained from laying

under contribution. I do not suggest that Xenophon
borrowed from the Satyric drama : my view is that

both Pratinas and Xenophon made considerable use of

a sort of lingua franca dating from at least the sixth

century B.C., whereas Thucydides confined himself in

the main to the adaptation to Attic requirements of a
strict Ionic tradition. /. elms (to which must be added
the almost certain reading or emendation e7rco), meaning
thou wast wont to busy thyself with, is a remarkable example
of the use of an uncompounded verb which elsewhere is

not found, save once in Homer (II. vi. 321) :

t6v 8' s5p' ev 6aXa[j.w TtepixaXXea zebye' enovTac.

eraucri is wrongly cited by Liddell and Scott from Nicander
(Al. 11. 429, 490 ; Th. 11. 508, 738). In all four cases

the word means they call, and should be written e7tou«n.

The compound df*(pis7rco on the other hand, used either

with or without tmesis, is common in Homer, and d(itpe7rto

is used in Pindar, tragedy, etc. Just as we have seen

that yeXtt, if rightly taken as genitive in the Ichneutae,

receives a bare modicum of support from the occurrence

once of the dative yeXtp in the Odyssey, so now a single

Homeric passage is all that elnet; can show in its favour.

It is scarcely credible that Sophocles permitted himself

to borrow an Homeric oforai; sipv)fiivov : one may conclude
with fair security that he was availing himself of a usage
which, while just and barely known to Epic, was not un-
familiar in the sources on which the Satyric drama drew
for its vocabulary, g. elaQx, which, though doubtless not
quite demonstrably certain, is an almost inevitable

restoration in the Ichneutae, stands on nearly the same
footing as elitec,. The second person singular of efyii

is in all kinds of Greek el, except that Epic varies between
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el? (Hesiod, Op. 208) and sfe0oc (II. x. 450, and Od.
xii. 69). If slaQcc be the right restoration, Sophocles
can hardly have used the form on the mere strength
of its occurrence twice in Homer. Like elites it must
surely have been known in the style on which Satyric
drama based itself, h. Svo?, an apparently necessary
emendation of veo?, is an instance closely cognate to
ysXco, eloQa., and ehzst;. In the expression svyj xat via,

the last day of the month, a term said (Diogenes Laertius,
I. 57) to have been introduced by Solon, the adjective

evoc, old, is in regular, though not very frequent, use
both in comedy and in Attic prose ; and eV»), with a
smooth breathing, by itself comes in Hesiod (Op. 768)
in the same or a similar sense. Plato (Crat. 409 b),

playing with this expression, writes : vsov Se nou xal

Svov aei ecu rapl tyjv ffsXvjvvjv touto to cpcac;. Demo-
sthenes (775, 25) uses evat ap/ai in the sense last year's

magistrates, and in late prose evo? seems to have the
full meaning of 7tepuc7tv6?. But, apart from these special-

ised idioms, Svo? in the simple sense of old survives only
in the lexicographers (e.g. Suidas) and in one iiassage of

Aristophanes (Ach. 1. 610) :

t^St) KzispeoQeuY.a.c, oi> izoXioc, a>v evy).

There we may with probability take evtj as a locatival

adverb and follow the scholiast in interpreting it as

ex ttoXXou. These examples indicate with sufficient clear-

ness that in the background there lurked some style or

literature from which the word was drawn. It is im-

possible that Solon should have coined or adopted the

expression evyj jcal veoc with no better warrant before

him than a solitary line in Hesiod. i. e^eviqxeGa, which
is stated by the second hand of the papyrus to have been

Theon's reading in a passage where, before mutilation,

the first hand seems to have presented !£flyicr[As0oc,

raises a complicated problem. In the context e^evicrfxeOoc

must necessarily mean we have been astonished. If it

could be proved that Theon's reading is right as against

that Tof the first hand of the papyrus, then we should

be face to face with a most instructive phenomenon,
namely the use in Satyric drama of the verb in question

in a sense hitherto regarded as characteristic of and
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peculiar to later Greek : even as it is, the fact that Theon
lends his authority to this reading is of special interest.

It is necessary to distinguish between the active and
the passive of the verb £ev£w, and further to distinguish

between the transitive active and the intransitive active.

The passive, to be astonished, occurs first in Polybius,

who employs it several times (e.g. I. 23, 5) ; and Polybius

is also the first to use (m. 114, 4) the intransitive active,

to be astonishing. Polybius lived circa 167 B.C. The
next authority in order of date appears to be the New
Testament, which presents the same evidence as Polybius :

the passive, to be astonished, comes in I Peter (rv. 12),

and the intransitive active, to be astonishing, in the Acts

of the Apostles (xxvu. 20). This intransitive active

is affected, obviously as an elegance, by Lucian (e.g.

Hist. Consc. 25), whose date is about a.d. 160. On the

other hand the transitive active, to astonish, appears

to be totally unknown until we come to the fourth

century a.d., from which time onwards both it and the

passive are in common use. The distinction between
the intransitive active and the transitive active is not
accidental. The former, meaning to be astonishing, is a
mere extension of the strictly classical intransitive active

£sv££eiv, to speak or act as a foreigner, which appears

in Demosthenes (1304, 6), and which evidently is in

its nature incapable of governing an accusative. But
it is not equally incapable of having a passive formed
from it. avaffffG) nowhere governs an external accusative,

and yet a passive avaooofxai is found, not only in tragedy
but even in Homer. Consequently the £svi£o[Jiai, I ani

astonished, of Polybius and of St. Peter is a formation
not wholly alien even to strictly classical instinct. The
further development of a transitive £evi£co, J astonish,

marks a much later period in the history of the Greek
language. Now if Theon had read the transitive £evi£<o,

/ astonish, we could say with confidence that the reading
was impossible : indeed Theon himself lived at a date
anterior to the possibility of the usage. But, seeing that
Theon reads, not the active, but the passive, and seeing

further that the passive actually occurs in Polybius, I

do not think that we can rule out of court the possibility

of the employment of the passive even by Sophocles,
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provided, that is, that we are prepared to admit that
Sophocles could have used the active £svi£eiv in the
sense to be astonishing. But that Sophocles could so

have used the active there is nothing to show. The
extension of meaning involved, figurative in origin, is

not traceable before Polybius. If the first hand of the

papyrus had read s£evfo(j.e6a and no variant were recorded,

it would be more than legitimate to contend that we were
dealing with a pre-Attic meaning of £evi£<o and £evi£o|*ai

which was merely revived, not originated, about the

time of Polybius. But, seeing that e^svicneOa is only,

so far as is known, the lection of Theon, it appears

to me, in the absence of further evidence, to be our

duty to find the probable and provisional verdict that

Theon was misled by the idiom of his own times into

attributing to Sophocles a post-Sophoclean usage, k.

iy&cKfi, if, as appears to be the case, rightly restored, is,

like elizsc; etc., a word lying, so to speak, on the fringe

of Epic. Early authority for it exists only in one passage

of Hesiod (Op. 1. 465), though it occurs also in Apollonius

Rhodius (in. 1325) and in the Palatine AntJwlogy (vn.

650, 1. 1), while its adjective exstX^sk; also comes in

the Palatine Anthology (vi. 41, 1. 3). I should infer that

the word had a history in early times, and that Sophocles

is not borrowing a <xtox£ eipv][xsvov from Hesiod. A
confirmation of this inference is offered by Nicander

(Th. 1. 825), who uses exerXtov in the sense, not of

a small plough-handle, but of a ship's hold. Surely,

for this to be possible, s^etX?) must in some style or

other have been a fairly common word with divergent

developments of its etymological meaning. I. x6Aaxt

presents an example such as s£evfo(jie6a would present,

were its authority undisputed. In the context it mani-

festly has nothing to do with flattery, but is a very clear

instance of a usage mentioned by Moeris (Pieiscn, p. 1 13),

who says : yovjc 'Atrwoi, x6Xoc5 "EXX7jve<;. But Moeris

has hitherto been taken as meaning that in the sense

of swindler yoy)<; was Attic, x6Aoc£ Hellenistic. In that

signification I do not think that it would be possible to

establish the dictum, though numerous passages can be

cited from late prose in which xoXaxe? appear, sometimes

side by side with yoyoes, as cheating rascals. The
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Ichneutae enables us for the first time to interpret

Moeris correctly. x6Xaxi is employed as an epithet of a

strange sound uttered by shepherds on the mountains,

and is therefore to be equated, not with ybrfi in any of

its derivative senses, but with -{mfi, a holder of spells,

a wizard (yotjteioc is used of incantation, without aiiy

implication of imposture, in Plato, Conv. 202 e :

I find no other clear instance in good Attic), and here

means magical. Owing to the misinterpretation put
upon Moeris, such a use of xokaZ, has remained totally

unsuspected, and indeed it is not a little remarkable.

More remarkable however is the nomenclature employed
by Moeris when he classifies the users of xoXai; in this

sense as "EXXvjve? in opposition to 'A-mxoi. No doubt
Moeris had in his mind this passage, if not other passages

also, of Satyric drama. It is of great importance to find

Moeris characterising, not only as un-Attic, but also as

Hellenic, a usage occurring in early Satyric drama. He
speaks of those who employ x6Xa£ after the manner of

Sophocles in the Ichneutae, not as Dorians, or as Ionians,

or as users of any particular dialect, but simply as "EXXtjvsi;.

This fact makes strongly in favour of the probability

that early grammarians (Moeris lived circa 200 A.D.),

to whom. Satyric drama as a whole was still accessible,

recognised in the language employed by Pratinas and
others a real xoivyj SiocXsxto?. It also puts us on our
guard against the assumption that when a word or a
meaning is described as 'EXXyjvixov, it is necessarily im-
plied that that word or meaning is late. The ' common
dialect ' became predominant indeed with the decadence
of Athens and the conquests of Alexander, but it had
existed for centuries previously and had exercised an
insidious effect on literature. m. xpoxfSi^e is another
word that must have had a history, other than that
now known to us, in order to justify its use by Sophocles
in a Satyric drama. The verb xpoxiS^eiv or xpoxuS^eiv,

between which two spellings the mss. vary, means to

pluck the nap, to fumble with the sheets (Shakespeare,

King Henry V., Act n. Scene 3), and is the word regularly

used of the action of plucking characteristic in cases of

delirium. Apart from this passage, it is first employed
by the comic poet Philyllius (Fr. Incert. 4) circa 392 B.o.

:
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it afterwards recurs in various medical writers. In the
same sense, however, xpoxuSoXoyeto is used by Hippo-
crates himself, who was born about 460 B.C., while

xpoxti?, 'nap, comes first in Herodotus (m. 8). It is

sufficiently clear that Sophocles and Philyllius were
basing themselves on something much more familiar

to Athenians than the xpoxuSoXoYeu of Hippocrates, n.

Xixvltiv presents the feminine, which does not occur else-

where, of a masculine Xixvittj? that is used in the Orphic
Hymns (xlv. 1. I, and li. 1. 3), and in Plutarch (2, 365 a),

and is mentioned by Servius (on 1. 134 of Virgil's

third Georgia). This adjective comes of course from the

substantive Xtxvov : but Xixvov has two meanings, that
of a wicker-work winnowing fan, sacred to Dionysus,
and that of a wicker-work cradle ; and elsewhere the

adjective relates always to the former meaning, but in

the Ichnevtae to the latter. Xixvov, a winnowing fan,

is found in a passage probably by Sophocles (Fr. 844.

1. 3), in Aristotle (Meteor, n. 8, 42), in an epigram by
Phalaecus (Anth. Pal. VI. 165, 1. 6), and in Athenaeus
(v. 198 b); while its derivatives and compounds occur as

follows : Xixvapiov in Stephanus (from Glossaries), Xixvoc-

<p6po? in Sozopolis (Boeckh, vol. ii. p. 75, n. 2052, 2).

Xixvyj-nfji; in Stephanus (from Glossaries), Xtxvi^w in

Stephanus (from Glossaries), XixvosiSyj? in Isidore of

Pelusium (Ep. n. 273 ; which word Suidas and Zonaras

impossibly interpret by pu7rapo?, which, perhaps, conceals

some adjective from ptotp, brushwood), Xixvoaxpeipsa) in

Hesychius, Xixvotpopeca in Polemon (quoted by Athenaeus,

xi. 478 d), and Xixvc^opos in Demosthenes (313, 28),

and in Callimachus (Hymn to Demettr, 1. 126). Xixvov,

a cradle, is first found in the Homeric Hymn to Hermes

(11. 21, 63, 150, 254, 290, and 358), where its repeated

use has clearly much to do with the occurrence of Xixvitiv

in the Ichneutae, and afterwards in Callimachus (Hymn
to Zeus, 1. 48), in Aratus (Phaen. 1. 268), and in Themistius

(224 c), while, according to a somewhat confident con-

tention of my own (see Anti Mias, vol. i. p. 25), it is

probable that in Pindar (Pyih. 1. 1. 17) for the unmetrical

KiXixiov 0pe^ev 7roXu{ovu[xov avrpov

we ought to read

Xixvov £0pei}/ev 7ToXuwvi(xou avrpou.
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It thus appears that Xfotvov, at any rate in the sense of

cradle, is another word on the Epic fringe. As we have
seen, its occurrence in the Hymn to Hermes goes far

towards accounting for Xixvmv in this play ; but stili

there is a difference between the substantive and the

adjective, and Sophocles is unlikely to have coined the

latter, so that there is ground for thinking that he found
it in a literature now lost to us. o. oOpei, if rightly read,

presents a verb, oipeco, cu&todio, which actually occurs

elsewhere in etymological notes or entries only (scholium

on Apollonius Ehodius iv. 1. 1618 ; E.M. 54, 31, and
450, 21), but of which the third person imperfect, oSpei,

should almost certainly be read in Euripides' Hercules

Furens (1. 399), as to which see Anti Mias (vol. ii.

p. 314). o3po?, custos, is confined to Homer, Pindar, and
late Epic. p. 7t6pSaXi?, which occurs in the extremely

un-Attic expression 7j t(5n; uopSaXi?, is a substantive

which, with this spelling, could not, so far as the extant

evidence enables us to form a conclusion, have presented

itself in tragedy. The other spelling is uapSocXii; : but
whether even that form was potentially tragic may be
doubted, the nearest, and indeed the only, approach to

it, being the adjective racpSaXirjcpopov, in the Ajax Locrus

of Sophocles (Sophocles, tr. 11, 1. 2). The expression

there is TOxpSaXfypopov 8£po<;. The words are quoted
both in a scholium on the Aves of Aristophanes (1. 934)

and by Pollux (vn. 70). On either occasion the ms.
reading is TOxpSaXyjtpopov,' but this, as Liddell and Scott

have seen, is impossible. The wrong accentuation pre-

sumably arose from an attempt to derive the compound
adjective from 7tap8aX£7] or TOxpSaXvj, a leopard-shin. In
reality it is derived (compare 0avocT7)<p6po<;, which how-
ever, as the accent indicates, is active) from 7tap8aXo<;,

a leopard, which occurs in that sense once only, viz. as

a variant reading for TOxpSo? in Aelian (N.A. I. 31),

though it is the name of some kind of bird in Aristotle

(H.A. ix. 23, 1). That word at any rate, it would
seem, might have been lawfully employed in tragedy.

Moreover TOxpSaXTj u<pa<j[i£v7), apparently meaning a woven
representation of a leopard-skin, is quoted by Pollux

(iv. 118) perhaps from tragedy. But our main concern

is with the distinction between 7r6pSaXi<; and 7t<xp8aXi<;.
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The old lexicographers have futile notes on the subject,

Apion having started an idea, apparently based on the
premise that o is masculine in its affinities and a feminine,

that 7r6pSaXii; means a he-leopard and 7tapSaXt? a she-leopard.

It is amusing that so strong an anti-Semite as Apion
should have suggested the possibility of a modulation
so ultra-Semitic. The truth appears to be that 7t6pSaXi<;

was a word of distinctly limited circulation, 7rdcpSaXi? being

the general Greek name for the animal. Yet 7rop8aXfc;

seems to have been the only form in vernacular Attic

of the best period. Aristophanes has four times occasion to

mention the leopard or its skin. Twice out of these four

times he is engaged in parody. These are the two instances.

In the Aves (1. 1260), in a passage compact of paralragoedia,

he writes (the mss. are unanimous) rap8aX5<; evyjjxf/ivouc.

In the Nubes (11. 346-7), using the anapaestic tetrameter

catalectic metre and presenting, as is shown by the

incessant recurrence of hiatus, a violent burlesque of Epic,

he writes (the mss. are again unanimous) :

7)8r) 7tot' ava[3Xe<J'a<; elSe? ve<peX7)V Kevrocupw 6[Xoiav

% TcapSaXei y\ Xuxcj> r^ Taiiptp

;

The other twice there is no disturbing element to divert

Aristophanes from the strict vernacular. In the Lysis-

trata (1. 1015) he writes (on the testimony of the Ramnna-
codex, supported by N and by a corrector of B, although

B, C, and A present 7tap8aX«;) :

ouSs Ttup, ouS' d>S' avaiSvj? ouSe[i.ia 7r6p8aXu;.

In the Scenas Catalambanvsae (Fr. 9) he writes (here

the mss., in this case those of Pollux, who—vn. 202

—

preserves the line, are apparently unanimous) :

t/jv irapSaXiv xaXouen ttjv xaaaXjiaSa.

I attach great importance to the unanimity of the mss.

in the two passages that present parody as contrasted

with their divided evidence in the third passage. On
the strength of it I have ventured to affirm what other-

wise I should have hesitated to suggest. But, except

in comedy, we find no trace (save in the Ichneulae) of

7topS«Xt? or cognates with nopS- in actual use in any
kind of Attic whatsoever, even if we extend the term
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'' Attic " so as to include the Greek prose of Alexandrian

and Roman times, unless we choose to take into account

two faulty presentations by Photius, or possibly by
copyists of Photius, of the text of Philostratus. In
Philostratus (p. 50) we find the accusative 7tap8aXiv,

and the same accusative recurs almost immediately
afterwards (p. 51). But Photius {Bibl. 324), quoting

Philostratus, now presents the first rcapSaXiv as 7top8aXiov

(except that the Paris codex preserves the correct 7tap-

SocXiv) and the second 7rap8aXt,v as 7top8aXiv. False readings

such as these need not delay us. But in Strabo (619)

we once find the word 7cop8aXiv, not indeed in actual use,

but mentioned as a word side by side with 7rop8axownv

cited from Simonides and with 7cop8axov cited from Old
Comedy, in a peculiar passage in which the geographical

name nopSocTsXrjvr] is being discussed. The Greeks
generally identified the root of 7recp8aXi<; and rcopSaXu;

with that of 7rspSo[xai {e.g. scholium on Aristophanes,

PI. 1. 699) ; and this fact probably accounts for the

silence as to the animal which, as we shall see shortly,

is preserved by various of the late poets. Strabo in

this passage, dealing with the same kind of notion, though
he does not etymologise, writes (618, (519) : 7rX7)0-fov 8e

toutwv IcttI xal 7] riop8ocEXY)V7], toXiv 6fj.wvufi.ov iyoMcct sv

auTrj. xal 7tp6 1% TcoXsa)? TauTTj? aXXiq vvjuo? [tcoXi?] (xet^cov

auT7)<;, xal 7c6Xk; 6fj.civu(i.o<; ep7)j/.o<; Ispov ayiov 'iyovaa.

'AnoXXcovo!;. Ta? Se Suacpiqfnas twv ovojjiaTWV toutcov tpsu-

yovTE? tive? EVTauOa fjlv nopoo"sX7)vy]V 8eiv Xeysiv 9aert, to

8 'AoTropSyjvov opo? to Tcepl nspyafxov, Tpa^u xal Xu7fp6v ov,
' Aa7Top7)v6v, xal to lep&v to EVTau6a tyj? \Lvp:phc, tcov 0ewv
'AaTcopTjv^i;. ti o5v 9Yjc70f/.£v tt)v 7i;6pSaXiv xal tov o-aTrepS^v

xal t6v llspSixxav xal to SijxMvfSou

o-uv 7ropSaxotCTiv EX7reo"6vTEi; sl'fxaffiv

AvtI tou 8ia(3p6xoii;, xal ev t5) ap^ata 7rou xcofAMSia

7copSax6v to x"Pl0V

to Xifiva^ov ; We have already seen that, even in the
best period, tragedy rejected an analogue of 7t6p8aXt<;,

employing not 7cop8aX7)96pov but 7rap8aXv]!p6pov, and from
Aristophanes (Aves, 1. 1250) we have inferred that
some tragedian wrote rap8aXa<; evTjfXfxsvou?. Similarly
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Xenophon (Cyn. 11, 1) and Plato (Lack. 196 e) use
7t(ipSaXi<;, not 7t6p8aXi<;, and Aristotle (e.g. H.A. ix. 6)

employs the word frequently. Prom Aristotle's time
onward (e.g. Aelian, N.A. v. 40 ; Pausanias, vm. 2, 7),

7cdtp5aXi<; is in regular use in prose. But not merely did
tragedy and the prose-writers reject the vernacular

7rop8aXi? ; after Aristophanes comedy itself, in other
words the spoken language, abandoned the form. In
Anaxandrides (Fr. Incerl. 14), who began to exhibit in

the year 376 B.C., we find the line :

apxTV], XsovrTj, 7rapSaX5j, (ioc^Y), xuv7J.

As this line is preserved by Pollux (v. 16), who also pre-

serves 7ropS«Xii; in a fragment of Aristophanes (see above),

we are not without some guarantee as to the correctness of

the reading. It might indeed be argued (see my discussion

of Pollux, v. 83, under § in. E, x. of this Chapter) that

Aristophanes' contemporary Eupolis, who was probably a
little his senior, presented in a comedy the words ffcofjia

7rapSaXswi;. I consider it indeed likely that the passage of

Pollux in question ought to be so emended as to state that

Eupolis employs mr)8y)Tix6v in the sense of oXtucov with
reference to a a&\ia. TOxpSaXeax; : but that statement would
not be a statement that the actual word irapSaXsci)? is

used by Eupolis. We may therefore safely leave out of

this discussion that entry in Pollux. We will now turn

to the authority claimed by 7t6p8aXi€ and 7rap$aXi<; re-

spectively in avowedly non-Attic literature. As regards

early Greek, we possess evidence relating to Epic, to Ionic,

and to Doric. It will be convenient to take first that

relating to Ionic and to Doric, as early Epic shows a
divergence, so far as the mss. are concerned, which gave

rise to two conflicting traditions in the Epic of later times,

so that it is desirable to embrace both early and late Epic

under one heading. The evidence as to Ionic is short, but,

so far as it goes, conclusive. In Simonides of Amorgos
(Fr. 14, 1. 2) we encounter the accusative singular

7rdtpSaXiv, in Herodotus we once (vn. 69) find the accusa-

tive plural TOxpSaXsa?, leopard-skins, without any variant

reading, and roxp8dcXeio<; is said to be Ionic both in the
Eiymologicum Magnum (s.v. 7rap8aXi<;) and by a gram-
marian in Cramer's Anecdota (i. p. 356) : 7rapSaXtc itself,
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in the nominative singular, occurs twice in the late Ionic

of Babrius (95, 1. 18, and 102, 1. 8). That is the whole
evidence. The case as regards Doric is still briefer.

In Pindar (Pyth. iv. 1. 81) the mss. are divided between
two readings, 7rap8aX£a, the nominative singular, and
TOtpSaXeqc, the dative singular, either of which readings

makes good sense. It is to be observed that the forms
in rcopS-, wherever they occur, are as a matter of fact

exclusively confined to the substantive 7ropSaXi? itself

and to the three derivatives TropSaXsoiai (once occurring

in the Halieutica attributed to Oppian : see below),

7copSaXtaYXs?, and 7rop8aXiSei<;* (except for the false

reading, 7top8dcXiov, for 7rapSaXiv, mentioned above as

occurring in some mss. of Photius, while quoting from
Philostratus), the substantives 7rap8aXsoc and 7rap8aXev)

being invariable. We shall see in a moment that Homeric
copyists, though differing among themselves as between
TcopSa.Xti; and TO&pSaXii;, were nevertheless unanimous in

support of TOxpSaXev) : but it is plain that in dialect

properly so called, a very different thing from the arti-

ficial patchwork of scribal tradition, 7tap8aXt<; is implied

in TOxpSaXea or TOxpSaXeiq, and 7ropSaXe« or TtopSaXev) is

implied in 7ropSaXi<;. We will now consider the Epic
evidence. In the Iliad the nominative singular 7top8aXu;,

or 7rap8aXi<;, occurs once (II. xxi. 573), the genitive

singular 7topSaXioc;, or TOxpSaXio?, once (II. xvu. 20), and
the genitive plural, rcopSaXiov or razpSaXiwv, once (II.

xin. 103), while the dative singular uapSaXey), without
variation of reading, occurs once (II. x. 29), and the

accusative singular TcapSaX£y)v, equally without variation

of reading, once (II. in. 17) : in the Odyssey the

nominative singular uopSaXt?, or uapSaXti;, occurs once
(Od. iv. 457) : in the Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite (1. 71)

the nominative plural 7topS«Xie?, or uapSaXte?, presents

itself. It appears from various scholia that Aristarchus

judged 7t<xp8aXi<;, not 7t6p8aXfc;, to be the true Homeric
form. The grounds of his opinion are unknown, and,

although his verdict carries great weight, it is not on
record that any other of the ancient Homericists came
to the same conclusion. In the Iliad the preponderance
of ms. authority is on the side of 7t6pSaXi?, in the Odyssey

* iropSaKtStU : Eustathius, Od. p. IG45, 26.
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and in^the Hymn to Aphrodite on that of 7rdtp8aXu; :

but a brief statement of the facts will show that in this

matter the same ms. is not always consistent with itself,

so that it is by no means easy to divide them into two
groups of opposite traditions. In the Iliad, 7:6p8ixXi<;

(xxi. 573) is presented by the British Museum Papyrus
add. mss. 17210 (sixth or seventh century a.d.), by
families b, c, g, and I, and by individual codices of the

highest authority, viz. A, B, C, and D, as also by others

of lesser weight, e.g. T, while 7tap8aXi<; has the inferior

support of the numerically larger bulk of mss. : 7cop8aXio<;

(xvn. 20) is presented by the Ambrosian Papyrus F
205 inf. (fifth or sixth century a.d.), by families b, g,

and I (but not by family c, though that family presents

TCopSaXi? in xxi. 573, and 7rop8aXicov in xm. 103),

and by individual codices of the highest authority, viz.

A, B, and D (but not by C, though that codex presents

TCiSpSaXi? in xxi. 573), as also by others of lesser weight,

while TOxpSaXio? has the inferior support of the numeri-
cally larger bulk of mss. : 7rop8aXi<ov (xiu. 103) on the

other hand is presented by the great majority of mss.,

the important exceptions, which give racpSaXCcov, being
families d and e, codices B and C (though B gives 7rop8aXi<;

in xxi. 573, and 7topSdcXio? in xvn. 20, and though C
gives 7c6p8aXu; in xxi. 573), and the marginal corrector

of A. In the Odyssey, TtapSaXi? (iv. 457) has a good
deal the best support, both numerically and otherwise ;

but still 7topSaXi? is presented by the important family

6, and also by codex M2
. In the Hymn to Aphrodite,

7uapSaXis? is presented by codices A, C, D, E, G, L1
,

L4
, P, n, Q, T, and V1

, TtopSaXie? by codices B, T, L2
,

L3
, N, R1

, and R2
. A welter such as this clearly does

not indicate an originally general spelling 7rop8- emended
by Aristarchus to 7wcp8- : it is plain that before the

time of Aristarchus 7rop8- and 7rap8- were fighting for

the crown in the Homeric text. But the probable expla-

nation of the inconsistency of individual mss. and of the

fact that the weight of authority is on different sides in

the Iliad and in the Odyssey, while in the Iliad itself it

is variable in decisiveness, seems to me to be that the

recension from which all of our existing mss. ultimately

derive, though based throughout to a considerable extent

H
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on the semi-atticised text of Homer previously current

at Athens, was nevertheless composite in the sense that

it drew also on texts approximated to other dialects,

yet not so as to seek the help of all or even of any such
texts constantly or uniformly, but rather so as to make
great use of some one of such texts for a book or for a
few books, and of some other one of such texts for another
book or for a few other books. That means that at the
time of the recension the non-Attic texts of Homer
were not available as wholes at Athens, but that portions

of various of them were available. On no other general

theory (unless, going against the evidence of whatever
artistic sense I may possess, I deny to the Iliad substantial

unity of authorship) am I able to account for such pheno-
mena as the frequent use of ESe in certain books coupled
with its total absence from most books. I therefore

conclude that in Iliad xin. (103) 7top8aXi«v was at

the time of the recension adopted from the previous
Atticised text, and in Odyssey iv. (457) 7rap8aXi<; was
similarly adopted from some other dialectic text, Doric,

perhaps, or Ionic. What the recension read in the other

two passages in the Iliad (xvn. 20, and xxi. 573)
it is difficult to say : possibly it may have presented
alternative readings. What was presented in the strictly

original Iliad and Odyssey it seems useless to inquire,

though, if we knew the Aeolic form of the word in question,

we might hazard a probable conjecture. To pass from
Homer, Hesiod employs neither 7t6pSaAi<; nor uapSaXi?,

nor any cognate or derivative. Neither does Theognis.
The same, except for Simonides of Amorgos (Fr. 14, 1. 2

;

see above), is true of the entire mass of Epic and semi-
Epic literature conventionally included in the Lyric Frag-
ments, and indeed of the Lyric Fragments, not excepting
Timotheus, as a whole and irrespective of dialect. It

is also true of Theocritus, Bion, Aratus, Callimachus,
Moschus, and Apollonius Rhodius. Meander however
(circa 150 B.C.) breaks this silence, employing (Al.

38) a form in nopS-, viz. 7cop8aXiaYxe?, aconite. The
silence is broken also by the unknown and undated
author of the Orphic Argonautica, who presents us

(1. 447) with the strange expression ve|3p9j 7tap8a>i7j : from
his pen the form in uapS- is scarcely evidence, as
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literary tradition of the central kind was to him, though
he had his merits, a sealed book. After Meander,
Greek Epic almost ceased for a space of some three hundred
years to be composed by writers sufficiently talented to

survive, Roman Epic taking its place. Dionysius Peri-

egetes, who does not mention the leopard, is the represen-

tative of the interval. But Oppian's Halieutica saw the
light circa a.d. 170, and in that work (i. 1. 368) we find,

as in Nicander, a form in 7topS-, viz. 7ropSaXis<; : in the
passage in question the word does not mean leopards,

but sea-leopards, a sort of fish. We next come to the

Cynegetica, a work also passing under the name of Oppian,
but now, rightly or wrongly, commonly held to be a
forgery of about the year a.d. 210. As in the Cynegetica

of Xenophon we noted an example of TO&pSaXu;, so in

the Cynegetica attributed to Oppian, we might, in view
of the subject-matter, expect to come across some case

of 7r6p8aXi<;. As a matter of fact, the animal is mentioned
by name in this Epic treatise no less than seven times,

and an adjective derived from the name occurs once.

We find the accusative singular 7t6pSaXiv (in. 1. 463),

the nominative plural 7rop8aXisi; (m. 1. 63), the genitive

plural TcopSaXtov (iv. 1. 327), the dative plural -KopSaXlzaai

(i. 1. 325), with 7top8aAteff<riv (i. 1. 433), and also a corrupt

dative plural uop8aX£8ea<n (in. 1. 336), which Schneide-

win corrects to uopSaXieeiffi. On the other hand we
find one form in 7t«pS-, viz. the genitive plural wapSaXttov

(n. 1. 299), which on the strength of the other instances

Schneidewin necessarily corrects to 7cop8aXiwv. The
necessity of this emendation is rendered the more evident

by the additional fact that the treatise presents (in.

1. 467) 7Top8ocXeotat, the dative plural masculine of the

adjective 7top8ocXso<;, which elsewhere occurs in the form
7tap8aXso<; only (e.g. Aristotle, Mirab. 6 : for the sub-

stantive TOxpSaXsa, irapSocXevj, see above passim). The
context shows unquestionably that in this passage this

adjective means of a leopard : Dindorf's Stephanus im-

possibly takes it as an example of the other adjective

7ropS«Xlo<; (formed from TzipSopcti) which actually occurs

in Lucian (Lexiph. 10). Up to this point we have seen

that the evidence of late Epic (apart from the negligible

evidence of the Orphic Argonautica), though represented

h2
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exclusively for our purposes by Nicander, by the certainly

genuine Halieutica of Oppian, and by the possibly spurious,

but in any case only slightly later, Cynegetica attributed

to the same author, demonstrates that the current Homeric
tradition of the period in question favoured not uapS-

but TtopS-. One might even argue with great probability

from the 7rop8aX&H<ri of the Cynegetica that the author
in his copy of the Iliad read 7ropSaX6jv (in. 17), and
7uopSaXly) (x. 29), although mxpSaX^yjv and TOxpSaXefl seem
to be presented by all mss. now extant. But when
we come to still later Epic we find marked evidence of

a divergence of tradition, the Constantinopolitan school

apparently making its election in favour of the forms
in TOxp&-, while the African retained those in 7ropS-.

The date of Quintus Smyrnaeus is by no means certain ;

but the structure of his hexameters, which are entirely

free from the beginnings, such as present themselves in

the fifth century a.d., of the accentual system of scansion,

has induced scholars to place him somewhere about the
year 400 a.d. His precise domicile is equally unknown ;

but he represents himself (xn. 11. 309-313) as having
spent at least part of his boyhood in the neighbourhood
of Smyrna, and one would gather from several passages
(notably x. 11. 125-137) that he was personally well

acquainted with the Asiatic mainland in the vicinity

of the Propontis, whereas he makes no more mention
of Africa or of anything African than is necessitated by
such circumstances as the appearance of Memnon in

his pages. We may safely infer that he lived in the more
northerly portion of the Greek world of his day, and
that he fell under the literary influence of Constantinople
rather than under that of Alexandria. He is apparently
the first extant writer of late Epic to abandon rcopSaXii;

in favour of 7wip8aXi<;. In his work we find the nominative
singular 7tapSaXi? (i. 1. 541), the genitive singular Ttocp-

SaXio? (i. 1. 480), four times over the nominative plural

rcapSaXie? (in. 1. 202, v. 1. 19, x. 1. 183, and xm. 1. 72),

and the accusative plural TOxp&aXiai; (v. 1. 248). Once
however (xn. 1. 580) we read the nominative singular

7t6pSaXt<;, which, evidently, in view of the other instances,

with justice, Spitzner emended to rcap&aXi?. The next

and, so far as I am aware, the only other imitator
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of the Homeric style who employs n&pSa.lu; instead of

uopSaXn; is Agathias, who does so (Anth. Pal. vn.
578, 1. 2) in an elegiac epigram written in the Epic dialect.

Nowhere else (except in one place soon to be mentioned)
in epigrammatic literature have I discovered either

7r6pSaXi? or nipSaikiq, or any cognate or derivative.

Agathias wrote at Constantinople circa a.d. 560. He
was educated as a schoolboy at Alexandria, but as a
young man was a student at Constantinople, where, or
in the neighbourhood of which, he afterwards lived.

His epigrams indeed are, at least superficially, of the
ancient school and are composed with much elegance

;

but the extent to which he lacked the Alexandrian tradi-

tion may be gauged by the fact that his prose Histories,

in five books, are, though they possess merits and have
been praised by competent judges, not written in any
established style of Attic, nor yet in any approach to

the vernacular of the period, but in a vehicle specially

improvised, which, while aiming at a close imitation of

the manner of Herodotus, yet is so far Attic as to reject

entirely the use of the Ionic dialect. Such is the short

history of 7rap8aAi<; in the Epic of Constantinople. Mean-
while -in Africa the Egyptian tradition had continued

to maintain itself. Nonnus of Panopolis wrote circa.

410 a.d., at a period probably subsequent to that of

Quintus Smyrnaeus. His hexameters are characterised

by the fact that an accent is required to fall on one or

other of the two syllables of the sixth foot. The same
rule also holds good with regard to the Hero and Leander
which passes under the name of Musaeus, in the case

of hexameters ending in a word of three syllables,* but
in the case of such hexameters only. We may therefore

with probability ascribe the Hero and Leander to nearly,

but not to quite, the same date as that of Nonnus, and
to the African school. Exactly the same rule, though
a little obscured by slight corruption, applies to the

Rape of Helen by Colluthus (for so his name apparently

should be spelt) as to the Hero and Leander. The date

of Colluthus is known to have been circa a.d. 500, and
his birthplace Lycopolis in the Thebaid. In one group
with Nonnus, with the ' Musaeus ' of the Hero and Leander,

and with Colluthus the name of Tryphiodorus is some-
* Or, ex vi termini, of two syllables.
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times mentioned. There is extant his Epic poem the

Taking of Troy. As in this poem he observes no
accentual rules whatever, and as he is known to

have been an Egyptian, I am inclined to conclude

that he was anterior to Nonnus. As however it is

also known that he imitated Nestor of Laranda, he
cannot well have flourished earlier than a.d. 250.

I should put him between a.d. 250 and a.d. 400.

Neither he, nor ' Musaeus,' nor Colluthus employs either

7topSaXii; or 7uap8aXi<;, or any cognate or derivative.

But with Nonnus the case is entirely different. The
subject-matter of the 48 books of his Dionysiaca, seeing

that the leopard is associated with Dionysus, necessitates

frequent mention of the creature. He mentions it by
name 33 times. On 31 of these occasions the vulgate

reading presents forms in 7topS- and Koechly in his

apparatus criticus records no ms. variants. These are

the 31 instances. The nominative singular 7topSaXti;

occurs 9 times (i. 1. 23, v. 1. 361, xi. 1. 78, and 1. 341,

xxiii. 1. 50, xxxvi. 1. 186, XLiri. 1. 232, xtrv.

1. 32, and XLVm. 1. 912) : the accusative singular

7top8aXiv occurs 5 times (viii. 1. 344, xvi. 1. 143, xxvn.
1. 135, xl. 1. 43, and xlvtii. 1. 902) : the genitive

plural TCopSaXicov occurs 17 times (i. 1. 25, and 1. 159,

ii. 1. 255, vn. 1. 324, xi. 1. 129, xiv. 1. 131, 1. 261, and
1. 358, xv. 1. 188, and 1. 195, xvm. 1. 11, 1. 14, and
1. 51, xx. 1. 73, and 1. 108, xxm. 1. 128, and xxrv.

1. 342). Two instances remain over. Once (v. 1. 296),

where Koechly reads 7cop8aXiv, I seem to gather, inter-

preting a note in Koechly's apparatus criticus in the

light of an extraordinarily difficult sentence in his praefatio

(p. xvi), that 7tap8aXiv is the reading of codex Mona-
censis and that 7t6p8aXiv is an emendation of Graef's

;

but whether the emendation is or is not confirmed by
other ms. authority Koechly fails to state. In the other

place (xlviii. 1. 1), where Koechly reads 7topSaXiwv,

I in the same way gather that mxpSaXitov is the reading

of codex Monacensis and that uopSaXJtov is an emendation
of Graef's ; but here again Koechly fails to state whether
or no the emendation is confirmed by other ms. authority.

It is quite plain, from the other 31 examples, that the

two emendations are necessary. This almost concludes
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the evidence to be gathered from classical and more
or less classical Greek. That rap&aXk;, not 7t6p8aXt<;,

survived in popular speech and not merely in literary

prose, appears to be indicated by the occurrence in Manuel
Philes, who wrote circa a.d. 1300, of the accusative

singular rcapSaXiv (de Animalium Proprietate, 1. 707), at

the end of a versus technicus, so that the paroxytone
accent is essentially required by the metre. That accent
is due to the influence of the trisyllabic cases rcapSaXei

(used by Philes in 1. 714) and 7rocp8aXei<; (used by Philes

in 1. 703). Such accommodations of the accent of the

nominative singular etc. to that of other cases have not
received due attention from the editors of medieval
Greek literature. I take it that such a change of

accent stamps a word as belonging to the inherited

vernacular. 7ropSaXi<; however makes a curious and
belated appearance in an epigram (Cougny's Appendix
Anth. Grace, in. 281, 1. 7), the date of which can be
put with certainty within the limits a.d. 1222-1251

and with high probability within the narrower limits

a.d. 1224-1240. It is a monumental inscription from
Smyrna and deals with the restoration of the public build-

ings of that city by the Emperor John III. (BaT<xT£»)<;) and
his consort, who was still living at the time of its com-
position. John ascended the throne in a.d. 1222 and
died in a.d. 1251. At the time of his accession he was
already married to his first wife, Irene : she died in a.d.

1240, and four years afterwards he married a second
time. But it was in company with his first wife that he
engaged in the work of building (Nicephorus Gregoras,

Historia Byzantina, n. 7, (}'), so that we have as one
probable limit the year a.d. 1240. The circumstances

of John's reign render it most unlikely that he started

building before a.d. 1224 at the earliest. The epigram
is in Epic hexameters, so remarkably classical on the

whole—being inter alia free from any trace of accentual

scansion—as to suggest that a literary tradition had
lingered on at Smyrna. A large part of this discussion

has been directed to the ascertainment, at all times as

far as possible, of the actual Epic tradition with regard
to TuopSaXi? and ndcpSaXi?. As the tradition was certainly

divergent to some extent, I have had to take note not
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only of those writers who give evidence on one side or

the other, but also of those who give no evidence : other-

wise I should convey a false impression as to the respective

weight of the two bodies of testimony. As matters
stand, I consider that I have shown that the appearance
of 7rap8aXi<; in late Epic is a sign that the composition
in which it occurs was produced under non-Alexandrian
influences. There is no evidence, that will hold water,

for any Alexandrian form other than TCopSaXu;, which
is guaranteed from Meander onwards. This, I think,

is as much as to say that Aristarchus' roipSaXic, although
not an emendation, yet ran counter to the main current

of tradition as regards the Iliad, and that 7copSaXi? was
in all probability already established in the Iliad, but
not in the Odyssey, in the texts of Homer used by
Athenians of the Sophoclean period. I have argued
above that some such hypothesis as this conclusion seems
alone consistent with the confusion of readings in the
Homeric mss., and I have suggested what seems to me
the only explanation consistent with the Iliad being sub-

stantially the work of a single author. Now, if Sophocles
read 7top8aXi<; in the Iliad and knew the word as also

existing in colloquial Attic, the combination is sufficient

justification for his having introduced it, instead of

7tapSaXii;, into a Satyric drama, and particularly into a
passage where the juxtaposition of Tti? demands, so to

speak, a form of peculiar literary flavour, q. noaai

presents itself in a passage which I regard as an inter-

polation, but, as it is choric, it is possible to argue that

the occurrence in it of the form in question is no necessary

proof either of corruption or of interpolation. As a
matter of fact -rzoaai is one of the regular forms of the
dative plural of rani? in Homer (e.g. II. vni. 443) ; but
outside Epic it seems only to occur in an anapaestic

dimeter of Cratinus (Malthaci, Fr. 5). The line is pre-

served only by Pollux (vn. 171), in whose text the

form is spelt with a single <r : but Meineke on metrical

grounds necessarily doubles the <r. Meineke also discusses

(Quaestiones Scenicae, n. p. 25) the general question of

the use of Epic forms in anapaestic verse. I should

myself conclude that even Aristophanes could, had he
so wished, have employed noaal in anapaests : but, apart
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from this violently suspect passage in the Ichneutae,

there exists no ground for supposing the form to have
been possible in the choric compositions, properly so

called, either of tragedy, of Satyric drama, or of comedy.
r. ctsi, if, as seems to be the case, 9 (?) [. .] Tq-reaeiSe

ought to be read as <];«C ^te tret Se, not as <pa?a}Te<;

si Si, exhibits the third person singular of the present

indicative of a verb csiv, excitare ad micturitionem. The
question whether the form is admissible is of importance,
in view of the fact that the adoption of the division

which introduces it appears to be the only way either to

secure a reasonable and articulate sequence of expression

(from 1. 137 to 1. 145 inclusive), or to avoid the employ-
ment, highly doubtful, pace modern grammarians and
editors, in any kind of Attic, of si with the subjunctive,

astv was used by Aristophanes (constituting Fr. 247 of

the Fragmenta Fabularum Incertarum). We know this

from Photius {s.v.) and from a Grammarian in Bachmann's
Anecdota (1. 362, 31), both of whom have the entry :

astv* to Xsyajjisvov toi? toxiSioii; U7to tuv Tpcxpwv, 6rav

amra poiSXtovxai oip^aaf oCton; 'Apicrro(pav7)<;. Now ctsTv,

so used, is certainly not a transitive verb, but something
that grammatically would have to be classed as an inter-

jection, an interjection more or less equivalent to the

intransitive oupsi. But still the form is that of an
infinitive, accent included, so that a verbal use, transitive

and causative, of astv would, under the special conditions,

not be a priori improbable. That use I seem to find in

Menander (Anepsii, Fr. 4, 1. 2), where there is a play on
the word ctsisiv. The Fragment of Menander is presented

by Athenaeus (xv. 700 b) thus : M^vavSpo? 'AvsiJ^ok;
-

6 cpav6(;'scTi (xectto? CSocto<; outocti,

Sst t' ou^l asisiv, aXXa itoSisiv ocutov.

Bentley acutely perceived that ocutov is a corruption of

auToOsv, but his

Set t* ou^l osisiv, dXX' a7ioaetetv ou&t66sv

is not really intelligible. Taking account of the 8 in

toSislv and of the circumflex, refetd

:

Sst t' ouxl ffsisiv, dXX' ontovei asiv ocut60sv,

Don't go and shake it, but without troubling yourself just

whistle to it from where you are.
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<s. <Tuva[ia, which the second hand of the papyrus alters to

£uvafia, not only comes in the choric passage which I con-

sider to be an interpolation, but also lies under grave sus-

picion of being merely a part of an original, though, as I

think, interpolated, civ 'A[xaX0eia or, to preserve dochmiac
metre, jtal aiv ' A[xaX0ia. As the text of the Ichneutae now
stands, cova[za or ^uvafia is an adverb. This adverb, but
with a tmesis, oiv 8' ajxa, first occurs in Meleager (Anth.

Pal. rv. 1, 1. 27), whose date is about 60 B.C. : without
tmesis it seems first to present itself in Lucian (circa

160 a.d., that is to say, at or just before the time when the

papyrus of the Ichneutae was written), who employs it fre-

quently (e.g. Piscat. c. 51, Apol. c. 15, Bis Ace. 11, Timon,
c. 23, Hdrmonid. c. 3, Merc. Cond. c. 1). The preposition

CTuvdcfxa on the other hand, though late, is not so late

as the adverb. Euripides, though he does not use it,

shows how it came into being by the expression (Med.
1. 1143) civ te'xvoi? ajx.' ea7c6(X7)v. It actually first pre-

sents itself in Aristotle (Plant, n. 7, 1), and is afterwards

found in Theocritus (Id. xxv. 1. 126), in Damagetus
(Anfh. Pal. vn. 9, 1. 2), and in Sextus Empiricus (Adv.

Math. 11, 159). t. ciivSuo, which is a restoration difficult

to avoid, presents a word which is common to the Epic
fringe (Hymn to Aphrodite, 1. 74), to Herodotus (iv. 66),

to Pindar (Pyth. in. 1. 146), to Hyperides (Euxen. 29),

to Demosthenes (564, 22), to Plato (Leg. 12, 962 e, Tim.
54 d, Parm. 143 d, Hipp. Maj. 282 e), to Xenophon
(Anab. vi. 3, 2), to Polybius (vin. 6, 2), to Dionysius
(A. R. 10, 32), and to Machon, Dorione loquente (quoted
by Athenaeus, vrn. 337 c). The derivative «ruvSua^o>

occurs first in Plato (Leg. 840 d), and Xenophon (Gyn.
v. 6), is frequent in Aristotle (e.g. Eth. N. v. 3, 11),

and is used in later prose. CTOv8ua<T(jt.6<; actually presents
itself in Hippocrates (657, 3), is also used freely by
Aristotle (e.g. Pol. iv. 4, 8), and likewise comes in

later prose. The word wivSuo has the exact meaning
of the Latin bini. It is seen in its making, though not
yet fully made, in one passage in the Iliad (x. 224) :

Oliv TE 8\>' EpXOfJlEVW xai TE 7tp6 6 TOU Ev6y)«TEV.

v. aiSpPfl, a tempting restoration of the remains in the
papyrus, is, if I am right in reading it, used in the sense
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of auXoOrjXT), a flute-case. This meaning does not actually
present itself in literature ; but Hesychius (s.v. aup^vzie;)

tells us that ciippr] equals auXoGvjxv). Hesychius also

says : aup(Jy), mcpa toi^ (iSTaXXixoi?. It is manifest from
usage that he means writers on the lore of metals, not
on mining ; but he gives no clue to the sense in which
the [xetocXXwcoi used the word. Apart from these two
uses of aiSppY] mentioned by Hesychius, Suidas tells us
that aiSppy) equals Tapaxos, while Photius writes : aup-

Pa{3i>TTa, xal t6v Tapaxov tijpPt)' J><; 'Apioro^av*]?. From
this last entry one might not unreasonably gather that
Aristophanes the comic poet employed, not indeed ciipp?],

but ruppv) : but the Etymologicum Magnum dispels this

impression by representing the same gloss in a better

form : auppdcpuTTix, tov Tapaxov' xal aiipfiY], &>$ 'ApiaTO-

9avrj? 6 YpocfifiaTixoi;. Suidas clearly knew, equally

with Hesychius, the meaning a6Xo07Jxy), seeing that he
writes : o-up(}Y)vetS<;, 6 TapaxwSv)?, omb tSv auXoovrov

fxeTa,"8opiS(3ou, $ nevrji;, Side to toc? auXoOrjxa? xai <paps-

Tpac xeva? exsiv. Indeed his introduction of the word
(papeTpa? seems to show that oTjp(3r) meant, not only
auXo0^XYj, but also cpapsTpa, an implement of kindred
shape. If that be so, I am disposed to draw a complete
etymological distinction between aiip(3T), a variation of

mip(37), a tumult, and cnippTj, a flute-case or quiver, and to

derive the latter from the root of cbpiyZ,, which word
is once in Homer (II. xix. 387) used in the sense of spear-

case. If that view be sound, it becomes unnecessary
to discuss the adverb ctip(3a, a variation of TiSpPa, or

the substantive aup(37)ve\i<;, which is manifestly connected
with Tiip^v) in its specific sense as the name of a particular

Bacchic festival and dance (Pausanias, n. 24, 6). Indeed
Hesychius, in the very place where he tells us that ciipp?)

means ocuXoOyjxt), assigns to o-up(3v]veti<; two alternative

renderings, auX7jTYJ<; and TapaxwSvj?. Be all this as it

may, I will, before passing from oiSpPyj, quote for the

sake of completeness the one passage in which a word
of that spelling, whatever its etymology, occurs in actual

use. The passage is from Zenobius, who writes (6, 1)

:

aiipfiifjvoi; (v.l. (jupP^vyji;) x°P°?' «&&) tstocxtou xoctoc twv
OCTOXTtoV X°P&v t

"7t0 T0" Tiva? TOL? IKT.V S7U<pO)VeiV atippas"

atipP^v §e t6v Tapaxov I'Xeyov. x. Te-pjv, a distinctly
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uncertain restoration, but coming in a place where,

on the assumption of regularity of writing, there

is not room for crreyvjv, presents a word which, so far

as actual literature is concerned, appears to occur in

Dion Cassius (39, 61) only ; but it is given in Hesychius.

tsY°S on *ne other hand is overwhelmingly more frequent

than a-zifoq, though both Pollux (i. 81) and Thomas
Magister (p. 808) fall into the strange error of inverting

facts and designating tcyo? as poetical. y. toX|att]v,

which, though not metrically necessary, is written by
the first hand of the papyrus and left unaltered by the

second hand, presents a form which demands careful

consideration. The Attic declension, as exhibited in

literature, is undoubtedly : N. ToXfza, G. ToXji/yjc, D.

t6Vt), A. ToXfiav, V. T6X(ia. Not only is this the Attic

declension, both in prose of all kinds, in tragedy, and in

comedy, but it appears also, on the evidence of literature,

to have been the Ionic declension ; nor can I discover

anywhere any trace of an Ionic form ToXfi.7) or toXhtjv,

except a most dubious trace in a passage from Demo-
critus (mentioned below). The Doric declension on the

other hand was : N. T6Xjjia, G. T6Xji.a<;, D. ToXjxa, A.
t6X(xSv, V. ToXjia. This Doric declension here concerns

us to a certain extent, because it is possible, even in the

absence of an Ionic t6X[X7] and ToXfxirjv, that a style such

as the Satyric, which originally seems to have been in

some sense Dorian, may have retained in Attica the

Doric t6X(jl« and toXjxSv in substance, but pro forma
labelled them as Attic by changing them into t6X[mj

and t6X[xy]V. I am somewhat inclined to think that

this is what actually occurred. At any rate it is certain

that t6X(jly) firmly established itself in some kind of style

or other which writers of such discernment and attain-

ments as Phrynichus and Arcadius considered to be
Attic ; and what that style can have been, unless it was
the Satyric style, it is difficult to imagine. Phrynichus
says (p. 66, 23) : t6X[zt] xal t6X[aoc, 7tpi[jiV7) xal 7rpii(xva.

It is of the last importance to note that this most
fastidious of Atticists not merely abstains from casting

the slightest stigma upon t6X[j,7), but actually mentions it

before T6X[za, and then goes on to adduce, as similar,

the doublets 7ipii(Jivyj and 7rpi(iva, both of which have
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first-rate Attic authority (e.g. 7rp<i(AV»), Sophocles, Ph.
I. 482, Aristophanes, Vesp. 1. 399 ; 7tpii(xva, Thucydides,
II. 97), though there is the difference that 7cpiifj.V7j, unlike

ToX[i.7), is also Epic and Ionic (e.g. II. xvi. 124, Herodotus,
I. 194). I infer with confidence that Phrynichus found
t6X(X7), or toX[ay)v, or both, as part of the accepted and
undoubted text of some classic reputed to be Attic.

Arcadius, whose authority, though less than that of

Phrynichus, is of a high rank, includes t6X[xtj in a list

comprising oXjat) and other words ending in -pj (p. 110,

2), and in another place (p. 96, 18) states that it is Attic

for ToXfioc. Arcadius, like Phrynichus, must have found
ToXfiyj established in literature regarded in his time as

Attic. L. Dindorf in Dindorf's Stephanus adduces from
Attic literature three places, and three only, where
t6X[iy) occurs as a variant ms. reading by the side of

ToX[i.a, all of them from Demosthenes (p. 777, 12, p. 882
extr., and p. 1289, 2). None of these readings being
in the received text and no possibility of doubt existing

but that toXjaoc is the form employed by the orators,

it cannot have been of variants such as these that Phry-
nichus and Arcadius were thinking. L. Dindorf also

brings in a line from Euripides (Ion, 1. 1416), which
runs defectively in the mss. :

X^y', w? e^si Ti Ssivov yj t6X[zoc ctou.

This lineW. Dindorf, with considerable violence, alters to

Xsy', w? s^st ti Ssivov yj t6X(X7) ys aou.

L. Dindorf himself emends it, much more simply and,

I think, rightly, to

Xey', w? eXet Tt Ssivov yjSs t6X[x« crou.

It is not of this line that Phrynichus and Arcadius were
thinking. L. Dindorf also mentions the occurrence of

t6X{xy) in Stobaeus (Fl. vol. 2, p. 381). I do not under-

stand what numeration of Stobaeus L. Dindorf follows
;

but ToXfia is dealt with in the Florilegium under two
headings only, Ilepl ToXjivj? (vol. 2, pp. 303-311,
Meineke) and Yoyo? ToX^?, S-rpaTeia?, xocl 'laybot; (vol. 2,

pp. 313-315, Meineke). Under the latter heading neither

the nominative, accusative, nor vocative of ToXjxa occurs
;
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but under the former, though the accusative and vocative

are absent, the nominative comes twice, viz. once in a
quotation from the Ixion of Euripides (p. 306, Meineke),

t« toi (AEYKJTa toxvt' <x7teipY«<TTat Ppoiois

t6X[z' 6crre vixav,

where there is no possibility of t6X[«}, and once in

an aphorism of Democritus (p. 307, Meineke) : T6X(j,a

izp-qfyot; &pxh, "nix7} &e xeXeo? xopiT). I conceive that L.

Dindorf must be referring to this latter passage, and
that here, though Meineke does not mention it, some ms.
presents toXjjlk). If so, it is a shadowy, though not a
negligible, indication of an Ionic form, t6X(x>] : but it

has no direct bearing on the use of toX(j,t) in Attic, of

some sort, to which Phrynichus and Arcadius call atten-

tion. L. Dindorf further speaks of t6X|A7)v presenting

itself in Ephraem the Syrian (vol. 3, p. 286 p), in Dionysius

(A.R. 4, 38), and in a note on the Paludean Anthology
(t. 4, p. 458, 2) : but examples of this sort have no bear-

ing on the dicta of Phrynichus and Arcadius. More to

the point, perhaps, is the statement adduced from the
Etymologicum Magnum (s.v. aXjxupo?), which appears in

the Etymologicum Gudianum as : ToXji.7), Xapiei?. But
it is not apparent who Charieis was, and I suspect a
corrupted reference to the river of that name. L. Din-
dorf concludes by mentioning a statement by a gram-
marian in Cramer's Anecdota (vol. 2, p. 417, 19) that
toX(X7) is barytone, and by quoting an extraordinary geni-

tive toX^ou; from Tzetzes (Hist. ix. 403). In these circum-
stances it will, I imagine, be generally agreed that in

the Ichneutae an emendation of t6X[at]v to T6X(xav would
be rash in the extreme, and would appear to deprive
the dicta of Phrynichus and Arcadius of the one basis

which, by a process of exclusion, it seems possible they
can possess, namely the usage of Satyric drama, z. uviv,

an extremely tempting, but, at the same time, a markedly
uncertain restoration, presents, if correct, a substantive,

meaning a plough-share, which occurs for the first time
elsewhere in Babrius (37, 2), and afterwards in Plutarch
(Symp. 4, 5, and Rom. c. 10), in the Palatine Anthology (vi.

104, vn. 175, 176, and 280), and in various late authors.

The instances in the Anthology prove the first syllable
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to be short, though Suidas wrongly states that it is long.

Plutarch (Symp. 4, 5) derives the word from 5?, saying
that the employment of the plough-share was suggested
by the rooting of hogs in the ground. Another form,
viz. fivvvj, comes in Aesop (Fab. 33. de Furia) ; and fivvic,

fivvK]?, and uvv^? are in various places presented by
mss. It is a curious fact that in the well-known passage
of Hesiod (Op. 421-438) dealing with the construction
of a plough, there is no mention of the plough-share.

This cannot, I think, indicate that in the comparatively
primitive age of Hesiod the plough-share was unknown
and the ploughing effected by some projection of the

wood-work, for the reason that the dentate of the plough
is called by Hesiod Diujioc (Op. 11. 428 and 434), which
word seems etymologically to signify the covering, case,

or sheath, in which the plough-share was fixed. I there-

fore conclude that Hesiod omits mentioning the share
merely because his sole topic is the wood-work of the

plough. It is more singular that, save for the occurrence

of the Doric euXobca in an oracle in Thucydides (v. 16),

no name whatever for a plough-share seems, putting the

Ichneutae on one side, to be found in any kind of Greek
until we come to Ovi? in Babrius, except that once in

the Septuagint (Judges in. 31) we find a word apoTpo7cou<;

employed with apparently that signification. But it

must be remembered that, except in grammarians and
scholiasts, ^tfi, buris, scarcely occurs outside Hesiod

(a proverb of uncertain origin, yOvj<; oux evecrr' au-KJi, is

quoted by Suidas, and Apollonius Rhodius twice, hi.

11. 232 and 1285, employs aoT6yuo<;), and e'Xufia, dentale,

not at all. I conclude that all three words, fivu;, y^S>
and eXujxa were on the Epic fringe, though by accident

flvis was not used by Hesiod, were felt to be too rustic

for employment in Attic prose or even in Attic comedy,

but were of the exact character most congruous with

the genius of Satyric drama, aa. i)7t6vo(xa is the neuter

accusative plural, used adverb'ally, of an adjective

6k6vo(io<;, subterranean, which first presents itself in

Strabo (580 and 614), who also (578) uses it in the sense

of undermined. In the latter sense it is likewise employed
by Strabo's contemporary, possibly a trifle later in date

as an author, Diodorus Siculus (in. 37). The former
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sense is later exhibited in succession by Josephus {A.J.

vii. 9, 6), by Dioscorides (v. 138), but by him as a special-

ised epithet of an ulcer beneath the surface of the skin,

and by Appian (Civ. iv. 13) : the latter does not seem
to recur. But a masculine substantive, utoSvojao?, reposes

on far wider and better authority, being used in the

sense of a mine by Thucydides (n. 76), as well as later

by Plutarch (Gaes. 6), Polyaenus (vn. 10, 5), and various

other writers ; in the sense of a conduit by Xenophon
(Hell. in. 1, 7), Aristotle (Meteor, i. 13, 11), and later

prose ; and in the sense of a sewer by Strabo (235) and
Appian (Civ. iv. 40). Thucydides also (vi. 100) em-
ploys an adverb 67rovo[i.7]86v, by means of subterranean

conduits ; the use of which adverb, however, no more
implies an adjectival u7t6vo[j.o? than Xuxt)S6v implies

an adjectival Xiixo?. No doubt one would conclude,

quite apart from the existence of the adjective in late

prose, that the substantive in classical Greek was prob-

ably the specialised masculine of an adjective ; but the

Ichneutae supplies the only existing evidence that that

adjective remained in use in classical times. In fact,

so far as this word is concerned, the Ichneutae takes

us back to the diction of the days, previous to those

of Thucydides, when the substantive iotovohos had not
become specialised as such. It is reasonable to suppose

that the adjective u7t6vojao<; possessed the same kind of

literary authority as those words which I have described

as lying on the Epic fringe, although its scansion pre-

cludes its appearance in hexameter verse. But another
consideration shows distinctly that the adjective far6vof/.o<;

must have had a real history before the time of Sophocles.

Sophocles in the Ichneutae uses the adverbial neuter

plural, not with the meaning subterraneously literally

speaking, but in the markedly figurative sense by secret

stealth. One does not thus extend the signification of

a neologism or of a term disinterred by learning from
some lurking-place of literature. In this connexion it

should be observed that Hesychius, without mentioning
the name of any author, interprets the plural substantive

67tovo|jia£ (of which the singular occurs, meaning a mine,
in Strabo, 614, and in Diodorus Siculus, 20, 94) not only

by byet6q, a channel, but also by xXo7ta£, thefts. Hesychius
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may be referring to some early use. In late prose both
the substantive \movo\LO$ and the verb U7rovo(ieiito are

employed with the same metaphorical significance

;

but that fact is scarcely to the point, bb. cpuca, which
seems at first blush a most precarious restoration, but
which in the context is perhaps the only known Greek
word ending in -a and containing neither more nor less

than four letters (which is the sum total of the papyrus
indications) that will at once scan and yield appropriate

sense, is introduced by me on the sole strength of the

nick-name <J>ti<jxcov, Pot-belly, originally applied by Alcaeus

to Pittacus and afterwards to Ptolemy V by his con-

temporaries. <putj(7. in the Ichneutae, if it be right, must
inevitably have the meaning belly. No doubt <Diiaxo>v is

derived directly from tp&axT], a stuffed intestine, a sausage ;

but cpuaa is by etymology closely akin, and, apart from
its significations bellows, breath, and their immediate
extensions etc., is actually used in the sense of a bird's

crop, in explanation of tov 7rp6Xo(3ov in Leviticus (i. 16),

by Theodotion, a commentator on the Old Testament,

whose exact date is unknown, but who was at any rate

anterior to Justin Martyr, by whom he is mentioned.

We also find a statement in Suidas, that cpuaoc is one of

the names for the crop of a bird. The passage in Suidas

(s.v. 7cp6Xo(3oi;) runs : 6 fiSTOt tov aT:6[iccyo\i xoXton; vsu-

P<o8y)?, Sfioio? cxuTsi, sic, ov •?) Tpocpv] axKTepyao-fo? [iivsf

o xal toi? aXexfpuoo-i tzcLgw sveoriV o xocl im' evicov xaX-

sitou <puaa (mss. as commonly, cpiiacra). Words of this

type can hardly be expected to emerge frequently in

literature, cc. yp?ja0ai, which according to the secpnd

hand of the papyrus is the reading of Theon where

the first hand gives yp^o-nx (which admits indeed of

translation, but is distinctly awkward), presents a use of

Xptofxai similar to its use in the sense I consult an oracle,

but nevertheless distinct from that use, and peculiar to

one passage in Herodotus (i. 99) and, if Theon be right,

to this passage in the Ichneutae. Herodotus (I.e.) writes

s7uievai TOxpa (3ao-iAea [i7)Seva, Si' ayyeXtov Se 7rocvxa

Xpsso-0ou, that no one should in person approach the

Crown, but conduct all enquiry by means of messengers.

The words in the Ichneutae (11. 90-91), with Theon's

reading, are :

I
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oStw?, fc'peuvav xal 7t[apoi; y<*P $8ets,]

arcavxa jjpyjaOai xa[l 5cixt' a^iav Te]Xeiv,

.4/ter ifo's sort, for aforetime, also have ye had knowledge

of hunting, proceed ye in all your enquiry and bring it

to a worthy fulfilment. I do not think that Herodotus
is employing ^psscOai metaphorically, putting (3a<uAeii<;

in the place of 0eo? : in view of the simplicity of his

style-, I imagine that he would have made such a meta-
phor clear and unmistakable, had he intended it. I

consider it much more probable that, without any meta-
phor, he has slightly extended the scope of the word
XpeeffOai, so as to render it applicable to enquiries ad-

dressed to the Persian Crown. It must be observed that

P<xffiX£oc is employed without the article. Usually, though
I am not prepared to say always, the omission of the

article before p<x<nXe<S<; indicates that the Persian King
is being spoken of in his strictly official capacity. It

is something akin to the English use of Government
without the definite article. I should generally translate

6 p<xaiXeti<; as the King, paotXeti? as the Grown. This

consideration renders it easier to understand what is

in any case a rather daring expression. To extend the

scope of ypizaftoLi to enquiries addressed to a mere
mortal would perhaps verge on blasphemy : to extend
it to enquiries addressed to the institution of monarchy
betrays no irreverence. I take it that Sophocles, if,

that is to say, Theon's reading is right, found the above
passage in the writings of his friend, Herodotus, and de-

liberately imitated it, even to the extent of incorporating,

in the form focavTa, the cognate accusative 7tavT«. But,
if so, Sophocles—who, as an Athenian, can in no measure
have shared the almost instinctive sense of the sanctity

of the Persian Crown, which Herodotus, though a Greek
and the historian of Salamis, must, as an inhabitant of

Asia, have felt—failed to grasp the justification of the
Herodotean usage, and transferred the enquiry involved
in the word xp>)o6ai to an enquiry by the Satyrs as to

the whereabouts of the oxen they were seeking. Sophocles
does not always shine when he borrows from Herodotus.
The well-known passage in the Antigone, the authenticity

of which is completely certifiedby the Rhetoric of Aristotle,
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though by no means so open to censure as some critics

have assumed, becomes comparatively inartistic when
contrasted with its Herodotean original. With this use

of xp?ja0ai we come to the end of the twenty-six words,

forms, and usages which for the purposes of convenience

I have included in one group.

D

In immediate succession to the last group I desire

to consider two words the treatment of which I have
postponed, whether logically or illogically, to this late

point in the discussion, because, although each of them
might in one sense be included in some other group,

yet, for two different reasons, neither of them can be
assigned to the text of the Ichneutae without a doubt-
fulness major rather in kind than in degree to that which
attaches even to such examples as uvi? and cpuora. The
two words are, a. [xocpiXoxauTcov (1. 33) and, b. o-apydtvoi?

(1. 267). a. Of [xapiXoxauT&v nothing except the final

tojv is conserved in the papyrus. The restoration, which
is due to Wilamowitz, suits the sense of the passage and
presents the exact number of letters demanded by the

lacuna. But the space could be filled up satisfactorily

in various other ways, and the suggestion must be re-

garded, although very likely right, as in an especial sense

speculative on the ground that not one of the letters of

the root of the word survives to support it. Wilamo-
witz bases himself on an assumption that Photius states

that the word (xapiXoxau-n)? is employed by Sophocles.

Be that assumption never so well founded, it does not

follow that the word is employed in the Ichneutae.

But the assumption itself reposes upon conjecture. The
existing text of Photius runs : [ia.pelvri' y] (xe[xapa<7f*evy} CXyj,

xai Toi? av0paxeu-ra<;
- EoepoxXT)?. It is generally agreed

that fxapeiVT] is to be corrected to (jiaptXTj, and it is clear

that the end of the entry is in some way corrupt. Hunt,

apparently expounding Wilamowitz' views, presents the

words xal <fi.apiAoxoctjTOC(;> toO? avOpaxsurai; in lieu of xai

TOiii; dv6paxeuT«<;, on the strength of an entry in Hesychius

[i.oepiXoxauTWV av0paxsuTcJv, in which entry nothing is

said about Sophocles. If we admit for the moment and
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without prejudice that this restoration is correct, then

a glanoe at Photius' entry as a whole, including the

restoration, will show that the curious change of case

from the nominative to the accusative suggests that

Sophocles employed the accusative plural u.<xpiXoxaijTa<;,

not the genitive [AapiXoxau-rfiv, or any other unspecified

case of the word. But as a matter of fact there exists

no reason of any kind for filling up the defective entry

in Photius from the entry in Hesychius rather than

from a quite equally relevant entry in Pollux, who (vti.

c. 24, § 110) gives and explains the term ptapiXeuxai.

If we were to avail ourselves of this word, we should

correct Photius thus : (zapiXT]' Y) [xefjiapaa^evy] (JXtj, xal

fiapiXeuTa? toCk; avOpaxsuTa?" SotpoxX^?. In that case

we should attribute fzapiXema*; to Sophocles, and, even

if we took the genitive [lapiXeuTcov, it would not scan

in the lacuna of the Ichneutae. I have thought it right

to point out the extraordinary uncertainty underlying

Wilamowitz' suggestion and the obvious positive diffi-

culty raised by the change of case in Photius : but at

the same time I grant that uncertainty is no bar to

possibility, and the difficulty of case is not to my mind
insuperable. Indeed I admit that Wilamowitz' sugges-

tion may be right ; but scholars should beware of fancying

it to possess a support which it cannot claim. In any
case, however we emend the passage in Photius, it would
appear to indicate that some derivative or other of

fxaptXy) is employed by Sophocles. If so, the word doubt-

less presented itself in a Satyric drama, as is indicated

by the kind, or rather kinds, of authors in whose writings

(xapiXvj occurs. It is used by Hipponax (Fr. 62), by
Hippocrates (648, 55), by Cratinus (Home, Fr. 9), by
Aristophanes (Ach. 1. 350), by an unidentified comic
poet (Fr. Com. Arum. 369), unless indeed this fragment
be merely a misquotation from Themistius (see just

below), by Aristotle (Probl. 38, 8), by Maximus Tyrius

(18, 9, p. 353), by Themistius (Or. 21, p. 245 a), who
appears to be adapting the words of the unidentified

comic poet above mentioned, and by Julian the Apostate
(Or. 7, p. 233). A form etymologically earlier, afiapiXv],

presents itself in Aristotle (Mirdb. 41), and this form
would probably have been employed by Sophocles also

for the formation of his derivative or compound, if he
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had taken the word from tragic sources : in tragedy as
a whole <r[xixp6<; is much commoner than |xixp6<; (even
in Euripides it is a little commoner), whereas in comedy
the exact reverse is the case. To turn to derivatives,

MapiXaSyj? is the jocose proper name of a collier in Aristo-

phanes (Ach. 1. 609), and (xapiXoTOTir)? is used of a black-

smith by an uncertain author in the Planudean Appendix
(15, 1. 6). In the passage of Aristotle which I have
cited as exhibiting a|xapiX7) (Mirab. 41) mention is made
of a stone which takes fire on contact with water, the
name of which stone the mss. of the passage variously
present as (xapieiS? and (xapiBa?. Hesychius also men-
tions this stone, and his existing mss. call it (jiapi^eti?.

We may therefore probably take (xapisii; as the right

reading in Aristotle. The name of the stone seems to

contain the same root as [xapiXyj. That fact by itself

would perhaps be insufficient ground for mentioning it

;

but the use of papie^ is attributed to Sophocles him-
self. In the Etymologicum Magnum (69, 41) we read :

toc<; xpiosii; xai e7raXei^ei? aXoi|i.o6<; fe'Xeyov. Zo<poxX7J<;'

(xapieOs aXoifji6<;, Y) e7uxvco 1% tou GaXafAou yavt&areGx;

eviswra E7taXenJ;i? xaQaropavet 7cerafaoai<; o5c»a sv aftfcj).

Doubtless the same passage is alluded to in Hesychius,

in the mss. of whom it is stated variously that aXoi-

y.oQ (so cod. Fort.), or #Xoi[i.a, is used in the Acrisius of

Sophocles. Hence (jiapiei? aXoifio? takes its place as

a Fragment of the Acrisius (Fr. 69). I am disposed to

think, in view of the just quoted comparison in the Ety-

mologicum Magnum of the «koi\iot; in question to 7tsT<x-

Xwau;, i.e. to gold-leaf, that [i.apieu<; is here adjectival,

and to translate ' varnish glistering like coals of fire,'

rejecting an alternative, Mapiei? (of Marion in Cyprus,

later called Arsinoe). Thus we seem to have found one

cognate of (iapiXy) of sufficient dignity to be admitted

in tragic diction, for, so far as one can say from extant

evidence, the Acrisius of Sophocles was not a Satyric

drama. 6. I will now pass to capyavoii;. Lines 266-

268 of the Ichneutae run thus in the papyrus, if reduced

into modern writing, the bracketed portions representing

lacunae :

[xa(T07]T](X XOcl TOTTJTa xal xoi[ji7](iaTa

[npbc, (TJapyavoi? yivovaa. Xixvtriv Tpocpyjv

[s^euOJeT^w viixTa xal xa6' yjjxepav.
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Hunt in 1. 267 reads 7cpo<; aTOxpyavoK;. 7tpo<; appears
certainly to be right, as being the only appropriate pre-

position of suitable length ; but for the cnr- of ffTOxpyavon;

there is not sufficient room, if we assume reasonable regu-
larity of handwriting, and indeed the shortness of the

lacuna affords but scanty space for cramping on a suffi-

cient scale to admit the introduction of an extra letter.

I consider that if the writer meant to give npbt; a7tap-

Y«voi?, he must have by oversight omitted the -c, of 7tpo<;.

But, to put all technical considerations on one side, I can-

not persuade myself that in the context 7rp6<; a7capyavoi(;

fxevouera is a tolerable expression. It does not seem
to me that a nurse can naturally or even reasonably be
spoken of as abiding by the swaddling clothes : abiding

by the cradle is what seems to be really required. That
is my chief reason for reading 7tp6<; ffocpyavou;. But I

grant that my introduction of the word aocpyavon; is

attended with a doubt different from, but no less serious

than, the doubt which attaches to Wilamowitz' intro-

duction of (jwcptXoxocuTcov. There are two words meaning
a wicker-work basket or the like, viz. the feminine erapyavr)

and the masculine erapyaXo?. Sophocles could certainly

have employed oapyavoct?, and probably ffapyaXot?

:

nor am I prepared to say that the dapydcvoii; which I

suggest in the papyrus may not be a corruption of one
or other of the two. But it is certain that the word
in the papyrus ends in -apyavoi?. Was there then, I

will not say necessarily in the time of Sophocles, but in

the time of the writer of the papyrus, a word capyavoi;

meaning something made of wicker-work '? Seeing that

we have knowledge of a masculine aapyaXoi; and of a
feminine ffapyavyj, it would not a priori be very rash to

postulate at least the possibility of the existence also

of a feminine orapyaXyj and of a masculine cdcpyocvcx;.

But we require positive evidence. Of a feminine aapyaXv)

there seems to be no extant trace whatever ; but of the

existence of trdtpyavoi; there is proof positive, but only

of its existence at so late a date that the relevance of

the proof becomes itself an open question, wapyavoi; is

used by Michael Psellus (Ant. Constantinopol. p. 96) of

a wicker-work boat. The expression is toXX&v tcXoJcdv

xal OTcpyavcav eX06vtcov, where the evidence of the accent
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is in a measure confirmed by the gender of the participle

sX06vtcov. Moreover the existence, at least in medieval
times, of a masculine a<&pyavo<; is further established by
the presentation in the text of Athenaeus (in. p. 119 b)

of Fr. 7 of the Dionysalexandros of Cratinus in the form

ev CTapyavoiaiv (so cod; C, cett. Gapyavoiaiv) a£a> rapi^ou?

IIovuxouc.

Schweighaeuser emended to aapyavats, Porson to <iapyd-

voi?, and W. Dindorf rightly to oapyaviaiv : but the text
exhibits medieval usage. Furthermore adcpyocvos is

actually given in Hesychius, though without any mention
of authors who employ it ; but its identity with sapyavoi;,

wicker-work, has been obscured by the fact that in the
extant text of Hesychius it is explained as meaning
6 aypoixo?. It has not, I think, up till now been pointed
out that this 6 aypotxo? is an almost obvious miswriting

of 6 dypiouro?, wild osier. Such irregularly substantival

compounds of #ypio<;, characteristic of late Greek, are dealt

with by Lobeck in his edition of Phrynichus (p. 381 and
onwards). Taking those only which refer to the vegetable

kingdom, we find the substantives aypieXaia, aypioamSiov,

dypio(3xXavo<;, aypioxavvapi<;, aypioxapSafiov, dypioxoxxiifxyjXa,

dypioxp6(X{jiuov, aypioxtifnvov, aypioXaxava, ayptoXst^v,

dypiojiaXaxY], aypiojXTjXov, aypiofxupixy), aypio7ty)yavov,

dcypiopiyavo?, aypioalXivov, aypiocrracpii;, and aypioauxvj,

to which list must now be added ayptowroi;. On this

evidence I say that it is definitely proved that aapyavo?

existed in medieval times. I am encouraged by Hesychius,

whose lexicon is not a lexicon of medieval Greek, to

suppose that the word was old enough for aapyavoi? to

have stood in the papyrus of the Ichneutae. Whether
Sophocles himself wrote aapyavoi? or crapyavai^ or

capyaXoie is another question, and we really possess no
material that enables us to decide it. Yet it will be
well to record briefly what is known of aapydtvr) and of

ercipyaXo?. aapydvau;, in the sense of apTavat?, is the

received, and apparently the only tolerable, reading in

one passage of Aeschylus (Swppl. 1. 788) : crapyavy), a

wicker-basket, comes in Timocles twice : once, it is highly

important for our purposes to observe, in a Satyric drama
(Icarii, Fr. 2, 1. 4, where the mss. give capyavia?, which
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in the interest of iambic metre Porson necessarily altered

to aapydcvai;), and once in a comedy (1. 7 of the only
surviving fragment of the Lethe) ; in Aeneas Tacticus

more than once (e.g. c. 29, p. 89, 5), in the Second Epistle

of Paul the Apostle to the Corinthians (ii. 33), in Lucian
(Lexiph. 6), and in the anonymous treatise De obsessa

Urbe tuenda. The derivative substantive capyocvi?

occurs in Cratinus (see above in the course of the dis-

cussion of aocpyavou;). adcpyaXoi; presents itself only in

Pollux (vn. 116), whose evidence however is important.

He states that the place in a chariot where the whip
is kept used to be called (exaXei-ro) adcpyaXo*;. He is

clearly referring to the whip-socket or whip-holder, which
even to-day not infrequently consists of a kind of elong-

ated basket of wicker-work. An etymologically earlier

form than aoepyav/) is Tapyavyj, which indicates that

originally the word was Tfapydcvy]. But this substantive,

TapydcvT), does not occur in actual literature, though the

lexicographical evidence with regard to it is distinctly

interesting. The Etymologicum Magnum says (s.v.

TSTapY«vu[ji,sv7)) : yj yap to*?' v)(«v aapyavY) 7tapa 'AttixoI?

xapydtVT) xaXetTai. That statement is very likely true,

but it would not hold good of tragedy or, I suppose, of

Satyric drama : the almost, though not absolutely, in-

variable form of comedy is -ripepov, whereas tragedy
eschews T/)[zepov altogether, though indeed it only once
admits tryj[jispov (Rhesus 1. 683). Hesychius also gives

Tapyocvai. He further presents the perfect participle

passive of a verb Tocpyavoco, writing Texapyavtofievai,

s(ATce7rXsy(xsv«i, and the Etymologicum Magnum gives

TSTapy«vto[i.evY), (TU[A7ts7tXey[xev7), auvsiXTjfiivyj, attributing its

use to Lycophron. As a matter of fact Lycophron
employs a compound (1. 110) :

ev a[A(pipXYJ<7Tp{j) (TUVTeTapyav(0(i.evac.

So far as I can see, the verb Tapyav6co can by no possi-

bility be got out of Tapyavir], but necessarily implies

either rapyavo? or T«pyavov. No doubt, as Tocpydcwj co-

existed with aapydcvvj, so it was Tdcpyavo?, not xdtpyavov,

that co-existed with acfcpyavos. But to admit the existence
of Totpyavo? is to admit the existence of a masculine form
dating back to the days when idiomatic Attic employed
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the initial t. There thus arises a presumption, unproved
but highly probable, that outside vernacular Attic the
sigmajtic masculine aapyavos may have been of equal
antiquity. Thus it is by no means out of the question

that Sophocles may have himself written izpbc, aapysvou;

in the Ichneutae.

E

We now come to a group of 51 words which occur,

though a few of them only as results of restoration, in the
Ichneutae, and which also present themselves elsewhere,

but not in Satyric drama, and either do not occur at all

in tragedy, or in several cases do not occur in tragedy
except with some strongly differentiating feature. I have
assembled these 51 words together in one large batch for

the reason that, unlike the otherwise similarly circum-

stanced third group of 26 words etc., none of the 51

present features sufficiently striking or peculiar to call for

more than ordinary notice or treatment. Yet the 51,

taken together, disclose an affinity of vocabulary between
this Satyric drama of Sophocles and other authors, early,

intermediate, and late, which, until the discovery of the

Ichneutae, would, I think, have been regarded by most
scholars as not so much improbable as impossible . A good
many of the words in this list are, indeed, common to this

play and to comedy ; but a good many others are un-

known in extant comedy, and more than a quarter of the

whole are entirely foreign to all the literature that by any
stretch of language can be brought under the category of

classical Attic. The 51 examples are as follows : a, aleXou-

po? (1. 294), 6, dx6[i,urroc (1. 141), c, avocyou (probably so

to be accentuated in 1. 173), d, aveSe^aro (1. 155), e, aveupa

(1. 141), /, a£uXa (1. 307), g, aTOxpy[i.a (an apparently in-

evitable restoration in 1. 287), Ji, a7reXeii0epo<; (1. 191),

i, api&jXa (1. 69, in what I consider to be an interpolation),

k, auToxp7)(i.oc (an inevitable restoration in 1. 37), I,

PpaxuaxeXe? (1. 295), m, eysiTViaae (1. 230), n, eyx«<i-

xovtoc (1. 342), o, sGa? (a probable restoration in 1. 277),

p, £|z(j,e<jTov (1. 280), q, e^ecppdc^to (a probable restoration

in 1. 286), r, s£opfxevi£si (1. 273), s, eraa7)[/ov (1. 100),

t, &toxov (1. 179), v, spmrjffTas (a doubtful restoration in
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1. 174), x, sotoxXtj (1. 218), y, Qiaei (1. 275), z, ixwrfl (1. 296),

aa, xa7T7]i; (1. 8), 66, xapxivw (1. 296), cc, xexco<pr]<Tai (1. 196),

dd, xXdc&o? (a tempting but very doubtful restoration in

1. 309), ee, xoXkomc, (a probable restoration in 1. 310), ff,

(i.aX0Y]i; (1. 138), gg, [xrjvuTpov (a probable enough ampli-

fication of (i7)vu in 1. 79), hh, veuoikti (1. 385), ii, o7cXcov

(1. 100), kk, 6peiv7) (1. 301), 11, 6peiTp6<pwv (1. 149), mm,
oarpewv (a probable emendation of a corruption in 1. 301),

nn, 7T<£[i<pupTa (1. 230), oo, 7rcXs0oi<; (a certain restoration

of the reading of the second hand of the papyrus, where

the first hand exhibits a corruption, in 1. 386) together with

7rcXe8ou<; (an almost consequential reading, partly by
way of emendation, partly by way of restoration in 1. 387),

pp, 7Tspi<pcovei (a certain emendation in 1. 252), qq, 7toT9jfa

(1. 266), rr, upofx-yiXY)? (1. 292), ss, rcpoxvu (an almost certain

restoration in 1. 392), tl, otSXyjctiv (1. 73), vv, Tay[i.aTO<;

(1. 112), xx, -rpo^otSTj? (the reading of the second hand of

the papyrus, where the first hand gives yvtpoiSriQ, in 1.

293), yy, S 5 (an interjectional phrase which occurs twice

in 1. 123 and twice in 1. 168) together with 5 u (a highly

probable restoration in 1. 124), zz, u7ioxXo7tou<; (a doubt-

ful restoration in 1. 81), aaa, ^noa^oc, (1. 89), 666, xaXe<p0f)<;

(1. 326), ccc, xutP°^tj? (the reading of the first hand of

the papyrus, where the second hand gives TpoxoiSv)?, in

1. 293), ddd, <j/w£a (a perhaps probable restoration in 1.

143), and, eee, djvo? (probably rightly read as a whole
word, not as part of a longer word, in 1. 50).

a, ocieXoupo? presents a form common to Ionic (Hero-

dotus, ii. 66) and Attic comedy (Aristophanes, Ach. 1.

879 ; Anaxandrides, 1. 12 of only Fr. of Poleis ; Timocles,

1. 4 of only Fr. of Aegyptii). It is attributed to Sophocles,

presumably with this passage in view, by Photius (Reitzen-

stein's Anfang Lex. Phot.). atXoupo?, on the other hand,
first occurs in Aristotle, who uses it several times (e.g.

H.A. v. 2, § 3), and in poetry first in Callimachus (Hymn
to Demeter, 1. Ill), and is the only form outside Ionic and
Comedy. 6, axofitdxa, which is the papyrus reading, but
which I rather suspect to be a mistake for axovixoc (see my
note on 1. 141), presents, if it be correct, an adjective which
elsewhere seems to occur only in Diogenes Laertius

(5, 5) and in Nonnus (Dionys. xn. 1. 296, xxxv. 1. 186,

xl. 1. 174, xlv. 1. 50, xlvni. 1. 932) ; but the derivative
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substantive <xxo[xicra7) comes once in the Odyssey
(xxi. 284), and, in the form dxo[zicma, in Themistius
(De Amicitia, p. 274 a), c, dvayou (which, in the sense

advance, seems, because of that sense, to be the right

accentuation, in the choric passage where it occurs, of the

unaccented dvdyou presented by the first hand of the

papyrus, though the second hand, not recognising the

Doric form, accents dvdyou, and which, with its long
middle syllable, appears better suited to the run of the

metre than does dcvayou) supplies, if rightly read, an
example of a verb which, with this meaning, is found only

once elsewhere, namely in Pindar (01. ix. 1. 120). But
the same verb also comes twice in Pindar (Nem. x. 1. 19,

and Islhm. v. 1. 53) in the sense to relate, and with that

meaning it occurs once in Herodotus (v. 4) in the form
«vv)ye6(j.evot, with an alternative reading a7njye6[i.svoi.

d, ave8££aTo furnishes an example of a use of the verb

ava8exo|xai, meaning / guarantee, with a direct accusa-

tive of the thing guaranteed. I am unable to find

dcvaSexojxai at once in this meaning and with this construc-

tion, except in a solitary passage of Polybius (xi. 25, 9),

e<p7) Seiv ava8s£oca8ou tois aTpaxKOTan; tvjv twv 6<pwviwv

dTcoSotJiv, and in the ancient forgery known as the

Epistle of Phalaris to Teucer (Ep. 137), 7revre TaAocvxa

avdcSe^at 7tpoix6<; Ttji xY)8eo"ryj. But without an accusa-

tive dvocSexofioct comes in Herodotus (v. 91) : dvaSexo-

jievou? u7to^etpia? 7i:aps$;eiv toci; 'A0yjva?. dvaSex ^*1 ) without

an accusative, is similarly used in Thucydides (vrii. 81),

in Xenophon (Cyr. vi. 1, 17), in Demosthenes (925, 13),

and in late prose (e.g. Appian, Hisp. 6, 54). dvaSexojxat

in meanings other than / promise, I guarantee, is dis-

tributed over Greek at large, including Homer (Od. xvm.
517) and tragedy (Euripides, I.T. 1. 818), with the striking

exception of comedy, which knows the word in no sense

whatever, although Menander, whose diction reflects in

some measure the profound changes incident on the

Macedonian conquests, employs the derivative dvd§oxo<;

(Vidua, Fr. 3). e, aveupa shows us an adjective, which

comes first in Hippocrates (Mochl. 886), and afterwards

in Theopompus (Fr. Incert. 9), and more than once in

Aristotle (e.g. H.A. iv. 11), but apparently not else-

where. It is clear that this word did not strike Pollux,
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at any rate, as ordinary : he introduces the quotation
from Theopompus with the remark 0e67TO[joto<; 8s &

jcgjjiixJx; dcveupov el'pujxev. /, oc^uXa is from oc^uXo?, wood-
less (Herodotus, Xenophon, and later Greek) : dc£uXo<;,

woody, is Homeric (II. xi. 155). g, <5cTOxpY(*a, the only
possible restoration of omx, the accent on which, due to

the second hand of the papyrus, leaves us no choice when
we come to consult the lexicon for words beginning with

ana.- (for the smooth breathing is certain, since the pre-

ceding syllable in the papyrus is povT, the apostrophe
being due to the second hand), presents the singular

number of a substantive which elsewhere in literature

occurs only in the plural, though no dictum of grammarians
forbids the use of the singular, and though Stephanus
seems to have found obrapy[Aa in some glossary or the like,

seeing that he begins his entry with " "A7tapY(ia, t6, vel

potius 'A7C(4pY(i.«Taplur.", which words look like a correc-

tion of some earlier authority. There is a cautious state-

ment in Liddell and Scott that the word is used mostly

(if not always) in pi. The plural is assigned by Liddell and
Scott, in the sense of [La.axa.'Kiay.a.xx, to the 381st Frag-
ment of Aeschylus : but this is an error. The Fragment
in question (Fr. 370 in Dindorf's edition of 1830) consists,

so to speak, of an entry in the Etymologicum Magnum
(p. 118, 22) under the heading dmapytiaTa. The writer

states dbt«pY[i.aTa to be a name for " what are called by
the tragedians (i.aor)£aXia[zaTa." He continues with an
explanation of the term and a mention of the practice of

assassins in the matter, and concludes with the words :

" And that they also tasted the blood and spat it out
Aeschylus bears witness." There is no suggestion in this

that Aeschylus employs the word dbrapYfAaTa : if, in the
place where he speaks of the tasting and spitting out of

the blood, he happens to use a substantive of that
meaning (though it is not stated or implied that he does
so), then, on the evidence of this very passage in the
Etymologicum Magnum, that substantive ought to be, not
a7tdtpYji,aTa, but \xa.aycCk[a\i<x.'zai. In actual fact, a.Tza.py[i«.Ta.

occurs once only in strictly classical Greek literature,

namely in Aristophanes (Pax 1. 1056), and there in the
sense of first-fruits. With the same meaning it comes also

in Lycophron (1. 106), and in an inscription (CI. add.
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2465 /). It may be interesting to add that the plural also

presents itself in St. Gregory Nazianzene (de Baplismo),-

and that the sense in which he uses it is disputed. His
words are : touto ctoi a7tapY(J.<icT(ov coptcov xaipwoxepov.

Stephanus (s.v. c&pioc;) gives an interpretation maturis

primitiis tempestivius : but (s.v. &n«.py[ice.) he furnishes

a conflicting explanation, anniversariis primitiis, quibus

amicis antiqui parentare solebant. According to the

latter of these two views the substantive dbuxpyjiaTa

must have degenerated from the meaning of first-fruits,

which were sacred offerings, into that of secular presents

given on certain days. I cannot myself agree that in this

passage upiwv means either mature or anniversary, nor do
I think that dbrapyixaTGov has suffered any change of sense.

I should translate :

'

' This comes to thee more timely than
come the first-fruits in their due seasons." For the use in

the Ichneutae of the singular aTOxpyfxoc instead of the plural

cxTCdcpYJiara, we may compare the occasional use of the

singular dbrapxT) instead of the more usual plural aTOxpxai.

h, ameXzuQepoc, supplies an instance of a substantive which
a grammarian quoted in Bekker's Anecdota (p. 421, 3)

expressly declares to be 'EXXtjvixov, but which never-

theless obtained a certain currency in some kind of Attic.

The words of the grammarian are : aTceXsiSOepo?
- 'EXXqvixov

to ovofioc, xal Spafxaxa dcTTa o(5to)? E7tiyeYpa7rTai. The
only known play so named is the TpaywSol ^ 'A7teXeii0epoi

of Phrynichus the comic poet, who won a prize in 475

B.C., so that, if the second of the two titles dates from
his own day, which I gravely doubt, we have before

us a really early example of otareXeuOepoi; in Attic. Apart
from this uncertain instance, the word first occurs, some-

thing like seventy years later, in Lysias (109, 13), and
afterwards in Xenophon (Rep. Ath. 1, 10) and Plato

(Legg. 930 d), next in Isaeus (47, 19, and 58, 17), subse-

quently in the comic poet Alexis (Ulysses Texens, Fr.'2,

1. 2), later in Aeschines (59, 25), and finally, before we pass

out across the Attic frontier, in Aristotle (Pol. in. 5, 2).

The word is used in post-Attic prose (e.g. St. Ignatius

of Antioch, Epist. p. 13, 8). There is also a feminine

substantive &7i;sXeu8spa. This is good Ionic in the form
aTCXsuGepv], as it is used by Hippocrates (p. 1159 c) ;

but, as first-rate Attic, it is in a double sense dubious,
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seeing that, if the grammarian quoted above tells us that

a7ceXeiS0epoi; is Hellenic, Basilicus states (vol. 1, p. 54)

that Tfl 7rpo(T>]YOptqc too dbreXeuOspou xcd yj dbreXeuOepoc

StjXoutou. Yet dbreXeu0£pa occurs in Isaeus (58, 13), and
in Menander (Ehapizomene, Fr. 10). Athenaeus (3, 115 b)

points out this use by Menander, thereby at least indi-

cating that there was something not quite usual, to his

mind, about it. To turn to the derivatives, the verb
dbrsXeuOepoco is found in Plato (Legg. 915 a and b), in

Aristotle (Rhct. m. 8, 1), and very frequently in late

prose ; dbreXeuOepcoaK; presents itself in pseudo-Demos-
thenes (215, 25), and several times in late Greek ;

aTCeXeuOspcoTT)? stands in Stephanus (presumably taken
from some glossary) ; a7teXeu0ep6-nr)<;, libertinitas, is a
favourite word with Theophilus the jurist (e.g. Inst. i.

5, 83) ; dbrcXeoOepia, manumissio, comes in Aeschines

(59, 25), and in late prose ; <x7rcXeu0epio<; had some sort

of existence in late times ; a7reXeu0spia£to comes re-

peatedly in Philo (e.g. i. 21, 11) ; a7teXeu0epitOT7]? is a
false variant for doteXeuGepcov in Strabo (5, 235) ; and
a7teXeu0epixo? comes several times in late prose, e.g.

Plutarch (Sulla c. 1). I desire to call especial attention

to the fact that, as regards comedy, Aristophanes,

together with, so far as can be judged from their frag-

ments, the great majority of his fellow-dramatists, entirely

abstain from the use of a7reXeii0spo<; and its derivatives,

and to the similar fact that if we take rhetoric, Demos-
thenes, together with a majority of his brother-orators,

abstain in like manner. Yet surely the two places where
one would expect to find frequent mention of manu-
mission and of freedmen are the law courts and the comic
stage. The evidence of Plato may to a considerable

extent be discounted, as both a7teXeiS0epo<; and «7reXeu0ep6co

are used by him in his Laws only, the language of which is

notoriously unusual ; and so also may that of Xenophon,
of Aristotle, and of Menander, who all, though in varying
ways, depart from pure Attic standards. Lysias, it may
be observed, spent part of his life at Thurii, and Alexis

was actually born there : a long list of unattic words and
expressions found in Alexis is given by Meineke (Historia

Critica, pp. 379 and 380), who however attributes them,
not to the individual, but to his period. Apart therefore
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from the alternative title of Phrynichus' TpaycoSoi, there

remains only the use by Isaeus of dbrsXEiSOepoi; and of

obrcXeuGepa, by the employment of which latter form he
somewhat weakens the value of his own testimony, and
that by Aeschines of a7i£Xeu6epo<; and of d7reXeu0spia.

I consider that in these circumstances an attribution

to Phrynichus himself of the coinage of the sub-title

'A7tsXeti0epoi would be most improbable. i, dpi^yjXa,

which occurs in a choric passage believed by me to be
an interpolation, but of which this particular portion is

possibly taken either from some other Satyric drama or

from a chorus in the lost part of the Ichneutae, presents

an adjective, derived from a modification of the root of

S7JXo?, which occurs elsewhere in Homer (II. n. 319,

xiii. 244, xvin. 219, 221, and 519, xxn. 27, Od.

xii. 453), in Hesiod (Op. 6), in Pindar (01. n. 1. 101), in

Theocritus (Id. xvii. 1. 57 and xxv. 1. 141), in Callim-

achus (Epigr. 54, 1. 3), in Apollonius Rhodius (n. 1. 250

and in. 1. 958), and in Apollinarius repeatedly (e.g.

Metaphrasis Psalmorum, 80, 11). k, auT6xpn)|i.a is an
example of an adverb which is extremely frequent in late

prose (e.g. Lucian, Pise. c. 31 ; Synesius, Ep. 44), but in

classical Greek seems to occur once only, namely in

Aristophanes (Eq. 1. 78). I, ppaxuaxsXs? introduces us

to an adjective which appears to be known elsewhere only

in Aristotle (Incess. Anim. 714, 13, and Part. Anim.

4, 12), in Galen (vol. iv. p. 343), and in the Geoponica

(19, 6). m, lyziWiaae furnishes an instance of a verb

which occurs first in an Epistle, if it be genuine, of Hip-

pocrates (1289, 22), and afterwards in Attic in Aristo-

phanes (Eccl. 1. 327), in Demosthenes (1272, 1278), and
in Aristotle (Pol. iv. 11, 2, and Khet. i. 9, 30). In later

Greek it is fairly frequent, occurring in Herodian the

historian, in Galen, etc. n, IvydaxovToc shows us a verb

the use of which elsewhere is, in strictly classical Greek,

confined entirely to the Aristophanic plays (Ach. 11. 221,

1197 ; Eg. 1. 1313 ; Nub. 1. 1436 ; and Vesp. 11. 721, 1007

and 1349). I have used the expression the Aristo-

phanic plays because that portion of the Equiies in

which 1. 1313 occurs is stated to have been composed, not

by Aristophanes, but by Eupolis, who himself in his

Baptae is reputed to have declared himself co-author with
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Aristophanes of the Equites. The evidence is found in

scholia on the Equites (1. 1291) and on the Nubes (1. 550).

This evidence is accepted by Meineke, who deals with it on
p. 578 of the first part of the second volume of his Frag-
menta Comicorum Graecorum. The verb is also used by
Philodemus (de Vitiis, 1, 24) circa 50 B.C., by Lucian
(Icarom. 13, Merc. Cond. 14, Mort. Pcre.gr. 13) circa

a.d. 160, Alciphron (1, 22) circa a.d. 200, and John
Cinnamus (2, 9, p. 33) circa a.d. 1160, as also by other

late authors, o, eGa?, if correctly restored, is an instance

of an adjective which occurs several times in Hippocrates

(307, 46 ; 597, 2 ; 645, 32), but in Attic is used once only,

namely by Thucydides (n. 44). Later it appears in

Galen, frequently in Plutarch, and occasionally in subse-

quent writers, p, efAjzeo-Tov gives us an adjective which
occurs nowhere else, save once in the forgeries known as

the Epislles of Plato (Ep. 7 ; p. 338 d). No derivative

of the word exists. Some scholars indeed consider that a
verb sfi[ie<TT6o[jiai presents itself in Sophocles twice in

tmesis. The passages are these (Ant. 11. 417—421),

xod tot' e£a[pvy)<; x^ov°?
Tutpax; aeipa? o"X7]7tt6v, oupaviov ayo^,

7tl{17tX7)ffl 7Us8lOV, TOCOTCV OUXl^toV (p6j3v)V

fiXyji; usSiaSoi;, ev §' e[xecjT(i)07) [liycti;

ai0fa,

and (El. 11. 711-714),

Ol O <X[X0C

Innou; 6|xoxXv]o"avTes vjvtai; ^epotv

loeiaav ev Se note, efxeo-TwO*) SpojAOi;

XTIJTCOU XpOTYJTtOV apftaTCOV.

Tmesis is by no means very common in tragedy, and I

hold strongly that in both these passages the ev is the
characteristic adverbial ev of Sophocles, meaning withal,

which we see in 1. 675 of the Ajax, in 11. 27 and 181
of the Oedipus Tyrannus, in 1. 55 of the Oedipus
Coloneus, and in 1. 206 of the Trachiniae. Indeed,
in view of the frequency with which this peculiarly

Sophoclean idiom presents itself, I do not see that there
is room for substantial doubt. q, e£s9p«!;G>, if it be
rightly read, supplies an instance of a compound verb
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which elsewhere comes only in Diodorus Siculus (18, 35)

once, and in the medical writer Alexander Trallianus

(e.g. i. p. 90), but in the latter at least a dozen times,

which constant use perhaps indicates that the word was
a commonplace in early medical works now lost. r.

e£op|xevi£ei affords an instance of a verb which, subject

to one exception, is not used by any known author, but,

as regards grammarians, lexicographers, etc., is men-
tioned (by Athenaeus, n. p. 62 f, and by Eustathius,

II. p. 899, 17) in connexion with its occurrence in this

passage, and by Phrynichus (24, 13, Bekker), who approves
e£op[i.svi£siv as against the term sx(3dcXXeiv used by ol

7roXXo£, whom a moment later he speaks of as ot 710AA0I

xal a(ji(x0ei<;, while Photius (s.v. opfxeva) attributes to

Nicostratus words that in the mss. run in the unmetrical

form

p7]TOpi

s^top^,sv7]XOTe(; Suayzpeis 7wxAivaipeT0i.

Porson rightly emends them to

pyjrope?

s^wpfisvixoxsi; 8uayspel<; TOxAivaipsiroi,

and in that form they appear as the 8th of the Incer-

tarum Fabularum Fragmenta of Nicostratus and con-

stitute the one exception of which I recently spoke.

Hesychius also has an entry : si;op(Jl.svl£el(;• exxexaiiXTjxa?,

exxexuaau : but whether he is referring, with a
blunder as to the person, to the e£op(Aevi£ei of the

Ichneutae, or has in mind some other passage, in which
the second person really presented itself, cannot be
determined, s, e7ti(j-y)p.ov, which is the reading of the

first hand of the papyrus where the second hand presents

an evidently inferior reading, imai\i(i>}x , in the mis-

written form s7tiai(j(.ca, introduces us to a substantive

which occurs in Herodotus (1. 195, viii. 88, ix. 74),

and several times in Plutarch (e.g. Thes. 6). Simonides

(Fr. 160) and tragedy (Aeschylus, Sept. 1. 659 ; Euripides,

Phoen. 11. 1107, 1125) use instead a substantive

of the third declension, Ima-y^a, iTziainiocto^. t. e7coxov

furnishes us with an instance of the use of this adjective

in the sense moratory, suspensory, derived from inlyo),
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/ check. The only other instance of this use of 'inoypz

is found in an entry in a glossary, cited in Dindorf's

Stephanus : ^no^oi, removes. That entry is quite

sufficient by itself to prove the existence of the word in

the required meaning ; but it gives no information as to

the date at which it was so used. Elsewhere the adjective

nearly always means either mounted, i.e. on horseback
or in a chariot (e.g. Aeschylus, Pers. 1. 45), or else having
a good seat, i.e. on horseback (e.g. Aristophanes, Lys.
L 677, and Xenophon, Cyr. i. 4, 4) : but Plutarch (Mar.
15) once uses it, with the dative wxoai, of a river in the
sense capable of being ascended, v. ep7C7]axdci;, a highly
uncertain restoration in a choric passage, presents, if

correct, the Doric nominative of a substantive ep^a-Ty)?,

which occurs several times in Meander (e.g. Ther. 1. 9)

and in the Palatine Anthology (ix. 86), while as an adjec-

tive it also comes in the Palatine Anthology (xi. 33).

x. eutoxX?) shows us an adjective extant elsewhere once
only in literature, in Apollonius Rhodius (n. 1. 618),

who also uses the adverb eutoxXsgx; (rv. 1. 193) : but we
have also in the text of Pollux (v. 83) the obscure com-
bination of words : tttjStjtixov, otX-uxov, eutoxXe? or&fxa

TOxpSaXeox;. This seems to imply that some author em-
ployed suTcaXe? as an epithet of the body of a leopard :

but, seeing that Pollux is not a stringer together of

glosses, one cannot very well divide into two entries,

so as to read (1) 7ry)87]Tix6v, dtXuxov, and (2) sutoxXs?,

<rco(xa TOxpSaXeco?. This consideration leaves the real

bearing of the text of Pollux in considerable doubt.
He may have written : 7ry)Sv)Tix6v cxXtixov, EStcoXk;-

aS^ia. 7cap8dcXeco<;. Hesychius gives : eu7taXe<;
-

paSiov.

y. In 6saei we have a substantive which occurs quite

commonly, in various senses, in nearly every kind
both of early and of late Greek (e.g. Alcaeus, Fr. 128

;

Pindar, 01. in. 1. 14 ; Hippocrates, Ae. 283 ; Thucy-
dides, i. 37; Aristophanes, Nub. 1. 1191; Plato, Rep.
333 b ; Demosthenes, 896, 6 ; Aristotle, Pol. iv. c. 1

;

Plutarch, Mor. 328 A ; Lucian, Harmonid. 1). Its

absence from Homer, seeing that it is an abstract sub-
stantive, is not surprising : but the fact that in none of

its various senses is it used in tragedy seems to indicate

that it was deliberately avoided, especially as tiOyjjxi is
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the specifically tragic equivalent of toko. z. We have
in iyyzwrfi a substantival term of natural history which
elsewhere occurs only in Herodotus (n. 67), and in

Nicander (Ther. 1. 195). It denotes the Egyptian
quadruped sometimes called in English Pharaoh's rat.

A similar word of the same meaning, ixveijitov, comes
in Aristotle (H.A. ix. 6, 5), in Nicander "(Ther. 1. 190),

and in Plutarch (2, 966 d). Either fyveunfji; or fyveiSixcov

is employed in the same sense by Eubulus, the comic
poet (circa 375 B.C.), in his Sphingocarion (Fr. 1). The
fragment in question is preserved by Athenaeus (x.

449 e). It consists of three riddles in hexameters,

together with the proper answers to them, and with
reasons for the respective answers. The answer to the

first riddle is in ordinary iambic metre, and so is the

reason for that answer. Similarly the reason for the

answer to the second riddle and the reason for the answer
to the third riddle are in ordinary iambic metre. But
in the case of the second and of the third riddle Athenaeus
does not quote the answers as they stood, doubtless in

ordinary iambic metre, in Eubulus, but substitutes

prose equivalents of his own, presumably for the sake of

brevity. The answer to the second riddle he gives as

fyveujAcov AiyiiTTTiOi;. This prose expression, standing

as it does between a hexameter and an iambic trimeter,

one ms. of Athenaeus (codex C) turns into a portion of

a hexameter, reading £<ttiv 8' ixveiS[i.cov Aiy^TCTiof;. But
that this is an inept botching is seen if we look at

the third answer, expressed in the prose of Athenaeus,

but with the sense continuing into the line by Eubulus

which immediately follows it. The answer together

with that line runs :

iz&imoQ am' dbcav07)<;• o5to<; ya.p

VZOC, [i.SV &>v sctttjxsv ev Ttji <77tsp(j,aTt xtX.

Athenaeus continues with a fourth riddle from Eubulus,

also in hexameters ; but in this case he not merely does

not give the metrical answer, but also omits entirely the

reason for the answer, breaking off immediately after the

hexameters of the riddle proper with the words

:

Tauxa S' oti xXtjp<otixov crcjjjiaivei \>\xvLq Siaxpivare, I'va

yJr\ 7taVTa rcocpa tou Eu|3oiSXou XafxPavcojASV. One may
s2
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suspect that here the word xX7)pcoTix6v, the answer to the
riddle, is an interpolation, and that 8ti should be o ti.

In these highly unusual circumstances it is impossible

to say with certainty whether the word employed by
Eubulus is fyV£Vwv or lyyzwrflQ- One consideration,

if it stood by itself, would induce me to conceive that
the probabilities are in favour of Eubulus having written

iXveii;j.cov. I attach a certain weight to the silence of

Athenaeus as to his having employed any other form,

especially as Athenaeus' own use of ixveiipitov in the
passage shows that it was the form with which he was
himself familiar. But, per contra, there is no evidence

that ixveijjitov was in use until the time of Aristotle,

and there is a remark of Phrynichus (Bekker's Anecdota,

p. 43, 25), fyveuTKi, o! xoct' A'iyu'ttov xocXoiifievoi : now
the authority of Phrynichus is such and his particu-

larity is so precise that the absence of any reprobation

by him of this form iyysuxai leads me to suppose that

it was good Attic as applied to the Egyptian animals
in question. This argument makes in favour of Eubulus
having written ixveu-nfji;. i/veiifxcov, besides meaning
Pharaoh's rat, means also a wasp of a kind that hunts
spiders. In this sense it is used by Aristotle (H.A.
v. 20, 1, and ix. 1, 13), by St. Gregory Nazianzene

(p. 34) in iambics, and, in the Latin plural ichneumones,

by Pliny the elder (x. 74). I do not know that I need
apologise for the complexity of my treatment of this

word : though the word itself is not important, it must,
if discussed at all, be discussed adequately, aa. hooty)?

brings before us a substantive which elsewhere occurs

only in Homer (II. vm. 434, and Od. iv. 40), in Lyco-
phron (1. 95), and (in the Etymologicum Parisinum, s.v.

nx^yaSe?) in a hexameter by an uncertain author, which
Ruhnken (Ep. Grit. p. 192) assigns to Apollonius Rhodius
(where the ms. presents xdbtoiai by error for xdmflcyi, the
two spellings having identical sounds in post-classical

times). An adverb xdc7ry)6ev is mentioned by Suidas.

Moreover Meles (quoted in Cramer's Anecdota, m. p. 83)

attributes an adjective xa7taio<;, in the expression

xa7tatov Ata, to the Equites of Aristophanes. As the
words are not to be found in the Equites of Aristophanes,

Meineke (Fr. Com. Or. vol. iii. p. 38) assigns them to the
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Equites of Antiphanes (whose name is clearly liable to be
confused with that of Aristophanes), the only other

known play of that title, where they now stand as Fr. 3.

66. xapxivcp brings to our notice a substantive, used in

its literal sense, crab, which, in that sense, occurs in the

Batrachomyomachia (1. 300), in Hellanicus (Fr. 40),

in Aristophanes (Eq. 1. 608, and Pax, 1. 1083), in Crates

(Samii, Fr. 1, 1. 3), in Plato the comic poet (Sophistae,

Fr. 1, 1. 2), where there is a play on the proper name
Kapxivoi;, in Plato the philosopher (Euthyd. 297 c),

and several times in Aristotle (e.g. H.A. iv. 2, 2). Of
the constellation Cancer, it is employed by Aratus (1. 147),

and by Plutarch (2, 908 c). Of a cancer or malignant
ulcer, it is used by Hippocrates (Prorrhet. 2, p. 95 F, and
Aph. 1257), and by Demosthenes (798, 23). In other

derived meanings, it is used for some sort of shoe, by
Pherecrates (Fr. Incert. 75), for a species of bandage by
Galen (12, 476), and for a forceps or pair of tongs in the

Cyclops of Euripides (1. 609), so that in this particular

sense the word is seen to be Satyric, in the Palatine

Anthology (vi. 92 and 117), in Diodorus Siculus (20, 71),

and in Pollux (x. 148). Pollux also (n. 85) says that

it is a name for the bones of the temples. A heteroclite

plural, xapxivac, presents itself in the Palatine Anthology

(vi. 295) apparently in the sense of the geometrical

implement, a pair of compasses. Sextus Empiricus, in

his medical writings (10, 54), uses xocpxivoi;, if the reading

be correct, in the sense of xipxivo?, a circle. The deriva-

tives are xapxiva<; (used by Oppian, Cyn. n. 1. 286, and
Hal. i. 1. 320), xapxiveu-n)!; (used by Artemidorus, 2,

14), xapxtV7]0pov (used by Dioscorides, IV. 4), xapxiviov

(used by Aristotle, e.g. H.A. iv. 4, 27, and by the pisca-

torial writer Dorion, quoted by Athenaeus, vn. 300 p),

xapxivo(37)T7)(; (used by Aristonymus, Helios Bhigon,

Fr. 1, where, for variants xapxivo(3aiTy]<; and xocpxivo-

PaTTj?, Meineke rightly proposes xapxivopyj-nr)?), xapxivoeiS^?

(used by Aristotle, Part. Anim. iv. 8, 2, and 6, and by
Aelian, N.A. 6, 20), xapxivoxeip (used by Lucian, V.H.

i. 35), xapxtvoco (used by Hippocrates, 570, 30, by
Antiphanes, Aphrodites Gonae, Fr. 1, 1. 15, and frequently

by Theophrastus, e.g. Hist. PI. i. 6, 3), xapxivtoSv]? (used

by Aristotle, Part. Anim. iv. 8, 2, by Plutarch, Mor. 980 b,
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by Dioscorides, 2, Galen, and not infrequently in other

late prose), xoepxfvcojxoc (used several times by Hippocrates,

e.g. 1162 d, and Dioscorides, e.g. i. 81, and by Plutarch,

Mor. 65 d), and cu-ptapxivoco (used by Pherecrates,

Automoli, Fr. 8, 1. 2). cc. xexcixpTjcrai brings before us a
verb which, apart from this passage and from a doubtful

reading mentioned below, is first used in extant Greek
by a pupil of Aristotle, Clearchus of Soli (quoted by
Athenaeus, xn. 516 b), and is therefore perhaps to be
regarded as in the strict sense a solecism. It is afterwards

to be found only in Philo Judaeus (vol. 1, p. 528, 44, and
p. 599, 20 ; vol. 2, p. 49, 20), who however in other places

and rather frequently uses instead forms of xcotpoco (which

verb has the authority of Hippocrates, Aph. 1251), and
in Oppian (Cyn. in. 286). In this passage of the Ichneu-

tae and, by coincidence, in all the other five passages

above mentioned, forms are employed which can come
equally well from xwtpaoa or from xcxpew. This ambi-
guity pursues us when we turn to the lexicographers.

Hesychius gives both xtoepcic and X6>9si, once prefixing

the negative ou, and interpreting as tzt^oZ, xocxoupyei,

pxdbrrei, and xcoXuei. On the strength of the negative

in Hesychius, it is probable that an entry in Photius

(359, 25), oux (S<pi£ev, ou pXdbrTsi., EocpoxXyji; sv era

TEpdcpco craTupoi?, should be read as : ou xwcpei, S;ev'
-

ou pXobtTei, EotpoxXvji; ev S7tl Taivdcpto aa-nipou;. But it is

certainly quite contrary to the ordinary practice of

lexicographers to continue a quotation, as ex hypoihesi

with £evs in this case, beyond the word or words which
they are interpreting, so that there is something to be
said for an alternative emendation, ou xwcp^si, proposed
by Brunck. Were it not for this doubt, I should include

xex<(>97]ffai, not in this list, but in the list of words
common to the Ichneutae and to some other Satyric

drama, but not used in tragedy. As it is, the longer I

consider the two possibilities of emendation, the more
I hesitate between them. dd. xXaSo?, which is a tempting,

but highly uncertain, restoration of XaSo?, the accent

on which is due to the second hand of the papyrus,

is, if rightly read, an instance of the use of a neuter

substantive, xXdcSo?, xXoc8ou<;, which occurs twice only,

namely in Aristophanes (Aves, 1. 239) in the dative
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plural xXdcSeci, which a scholiast on the passage tells

us comes from a nominative xXdc8o<;, dx; x6 tsxcn;, and
in Meander (quoted by Athenaeus, xv. 683), where
xXaSseuffi presents itself, ee. xoXXoraq, a probable resto-

ration, introduces us, if rightly read, to a substantive,

foreign indeed both to tragedy and to most kinds of

Attic prose, but, in the sense verticilla citharae, employed
by Homer (Od. xxi. 406), by Aristophanes (Vesp.

1. 574), by Plato (Bep. vn. 531 b), and by Lucian (Dial.

Mor. 1, 4). It thus seems to be on the Epic fringe.

The word has two other meanings, the edible hard skin

or cracklin on the top of the neck of certain animals,

in which signification it is twice used by Aristophanes

(Tagenistae, Fr. 9, 1. 3, and Fr. Incert. 72, 1. 1), and
cinaedus, in which sense it occurs in Eubulus (Antiope,

Fr. 3, 1. 3), whose words are wrongly ascribed by Eusta-
thius (Od. p. 1915, 17) to Eupolis, but contain a reference

to Callistratus, and should, as is pointed out by Meineke,

be attributed, on the strength of a statement of the

Antiatticista (p. 102, 31), to the Antiope of Eubulus,

and in Diphilus (Zographos, Fr. 2, 1. 22). ff. iialQ^q

presents us with a substantive meaning wax, of which
the dative occurs in Hipponax (Fr. 41), a nominative or

accusative [xocXOt] or ^i.aX6y)V (Pollux, X. 58, does not
clearly* specify which) in Cratinus (Pyline, Fr. 24), but
an accusative (xaXOav in Aristophanes (Gerytades, Fr. 3),

the dative in Demosthenes (1132, 13) and the genitive

in a scholiast on Theocritus (Id. vn. 1. 105), who defines

the substance as jojpo? a.\i6pffl ow»)t|nij{iivos. (xaX0a is

used for a kind of porpoise (Aelian, N.A. ix. 49, and
Oppian, Hal. i. 1. 371). gg. (i^vuTpov, if it be a correct

restoration, gives us a substantive, which in the singular

number occurs elsewhere only in the Homeric Hymn to

Hermes (11. 264 and 364), where however its occurrence

renders the restoration of the singular in the Ichneutae

perhaps preferable to that of the plural. The plural

is found in Thucydides (vi. 27), in Phrynichus the comic

poet (Fr. Incert. 2, 1. 5), in Andocides (6, 23), in Lysias

(107, 3), and in Plutarch (Mor. 421 a). Jih. vs^ouci,

which, almost completely certainly, is employed, in the

passage where it occurs in the Ichneutae, intransitively,

* His words are : /id\6riv ctpv-
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with p6e<; as its subject, instead of the normal vefjiovroct,

presents a use of the verb in question which can only

be paralleled by a passage in Herodotus, who writes

(iv. 188) : oi 7tspl t»]V TpiTwviSa Xifxvqv v£jj,ovte<;. Hero-
dotus is indeed speaking of Nomads ranging, Sophocles

of cattle pasturing : but the use, in the two applications,

of the active voice is identical in principle. * Here again
I suggest the possibility of a deliberate imitation of

Herodotus by Sophocles, ii. o7cX«ov presents a sub-

stantive, meaning hoof, which occurs in a variety of

authors, although not in tragedy, but with a narrower
and with a wider meaning. In the Ichneutae the word
is used of the cloven hoof of oxen. In Homer, that is

to say in the Iliad, for it does not occur in the Odyssey,

it is confined to an uncloven hoof (II. xi. 536 ; xx. 501),

and this is also true of Xenophon (Eq. I. 3, 4, and other

places in the same treatise), of Plato (Rep. 586 b),

of Aratus (Ph. 1. 486), and of Lycophron (1. 167). By
Aristophanes it is used indifferently of an uncloven hoof

and of a cloven hoof, of the former in the Equites (1. 605),

and of the latter in the Acharnians (1. 740). But another
series of writers employ the word to signify the cloven

hoof only, namely Hesiod (Op. 1. 487), the author of

the Homeric Hymn to Hermes (1. 77), whose example is

certainly responsible for the occurrence of the word in

the Ichneutae, Simonides of Amorgos (Fr. 26), Pindar
(Pyth. iv. 1. 226), Theocritus (Id. iv. 36), Aristotle (H.A.
vi. 21, 5, and Fr. 241, 14), and St. Gregory Nazi-
anzene. It is of course impossible to make sure that
none of the authors of the two classes above mentioned
might not, had they found occasion, like Aristophanes,

have employed the word in both senses : but nevertheless

the existence of two separate streams of tradition is

undeniable. otcXy) is also used by Arrian (Exp. vii. 27, 2)

to denote the box of horn in which was the poison given
to Alexander the Great, and is employed in the sense
of footprint by Theophylact the ecclesiastical writer

(Horn. 8, p. 153), while Hesychius tells us that it was
also a term for the human foot. kk. 6peiWj is an instance
of an adjective which occurs first in Herodotus (i. 110,

and ii. 34), and is afterwards used by Thucydides (n. 96),

* I take vopAs as vagrant, not as pastoral.
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several times by Xenophon (e.g. Cyrop. I. 3, 3), by Plato
(Crat. 394 e), frequently by Aristotle (e.g. H.A. 5, 28),

and not uncommonly in later prose. It thus appears
neither to have had any root in the Attic vernacular, nor
yet to have derived sufficient support from Ionic or

other authority to obtain for it more than an extremely
limited currency in special classes of Attic prose. Such
a word however may well have won an established

place in the not particularly dignified sort of lingua

franca on which the Attic Satyric drama to a considerable

extent drew. II. opeixpoipcov introduces a compound
adjective, 6psiTpocpo<;, found elsewhere, with this spelling,

only in a scholium by Isaac Tzetzes on Lycophron
(1. 675), but, with the spelling opixpoqao?, in Babrius

(106, 1. 3), in Oppian (Hal. i. 1. 12), in Nonnus (Dionys.

v. 1. 224), and in a scholium on Aeschylus (Septem,

1. 532). mm. ocrrpecov, if it be a correct emendation of a
rather serious corruption, supplies an instance of a sub-

stantive which, in this precise form, cannot be certainly

proved to have been used earlier than Meander, who
employs it (in a fragment of his Oeorgics quoted by
Athenaeus, in. 92 d), as does also the parodist Matro (in

a fragment quoted by Athenaeus, iv. 135 a). The early

form is ocrrpeiov, as is stated expressly by Athenaeus
(in. 92 f), and proved by the evidence of metre in one
passage of tragedy (Aeschylus, Glaucus Pontios, Fr. 25),

in one passage of Doric comedy (Epicharmus, Fr. 23,

Ahrens), and in no less than six passages of Attic comedy
(e.g. Cratinus, Archilochi, Fr. 5), whereas in one passage

(Diphilus, Zographos, Fr. 1,1. 2) either oarpeiwv or

6<TTp£a>v will scan, and the mss. present, as they usually

do, whatever the metre, the form without an iota.

Athenaeus indeed states (in. 87 a) that only the ancients

used ouTpeiov, more recent writers employing (jcrxpeov,

of which he cites examples from Plato (Phaedr. 250 c ;

Tim. 92 c ; Rep. 611 d). But, as a matter of fact,

the mss. readings in Plato vary largely between the two
forms, so that, in view of the general prevalence in mss.,

even in defiance of metre, of the form without an iota,

it seems far more probable than not that Plato himself

wrote Saxpeiov. Much the same may be said of Aristotle.

#<TTpsov is presented in his text in various places (e.g.
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H.A. i. 6) ; but we once read Sarpsiov (Respir. c. 2).

nn. 7ra[X9upT« presents us with an example of an adjec-

tive which elsewhere occurs only in Philo Judaeus
(i. 148, 40, and n. 53, 47), in Oppian {Hal. I. 1. 779), and
in Longinus (Subl. 9, 7). oo. 7ceX£0oi<; and 7reXe9ous are

examples of a substantive, meaning stercus, which occurs

elsewhere only in Aristophanes (Ach. 1169; and twice

in 1. 595 of the Eccl.). In the line from the Ecclesiazusae

the mss. give forms, not of 7ceX£0o?, but of o7tcXe0o<;,

whereas in the line from the Acharnians the metre pre-

serves the true reading even in the mss., while it affords

no guidance in the Ecclesiazusae. Moeris (310) writes :

7reXe0o<; 'A-mxoi, crereXeGoi; "EXXyjvs?. The dative plural

of aTzsksQoc, is quoted from an unidentified epic by
Athenaeus (xv. 698 d), where some mss. give the correct

•rcoXXoicri GTzeXkBoiai, others the corrupt 7EoXXoiai ctceXBokti.

It would appear that the Hellenism involved,

according to Moeris, in ercreXsSoi; is a different sort of

Hellenism from that affected by Satyric drama ; other-

wise in the Ichneutae we should have <77reXe6oi<; and
OTreXsOout;, of which the latter is disproved as a possi-

bility by the metre, pp. TOpitpGivst furnishes an instance

of a verb which elsewhere happens to occur only in

Plutarch (Mar. 20). qq. 7roTYJTa shows us a substantive

of frequent use in Homer (e.g. II. XI. 780 ; Od. X. 379),

but afterwards apparently found in classical times only

(in the Doric genitive totSc-to?) in Philoxenus, quoted by
Athenaeus (iv. 147 e), and in post-classical times in

Anastasius (Anth. Pal. xv. 28, 1. 7), who is describing

the Crucifixion in language imitative of Homer, rr.

7cpofi7Jx7)<; affords us an example of an adjective which,

in a sense roughly equivalent to that of procerus, occurs

first in Hippocrates (V.G. 903), but afterwards, in

strictly classical Greek, only in Plato, who uses it several

times (e.g. Critias, 118 a), and in Aristotle, who also

uses it several times (e.g. H.A. ix. 41, 1), while it

comes not infrequently in later prose (e.g. Plutarch,

Pericles, 3). But Plato also employs the adjective in

the specialised geometrical sense, oblong (Tim. 54 a),

and, further, applying the terms of geometry to arith-

metic, uses 7tpo(j//]X7)<; (Theaet. 148 a) of a number which,

being a multiple of two unequal numbers, differs from
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a numerical square as an oblong geometrical figure

differs from a geometrical square. In this numerical
sense of the word Plato is followed by Diogenes Laertius

(in. 24). It is to be regretted that a tendency exists

to attribute to 7rpo[nf)X7]<; a specific geometrical meaning
in various late passages (e.g. Theophrastus, H. PI.

vii. 3, 2), in which, in fact, it is used quite generally

and without any technical reference, ss. npoyyu, if, as
is almost certainly the case, correctly restored, supplies

an instance in Satyric drama of an adverb which else-

where occurs only in Homer (II. ix. 570 and xxi. 460 ;

Od. xiv. 69), and in Apollonius Rhodius (i* 1. 1118 and n.
1. 249). In Homer the word has two uses. In the former
of the two passages from the Iliad, it comes in the ex-

pression 7tp6xvu xa8e£ofxev7), which means kneeling, and
in which izpoyyu bears the literal sense indicated by its

derivation (ycpo and yovu). In the latter passage from
the Iliad, where the phrase is dOT6XG)VTou Ttpo^vu xaxwc,
and in the passage from the Odyssey, where the phrase is

6Xsa0ai rcpoxvu, editors attempt to assign to the word
the same meaning ; but it seems to me fairly clear that

a certain degree of catachrestic alteration is exhibited.

It is precisely this use of rcpoxvu that, if the restoration

be correct, is seen in the Ichneutae, the expression being :

68' 6Xet as Tcpo^vu y*. In Apollonius Rhodius the mean-
ing is altogether, the phrase in the former passage being

7tp6^vu YeP«v8puov, and in the latter ei 8t) upo^vu yepou;

toSe 7tap0eTO 8ai[iwv. tt. The next word, aiXYjaiv,

exhibits a substantive which presents itself elsewhere

only in Plato (Legg. 853 d), and in the astrological

poem, Gatarchae (1. 583), which passes under the name
of Maximus, either Maximus Ephesius or Maximus
Epirota, both of them preceptors of Julian the Apostate,

but from which three passages, comprising in all 22

lines, are in the writings of the two Tzetzae assigned

to Orpheus (one of them, which comes in the Gatarchae

under the heading irepl yeuipylau;, *° *ne Georgics of

Orpheus), and which, in its entirety, Ruhnken, Diibner,

and Koechly concur in attributing to a period not later

than the Alexandrian. The passage in the Catarchae

is of some little importance with regard to the Ichneutae

seeing that, in a mention of a search for stolen goods,
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it brings together the words odXijtnc and t^veiito. It runs

(11. 580-583) :

Kapxivqj aoV itpinouaa. <pae<r<p6po<;, ei i±kv SXoito

apyupo? aiyX/jsK;, avayei rcaXiv he, teov olxov,

Xpuuov t' euXafX7irj" x-rijaiv 8' aXicoaeTai aXXvjv,

qv nq oiv ex fieyapcov (TuXtqctioi; txveuasisv.

Koechly follows the mss., which are very corrupt, in

presenting the last line as :

fyu? ocv sx jxeyapcov ctuX^ctloi; i^veiSctsiev.

My correction is necessary. Koechly is forced to trans-

late : quaecunque ex-aedibus furto-ablata exierit. But
ctuXtjctioi; cannot be an adjective, though ctuXy)<ti|xo<;

would not be impossible, and ixvaiw does not mean
exeo. In various places in the Catarchae, where the
moon is spoken of as being present in some particular

constellation, she is said i^vsiisiv. Koechly invariably

translates by some Latin word meaning to go, to proceed.

In this he is quite wrong. In all the passages in question

the moon is represented as tracking out the footsteps of

the constellations, as is sufficiently proved by 11. 402-

403:

ei 8s Zy]Vo<; gokxxtck; y\ ayvvj? 'AcppoyevsiY)?

i^via pouvyjaiv ©etaVTia? ayXao<poiTO<;.

It will perhaps be well to add, in order wholly to dispel

the baseless notion that lyyebta has some abnormal
sense in the Catarchae, that in 1. 7 i^veuixsva, the neuter
plural nominative of the perfect participle passive
(in the expression [iy\ as XaOyj—Exveufiiva), simply means
when searched for, although Koechly actually prints the
translation gradientes. It is to be observed that ctuXtjctw

in the Ichneutae occurs in a highly juristic expression
in the mouth of Silenus at the moment when he is about
to begin his 'iyyzuaiq and is praying for success in his

undertaking. His words are :

Xetav (Sypav aiSXvjtrtv exxuvvjyeaai.

I somewhat suspect that Silenus is borrowing from some
formula connected with the search cum lance et licio

;

and the combination in the Catarchae of the highly unusual
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cuMjaiot; with i^veiiosiev leads me to wonder whether
the writer is not borrowing from the same formula.
vv. Tay[i.aTOi; presents a substantive which, in the precise

sense of arrangement or disposition borne by it in the
Ichneutae, te not found elsewhere, but which is employed
by Aristotle (Pol. iv. 9, 4) in a slightly specialised varia-

tion of that sense, viz. political constitution. In no sense
has the word any substantial Attic authority. The
only support better, from a Hnguistic point of view,
than that of Aristotle which it can claim is that of

Xenophon, who (Mem. in. 1, 11) employs it of a division

of soldiers, which use is perpetuated in late prose. In
the sense of assessment or payment it comes in Aristotle

(Oec. ii. 21, 2), and occasionally in late prose, e.g. Theo-
doret (vol. 1, 215). With the meaning ordinance it is

found in what are known as the Platonic Definitions

(414 b). With the signification of rank or dignity it

occurs in various late inscriptions. The word, on this

evidence, is obviously utterly alien to vernacular Attic,

and equally so to the literary style of every Attic author,

with the exceptions of Xenophon, Aristotle, and, as we
now see, the writers of Satyric drama. Of the com-
pounds, oivT«Y(xa is a little better circumstanced than
the simple Tayfioc, being employed by Aeschines, as well

as by Xenophon and Aristotle and in late Greek : sm-
TocyfAoc and 7tp6cfTaY(xa are thoroughly good Attic, but
not tragic : avuT<xy[i.a, a7TOTay[j.a, 8iaTayfj.a, and TCpoTayfjia

are confined to late Greek. It would be of interest to

discover from what dialect the simple -rdcy^a passed into

the xoivt), from which Satyric drama and Xenophon
doubtless took it at an early date just as Aristotle and
those who came after him took it subsequently. It

can hardly have been the Ionic dialect, or we should

find the word at least a few times in the considerable

mass of Ionic literature which is preserved to us. The
most likely source remaining is some variety or other

of Doric, and it would not be surprising were xayfjia to

turn out to have been in origin a term current in Megara
and in Phlius. xx. TpoxoiS-yj?, which is the reading of

the second hand of the papyrus for the first hand's

XutpoiSt)? (see below), "shows us an adjective which,

with the spelling TpoxcoSyj?, presents itself in Apollonius'
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Lexicon Homericum (s.v. oXootapoxoi;), and in a scholium

on Nicander (Ther. 1. 166). The longer form Tpoxoei&fc

is found in Theognis (1. 7), in Herodotus (n. 170), in a

Pythian Oracle (quoted by Herodotus, vn. 140), in

Nonnus (xlviii. 1. 460), in a scholium on the Iliad

(xni. 137), and in Eustathius (Dionys. 1134), while the

adverb zpoypdSux; comes in Dioscorides (in. 117), and
in Theodoret (Therap. p. 59). The spellings yp^P01^
and -rpo^o£S7]i;, in which both the first and the second

hand of the papyrus agree as to the terminations, though
contrary to what we now regard as custom, seem to me
to be right. Seeing that the si of elSo? is unquestion-

ably the pure diphthong, Tpo^oeiS^c can no more pass,

by any rule, into TpoxwS-/]? or Tpox<j>&Y]<;, or indeed any-

thing other than TpoxoiSyj? (I am not taking into account

here the change of accent, which is another matter),

than StjXosi can pass into StqXS or StjXw, or anything else

than SyjXot. Even if the et of elSo? were the impure
diphthong, the result of contraction in that case would
not be TpoxwST)?, but TpoxoiiSy)?. I confess myself

utterly incredulous as to the classical nature of all such

forms in -wSy)?. yy. We now come to 5, which pair

of interjections occurs twice in immediate succession in

one line of the Ichneutae, and is, as a result of highly

probable restoration, repeated once in the next line,

but in inverted order of accentuation 3 fi, because of the

thesis of the iambic foot coinciding this time with the

other syllable of the two-fold exclamation, and further-

more occurs twice again in immediate succession in

another line in a later portion of the play : this pair of

interjections, outside the Ichneutae, presents itself only

in one line of Aristophanes (Plut. 1. 895), where it occurs

six times over, constituting a complete iambic trimeter.

zz. utoxXotooi;, which is quite a doubtful restoration,

presents, if correct, an adjective which elsewhere occurs

only in Bacchylides (xiv. 1. 30). aaa. HmoayLOi; is an in-

stance of an adjective which elsewhere is found once
only, namely in Aristotle (de Anima, n. 9). But in

Aristotle the word means perceptible by the sense of smell,

whereas in the Ichneutae it signifies making use of the

sense of smell. This latter meaning is recognised by
Hesychius (s.v.), while Photius (also s.v.) records the
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existence of a metaphorical use, that of proceeding on
suspicion, It is clear that the word had a wider currency
than extant literature reveals. It may reasonably, as
in other cases, so in this case, be conjectured that Satyric
drama formed at least a part of the field in which the
usage existed and developed, bbb. xate<p6fl<; supplies

an example of a verb x*^71™) which in the tran-
sitive active, with the meaning I oppress or I depress,

occurs in Homer (Od. iv. 423), in Hesiod (Op. 1. 5), in

Callimachus (Hymn to Demeter, 1. 71), in Apollonius
Rhodius (iv. 11. 1504, 1673), in pseudo-Phocylides (1. 39),

from whom the line in question is incorporated in a so-

called Sibylline Oracle (Orac. Sib. 2, 115), in Plutarch

(2, 384 b), in St. Gregory Nazianzene in hexameters
(vol. ii. 83, 132), and in Apollinarius Metaphrastes
(Psalms, p. 91, 13 and p. 323, 20) ; while the active,

likewise transitive, is employed, in the sense I enrage,

by Agathias of Myrina (Anth. Pal. v. 263, 1. 5) ; and
the intransitive active, in the sense / am enraged, by
Bion (Id. xvn. 1. 2) : the middle, meaning always
I' am enraged, presents itself first in Nicander (Ther.

1. 309), next in Appian, who, though a writer of prose,

uses it several times (B. C. n. 29 and 57 ; B. G. in.

7 and 43 ; and in a passage, %a.'kz<l)6ni.evoc, toi<; Xoyoi?

oux oaov eSet kc, au-ro to 7rps7tov iajr^om, quoted by
Stephanus as from Appian, but not provided with a
reference in Dindorf's Stephanus), on the first of which
occasions he employs the present participle, which how-
ever is shown to be middle, not passive, by the fact that
in every other case he uses the middle aorist, in Dionysius
Periegetes (1. 484), and in Quintus Smyrnaeus (in.

1. 780), whose present imperative xctijtmeo *s more
probably middle than passive, in view of the balance of

usage : but forms of the aorist passive e.yyj.7jky§y\v, always
in the sense / was enraged, of which one is here seen in

the Ichneutae, crop up twice, or possibly thrice, elsewhere,

viz. in Theognis (1. 155), where the mss. read xoXaQeic;,

but Stobaeus gives xaXe<p6si<;, in Callimachus (Hymn to

Demeter, 1. 49), where x«^e<p0yj is certain, and, it should

be remarked, in view of the Doric affinities of the Satyric

style, the language is not Epic but Doric, and in a frag-

ment which claims especial notice. The fragment in
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question is contained in a statement of a grammarian,
dealing with solecisms, printed in the Cambridge Museum
(vol. ii. p. 113) : xalsyQjit; arcb tou ^aXeTtTO ZiiyvcoGi f/,ot

xocl (XY) xaleyQfiQ & TOXTep. As a consequence, Meineke
very naturally, owing to the nature of the metre, though
the grammarian does not say that the line is comic,

takes it as such, and gives

abyyvtoQi (xot xocl (X.-J) xocXe<p0fl<; S TOXTep

as the 47th of the Fragmenla Comicorum Anonymorum.
But, inasmuch as the passage of the Ichneutae in which

XaXs<p0fj<; occurs (11. 326, 327) runs in the papyrus, if we
divide the words and put in accents etc., in the partially

corrupt form,

ai 8' dv-rl twvSs [r»] Xa^s<P_

0yj<; ejxol 8s 8oacpop7]8yj<;,

s[xol 8s having replaced what must have been fi/yjSe, I

am quite half inclined to think that d> 7raTep ought to

be read as Sto7taT7jp or Ewmxxpoi;, indicating a quotation

from the parodist Sopater, and that the rest should be
divided between two lines, thus,

and taken as a quotation at second-hand from the true

text of this passage of the Ichneutae. On that hypo-
thesis one can see how fioi crept from its place in one
line into the corresponding place in the line below, so

as to produce s[ioi 8s instead of [xtjSe. Hence I suspect

that the Ichneutae may have originally presented :

crbyyvtoQl (xoi xoct [!•»] ^ocXeip-

Be the right reading in the context what it may, the

XaXscp07J? of the Ichneutae has, apart from the doubtful

fragment which may be nothing more than a presentation

of this very passage, no support save that of the variant

XalsyQdt; in the Ionic of Theognis and that of x«Xs<p07J

in a Doric, not Epic, Hymn by Callimachus. This fact

has a bearing on the language of Satyric drama, ccc.

^utpoiSt)? (see, as regards the whole treatment of the
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word, tpo^oCStj? above), the reading of the first hand,
where the second hand gives tpoyplSyis, is an adjective

which, in the form xutposiSyj?, occurs in a scholium on
Theocritus (Id. v. 1. 58), and in a scholium on Clement of

Alexandria (188, 10). ddd. (J><o£oc, restored where a quadri-

lateral trochee, singular, is needed, comes in Eupolis

(Maricas, Fr. 21). eee. Svo?, if it be rightly read as a
complete word, and not as the end of some longer word,
is a substantive which in the sense required, that of a>vif),

bargain or purchase, occurs once elsewhere, viz. in the
Odyssey (xv. 445). <uvy), with this signification, comes,
as well as in other places, in the Cyclops of Euripides

(1. 150). d>vo<;, in its ordinary sense, price, is frequent in

Homer (II. XXI. 41 ; xxm. 746 ; Od. xiv. 297, 388, 462
;

xv. 387, 451), and occurs afterwards in the mss. of the
Homeric Caminos (1. 4), where however, for Tipj<; tlivov

<xpe<T0ai, Suidas reads tijx^ Sveiap eXsa0ai, in Theocritus
(Id. 1. 1. 58), in Babrius (6, 1. 6), and twice in the anony-
mous Catechist on the Psalms (914, 2, and 915, 18).

In a third meaning, articles of traffic, the word occurs

twice, viz. in Apollonius Rhodius (n. 1. 1006), and in

Babrius (57, 1. 4). It is, in this sense, an obvious
emendation in 1. 3 of a Fragment attributed by me to a
Satyric drama of Pratinas (see Ch. vni. d).

F

tocuti (1. 112), the second hand's reading, presents

(like the first hand's inferior touti) a deictic pronoun in -I.

Of such pronouns no other instance survives in Satyric

drama. Unknown to tragedy, they abound in comedy,
are not rare in Plato, Xenophon, and the orators, and
occur in Aristotle : late Atticists follow suit. The use
of Attic comedy may be only an excuse in this case.

Is Sophocles, under the cloak of that use, adapting,

perhaps from Pratinas, a Doric deictic outoctt) ? xaSyj

is the better reading for tocSi, in the Megarian's mouth,
in Aristophanes' Achamians (1. 744 : see scholium ad
loc). In Epicharmus (Fr. 9, 1. 16) toSt) is well restored

by Ahrens (Dial. II. p. 272). Compare my guess as

to the influence of the Doric toX^Sv on t6A[i,y)V in the
Ichneutae (1. 11 : see above, III. C, y).

L
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IV

If we leave out every word as to the occurrence of

which in the Ichneutae there exists the slightest doubt,

we shall stand on safe ground. Opinions may differ

whether some of the at least moderately certain words
ought or ought not to be considered absolutely certain

;

but beyond dispute about forty words present them-
selves in this play, which either are not used elsewhere,

or else, if used elsewhere, are used only with a marked
difference, and about fifty other words which, though
used elsewhere, are not employed in tragedy, or, in one
or two cases, are indeed employed in tragedy, but only

with a marked difference. I have, to preclude contro-

versy, avoided a greater degree of precision. Of the

latter total of about fifty words, approximately one
twelfth part occur also in some other Satyric drama

:

this fraction is small, but it is due to the fact that, apart
from the Cyclops of Euripides, the remains of Satyric

literature are most exiguous. Approximately one sixth

part of the total, while not occurring elsewhere in Satyric

drama, possess the combined authority of comedy and
of Attic prose, one seventh part that of comedy alone,

and one sixteenth part that of Attic prose alone, while

another sixteenth part rely for support on Xenophon or

Aristotle, without any better backing : yet another six-

teenth part have to content themselves with the autho-
rity of Epic, and about twice as many, an eighth part,

have at their back the usage only of authors, classical

indeed, but Ionic or Doric : one fifth part of the whole
are, apart from this play, known to us in late Greek
exclusively.

These figures, not precise, but sufficiently accurate,

mark out the language of Sophoclean Satyric drama as
something distinct from a mere commixture of the voca-
bulary of tragedy with a quantum of that of comedy.
Comedy does, indeed, supply an element ; but of the
ninety words or so that are foreign to tragedy, about
forty are either literally or virtually &Tcoci; eEpvj[i.sva, and,
of the approximate fifty that remain over, only about
a third, that is to say, only about a fifth of the whole
ninety, including those that come elsewhere in Satyric
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drama, appear in comedy. On the other hand, of the
said fifty words or thereabouts, a fraction approaching
one half repose for their authority, not on comedy, but
either on Epic usage, or on that of classical writers of

dialects other than Attic, or on that of Xenophon or of

Aristotle, or on that of distinctly late Greek : in other
language, of the total number of about ninety words,
roughly one quarter are only thus supported. To prevent
misconception, I will re-state these two leading facts.

Of the total number of about ninety words foreign to

tragedy that are found without doubt in the Ichneutae,

one fifth part are also found in comedy : of the same
total number of about ninety words, one quarter are not
found in comedy, but only occur either in Epic, or in

classical writers of non-Attic dialects, or in the works of

Xenophon or of Aristotle, or in distinctly late Greek, or

in more than one of these four fields. Those are two
facts of prime importance. The overwhelming majority

of the words that remain over are &roc£ eipyjfjtivoc, but some
have the support of real Attic prose, and there is also a

residuum, negligible for statistical purposes, which, with-

out lengthy explanation, I should find it hard to classify.

The chief cause that has operated to produce the enormous
total of obra£ sipvj^sva is the same cause that has reduced

almost to vanishing-point the list of words common to

the Ichneutae and other Satyric dramas, viz. the well-

nigh complete destruction of Satyric literature. A hand-

ful of 6fora£ eipvjjjisva need cause no surprise anywhere :

but the number of them which presents itself in the

Ichneutae, whether considered absolutely, or viewed rela-

tively as constituting about four ninths of the approxi-

mate total of ninety words of which I have been

speaking, is so large that I can only account for it

on the supposition that not a few, but the great

majority, of the cbta£ eiprjpiva are <x7ta£ eip-yjfAeva for no

other reason than that the Satyric literature, in which

they were in use, has almost altogether perished.

And to that literature I would also assign most, or

perhaps all, of the words that have tragic authority.

We have just been considering those words exclusively

which to an absolute certainty present themselves in

l2
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the Ichneutae, and, on the basis of these words alone,

we have arrived at some important results. But it

must be remembered, in speaking of words foreign to

tragedy, that among such words may occur words equally

foreign to Attic of any description and foreign at the

same time to the Epic tradition with which copyists

were generally familiar. Wherever such words occur,

except in literature avowedly composed in dialect, they

run a serious risk of corruption. I make the exception

as to literature avowedly composed in dialect, because it

is clear that such literature—take for example Pindar

—

was usually committed to copyists of special qualifications.

Pindar is in consequence preserved without grave textual

depravation. But there is scarcely a tragedy in existence

in which the comparatively mild Doric of the choric

portions has not in places so perplexed the more ordinary

copyists, who dealt with tragedies, that fantastic errors

have crept in. Again, it is common knowledge among
scholars that the fragments of Aeolic quoted in Greek
prose have come down to us in so distorted a form that,

without the amplest emendation, they yield neither

sense nor metre, while, on the other hand, in the papyri

of the Aeolic poets the text, so far as it is extant, is

preserved with commendable fidelity by copyists who
were obviously experts. Now, seeing that the Ichneutae

is avowedly an Attic production, it clearly was not
entrusted to copyists who specialised in dialects. If

therefore the Ichneutae presented words or forms foreign

alike to the Attic tradition and to the almost equally

familiar tradition of Epic, we have every reason to antici-

pate corruption in the case of a fair proportion of such
words and forms. In the earlier portions of this chapter

I have mentioned a number of words of this class as

occurring either certainly or probably in the Ichneutae.

Those that occur certainly are included in the approxi-
mate total of ninety words spoken of above. Those of

which the occurrence is only probable, and which are

not so included, are either restorations of a partially

destroyed text, or else emendations ; and, where the
latter is the case, they are in every instance emendations
arising out of highly peculiar circumstances in the text
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and based upon something entirely different from mere
guess-work. I have scarcely discussed in this chapter
the reasons for them, which will be found set out in my
notes on the text of the play, or, in some cases, stated

in those notes to be contained in an introductory chapter.

Some, at any rate, of the emendations of this class are

so nearly absolutely certain that it is almost by an excess

of caution that I have abstained from adding them to

the total of about ninety words ; and, in the circum-

stances, the mere fact of corruption is, as we have seen,

so far from being an argument against emendation of

the kind in question, a probable indication that it is

precisely this kind of emendation that is necessary.

Of the restorations, as distinguished from the emendations,

I cannot speak with quite equal confidence. But the

emendations and restorations of this class, taken all

together, are numerically of little importance : linguisti-

cally however the emendations raise issues of outstand-

ing interest, inasmuch as, on grounds which have every

appearance of solidity, they attribute to Sophocles in

the Ichneutae a vocabulary of words, similar to the in-

disputable but solitary relative tw? of this play, which
differ so extraordinarily from the accustomed language

of classical writers, whether Attic, Ionic, or Doric, that

it is quite safe to say that, if Sophocles used them, or

any of them, at all, he can only have done so on the

strength of having found them established in his own
time in the current diction of Satyric drama. Two
of the words in question are known to us as in use in

Megarian Doric, one other is apparently of Dodonaean
origin, and a fourth exhibits in composition a substantival

root shorn of its final consonant (odv6[ioc,), after the

analogy of one single archaic compound of the same
root (aOToXo?), but also with the support of another

similarly formed compound of the substantive (outou?,

1. 220) in the text, unless we tamper with it, of the

Ichneutae itself, so that the usage appears to be) not

isolated, but characteristic.

To the rest of the uncertain emendations, which are

extremely few in number, and of the uncertain restorations,

of which there are many, I see no reason to call any very
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particular attention. Were they one and all to be
accepted as correct, they would do nothing more than
slightly strengthen the evidence for conclusions already

drawn. I make no mention whatever of the restorations

other than those which have a certain amount of sub-

stantial basis in the text, and, as regards these, I have
been careful in my detailed treatment to distinguish

between those that are nearly certain, and those that

are merely likely or possible. I have paid no attention

of any kind to the language with which, in the absence

of ms. guidance, lacunae have on mere conjecture been
filled up either by others or by myself.

The result of this investigation is, in my opinion,

to establish conclusively that the Satyric style, as em-
ployed by Sophocles, while differing at many points but
little, as regards vocabulary, from that of tragedy, yet
admitted, or rather required, as a characteristic feature,

the employment of a number of words utterly alien to

tragedy, and, as regards many of them, no less alien to

comedy, a very considerable proportion being typically

characteristic of the common dialect of later times. I

can come to no other conclusion than that this character-

istic vocabulary was based on the same common dialect

at an earlier stage of its history. But I am unable to

conceive that either Sophocles or any of his strictly

Attic predecessors in Satyric drama would have dreamed
of drawing direct on the common dialect. The only
reasonable alternative is, I think, to assume that Pratinas
or people like Pratinas, before Satyric drama became
definitely Athenian, having no recognised medium of a
literary character in which to express themselves in this

genre, consecrated, so to speak, the common dialect to

Satyric uses, and that from such earlier writers Sophocles
took over, no doubt with great prunings and manifold
castigation, a diction already formed. I say this on the
evidence of what is certain in the Ichneutae. If I may
take also into account those above-mentioned factors

which are not certain, but of which I am certain, then
I will only add that some part of the particular variety

of the common dialect, inherited by Sophocles from his

non-Attic predecessors in title, was in some ways not
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only dissimilar from Attic, but dissimilar also from
literary Greek at large.

'EXXa? (asv e<ra (xia, 7c6Xen; 8s rikelovEq.

ai> (xev aTTixt^eii;, vjvix' av cpwvyjv Xiyn?,

'Aaxiiysve?,* oi 8' "EKhrpec, sXXvjv^o^ev.

(A Thessalian in Posidippus, Fr. Incert. 2. 11. 1-3.)

INDICES OF WORDS IN CHAPTER V.

dtYPwar^pow II B4 a 1. 32

atyaaTixa II Bl a 1. 358

alyUv^s II Bl 6 1. 116

ateXoupo? Ill E a 1. 294
atv6[i.OI; II Bl c 1. 352

ateXiana 11 Al a 1. 317

atroSScov II Bl d 1. 220

(ixdtXto,; III C a 1. 62

db«5fjua-roc III E 6 1. 141

iftxaatxiiTcov II B4 6 1. 245

6n,oXYdcSas II A 6 1. 5

avayoO III Eel. 173

dcvavodT^davTsi; II Al c 1. 158

dveS^axo III E d 1. 155

deveupa III Eel. 141

fivu; II B2 a 1. 15

«5uXa III E / 1. 307

dcjrapYlxa III E g 1. 287

ajceXeieepo? Ill E h 1. 191

<x7to0unatveis II B5 a 1. 120

Sroiov II Al rf 1. 95

dcrotyaxTov II B5 6 1. 361

dp^Xa III E *' 1. 69

dipaapoiva III C 6 1. 419

dpTtyotJupa II Al c 1. 307

atiTdxprjiJia III E * 1. 37

Pata? III C c 1. 67

PooixXe^ II Bl e, Fr. 318

Poiiipcopa II B5 c 1. 36

PpApeuna II Al / 1. 448

ppaxuaxs>is HI E 1 1. 295

Y£X« HI Gdl. 359

Y7pcpu<p7j II Al g 1. 259

Yp&us II B4 c 1. 175

SiaxaXoiijxevoi; II Al h 1. 165
SiaxavaaaeToa III A a 1. 253
8iaT6p<o<; II Al i 1. 307
Spaxl? II B4 <Z 1. 175
8uacpopT)(% III e 1. 327

IyY^vois II B5 d 1. 220
iyeiWiaae III E ot 1. 230

^YXaaxovra HI E re 1. 342
|6db; III E o 1. 277

Eire; III C / 1. 216
eIa6aIHC?l. 50

&ocuvt)y£<to« II B3 a 1. 73

iXeiS II B3 6 I. 197

gjx[iEarov III E p 1. 280

gvo? III C h 1. 355

S&xvonev II Al A; 1. 96

l^iATjxav^aaTo II Al 1 1. 278

4Eevlays8a ln C { 1. 135

45eu8erE&o II B4 e 1. 268

I5e<ppi§« III E g 1. 286

i^YlYta^ea II Al m 1. 135

£5op(ZEvt!;eiIIIErl. 273

45u7reX86vra II B4 / 1. 203

l7t£a7][xov HI E * 1. 100

groxov III E 1 1. 179

ipwyprA; III E»l. 174

Eiiidc&To III A 6 1. 219

eumxXvj III E * 1. 218

ttfQA III A c 1. 197

£x£tXt) III Oil. 103

Q&aei HI Eyl. 275

erjptcov III B a 1. 145

Gp^Tira II Al n 1. 320

* ii&ri out«5 Tives : 'Atrriywes ego ; nam comoediae novae rationi facit

tale nomen.
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txveu-rfj Ill E z 1. 296

Homy)? III E aa 1. 8
xapxivcj) III E 66 1. 296
xaTep(!>ixvt!>[Aevo<; II B6 1. 293
XEXtixpir)<Tai III E cc 1. 196

jcepxvoi; II B4 g 1. 126
xXdtSosIIIEaMl. 309
x6Xaxi III C I 1. 152

x6XXotoi; III E ee I. 310
xpoxtSt^e HI C»l. 184

xii|3a II B4 h 1. 120

xuxyjoix6(; II B5 el. 115

xuvtiy&io II B3 c 1. 43
xuvopnx6v II B4 i 1.165

XaXforaTOi III A a" 1.127

Xixvitiv III Cwl. 267

HaX07]<;IIIE//l. 138
[xapiXoxauTuv III 1) a 1. 33

[x^vuxpov III E gg 1. 79

vepptvn II Al ol.217
vejjlouoi III E Kh 1. 385

vu(i(poYEwifJTor) II Al p 1. 34

6v6£a III B 5 1. 139

taXfiv III E » 1. 100

67T7ro7toT II B4 h 1. 189

6psiW) III E kh 1. 301

6peiTp69uv III E 11 1. 149

6p9oi|JaXaxTov II A2 a 1. 247
&arp£fov III E wim 1. 301
oflpsi III Col. 116

raxiSdtpia IH B c L 37°
TraXiveiTpatpT) II Al q\. 110

rafyupupTa III E nn 1. 230
7rapaiJ'uxTY)piov II Al r 1. 315
raxpo(vot<; III A a 1. 147
TtsSopTOv II B2 6 1. 210
TOXeBoig III E oo 1. 386
7cEpi9&)vEi III E pp 1. 252
T^pSaXi? Ill C p I. 294
Tcoaat III C q 1. 65

7tOT5JTa III E 52 1. 266
7tp07)X(£TEl II Al s 1. 93

jrponTjxy)? Ill E rr 1. 292

Trp^xvu III E «« 1. 392
7rpo$aXa5y); II A2 6 1. 239

pwox6XXarov II Al 1 1. 364
£oCp87)[jux II Al v 1. 105

capY<£voi; III D 5 1. 267
oei III Crl. 143

<Tr£ipp6)[xa 11 B5 / 1. 96
aiiXyjaiv III E tt 1. 73

cu(jL7roS7)Y^TEt II B5 j 1. 161

auvV III C a 1. 68
ciivSuo III C 1 1. 46

eriipPfl III Cwl. 304

TdtY(J"xroi; 111 E w 1. 112
tocutCIIIF 1. 112

tey>iv III CI x 1. 259
ToX(i7)v III C y 1. 11

T6[ioupa II B2 c 1. 320
TpdtYo? Ill A e 1. 356

t?6xw II B4 1 1. 224
TpoxoiSyj? Ill E arc 1. 293
z&q II B7 11. 38 & 294

& 5 III E xx 11. 123 & 168
fiviv III C z 1. 369
UTTExXaYE? II B3 d 1. 169
^TtExpiYE? II B3 e 1. 169
67roxX67tou? Ill E zz 1. 81

U7r6vo(xa III C aa 1. 62
67T0ppumx£verai II B5 h I. 151
C7toCT(ios III E aaa 1. 89
67ioi|;aXaxTOi; II A2 c 1. 319

<paXaxp6v 111 A / 1. 357
<puoa III C 66 1. 142

XaXEcpOfjs III E 655 I. 326
XP7Ja6ai III C cc I. 91

Xpua6<pavrov II Al a; 1. 154

XutpolSrfi III E ccc I. 293

<K 4>' II B4 m 1. 168
^toCoe III E ccc 1. 143

&vos III E eee 1. 50

The references below are to lines.

II Al. Miscellaneous %na.% slpyp.£vx, possible in Tragedy,

a at6Xicfioe 317 d foroiov 95
6 dtfxoXYaSa? 5 e dtpTtyotJUpE 307
c dcvavocrrjaavre? 158 / Ppdcfkuna 448
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g Yir)xpu<p5j 259
h SiccxaXoiifxevos 165
i 8 ia-r<5p to? 307
k £5<£vo[juj:v 96
I kEpiirj/avipuro 278
w» i^7)Yb(xe6a 135
n epejcxa 320
o vepptvn 217

P VU|XcpOYEVV7)TOU 34

q 7raXivaTpa<p5j 110
r 7tapai]juxT^piov 315
s 7rpoTfjXdcTei 93
< p\\iox6XXaxov 364
v fotpSijua 105
x xpua6<pavrov 154

II 42. Compounds of <jjaXaaao>.

a 6p6o<j'<£XaxTov 247
6 7cpo!|raXai;fl(; 239
c \)Tzoty(k\axTO<; 319

7/ 51. Compounds of odE,, die.

a aXyzKa.xvx.6i. 358

6 aXyivMr^is 116

c atvo^io? 352

(2 aEmSScov 220

e pooTxXe<k JV. 318

7/ £2. Dialectic Forms,

a &vi? 15

6 rceSopxov 210

c r6[xoupa 320

77 JS3. Ferts of Exceptional

Conjugation.

a exxuvtjyectcci 73

6 eXeic; 197

c xuvrjY^ow 43

ri! un^xXayes 169

e unlxpiyes 169

II B4:. 6crox£elpY][jiva remote both

from Tragedy and Comedy.

a ocypoMJTfjpcov 32

6 aXxacnafcov 245

c yp^'S 175

d Spaxt? 175

e l5eu6eT^oj 268

/ S£u7reX66vTa 203
gr xep/vo? 126

h xiipa 120

» xuvoprix6v 165
k 6mtojtoT 189

I xp6x>)? 224
m

<J/'
<]/ 168

77 £5. Miscellaneous non-tragic

&naS, elpr)[ieva, <fcc.

a dc7co6u(iatvEis 120

6 aroSiJ'axTOv 361

c [Joiitpcopa 36

d syy^ok; 220
e xuxY]o(i.6? 115

/ artippojpux 96

<7 au(i7to87iYeTei 161

h 6jrop^u7tatveTai 151

7/ £6.

xaTeppiKvcofxevoi; 293

II B7.

Tto? 38 and 294

III A. Words used in Satyric

Drama or the like,

a Siaxavaaoexai 253
b eiiid^ETO 219
c fepGa 197

d XaXCararoi 127

e xpAyo? 356

/ cpaXaxp6v 357

g Tcapotvon; 147

III B. Diminutives,

a 67)p£uv 145

6 6v6ia 139

c TtatSapta 370

III C. Striking Words, &c, used

elsewhere, but not in Tragedy.

a ixaXto? 62

6 <£p<ja(3o>va 419
c pata? 67
d yeXto 359

e Suatpop 7)67)5 327

/ elTO? 216

<7 sla8a 50
h hjoc, 355

» e^evtojieOa 135

fc ex^Xn 103

I x6Xaxt 152

to xpoxtSt^e 184
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n XixvTtiv 267
o oupet 116

p 7t6p8aXt<; 294

q noaot 65
r <rei 143

s auvd({ia 68

t aiivSuo 46

III D.

a (lapiXoxau-rcoM 33

v oiippyj 304
x i£yrp 259

y t6X(x?)v 11

z uvw 369
aa 67i6vo(ia 62
bb (puaa 142

Highly Uncertain Words.

b aapyavoii; 267

/// 25. Miscellaneous Words, used

a ateXoupos 294
6 ax6[uara 141

c dtvayou 173

d dtvcS^^aTo 155

e fiveupa 141

/ fi£uXa 307

g #7rapY|ioc 287
A a7teXe\i6epoe 191

» aptl^Xa 69

h aiToxp^a 37

Z Ppa/utnteXie 295
m eyei-rvtaae 230
n £YX |kJX0VTa 342
o eGdt? 277

p E^nearov 280

g s!;s<ppai;<i) 286
r l!;op[iEv££si 273
« E7cfaT](iOV 100

J feoxov 179
v tprnprii; 174
k EU7TaXTJ 218

y 6eoei 275
z ExvEUT7)

296
aa xdc7ti]? 8
bb xapxtvtii 296
cc xExcotpyjcrai 196

elsewhere, but not in Tragedy.

dd xXdcSoq 309
ee x6XXo7TEg 310

// (i.aX9yj? 138

gg (X7]vuTpov 79
AA v£(i.ouoi 385
ii OTtXcov 100

Ms 6pstv^ 301

11 6peiT6p9tov 149
mm fiaxpEcov 301
ren 7t(4(iipupTa 230
oo raX£6oi<; 386

pp TtepKptovet 252

25 TTOTJJTa 266
rr npopipcrf; 292
ss 7tp6^vu 392
tt O&XtJOIV 73
w TdtYHafo? 112
zrc xpoxo t8i]<; 293

2/2/ a 3 123 & 168 and
5 124

zz ij7roxX67rou5 81

aaa fiTOCfios 89
666 x<*>£<p0?is 326
ccc xuTpotSKj; 293
(tad 4><5£a 143
eee tSvoi; 50

Tau-rt 112
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CHAPTER VI

Stichometry

Redit uncia, Quid fit ? Hoeacb.

In the papyrus of the Ichneutae four marginal numbers,

a, p, y> and S, present themselves, all apparently in the

handwriting of the first hand, not of the second hand.
As these figures, or some of them, are of import-
ance in the task of restoring, so far as may be, the
text of the play, and as they are by no means in every
case free from difficulty, I propose to discuss them
somewhat minutely.

a is written opposite the fourteenth line of column
4 (1. 92 on my numeration). We must consider the
earlier columns. In the middle and at the bottom of

column 1 there are gaps. Outside these gaps, portions

of 23 lines are preserved. It is fairly clear that the

whole column originally consisted either of 26 or of 27

lines : but as between those two figures there exists no
direct means of deciding. Column 2 presents portions

of 26 lines. Below the 26th line the fabric of the papyrus
is abruptly broken off. As far as considerations of

space are concerned, it is possible that there may once

have been a 27th line : but, as a stichomythia is in

progress, considerations other than those of space prove

almost to demonstration that no such 27th line ever

existed. The third column presents portions of 27

lines, and the papyrus is sufficiently intact to show
that this is the full complement of this particular

column. It should be observed that in this column

(11. 57-70) is included the first chorus. For metrical

reasons I print this chorus in fourteen lines. The papyrus
however writes it in fifteen lines. Consequently my
own total of lines for this column is not 27 but 26. This
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fact however in no way affects the papyrus reckoning

of 27. The fourteenth line of the fourth column (1. 92)

is the line opposite which a is written.

From all this it will appear that the line opposite

which a is written is the 93rd line in the papyrus, if

we assign 26 lines to column 1, but is the 94th line in

the papyrus if we assign 27 lines to column 1. In

either case it is obvious that some other matter must

have been counted in, in order to produce the total of

one hundred lines. The only such matter which I can

suggest as reasonably capable of having been so counted

in is the prefatory statement, now lost, but which must
once have run as follows :

20O0KAE0YS IXNETTAI*
TA nPOSOnA TOT APAMATOS

AIIOAAQN
SIAHNOS

XOPOS SATTPON
KTAAHNH
EPMHS.

As this prefatory matter must manifestly have been
presented in seven lines, neither more nor less, I feel

considerable confidence in assigning 26 lines, not 27

lines, to column 1.

Column 4, after the line marked a (1. 92), contains

on modern numeration, and on the highly probable

assumption that no line is missing at the bottom of

the column, twelve lines. But of these twelve lines,

1. 97 is a trimeter distributed between two speakers

and presented in the papyrus as two lines. Also 11. 99
and 101 are each of them an iambic monometer. There-
fore it will be possible as a maximum to count the
column as containing, after 1. 92, thirteen lines, or,

as a minimum, taking the two monometers together,

eleven lines. The figures of the papyrus marginal
linear numeration are compatible with minimum compu-
tations only. Therefore I take the figure as eleven lines.

*Or (see D below) 2o<poK\eovs Eupetns Aipas t) 'lxvevrtA Sdrvpoi.
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Column 5 contains 27 lines, neither more nor less,
though only 26 of them are lines of poetry and count-
able as lines in the modern numeration. The non-
poetical line is the ToipSo? between 11. 105 and 106.
Also 11. 109, 123, 128, and 130 are iambic monometers.
Taking each iambic monometer as half a line and the
'PoipSo? also as half a line, this yields a minimum com-
putation of 24£ lines.

Column 6 contains precisely 26 lines. One of these
(1. 132) is an iambic monometer, so that the minimum
computation is 25£ lines.

Column 7 contains exactly 26 lines, none of which
present any complications, so that the only possible
numeration is 26 lines.

In column 8, 1. 193 has p written before it. This

p has subsequently been deleted before 1. 193 and re-

written before 1. 195 : but reference to later marginal
numbers shows that it is the deleted, not the rewritten,

P, that has been used as a basis. The deleted p" stands

opposite the eleventh line of the column, the rewritten

P opposite the thirteenth line of the column. Hence
one obtains rival figures of eleven and of thirteen lines

for the relevant part of this column.

We have seen that after the line marked a column

4 presents on a minimum computation eleven lines,

column 5 24| lines, column 6 25| lines, column 7

26 lines, and column 8, up to and including the line

marked with the rewritten p, thirteen lines. The total

is exactly one hundred lines, and therefore the rewritten

P stands exactly where it ought to stand in accordance

with a scientific addition of the minimum enumerations

of the lines in the various columns concerned, adding,

that is to say, the half-line over in column 5 to the

half-line over in column 6, so that those two half-lines

together count as one whole line.

But another system of calculation was used to arrive

at the placing of the deleted p before line 193. Columns

were taken as complete units, without possibility of

carrying from one to another. Consequently column 5

was computed as containing 25 lines, and column 6 as
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containing 26 lines. This variation by itself would
have resulted in the placing of the deleted (3 not before

1. 193 but before 1. 194 : but it was coupled with a re-

fusal to treat the iambic line (1. 97) distributed between
two speakers as anything short of two complete lines.

Hence the deleted (3 necessarily made its appearance

before 1. 193.

This refusal to treat a divided iambic line as one
single line is illustrated by the fact that 1. 197 being

divided in the papyrus into four separate speeches

(though it ought properly to be divided into three only)

is counted as four lines. This fact causes the y which

marks the lapse of one hundred lines after the (3 opposite

1. 193 to occur, not opposite 1. 293, but opposite 1. 290,

the third line of column 12. It is only thus that the

y opposite 1. 290 can have been so placed.

But at this point an important observation must
be made. By no possibility whatsoever, if we take the

undeleted fi opposite 1. 195 as our starting point,

can we justify the placing of the y opposite 1. 290. But

it is equally impossible, if we start—the only alternative

—from the deleted p opposite 1. 193, to justify the y
opposite 1. 290, unless we include in our calculation

1. 242. Now 1. 242 is entirely omitted by the first hand
and inserted only by the second hand. Nevertheless 1. 242

has been counted in. As it appears to be agreed that

the marginal numbers are in the handwriting of the

first hand, not of the second hand, it follows that the

first hand did not count his own lines and affix marginal

numbers in accordance with his counting, but that he
transferred the marginal numbers bodily from the book
he was copying. In other words the marginal numbers
are a part of the traditional text. This is a solid point.

After the marginal y, we have only one note of

number, viz. a marginal 8 opposite the bottom line

but two of column 15. Between y and 8, although

in more than one place the fabric of the papyrus has

been destroyed, we can say with safety that no line

was ever divided between two or more speakers, so that
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the counting is straightforward and $ must stand really,

and not on any artificial system of numeration, exactly

one hundred lines after y. Consequently, as y stands

opposite 1. 290, so the last line but two of column 15,

i.e. the line opposite which the 5 is placed, must be

1. 390. A good deal of column 15 above 1. 390 has
perished ; but by good fortune, owing to the combined
fact that part of what is missing is a portion of the
antistrophe to an extant strophe and the rest of the
lost lines are in a stichomythia, I am able in my
English notes on the column to demonstrate that it

originally contained 26 lines, neither more nor less.

Consequently the last line but two is the 24th line of

the column.
Therefore from 1. 290 to the top of column 15, both

exclusive, is an interval of 100—24 lines, i.e. 76 lines.

Column 14 is intact in the sense that no lines are missing.

It contains 26 lines. Consequently, as 1. 290 is the

third line of column 12, columns 12 and 13 together

must originally have presented 3+76—26 lines, i.e.

53 lines. In its present condition column 12 exhibits

25 lines, the bottom being missing. Similarly column
13 in its present condition exhibits 24 lines, in this case

also the bottom being missing. Thus columns 12 and
13 together now present 49 lines, whereas they once

presented 53 lines. In my Latin notes on column 12

I explain why I prefer to add two lines at the bottom

of each column rather than three lines at the bottom

of one column and one at the bottom of the other.

The marginal S is of a special value, as it supplies

us with our only, though amply sufficient, guide to the

number of lines missing from the columns just mentioned,

and consequently enables us to number this part of

the play correctly.

We are now more or less in a position to consider

the question of the number of lines that make up a

column in the papyrus. This number is not constant.

I will confine my enquiry to the first fifteen columns,

as the subsequent columns printed by me are in large

measure the result of combinations of fragments and

the like and involve matters of very distinct controversy.
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Here is a table of the columns :

—

Column 1 contains most probably 26 lines, but possibly

27.

Column 2 contains almost certainly 26 lines, most
improbably 27.

Column 3 contains certainly 27 lines.

Column 4 contains almost certainly 27 lines only,

though the inferior margin is partly destroyed.

Column 5 contains certainly 27 lines.

Column 6 contains certainly 26 lines.

Column 7 contains certainly 26 lines.

Column 8 contains certainly 28 lines.

Column 9 contains certainly 27 lines.

Column 10 contains certainly 26 lines.

Column 11 contains certainly 26 lines.

Column 12 contains most probably 27 lines.

Column 13 contains most probably 26 lines.

(These two columns certainly contain 53 lines between

them.)
Column 14 contains certainly 26 lines.

Column 15 contains either 26 or 28 lines, and the

statement of this alternative renders the figure of 26

lines the more probable.

The result of this table is that, in cases of certainty,

we have five columns of 26 lines apiece, as against three

columns of 27 lines apiece and one column of 28 lines,

while in cases of major probability we have four columns
of 26 lines apiece, as against two columns of 27 lines.

Adding certainties and major probabilities (which latter

the marginal numeration of the papyrus renders very
strong) together, we have nine columns of 26 lines apiece,

five columns of 27 lines apiece, and one column of 28
lines.

It must be noted that in every instance I am for this

purpose stating the number of lines per column as actually

presented by the first hand (thus omitting 1. 242, of which
I spoke above), or in the case of lost lines, as, so far

as can be inferred, once actually presented by the first

hand. The figures just given by me are entirely irre-

spective of that method of numeration by which two
iambic monometers or the like, though written as two
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lines, were for purposes of marginal numeration reckoned
as one line.

I have satisfied myself that normally in this papyrus
the occurrence of iambic monometers or the like has
nothing to do with the variation of lines in the several
columns. For example, although column 5, which in-

cludes both the TotpSo? and also four separate iambic
monometers, each written as a separate line, consists

de facto of 27 lines of manuscript, so also does column
9, though that column contains 26 iambic trimeters and
one line of chorus. Or, to take the converse case of

unusually long lines, column 12, which contains, in

addition to one line of chorus, 24 extant or partially

extant iambic tetrameters—verses exceeding the regular

length by one-third—was certainly in its original state

a column of at least 26 lines and in all probability a
column of 27 lines. I have come to the conclusion that

the variation between the figure 26 and the figure 27
is not due to any method but to a want of method.
But nevertheless I just now confined myself to the state-

ment that the occurrence in the papyrus of monometers
etc. does not normally affect the variation of lines. In
the one case, that of column 8, where we certainly have
a total of 28 lines, I am disposed to think that the quad-
ripartite division of line 197 may have suggested to the

copyist a doubt whether he would receive full payment
for that particular folio if he did not put a little additional

writing into it. But the quadripartite division of an
iambic trimeter is necessarily a matter of the rarest

occurrence.

B

Seeing that the number of lines per column is almost

invariably either 26 or 27, though apparently with a

distinct and natural preference for 26, we may conclude

with some security that the general instructions given

to the copyist were that he should put, circumstances

permitting, 27 lines in a column : he is unlikely to have

volunteered an extra line so often as would be the case

were we to assume that his instructions were to put

only 26 lines in a column.
M
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Now this number of 27 lines per column is most
intractable for purposes of account on the supposition

that we are dealing with a genuine decimal system.

On that supposition the copyist would need to have
written a full hundred folios, or 2700 lines, before the

end of any given folio would coincide with any complete
number of hundreds of lines.

But at all times there seems to have been a tendency
to count by grosses instead of by hundreds. Three grosses

amount to 432 ; and 432 is the product of 27 X 16.

Therefore, on a basis of 27 lines in a folio, the copyist

would complete three grosses of lines every sixteen folios.

That would constitute an easily workable commercial
basis.

The smallest Roman copper coin in imperial times was
the sextula, of which pieces 96 went to the denarius or

drachma. Consequently, if the copyist was paid at the rate

of one sextula per line, his emoluments would amount
to exactly a drachma and a half per gross, or four and
a half drachmas per sixteen folios making three grosses.

These figures fit in very well with the system of calcula-

tion by grosses which I have assumed. The writing of

sixteen folios would constitute, allowing for meal times
and the conditions of the Egyptian climate, a very full

day's work. Four and a half Imperial Roman drachmae,
valued as bullion, amount, as nearly as may be, to 2s. 9|d.

English currency. In purchasing power, that is to say,

for every practical purpose, they were worth several

times that amount towards the end of the second century
a.d. No certainty appears to exist as to the number
by which the English bullion equivalent ought to be
multiplied in order to arrive at the correct result : but
I doubt whether any student of the subject would put
that result at less than ten shillings sterling. Ten
shillings a day would be by no means excessive payment
for piece-work of the kind in question.

If the copyist was a slave, it may be presumed (a)

that if his services were let out by his own master to
some other person, the payment to the master would
be much the same as to a freeman doing the work, and
(6) that, supposing the copyist to be working for his

own master, that master, if a businesslike man, would
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have kept, for the purposes of his business, something
in the nature of a wage-account in order to show what
market-value the copyist's labour represented, even if

he did not hand over the money to be put to the credit

of his peculium. But I am much inclined to doubt whether
at the end of the second century a.d. any appreciable
number of persons acquainted with Greek scholarship
existed in a state of servitude.

We have seen that a folio of 27 lines suggests a pay-
ment-unit of sixteen folios=three grosses of lines. But
we have not yet enquired into the reason why this parti-

cular payment-unit should have been chosen in the case

of the Ichneutae, the reason, that is to say, why the
copyist should have been instructed to make his columns
of the length of 27 lines.

The Eurypylus of Sophocles was discovered at the
same place and about the same time as the Ichneutae.

It is in a desperately fragmentary condition ; but im-
portant evidence is furnished by it. To all appearance
it is written by the same scribe as the manuscript of the

Ichneutae : it presents corrections and supplements
similar to those in the Ichneutae, and, if one may judge
by handwriting, the same person acted as corrector of

both manuscripts. Moreover the height of the papyrus
roll of the Eurypylus is identical with the height of the

papyrus roll of the Ichneutae. One might therefore, on
a superficial view, anticipate that a folio of the Eury-

pylus would present the same number of lines as a folio

of the Ichneutae. This however is emphatically not

the case. Three columns of the 5th fragment are the

only materials from which we can gather real information.

The first column of the 5th fragment plainly consisted,

when intact, of at least 28 lines. After the 28th line

the portion of the papyrus which contains the ends of

lines continues downwards for a considerable distance.

It is blank : but this fact is equally consistent with

either of two hypotheses

—

(a) that the writing came to

an end at the 28th line, or (6) that after the 28th fine

occurred some number or other of choric lines too short

to protrude into the extant portion of the papyrus.

The second column of the 5th fragment is still physically

attached to the first column. It also presents 28 bines

m2
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and, so far as I can judge, a vestige of a 29th line ; but,

unlike the first column, it is destroyed from this point

downwards, so that it is a matter of absolute impossi-

bility to state (unless perhaps by inference) whether it

ever contained any greater number of lines. The third

column of the 5th fragment presents 29 lines, and it

is uncertain whether in its original condition it did or

did not present more than this number. I deal more
fully with fragments of the Eurypylus below under
heading C. The only other column which is to any
considerable extent intact is fragment 91 : but from
this one can learn nothing further than that it now
presents 25 lines and once presented more, a good deal

of the fabric of it having completely perished.

As regards the Eurypylus, we consequently have
two columns containing each at least 28 lines and possibly

more, and one column containing at least 29 lines and
possibly more. The bottom of the first column of Frag-

ment 5 exhibits to my mind—on the assumption that the

largely destroyed, as well as the undestroyed, portion

of it never contained any writing—so great a waste of

valuable papyrus that I am disposed to think that it

is more probable than not that four short choric lines

originally followed the 28th line of the column. This is

absolutely uncertain ; but if it happens to be the case,

then one would have a column of 32 lines, and nine

columns of 32 lines apiece are identical with two gross

of lines. That however by the way. The point I wish

to bring out is that, on any view of the facts, the column
of the Eurypylus contains a materially greater number
of Lines than the column of the Ichneutae.

A reason for this is at once discoverable. The Cyclops

of Euripides is by itself sufficient to prove that a Satyric

drama ran traditionally to considerably less length than

a tragedy. It therefore was the part of a good pub-
lisher to issue a Satyric drama in a form somewhat
more ample than that appropriate to a tragedy. The
readiest way of arriving at this result was to diminish,

though within reason and not unduly, the number of

lines per folio.

But this consideration, though it helps us, does not

explain why the particular number of 27 lines per column
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was adopted by the director of the scriptorium. Unless
that functionary was incompetent or outrageously negli-

gent, he would only have adopted the standard of 27
lines per folio, that is to say, the payment-unit of sixteen
folios=three grosses, in the case of a book the whole
contents of which amounted approximately (I do not
say accurately) either to three grosses or to some non-
fractional multiple of three grosses. Now in the case
of the Ichneutae the extant portion of the play proceeds
well beyond what on any reckoning can be counted as

the 432nd line. It is true that after the 393rd line the
text can only be pieced together with difficulty ; but
still beyond all question there is a text which takes one
well beyond line 432 and which certainly, where it ter-

minates, has not brought the end of the play within
the range of immediate vision. Therefore there is no
question of this play consisting of one unit of approxi-

mately three grosses. But if we take two units of three

grosses each, the case is at once altered. So far as can
be seen an approximate total of 864 lines would yield

good space, neither too much nor too little, for the appro-

priate conclusion of the action. The Cyclops, though
the lines of that play are variously numbered, contains

on Hermann's numeration 711 lines. We see therefore

that 864 lines or thereabouts would be a suitable length

for the Ichneutae.

I do not hesitate to suggest that the director of the

scriptorium, taking a copy of the Ichneutae into his hands
and observing it contained approximately 864 lines, said

to himself " For business purposes I shall treat this

play as containing six gross of lines : let me look at my
tables." He would then take up his tables and refer to

the heading " Six gross." He would find in the tables

that convenient ways of dealing with a total of six gross

were (a) to divide it into 27 folios of 32 lines apiece, or

(&) to divide it into 32 folios of 27 lines apiece. After a

moment's consideration he would adopt the latter method,

on the ground of the Ichneutae being a drama, although

a Satyric drama, and therefore of a nature to be put

before the public as a roll of adequate dimensions.
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C

Though the first column of the 5th fragment of the

Eurypylus contains only the latter portions of lines and
therefore in itself presents no terminus a quo, nevertheless

the ninth line of the column is a portion of an otherwise

extant fragment, though that fragment contains an
inversion of words, so that we are able to obtain indirectly

the terminus a quo of the line in question, an iambic

trimeter, and consequently also the terminus a quo of

every other iambic trimeter in the column.

The column presents portions of 28 lines, all of them,

at least after the fifth line, apparently iambic trimeters.

After the 28th line there is no direct evidence of any
further writing in the column. The papyrus continues in

a downward direction for a sufficient distance to allow of

seven further lines to be included, but for the whole of

this space the surviving fabric, which is blank, extends

but a very little way backwards from the point at which
iambic trimeters, containing a usual number of letters,

would end.

Assuming for the sake of argument the original

existence of a 29th, 30th, and 31st line, each of those three

lines, if iambic trimeters, and therefore beginning at the

point at which iambic trimeters begin, can have con-

tained no more than a maximum of 24, or possibly 25,

letters. It is quite possible for an occasional iambic
trimeter to contain as few as 24 letters ; but that three

iambic trimeters in succession should present only 24 or

even 25 letters apiece is so violently improbable that,

if in fact 11. 29-31 ever existed, one may reasonably
assume that they were of some shorter metre.

Further, assuming for the sake of argument the
original existence of a 32nd line, that line can have con-

tained no more than a maximum, if an iambic trimeter

and therefore beginning at the point at which iambic
trimeters begin of 27, or possibly 28, letters. This length,

though shorter than usual, is quite appropriate to an
iambic trimeter, so that there is nothing to indicate

whether this line, if in fact it ever existed, was an iambic

trimeter or a verse of some shorter metre.

Though there is space in the physical sense for three
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lines more, yet I abstain, even for the purposes of argu-
ment, from assuming the original existence of them or of
any of them, except so far as to state that, if by any chance
one or more of them ever in fact existed, the maximum
length in every case starting from the terminus a quo of
iambic trimeters is 28, or perhaps 29, letters : my reason
for refusing to assume that they or any of them existed is

that I consider that we have now passed within the limit

of a proper and reasonable inferior blank margin.
Leaving for the moment the assumed 32nd line out of

account, because its maximum possible length is fully

consistent with its having been an iambic trimeter, let us
look at the assumed lines 29-31. We have seen that it is

highly improbable, owing to possibilities of length, that
they were all three iambic trimeters. The most natural
alternative is a group of three lines in a shorter metre,

rather than, for example, one abnormally short iambic
trimeter and two lines in a shorter metre.

We are therefore led to consider the question of choric

indentation. In the Ichneutae the extent of indentation

varies considerably, and even sinks to the low level of a set

forward of three letters' space. In the Eurypylus the very
next column furnishes five separate ordinary examples of

choric indentation. The first of these is a set forward of

six letters, counting si as one letter : the second is a set

forward of six letters : the third is a set forward of five

letters : the fourth is a set forward of five letters : the

fifth is a set forward of five letters. The same column
exhibits two examples of a much more unusual feature,

namely the setting backwards, not forwards, in the midst

of choric matter itself already set forward, of isolated

choric lines of a different metre, so that the said isolated

choric lines begin at a point intermediate between that at

which iambic trimeters begin, and at which the adjacent

choric hnes begin. But both the examples in question

occur in choric matter itself set forward for the space of

five letters. Each of the two lines is set backward by the

space of two letters as compared with the adjacent choric

matter, and therefore is set forward by the space of

three letters as compared with the iambic trimeters. On
the whole, in the absence of such special circumstances as

those which governed the placing of the two lines just
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mentioned, we see that in this part, at any rate, of the
Eurypylus, the copyist more often than not set choric

matter forward by the space of five letters.

Let us apply this observation to the assumed lines

29-31 of the first column of the fifth fragment. Each of

these lines is restricted to a maximum of 24, or perhaps 25,

letters, reckoning from the starting point of iambic
trimeters. From this figure subtract five letters for

choric indentation, and you have left in each case a
maximum, on the assumption that the lines are choric,

of nineteen or perhaps twenty letters. Let us make our-

selves quite safe. In the next column the copyist some-
times sets forward six letters instead of five. We will

assume this full set-forward, and we will also drop the

possibility (though it is a very clear possibility) of the three

lines running to 25 instead of 24 letters apiece from the
starting point of iambic trimeters. Then, on the assump-
tion that the three lines were choric, they still retain a
possible maximum length of seventeen letters apiece after

every practicable curtailment has been applied to them.
Let us turn to column 2 of this fragment, 11. 12-16, all

choric. Line 12 contains fourteen letters, counting si

as one letter : 1. 13 contains seven letters : 1. 14 contains

seventeen letters : 1. 15 contains two letters : 1. 16 con-

tains eighteen letters. We thus see that there is not the
slightest improbability in the occurrence of three con-

secutive choric lines, none of them containing more than
seventeen letters. I suggest that the assumed lines 29-31

of the first column of fragment 5 in fact once existed and
were choric, and that the assumed 32nd fine of the same
column also in fact once existed and may have been either

a choric line or else an iambic trimeter.

The only reason that occurs to me why no one seems
previously to have made this or some similar suggestion

is that the second column of this fragment, which is

physically attached at one point to the first column, has
hitherto been taken as a column of 28 lines only. Of the

28th line of the second column the fifth, the seventh, and
the eighth letters survive, together with vestiges of the
third and of the sixth letters. The fabric of the column
downwards from this level has entirely perished, with the
exception that the locus of the next line, if ever there
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was a next line, is fully preserved beneath the seventh and
eighth letters of the 28th line. This space has hitherto
been treated as a blank, and the conclusion has followed
that the 28th line is the last line of the column. But the
space is not blank. From the facsimile supplied in Hunt's
editio princeps it is plain, not only to me, but to others

whose opinion supports me, that there are unmistakable
traces of a letter below the eighth letter of the 28th line.

This means that there was a 29th line ; and, if there was
a 29th line, there may also have been a 30th, a 31st, and
a 32nd. The fact that the fabric of the third column of

this fragment breaks off after a minute surviving portion
of the 28th line is proof of nothing whatever.

D
We have seen ground for supposing that the papyrus

of the Ichneutae, when intact, contained approximately
864 lines, distributed, at the average rate of 27 lines to a
folio, over 32 folios. Assuming, as seems most probable,

so far as our scanty evidence carries us, that a folio of the

Eurypylus consisted of 32 lines, we also see that, if the

papyrus of that play had been of equal bulk, viz. if it

had been a roll of 32 folios, it would have presented

1024 lines. This cannot have been the case. Not only

is that total very much shorter than that of any extant

Sophoclean tragedy, but in addition the number of folios

in question is not resoluble into factors of two grosses

of lines (288 lines=nine folios each of 32 lines) apiece.

Four units of two grosses apiece would amount to 1152

lines, a total which is still distinctly too short. But five

units would come to 1440 lines. That length is a trifle

more than that of the Ajax and of the Antigone, but is less

than that of the other extant plays of Sophocles. 1440

then seems to be the right figure. It involves a total of

45 folios as against the 32 folios of the Ichneutae. Such

a disproportion is not excessive even in the case of two
volumes of the same series.

I have just used the word series. It raises a question

of considerable importance. That there exists a relation-

ship more than casual between the papyrus of the

Ichneutae and that of the Eurypylus is demonstrated by
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the fact that they are both in the handwriting of the same
copyist, by the further fact that they have both, so far as

can be judged, been corrected by the same diorthotes,

and by the perhaps more significant fact that they are

both written on papyrus rolls of precisely the same
dimensions by vertical measurement.

The nature of the relationship becomes more apparent
on further consideration. The Ichneutae has always, so

far as our records go, been among the least celebrated of

the plays written by Sophocles. It is mentioned five

times only in the whole of extant literature, once by
Suidas, once by Pollux, once by Athenaeus, once by
Photius, and once by Eustathius. These five mentions
really resolve themselves into three, as that in Photius is

identical with that in Suidas and that in Eustathius with

that in Athenaeus. The play indeed had passed into

such oblivion that, until the discovery of the papyrus,

modern scholars were completely ignorant of the subject-

matter of the plot. The Eurypylus had fared even worse.

It is mentioned, but without the author's name, in the
Poetics of Aristotle, and Plutarch quotes, as from
Sophocles, a fragment, remains of which, though with an
inversion of order, occur in the papyrus, dealing with the
fight between Eurypylus and Neoptolemus. On the
strength of the fragment in Plutarch it had been con-
jectured that the unnamed author of the Eurypylus
spoken of by Aristotle was Sophocles ; but no certainty

was obtainable until the papyrus came to light. Why
should an Egyptian scribe towards the end of the 2nd
century a.d. have set himself to copy out, in uniform
style of presentment, these two thoroughly uncelebrated
dramas ? There seems to be no connecting link between
them, except their common authorship. The one is a
tragedy, the other a Satyric play.

The only natural explanation is that they were
intended to form part of a complete edition of the then
extant works of Sophocles. Now Sophocles is reputed to
have composed at least 123 dramas. Considering that
he lived to the age of ninety and that during most of

his life he was apparently engaged in literary activity,

such a figure is in no way improbable. So long as the
Alexandrian library remained intact, it was doubtless
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open to any Egyptian publisher to transcribe such of
the poet's works as were preserved there, and we may
safely assume that at any rate the great bulk of them
were to be found on its shelves. Probably therefore an
edition of Sophocles in the 2nd century a.d. would have
run to something in the neighbourhood of one hundred
volumes.

Now it would have been unreasonable, if only from
considerations such as those of economy of time, for

a publisher contemplating so large an issue to have en-
trusted the whole work to a single copyist. He would
clearly have divided it among numerous copyists. Seeing
that the normal unit of Attic drama was a tetralogy,

and that consequently copyists of tragedy were pre-

sumably accustomed in more or less the ordinary
course to deal with four plays in a batch, it would have
been natural for the publisher to have assigned in such
a case to each of his copyists, not indeed a tetralogy,

but an equivalent batch of four plays, taking them
consecutively in the alphabetical order of their titles.

There was, it is true, another order, indications of which
remain to us in the numbers contained in the arguments
of various dramas. But the alphabetical order must
at all times have been the most convenient, and it was
certainly in use in antiquity, as is proved by the Marmor
Albanum.

On any such view of the probabilities of the case,

it is at first sight hard to perceive why the same copyist

should have been entrusted both with the Eurypylus
and with the Ichneutae. Between them, in Greek
alphabetical order, come—to raise no doubtful ques-

tions—at least twelve plays. But the difficulty is not

one of substance. Frequently, if the title of a play

by Sophocles was such as to give no clear indication

of its subject-matter, a descriptive title was added.

Thus we have the Acrisius sive Larissaei, the Atreus

sive Mycenaeae, the Nausicaa sive Plyntriae, the Niptra

sive Odysseus Acanthoplex, the Pandora sive Sphyrocopi,

and the Polyidus sive Manteis. It should be noticed

that, when both titles are used in conjunction, the

one that is descriptive is put before the other. Thus
we find SocpoxXvjs 'Axpei $ Muxr/vatou? (Hesychius,
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s.v. ETticfTcaasi) and SoepoxXvj? navScopqc 7] Ecpupox67tOL<;

(Hesychius, s.v. xs^^jAai). The less specific titles

are certainly ancient, examples of them being found
in Pollux, in Athenaeus, and in Stephanus of Byzan-
tium, and were not improbably, being the appellations,

of the respective chori, those employed by Sophocles
himself. But the more descriptive titles were also

ancient : Stobaeus quotes seven times from the Acrisius

as such, and never calls it the Larissaei, while both
Pollux and Athenaeus speak of the Pandora, not of

the Sphyrocopi, and Pollux once mentions the Nausicaa
eo nomine, though once also as the Plyntriae.

Usually, where non-descriptive titles are not supple-

mented by descriptive titles, either the play was very
well known, as in the case of the Trachiniae and the
Aechmalotides, or else the mentions are so few as to

render it probable that the alternative name has merely
not been put on any record now accessible. Plays of

the latter class are the Eris (if indeed such a play
existed, as to which see Chapter xiii), the Cophi,
the Lacaenae, the Hybris (see however Chapter xiv),

and the Phryges. Probably the Ichneutae, as its title

is especially uninforming, should- be assigned to this

class.

But what additional name can it have been known
by ? To style it the Apollo would be absurd, and any
such sub-title as Apollo searching for his Oxen would
be cumbrous and would omit the more important theme
of the lyre. Similarly, it could scarcely be called the
Hermes, and an appellation of the type of Hermes the

Inventor of the Lyre could not be brought in Greek within
the standard compass of two words. The most natural
name would, I think, be the Efipe<n<; Aiipa?. In that
case the full title would be the Efipean? Aiipa? ^ 'Ixveutou

Saxupoi.

On this easy assumption, there would exist an alpha-
betical series of five Sophoclean plays, the Eumelus,
the Heuresis Lyras, the Euryalus, the Eurypylus, and
the Eurysaces, of which, supposing that the copyist of

our two plays was put to transcribe a set of four
dramas, either the first to the fourth inclusive, or the
second to the fifth inclusive, formed the set in question.
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In either case our two plays are brought into one set,

with only the Euryalus to separate them.

E
It may perhaps be objected that the system of cal-

culation by grosses, which I have suggested and which
would account for the variation in our two plays between
the particular figures 27 and 32, neither of them really
tractable on any other hypothesis, does not allow
sufficient liberty of choice with regard to the number
of lines to be written on a folio. But inspection will

show that the liberty is amply sufficient for all practical
purposes.

Take Sophocles' Antigone, a play of 1353 lines. For
business calculations it must be regarded as a play of
1440 lines, or ten grosses, as a broken gross was always,
one may be sure, charged for at the full rate. Now
ten grosses may be regarded either as ten units of one
gross each, or as five units of one double gross each,

or as two units of one quintuple gross each, or as one
unit, viz. as a decuple gross. If, however, it be treated

as ten units, the possible lines per folio, supposing,

as is proper in the circumstances, we restrict our-

selves to the range of numbers from twenty to forty

inclusive, are only 24 and 36 ; if as five units, they are

only 24, 32, and 36 ; if as two units, they are only 24, 30,

and 36 : if, on the other hand, the decuple gross be
regarded as a single unit in itself, there is a choice

between the four figures 24, 30, 32, and 36. In every

case,, in fact, where the widest possible freedom of choice

is desired, the total should be treated as a unit in itself :

mathematically it always offers as much freedom of

choice as does any single one of its factors, and it may
turn out to be such that it offers more. I do not think

that an ancient publisher would have felt hampered
by a system that offered him at his option either 24, 30,

32, or 36 lines to each folio.

Take again the Oedipus Coloneus, which runs to the

length of 1780 lines. That play must be treated as a
total of twelve grosses. As such, it may be presented

either with 24, with 27, with 32, or with 36 lines per
folio. Here too there is no undue restriction of freedom.
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It may be convenient to give in tabular form the
possibilities of the various gross units up to the duo-
decuple gross inclusive :

—

Unit Possible number of lines per folio.

1 Gross

1 Double Gross
1 Treble Gross
1 Quadruple Gross
1 Quintuple Gross
1 Sextuple Gross
1 Septuple Gross
1 Octuple Gross
1 Nonuple Gross
1 Decuple Gross
1 Undecuple Gross
1 Duodecuple Gross

24, 36

24, 32, 36

24, 27, 36

24, 32, 36

24, 30, 36

24, 27, 32, 36

21, 24, 28, 36

24, 27, 32, 36

24, 27, 36

24, 30, 32, 36

22, 24, 33, 36

24, 27, 32, 36

The whole of this branch of my investigation is

necessarily precarious. I think, however, that the system

which I conjecture to have prevailed in the scriptorium

in which our two plays were produced not only fits in

with the few known facts of the situation but also

connects them as parts of an intelligible whole.

Siquid novisti rectius istis,

Candidus imperii : si non, his utere mecum.
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CHAPTER VII

THE CHORIC METRES OE THE PLAY

Persicos odi, puer, apparatus. Kobace

First Chorus

Lines 57-70

This chorus is dochmiac. Lines 65-67 appear to me
to be a spurious addition of much later date than
that of Sophocles : at one point in them (the first syl-

lable of 1. 66) the dochmiac metre breaks down, and
the papyrus indications in 1. 67 point to the use of the
unclassical word (Baia?. Lines 68-70 seem to me to
be another addition, perhaps a distortion of some
genuine dochmiacs from another classical play.

Lines 57-64, which are much mutilated in the
papyrus, admit of being easily so filled up as to show a
strophe and antistrophe of exact syllabic correspondence.
I have so filled them up : but it must be borne in

mind that the correspondence is largely conjectural, and
indeed that it would be possible to fill them up in such
a way as to exhibit an uneven number of dochmiac
feet, incapable of division into strophe and antistrophe.

If 11. 57-64 constitute a strophe and antistrophe,

then the other lines, considered by me non-original,

stand as an epode. On that basis, the following is

the scheme of the chorus :

11. 57,
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I consider it clear from general usage that any con-

siderable collection of dochmii is necessarily divided into

strophe and antistrophe : it may even be doubted whether
sequent dochmii, not interspersed among other choric

feet, are under normal conditions used except in strophic-

antistrophic correspondence, instances to the contrary

being easily assignable to corruption.

An epode written in a fixed metre (e.g. the dochmiac,

the hexametrical dactylic, the elegiac, or either kind
of the ionic) is an impossibility in classical composition

;

but I do not hesitate to present such an epode as the

result of interpolation.

Second Chorus

Lines 80-82

This very brief chorus has almost completely perished.

Like the Fourth chorus (q.v.) it is the7rc«S<; of an heraldic

proclamation. Consequently, though I put it in doch-

miacs, I abnormally arrange it as anomoeostrophic.

Third Chorus

Lines 168-194

This chorus is singularly unlike the choruses of

tragedy in structure. It appears to be largely made
up of anapaests, often resolved into proceleusmatics.

As regards this feature Hunt and Pearson justly com-
pare it with the fragment of an hyporcheme by Pratinas

(Bergk, .FY. 1) and with a chorus in the Birds of Aris-

tophanes (beginning at 1. 327). The similarity to the

work of Pratinas is probably significant. In addition

to anapaests there are also admitted cretics, very likely

dochmii, although dochmii are easily simulated by
combinations of other measures, iambs, dactyls, trochees,

tribrachs, and perhaps spondees. Most of the lines

are so greatly mutilated in their latter portions that

an element of serious uncertainty is introduced. But
1. 170, which is absolutely intact, and 1. 191, which
seems to be very nearly so, appear to establish the fact

of absence of synapheia. The chorus is thus definitely

removed from the tragic category. Copyists (see my
English notes) have apparently endeavoured to introduce
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some degree of strophic-antistrophic correspondence,
which, however, was, so far as I can see, entirely lacking
in the original composition. I suggest in my note on
I. 166 that in this chorus the Satyrs execute a sort of

parody of military tactics. Hence I am inclined to
suppose that the metre is likely to be that of some mili-

tary march or the like. I therefore imagine that the
musical accompaniment was that of the flute.

The structure of this chorus is a simpler question
than its metre. The First Satyr leads off with a single

line (a choric senarius). The Second Satyr introduces

the fluid metre, which continues for the rest of the chorus,

in an utterance three lines in length. The Third, Fourth,
Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, Eighth, and Ninth Satyrs follow

with two lines each. Then come the Tenth, Eleventh,

and Twelfth Satyrs with three lines apiece.

The following is a probable scheme of the metre,

though it must be remembered that the terminations of

II. 175, 177, 179, 180, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187,

188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193, and 194 are conjectural,

and that in the case of the first six only of those lines

does the papyrus control restoration by showing the

maximum length to which the missing portions can
have run :

1^11. 168
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1. 186 Soc. i'. ^ w v^ w
|
^ w w_|

1. 187 www! www — w — I

1. 188 w w_
|
w_|w y

|

1. 189 Soc. ia'. -uui-^viu^-i-i
1. 190 — wi_»\_<| v_»wu —

|

1. 191 ^,w_|ww_|wy|
1. 192 Sa. i(3'. _w|_ww| ww_|_|
1. 193 wwvjw| — www|
1. 194 w w ^ w

|
w v^ w w

| .

In what way, if at all, this chorus ought to be reduced
into bars of equal, or of conventionally equal, length,

I do not pretend to say. My own impression is that,

while a main theme is anapaestic (the German metrical

school would on their theories of course describe it

as dactylic), that theme is constantly interrupted by
another theme or by other themes of a distinctly different

character.

I may say at this point that I completely dissent

from the view that a strict equality of bars was aimed
at in Greek music of the time of Sophocles. So long as

fifxvot remained &vu£,i<p6piLifY£<;, so long as the ocuXo?

continued to be u7t7)peTa? and fiaTspov exopeiisiro, music,

I conceive, had to content itself with a conventional,

not a strict, equality of bars, corresponding to the con-

ventional equality of the metrical divisions of the poetry
which it accompanied. The word GTpe7mxo<; is by
metre a dactyl ; so is the word fye : but about this

there is a good deal of convention, especially as regards

the combination of consonants at the beginning of

aTps7mxo<;, and no one can reasonably maintain that
the two words, if at all naturally uttered, take the same
time to pronounce. I contend that early Greek music
had to adapt itself to the natural pronunciation and
consequently to permit, and even to require, in the

same theme actually varying, though nominally equal,

lengths of bars. Text-books of Gregorian music, of

the best medieval period, are insistent that every word
shall be sung at its proper natural length, without either

curtailment or protraction, and even go so far as to lay

down rules with regard to the time to be assigned to
various combinations of consonants. Now it is true
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that Gregorian music deals principally with the chanting
of prose ; but within its purview there fall also a large

number of metrical hymns. I think that it follows from
Gregorian first principles that, let us say, a Sapphic
hymn, such as Iste confessor Domini triumpho, though
presenting bars in some sense conventionally equal one
to another, would, if properly performed, have to be
sung and played with bars identical with the varying
lengths demanded by the laws of right pronunciation

and therefore themselves unequal. I say exactly the

same of Greek music of the best period. So far, there-

fore, as I accept the equalising diagrams now commonly
printed in the editions of Greek choric poetry, I accept

them as indicating, not a real equality, but a conventional

equality, of which the convention is the convention, not

of music, but of poetry pure and simple.

Fourth Chorus

Lines 205-208

This short chorus is so sadly mutilated in the papyrus

that, of its four lines, we know nothing of the metre

of the first, save that it begins with an iamb, nothing

of the metre of the second save that it apparently begins

with a second epitrite and that it ends with a long syllable,

and nothing of the metre of the third save that it begins

with a long syllable and probably ends with a long syllable,

though fortunately the scansion of the fourth line is

intact, viz. — <-» — <-» — ^ — . The sense, however, helps

restoration to some extent, and I tentatively present

the metrical scheme thus :

1.205 w_|_ ^ |u
|

1. 206 -^
|

"
|

1. 207 -v
|

-^
I

1. 208 -u|-y|-«|-| .

On this reconstruction we have, after a preliminary

iamb, six epitrites (viz. a second epitrite, a first epitrite,

a second epitrite again, a first epitrite again, and two

more second epitrites), and a trochaic clausula.

The chorus appears to be the so-called nobs (see

Galen, Epidem., vol. v. 394, and vol. ix. 501) of an

s2
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heraldic proclamation, apparently thus designated because
it was uttered in one breath, and, so to speak, consti-

tuted a sort of single metrical foot. I should imagine
that it was accompanied in this particular case neither

by music nor by dancing, but that it was perhaps pre-

ceded by a blast upon a trumpet. The Second Chorus
is in like case.

It is possible that the epitrite metre, which is sug-

gested, though not conclusively, by the remains of 1. 206,

and which it is difficult to avoid in 1. 207, considering

the almost total lack of choice one enjoys in filling up
that line grammatically so as to connect the previous
line and the following line (see my note on the passage),

is taken from the triple Wj naic&v, M) Ilaitiv, W) Ilaicov,

at the end of an ordinary notit; as delivered by a herald

in prose (see Aristophanes, Thesm. 1. 311 : Dindorf and
others emend to a double iyj Ilca&v only).

Fifth Chorus

Lines 235-242 and 281-288

This chorus, which presents a strophe and antistrophe,

separated by 38 iambic trimeters, is evidently not lyrical,

as the lyre is still with Hermes in the cave, and is there-

fore probably aulodic ; but it does not appear to differ

in any way from the ordinary choruses of tragedy. It

is composed of cretics, with interspersed trochees, though
for a trochee a spondee may be substituted, and possibly

a dactyl (see the doubtful restoration of 1. 284, which
governs that of 1. 238). The strophe and antistrophe
are sufficiently intact in the papyrus to enable us, by
putting the two together, to be fairly sure of the metre
of the first four lines of each, while the metre of the last

line of each is fully preserved : of the fifth, sixth, and
seventh lines neither the strophe nor the antistrophe
exhibits the ends, but the beginnings and middles are
known, chiefly from the strophe.

Subject to the chances of error in the restored portions
mentioned above, the scheme of the chorus is this :

11. 235, 281 -
|
- w _

|
_ w _

|
_ w _

| arp.y.a.1 dcvr.

11. 236, 282 — |_u_|_u|_u|
|

11. 237, 283 — |-w| |_^|_w_

|
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11. 238, 284 -| — w_|_ ww|_ w_|
11. 239, 285 — w_|_^_|_w_|
11. 240, 286 — l — w| |_ w _

]

11. 241, 287 -w_|_u|_ u |_u_|
11. 242, 288 -u_|_u|_u|

| .

It will be seen on this presentation that cretics come
sometimes as often as thrice in a line and that no line

is without a cretic. The result is the maintenance
throughout of a certain tone of excitement, which,
however, is prevented from becoming obtrusive by the
interspersion of trochees or their equivalents, mostly
in dipbdies, not as isolated feet, so that the trochaic

relief is very considerable.

Sixth Chorus

Lines 319-327 and 360-368

The metre of this chorus is fully preserved throughout.

The chorus consists of a strophe and antistrophe, sepa-

rated by apparently 32 (of which the papyrus preserves

30) iambic trimeters : the last two lines of the anti-

strophe have perished. The metre is a succession of

cretics, relieved at one point by two trochees plus a
spondee, and at another by three trochees, except that

the clausula consists of an iambic dimeter acatalectic

followed by an iambic dimeter catalectic.

The scheme is this :

11. 319, 360 ^i-u-i-v-i-w-j ffTp . xocl £VT .

11. 320, 361 _w_|_^_|_w_|
11.321,362 -w_|_w|_w|

1

11. 322, 363 ^|_w_|_w_|_w_|
11. 323, 364 _w_|_w_|_^_|
11.324,365 -w_|_w_|_w_|_w_|
11. 325, 366 -u-|_u|_y|_'U

|

11. 326, 367 u_|u_|u_| u _|
11.327,368 |w_|w_|_|.

The overwhelming abundance, marking strong excite-

ment, of cretics in this chorus, and the paucity of tro-

chaic relief , distinguish it very clearly from the previous

chorus, in which indeed the metre was theoretically
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identical, but which combined the elements of its struc-

ture in an altogether different proportion. In fact, we
now see that that chorus was a preparation for this.

This chorus is, apparently beyond dispute, lyrical,

being sung to the strains of the lyre, which, as the opening

words show, were issuing from the depths of the cavern.

In the lost end of the play, when the lyre had been
obtained by Apollo, an opportunity must have been
presented, of which I conceive Sophocles availed himself,

of constructing a grand choric finale in which the pipe
and the lyre both played their parts, one semi-chorus

perhaps dancing after the old fashion to the strains

of a wind-instrument and the other semi-chorus putting
for the first time the lyre to its orchestral use. Thus,
it seems to me, Pan and Apollo were symbolically

reconciled.

Seventh Chortts

Lines 403-405 and 408-410

The existence of this chorus, though only the begin-

nings of the six lines of which it is composed are pre-

served, at least in columnar form, in the papyrus, is

clearly proved by the protrusion forwards of those begin-

nings : this protrusion, coupled with the scansion of the
beginnings themselves, shows lis further that it is a case of

a strophe and an antistrophe, each consisting of one choric

iambic tetrameter acatalectic followed by two trochaic

tetrameters catalectic, the relation of strophe and
antistrophe being fixed by the fact that the six lines are

divided into two sets of three by the interposition of

two other lines, of which the beginnings only are, at least

in columnar form, preserved in the papyrus, but which
are shown to be ordinary iambic trimeters by the fact that
they start, without protrusion, from the ordinary align-

ment. Fragment 30, however, seems to have preserved in

a partial manner the alignment that results from the
positions of the ends of the verses in this very passage. If

it is rightly taken as so doing (the probability is increased
by the fact of its appearing to indicate the existence of a
Doric genitive plural in -av, possible only in a chorus,
at the end of 1. 409), it supplies us with the maximum
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possible length of 1. 405, with penultimate portions of the
iambic trimeters 11. 406-407, with the extreme ends of the
iambic tetrameter 1. 408 and of the trochaic tetrameter
I. 409, and the maximum possible length of the trochaic

tetrameter 410 together with that of the succeeding
iambic trimeter I. 411.

From what I have said, it will be seen that, however
dubious may be my verbal reconstruction, nothing is

uncertain with regard to the metrical supplements re-

quired, except, in the two iambic tetrameters, the choice

between iambs and spondees in places where the metre
permits either, and, in the four trochaic tetrameters,

the choice in like places between trochees and spondees.

Subject to those uncertainties the scheme of the chorus

is this :

II. 403, 408 |
^ —

|

|« -| |w_|w_|w_|
cTp. xai avr.

11. 404, 409— ^
|

— ^
|
— w|^_ |_ U |_u|_u|_|

U. 405, 410 — ^
|

|_w|_wj_w|_ ^i—v^i u|

I speak in my English notes of the peculiar scansion

of tou tou in 1. 403.

Eighth Chorus

Lines 421-428

The existence of this chorus is known to us only from

Fragment 34, which presents the maximum possible

lengths of 11. 421, 422, 425, and 427, together with the

endings, octov, of 1. 423, a, of 1. 424, eXeac, of 1. 426, and

vav, of 1. 428. The scansion of eXsixd and the Doric

character of vav prove that the passage is choric : but in

any case that fact would be sufficiently proved by the

great variations in the alignment presented by the ends

of verses. In my English notes I give my reasons for

inserting this chorus where I do insert it and for limiting

it to the length of eight lines.

Seeing that, subject to the data above mentioned, my
restoration of the chorus is entirely conjectural, although,

if I have rightly placed it, I can hardly have failed to

express the general sense of the original, there is no reason

why I should set out a metrical scheme.
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Aulodic Genres

At this point, it being apparent that the music of the

extant portion of this play must have been for the most
part aulodic, it is proper that I should endeavour to assign

to each chorus the particular variety of instrumental

accompaniment that seems most suitable.

Our chief authority for the various genres of wind
music employed in conjunction with dancing is a passage

from the second book of the Onomasiae of Trypho
of Alexandria, preserved by Athenaeus (xiv. 618)

:

auXvjascov 8' elalv 6vo|xa<nai atSe" xG(ao?, (3ouxoXiaqxo<;,

yiYYP«S» TSTpaxw^oi;, e7u<paXXo<;, yopeloc;, xaXXivixo;,

7roXefnx6v, 7]S\ixco(i.o?, cixivvoTiip|37], 6upoxo7U'.x6v to 8'

auto xal xpouaiGupov' xviarjxoi;, (a66cov. Tauxa Se 7rdcvTa

[ast' opx^asco? yjuXeito. The first and most obvious
inference to be drawn from this statement is that,

between 1. 212 and 1. 213 of the Tchneutae, after Silenus

has announced that he will jump and kick and make a
noise, but before Cyllene appears in answer, music of the

kind known alternatively as Gupoxorcixov or xpoueriOupov

was performed and that Silenus made his demonstration

in an appropriate dance. We thus obtain what is in

reality an additional aulodic chorus, although, owing to

the din created, it naturally was left unprovided with

accompanying words. The helpfulness of Trypho on this

point encourages me to suppose that his list is actually

a list of different sorts of aulodic dance-music which one

might expect to find side by side in the course of the same

Play- .

Proceeding on this basis, I can hardly doubt but that

the Third Chorus (11. 168-194), with its military affinities,

is an example of the 7roXe(xix6v. From this it would
follow, and even without this it would be nearly certain,

that the Seventh Chorus (11. 403-405 and 11. 408-410)

exhibits the xaXXCvixoi;, a xaXXivixo? to be clearly dis-

tinguished from the lyric TrjvsXXa xaXXlvixs.

To turn to the other choruses, the First (11. 57-64, with

an addition extending to 1. 70), in view of the exhortation

to secrecy in II. 61-62, seems to demand music of a
markedly quiet character. If that music is to be found
among the varieties mentioned by Trypho, I should

unhesitatingly select the flyypoic;, which seems to have
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been of a sober nature (compare Athenaeus iv. 174). The
Second and Fourth Chori, each consisting of the uoii? of a
herald's proclamation, clearly were either accompanied or
preceded by such music as was customary at proclama-
tions (I should myself imagine that they were merely
preceded by an appropriate call performed on the
a&kmy^), and stand outside Trypho*s subject-matter.

The Fifth Chorus (11. 235-242 and 11. 281-288) is, as
regards the strophe, suave and conciliatory to a degree,

although the fragmentary antistrophe appears to be
couched in language of a less friendly character. It is

tempting to suppose that the strophe is an example of

the f)Sixa>(jioi; : but, in that case, it would, I think, be
necessary to postulate the introduction into the anti-

strophe of some harsher musical element. Whether such
a postulate is permissible depends on the rules which
governed the musical relations of strophe and antistrophe,

which rules are almost entirely unknown to us. The
Sixth Chorus (11. 319-327 and 11. 360-368) is lyrical, but,

as has been pointed out above, it continues, though with

a marked difference of proportion, the same combinations

of feet as characterise the previous aulodic chorus. The
object of this continuation is, I suppose, in part at least a
desire for unity, in order that a lyrical chorus may not, so

to speak, be pitchforked into an aulodic series without

connexion with what precedes.

The Eighth Chorus (11. 421-428) is so absolutely frag-

mentary that it might seem scarcely worth while to dis-

cuss it. But we know its length and the context in which

it stands. It is manifestly a short song and dance, ex-

pressive of satisfaction, executed by the Satyrs. As up
to this point the aixivvi?, the typical dance of Satyric

drama, seems quite clearly, owing, doubtless, to the

comparative sedateness imposed by the nature of the first

portion of the plot, to have found no place, and as the

cixivvu; can scarcely be kept very long out of a Satyric

play, I conjecture that that is quite likely to be the dance

here. It is evident that the music accompanying the

oixivvi? was the aixivvoTiipPy] mentioned by Trypho.

I have already (under the heading of the Sixth Chorus)

touched on the probability of a grand finale in which the

pipe and the lyre were combined. The music resulting
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from this combination was called by the Greeks aruvauXfa,

as to which the locus classicus is in Athenaeus (xiv.

617-618) almost immediately before the quotation from
Trypho's Onomasiae. First of all Athenaeus represents

Magnus as stating on his own account : uepi 8s vfj<;

ocuXwv Ttpo? Xtipav xoivcovia?, S7tel toXXocxk; xal aur/]

r)(ia? yj auvauXfa eBeXyev, "Eq)i7t7co? ev 'EjiTUoXfl <pv]C7t

xtX. These words establish the fact that in the time
of Athenaeus the pipe and the lyre were frequently

played in conjunction and with an effect that was felt to

be pleasing. They also prove that such music was then
called cuvauXCa. There follows a quotation from
Ephippus (Empole, Fr. 2), in which however the word
ouvauXia does not occur, and it does not appear whether
the conjunction of the two instruments is simultaneous or

consecutive. The quotation is this :

xoivcovet yap, £ [xetpaxJStov,

V) 'v toictiv afoot? [aouotxy] xav Tfj XiSpa

Tot? vjfjisTepoiai ncaftioic;. Sxav yap e5

tTUVapjXOOWffl TOl? OUVOUffl T^V TpOTCOV,

To8' 7) [iSyiOTY] TSpi|;i? E^EUpLOXETai. 5

The mss. read & (jieipocxiov y)v toicnv auXoti; (except that

codex C gives only a precis and ignores the words in

question : jxeipaxiSiov is due to Dobree and yj 'v to

Casaubon). This quotation throws no further light

on the subject of eruvocuXia. Magnus next wanders art-

lessly off to a mention of quite a different kind of

auvauXfa, in which the lyre had no part. He proceeds :

t/jv Se ouvauXiav -rf 7tot' eaiiv e[i.<pavi£ei, Syjjjio? 6 A^Kioq

ev 7re[j,7rTto AvjXiaSoi;, ypd^wv ofixox;* ayvooujiivrj? Se 7tapa

7toXXoT<; ttj<; cwvauXiai; Xexxeov. jjv ti? aya>v aujxqxovia?

a[AOi(3aio<; auXou xal pu0(xou X*npi<Z Xoyou too Tcpos-

(xeXtpSouvTOi;. If pu0[iou be not corrupt (which I see no
reason to suppose), the only possible interpretation of

the words of Semus seems to be that the kind of ouvauXta
described by him was a contest between two persons,

who performed alternately, without verbal accompani-
ment, each of them not only playing on the flute but
also making rhythmic movements of the body (we shall

see, I think, in a moment that there existed a rival

school which condemned such movements as foreign to
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the musician's function). Be that as it may, we learn
from Semus that at any rate his variety of ouvauXtoc had
no song fitted to it. Magnus goes on to quote Antiphanes
(the only Fragment of the Auletes). The text is violently
corrupt, so much so indeed that Meineke pronounces it

incurable ; but I give it as it stands, disregarding certain
variants of no importance : a.atelu>q 8s aurJjv 'AvTupavyj?
9avepav tcoisi ev T<ji AuX7]Tfl Xsy<ov

toiocv, 9pa«rov yap, ?)Ss tyjv cuvauXtav

tocuttjv ; s7uo-TaT<xt, yap, aXX' vjflXouv eti

u-ocOovtsi;, &gtz tou? auXoiii; au te

auT7j tsXstyj i]/e0st0a(xsv auvTuyxavsfc;

auXaiv 7rspaivE. Ss^stoci 8s T&XXa aoi. 5
7)Su ti xotvov sctiv, o5 x^P^ rcaXiv

cuvvEU[i.aT' ou 7rpopx^[xa0 ol? o-qu-aivsTou

fxaora.

I propose

:

7toiav, 9paaov, roxpflSET/jv cuvauXiav

tocuttjv, in' 'iaa. Tatjiv rcapauX' auXoDVre, ti

{xocGovts 7ta06vTE 0'
; (Scfts tou? auXou? mi te

aQ-n] te X^soO' -
eT0' a (lev au Tuyxavsi?

auXcov uepaiv', sxSs^stou 8' "Iavva aoi. 5
7jSlS Tl TO XOIVOV EffTlV. OU J^P5^ TTIxXoV,

ou vsufxaT', ou Ttpop^aT'. o5<; a7](xaivsT(xt

sxaaTa.

I translate :
" Into what strange travesty, pray, of a

flute-duet have you two been turning this practice,

piping all out of tune, just like a pair of peacocks ?

What ailed you both, what possessed you to do it ?

Now then, pick up your pipes, both you and the girl

;

and, as for you, play out to the end the part you've

started on, and, as soon as you stop, Ianna will take up
the melody. There is a sweet simplicity about part-

playing. There is no place in it for quivering ecstatically

a,t one moment, nodding at another, stepping forward at

another. The ear, and the ear alone, is its interpreter."

In 1. 1 f]8s'njv is an old emendation, but it does not go
far enough. It is physically impossible for the flute-

players to have sung their piece, and fjSsrqv would
mean that they did. But mxpflSsTiijv, with 7raptj>8ia to
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support it, could obviously be used of any parody or

travesty, whether sung or not. cuvocuXtav in the same
line would unquestionably require in comedy the definite

article, if touSt/jv agreed with it : but -rairTjv does not

agree with it, the construction being In this (duet)

what hind of a duet have you been producing by parody ?

I think that the rest of my emendations, whether right

or wrong, speak for themselves. In 1. 4 Meineke reads

afifY) ts XfyJjsaO'
- e!0' a fxev ai Tuyxaveii;,

taking sT6' & [iev c& m-f/jcveii; from Dindorf. In 1. 6

Meineke thought of yj&i Tt to xoivov etmv. In 1. 7 the

7rpo(3X,

/)[i.a0' olc, which I have given in my unemended text

is a reading of Casaubon's for 7rpo(3X7]fxa0oi<;, which is found
in at least some mss. : whether 7rpo|3)ofj[za0' olc, possesses

actual ms. authority I do not know. The cuvauXia dealt

with by Antiphanes seems to me to consist simply of a
performance by two flute-players playing alternately, in

which dramatic gestures were forbidden, and from
which the vocal element was absent. If one may argue

from the eruvauXta of two flutes to the auvauXia of a
flute and a lyre, one would conclude that the instruments

were played alternately, not simultaneously. Though
either the lyre or the flute, in the absence of any kind of

ouvauXta, could be, and most regularly was, employed as a
support for vocal music, yet, in the case of a auvauXioc,

we may doubt, after reading the quotations from Semus
and Antiphanes (though the argument is based solely

on analogy), whether those instruments were, in the

ordinary course, used in connexion with song. I rather

imagine that in the concluding chorus of this play

Sophocles in fact introduced a auvauXioc of the flute and
lyre, played alternately, that he added the element of

song, and that thereby he produced, if not a novel, at

least an unusual, effect.

If, as seems probable, Timotheus (Persae, 11. 229-235)

makes reference to the Ichneutae, his words imply that

in the lost portion of the play there stood a chorus at

once long, lyric, and heraldic. But. to pursue such topics

would be " consectari rivulos."
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CHAPTER VIII

NON-CHORIC METRE IN SATYRIC DRAMA,
WITH A DISCUSSION OF THE PRACTICE OF PRATINAS

Quo semel est imbuta recens, eervabit odorem
Testa diu. Horace

With regard to the metre of the non-choric portions
of Satyric drama two separate, though allied, questions
arise, viz. that as to the use of trisyllabic feet in places
where they are permitted in tragedy, and that as to the
use of anapaests and dactyls in places where they are
forbidden in tragedy but allowed in comedy. A third
question is that of the applicability of Porson's canon
concerning the pause.

I will take these three questions in their order.

Of Pratinas himself, the founder of the Satyric Drama,
not a single Satyric fragment is reputed to survive,

except that we know the title of one of his Satyric plays,

the Palaestae, and of another play, whether Satyric or

not, the Dymaenae or Caryatides, in which he speaks
of the Sp-ru^ as aSiicptovo?. But I am satisfied that

Fragment 458 of the Tragic Adespota, a passage of fifteen

lines, is by him and from one of his Satyric plays. I

will deal with this matter separately in the last section

of this chapter. Until I come to that section, I will

abstain from discussion of the piece in question, ex-

amining only, for the purposes of this first section and
of the two sections which follow it, the metrical evidence

to be gathered from other sources, and treating for the

time being the Satyric writings of Pratinas as having
wholly perished. Yet even so we are not altogether

without guidance as to what his dramas were like.

Dioscorides (Anth. Pal. vn. 707) writes thus of Sositheus,
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a poet of the Alexandrian Pleiad, putting the words into

the mouth of a Satyr sculptured upon his tomb :

X7)Y^ Em<ti6eou xofieco vexuv, Sctctov Iv acrrei

SiKkoc, oltz' ai0af[xwv y)[j.£Tep<DV EocpoxXTJv,

Sxip-roi; 6 7ruppoY^veto<;. exio-ffCNpopyjcre y«P <5>VTjp

#£ia 4>Xiaaiwv, vai jxa: ^opoi?, Zoraiptov

xfj[i,e tov ev xatvoi? TeOpajijjievov ijGetnv ^Syj

^yaYev s^ (
iV^fJW]

v ™cTp£o" avapxafaa?"

xat mxXiv Etfft&pfiTjoe tov #paeva AtopiSi M01S07)

puOfxov, 7cpo? ?' ocuStjv eXxopievo? [isyocXtjv.

eSaSs fjioi 6up«T£ov zbitot; ou j^epl xaivoTOfjLY]0el<;

Tyj qiiXoxivSuvto ippoVTiSi ZcoaiOeou.

From this epigram we may gather with security that,

whatever else Sositheus attempted, at any rate he set

himself to imitate the rhythm of the Phliasian writers

of Satyric Drama. Fortunately there are 24 lines extant

of Sositheus' Satyric play, Daphnis or Lityerses. In
these lines there is not a single trisyllabic foot. In
view of the great frequency of trisyllabic feet in certain

forms, at any rate, of Satyric Drama (e.g. Euripides'

Cyclops) it is safe to conclude that Sositheus is deliberately

avoiding them in the lines mentioned. It follows that

Pratinas used them either in moderation or not at all.

I consider that we may say with confidence that at

any rate he would not have employed two such feet in

the same line. The lawfulness or unlawfulness of the
duplication of trisyllabic feet in the same line in Satyric

drama of the time of Sophocles becomes of considerable

practical importance when one sets oneself to repair

the mutilated text of the Ichneutae.

That, however, Pratinas did not altogether deny
himself the use of trisyllabic feet is rendered probable

by the scanty remains of the works of his son, Aristias.

Only one line of the Cyclops of Aristias has come down
to us, but in that line the 4th foot is a tribrach. The
line runs (Aristias, Fri 4)

:

<jc7K&Xeera<; t6v olvov iiziykoiz SScop.

It is quoted by Suidas, who adds vj 7tapoi(iioc y^Yovev

ex tou 'Apiaxfou KOxXutcoi;, &q (pyjai Xa(iaiXstov ev

Ttji 7tepl aa-nipov. The words &c, (pyjai Xa[A<xiXeiov ev T<j>
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TOpl oocnipwv show that Aristias' Cyclops was a Satyrio

drama. Compare the second of two lines surviving from
Aristias' Fata, which runs (Aristias, Fr. 3, 1. 2)

:

"AiSou Tpoc7is£eti<;, dcjcpa-rea V7jS6v ^wv-

This fragment is preserved by Athenaeus (xv. 686 a).

Athenaeus does not state that the Fata is a Satyric

play, though in introducing the fragment he speaks

of Aristias as Phliasian (xktoc tov OXeiacriov 8' 'Apia-

ftav) : presumably Pratinas and Aristias wrote their

tragedies in much the same dialect as their Satyric

plays, axpocreoc (which is the uncontracted form of

axpocT?) and must be scanned — <-> "-> ^ ) is not Attic, and
vrjSuv presents a quantity contrary to the later usage

even of Satyric Drama (see vyjSuv, Euripides, Cyclops,

1. 574). There is a tribrach in the 4th foot.

The plays of Aeschylus that we know to have been

Satyric, though there are others that certain editors have

considered such, are eight in number, viz. the Cercyon,

the Ceryces, the Circe, the Leon, the Lycurgus, the Prome-

theus (apparently Pyrcaeus), the Proteus, and the Sphinx.

Of these, the Ceryces, the Lycurgus, the Prometheus

Pyrcaeus, and the Sphinx alone supply us with evidence.

In one line of the Ceryces (Fr. 109) we find an anapaest

in the first foot: another fragment of the same play

(Fr. Ill) consists of the single word xocxotcoislv, which,

if employed in a non-choric passage, presumably im-

plies a tribrach in some foot or other. In the Lycurgus

(Fr. 125) we have a dactyl in the third foot. In the

Prometheus Pyrcaeus (Fr. 205)* we have a tribrach in

the fourth foot. In the Sphinx (Fr. 235, 1. 1) we have

a dactyl in the third foot.

Of the Fragmenta Incertarum Fabularum of Aeschylus

there is no ground for taking any as Satyric, except, on

the doubtful strength of the metre of an ancient variant,

Fragment 370. This does not yield, on either reading, a

trisyllabic foot lawful in tragedy.

Among the spurious Fragments attributed to Aes-

chylus, one (Fr. 464), which runs to twelve lines, is mani-

festly a post-Attic composition : but its combination

* Pollux (x. 64) gives Aha Si (v.l. \ivaSfs) -niaaa Kupo\tyov fianpol r6vot

:

read Aivo S* Atatra nii^Ktva, /tanpol t&voi : Aifftro contrasts with u/i6\tm.
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of tragic diction with comic metre stamps it either as an
example of late Satyric drama or else as the production

of some very incompetent person. It is quoted as

from Aeschylus both by Justin Martyr (Monarch. 2,

130) and by Clement of Alexandria (Strom, v. 727-728),

while Eusebius (P.E. xm. 689) repeats it from Clement,

so that we possess a triple array of ms. authority.

Of trisyllabic feet permitted by tragic law, it presents

a dactyl in the third foot (1. 4) and a dactyl in the first

foot (1. 12). It also presents, according to the text of

St. Justin, a tribrach in the first foot (1. 11) in the words

8tocv i:7u(3Xe(Jj-fl : but the caesura is such that one must
prefer the reading of Clement and of Eusebius, erofcv

!m(3Xe<{*fl, which substitutes a comic anapaest in the

second foot, although with an obvious violation of the

Attic rule as to (JX.

We next come to Sophocles. Editors have thought

various plays of Sophocles to be Satyric, but those we
know to have been so are the Achilleos Erastae, the

Amycus, the Amphiaraus, the Dionysiscus, the Helenes

Gamos, the Heracles epi Taenaro, the Ichneutae, the Crisis,

the Cophi, the Salmoneus, and the Tele {Telegonus ?)

:

Herodian also (Mori. Lex. 30, 28) quotes a passage as

written by Sophocles ev KtjSshovi cocTupixtp, and Hesychius

(i. 464) cites a word from the same passage as used by
Sophocles KiSaXioj, on the strength of which it has

naturally been inferred that the Cedalion of Sophocles is

meant and is a Satyric play, while a gloss in Bekker's

Anecdota (446, 12) ending So<poxX9}<; N6[xci cocTupwccji has

been taken to mean that the Momus is Satyric, though
N6(xq> could stand equally well for To.[lg>, i.e. 'EX£w]<;

rajzcp : in the existing text of Stobaeus the Hybris is

termed Satyric, but see Chapter xiv. Of these plays

the Amycus, the Amphiaraus, the Dionysiscus, the

Heracles epi Taenaro, the Ichneutae, the Cedalion, and
the Cophi alone supply us with evidence. The so-called

Eris also comes into question. In a trimeter of the

Amycus (constituting Fr. Ill) the fifth foot is a tribrach.

In the Amphiaraus (Fr. 115) we find a tribrach in what
seems to be the second foot of a corrupted iambic trimeter.

In a trimeter of the Dionysiscus (Fr. 171, 1. 3) the fifth

foot is a tribrach. The passage, which is preserved as
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evidence of the spelling' ^iXoctpa, runs (Lex. Messan.
f. 283, r)

:

6t<xv yap auxqi 7rpoacpepco (Bp&aiv SiSo\i<;,

ty)V pivav zu%<; <JiiXa<pqc xiScvco <pepei

ty]v xe'P« "po? <paXaxp6v vjSii SiayeXolv.

In 1. 2 Pearson rightly reads t/jv ptva (i.' for tyjv pivav.

Blaydes, followed by Pearson, wrongly introduces an
additional tribrach into 1. 3 by changing <pocXaxpov to

t6 qjaXaxpov.* It is a serious matter to present by con-
jecture two trisyllabic feet in one line of early Satyric

drama. The infant Dionysus is evidently being spoken
of as feeling the nose and lifting his hand to the bald
pate of Silenus or of some Satyr. The introduction of

tyjv xe'Pa > his hand, between ttjv piva, my nose, and
9aX<xxp6v makes a difference. It is better, in a style

which, unlike that of comedy and that of Attic prose,

makes the employment or omission of the definite article

a matter, within limits, of option, to leave cpocXaxpov,

after ttjv xe^Pa > without a to, as to <paXocxpov might at

first hearing suggest the bald pate of the owner of ttjv

yelpa. : if Dionysus was represented as a very young
infant, to tpaXaxpov would be, perhaps, seriously con-

fusing. As for the scansion cpaXaxpov, there is even

more liberty of prolation in Satyric drama than in

tragedy. Euripides in the Cyclops presents in senarii

not only spET[jioi!; (1. 16) and Ixveuwv (1. 130), but

also axpocTOV (1. 149) and waTp^a? (1. 108), and moreover

a line (1. 206) quite impossible in tragedy :

TzSiQ (xoi xoct' ccvTpoc veoyovoc |3Xao-T/]|iaT<x

;

In the Ichneutae we find a7cS^po0ev (1. 3), e7rixXuov (1. 38),

and XixvtTiv (1. 267), while xoctcxXuov (1. 223) is the

preferable of two papyrus readings and, according to my
view, a supplement ptxvot (1. 124) is right. I do not

like, though perforce I follow, the custom of indicating

such prolation by placing a mark of length over the

vowel : in fact the vowel remains short, and it is the

consonantal part of the syllable that is made longer.

In the Heracles epi Taenaro (Fr. 225, 1. l) we find a

tribrach in the second foot of a trimeter, (Fr. 226) a

* Blaydes, but not Pearson, avoids this by proposing tj5«m yi\fav.

O
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dactyl in the third foot of a trimeter, (Fr. 231) what
looks like a case of an anapaest in the first foot of a
trimeter, and (Fr. 232) apparently either a tribrach or a

dactyl in a foot of undetermined position.

In the Ichneutae we have the following absolutely

certain instances, a tribrach in the fourth foot of an
iambic trimeter (1. 96) ; a tribrach in the fourth foot

(1. 110) ; a dactyl in the fourth foot (1. 112) ; a tribrach

in the third foot (1. 117); a dactyl in the third foot

(1. il8); a dactyl in the third foot (1. 121); a dactyl

in the third foot (1. 124) ; a dactyl in the third foot (1.

125) ; a dactyl in the third foot (1. 152) ; a tribrach

in the fourth foot (1. 165) ; a tribrach in the fifth

foot of what appears to be a slightly corrupt choric

trimeter (1. 168) ; an anapaest in the first foot of an
ordinary iambic trimeter (1. 222) ; a tribrach in the

fourth foot (1. 232) ; a dactyl in the fifth foot of an iambic

tetrameter acatalectic (1. 304), where there is indeed a
lacuna, but the foot in question is absolutely certain

;

a tribrach in the fifth foot of an iambic tetrameter acata-

lectic (1. 307), where there is no real room for doubt; a
tribrach in the third foot of an iambic trimeter (1. 328)

;

and a dactyl in the third foot (1. 357). The subjoined

instances are almost (indeed, I am far from sure that

I could not, consistently with due caution, omit the
" almost ") equally certain, viz. a tribrach in the third

foot of an iambic trimeter (1. 12), though there is a slight

lacuna ; a tribrach in the fifth foot (1. 103), though there

is a slight lacuna : a tribrach in the second foot (1. 201),

though there is a slight lacuna ; a dactyl in the third foot

(1. 253), though there is a slight lacuna ; a tribrach in the
seventh foot of an iambic tetrameter acatalectic (1. 302),

though there is a slight lacuna. The remaining examples
are less simple, viz. a dactyl in the third foot of an iambic
trimeter (1. 120), so presented by the first hand of the
papyrus with a spondee following in the third foot,

whereas the second hand of the papyrus presents an
iamb in the third foot and an anapaest in the fourth

foot, as to which see my notes on the line ; a tribrach,

as it would appear, in the fourth foot (1. 200), though
there is a lacuna ; a tribrach in the third foot (1. 213),

as presented by the first hand of the papyrus, though
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the second hand presents a spondee ; a tribrach, ob-
viously, in the fourth foot (1. 234), though there is a
slight lacuna, which tribrach is apparently put in mistake
for an iamb ; an iamb in the fourth foot (1. 252), where
however the sense seems to require emendation into a
tribrach; a tribrach, as it would appear, in the fourth

foot (1. 334), though there is a lacuna ; an iamb in the

fifth foot (1. 358) in the handwriting of the second hand
of the papyrus, where I argue in my notes that a tribrach

must originally have appeared ; a spondee in the first

foot (1. 386), which the second hand in the margin,

rightly in my opinion, corrects to an anapaest ; and
an iamb in the fourth foot (1. 387), apparently in mistake

for a tribrach. Once (1. 120) the first hand presents

a dactyl in the third foot followed by an iamb in a

fourth, where the second hand converts into a spondee

in the third foot and an anapaest in the fourth.

Apart from this false reading of the second hand the

list presents no metrical features alien to the tragedies

of Sophocles, except the occurrence of iambic tetrameters

and the very high number, considering the small total

of lines in question, of ten dactyls in the third foot.

In the Cedalion we have apparently in one line

(Fr. 328, 1. 2), the Fragment mentioned above as referred

to both by Herodian and by Hesychius, a tribrach in

the second foot of an iambic trimeter, in another line

(Fr. 329) certainly a tribrach in the fifth foot, and in

yet another line (Fr. 331), though the reading is almost

demonstrably corrupt, an anapaest in the first foot. In

the Gophi (Fr. 363) we find a tribrach in the fourth foot.

The first Fragment of the so-called Eris (Fr. 199), which

is unmetrical, appears to be a distortion of a comic, not

Satyric, senarius : I treat this matter in Chapter xin.

Of the Fragmenta Incertarum Fabularum of Sophocles

there is no sure ground for classing any as Satyric.

Fragment 777 presents prima facie a comic anapaest

in the fourth foot. The line however, which consti-

tutes the Fragment, admits of ready emendation, and

in any case exhibits no trisyllabic foot permitted by
tragic law. Fragment 866 and, as emended by Dindorf,

Fragment 735 present comic features : I treat both in

Chapter xin.

o2
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Euripides comes next. The only plays of his known
to have been Satyric, besides the extant Cyclops, are the

Autolycus, the Busiris, the Eurystheus, the Sciron, the

Sisyphus, the Syleus, and the Theristae. Others have been

classified as Satyric, possibly rightly in some cases, but

without proof. The Cyclops supplies copious evidence.

Of its seven companion plays, the Autolycus, the Eurys-

theus, the Sisyphus, and the Syleus alone give any. In the
Autolycus, in one line (Fr. 282,1. 18), we find a dactyl in

the third foot of an iambic trimeter, as also in another

line (Fr. 282, 1. 19), and in yet another a tribrach in the

fourth foot (Fr. 282, 1. 21), while once we see (Fr. 284)

what may be a tribrach in an undetermined foot of an
iambic trimeter or possibly an anapaest in the fourth foot

of a trochaic tetrameter. In the Eurystheus we find an
iambic trimeter (Fr. 373, 1. 1) with a tribrach in the second

foot, and another (Fr. 376, 1. 1) with a dactyl in the third

foot. In the Sisyphus (Fr. 673, 1. 2*) there is an iambic

trimeter with a tribrach in the third foot. In the Syleus we
have one iambic trimeter (Fr. 692, 1. 2) with a dactyl in

the third foot, and one (Fr. 694, 1. 1) with a tribrach in

the fourth foot : another (Fr. 907, 1. 1), perhaps from the

Sylepis, shows a tribrach in the first foot.

In the Cyclops we find (1. 1) a dactyl in the first foot

of an iambic trimeter, and a tribrach in the second foot

;

(1. 6) a dactyl in the third foot
; (1. 7) a dactyl in the

first foot
; (1. 8) a tribrach in the second foot

; (1. 9) a
dactyl in the first foot

; (1. 13) a tribrach in the second
foot

; (1. 17) an anapaest in the first foot ; (1. 18) a tri-

brach in the second foot ; (1. 19) a dactyl in the third

foot
; (1. 20) a dactyl in the first foot

; (1. 25) an anapaest
in the first foot in a proper name

; (1. 26) a tribrach

in the third foot
; (1. 31) a dactyl in the third foot

;

(1. 35) an anapaest in the first foot ; (1. 84) a dactyl in

the third foot ; (1. 88) a . tribrach in the third foot

;

(I. 91) an anapaest in the first foot in a proper name ;

(1. 95) a tribrach in the third foot ; (1. 96) a tribrach in the
fourth foot

; (1. 99) a tribrach in the second foot and a
dactyl in the third foot

; (1. 100) an anapaest in the

first foot
; (1. 103) a tribrach in the first foot ; (1. 104)

a tribrach in the second foot
; (1. 106) a tribrach in the

* Bead : iJKovTa t6v re luapbv i^o\u\6ra.
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second foot; (1. 109) an anapaest in the first foot;
(1. 112) a tribrach in the fourth foot

; (1. 114) a dactyl in
the third foot

; (1. 120) a tribrach in the first foot
; (1. 123)

an anapaest in the first foot in a proper name ; (1. 124)
a tribrach in the third foot ; (1. 126) a tribrach in the
first foot and a tribrach in the third foot; (1. 136) a tri-

brach in the second foot; (1. 137) a dactyl in the first

foot
; (1. 139) a tribrach in the fourth foot ; (1. 147) a

dactyl in the third foot
; (1. 156) a dactyl in the third

foot ; (1. 158) a tribrach in the third foot ; (1. 159) a
tribrach in the fourth foot

; (1. 161) a dactyl in the third
foot

; (1. 162) a dactyl in the first foot
; (1. 163) a tribrach

in the second foot
; (1. 164) a dactyl in the third foot

;

(1. 167) a dactyl in the third foot ; (1. 173) a tribrach
in the fifth foot

; (1. 175) a dactyl in the third foot

;

(1. 177) a tribrach in the first foot, and an anapaest in
a proper name in the fourth foot ; (1. 178) a dactyl in
the third foot

; (1. 180) a dactyl in the third foot"; (1.

182) a dactyl in the first foot ; (1. 183) an anapaest in
the first foot

; (1. 184) a tribrach in the third foot ;

(1. 185) a dactyl in the third foot ; (1. 190) a tribrach
in the fourth foot ; (1. 192) a tribrach in the first foot

;

(1. 194) an anapaest in the first foot ; (1. 197) a tribrach
in the third foot

; (1. 198) a dactyl in the third foot

;

(1. 203) a tribrach in the first foot, a tribrach in the second
foot, and a tribrach in the third foot ; (1. 204) a tribrach

in the fourth foot
; (1. 205) a dactyl in the first foot

;

(1. 206) a tribrach in the third foot, in a line which in

two respects violates tragic rules of scansion ; (1. 210)
a tribrach in the first foot, a tribrach in the second foot,

and a tribrach in the third foot ; (1. 211) a tribrach in the

first foot, and a dactyl in the third foot ; (1. 212) a tribrach
in the fourth foot ; (1. 215) a tribrach in the second foot

;

(1. 219) a tribrach in the fourth foot
; (1. 221) a tribrach

in the second foot and a tribrach in the fourth foot

;

(1. 227) a dactyl in the third foot ; (1. 229) an anapaest

in the first foot ; (1. 230) an anapaest in the first foot,

and a dactyl in the third foot ; (1. 232) a tribrach in the

first foot, in a line which also presents a comic anapaest

in the fourth foot ; (1. 235) a dactyl in the third foot

by a certain emendation of Canter's for an anapaest in

the fourth foot ; (1. 237) a tribrach in the fourth foot

;
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(1. 239) a tribrach in the fourth foot ; (1. 240) a tribrach

in the fifth foot ; (1. 241) a dactyl in the third foot

;

(1. 243) an anapaest in the first foot
; (1. 249) an anapaest

in the first foot and a tribrach in the second foot
; (1.

259) a tribrach in the second foot
; (1. 265) a tribrach in

the first foot ; (1. 269) a tribrach in the second foot

;

(1. 270) a dactyl in the first foot
; (1. 272) an anapaest

in the first foot, in a line which also presents a comic
anapaest in the second foot ; (1. 273) an anapaest in a
proper name in the fifth foot ; (1. 275) a dactyl in the

third foot ; (1. 276) an anapaest in the first foot ; (1.

277) an anapaest in the first foot and a dactyl in the

third foot ; (1. 281) an anapaest in the first foot in a
proper name ; (1. 287) an anapaest in the first foot and
a tribrach in the fourth foot

; (1. 290) a dactyl in the

third foot
; (1. 292) an anapaest in the first foot ; (1.

293) an anapaest in the first foot ; (1. 295) a tribrach

in the third foot
; (1. 296) a dactyl in the first foot

;

(1. 300) an anapaest in the first foot ; (1. 301) a tribrach

in the first foot ; (1. 303) an anapaest in the first foot

;

(1. 304) a tribrach in the second foot
; (1. 305) a tribrach

in the fourth foot ; (1. 306) an anapaest in the first foot

;

(1. 307) an anapaest in the first foot and a tribrach in

the second foot ; (1. 318) a tribrach in the second foot

;

(1. 319) a dactyl in the third foot ; (1. 323) a tribrach

in the second foot ; (1. 326) a dactyl in the first foot

;

(1. 329) a tribrach in the second foot, and a dactyl in

the third foot, in a line in which, by obvious ortho-

graphic error, the mss. also present an anapaest instead

of an iamb in the fifth foot
; (1. 330) a tribrach in the

fourth foot
; (1. 331) a dactyl in the third foot ; (1. 342)

a tribrach in the first foot ; (1. 344) a tribrach in the

third foot, an apparently necessary emendation of Sca-

liger's for an iamb in the mss.
; (1. 348) a tribrach in

the fifth foot ; (1. 349) a tribrach in the third foot

;

(1. 350) a tribrach in the fourth foot
; (1. 354) a dactyl

in the first foot ; (1. 378) a dactyl in the third foot

;

(1. 383) an anapaest in the first foot ; (1. 386) a dactyl

in the third foot
; (1. 390) a dactyl in the third foot

;

(1. 393) an anapaest in the first foot ; (1. 394) a tribrach

in the second foot and a tribrach in the fourth foot

;

(1. 395) a tribrach in the fourth foot ; (1. 401) a dactyl
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in the third foot
; (1. 402) a dactyl in the first foot

;

(1. 405) a dactyl in the third foot ; (1. 410) a tribrach
in the first foot and a tribrach in the second foot, the latter
being a necessary emendation of Scaliger's for an anapaest
presented by the mss. ; (1. 415) a tribrach in the fourth
foot

; (1. 421) a tribrach in the third foot ; (1. 425) a
tribrach in the second foot

; (1. 430) by a false reading,
as to which see below, a tribrach instead of an iamb in
the third foot

; (1. 433) a tribrach in the fourth foot

;

(1. 434) a tribrach in the first foot and a dactyl in the
third foot

; (1. 435) a tribrach in the second foot
; (1. 436)

an anapaest in the first foot in a proper name, and a
tribrach in the second foot

; (1. 439) in an interpolated
line, as to which see below, a dactyl in the first foot;

(1. 443) a tribrach in the second foot ; (1. 444) an anapaest
in the first foot

; (1. 449) a dactyl in the third foot

;

(1. 453) a tribrach in the third foot ; (1. 455) an anapaest
in the first foot

; (1. 473) a dactyl in the third foot

;

(1. 478) a tribrach in the fourth foot ; (1. 481) a tribrach
in the third foot ; (1. 529) a dactyl in the third foot

;

(1. 535) an anapaest in the first foot ; (1. 537) a dactyl
in the first foot ; (1. 546) a dactyl in the third foot

;

(1. 548) a tribrach in the fourth foot ; (1. 549) a
tribrach in the third foot

; (1. 551) a tribrach in the
second foot

; (1. 553) a tribrach in the third foot, and
a tribrach in the fourth foot ; (1. 555) a dactyl in the
first foot

; (1. 557) a dactyl in the third foot ; (1. 558)
an anapaest in the first foot, in a line which also

presents a comic anapaest in the fourth foot
; (1. 559)

a tribrach in the first foot ; (1. 560) a dactyl in the

first foot and a tribrach in the second foot, in a line

which also presents a comic anapaest in the fourth

foot ; (1. 561) an anapaest in the first foot ; (1. 569)
an anapaest in the first foot ; (1. 577) a tribrach in

the third foot ; (1. 582) an anapaest in a proper name
in the second foot, in a line which also presents a comic
anapaest in the fifth foot ; (1. 583) a dactyl in the third

foot
; (1. 585) a tribrach in the second foot and a tribrach

in the fourth foot ; (1. 586) a dactyl in the first foot

;

(1. 587) an anapaest in the first foot, and a dactyl in the

third foot ; (1. 589) a tribrach in the second foot ; (1. 590)

an anapaest in the first foot, and an anapaest in a proper
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name in the second foot
; (1. 592) a dactyl in the third

foot, where the spelling in the mss. impossibly presents

a cretic ; (1. 597) a tribrach in the fifth foot
; (1. 598)

an anapaest in the first foot, being a certain emendation
of Canter's for an impossible bacchius presented by the

mss. ; (1. 604) a dactyl in the third foot ; (1. 625) a dactyl

in the third foot ; (1. 627) a dactyl in the third foot

;

(1. 630) an anapaest in the first foot ; (1. 631) a dactyl

in the third foot ; (1. 635) a dactyl in the third foot

;

(1. 641) a dactyl in the third foot ; (1. 643) an anapaest

in the first foot ; (1. 645) a dactyl in the first foot
; (1.

671) an anapaest in the first foot, and a tribrach in the

second foot ; (1. 673) a dactyl in the third foot
; (1. 676)

a tribrach in the first foot ; (1. 677) a tribrach in the

first foot and a tribrach in the fifth foot ; (1. 681) a tri-

brach in the fourth foot ; (1. 684) a tribrach in the fourth

foot, in a line which also presents a comic anapaest in

the second foot ; (1. 686) a tribrach in the second foot

;

(1. 690) an anapaest in the first foot ; (1. 691) a tribrach

in the second foot and a tribrach in the third foot

;

(1. 693) a tribrach in the third foot
; (1. 694) a tribrach

in the fourth foot ; (1. 695) a dactyl in the third foot

;

(1. 700) a dactyl in the third foot ; and (1. 703) a dactyl

in the third foot.

I have mentioned that by an error the mss. present

1. 430 as exhibiting a tribrach instead of an iamb in its

third foot. The line has come down to us thus :

vaieiv [iiXaBpa AavatStov vufxcpcov y.iza..

Casaubon saw that the Naiads were meant and emended
to NatSwv. NaiaStov is now more generally read ; but the

form proposed by Casaubon is more likely, whether original

or not, to have been the parent of the corruption.

I have stigmatised 1. 439 as an interpolation. That
this line and that which follows it are a late addition I

argue at some length in the section of this chapter which
deals with comic anapaests.

In this list of examples from Euripides' Cyclops it

must be noted that I have referred to instances of ana-

paests presented contrary to tragic law only where such

anapaests occur in the same line as some trisyllabic foot

permitted by tragic law. My reason for referring to those
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which so occur is that it is necessary to refer to them in

order to deal fully with the subject of the occurrence of

more than one trisyllabic foot in the same line. I revert
to these particular anapaests when I come to discuss
the other branch of this enquiry, and then I of course
include with them all other anapaests, forbidden by
tragic law, which are to be found in the play, and also

one factitious appearance of a dactyl forbidden by tragic

law.

Among the Fragmenta Incertarum Fabularum of

Euripides there are three (Frr. 1013, 1040, and 1080) that,

owing to the presence of a comic anapaest in the first

example and of a breach of the law of the tragic pause
in the other two examples, might be set down as Satyric.

I give reasons in the section of this chapter which deals

with comic anapaests, and in that which deals with the

pause, for disputing the ms. readings in all three cases

and, in consequence, for refusing to regard the passages

as Satyric. Even if they be Satyric, I have here only to

remark that the sole trisyllabic feet, permitted by tragic

law, presented in them are a dactyl in the third foot

(Fr. 1040, 1. 4), where however another ancient reading

is widely different and exhibits instead a tribrach in

the second foot and another dactyl in the third foot

(Fr. 1080, 1. 3).

It will be seen from the above instances that in the

extant Satyric portions, known to be such, of Euripides,

the following table represents, so far as is ascertainable,

the distribution of such trisyllabic feet as conform to

the tragic law :

—

Tribrachs Anapaests Dactyls

(in proper names when

not in the first foot)

In the first foot

Cyclops 16 .. 40 .. 18

Other plays . . .

.

Total 16 .. 40 .. 18

In the second foot

Cyclops 34 .

.

2 .

.

Other plays • 1 . .

Total 35 .. 2 ..
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Tribrachs Anapaests Dactyls

(in proper names when
not in the first foot)

In the third foot

Cyclops

Other plays
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feet permitted by tragic law, viz. 23 of them a combination
of two such feet only and two of them a combination of
three such feet, while the remaining six show combinations
of trisyllabic feet permitted by tragic law with trisyllabic
feet permitted only by comic law, viz. five of them com-
binations of one trisyllabic foot permitted by tragic law
with one trisyllabic foot permitted by comic law only, and
one of them a combination of two trisyllabic feet per-
mitted by tragic law with one trisyllabic foot permitted
only by the law of comedy.

It will be noticed that, while trisyllabic feet, at the
rate of one to a line, are spread fairly evenly over the
Cyclops, the use of two or more such feet in the same
line is largely, though not entirely, confined to certain
passages of which the action verges on that of comedy.
It should be added that a tribrach, though not in

the first foot, may consist of a single trisyllabic word.
Line 112 runs :

Xyjoxdc? Buoxcov, ot Bpojiiov dvyjpTOxcrav.

On the permissibility of such a rhythm as this editors have
cast doubt elsewhere in what happens to be Satyric Drama
(Sophocles, Cedemon or Cedalion, Fr. 328, 1. 2). I see no
reason.to impugn it either in Satyric Drama or in Tragedy.
It is not until we come to Babrius that, so far as I can see,

we find the use of tribrachs governed by any special rule

beyond the condition that the caesura, if any, must be
between the first and second syllables. The trisyllabic

feet in the Cyclops, permitted by tragic law, conform to

tragic law, as understood by Euripides, without, I believe,

either modification or addition. The large number of

dactyls in the third foot is, as in Sophocles' Ichneutae,

a prominent and important feature of no small metrical

interest.

It may be well at this point to revert to 1. 206, which
I have stated above to violate in two respects tragic

rides of scansion. The line runs :

7toS<; [xoi xoct' avTpoc vsoyova (3XaffT7)[A0cra
;

The first tragic rule which it violates is that the last

syllable of a declensional form such as veoyova may
not be lengthened by position (and, as a result, may
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not be used " in position ") save at the extreme end of

the fifth foot. In this line Euripides lengthens the last

syllable of veoyova at the end of the fourth foot. That
the lengthening is permitted in the Cyclops is shown by
1. 524 :

toiooS' 6 Saijxtov ouSlva (JXdbrTei (Jpoxaiv.

The second tragic rule violated is that which excepts

pXaardcvco and its cognates from the general law that

PX' makes position. I can produce no Satyric instance

of the breach of this rule, neither can I of its observance ;

but it is reasonable on the face of it that Satyric Drama
should be permitted to depart from a convention so

artificial. Even Tragedy varies in its dealings with
the word yXtSffffa, which enjoys, at any rate partially,

exemption from the sister law that yX makes position.

There exists a sort of tradition that ykrpvi *s similarly

exempted ; but I have never been able to discover on
what the idea is based. On the whole, I consider 1. 206

to be sound, and therefore I have not queried the instance

of a tribrach which it presents.

Having dealt with Pratinas and his son Aristias,

and incidentally with the Alexandrian imitator of Prati-

nas, Sositheus, and having also dealt with Aeschylus,

Sophocles, and Euripides, we will now pass to the minor
tragic poets of the strictly Attic period. Among their

fragments, we have either remains or titles of plays,

definitely known to be Satyric, written by Achaeus,

who was born 484 B.C., and who specialised in Satyric

Drama ; by Ion, who was probably by some five to ten

years the junior of Achaeus ; by Euripides' contem-
porary, Xenocles the elder ; by Iophon, the son of

Sophocles ; by Critias, one of the Thirty Tyrants ; by
(or reputed to be by) Astydamas the younger, who
apparently flourished in the fourth century B.C., and by
an unknown author (Pap. Ox. 1083), who, from the

nature of his work, may perhaps be assigned to a date
earlier than that of Euripides' Cyclops : we hear also

(Teian Inscriptions in. 91) of a Satyric play by Anaxion
of Mytilene, whose period is altogether uncertain. Of
these writers the following plays are known to have
been Satyric : of Achaeus, the Aethon, the Alcmeon,

the Hephaestus, the Iris, the Linus, and the Omphale;
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of Ion, the Omphale ; of Xenocles, the Athamas ; of

lophon, the Aulodi; of Critias, the Sisyphus; and
of Astydamas, the Hercules, while the fragments in-

cluded in the Oxyrrhynchus Papyrus above-mentioned
are manifestly those of a Satyric drama, and Anaxion's
Persae is in an inscription, from which alone we know
of it, termed Satyric. Evidence, however, for our
purpose is presented only by the Aethon and the Alcmeon
of Achaeus, by the Omphale of Ion, by the Sisyphus
of Critias, and by the said Oxyrrhynchus fragments.
Achaeus in the Aethon shows a tribrach in the fourth
foot of one iambic trimeter (Fr. 7, 1. 2), and a tribrach

or dactyl in the third foot of another (Fr. 8, 1. 1), while
in the Alcmeon, though the reading is not absolutely

certain, he seems to exhibit (Fr. 14, 1. 1) a tribrach in

the third foot. Ion in the Omphale presents in one
iambic trimeter (Fr. 18, 1. 1) a dactyl in the first foot,

in another (Fr. 21) an anapaest in the firsb foot, in yet

another (Fr. 23) a tribrach in the second foot, in a fourth

trimeter (Fr. 24, 1. 3) a dactyl in the third foot, in a fifth

(Fr. 29, 1. 1) a tribrach or a dactyl in the third foot, in

a sixth (Fr. 29, 1. 2) an anapaest in the first foot, and
once (Fr. 32) what is apparently a tribrach or a dactyl

in a foot of undetermined position. Critias in the Sisy-

phus has three iambic trimeters (Fr. 1, 11. 1, 19, and 40)

each with a dactyl in the first foot. The unknown
author of the papyrus fragments has an iambic trimeter

(Fr. 1, 1. 19) with a dactyl in the third foot, and another

(Fr. 2, 1. 6) also with a dactyl in the third foot, while, if

Fragment 20 is in trimeters, there occur in it remains of

two lines (1. 2 and 1. 3) each of them exhibiting a tribrach

in a foot later than the first but otherwise of undeter-

mined position.

Among the Tragic Adespota, Fragment 547, a piece

of thirteen lines, might easily be taken as coming from

a Satyric play. It is markedly tragic in style and
diction, except that two couplets (11. 4-5 and 7-8) ex-

hibit comic licence of metre and that in the former couplet

(1. 6) 7tparreiv occurs. Nauck regards the two couplets

as interpolations. To me also they have that appearance.

Of tragic trisyllabic feet, the piece in question presents

a tribrach in the first foot (1. 1), a dactyl in the first

foot (1. 2), a tribrach in the first foot (1. 4), a dactyl in
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the first foot (1. 6), a dactyl in the firstfoot (1. 10), and a
tribrach in the second foot (1. 11).

Before we cross the frontier which separates writers

of the strictly Attic school from their successors, we must
turn for a moment to the Satyric dramas composed by
comedians. We have positive evidence as to Timocles*

(circa 350 b.o.) that his Icarii (Athenaeus, ix. 407 f)

and his Lycurgus (C.I.A. ii. 973) were Satyric dramas ;

and, as regards one Dionysius, almost certainly Dio-

nysius Comicus (also circa 350 b.o.), we know (scholium

on Iliad xi. 515) that the plot of his Limos (some doubt
exists whether this title is not corrupt) was of such a
kind, introducing Silenus, that it is difficult to see an
alternative to classing the play as Satyric. Timocles,

who, as we have just seen, certainly wrote two Satyric

dramas, very likely wrote another also : at any rate

the title of his Demosatyri suggests that that play too

was Satyric. The same presumption arises even more
strongly from the titles of Ecphantides' (circa 460 b.c.)

Satyri, of Cratinus' (circa 454 B.C.) Satyri, and of

Phrynichus' (circa 429 b.c.) Satyri. That the Phry-

nichus who wrote the Satyri is the comic poet, not the

tragic poet, of that name is put beyond the possibility of

question by an express statement of a third Phrynichus,

namely the Atticist (Lobeck, p. 266). On similar grounds
one may wonder whether Amphis' (circa 350 b.c.) Pan
was not Satyric, and the same question, if one may
travel for the moment a little outside the most strictly

Attic period, arises with regard to Timostratus' (perhaps

circa 310 B.C.) Pan also. Moreover Hermippus' (circa

432 b.c.) Moerae seems (Fr. 1, 1. 1) to introduce Pericles

* Athenaeus (ix. 407 b) states : Tiji*oK\?)j i t?s Ku/upSlas iroirir^s—j}c Si

«al rpaytfitas—iv per Spd/iart A^flp <pri(rt (here follow first a quotation from
the Lethe, secondly a few words of Athenaeus' prose introductory of a quo-

tation from another comedy by Timocles, the Dionysus, and thirdly the actual
quotation from the Dionysus). Athenaeus then proceeds : iv 5' 'lxapiois

Sartpots (pri<rty kt\. Notice the ixiv of iv /iki> Spd/nart. As Schweighauser
saw, the parenthesis ijf Si koI rpayipSias means that Timocles added the role

of tragedian to that of comedian : it is inserted to account for the same man
having written both the Lethe and the Icarii Satyri (a Satyric drama is

technically a sort of tragedy). But more recent scholars, without due con-

sideration, take the words as meaning there was also another Timocles, a
tragedian. To this figment of their imaginations they ascribe the Lycurgus.
A late botcher of Suidas, following a penohant of his, divides Timocles into

two men, but not into a comedian and a tragedian.
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as leader of a Chorus of Satyrs, though, if the Moerae
is a Satyric play, it can only be so in a sort of burlesque
manner. On the other hand, I see no grounds for
attributing a Satyrical appearance to any of the frag-
ments usually grouped together as constituting the
remains of Eupolis' Helotae. Of the seven fragments
in question, three (Fr. 1, Fr. 4, and Fr. 5) are expressly
assigned to the Helotae of Eupolis (Athenaeus iv.
138 p), EfooXi? ev EiXoxn : (Pollux ix. 74, ev 8s
tois EwoXiScx; E&wctiv : Pollux x. 98, ev EiXcocnv
EutoSXiSos), while four (Fr. 2, Fr. 3, Fr. 6, and Fr. 7)
are attributed to " the author of the Helotae " (Athe-
naeus IX. 400 c, 6 -ro&s EtXcoTa? 7roty)Cfai; : Athenaeus
XIV. 638 B, xal 6 tobq EEXcotoci; Se 7ts7roi7)xci><; <p7)<7i

:

Herodian, Diet. Solit. 10, 6 8e toCn; EiX<&Ta<;, sic

:

Herodian, Diet. Solit. p. 26, 8 e'ipyjTai 7uapi -rep toiji; eiXco

TacatfXTjv, sic). Meineke is right in holding that this

variation of ascription implies an ancient doubt as to
authorship, as against Mueller, who divides the fragments
between a comedy by Eupolis and an anonymous Satyric

drama. Mueller appeals to a statement by Eustathius
(on Iliad, ii. p. 297), who mentions a dictum of Hero-
dian, which appears to me to refer, not to the Helotae
attributed to Eupolis, but to the Heracles epi Taenaro
of Sophocles.

The question as to the composition of Satyric plays

by comedians was first raised by Eichstaedt, who be-

lieved in such plays. Hermann opposed him in an essay

De Dramate Comicosatyrico (Opuscula, i. pp. 44-59). I do
not consider Hermann very illuminating. He argues,

inter alia, that the later comedians could not have
written Satyric dramas because they employed no Chorus.

To say this is to beg the question. The problem is ex-

tremely difficult ; but fortunately it does not affect our

enquiry very greatly. The one partially extant play by a

comedian definitely stated in antiquity to be Satyric,

viz. Timocles' Icarii (his Lycurgus has wholly perished),

furnishes important evidence, and his Demosatyri

yields a trifle of testimony, as do Ecphantides' Satyri,

Hermippus' Moerae, and Amphis' Pan, but no others.

Timocles in the Icarii exhibits an iambic trimeter (Fr. 2,

1.1) with an anapaest in a proper name in the second
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foot ; another (Fr. 2, 1. 2) with a tribrach in the second

foot
;
yet another (Fr. 3, 1. 1) with a dactyl in the third

foot and a tribrach in the fourth foot ; a fourth (Fr. 3,

1. 5) with a dactyl in the third foot ; a trochaic tetrameter

(Fr. 4, 1. 2) with a tribrach in the seventh foot, equi-

valent to a dactyl in the fifth foot of an iambic

trimeter, but the reading inspires doubt ; another tro-

chaic tetrameter (Fr. 4, 1. 4) with a tribrach in the first

foot and a tribrach in the sixth foot, equivalent to a

tribrach in the fourth foot of an iambic trimeter, in a

line the metre of which has been disturbed near the

beginning ; a third trochaic tetrameter (Fr. 4, 1. 6) with

a tribrach in the second foot, an anapaest in the sixth

foot, equivalent to a tribrach in the fourth foot of an
iambic trimeter, and a tribrach in the seventh foot,

equivalent to a dactyl in the fifth foot of an iambic tri-

meter ; and a fourth trochaic tetrameter (Fr. 4, 1. 7)

with a tribrach in the fourth foot, equivalent to a tribrach

in the third foot of an iambic trimeter, and a tribrach

in the fifth foot, equivalent to a tribrach in the third

foot of an iambic trimeter ; and a fifth trochaic tetra-

meter (Fr. 4, 1. 8) with a tribrach in the fifth foot, equiva-

lent to a dactyl in the third foot of an iambic trimeter.

When I say that such and such a foot in a trochaic

tetrameter is equivalent to such and such a foot in an
iambic trimeter, I mean that, if we cut off from the

trochaic tetrameter its initial cretic or quantitative equi-

valent, and scan the remainder as an iambic trimeter,

the foot mentioned by me will result. I do not mean
that the foot in the iambic trimeter is conterminous

with the foot in the trochaic tetrameter. Moreover
the same foot in the same place in a trochaic tetrameter

may produce at different times varying feet in the iambic

trimeter, because of the varying quantity of adjacent

syllables included in the iambic feet in question. These
particular trochaic tetrameters have to be translated

as I have translated them into terms of iambic trimeters,

if we are readily to understand their bearing. Applying
to them the language familiar in the case of iambic
trimeters, or, in other words, stripping them of their

initial cretics, we see (since as a matter of fact they

present no comic anapaests) that they violate no tragic
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rule whatever, except that, certainly once, and perhaps
twice, they admit a dactyl into the fifth foot (taking
them as iambic trimeters). Seeing that the real iambic
trimeters of the play also as a matter of fact present no
comic anapaests, we have strong confirmation of the
statement of Athenaeus that this is a Satyric drama.
It appears however, so far as the evidence extends, to
be a Satyric drama of a metrical character intermediate
between tragedy and comedy, seeing that it admits
comic dactyls but rejects, so far as we can tell, comic
anapaests. It seems to be stricter than Euripides'
Cyclops. But in one way it is as lax as is the Cyclops,
allowing as many as three trisyllabic feet in the same
line. This feature is of high importance, seeing that,
except in the distinctly post-Attic Satyric Drama of
Python and of Lyoophron, there is not elsewhere extant
a single scrap of writing of proved Satyric origin to
support the Cyclops of Euripides in its employment of
two or sometimes three trisyllabic feet in the same line,

while not even Python or Lycophron exhibits in the
same line more than two such feet.

Timocles, in the possibly Satyric Demosatyri, has an
iambic trimeter (the only Fr. 1.1) with a dactyl in the
first foot. Ecphantides in the possibly Satyric Satyri
presents a trochaic tetrameter (the only Fr.) with a
tribrach in the first foot, a tribrach in the fourth foot,

equivalent to a tribrach in the second foot of an iambic
trimeter, and a tribrach in the fifth foot, equivalent to

a dactyl in the third foot of an iambic trimeter. Herm-
ippus in the possibly Satyric Moerae has an iambic
trimeter (Fr., 4, 1. 2) with an anapaest in the second
foot and an anapaest in the fourth foot, which fact I

mention here because, although these anapaests are

comic, and will be dealt with later, the fact that there

are two of them raises the questions connected with

the use of more than one trisyllabic foot in the same
line ; he has another iambic trimeter (Fr. 7, 1. 2) with

a tribrach in the third foot, yet another (Fr. 7, 1. 3) with

a dactyl in the third foot ; and also appears once (Fr. 8)

to have employed a tribrach or a dactyl in a foot of

undetermined position. Amphis in his possibly Satyric

Pan has an iambic trimeter (the only Fragment) with
P
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an anapaest in the first foot. It is abundantly plain

that, if Hermippus' Moerae is Satyric at all, it is never-

theless composed in the metre of comedy. Much the

same may be said of Phrynichus' Satyri, seeing that it

seems to present, though not in the same line, two comic
anapaests, which will be dealt with later in their place.

These two plays, at any rate, are probably comic in the
full sense, as regards metre, not in a limited sense, as

the Cyclops of Euripides. Had they been composed,
like the Cyclops, with merely a certain infusion of comic
metre, it is not likely that the comic element would
have been so evident in the extremely exiguous remains.

Now that we have obtained some real and valuable

information from the Icarii of Timocles, but not much
enlightenment, I am afraid, from or about his brother

comedians, we will pass beyond the confines of the
Attic atmosphere. Python of Catana, a poet in the

suite of Alexander the Great, composed a Satyric drama,
the Agen, which was acted at a Dionysiac festival held

by the Macedonian army in the neighbourhood of the
Hydaspes (the authorship of the play was attributed

by some to Alexander himself). A small portion of it

is preserved by Athenaeus. This play has a bearing on
the comicosatyric question, as it employs comic forms
(7tp«TT0uci, 1. 10, and dppapciv, 1. 18), thereby seeming
to point to the existence of a comicosatyric tra-

dition. Like Euripides' Cyclops, it admits comic ana-
paests, which I shall not at this point mention, except
when, as once happens, one of them occurs in the same
line as another trisyllabic foot. Python in the Agen
has an iambic trimeter (Fr. 1, 1. 1) with a tribrach in

the third foot ; another (Fr. 1, 1. 4) with a dactyl in the
third foot ; yet another (Fr. 1, 1. 8) with an anapaest
in a proper name in the second foot ; a fourth (Fr. 1,

1. 11) with a tribrach in the first foot, a fifth (Fr. 1,1. 12)
with a tribrach in the first foot and, by necessary emen-
dation, a tribrach also in the fifth foot ; a sixth (Fr. 1,

1. 13) with a tribrach in the second foot ; a seventh (Fr.

1, 1. 16) with a comic anapaest in the second foot, and
a comic dactyl in the fifth foot, which instances I mention
here because they both come in the same line ; and an
eighth (Fr. 1, 1. 18) with a tribrach in the second foot.

The emendation mentioned as necessary in 1. 12 is that
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of tov xsSpoTta ^vov
(
so Person and Jacobs) for the mean-

ingless and unmetrical tov xeSpwrcav d>[i6v of the mss.
Though only 18 lines of Python's Agen are extant",

their evidence is important enough to be tabulated;
thus (comic anapaests and dactyls not reckoned in)

:

Tribrachs, in the first foot, two, in the second foot, two,
in the third foot, one, in the fourth foot, none, in the fifth
foot, one, total, six ; anapaests, one only, viz. in the
second foot in a proper name ; dactyls, one only, viz.
in the third foot. The salient feature is the almost total
absence of tragic dactyls. In my Euripidean table such
dactyls amounted to 72 out of a total of 223 tragically
permitted trisyllabic feet. In the Cyclops, containing
587 iambic trimeters, there are 69 tragically permitted
dactyls, or, approximately, one to every nine iambic tri-

meters. On the basis of the Cyclops, we should expect
in the eighteen trimeters of the Agen to find, not one
tragic dactyl, but about three tragic dactyls, as the frag-
ment of the Agen contains in proportion over 25 per
cent, more tragic trisyllabic feet than does the Cyclops.

It remains for us to consider the usage of Lycophron
in his Menedemus. He presents an iambic trimeter
(Fr. 1, 1. 5) with an anapaest in the first foot ; another
(Fr. 2, 1. 1) with a tribrach in the fifth foot

; yet another
(Fr. 2, 1. 2) with a tribrach in the first foot and a comic
anapaest in the third foot ; a fourth (Fr. 2, 1. 3) with a
tribrach in the first foot and also a tribrach in the fourth

foot ; and a fifth (Fr. 2, 1. 4) with a tribrach in the third

foot. It may be observed that Lycophron resembles

Python in employing more than one trisyllabic foot

in the same line, and that, as regards dactyls, these

fragments go even further than Python's, seeing that

they exhibit none at all.*

* Before summing up, I may interject that Harmodius of Tarsus
with the Protesilaus, Polemaeus of Ephesus with the Ajax, and one
Theodore with the Palamedes and the Thyies (all first century B.c.) won
Satyric prizes at the Magnesian Rhomaea : the plays are wholly lost. The
philosopher Plato and the poet Callimachus composed Satyric drama, but

of the product not even the names survive ; in like case are Timon of

Fhlius (circa 275 B.C.), Aradus of Athens (circa 225 B.C.), Aminias of

Thebes [circa 200 B.C.), Alexander of Tanagra (first century B.C., or earlier),

CallippuB of Thebes, Gorgippus of Chalcis, Heraclides of Athens, Philo-
xenides of Oropus, a prize-winner at Magnesia named Polemon (all first

century B.C.), Demetrius of Tarsus (apparently visited Britain first century
a.d.), Aemilius of Hyettus (circa first century a.d.), and Timocles of Cyme
(date unknown). p 2
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It is clear on a survey of the whole of the above
evidence, if we put on one side the possibly Satyric

productions of comedians other than Timocles, that,

at any rate after Pratinas (who seems however to have
found a more or less close imitator, at least in some
respects, in his son, Aristias), a moderate, but not scanty,

use of tragically permitted trisyllabic feet, chiefly indeed
of tribrachs, but notably, as compared with tragedy,

of dactyls, especially of dactyls in the third foot, is

characteristic of writers of Satyric drama up to and
including Euripides and Timocles. After Timocles the

employment of tragically permitted trisyllabic feet

continued, but the free use of dactyls appears to have
diminished. The last exponent of the post-Timoclean
school known to us is Lycophron, whose contemporary
at Alexandria, Sositheus, reverted to the old technique

of Pratinas, allowing the use either of no trisyllabic

feet at all, or, at any rate, of but few (in his extant

fragments there are none). It may reasonably be
inferred that, if Pratinas employed trisyllabic feet, he
did not employ more than one of them in a single line.

It is a remarkable fact that two trisyllabic feet in a Satyric

line are not exhibited in the remains of any author,

not even of Achaeus (who nevertheless tolerated, as will

be seen later, the use of the comic anapaest), until we
come to Euripides, in whose Cyclops the employment
of two trisyllabic feet in a line is common and that of

three not particularly rare. As to the usage in this

respect prevalent in the strictly Attic period after the

time of Euripides we have no evidence save that of the

fragments of Timocles, who agrees with Euripides in

the use of two trisyllabic feet in one line, and even
in a trochaic tetrameter, in the use of three. After

Attic times, the Satyric remains, though scanty, of

Python and of Lycophron supply instances of two, but
not of three, trisyllabic feet in a line. Putting all this

together, I conclude that it is not by accident that the

exiguous survivals of pre-Euripidean Satyric Drama
which we possess present no instance of more than one
trisyllabic foot in a single line. It seems to me fairly

safe to lay down as a canon for the guidance of workers

upon the Ichneutae that Sophocles restricts himself to
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one trisyllabic foot in any one line. This conclusion,

which has been arrived at by others before myself, though
I doubt whether the evidence has until now been suffi-

ciently scrutinised—and doubtless it will still bear much
further scrutiny—leads naturally to the enquiry how far

in this particular respect the practice of Satyric Drama
differed from the practice of tragedy. That enquiry
lies outside the scope of my discussion ; but I may say
that some at least of the examples in pre-Euripidean

tragedy of the multiplication of trisyllabic feet in a single

line seem to me to be open to grave suspicion. I have
long, for instance, entertained the idea that 1. 967 of

Sophocles' Oedipus Tyrannus,

XTocvetv g|i,eXXov rcaTspoc t6v efxov ; 6 8s Gavtov,

and other lines in the neighbourhood, including 1. 943,

were written by the poet, not in iambic trimeters, but
in the dochmiac metre. So much for trisyllabic feet

lawful by the rules of tragedy and for the recurrence

of trisyllabic feet in a single line.

B

I will now turn to the use of comic anapaests and
comic dactyls in Satyric Drama. As I have, though

with a different objective, to go over the same ground
that I have covered under the previous heading, I will

assume that the reader has seen what I have there

written, and I will not repeat myself unnecessarily.

Comic anapaests, i.e. anapaests which stand, not

in proper names, in feet other than the first foot of an

iambic trimeter, and comic dactyls, i.e. dactyls in the

fifth foot of an iambic trimeter, are characteristic of

Satyric Drama, at least at some stages of its history.

For the purposes of this discussion, I class with comic

anapaests and with comic dactyls those feet which in

trochaic tetrameters present themselves as such, if we

remove from the trochaic tetrameter its initial cretic

or metrical equivalent, and treat the remainder as an

ordinary iambic trimeter.

If we leave out of account for the moment the possibly

Satyric plays of certain comedians (see under the previous
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heading), we find in Satyric drama up to the beginning

of the Alexandrian period no credible examples of comic
anapaests except in Achaeus and in Euripides, and no
examples of comic dactyls, except in the certainly Satyric

Icarii of Timocles, the comedian. I do not propose

to touch on irregular feet presented by obvious cor-

ruption in Fragments clearly not Satyric, such as an
anapaest in the fourth foot in Theodectes (Fr. 6, 1. 1).

Moreover I reserve for discussion in Chapter xiii.

Fragment 866 of Sophocles. This presents (1. 1) an
anapaest in the second foot of a senarius, and (1. 2)

another anapaest in the second foot of a senarius. It

is classed among the Incertarum Fdbularum Fragmenta ;

but I regard it as Sophoclean indeed, yet not dramatic,

much less Satyric.

I also reserve for discussion in the same Chapter
the whole question of the so-called Eris of Sophocles,

of which the unmetrical first Fragment (Fr. 199) must
almost necessarily be emended into a senarius without

a caesura and with an anapaest in the second foot :

this also I regard as not dramatic, although Sophoclean.

I will set out the other examples at full length, as

details of metre have to be considered.

Achaeus (born 484 B.C.) presents in his Aethon (Fr. 11,

1. 2) a comic anapaest in the second foot of an iambic
trimeter. The passage is this :

Xaip' &> Xaptov, x^p' & Xaptov.

^ 7tou <y<p68pa 6u(i.ot

;

It is given, on the authority of Demetrius (presumably
Demetrius of Adramyttium), by a scholiast on Aristo-

phanes (Ran. 1. 184). The Aristophanic line is

Xaip' & Xaptov, xaV & Xaptov, xaV & Xaptov,

and Aristophanes continues thus :

tlq ei? avaractSXai; ex xaxtov xal 7upaY(Ji.aTtov

;

It therefore seems clear that 9j 7tou wpoSpa 6i>[aoi; is

part of the quotation from Achaeus. I can in no way
agree with Methner that it is wrongly imported into the
quotation.

Euripides presents comic anapaests in the Cyclops
only (except a solitary one in a line from an unknown
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play, which is clearly Satyric, if the reading, as is not
certain, happens to be correct, and another, due to obvious
corruption, in a v.l. in the Syleus) : but the fragments
of his Satyric plays that, but for these, have perished,

are so scanty that it is not reasonably possible to base
any distinction between them and the Cyclops on this

fact. In the Cyclops there occur, prima facie, 22 comic
anapaests, each of them in a separate line : but of these

22 two admit, or possibly admit, of being scanned by
synizesis as iambs, while one presents itself in a context

containing so strong a crasis that suspicion has, in my
opinion wrongly, been cast on the reading, and another

is, unlike the rest, in the mouth of Ulysses (if I may be

pardoned for writing English), and therefore, again in

my opinion wrongly, has been arbitrarily altered into an
iamb. In any case the play exhibits seventeen comic

anapaests, which number is amply sufficient to put the

usage beyond the faintest possibility of doubt.

The examples are these :

In the third foot (1. 28), though this instance may,

perhaps, be scanned by synizesis as an iamb :

vefAOuai [i.9jXa, veavioci 7cscpuxoTe?.

In the fourth foot (1. 154)

:

elSe? y«P «"^v ', °^ V& A'1'? aXX' 6cjcppaivo|xai.

In the fourth foot (1. 232)

:

eXeyov syw TaS' #
oi 8' ecpopouv <ra xpVaTa -

In the third foot (1. 234) :

irotis x dcpva? s£e<popouVTO- SrjcavTS? 8s as.

In the fifth foot (1. 2'42) :

07]£si<; ^axatpa?, *<& j^syav cpaxsXov £<iXtov.

In the second foot (1. 260), though here Ulysses is

speaking and Heath consequently emends stcsI xareX^OYj

to stci y' sXv)<p0Y] :

s7usl xa-reX-^epOYj cou XaSpa tcoXoSv toc ca.

In the second foot (1. 272)

:

arcoXoio' 6 wrijp uou, to&s levou? Ss {ayj 'Sixet.
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In the fifth foot (1. 274)

:

wXeico 7re7uoi8a xai SixaioTepov X£yco.

In the fifth foot (1. 327), though this instance may
perhaps be scanned by synizesis as an iamb :

eTrex7U(J)V yaXaxTOi; dcfiepopea, TOirXov.

In the second foot (1. 334), where however the crasis

of ay**) oStivi, for which compare eycoQx av &>6[*,7)V

(Sophocles, Ichn. 1. 9), has needlessly aroused suspicion

:

ayo> otfwi 0iSg> 7tXyjv ejiol, Qeolai 8* o{5.

In the fourth foot (1. 343)

:

7tup xocl 7taTpcjiov -rovSe Xep7]T« y', §<; ££cra<;.

In the fourth foot (1. 558)

:

dOToXsii;
- So? oStoi;. val (xA M' ou nptv av ys ae.

In the fourth foot (1. 560)

:

4>vox6o<; ocSwco?. val [xoc Ai' <xXX' $vo<; yXuxilt;.

In the second foot (1. 562)

:

I806, xaSapov to x£^°C a
'

1 fpfys? T^
f
jl0U *

In the fourth foot (1. 566) :

XafJ&v, £sv' auTcx; olvo^oo? y£ E*ou ysvoo.

In the fourth foot (1. 581) :

oox av qjiXyjaaifj.'* at XaptTE? 7reiptocrt fie.

In the fifth foot (1. 582)

:

aXi? ravu(jtff]$7)V tovS' ex<ov avaTCatiaojiai.

In the second foot (1. 588)

:

\ii\Lyzi t6v epacrrijv xavrputpql? 7te:rci)x6Tt

;

In the fifth foot (1. 637)

:

r)fiet<; 8s x"Xo£ y' apTiw? yeyev/)|i,e6a.

In the fifth foot (1. 646)

:

aXX' 618' e7rcpS-})V 'Opcpsox; ayaO^v 7tavu.

In the second foot (1. 647)

:

w<g auTOfxarov tov SaXov s? to xpavfov.
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In the second foot (1. 684)

:

7raicra? xaTsaya. xai as Siacpeiyouoi ye.

These instances show unevenness of distribution, becoming
more numerous in passages verging on comedy.

The Fragment of Euripides, spoken of above, which
presents a comic anapaest, is Fragment 1013 among the
Fragrnenta Incertarum Fabularum. The anapaest is in

the fifth foot, and the line, which has been preserved
without its context in a scholium on the Troades (1. 628),
runs :

to [xev te6vt]xs a&jjia, touto 8' avaj}Xe7iei.

If the reading be right, this line must come from a
Satyric play. But the line in the Troades is

ou t<xut6v, & Tzcfi, tu pXs7tsiv to xaT0aveiv.

This and the fact that the scholiast introduces the

quotation with the words IGo? ecttI tcjj EuptmSfl TtjS

PXstcsiv jtprjaOai «vti tou ^tjv, w? xal aXXaxou (Aere follows

the Fragment) induce me to incline to Cobet's emenda-
tion oc5 pXe7tet for ava|3Xe7rei. It is not likely that, with
many instances of the simple verb to choose from,

the scholiast selected for his illustration a compound
example.

The corrupt instance in the Syleus is of an anapaest

in the third foot (Fr. 687, 1. 1). Artemidorus gives

07tTa (otttoc? V), x<XTsa6ie o-apxa<;, e[A7cXTQa07)Ti [xou.

Eusebius has the variation Te^ve (C and G omit TS[ive),

xaTaiOs adcpxas, which at least removes the anapaest.

Philo however gives 7tt[i7tpa, xoctociOs aapxa<;, which
Pierson modified into the doubtless correct Ttiprp?),

xaTai0e ffapxa?.

In addition to the twenty-two lines quoted there are

four others in the Cyclops in which the mss. present a

comic anapaest, but in all four cases by manifest error.

In the first case (1. 235) the mss. give :

xX<p& Tpi7c^ei x&toc (sic) tov 6cp0aX[x6v (xeo-ov.

Canter restored xoctoc for xaToc, a step rendered necessary

by the context. Scaliger went on to substitute 6[A<paXov

for 6<p0aX[i6v, an emendation as to which editors differ.
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In the second case (1. 329) the mss. give :

Op^xio? is universally and necessarily read.

In the third case (1. 410) the mss. give :

<xve7reas, qxxpuyY ? ai6£p' eijiel? (SocpiSv.

Scaliger restored qjapuYo?, the only correct form in early

times.

In the fourth case (1. 672) the mss. give :

05ti<; (x' oOTtiXetjev. oux <5ip' ouSsl? yjSixsi.

Matthiae emended to

05ti<; [l <x7«i>Xe(j'. oux #p' ooSeii; c' vjSixei,

and his emendation has been generally accepted.

To the example in Achaeus and the example in

Euripides we must add an almost negligible, but ancient,

variant reading in a Fragment of Aeschylus, an equally

unauthoritative variant reading in the Ichneutae of

Sophocles, a passage of doubtful metre in the Hybris
of Sophocles, and a mistake of transcription in a Frag-
ment of Sophocles.

The instance from Aeschylus is among the Fragmenta
Incertarum Fabularum (Fr. 370). A scholium on Apol-
lonius Rhodius (tv. 1. 1348), dealing with the word
<TTsp<ps<Ti, informs us : reap' Aiaytikc* a^ioucri YP*?eiv

[xeXadTsp«ptov yivoc;,

oojr &$ Tive? (xeXavooTepvcov. (xeXavoar-repvov would certainly

present an anapaest in the fourth foot. If such a
reading could be proved correct, it would show first that

the unidentified play in which it occurred was Satyric,

and secondly that in a Satyric play Aeschylus could
employ a comic anapaest. But it is evident from the
scholium that these conclusions are, to say the least,

unnecessary.

The first instance from Sophocles is a false reading

interpolated by the second hand of the papyrus into

Sophocles' Ichneutae (1. 120). The first hand rightly
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reads, with a dactyl in the third foot and an iamb in the
fourth :

[%] Tt? m07)[xo]<; xu[3' a7to0u[Aa[vei<; -uvi.

It is sufficiently plain that the form xij(3<x, which does
not occur elsewhere, but which stands to xu(J8a as xptScpoc

stands to xpiipSoc, is neither a vox nihili nor an invention
of some copyist. The second hand wrongly alters the
line, so as to give a spondee in .the third foot and an
anapaest in the fourth foot, thus :

t^] Ti? m0ij[xo]<; xiipS' a7ro6u[jiaivei(; tiv£.

So inept a piece of botching need not delay us.

The second instance from Sophocles is in the Hybris
(Fr. 671). Athenaeus (xiv. 657 a) there presents :

eaOisiv eOeXcov tov 8eX9axoc.

Little can be built on such a scrap ; but for this and for

the whole question of the Hybris see Chapter xiv.

The third instance from Sophocles is in Fragment
777. The Etymologicum Magnum (s.v. omkqylz) quotes
from Sophocles :

TptiX£ i xocXu<p0el<; ©eaaaXixyjc a.Tzkrf{iZoc,.

We have no clue to the name of the play : but it would
be absurd to take it as Satyric merely because an unsup-
ported quotation in a highly corrupt lexicon (though

the corruption is far less desperate than is often assumed)
gives an anapaest in the fifth foot. Dindorf rightly

emends to 0so-o-(xXtj<;.

We must also add, for the sake of completeness, an
obviously false reading which presents itself in a fragment

of Ion's Omphale (Fr. 18, 1. 2). Strabo (i. 60) writes,

at least according to his existing text : "Icov Bh rapl ttjc;

Eupoiocs <p7]fflv ev 'C^aXy) caTipoi?*

EupotSa [iiv y^v Xetctoi; Eupfaou xXtSSwv

BowoTiai; oxt7J<; lx<opio-ev exTsjivtov

7tpo<; xpyJTix 7cop0[i6v.

Eustathius (on Dionysius Periegetes, 1. 476) remarks :

xat tJ]v EupotSa 8k -ftp

Xe7tToi; Eupfotou xXuStov

BoicoTia? axTTJ? exwpicrs,
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xaBdc tiq cpyjcri tcoitjt/ji;. Whatever Ion wrote, we may be
certain that it was not sxwpiasv exxefxvcov, although

in strict theory I know of no reason why the second
syllable of ex-re^vcov, in spite of such a licence being

supported by extremely few examples, should not be
scanned as short. It will be observed that the line,

as presented, is destitute of a regular caesura or quasi-

caesura. I am inclined to conjecture that 7rop0[z6v is

the Eretrian port, Porthmos.
This is the point at which I must likewise mention

Fragment 547 of the Tragic Adespota, which, in the

preceding section of this chapter, I have seen reason

to take, with Nauck, as tragic with two interpolated

couplets that exhibit comic metre. The second line

of the former of these two couplets (1. 5) presents an
anapaest in the second foot

:

e7T«v hit' Sxpov ti? tou xaXw? 7rpaxxeiv Spafxy).

Taking together the comic anapaest in Achaeus
and the comic anapaests in Euripides, we see that six

of them (Cyclops, 11. 232, 242, 562, 581, 637, and 646)

consist of trisyllabic words, and that eight of them
(Cyclops, 11. 234, 260, 274, 327, 566, 582, 647, and 684)

are wholly included in polysyllabic words that run to

more than three syllables, although one of these in-

stances (1. 260) has been altered (see above) to an iamb,

and another (1. 327) might perhaps be scanned by syni-

zesis as an iamb. Moreover two other instances, 6 7caxr)p

fxou (Cyclops, 1. 272), and xov epocffT/jv (Cyclops, 1. 588),

are instances, because of the article in both cases and
of the enclitic also in the former case, of anapaests like-

wise presenting themselves so as to be wholly included

in what are metrically polysyllabic words of more than
three syllables. These fifteen examples therefore give

occasion for no enquiry as regards caesura. Seven
instances remain over. Of these seven, two only, pjXoc

veocvtoa (Cyclops, 1. 28) and x6v8e 7i(37]xa y (Cyclops,

1. 343), present what is commonly, and I am far from
saying wrongly, regarded as the most regular and typical

caesura in a comic anapaest, viz. between the two short

syllables, and of these two instances the former, though
I do not myself so scan it, might be scanned by synizesis
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as an iamb. Three examples, ou (xa At' aXX' {Cyclops,

1. 154), val (iA AC ou {Cyclops, 1. 558), and vai (xa At'

aXX' (Cyclops, 1. 560), show a caesura between (xoi: At',

which is metrically one word, and the following aXX' or ou.

Such a caesura is in comedy justified by general consent
when the two short syllables, as is here metrically the
case, form a complete word, when, that is to say, they are

not the termination of a trisyllabic or yet longer word.
ou [ia At' aXX' in the fourth foot, as in these three passages,

is Aristophanic : see the Pax, 1. 1046, where the anapaest
occurs in the fourth foot and cannot be altered as Blaydes
wished to alter ou yap [a« At' dXX<fc (an anapaest in the
second foot) in the Lysistrata, 1. 55. Instances of (xot At'

forming part of an anapaest in the first foot in comedy
are more oommon. Of exactly the same class as these

last two examples from Euripides' Cyclops is the instance

from Achaeus {Aethon, Fr. 11, 1. 2), ^ tcou crcpo&pa 6u[i.oi;

The caesura in this case is after a disyllable consisting

of two short syllables. There remains one instance

only, ayo) outivi 0um {Cyclops, 1. 334). We have seen

that the crasis in this passage is amply justified by the

Ichneutae of Sophocles (1. 9), and indeed it is justified,

though not in Satyric drama, by quite abundant authority

so that there is no reason for regarding as corrupt the

context in which the anapaest occurs. But, in spite

of this and in spite of the excellent sense yielded by the

mss. reading, the caesura of the anapaest has caused

offence. Hermann emends outivi to oQti, thus substi-

tuting an iamb for the anapaest. The objection, dating

from Hermann and developed by various writers, to

comic anapaests such as this, rests on a doctrine that,

in the event of the first two syllables of an anapaest not

constituting the whole of a disyllabic word, but being

the final portion of a word of more than disyllabic length,

it is necessary, in order that they should stand with a

caesura after them as the first two syllables of an anapaest,

either that at the point of caesura there should also be

an elision, or else that the word of which the two short

syllables form part should be so closely connected with

the following word as in some way to coalesce with it

in sense. I entirely disagree. For the condition requir-

ing elision I can see no logical basis whatever, although
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it is true that elision is frequently presented at the point
in question. If it be thought, as has been strangely

suggested, that elision produces a sort of coalescence,

I would point out that (see Aristophanes, Nub. 1. 849,

Eccl. 1. 1011) the elision is sometimes coincident with

a full stop and a change of speakers, so that no sort of

coalescence appears possible. The alternative condition,

that of coalescence in sense, introduces in practice a
merely Procrustean standard. One knows where one
is, if one states, for example, that the definite article

is for metrical purposes part of the noun substantive

which it accompanies, or that an enclitic is for metrical

purposes part of the word which it follows. I am not
laying down either of these propositions as necessarily

exact ; but at any rate they are both scientific. When,
on the other hand, one finds, as one does find, such com-
binations as S7c[oxo7ro<; tJX" Seupo (Aristophanes, Av. 1. 22)

justified as regards anapaestic caesura on the ground
of coalescence in sense, one feels that one is moving in

a land of dreams. The real fact I take to be that comedy,
influenced doubtless by the rule as to tribrachs, which
however has no proper applicability to anapaests,

regarded it as somewhat of a licence, to be used, but
not to be abused, to divide an anapaest by caesura after

its second syllable. An exception was made in favour

of disyllabic words of pyrrhic scansion, after which the

caesura in question is quite frequent. Of these words
the beginning necessarily coincides with the beginning

of the foot itself. This circumstance suggests almost
irresistibly that the usage is a usage borrowed from
anapaests in the first foot, in the case of which a physical

impossibility prevents a word longer than a disyllable

from standing before the caesura. It is almost certain

that even in comedy, though we know next to nothing
of its very early history, the use of anapaests must at

one stage have been restricted to the first foot, as it is,

except in the case of proper names, in tragedy. Owing
to the tragic strictness which militates against any
caesura whatever in an anapaest in the first foot, I am
only able to produce from the tragedians seven instances

(one of them probably Satyric) of an initial anapaest
divided after the second syllable, and of these the first
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two are doubtful. Sophocles is said to have written
in his probably Satyric Cedalion (Fr. 308)

:

6 ti #v ti Y'Yv*)Tat (mss. ytvyjTai and y^STai), tx
7vixvt' 8vou axia,

and in his Lemniae (Fr. 356) :
>'

Ta^i 8' au-ro 8si£si xoopyov co? eye) aa<p&<;.

Euripides writes (-4Zc. 1. 375)

:

s7tl xotaSs raiSa? XeiP°? ^ s^S Se^ou,

(Hel. 1. 838)

:

ItcI toictSs tolvov Se^ia? ejx^i; 6iys,

(Hel. 1. 1234)

:

(Or. 1. 898)

:

S7ti tcoSs §' YjyopEus Aiojat^Stj? aval;,

and (PAoeji. 1. 1240) :

hel toi<tSs S' stT7ust(jaVTO xav (xeTatx[iioi?.

Now e7rt, a disyllabic preposition (I am laying down
nothing about monosyllabic prepositions), does not, for

the purposes of caesura in a trisyllabic foot, form
metrically one word with toictSs, with tw, or with TtjSSs.

This fact becomes plain, if we take, instead of the com-
bination era tcoSs, the combination etcI t68e. It will

not be denied that a line beginning with sra t68s would
violate the rule as to the caesura of tribrachs. If, for

the purposes of the caesura of a trisyllabic foot, Inl

toSs does not form one word, neither does iizl tcj)Se.

What tradition Euripides was following, certainly neither

that of Aeschylus nor the normal tradition of Sophocles,

it is useless to speculate : the fact remains that he
exhibits tragedy as permitting the use, at the beginning

of an anapaest in the first place, of a pyrrhic disyllable

sufficiently disjunct to create of necessity caesura in a
trisyllabic foot at the point of its termination. The
positive evidence supplied by Euripides' five examples

is somewhat slight, and the origines of comedy itself are
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not extant for us to consult. But I think that it stands

to reason that when comedy was, as presumably it once

was, in the stage of employing anapaests in the first

foot only, and when consequently it was under no
temptation to treat anapaests as though they were

tribrachs (a temptation which afterwards arose when
tribrachs and anapaests became universally convertible),

comedy must, even if other influences were absent,

have felt itself at liberty to apply to an anapaest in the

first foot of a senarius the caesura permissible in the

anapaests of that distinctively comic metre, the ana-

paestic tetrameter cataletic. Going back as far as I can,

though it is not very far, I will compare the first foot of

a senarius from Chionides' (circa 487 B.C.) Ptochi (Fr. 3),

E7cl Tcji ia.pf.yei twSe toivuv xo7ttstov,

with the first foot of an anapaestic tetrameter catalectic

from Cratinus' (circa 454 b.o.) Thrattae (Fr. 3),

611 to&<; xopaxa? -ra£ AifliTzxov XPU(T^a x^stctovtoci; hzauazv.

I take it that anapaests of the exact structure of that

included in the words 8ti toiS? having established them-
selves in the first foot, the only anapaestic foot allowed,

except in proper names, outside comedy, were copied

freely by comedy both in the first foot and in other

feet, retaining in the other feet the restriction of the

first word to disyllabic length which the initial limit

of the line had in the case of the first foot imposed by
physical necessity. But in the case of the other feet

this restriction, though general, was nothing like

absolute. Anapaests that observed the restriction were,

I consider, thought almost as normal as those without
any caesura at all or as those with a caesura after the
first syllable. But it was lawful, though, as I have said,

by somewhat of a licence, to present anapaests, with a
caesura after the second syllable, the first element of

which consisted of the two last syllables of a word more
than two syllables in length. It is a mere accident that

a large number of the examples of this usage are also

examples of elision ; the requirement of coalescence

of sense is a figment. Clear examples, where there is no
elision, or, so far as I can see, coalescence of sense, and
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where, an important point, the reading is not doubted,
are not altogether infrequent in Aristophanes (Aves,
11. 1022, 1226, Thesm. 1. 637, Eccl. 1. 1027, Lys. 1. 124).
These examples are five in number, and others {e.g. Ran.
1. 754), in which the reading has been impugned, might
be added to them. I could also add three anapaests
which end with the particle Syj (Ach. 1. 733, PI. 1. 688,
and Fr. 109, 1. 1), were it not that I am inclined to think
that in Aristophanes, at any rate, S^ really coalesces,
like an enclitic, with the previous word. The examples
which show elision are over 25 in number, though several
of them are complicated by the fact that the elision is

before an enclitic. I suggest that this disparity of

figures is caused almost entirely by the convenient
opportunity which this scansion offers of introducing
common Attic words such as ouSsttote into the comic
senarius. It must be remembered that every instance
with elision necessarily involves a word not less than
four syllables in length and ending in three shorts.

Aristophanes is not over-fond of tribrachs, using, in

certain passages, where I have counted them, an average
of less than one to every five lines. The use in senarii

of words of the length and terminal scansion which I have
mentioned is greatly facilitated, granted that anapaests

are preferable to tribrachs, by their introduction, with
elision, into anapaests in the manner which we have
seen. I may be permitted to say that I attach more
than slight importance to this consideration. In comic

poets other than Aristophanes the caesura in question,

without elision, seems to occur some twenty times, and,

with elision, some seven times : I do not aim at exact

statement, as several readings are doubtful. Figures of

this .nature appear to me to bear out my contention

that the large preponderance in Aristophanes of in-

stances with elision is not due to any metrical law : in

fact, when one looks at the actual examples in the

other comedians, one might almost say that it is simply

a proof of his superior dexterity in the handling of

words.

This incursion into the realm of comedy has been

rendered necessary by the nature of Satyric Drama.
As a result of it, I refuse to condemn in any way the

Q
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anapaest in the second foot of 1. 334 of Euripides'

Cyclops.

Reserving for brief subsequent notice the comic
anapaests and comic dactyls that present themselves
in Satyric Drama after the Attic period, I will now pass

to the comic dactyls exhibited in the Satyric Drama
of Attic times. Timocles alone, so far as we can tell

from the scanty evidence at our disposal, though it by
no means follows that he really stood alone, permits the

usage in question. Euripides, on the evidence of the
Cyclops, does not permit it ; but into the Cyclops itself

(11. 439-440) there has been foisted a couplet, of which
the second line, in its present state impossible either

to scan or to make sense of, is commonly emended so

as to present a dactyl in the fifth foot, that is to say a
comic dactyl. This is the couplet :

&q Sioc (xaxpou ye tov aitpova tov cptXov

X^psiofjiev t6v 8' oux exofzev xoLta.<pat.ysiv.

This couplet, which is put into the mouth of the Chorus,

immediately follows another couplet, also in the mouth
of the Chorus, which is the first of a series of five coup-
lets in which the Chorus and Ulysses converse with one
another. It has long been seen that the conversion of

the original couplet into a quatrain is fatal to the balance
of the passage. Further, the extra couplet constitutes,

as is justly remarked by Paley, " a gratuitous piece of

obscenity." Moreover the first syllable of o^oivoc is

scanned as short, a false quantity which can hardly
have been perpetrated until a period, not merely post-

Attic, but later even than that of the first writers of

versus technici, who lengthened short syllables, but, to

speak generally, abstained from shortening long syllables.

I think that this indication of date holds good, because
I conceive that no one possessed of a smattering of

learning, sufficient to enable him to interpolate the
Cyclops at all, can have been ignorant of the quantity
of the first syllable of (rfcptov, especially as sipho is used
in Latin poetry (Lucan, vn. 1. 156, Juvenal, vr. 1. 308).

I consider that the short quantity is not due to naked
ignorance, but to " technical " licence in its more de-

praved form. This conclusion is confirmed by the fact
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that the two verses, with only the most trivial alteration

in the second of them, will scan as versus technici,

thus :

ox; Slot uocxpou ys t6v aiepuva tov cpiXov

XTjpsiiouev, tov S oux ex ^^ x<XTa9euyeiv.

tov S
5
means the Cyclops, whom the Chorus have just

mentioned. The penult of xocTOKpeiSyeiv (which, not xoctoc-

<puysiv, is required in order to present the paroxytone
accent necessary to the metre) can, I will show, be short

in late Greek. It is obvious from the mss. of the classics

that before medieval times many copyists had come
to regard the second aorist scpuyov as merely another

form of the imperfect Spsuyov, but with a short penult.

They actually wrote it e^peuyov in places where the

penult is so manifestly short that not even they can have
imagined it to be long. To go no further afield than
the mss. of Sophocles, in 1. 263 of the AntiQone every

single ms. presents aXX' &peuys to [ay] sESsvai, where
ecpeuys scans as a tribrach and represents, I do not

doubt, an original I'cpuys. Similarly in the Oedipus

Coloneus, 1. 1739, though there the metre is much less

obvious, all mss. without exception give a7rapetSyeT0v

where some form of aTCetpuy- (probably, I think,

(itaretpuyeTjjv) is required. In these circumstances it

is clear that a copyist of the class in question wishing

to form an infinitive with a short penult would have

written ipeiiyeiv, with the eu scanned short, and not

cpsuysiv, with the same scansion, as obviously such

men had no idea that they were dealing with a second

aorist. It is by these special facts rather than by any
licence of the " technical " metre that the scansion

of the penult of xaTacpeiiyeiv as a short syllable is, in

a certain sense, justified, as even the most hardened

writer of versus technici would have shrunk from short-

ening that syllable without, as he conceived, the back-

ing of literary tradition, seeing that the syllable was

long in his time not by traditional vocalic quantity

but by position, the word being pronounced catafhyin.

We thus, if I am right, have a versus technicus without

any trace of a dactyl about it, but with a quantitative

comic anapaest in the fourth foot, inserted in imitation

<j2
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of the comic anapaests in the play. Bnt Dindorf pre-

sents the couplet thus :

u? Sta fiaxpou ys T^v olfavx tov (plXov

There is thus created an artificial example of a comic
dactyl. One of the most injurious of the numerous
legacies that scholarship has received from the German
school of criticism is the supercilious spirit of unreason
which refuses to recognise that post-classical diction

and post-classical metre are elements to be taken into

serious consideration in cases of post-classical corruption

of classical texts.

Having cleared the way, I can now deal with Timocles.

In his Satyric play, the Icarii, he presents two trochaic

tetrameters, in each of which the seventh foot is a
tribrach. That is to say, if we remove the initial cretic,

or its equivalent, from each of these trochaic tetrameters

and scan the remainder as an iambic trimeter, we have
two comic dactyls in the fifth senarian foot. The second
example seems to be quite certain, but the first is

apparently due to corruption. The first, and apparently

corrupt, example is this (Fr. 4, 1. 2)

:

7rp6Jra (lev <7xXir)pcD<; xaOsdSco, sTtoc 0oiSSi7t7toi; 6 Xscov.

For xaOsiiSco Jacobs proposed xaSeuSov, which, if spelt

xaOvjuSov, appears to be correct. As there is no known
reason why Thudippus should be called " the lion,"

Jacobs also read tpXewv for 6 Xecov. Bergk proposed

eI8' 6 ©ouSottcou KXewv. Meineke suggests pSewv for

6 Xswv and the change of the verb s.Tzrfezv, which comes
in the next verse, to &rcvii;ev. The other example,

which is uncontested, is this (Fr. 4, 1. 6)

:

T/]Xefjiaxov 'Ax<xpv£a awpov te xua^cov xaraXaPtiv.

This second example, though it actually occurs in a

trochaic tetrameter, not in a senarius, comes never-

theless very near to proving, if we consider the intimate

relationship between trochaic tetrameters and senarii,

the possibility in Timocles of the use of a comic dactyl

in the fifth foot of a Satyrio senarius. In the Attic

period Timocles stands absolutely alone in this respect,
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not even the possibly Satyric fragments of the other
Attic comedians furnishing us with a single instance of a
comic dactyl in the fifth foot of a senarius or of a tri-

brach in the seventh foot of a trochaic tetrameter, though
in the post-Attic period, but not long after Timocles,
Python, as we shall soon see, employs a dactyl in the
fifth foot of a Satyric senarius.

But, before we come to Python, we must glance at

the possibly Satyric fragments of the Attic comedians,
as, though they supply no comic dactyls, they present
comic anapaests.

Hermippus, in his possibly Satyric Moerae, has two
comic anapaests, one in the second and the other in

the fourth foot, in the same iambic trimeter. The line

is this (Fr. 7, 1. 2) :

[iiicov 5uve:rXocTTS @sttocXix7]V tyjv ev0saiv.

Neither of these anapaests presents a caesura. The
use of £uv£7rXocTTe ©sttocXixtjv instead of £uv£7uXa<ras

©eaaaXiJcvjv shows that, if the Moerae was Satyric at

all, it was, as compared with the Satyric Drama of

the tragedians, Satyric with a vast difference. The text

of the fragment rests on the authority of Athenaeus
(x. 418 d).

Phrynichus the comedian, in his possibly Satyric

Satyri, has a passage, preserved, though in a singularly

corrupt condition, by Phrynichus the Atticist (Lobeck,

p. 266), which more or less clearly appears to consist

of iambic tetrameters catalectic. In the second line,

or what seems to be the second line (Fr. 1, 1. 2), which,

if it is, is unmetrical towards the beginning and defective

at tihe end, we have prima facie a comic anapaest in

the fourth foot. The line, if it be a line, has reached

us in the following condition :

a7t«YY6iXavTa suayY^Xiov 7cp6? tov 0e6v.

Hermann audaciously proposes :

euayYeXtaajjLevov toXsi irpcx; tov 0e6v to rcpcOTOV.

It is impossible to say anything in such circumstances

with regard to the prima facie anapaest. In the next
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line (Fr. 1, 1. 3), which has more evident claims to be
a line, there is a less dubious instance of an anapaest,

this time in the third foot. The line runs :

eytl) Se araSpav exstvov Seupl fivSpcorcov S^.

Hermann reads :

^xeiv eyo) &' arceSpocv exeivov Seup' Iovtoc vuv 8yj.

If we assume, as seems to be the case, that we really

have here an anapaest in the third foot of an iambic
tetrameter catalectic, the anapaest in question is, even
if Phrynichus' Satyri is a Satyric play, comic and not
tragic. It is necessary to make this observation because
the third foot of an iambic tetrameter, even of an iambic
tetrameter catalectic, corresponds in a real sense to

the first foot of an iambic trimeter acatalectic, and in

that foot tragedy of course permits an anapaest. But
tragedy would not go on to permit the employment of

an anapaest in the third foot of an iambic tetrameter,

catalectic or otherwise (there are numerous iambic tetra-

meters acataletic in Sophocles' Ichneutae, and they,

though Satyric, are yet composed under the general

influence of tragic law, so that one cannot say that

tragedy refused to concern itself with iambic tetrameters).

This seems to be proved by the fact that tragedy does

not permit the use of an anapaest immediately after

the initial cretic, or its equivalent, of a trochaic tetra-

meter in the place which corresponds to the first foot

of a senarius. It will be seen that this anapaest, like

the two in Hermippus' Moerae, is without caesura.

Very little light of any kind comes to us from the

fragments of the possibly Satyric plays of the comedians.
One does not know where one stands with regard to

them. But it would be absurd, in a collection of instances

of Satyric usage, to refuse to tabulate as possibly

Satyric examples from a play entitled Satyri, and, if

one goes as far as that, one is bound for the sake of

completeness to go a little further.

We will now proceed to the post-Attic period.

Python, in the Agen, exhibits three comic anapaests,

to which by probable emendation a fourth is added,
and one comic dactyl.
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The examples of anapaests are these :

In the fifth foot (Fr. 1, 1. 6), in a line in which
TCaifxaxax; is Jacobs' emendation for 7rocYxaXto<;

:

opwvTes au-rov 7t«YKa>cto? Siaxeijjievov.

In the fourth foot (Fr. 1, 1. 14)

:

xal {xyjv axoiSco (xupiaSa? t6v "ApnaXov.

In the second foot (Fr. 1, 1. 16), where Athenaeus,
quoting on p. 596 B (Book xni), gives 8ia7tefi,<J;ai, but,
quoting on p. 586 d (the same Book), gives TuapaTcsjxtpat

:

citou Sia7ce{A(J;«i xal 7toXitiqv yzyoviva.1.

The example of an anapaest introduced by probable
emendation is this :

In the third foot (Fr. 1, 1. 10), where the mss. present
xaXouaiv, but Schweighaeuser corrects to xocrexoUfftv :

TIVS£ TlS^OCl XOCTS^OUCTIV 7} 7tpaTTOUC7l Tl
;

This line is presented by Athenaeus (xin. 596 a, only
;

for he does not quote it at xiii. 586 d) with Kpa.ntouai,

not TCpaaffouai. Meineke suggests Kpa.aaouat. ; but I

greatly hesitate. Python goes as far as to exhibit a
comic dactyl. This reading, 7rp<xTT6ucji, raises the
whole question of the possible existence of a line of

Athenian writers of Satyric Drama in the language of

comedy.
It will be observed that none of these anapaests

present a caesura.

The example of a comic dactyl, necessarily in the

fifth foot, is this (Fr. 1, 1. 16), in a line already quoted

as presenting a comic anapaest in the second foot and
as at that point coming down to us with a variant

reading

:

oiTou 8ia.TisyL<\i<u xal 7toXiT>]V yzyovivan.

Lycophron, in his Menedemus, has one line (Fr. 2, 1. 2)

which exhibits a comic anapaest, namely in the third foot.

The line is this :

uSocpes 6 tows topics tou tovt(«>(36Xoo.

This anapaest, like those found in Python's Agen, is

without caesura.
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Lycophron's contemporary, Sositheus, who, as we
have seen in our discussion of trisyllabic feet other than

comic anapaests and comic dactyls, reverted in Satyric

Drama to something at least resembling the metre of

Pratinas, not only employs in the two surviving fragments

of his Daphnis, one of which is of considerable length,

no trisyllabic feet whatever, but also writes in such a

style that the introduction of comic anapaests or comic

dactyls into it would seem quite incongruous. We may
infer that Pratinas himself, though most probably he felt

at liberty to make some sparse use of trisyllabic feet

within the limitations of tragic law, seeing that his son,

Aristias, did not altogether, at any rate, reject them,

yet abstained wholly from the employment of such

feet in places forbidden by the rules of tragedy, but
allowed by those of comedy.

I have deferred to this point the consideration, as

regards the use of feet permitted by comic law only,

of the late Fragment of twelve lines, usually printed

among the Fragmenta Spuria attributed to Aeschylus
(Fr. 464), of which I spoke in the preceding section

of this Chapter when I dealt with the Fragmenta of

Aeschylus. The passage contains, so far as vocabulary
and syntax are concerned, nothing that argues a date

subsequent to that of Lycophron and Sositheus, though
it is clearly post-Attic. But the strongly monotheistic

character of the whole piece is of such a kind as by
itself to suggest Judaic influence, and this suggestion

is much reinforced by the use (1. 2) of the word aapxivov,

so as to contrast, as in the Bible, flesh with spirit, and
by the occurrence (1. 12) of the expression 86£oc S' u^igtou

8eoG. Yet I can scarcely imagine that the lines are

Jewish in origin, seeing that the writer, speaking of

God, says (1. 5)

:

xal 6if)pclv auT&<; yiveTai TOxpepupspY]?.

I therefore am inclined to attribute the lines to some
monotheistic author, not a Jew by religion, but well
acquainted with Jewish literature. As Justin Martyr
{Monarch. 2, 130) quotes the passage, and quotes it

as from Aeschylus, it would seem natural to conclude
that by the second century a.d. it was already of some
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antiquity. But doubts have been cast on the text of

St. Justin's De Monorchia, and in particular it has been
alleged that some of the quotations contained therein

are additions of an age subsequent to that of the saint.

In these circumstances one is perhaps driven back on
Clement of Alexandria, who [Strom, v. 727) also ascribes

the passage to Aeschylus. As Clement wrote circa

a.d. 200 and was by no means devoid of a literary

education, it is reasonable to suppose that the lines in

question are hardly assignable to a later date than
that which, were we quite sure that the quotation in

Justin Martyr is not an interpolation, we should set

down as the latest possible. Taking this into account
and taking into account also the very considerable

knowledge of tragic diction possessed by the author
of the Fragment, I am unable to rid myself of the
impression that we may be dealing, not with a forgery

falsely labelled with the name of Aeschylus, the Attic

tragedian, but with a genuine, though distinctly corrupt,

scrap of Aeschylus, the Alexandrian litterateur. The
latter, whose date is not precisely known, composed not
only an Epic, the Messeniaca, but also a tragedy, the

Amphitryon, and a treatise, apparently in prose, on
proverbs. Two lines of the Amphitryon are preserved by
Athenaeus (xm. 599 e), who calls him «v}]p su7tafSeuTo<;

:

ti? S' Ictt' ava-pa) Suawxetv £v TtXeioaiv,

e£6v aiw7cav xav ajco-rco xpiiytTsiv -raSs

;

This Aeschylus may well, like other Alexandrians, have
in addition tried his hand at Satyric Drama. If these

twelve lines are not Satyric Drama, I do not know what
they are ; and I cannot understand any writer possessed

of so respectable a knowledge of the tragic vocabulary

mixing up the style of tragedy with the metre of comedy
except in a Satyric composition. Of course a monotheistic

declamation would naturally be looked for in some
other setting ; but against this it must be remembered
that Alexandria was not Athens and that a decadent

art delights in purple patches of a nature no matter how
incongruous.

The Fragment in question presents one certain example

of a trisyllabic foot forbidden by tragic law, one other
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example, on what seems to be the preferable reading,

and yet another in one form of the quotation.

The certain example is one of an anapaest in the

second foot (1. 6)

:

dvEfxto vecpskfi te xasTparcjj, (JpoVTf), (Jpoxfl.

The example according to the preferable reading

is also one of an anapaest in the second foot (1. 11) :

This reading is presented by Clement and by Eustathius

but St. Justin has otocv for emxv. The beginning of

orav e7u(}Ae<Jjfl will only scan as a tribrach with an
improper caesura. On either reading a vowel wrongly,

to judge by Attic rule, remains short before px. Such
correptions became fairly frequent after the Attic period.

The remaining example is one likewise of an anapaest

in the second foot (1. 2)

:

6[Xoiov eocUT&i crapxivov xaBeoravai.

This is one of two discrepant readings in the mss. of

St. Justin, and is the only reading in those of Clement.
The other reading in St. Justin is 8{iotov aocuTto. The
mss. of Eustathius vary between this second reading and
a third reading, cocutw fyioiov. In the context eauxw,

if read (and neither of the other ms. readings will

scan), must be of the second person. The application

of the reflexive pronoun of the third person to the other

two persons cannot be shown to have established itself

as regards the singular until about the time of the New
Testament, though in Polybius, whose date is not far

off that which I am inclined to assign to these lines,

it had already obtained undisputed dominion as regards
the plural. Consequently, although one might banish
the anapaest by simply reading fiuoiov auxw, I accept
Jortin's emendation fiuoioc aauxqi.

The results, as regards comic anapaests, of this

inquiry, putting aside all question of doubtfully Satyric
plays written by comedians, are that, until we come to

the Aethon of Achaeus, we have no credible instance
of the occurrence of these feet in Satyric Drama, that
Euripides in his Cyclops makes free use of them, not
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however equably throughout the play, but chiefly in
the passages which approach comedy, though one in-

stance in the mouth of Ulysses is probably sound, and
that after Euripides the employment of them remains
unattested by evidence until we come to Python and
Lycophron, both of whom admit the use. Concerning
anapaestic caesura we have found that the instance
in Achaeus is one presenting caesura after the second
short, the two short syllables constituting the whole
of a pyrrhic word, while the considerable majority of

Euripidean examples are without caesura, but several

of them with a caesura metrically identical with that
employed by Achaeus, though one, apparently free

from corruption, presents a caesura after the second
short where the two short syllables do not constitute
a complete pyrrhic word, but are the latter portion of

a dactylic trisyllable : in the post-Attic instances

caesura is absent. As regards comic dactyls, we find

no actual Satyric instance of them except in Python ;

but, in the Attic period, there is one clear Satyric

instance in Timocles of a dactyl in that place of a trochaic

tetrameter which corresponds to the fifth foot of a senarius.

Of the style of Pratinas we can form from that of his

imitator, Sositheus of Alexandria, a sufficiently clear

idea, to be able to assert with some confidence that he
can have employed neither comic anapaests nor comic
dactyls. From this it would appear to follow, as regards

comic anapaests, that their non-occurrence, except as

a result of obvious corruption, in the Satyric remains

of Aeschylus and Sophocles is not accidental, while, as

regards comic dactyls, it seems highly probable on the

general evidence that they did not find their way into

Satyric Drama until after the time of Euripides.

C

The tragic rules governing the pause before the

final cretic are universally observed in the extant remains

of Satyric Drama, known to be such, except in the

Cyclops of Euripides, in the Icarii of Timocles, in the

Agen of Python, and in the Menedemus of Lycophron

(as to a breach conjecturally introduced by Dindorf into

Fragment 735 of Sophocles, which is reputedly Satyric,
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see Chapter xin.), while, as regards the possibly Satyrie

fragments of comic authors, which however are in any
case too exiguous to build upon, we find an example
of their violation in the Moerae of Hermippus only.

That is to say, the case is on all fours with that of comic
anapaests. In the Satyric Drama, known to be such,

of authors that do not employ comic anapaests neither

is there employed the comic pause, and vice versa : in

the Satyric Drama, known to be such, of authors that

do employ comic anapaests there is employed also

the comic pause. There is one exception. Achaeus
supplies an example of a comic anapaest, but none of

a comic pause. The sufficient explanation is that the
extant remains of Achaeus, known to be Satyric,

present only 32 ends of lines written in metre capable

of presenting the pause. We shall see in a moment
from Euripides' Cyclops that even in that play a comic
pause does not occur more than once, on an approximate
average, in every 147 lines of appropriate metre.

There is also an alleged exception in the opposite

direction. In the Eleventh Book, as in some other

Books, of Athenaeus gaps in the text are repaired with
patches from the Epitome. In such a patch (496 e)

we read : psovra" o(5t(d<; 7i;oT^pta tivoc exocXsIto. [xv7)[i.oveuei

8' auxtav 'AcTTuSafxai; ev 'Ep|j(.fj, Xeytov oStwi;'

xpotTTJpe [aev TCptJmCTTov apyupG (lege apyupw) Siio,

cpiaXa? Se 7cevT^xov-ra, Sexa 8e xi>fi.p£a,

peoVTa SciSe^', Sv t« (aev Sex' apyupa
^v, 8<So Se xpuaa YP ^'* T° 8' srepov n^y*110?-

Astydamas is Astydamas the elder : Suidas gives a list

of the plays of the younger, and no Hermes is among
them. We cannot take Athenaeus as quoting from a
play unknown to the real and genuine Suidas. In the last

line, as presented, though the line itself is unmetrical, there
is a breach of the tragic law of the pause. This breach
comes to concern us here, because Friebel, followed by
Nauck, pronounces the Fragment to be Satyric (I neither
assent nor dissent). Casaubon long ago saw that line 4
was corrupt and, admirably up to a point, emended ypixj^

to YP'tyj reading :

9jv, Siio 8e XPut™, YP'tyj T° 8' stepov Wiyaaoi;.
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But we cannot accept Casaubon's emendation as

complete. So far as the line by itself goes, yp<i^ in the
context, in order to conform to Greek usage, requires

the support of to fiiv, or of some similar expression,

and moreover the superfluous i, in a passage such as

this, suggests Ssxa. But the line cannot be taken by
itself. A most important variation of the couplet which
it concludes is exhibited by Codex of Athenaeus :

psovxa St&Sexa, t6ct<x apyupa,

8iio 8s xPu<J5c yPU(f^i T0 8' srepov IH^ctaot;.

This variation is repeated word for word (the two lines

being quoted by themselves and without assignment
of origin) by Eustathius (Iliad, p. 1286), except that

for ScoSsxoc he substitutes SsScoxoc. The t6a«. is crucial.

It seems to show that the original text did not present

two separate numerals in 1. 3, but a single numeral, that

numeral, either literally or in effect, occurring twice

over. Bearing in mind the indication of the t in 1. 4

and departing as slightly as possible from the ductus

of the vulgate version of 1. 3, I arrive at the result

:

psoVToc S' evSe^', &v 7ravev8sx' apyupa,

7tXt)v 8uo ye XPUCT*> YP^ Ssxixtov, sv Oaxspov

IIr)Yacj0?'

Toaa is a gloss on &v toxvsvSsx', and Siio 8s is a gloss

on 7cX-}]V 8iio y£ - These glosses must have been taken

into the text because of some utter collapse of the

metre in the non-vulgate version, a collapse doubtless

due in origin to the writing of all the numerals in their

alphabetic forms, and perhaps more extensive than

now appears, as the latter part of 1. 4 is probably a con-

tamination from the vulgate. In 1. 4 Ssxoctov was mis-

read as Ssxoc tov and consequently the end of the line

was written as iTovoc0aTspov or iTOvorroeTepov. Out of

this mess YPU^» t° <*' ^TSP0V n^YaCT0<;> though hyper-

metrical, provided the only easy means of escape. In

1. 3 racvevSex' is so clearly indicated by the ductus of

the vulgate plus the tococ of the non-vulgate, that,

although I know of no corroborative analogy, I cannot

hesitate. Whatever may be thought of my treatment,

at least it is plain that the alleged breach of the tragic
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law of the pause occurs in such circumstances that it

remains a mere allegation.

The coincidence of evidence as to comic anapaests

and as to the comic pause, two features with a strong and
obvious element in common, is mutually confirmative

and greatly corroborates the conclusion that comic
anapaests were unknown to the Satyric Drama of

Sophocles and his predecessors.
' We will now examine the extant instances in the

Satyric plays of Euripides : they are confined to the

Cyclops. They appear to be seven in number.
The first is in 1. 120, which runs :

vojxaSsi;' axoiisi S' oflSsv ou8si<; ouSevo?.

Spelt thus, ouSel? ofiSevoi; manifestly violates the tragic

rule of the pause. But we are confronted with the fact

that in tragedy the mss. of Euripides present (Alcestis,

1.671):

^v 8' syyi? HQ-fl 0avaTO?, ouSel? |3oriXsTai,

and (Phoen. 1. 747)

:

dtficpoTepov a7toXei<p0ev yap ouSev 0a-rcpov.

I follow the guidance of Porson in considering that
ouS' sic, PoiSXstoci and ou8' ev OdcTspov ought to be read.

This is not merely an alteration of orthography. Though
neither in the masculine nor in the neuter does it

involve a change of pronunciation as regards the breath-
ing, seeing that the early Attic inscriptions testify to
the practice of interaspiration, nevertheless it involves

in the masculine nominative a change of accentuation.

I am unable to agree with the opinion of various editors

later than Porson that o&8' sl<; (3oiiXsTai and ouS' ev

0aTspov themselves violate tragic metre. No doubt
they violate it, as it was understood by Aeschylus and
by Sophocles ; but Euripides in these places is content
to keep the rule to the eye, placing a long monosyllable
before the final cretic, irrespective of its connexion
with the previous word. Elsewhere he seems to go
much further in the same direction, actually employing,
if the reading be correct, an enclitic (Phoen. 1. 403) :

sQ Tzpataaf xofc cptXwv 8' otiSev, ^v nq Suctu^?)-
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Similarly Euripides in tragedy, when it is a case
not of the first but of the second syllable of the fifth
foot being a monosyllable, attracts that syllable to the
previous word, so as to prevent a cretic from presenting
itself, so to speak, to the eye, utterly without regard
to the connexion between that monosyllable and the
word following it (Heraclid. 1. 529)

:

xocl CTTS[i(i,aTouTS xod xaTap^eaG', si Soxsi.

But in this latter respect he is only following the
example of Sophocles, who goes to great lengths on
two occasions (El. 1. 376) :

cpep' eiTTs Sy) to Ssivov. si y«P wvSe (ioi,

and (Phil. 1. 22)

:

a [ioi 7cpocisX8cl>v ciya a^fxaiv' efr
5

e^et.

Indeed the innovation of Euripides lies simply in ex-
tending to a monosyllable at the beginning of the fifth

foot the treatment that Sophocles had already applied
to a monosyllable at the end of that foot.

Hence I am distinctly of opinion that in the Cyclops
axoisi S' ofto" hi ouS' eI? ou8' evo? would not violate

tragic law as understood by Euripides : but, as I have
already pointed out, there is a material, though small,

difference between ouSdi; and ouS' si?. As the line

with its repetition of the same word in the accusative,

in the nominative, and in the dative, certainly verges

on comedy, I prefer, with some hesitation, to make
no alteration in the text. Yet I imagine that Euripides

purposely presented in his script (OTAEISOYAENOS)*
a combination just capable of tragic defence. It is to

be noted that precisely the same question with regard

to o<j8s£<; arises on the fifth instance (1. 672).

The second instance is in 1. 210, which runs :

ti 90CTS ; tJ XsysTS ; to^oc th; ujxtov T(jS £iSXti>.

This example, together with which go the sixth instance

(1. 681) and the seventh instance (1. 682), presents the

* Euripides, Ag&thon, and Callias used the Ionic alphabet (Eur.

Theseus, Fr. 382, II. 5-6; Agathon, Telephus, Fr. 4, 1. 2; Callias,

Grammalica Tragoedia, Frr. 'passim).
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precise pause forbidden by tragic law, unless we detach
the article -rep from £6Xco and attach it, for the purposes
of the eye, to ujitov. The problem is identical with that

raised by the first instance, except for the important
fact that the article is bound much more closely to its

substantive than is ouS' to evo<;. I am able to conceive

that Euripides might have developed his own tendencies

to the extent even of writing u(i.t5v Ttji £iiXt<> in a tragedy :

but on the extant evidence we have no knowledge that

he ever went so far. Therefore I count this as an instance

of the non-tragic pause ; but, as in the case of ouSel?

ouSevoi;, I suspect that Euripides deliberately left himself

a possible loophole of technical escape.

The third instance, unlike every one of the other

six, is, if authentic, an entirely unambiguous example
of the comic pause. It occurs in 1. 304, which runs :

SXiq 8s npiajiou yat' ex^pcoo' 'EXXaSa.

This example, unlike the six others, is in the mouth of

Ulysses. We have seen that in this play one comic
anapaest, but one only, is given to Ulysses, an anapaest
which, except for the fact that Ulysses is the speaker,

no editor would ever have dreamed of altering. Its

authority is much confirmed by this comic pause, also

in the mouth of Ulysses. In fact, the two peculiarities

corroborate each other. It looks as though Euripides

had deliberately assigned to Ulysses one comic anapaest,

and no more, and one comic pause, and no more, in

order technically to avoid the irregularity of subjecting

one of his characters, as distinguished from the rest, to

the strict laws of tragedy. Unquestionably he came
next door to doing so : one can see that formally to

have done so would have meant exposing himself to the
charge of violating a unity not less fundamental than
the three unities of the Drama. But we must face the

further fact that this comic pause is the one and only
pause in the Cyclops that is uncompromising in its

violation of tragic law. For each of its six companions
some sort of palliation may be alleged. I suggest that
Euripides was unwilling to assert unmistakeably his

complete Satyric emancipation from the tragic law of

the pause more than once—to do so once was necessary,
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if the assertion was to be made at all—in the same play,
but that he deliberately asserted it in a place selected
in order to signify that the emancipation was universal
and not confined within the limits of the speeches of
particular characters. The alternative is to impute
corruption to the line. Of this there are no signs, unless
the pause itself be taken as such a one ; nor would it

appear possible to emend except with violence.

The fourth instance is the weakest of the seven.
It comes in 1. 639 :

effwre? eff7taa0y](j,sv oux oIS' s£ otou.

If this were a case simply of oIS' e£ otou, not of oux
oIS' k\ 6rou, there would of course be nothing unusual
even under the strictest tragic rule : but oux ot8' i\

otou so obviously divides itself into a spondaic quasi-

disyllable and a cretic quasi-trisyllable as to stand on
an entirely different footing. Yet the ou8' elq [JouAsTat

and ou8' lv GaTepov quoted under the first instance

distinctly justify oux oIS' kJc, otou as possible in the laxer

tragic style of Euripides, and indeed it is a little leas

violent than those examples, seeing that the whole
expression oux ol8* k\ #tou admits theoretically of being
taken as almost as fully a single composite word as does
nescio unde in Latin or je ne sais d'ou in French (compare
Cicero, Oral. 24 :

" Sententiae nescio unde ex abdito

erutae "). But, however much the pause in question

may be legitimised as within the bounds of certain

developments of tragic licence, it is in this particular

Satyric play to be counted rather as a comic pause,

although Euripides, as I conceive, has refused to present

it in a form wholly devoid of tragic justification.

The fifth instance raises precisely the same point

as does the first. It occurs in 1. 672, where the mss. read :

05t£? |j.' dtacciXscrev. oux Sip' ouSsl? rjSixsi.

Matthiae rightly corrects to

05ti?
fj.'

a7rc5Xeo-'; oux #p' ouSet? a vjSixei.

As in the first instance, one might divide into ouS' si?.

But I am content, as in that case, to represent the original

E
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Euripidean OYAEIS by ouSeJ?, and to suggest a certain

ambiguity of metre.

The sixth instance is almost exactly like the second.

It comes in 1. 681 :

XocfJovTsi; scmf)>ca(Ti. reo-r^pa? -rife ysp6q;

The only relevant difference is that noTipat; is more
closely connected with t^? xeP^? than is ujjiwv with

The seventh instance is similar. It occurs in 1. 682,

which runs :

ev 8s£iqE crou. 7tou ; 7rpo<; au-ryj Tfl TreTpqc.

But in this case the inherent meaning of auTfj binds
the word much more closely to Tfl 7tsTp« than wo-repa?

is bound to Tyjs xeP°?> an(^> *n addition, the prefixing

of the preposition npbc, tends to gather up everything

after the preposition into a sort of unity. I cannot
parallel irpcx; ocuttj Tyj 7csTpqc from tragedy ; but it is

clearly far from presenting so unequivocal an example
of a pause forbidden by tragic law that no technical

argument could be advanced in its defence.

Prom these seven instances we seem to see that in

the Cyclops, in every case but one, Euripides displays

a certain amount of hedging in his introduction of the

comic pause. I am disposed to conclude, as indeed I

should infer independently from the other, though scanty,

evidence, that in the time of Euripides the violation of

the law of the tragic pause was somewhat of a novelty

in Satyric Drama.
Although no other play of Euripides, known to be

Satyric, presents us with an example of the comic pause,

nevertheless among the Fragmenta Incertarum Fabu-
larum of this tragedian there are two which exhibit

one prima facie instance apiece, and which therefore,

if the readings were correct, would be stamped as

Satyric.

In Fragment 1040 we have one such prima facie

instance (1. 4)

:

lotoou Tocxetocv v£(/,e<uv su06? TcpocfS6xa.

The Fragment comes to us through four separate channels.

The above reading is that of the present text of Stobaeus.
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The other forms in which the words appear are

:

TOiirou xaxiov vefieaiv (and nothing more), so Menandri
et Philisti Comp.

;

toutou -ra^etav (jLSTapoX-J]V7rpocrS6x(X, so Maximus Confessor

;

and

Toii-rou tocxsmcv tJjv [iSTocfloX7)v 7tpoaS6xa, so Apostolius.

It is fairly evident that, though irposSoxoc quite possibly

stood at the end of the original line, the comic pause
has been produced by conjectural restoration of a missing
complement.

In Fragment 1080 we have another prima facie

instance (1. 3)

:

Xoc(3a>v Ss 7i:eipav, [i.eT<x[iiXei,av Xafi(}dvei.

The occurrence of Xajxfiixvsi so soon after Xoc(3a>v is con-
demnatory of this reading, unless we suppose it to

be a case of rhetorical repetition. 7retpocv Xa|3siv is a
quite common expression, and in it Xapeiv is employed
in a somewhat idiomatic sense. On the other hand,
I am not sure that [xsTajjieXetocv Xa[i,pdvei, standing,

as here, by itself, is much better as Greek than takes

repentance would be as English. It is true that

Thucydides writes (i. 34) : 6 eXaxicra*; ta? {iSTajxeXeta?

sit tou xaP^ecy8at T0% evavrfoi? Xa^pcicvtov, do^aXecmx-

to<; av StaTsXo'iy). There however the context is quite

special. If Thucydides' use justifies (xeTa[xeXeiav Xajx-

pdvsi here, which I doubt, it at any rate only justifies

it on the basis of assigning to X<x[i.pavei a flavour, I will

not say a meaning, distinct from that of the Xocp<av in

Xa(3d>v Ss nslpoy. In these circumstances I question

the propriety of a rhetorical repetition. I accept

Heimsoeth's elegant emendation, (xsT«(xeXeiav aXcpavei, as

carrying conviction.

We must here glance for an instant at Fragment

547 of the Tragic Adespota, of which set of lines I have

spoken in both of the previous sections of this chapter.

I, following Nauck, regard it, as I have said, as tragic

with two interpolated couplets that exhibit comic metre.

The first line of the second of these couplets (1. 7) presents

a comic pause :

to pjxe Xiav ev toLmaty -rife fix*]?-
B 2
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Before proceeding to consider the usage of Python
and Lyoophron, we will look for a moment at the Moerae
of Hermippus, though the genre of that play is quite

uncertain. It presents one comic pause only, viz. in a
trochaic tetrameter (Fr. 6, 1. 1), which runs

av eyd) 7ta0co ti r^vSe ty]V Xe7ra<7T$)V IxjucIjv.

We now come to Python. He in his Agen presents,

in the short space of only eighteen extant lines, three

examples of the comic pause, viz. (1. 3)

:

7r6pv7]? 6 xksivbc, va6<;, ov S^ naXXiSyj?,

(1.13):

xal tov jiapaOov eaOoutri, rajpofo; 8' ou jxaXa,

and (1. 18)

:

auTotoiv 6X£0pou xou^ sTaipa? appa(3a>v.

The first instance might, in case of necessity, conceiv-

ably be reconciled with tragic rule, if, contrary to the

usage of tragedy at large, though not contrary to certain

analogies in Euripides, 8yj could be separated from the

word preceding it : the second even could at a pinch
have a technical plea presented for it : the third is

entirely unequivocal, and appocp<&v exhibits the -pp- of

comedy.
Lycophron is next in order. In his Menedemus he

presents two instances, both quite clear, though in the

second case the precise verbal reading, as distinguished

from the metrical arrangement, is in doubt, of the comic
pause.

The first example is this (Fr. 1, 1. 2)

:

eye!) [asv 6[uv, &><; opaxe, orTpv]Vito.

The second is in a line (Fr. 2, 1. 5) which is twice

quoted by Athenaeus (n. 55 and x. 420), the mss. of

whom exhibit one reading in one place, another in the

other. On the first occasion the line is given as

8£p{XO?, 7TCVr)TttV X0ll TplxXtvtoV aUflTCOTTJi;.
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On the other occasion TpixXivou? is substituted for

TpixXfotav. Nauck reads xal TpixXivou cu|j17tot7]<;, Methner
xo& TpixXJvtov ou(i.n:6nr]<;.

In the remains of Sositheus there is not only no
violation of the tragic rule of the pause, but in addition
the style and metre are such that the admission of a
violation would be most surprising. It may be concluded
with considerable probability that Pratinas, Sositheus'

exemplar, conformed in this respect to the rules of

tragedy.

There remains over the late Fragment 464 among
the Fragmenta Spuria of Aeschylus, the combination
in which of tragic diction and semi-comic metre seems
to argue a Satyric origin, and which in the second section

of this chapter I have suggested may possibly be a
genuine, but corrupt, passage from a Satyric play by
Aeschylus of Alexandria. The lines in question do not
present, except once, any departure from even the strictest

tragic practice as to the pause. The exception is in

the line (1. 3)

:

oux olaOoc 8' auTov* ncre [i.ev to? uop 9«ivsTai.

The words &c, 7tup go so closely together that this end-
ing to a verse would have been inadmissible, as violating

the rule of the pause, in tragedy as ordinarily written

:

but Euripides occasionally went to similar lengths,

so that I cannot class the instance as one of absolute

breach of tragic law.

Having now followed in detail, so far as the extant

evidence permits, the history of the comic pause in

Satyric Drama, I think that we may venture to conclude,

not indeed with certainty, but with a reasonable degree

of confidence, that it was unknown to the earlier ex-

ponents of this branch of the Drama, that it was first

introduced either by Euripides himself or else by some
other Satyric poet at a date not long anterior to that

at which Euripides wrote his Cyclops, and that it was
only after the time of Euripides that it became very

common. Of course these conclusions have nothing

to do with Satyric plays written by comedians in the

full style of comedy, if it be a fact that such Satyric

plays ever existed.
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Before I conclude this section and pass to the
consideration of what I believe to be a genuine fragment
of Pratinas, I wish to call attention to the criterion

afforded by the relative frequency of the use of the

tragic pause itself in tragic and Satyric plays. The
application of this criterion will be seen to place the

Ichneutae in a somewhat special position, a fact of consider-

able importance, seeing that, so far as other evidence

goes, it is extremely difficult to determine whether,
apart from the introduction of trochaic tetrameters,

Sophocles did or did not differentiate the metrical

composition of his Satyric plays from the metrical com-
position of his tragedies.

I have compiled tables showing the average dis-

tribution of the tragic pause in extant tragedies and
Satyric dramas. I wish expressly to emphasise the

point that the averages, though I am satisfied with
their accuracy in the general sense, must be taken as

purely approximate. As a consequence, occasionally,

of uncertainties of reading, but, far more often, of the

difficulty of deciding with what word a monosyllable

ought to be taken, most, if not all, of the averages which
follow could easily be presented with a slight difference.

Consequently when, for example, I set down one play

as presenting one tragic pause to every eleven tragic

lines, and another play as presenting one tragic pause
to every ten tragic lines, it must be borne in mind
that the margin of error in the two cases is sufficiently

wide to render such small differences absolutely uncer-

tain. But no uncertainty attaches to the broad results.

The following is the tragic table :

—

Septem
Supplices

Agamemnon
Eume.nides

Prometheus
Choephoroe \
Persae )

Aeschylus

Approximately one tragic pause to every 29 tragic lines

21 „
20 „
17 ,,

„ 16 „

Throughout Aeschylus tragic pauses occur in the

approximate proportion of one to every nineteen tragic

lines.
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Sophocles

PhUoctetes } Approximately one tragic pause to every 11 tragic lines

AJax „ „ „ „ 10
Electro, \
Oed. Col. )

" " " " 9

Oed. Tyr. 1

Trachiniae J
" " " » ' »

Throughout the tragic plays of Sophocles tragic
pauses occur in the approximate proportion of one to
every nine tragic lines.

Euripides
Hecuba -\

Supplices I . , , , .

Medea >Approximately one tragic pause to every 14 tragic lines

Rhesus J
Andromache -i

Heraclidae I

Hippolytus
j

" " " " 13 "

Phoenissae i

Eleclra „ „ „ „ 12
AUestis

1
Bacchae > „ „ „ „ 11 „
Orestes )

Helen, \

Iph. in Aul.
\

..

(Portions accepted
[

" " " " lu »
by Nauck) J

Here. Fur. "I _

Iph. in Taur. / " " " " a

Ion \ „
Troadesf " " " " °

Throughout the tragic plays of Euripides, excluding

the portions of the Iphigenia in Aulide rejected by Nauck,
tragic pauses occur in the approximate proportion of

one to every ten tragic lines.

The Satyric table is this :

Sophocles

Ichneutae.—Approximately one tragic pause to every 15 non-chorio

lines (iambic trimeters and iambic tetrameters), counting those

lines only which are sufficiently intact to show whether they do
or do not exhibit the pause in question.

Euripides

Cyclops.—Approximately one tragic pause to every 12 non-chorio
lines (iambic trimeters and trochaic tetrameters).
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Anonymous
Pap. Ox. 1083.—Approximately one tragic pause to every 3 non-

choric lines (iambic trimeters), counting those lines only which
are sufficiently intact to show whether they do or do not exhibit

the pause in question.

It will be seen from a comparison of these two tables

that, while the Cyclops of Euripides falls well into line

with the tragedies of the same dramatist, the Ichneutae

of Sophocles on the other hand departs widely from
the Sophoclean norm and approaches the tragic standard
of Aeschylus. From this fact we may reasonably infer

that the somewhat copious use of trisyllabic endings
in Sophocles and other tragedians junior to Aeschylus
was at first confined to tragedy and not extended to

Satyric Drama also.

It seems almost necessarily to follow that the Satyric
Drama, as originated by Pratinas, presented the same
sort of proportion of trisyllabic endings as do the plays
of Aeschylus, not the much greater proportion which
is exhibited by Sophocles in tragedy and by Euripides
both in tragedy and in the Cyclops. The ratio of

such endings in Pap. Ox. 1083 is extraordinarily high
and appears to show that in the hands of some writers

of Satyric Drama a positive revolution of practice was
effected : but only 26 senarii in that document are
sufficiently intact to be included in my calculation, and
it may be, though it seems improbable, by mere accident
that these particular lines present so many examples.

D.

In the course of the three previous sections of this
chapter we have arrived at five probable conclusions
with regard to the practice of Pratinas in the dialogue
of his Satyric plays. The first is that, if he employed
trisyllabic feet at all, he employed them in moderation
only. The second is that, if he employed trisyllabic
feet at all, at any rate he did not tolerate two trisyllabic
feet in the same line. The third is that, if he employed
trisyllabic feet at all, he at least did not employ them in
cases where, though allowed by the laws of Attic comedy,
they are forbidden by the laws of Attic tragedy. The
fourth is that, when he made use of a pause before the
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final cretic, he conformed to the tragic rule as to that

pause. The fifth is that he did not present a pause
before the final cretic oftener than in the average pro-

portion of once to somewhere about twenty lines.

We will proceed to put these inferences to the test.

A Laurentian scholium on Sophocles' Oedipus
Coloneus (1. 1375), in illustration of the quarrel between
Oedipus and his sons and the curses which he invoked
upon them, runs as follows :

ToiocaS' apa?. touto kkolE, aTcavTSi; oi Tcpo v)[jt,tov Ttapa-

XeXo£7caaiv 'iyzi Ss Ta a7co ttj<; iffTopia? ourto<;" ol 7tspl

'ETSoxXsa xal IIoXuve»tt)V Si' s0ou<; e^ovtei; Ttj> TtaTpl

OiSiitoSi 7te(ji7tsiv k\ sxaaTou lepsiou [xoipav tov &fiov,

sxXaGojxsvot 7tots eEts xotTa paffTci>V7)v eEts s!;6tou ouv,

Eor^ov auxqi e7re(jn|;av 6 8s |Aixpot];ux<>><; "*^ teXecoi; ayevvaii;

6|xto<; youv <*pa<; sGsto xoct' auT&v, S6£a£ xaToXtytopetoOaf

TauTa 6 tyjv xuxXwcyjv 07)(3at8a 7tonr)o-a<; Icrropsi oGtw?"

la^'iov we evovjae x^al P<*Xev ems te fzuGov

&(jioi svtt>" 7ca!8e<; jisv 6vs'.8siovts<; ETrejA^av

euxto Ait j3aaiXsi xal SXXok; aGavaTOiai

Xepclv uu' aXXirjXov xaTa(i7Jvai "Ai8o? s'foor

toc 8s 7tapa7tX/jo-ia T<j> 67107101$ xal Alffx^ ? sv T015 'EreTa

em 0Tf)(3ai<;
- xal e'oixsv to ttji; laTopiai; t^xeiv era 7toXXous"

c«)<; xal 7rapa t£vi aura xsxTrjaGai 7tpo<; to Ye^oloTePov ^ t(&

TOUTO)v
ael 8' optovTi t' 6£u xal Tu<pX6<; 9jv

x

Guaiae y«P a^ap Y^Pa? stoMtcojisv rcaTpl

TCEplO-CTOV &[A0V EXXpiTOV Y^Pa?'

to 8tj ys otjy^o^k^^6? ou [xeii.V7)[i.EVot

Xtjctsiv 8oxouvte<;, ixvtI too xsxopifxsvov

E7CE(jn(<a(j.EV (Joeiov 6 Se Xa(3a)V xeP^i
^YVW 67Ca<p^CT05, S171S T EX GufXOU TOcSe"

Tl? (A01 ToS' aVTOJAOtOV (ilCTYJTOV Xpsa?

7CEjJL7t(ov yiXa Srj (i,s 7toio0vTai xopoi

0UOVTE? (ippsf TU9X6? 8utoi Yv^°"eTat
"

outco Xsyovts?" o
5

) GeoI (zapTupojiat

syo) Ta8' ujjia? xal xaTsuxofiat xaxa*

auToto-tv auTou? TtovSs SI? Toaaa ayzBew
XaXxo) Se (Aap(xaipovT£<; aXXTrjXcov XPOOC

acpa^oisv ajiipi XTifjfiao-i paaiXixoi?*
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xai M£vav8po<; ev NauxXifjpois'

8 ts noXuvltxyjc 7r«<; a7ra>Xe-r' oux 6pa<;.

Then comes, but deleted : xal E6<popicov 7rpo7tpo 8s

(juv SamtfaJTei; 6<psiXo|x (part of Fr. 52 of Euphorion,
quoted at length in Schol. Laur. on O.C. 1. 681).

The above, from the margin of the Laurentian
codex, is written continuously, as though it were prose

throughout. In the margin of the margin opposite

each of two of the lines presented in this continuous
writing stands a symbol—like a figure 2 with a dot on
each side of its tail—indicatory of error. The two lines

in question are (a) oveiSeiovte? gnsppav euxro Ait

and (6) to tzoXKo&c;' &<; xal izccptx. tivi a&Ta xe. The mean-
ing is (a) that euxxo Ait (JocciXei, with its asyndeton and
strange scansion (read : eSxto 8s Al paaiToji) is wrong,
and (b) that 7capa tivi is wrong. In the latter case it

is not only the accentuation that is attacked : the tick

over the v of tivi, as near to the middle of the word as

may be, shows that the word itself is suspected.

Over the second a of auap in the second line of the

second metrical quotation appears a minute ^. Nauck,
on the strength of this x> reads arcapxa?. But the x
is not meant as part of the text : it is, like the tick over

the v of tivi, a sign indicating suspicion, though, unlike

that tick, it is not accompanied by the marginal symbol.
The meaning both of the / and of that symbol is

illustrated by the Laurentian presentation of 1. 1283

of Sophocles' Electra. In the text of that line comes
the word opyav, which perplexes editors, and which
Blomfield, followed by Jebb, emends to 6p(iav. Over
and partly in front of the p stands a / indistinguishable

from that over dcracp : in the margin comes the symbol.
As Blaydes and Jebb record neither ^ nor symbol,
both must have mistaken the former for an acute accent
deleted by a cross-line * and the latter for a pendant to

a scholium which it adjoins. Really the symbol points to

something wrong with the line, and the ^ fixes the fault in

one word. The x occurs, perhaps, elsewhere also.

* Over the first a in papri{po/i(l. 11 <u supra) a different and smaller x is

really the result of the deletion of a misplaced acute accent by a cross-line.
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As for the Symbol; it is set opposite a clipped quota-
tion from Menander (Fab. Incert. Fr. 183) in a Laurentian
scholium on 1. 136 of the Antigone, thus : <a? to MevavSpou
aXXa xal rcv (the context postulates a form of Ttveiv).

Here the symbol marks the mistake of stopping short

at 7tv. The symbol recurs opposite the third line of a
Laurentian scholium on 1. 122 of the Trachiniae : here
it censures a failure in legibility due to erasure and
alteration. The symbol again comes in L opposite

1. 379 of the same play : in that line xoct' 6ji(jia (sic) stands
where the sense demands, not xaT o^oc, but xaT Svojxa

(suggested by Hartung and now accepted) : neither

Blaydes nor Jebb records that L queries xoct o^oc. We
also find the symbol in L opposite the eighth line of the

scholium on 1. 698 of the Oedipus Coloneus : this scholium

states that, according to Androtion, the Spartans spared

the Morian olive-trees, 'AOyjvav 07jo-avTE<; : it is to

GiQffaVTei; that the symbol refers : read 'A07)vqE 0iio-avTS<;.

Moreover in L the symbol calls attention to the imper-

fect erasure of what looks like tcco between stfxepcov and
ocypav hi 1. 64 of the Ajaz. These instances—all I find in

the codex—prove the meaning of the symbol.

The meaning conveyed by era TtoXkob<; is puerile, and
irapa tivi ccutcc xexTrjaOai (although 7tapa tivi is good late

Greek for apud auctorem nescioquem) is unintelligible.

I propose, closely following the ductus literarum : xai

eoixev to t?j<; lo-Topia? ^xeiv etc' ocotoXou?, ij? xal IIpaTivav

TSXT/jvaaOai 7rp6<; to yeXoioTepov Sia TOtiTwv. Bergk indeed

emended to IIpaTivav, but he spoiled his emendation

by continuing with the words abxa. EXTi0ea0ai, which do

not suit the ductus. IIpaTivav is represented in the text

by raxpa tivi au-, so that there is left only -toc xexTrjaOai.

This will yield TexTrjvao-Oai, but certainly not auTix

ixTi9eo-0ai. Moreover Bergk failed to see that Era

7uoXXoii<; is a miswriting of kiz ai7toXou<;. It is the con-

junction of the ease with which etc' aiTOXoui; may be

x*ead and of the ease with which IIpaTivav TexTY)vao-0ai

may be read that gives me my main confidence. I

hardly wonder that Bergk's treatment failed to convince

scholars that his reading IIpaTivav was right.

Dindorf introduced an element of confusion by
asserting that the quotation is a composition of the
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fifth or sixth century of the Christian era. That view
has been rejected by general consent. Elmsley long ago
pointed out that the lines come from some Satyric drama.

That they are really by Pratinas I infer from the

fact that, though they now appear in Attic guise, it is

only by assuming that they are a distortion of a Doric
original that I am able to cure certain patent corruptions.

I will now give the reconstruction which I propose,

together with a translation, and will add certain reasons

and remarks.

I propose to read :

asl 8' optov ti? 6i;<i, xa£ xa TU9X0?, 3jv.

OiiTCTa? yap Snap ispa? E7TCfJ!,7i:o|i.ev

KCL-zipi, mpiaabv 6vov, I'xxpiTov yspas*

TO 8' ^TE? o5v XO^aVTS? 6V0V, SxfATJVOV 08,

Xaasiv 8oxouvte<;, <xvt! tou xsxojijasvou 5

e7ts[jnj;a(jiev f36eiov. 8 8s Xapow yzpi

eyvco '7ta<p«ffa? zhzh x ex Gujxou t<x8s #

xic, (xoi t68' avT* Svoio {aktt)t6v xpsa?

7TE[jL7rt>)v
;

ysXtoa 8t7) [xs 7roiouvTai xopot

0iioVTS<; (ippsi* TtxpX&i; ou to yvcicrsTai, 10

oStco XeyovTSi;. & Gsoi, (jtapTiipojiai

sy<5) t«8' ujia? xal y.cnxe^ou.cK.1 xocxa

auTotaiv Avt' oSv twvSs 81? tocto-oc cf^s0Eiv.

3£aXxtji 8e (i.ap[jiaCpovTS<; aXXdcXow XPO0C

ccpa^oiev <x[Acpl xxafiacriv (3ia Stxa?. 15

I translate thus :

" But he was a man of clear vision always, notwithstand-

ing his blindness.

Por the liver of an holy she-dolt were we wont to send

To our father, a mighty parcel, yea, a chosen portion :

Howbeit this year we cut up an ass not six months old

And, thinking to escape his observation, instead of the

liver of our cutting 5

We sent him that of an ox. But he took the same in

his hand,

And when he had felt it he knew it ; and thus he spake
in his anger :

Who is he that for ass' flesh sendeth me this flesh that

my soul loatheth ?
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Verily the young men, my sons, do laugh me to scorn,

Waxing wanton in the pride of their hearts. The blind

man will not perceive it. 10

Lo, after this manner do they speak. ye gods, I call

upon you
That ye be witnesses of this, and thus with a curse do

I pray,

That they get for themselves in sure recompense a double
portion of evil.

And glistering in brazen harness may they hew each
the other's flesh,

Striving for the possession of lucre in contempt of equity."

The unmetrical avTo^oiov given by the scholiast

in 1. 8 supplies the clue to the restoration of the whole
passage. Dindorf wrongly proposes <£vt' 6[i.oio. It is

quite plain, as was perceived by Nauck, that, in view
of 11. 5-6, the version of the story adopted by the Satyric

writer dealt with the substitution of the flesh of an ox
for that of some other animal, not with the substitution

of another joint for a shoulder. Yet according to the
scholiast himself, the ordinary version dealt with the sub-

stitution of a thigh for a shoulder. Almost immediately
before the words in which he introduces the Satyric

quotation he tells us that Eteocles and Polynices were
accustomed to send their father a shoulder of each victim

that they sacrificed, but that on one occasion they forgot

and sent a thigh. As we have seen, he goes on to state

that " Pratinas worked the story up into a more
ludicrous form." The distinctively ludicrous element

consists, as is manifest from a comparison of 11. 5-6 with

1.8, in the variation of representing Eteocles and Polynices

as ordinarily sending ass-flesh to Oedipus but on one

occasion sending beef instead. It is absolutely impossible,

when once we have ruled avr' fipioto out of court, to read

avTO(jt.otov otherwise than as aw' Svoio.

Bearing this fact in mind, I am able to approach

11. 2-3 with some degree of confidence. These two lines

resist, or rather defy, all attempts at scientific emendation,

unless one adopts the a prim highly probable preliminary

hypothesis that the lacuna at the beginning of the latter

of them ought to be filled with the word TOx-repi, which,
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in its Attic form iz<xxpi, now stands at the end of the
former of them, and that consequently

Quolau; yofcp a7C«p yepa? s7r£[X7TO(jiev

represents a complete senarius. That senarius can at once
be restored to partial integrity if we read provisionally :

Oudiai; y*P forap lepa? e7re[X7TO(jiev.

That the first syllable of lepS.<; should in Doric be scanned
as long causes no difficulty (see Euripides, Bacch. 1. 160).

57tap instead of 3)7tap, if correct, adds to our knowledge
of early Doric and shows, apparently, that the e of jecur

is a modification of an original a.

But the line, as provisionally thus restored, presents

one serious flaw. Instead of Guctioo; we imperatively

require a genitive substantive (feminine, if tspoc? be right)

meaning of an ass. Nowhere else in either of these two
lines is the slightest loophole offered for the introduction

of any known word of that meaning : it would be the

height of unscientific arbitrariness to pitchfork Svou into

the lacuna which I have filled with racTspi. But the
introduction of such a word is necessarily demanded by
the sense. On these grounds I emend 0ueua<; to %mu.c,~

I imagine Gii^xa, or in Attic 0ij7cty), to be a name,
perhaps Delphic in origin, for a she-ass. In origin it

is a verbal from Tikpto, meaning struck stupid. I take
the word from 1. 3 of the well-known 4th Fragment
attributed to Thespis. That Fragment, this word in-

cluded, I discuss in a separate chapter (Chapter ix). I

will here only say that it seems to me to possess greater

authority than was attributed to it by Bentley.

In 1. 1 optov ti? appears to me to be the obvious
reading for optovrC -r' and xoc£ xoc for xocl : xa£ xoc is Doric
for x&v, and for illogical stv after xai, ouSe, (zv)Ss, to? see

the dictionaries (the limits of the use are none too clear).

In 1. 4 I think that t6 St) ye cuyxo^avTSi; points quite
plainly to t6 8' ^te? o5v x6^avTei;, in spite of the fact

that there is no other known instance of to 8' ^xe?

instead of ttjtes 8s. TaTee is indeed alleged to be the
Doric form ; but, in view of the e of eroi;, I am inclined

to doubt its antiquity. In the latter half of this line

06 |ie[xvY](xevoi is quite inconsistent with the X-Zjereiv
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Soxouvte? at the beginning of the next line. It seems
to me that my Svov exjjujvov oft" is both eminently-

consistent with the ductus and in accordance with the
sense required.

In 1. 9 Elmsley emends yHu to ysXcoTa : I prefer yeXtoa.

In 1. 10 we have our choice between the reading of

the scholiast, oS toi (he writes it otfxoi) Y^asTou, which
involves a breach of the tragic law of the pause, and my
ou to Yv<»><re'nxi, which does not. Brunck emends to
oJSti, I do not see that o{5 ti is any better than ou toi,

and in such cases I am inclined to doubt certain emenders'
knowledge of metrical laws. That the demonstrative
to was in use in the Doric on which the lyrics of tragedy
are based is sufficiently shown by various lines in tragic

choruses, e.g. (Aeschylus, Suppl. 1. 1047) :

8 ti toi [Aopaifxov g<TTiv, to ylvort #v.

ou to yvtiaeTai would naturally be corrupted into o!5 tol

yWhjstoci, whereas it is difficult to see why Brunck's hypo-
thetical ouri yv&aetca should ever have been altered.

In 1. 13 for the already wrong auTou? of the scholium

Nauck substitutes ocvtI : but I consider that <xvt o5v is

well-nigh necessary in order to account for the corruption.

In the same line the editors have altered Toaca to toctoc,

very rashly, I think, unless indeed they one and all

perused these fifteen lines so negligently that they
entertained no kind of suspicion that they were dealing

with an originally non-Attic passage.

In 1. 15 the ending afiipl xT/)fi.ao-i paaiAixoi? was
manifestly scanned by the copyists according to the

rules of versus technici, so that not only is the second

syllable of [Joco-iXixoii; treated as if it were long, but

in addition there is no need, under those rules, to supply

xTYjjxao-i with an ephelcystic v. I propose a(i.tpi xT«u.ao-tv

p£<y SU«<; as the most probable restoration on the basis

of the ductus. Elmsley altered to oqxcpl x-nQfAaffiv

Tupavvixoti;. In his day it had not yet been established

that corruptions that altogether ignore the original

ductus literarum, or which, in other words, themselves

afford no ductus literarum to guide one back to the true

reading, are, to say the least, of extremely rare occurrence,

and that, when they occur, they are almost invariably
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glosses which, not at haphazard but owing to some
special circumstance, have been substituted for some
portion of the text. I do not wonder at Elmsley's

suggestion : I should wonder at the fact—for it is a
fact—of its acceptance by much later editors, were it

not that scarcely anything in the way of the acceptance

or of the rejection of emendations is, now that I am
somewhat conversant with the subject, any longer able

to surprise me.
It will be seen thatl in dealing with these fifteen lines

I have presented them, as far as Doric vocalisation goes

(I am not speaking of vocabulary, e.g. xa) precisely in

the traditional form familiar to us in the lyrics of tragedy.

For this I find considerable warrant in the actual text

of the scholium. Twice, for example, on the strength

of what seems to me to be a strong ductus, I have written
o5v (11. 4, 13), not &v. This course is, I consider, more
than justified by the consideration that the Doric of

tragic choruses must have had some historical origin

or other, and that the historical origin, as I argue in

Chapter xi, was the literary modification of strict Doric

by the anti-Doric Aegialeis of Sicyon. This modified

Doric, I suggest, Pratinas, himself a Dorian, but of

Phlius, which is close to Sicyon, found useful as a more
or less cosmopolitan medium.

Before I turn to the metrical features of these lines,

I would ask the reader to compare them with the very
considerable extant remains of Simonides of Amorgos
(circa 690 B.C.). Simonides wrote in Ionic : these
lines are, unless I am entirely wrong, technically and
formally Doric. But I find it hard to draw any such
distinction between Simonides of Amorgos and Pratinas
(if these verses be really his) as would lead me to class

the latter as of a different school from the former. In
fact, I am next door to convinced that in this Fragment
we have a genuine relic of the earlier age. We possess
numerous other such relics, but none of that particular
phase which, acting upon the nascent genius of Athens,
supplied the stimulus to which, as a matter of history, is

due, I will not say Attic Tragedy, but at least the form
with which Attic Tragedy invested itself. I believe
these lines to be by Pratinas and of unique value.
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We laid down at the beginning of this section, basing
ourselves on the evidence of the remains of Satyric
Drama at large, five probable propositions with regard to
Pratinas.

The first is that, if he employed trisyllabic feet at all,

he employed them in moderation only. In the Fragment,
as presented in the scholium, he employs trisyllabic

feet., but only three of them (two in 1. 2 and one in 1. 6)

:

in it, as read by me, he also employs three trisyllabic

feet (but identical in one case only with those of the
scholium), viz. one in 1. 3, one in 1. 4, and one in 1. 6.

The use of an average of one trisyllabic foot to every five

lines is distinctly moderate. It is by no means indeed
so moderate as the use which we find in the tragedies

of Aeschylus and of Sophocles ; but, as compared with
the practice of various other authors, it is markedly
restrained, the first fifteen lines of Euripides' Hecuba, for

example, exhibiting no less than seven trisyllabic feet.

The second proposition is that, if he employed tri-

syllabic feet at all, at any rate he did not tolerate two
trisyllabic feet in the same line. In the Fragment, as

presented in the scholium, he once and once only (1. 2),
X

and not even then, unless we expand arcap into dbrapxa?,

is made to employ two trisyllabic feet in the same line :

but there the text is manifestly corrupt, and in the read-

ing suggested to me by the ductus there is no trisyllabic

foot whatever.

The third proposition is that, if he employed tri-

syllabic feet at all, he at least did not employ them in

cases where, though allowed by the laws of Attic comedy,

they are forbidden by the laws of Attic tragedy. In

the Fragment, as presented in the scholium, unless in 1. 3

we expand dbrap into cOTapxok, there is no instance of

a trisyllabic foot forbidden by the laws of Attic tragedy :

as to 1. 3 see what I have just said on the subject of the

second proposition.

The fourth proposition is that, when he made use

of a pause before the final cretic, he conformed to the

tragic rule as to that pause. In the Fragment, as pre

sented in the scholium, this proposition is contradicted by

1. 10 : but the omission of an t is sufficient to convert
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the line into one in which before the final eretic no spondaic

pause is exhibited.

The fifth proposition is that he did not present a

pause before the final eretic oftener than in the average

proportion of once to somewhere about twenty lines.

In the fifteen lines of the Fragment, as presented in the

scholium, except for the pause, just mentioned in con-

nexion with the fourth proposition, inl. 10, which violates

tragic law, but which disappears altogether on the

removal of an i, there is no example whatsoever of a

pause before the final eretic.

We have now, I think, gained a certain amount of

useful information with regard to the handling by
Pratinas of the senarian metre. As to many points

however we are still in the dark. I should like, for

instance, to know definitely whether Pratinas and other

Dorians of his date admitted, either with or without

restrictions, a trochee as the first foot of a senarius.

The legitimacy of this use in Attic tragedy in the case

of a line beginning with a quinquesyllabic word, coupled

with the exceptional slev axotiw not only of Aeschylus'

Choephoroe (1. 627) but also, with no sense of parody,

of Aristophanes' Pax (1. 663), leads me to suppose that

this licence has its roots in antiquity. As there appears
to be no example of the usage quoted from any of the

Ionic iambographi, and as some such example would
surely have been quoted, had any existed, it seems reason-

able to conjecture that the scansion in question had
its origin in the practice of Dorian iambographi less well

known and less likely to be cited than their Ionic prede-

cessors or contemporaries. On such points as this a
hundred more lines of Pratinas might throw a flood of fight.

Apart from Fragment 458 of the Tragic Adespota,
all we know of the plays of Pratinas, except such infor-

mation as we may gather by inference from Sositheus

or elsewhere, is confined to three statements. The argu-
ment to the Septem of Aeschylus says, in its present form,
that on the occasion (467 b.c.) when Aeschylus won the
first prize with the tetralogy of which the Septem formed
part, Aristion (clearly a mistake for Aristias) won the
second prize with the Perseus, the Tantalus, and his

father Pratinas' Satyric drama, the Palaestae. That only
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three plays are mentioned is remarkable and perhaps
indicates corruption : but we may take it as a fact that
Pratinas wrote a Palaestae and that the drama was
Satyric. The second statement is a strangely corrupt
passage in Athenaeus (ix. 392 f). Athenaeus, according
to his existing text, expresses himself as follows :

npocTiva? 8' ev Sufxavai? r\ xapidmCTiv aSiicpcovov tS'lox;

xaXsi tov 6pTuya, n\v\v si \xr\ ti racpdc toi<; OXeiaaiOK;

v\ toi? Aaxcoai epwvyjevTei;, on; xai ol TOpSixs?. Dindorf
rightly reads Aufxaivaii; and Dalechamps KapuocTiciv, but
the latter part of the sentence has remained hopelessly

ungrammatical and not, except in defiance of every
possible meaning of tcXy)v d (x-Jj, intelligible. I confi-

dently propose : Ilpa-riva? 8' sv Aufxatvati; tj KapuaTtciiv

aSumtovov ISico? xaXsi tov 8pTuy\ obrXTJv, si [xy\ ti uapa Trot?

3>Xsiaaioii; ^ toi<; Aaxcoai, cpwv7)V isvt taw? xal oi 7ispSixs?.

I imagine that the Dymaenae or Caryatides must take its

name from the Chorus. If so, it is not a Satyric play, at

least in the later sense of the word. Whatever case of

ocSucpcovo? Pratinas employed, he clearly from Athenaeus
used the Doric form as regards the first syllable. From
what we have seen above the word may as well come
from a senarius as from a chorus. The third statement
is made by Suidas, who (s.v. Ilpa-riva?) informs us that

Pratinas wrote 32 Satyric dramas and eighteen other

plays, but does not mention any of their names. As
we have already seen, one of the 32 Satyric dramas was
entitled the Palaestae. Of the plot of this play we know
nothing. It was presented by Aristias as in some sense

a sequel to his own tragedies, the Perseus and the

Tantalus : but, as we cannot now discover what unity,

if any, existed between those two tragedies, they in no
way help us with regard to their Satyric complement.
But it is pertinent to remark that in the remains of an
anonymous Satyric drama found at Oxyrrhynchus
(Pap. Ox. 1083) wrestling is (Fr. 1, 1. 10) included in a
list of the accomplishments of the Satyrs. We have
also seen that, unless I mistake, a play by Pratinas dealt,

at least in some measure, with the quarrel between
Oedipus and his sons. The character of the extant
fragment and the words 7tpo<; to ye>.oioTspov in the

Laurentian scholium lead me to class this play also as

s2
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Satyric : I imagine that the inventor of the Satyric

Drama surely must have banished from his tragedies

the element of the ludicrous, though he need not necess-

arily have deprived them of a rustic flavour. We do
not know that Pratinas ever employed, in addition to the

choragus, more than one actor, and, even if he did, he
can only, in view of the date of the innovation, have
done so towards the end of his career. It is therefore

much more probable than not that any given play of

his was a one-actor play. In the case of a Satyric drama
this consideration is peculiarly restrictive. In a tragedy

the Chorus could be such that the choraguswsbs a personage.

I suggest (Chapter ix ) that Thespis made Theseus choragus

of the "Hi0eot. But in a Satyric drama the choragus

was necessarily either Silenus or, perhaps, some Satyr.

This circumstance, though the one actor could indeed

sustain several parts, precludes any approach to com-
plication. Bearing this fact in mind, and considering

also that it would be indecent to introduce Satyrs into

the centre and heart, so to speak, either of the story

of Oedipus, or of that of the Seven against Thebes, and
further taking into account the incongruity of Satyrs

appearing in the city of Thebes, where Eteocles remained,
I conclude that the speaker (who is clearly either

Eteocles or Polynices) is Polynices, and that he fell in

with the Satyrs in his wanderings while recruiting fellow-

captains to form the Seven. Of the events immediately
preceding their expedition the most notable and ex-

citing are furnished by the almost romantic story of

Tydeus' embassy to Thebes : but to that story Satyrs
would be alien and from it Polynices in person would
be absent. Therefore, though part of its action would
be in the open country, I rule it out of court. Of matters
connected with the other chiefs I can think of none so
well fitted to a Satyric play as the fetching of the young
Parthenopaeus from Arcady. I suggest that Polynices
went thither in quest of him, but that Atalanta objected
to her boy going to the wars, and perhaps even hid him,
so that Polynices enlisted the services of the Satyrs in
order to obtain him. In that case the drama would be
markedly similar to Sophocles' Ichneutae and also, though
in a different way, to his Ulysses Furens. Such a play
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might well be entitled IIap0svo7raiou Me-raXXaofii;. This
is the most probable conjecture that I can offer.

As for the Dymaena& sive Caryatides, I have already
remarked that, as the Dymaenae apparently constituted
the Chorus, it seems not to have been Satyric : but it

may well have been unlike Attic tragedy. KocpuotTiSsi;

signifies literally women of Caryae, but the term was
applied more specifically to certain among them who
were employed in the service of Artemis Caryatis. The
locus classicus concerning these is in Pausanias (m. 10,

7) : to yap jrwpiov 'ApTe[i.t8o<; xod vujjupaiv l<mv ai Kapuai,
xai ayaXjxa gff-nrjxev 'ApTsjjiiSoi; ev U7coci0p<{> KapuohriSo?"

/opoiLK; SI evxauGa cd AaxeSai[xovfa>v racpOsvoi xaxdc ero<;

laToctTi xai kmx&pioq aural? xaGeaT/jxev 6px>j<Tii;. Notice
the expression e7Uxwpio<; Spx^oi? : its importance will be
seen shortly. AiSjjiaivai is the feminine of Au^ave? and
means the Lasses o' Clan Dyman. This feminine is

quoted by Stephanus of Byzantium from the Chiliads

of Euphorion :

Saijxwv [— ii_i^]c;anro 9iXo7tXoxafioiai Au[j.a£vai<;.

Stephanus himself uses the singular (s.v. 'AXixapvao-ff6<;)

in the expression A6[i.aivav cpuXyjv, where however the

inferior manuscripts present Aii(i.avav, just as the manu-
scripts of Athenaeus omit the t in the title of the play
of Pratinas. There is perhaps some confusion with an
equally well authenticated feminine Auf/,avi<;. In later

writers we come across a form Aueru-aivai. Not under-

standing Aujxaivai, they seem to have imagined that the

word described the dancing Caryatides as Maenads,
with the derogatory prefix Sue-. The formation is

impossible. Philargyrius (on Virgil, Georg. n. 11. 487-488,

Virginibus bacchata Lacaenis Taygeta) speaks of Au<j(iaivai,

and so does Hesychius in an entry now running in the

mss. : Aiiafxouvocf al ev ana.p'va.ic, yutp'niUsc, yAy.jox. Read

:

Auajxaivai* at ev Z7rapTfl xai Kapiiaii; yt&piv&zc, Baxxai.

W. Dindorf altered crcrapTocii; to £7tapTft, Meineke to

Kapuau;. I consider it a sort of haplography of EmxpTfl

xcd Kapuau; : the confusion between TAIC and TAIC
is uncial.* W. Dindorf also replaced xAx/ca by Botxxai.

He further changed x* ?" 1^2? m^o xopiTiSs^. But
* Hesychiua may be quoting from some earlier dictionary.
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Hesyckius is adapting the words siuxwptoi; Sp^ai? of

Pausanias, to which I have called attention above. In
fact, this entry in Hesychius, reminiscent, as regards

sTCix<Z>pio<;, of Pausanias, but, as regards Bkx%m, of the

bacckata of Virgil as interpreted by Philargyrius, exhibits

a sort of object-lesson of the manner in which Hesychius
and, much earlier, Philargyrius himself came to accept

AiStjjxaivoa in lieu of AiSfxoavat. We may take it then that

the subject-matter of Pratinas' play was some incident

in the history of the Caryatides, a Chorus of Artemis
Caryatis, composed of maidens of the Dorian tribe, the

Dymanes, and that the incident in question was of a

tragic nature. One such incident, and one only, is on
record. Pausanias (iv. 16, 5) tells vis that in the second

year of the second Messenian war (i.e. circa 684 B.C.)

the Messenian hero, Aristomenes, carried off the Cary-
atides while they were dancing in honour of Artemis,

took them to Messenia, personally protected them from
his followers, and ultimately restored them at a ransom.
This is manifestly the theme of Pratinas' Caryatides.

It will be observed how excellently the leading part

taken in actual history by the Chorus suits the require-

ments of a one-actor drama. I should lay the scene in

Messenia, after the removal of the maidens thither. The
protection and the negotiations as to ransom would
doubtless be features. The reference to a " sweet-

voiced quail " suggests some ode sung by the Cary-
atides to Artemis Ortygia : but, if it was the nominative
case in which aSiScptovo? 6p-ru<; was read by Athenaeus,
I should suspect a misreading of a Si<ptovo? opiroi;.

Athenaeus, on the right treatment of his text, says that

the quail has only one note. But in fact,* though its

ordinary chirrup is in monotone, it has several notes for

use at need, and two notes may have been distinguished

for purposes of augury. It should be borne in mind that

the whole legend of Aristomenes was tinged with the

supernatural (as witness his rescue by an eagle from the
pit Ceadas), so that he is a fit personage to introduce into

tragedy. His adventures Avere a main theme of the epic

Messeniaca of Rhianus (circa 220 B.C.), who spent a
considerable time in Messenia, doubtless in order to

* I have quails in my own aviary.
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collect materials. Though his work has perished, he
is clearly Pausanias' chief authority on the subject,

although Aeschylus of Alexandria also wrote an epic

Messeniaca, perhaps a few decades earlier. It is some-
what peculiar that Pratinas should have had recourse to

a plot which, on the one side, belonged to the Messenian
cycle—a cycle that, until Rhianus, seems to have found
hardly any echo in literature—and, on the other side,

concerned only the quite unimportant town of Caryae.

This consideration directly raises the thorny question

whether in Pratinas' life-time Caryae emerged for a
while into topical importance. It is certain that after

Salamis (what had been the case before we cannot tell)

temples were erected in Athens and elsewhere with

female statues serving as external pillars, and that these

female statues were, and are, called Caryatides. Vitruvius

alone gives any reason for the statues being thus desig-

nated. His explanation is that an event occurred just

after the Persian war, and therefore well within the

possible limits of Pratinas' life and literary activity,

which must have necessarily put Caryae in a position of

great momentary prominence, and would amply account

for Pratinas' choice of subject. The words of Vitruvius

are these (i. l) : " Carya enim, civitas Peloponnesi, cum
Persis contra Graeciam consensit. Graeci bello Persico

per victoriam liberati communi consilio Caryatibus

bellum indixerunt. Urbe capta et deleta, viris inter-

fectis, matronas eorum in servitutem abduxerunt, nee

sunt passi ornatus matronales deponere, ut aeterno

servitutis exemplo, gravi contumelia pressae, poenas

penderent pro civitate : denique voluerunt ut earum
imagines ad ignominiam sempiternam in publicis aedificiis

oneri ferendo collocarentur." Meineke discredits this

statement from beginning to end. It is true that nothing

like it is to be found in any other writer : but the argu-

ment from silence is always precarious. I am not at

all sure that the defection and destruction of Caryae,

if facts, are facts of sufficient historical importance for

us to expect them to be often mentioned. The alleged

details, indeed, strike the fancy, and we should look for

popular reference to them, if a contemporary popular

literature existed—which it does not. Pratinas' choice
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of subject however would be next door to such a reference.

Herodotus would no doubt tell the tale with gusto-

But is not the picturesque part of the episode just outside

the limits of his history ? On the whole, in view of the

nature of the extant works of Greek writers who were
living at the time in question, I am not much impressed
by their silence. As to later writers, I certainly conoeive

that Vitruvius did not invent the account himself, but
took it from some source which he deemed trustworthy.

After all, it is not astonishing that an event of mainly
architectural interest should have been preserved on
permanent record in an architectural treatise only.

Therefore I am disposed, though with all due reserve, to
incline towards the acceptance of the substance of Vitru-

vius' statement. If that statement be substantially true,

we have, especially in view of the fact that both in the
legend of Aristomenes and in the account in question

Caryatides are led into captivity, ground for supposing
that Pratinas survived the Persian war and that he
produced his Dymaenae sive Caryatides in or about the
year 478 b.c.

So far we seem to have accounted for two of Pratinas'

32 Satyric dramas and for one tragedy out of his other
eighteen plays : we can now proceed with considerable
probability to fix a second tragedy.

A recently discovered passage of Menander (Epitr.

11. 108-116) seems to need, and even to invite, such
emendation of a patent corruption as to exhibit a mention,
and more than a mention, of a tragedy, called the Neleus,
by Pratinas. The passage, as it stands, runs :

TsOeacrai TpaycoSotS?, oIS' 6zi,

xal TauTa x«ts^sk; 7iavTa. N7]Xea Tiva

IleXiav t exsivou? e5ps 7rpsff(3uT7)<; av/)p, 110
aiTCoXoi;, l'x<ov oiav eyco vuv StcpOepav

&<; &' ^aOer' auroi? Svxa? auTou xpsiTxova?,

Xeyei to repays', w<; sOpsv, ax; aveiXeiro'

£&wxe S' auroi? 7t7]ptSwv yvwpia[i.aTC0V,

ei; o5 (,ia06vTe<; 7c«VTa tcc xa6' auxoi? oacpcos 115-

eysvovro pacriXeii; oi tot' Svtsi; awroXot.

The corruption lies somewhere in the words (11. 109-110)

NrjX^a Tiva

neXiav t* exsfoou?.
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Tiva would be strange, even if it stood alone : the com-
bination of rivd and exeivoui; is impossible. Now it is

important to observe that the tragedy dealt with by
Menander directly contradicts the current legend by
making (1. Ill) the foster-father of the children a goat-
herd. Apollodorus (i. 90-92) makes him a herdsman of

horses, and this is confirmed by the statements of a
scholiast on the Iliad (x. 34) and of Eustathius (Odyssey,

p. 1681), which statement Apollodorus also makes, that
Pelias, while exposed, was kicked by a mare, so that part
of his flesh became iteXiSvo<;, whence his name. Goat-
herds are not suggestive of Attic tragedy, and the varia-
tion sets one at once thinking of the Phliasian school.

In these circumstances I read, not without some confi-

dence :

NvjAea IIpaTiva

IlsXiav t' exsivoui; eftps 7Tpsa(3iifY](; dcvyjp,

<xi7toAo<;,

" The Neleus of Pratinas and Pelias, those famous
characters, were found by an old man, a goatherd."

The scansion is NrjXea IIpaTiva. The synizesis of the two
last syllables of Nv)A£a need cause no surprise either in

tragedy or in comedy : that the first syllable of IIpaTiva

is probably long follows from the fact that IIpaTiva? is

probably very broad Doric either for Ilpaffivao?, Ilpaarivecai;,

shrine-seller, or for Ilpaaivaui;, ship-seller. If I am right,

it results that Pratinas' play was the Neleus, not the

Pelias. Pelias was only a secondary character in it.

That is why Pratinas was at liberty to disregard the

TtsXiSvo? derivation and to turn the herdsman of horses

into a herdsman of goats.

Assuming this basis, let us examine the plot of the

drama as it may be gathered from the indications in

Menander. In Sophocles' Tyro there was an anagnorisis

by Tyro, which is spoken of by Aristotle (Poet. 16) : but

Menander substitutes (11. 114-115) an anagnorisis by
Neleus and Pelias of their own identity. Indeed, it

would have been impossible for Pratinas to have brought

the young men into the presence of Tyro without intro-

ducing the slaying of Sidero by Pelias, which introduction

would have thrown Neleus altogether into the background
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and caused the play to cease to be the Neleus. I suggest

that the drama is a one-actor play, and that the ctiuoXoc,

is choragus of a band of amoXoi. My apprehension of

the development of the plot is as follows. In the first

act Neleus and Pelias appear, successively, as ordinary

young goatherds, and, I think, an Amaryllis and a

Neaera. In the second act the anagnorisis is effected,

and at the end of it the two lads set forth to seek their

fortunes. In the third act Amaryllis and Neaera dis-

course, successively, with the choragus on the subject

of the possible doings of their absent swains. In the

fourth act there arrives first a messenger from Pelias,

now king of Thessaly, to announce the accession of his

master : but, on his departure, King Neleus of Pylos

makes his entry in person, full of gratitude to the guardian

of his boyhood, and, after giving an account of his

adventures (and in these the real tragedy must have
come in), retires, declaring his intention of taking his

Amaryllis back with him to share his splendour. Some
such reconstruction as this seems to follow almost
necessarily from the words of Menander.

It should be mentioned that the Neleus of Pratinas,

or at any rate the trilogy, or the like, to which it may
have belonged, supplies a possible locus for a half-senarius,

nsXiou te MaYVY]cro"av xopav,

cited in Cramer's Anecdota (in. 261, 31), which, on account
of the Doric xopav, Nauck (Praefatio to Tragicorum Gfrae-

corum Fraqmenta, p. xv) refuses to recognise as tragic.

Pratinas, if the half-line be his, appears to employ,
like the Attic tragedians, an anapaest, outside the first

foot (seemingly in the third foot), in a proper name.
A third tragedy by Pratinas seems to have survived

in a single short fragment. The fragment, however, on
no more solid ground than the fact that it is in Doric, has
been assigned to the lyric writings of the poet, among
which it now stands as Fr. 3. It is preserved in Athenaeus
(xi. 461 e). It is desirable to look somewhat closely

at Athenaeus' language, as he evidently modifies for

the sake of his own meaning the latter part of the
quotation, but at the same time appears indirectly to
indicate the nature of the alteration he has made.
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Athenaeus writes : xod xaraxXiOevrcov, aXXa (xyjv, 6 IIX06-

T<xp}(0<; scpvj, xaxa t6v <£>Xiao-iov ttoitjttjv Ilpaxivav,

06 yav auXcwaafjievav apwv,

aXXa

crxiScpov [zoctsucov, xuXw^yopTjocov gp^ofxai,

oii t&v KuXixpavcov el? wrap/cov, ou? ^£U<*^WV "Ep|x.OT7co<;

xcofKoSiOTioioi; sv toii; 'IajzfJoK; <p7]o-(v

ei? to KuXixpavwv (BaSt^wv o-7cX-/jv67Te8ov acpixofr/jv

sISov o5v tv]v 'HpaxXeiav xal fxaX' wpaiav toXiv.

For aTcX7jv67teSov I suggest that we ought to read ct[at)v6-

-rceSov. The speaker then proceeds, citing Nicander of

Thyatira, Scythinus of Teos, and Polemo, to explain that

the Cylicranians were descendants of a Lydian called Cylix,

were settled at Heraclea under Mount Oeta, and had cups

tattooed on their shoulders. Now, it is fairly evident

that the quotation from Pratinas extends beyond the

word apcov : not only does the phrase beginning with
crxucpov and ending with ep^o^ou approximate to the

rhythm of an iambic trimeter, but in addition jjiaTeiiwv is

distinctively a verse word. Moreover, it would be absurd

in the context to introduce, with a parade, so to speak,

of the author's name, a quotation that stopped short at

apwv and therefore was irrelevant to the subject of drink-

ing vessels under discussion. It is equally clear that

the unmetrical xoXixYjyopifio-oav, not only because it is

unmetrical, but also on account of its meaning, is a

modification due to Athenaeus. It seems scarcely less

evident that xuXixYiyop^crov is substituted for some
mention of the Cylicranians, as otherwise the words

ou twv KuXtxpavtov el? u7rapxtov are without justification

in point either of style or of sense, and the subsequent

quotation from Hermippus is dragged in offensively.

The bare fact that KuXixpavcov begins with KuXoc- is far

from a sufficient connexion. The passage in Athenaeus,

taken as a whole, suggests very strongly that the original

words of Pratinas were :

ou yav auXaxiarfiivav aptov,

cxucpov [AocTeiicov S', elq KuXtxpav civ, lp%0[iai.

1 write cxucpov, not axucpov, because the evidence tends

to show that the masculine form is more regularly
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properispomenon. The restoration exhibits a text to

which Athenaeus adhered as far as sense would permit.

But for sic KuXixpotv &v he substituted the word xuXwaqyop-

irjaiov, thereby changing the meaning, though preserving a
good deal of the sound. Yet he did not make the altera-

tion without a sort of explanation or apology. He added :

ou tuv KuXixpavcov elc uuap^cov. It will be observed
that the initial consonant of xuXixr^'op^owv necessitates

the employment of some conjunction other than the

elided 8*. Athenaeus might have written Se at full

length : but when it came to the point of altering the

original at all, he naturally preferred, in a line half

modified into prose, an aXXa at the beginning to a Se

third in its clause. I hardly expect that at first sight

the reader will agree with my restoration : but, if he
will take the time and trouble to weigh in his own mind
the problem presented by Athenaeus, I imagine that

he will come to see that there is strong reason to suppose
that Pratinas wrote as I have suggested.

On the assumption that the second of the two lines

in question is rightly reconstituted, what are we to say
as to the source from which the quotation comes ? In
what kind of setting ought we to place the words J go

not forth ploughing land already furrowed, but seeking a

cup, being a simple Cylicranian ? To my mind, the im-
plication is strong that the speaker was found actually

driving a plough through a previously ploughed field,

and that he explained his apparent folly by the statement
that he was not engaged in agriculture, but was looking

for buried treasure, to wit a cup, it being natural for

him, qua Cylicranian and in view of the etymology of

that name, to go searching for buried cups. Such an
explanation is the explanation either of a buffoon, or else

of a lunatic, real or pretended. I know of no legend
connected with ploughing to which the incident can be
referred except one. When Ulysses endeavoured, at the
outbreak of the Trojan war, to play the part of a Cuthbert,
he feigned madness, and was found by Palamedes, who
acted as Recruiting Sergeant, driving a plough to which
an ox and an ass* were harnessed. The story of the
ploughing comes to us through several channels, but

* Or a horse.
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Isaac Tzetzes (on Lycophron 1. 818) perhaps puts the

matter in the form most convenient for us. Accord-
ing to him, Ulysses sowed salt, and the fraud was exposed
by the fact that he stopped ploughing when Palamedes
laid the infant Telemachus in the path of the plough.

Pratinas may well have represented Ulysses as ploughing
a ploughed field, and saying he was a Cylicranian search-

ing for a buried goblet. If this conjectural identification

be correct, it folloAvs that Pratinas composed a play
on the pretended madness of Ulysses. That play would,
I conceive, take its name, not from Ulysses, but from
Palamedes. We have seen no reason to suppose that

Pratinas introduced more than one actor on the stage,

and the action seems to have consisted of dialogues

between the single actor and the leader of the Chorus.

As Ulysses, pretending madness, and driving a plough,

cannot have been dioragus, it appears that Palamedes
must have been dioragus and that the rest of the Chorus

must have consisted of his companions. This considera-

tion shows that the drama was not Satyric. I therefore

conclude, with all due reservations, that there exists

prima facie ground for supposing that Pratinas wrote a

tragedy entitled the Palamedes, and that the quotation

in Athenaeus is taken from that tragedy.

It should be noticed that, as in a line, mentioned
above, possibly to be assigned to the Neleus, we find an
anapaest in the third foot in a proper name, so in the

second of the two lines which I give to the Palamedes,

the third foot, as reconstituted by me on what I consider

strong evidence, is an anapaest and consists of a variety

of proper name, that is to say, a substantive designatory

of race or nationality.

So much for Pratinas. Like the silly Cylicranian,

I have driven my random plough through fields already

ploughed ; but unlike him I seem really to have found

some cups, and one or two of them—who knows ?—may
turn out to be of gold.
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CHAPTER IX

THESPIS

Ignotum tragicae genus invenisse camenae
Dicitur et plaustris vexisse poemata Thespis

Quae canerent agerentque peruncti faecibus ora.

Horace

In the last section of the preceding chapter I have argued
that we possess a genuine and substantial fragment of

a Satyric drama by Pratinas. My argument has led

me to a point in the discussion of the diction and metre
of early Satyric drama at which it would be unreason-

able for me abruptly to stop. Accordingly in this

chapter I propose to inquire whether there survives

any evidence, earlier than that of the fragment which
I attribute to Pratinas, as to the language and rhythm
of the school of writers from whose tradition that of

developed Attic tragedy and of Attic Satyric drama
immediately derives.

Pratinas established Satyric drama side by side with
tragedy. For a considerable number of years before
Pratinas began to compose the Attic stage had known
tragedy proper as distinguished from the lyric perform-
ance which was the parent of tragedy. Yet this archaic

tragedy, before Pratinas marked off the Satyric drama
as a separate institution, must have laboured under
peculiar difficulties. I argue elsewhere (Chapter xi) that
on the evidence it does not seem that the Satyrs ever
constituted the Chorus, strictly so called, either in the
pre-tragic dithyramb or in the tragedy which sprang,
not indeed, so I conceive, from that dithyramb, but from
another Dionysiac source. But, however all this may
be, at any rate the dithyramb was tinctured with a
strong Satyric element, and it must have been an uphill
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fight to purge newly invented tragedy of coarseness
and buffoonery before either the safety-valve of the
Satyric drama had been thought of, or the more effective

safety-valve of comedy had become a familiar institution.

Hence I am inclined to imagine that the earliest trage-

dians were the forerunners not only of Aeschylus and
Sophocles in their capacity of tragic poets, but also,

in some sort and against their will, of Pratinas himself
and of Aeschylus 'and Sophocles in their capacity of

Satyric playwrights.

This probability is in itself sufficient to render it

proper for me, though I am dealing with the Satyric

drama, not to leave these earliest tragedians out of

account. Still less can I ignore them when I consider

that after all Satyric drama is in the main nothing more
than a bypath of tragedy. Moreover I seem to perceive,

as will be seen as I continue, a somewhat close connexion
between the technique of the fragment which I assign

to Pratinas and that of a fragment traditionally attri-

buted to Thespis.

It is to the four fragments which pass under the

name of Thespis, if anywhere, that we must look for

evidence anterior to the date of Pratinas. The remains
of Phrynichus, the tragedian, are just too late, both in

date and in style, to be of service. Not one identified

scrap of other writing, except Choerilus' yrjc, oerreoiaiv

iyXPHJLfQeic, ttoSoc and y% (f^efSe?, survives to help us. A
good notion indeed of early iambography may be got

from the remains of Simonides of Amorgos and those

of Archilochus, which prove the extraordinary conser-

vatism of Attic tragedy in many respects : but both

those writers are of so ancient a date that they throw no
light on the more immediate provenances of the technique

of Aeschylus or of Sophocles, and in addition one must
bear in mind the difference between didactic—to use

the term in a wide sense—and dramatic poetry. We
are therefore driven to scrutinise minutely the alleged

fragments of Thespis. It would seem antecedently

improbable that every word written by the father -of

Attic tragedy should" have utterly perished. It was
apparently in 535 B.C. that Thespis began to produce

(I pay little attention to Plutarch's story about Solon
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seeing him act). This date was still so recent at the

time when Aeschylus and Sophocles were at the height

of their glory that it appears impossible that those

tragedians themselves should not'have been in a position

to obtain and study some at least of his plays, and that

they did so, if they were able, is, in view of the way in

which tragedy lived on tradition, a foregone conclusion.

Moreover we have Suidas' statement (see Chapter x.)

that Sophocles composed some sort of discourse or

dialogue on the subject of the Chorus, in which he dis-

puted with Thespis and Choerilus. This statement

implies that Sophocles had some knowledge of Thespis'

writings. But that part at least of the works of Thespis

survived until at any rate 422 b.c. is not a matter of

inference, as in the Veapae (11. 1478-1479) produced in

that year, Aristophanes speaks of choruses of his as

still existent. Horace offers yet more important evidence,

speaking (Epist. n. 1, 11. 162-163) of Thespis as an
authority or model to whom Romans had recourse after

the Punic Wars. He does not use the name Thespis
in any generic manner : on the contrary he brings it in

as that of an individual between those of Sophocles
and Aeschylus. The irresistible inference is that some
substantial part of the works of Thespis was thought
by Horace to have survived into Roman times. Here
are Horace's words (Epist. II. 1, 11. 157-163)

:

" Graecia capta ferum victorem cepit et artes

Intulit agresti Latio : sic horridus ille

Defluxit numerus Saturnius et grave virus

Munditiae pepulere ; sed in longum tamen aevum
Manserunt hodieque manent vestigia ruris. 160
Serus enim Graecis admovit acumina cartis,

Et post Punica bella quietus quaerere coepit

Quid Sophocles et Thespis et Aeschylus utile ferrent."

Even if the assertion in Suidas be rejected (though
I for one am inclined to accept it), it is clear that, so far
as we have gone at present, there is no impediment in
the way of any alleged fragments of Thespis being as
genuine as the works of Sophocles himself. But we
now come to two objections. In the first place, Diogenes
Laertius, who lived about a.d. 200, informs us (v. 92)
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that Aristoxenus the musician recorded that Hera-
clides Ponticus composed certain tragedies and passed
them off under the name of Thespis. On this ground,
and on no other, Fragments 1-3 of the alleged remains
of Thespis are rejected by editors as forgeries. From
the proposition that some plays that once passed under
the name of Thespis were forgeries it does not follow in

lQgic that all fragments now passing under the name of

Thespis are forgeries : it does not even follow that any
fragment now passing under the name of Thespis is

a forgery. It only follows that in the case of every

fragment attributed to Thespis there arises a possibility,

unless in the particular case there be evidence to disprove

the possibility, that the fragment is a forgery by Hera-
clides. Obviously these three fragments must be con-

sidered on their individual merits. In the second place

the fourth Fragment presents, in its existing form, such

extraordinary features that Bentley in one of his most
brilliant discussions pronounced the features in question

to be impossibilities in an early classical work, so that

Nauck expresses the view of scholars in general when
he says of the fragment " Non dubito quin alteri post

Christum saeculo debeatur." But we have to consider

whether those features are inherent in the fragment

itself. Bentley denounced the fragment as late ; but he

did so obiter. In the case of the Epistles attributed to

Phalaris his root-contention was that they were a forgery,

and that contention he proved. But in the case of this

fragment his root-contention was that certain features

presented in the text of it were impossible at the date

of Thespis : that contention also he seemed to prove.

He took for granted that those features were part and

parcel of the fragment in its original state, and on that

assumption—for it is a mere assumption—he condemned
the fragment. That assumption I shall shortly traverse.

The first Fragment attributed to Thespis is preserved

by Pollux (vn. 45), who expressly assigns it to the

Pentheus. It runs :

—

epyw v6(/i£e veppiS* s'^siv stovSutyjv.

I suggest that for epyw, as e7tsv8<jT7)<; signifies a garment

worn over another garment, we should read epitj) : epiov

T
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does not occur in tragedy, but is common in Epic and
in comedy. This, if my conjecture be sound, points

perhaps rather to such a writer as Thespis than to

Heraclides, who lived circa 390 B.C., when the later

tragic tradition was at its height. But I attach more
importance to the consideration that Pollux, an anti-

quary of wide learning who probably knew all about
the forgeries of Heraclides, is unlikely to have cited the

line as from the Pentheus of Thespis without being fairly

sure of his ground.
The second Fragment comes to us through an anony-

mous writer in Letronne's Les papyrus grecs (p. 102),

who states : Qegtzic, 6 7ronr)TYj? ofixwi; a7recpaaxev

oux e^aGp7j(T«? oIS', EScbv 8s <7oi Xeyco.

In the papyrus otS' is written oi. 8oc : the absence of

graphic elision probably indicates a date similar to that

of the papyrus of the Mimes of Herodes. As it is diffi-

cult to suppose that the somewhat forced antithesis

between ei;a0p7)(7a<; and tSwv is original, Methner pro-

poses e£ocxo\Saai; in lieu of the former. Such emendation
condemns itself. The only natural correction that

I can suggest is ei;a<pr)<ia<;. Neither in the simple nor
in its compounds is acpaco particularly common, and
s^a<pau does not occur. Possibly, if my emendation were
accepted, it would lead one to think rather of Thespis
than of Heraclides. Apart from this the line might have
been written by anyone conversant with the diction

and the metre of tragedy or, for that matter, of Ionic

iambics.

The third Fragment occurs in Plutarch (Audiend.
Poet. 14, 36 b), who writes : xa 8s xou ©scmiSo? xauxi-

opa? 6ti Ze&<; twSe 7rptoxe\Sei Gswv,

ou ipeu8o<; ou8s x6[atcov, ou [xcopov yeXcov

aarxwv, to 8' -yjSi ixouvoi; oux S7ri£rxaxat.

I by no means pin my faith to Plutarch, but I am dis-

posed to think that the use of the verb 7tpwxsiiw, elsewhere
in Attic peculiar to prose, makes against the authorship
of Heraclides. The very similar verb apiaxeiico is common
to Homer, Herodotus, Pindar, and Plato, but in tragedy
is confined to Aeschylus and Sophocles.
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In the five trimeters which together make up the
above three Fragments there is only one resolved foot.
The number of the lines is so small that this may be
due to mere accident, but, for what it is worth, it does
not point to an author later than Euripides : in the first

five fines of Euripides' Hecvba there are four trisyllabic

feet.

Taking everything together, I can see no positive
reason for assigning any one of these three Fragments to
Heraclides rather than to Thespis, and in all three cases
I seem to find some slight indication tending towards
the conclusion that, of the two, Thespis is the more
likely to have written them. I am defending no thesis

and have no desire to do more than direct the attention
of scholars to the actual evidence.

If these five lines, or if the first and last, or either

the first or the last, be genuine and uncorrupted as

regards the distinction between Doric and Ionic, or

Attic, vocalisation, it follows that Thespis wrote his

senarii either in Attic or in Ionic, not, like Pratinas, in

Doric. The vocabulary also is free from Doricism, a fact

which goes a long way towards showing that £7iev8iiT7jv

is not a corruption of l7iev8uTotv, nor r)8& jaouvo? of a8i

(AWVOC.

We now come to the far more important fourth

Fragment attributed to Thespis, that which Bentley
has discussed at length. It is preserved by Clement
of Alexandria (Strom, v. pp. 674 et seq.), who writes :

'A7toXX68<i>po<; 6 Kepxupocio<; toi>? <mxou<; toutou? weo

Bpayx00 avacptovv)G9jvat too [jiavTeco? Xsyei, MiXy]g-iouc;

x«0aipovTO? oluo Xoijxou. 6 [i.ev yap ercippaivoiv to 7cXij6o€

Sacpvv)<; xXa8oi<; 7rpoxaT7)pxsTO tou ujavou &$i Time,'

[iiXrcsTe, & TtouSzc;, 'Exocepyov xal 'Exaspyav,

s7r£(}/aXXsv 8' <o? sotsiv 6 Xaoi;*

(3e8u, £<xt{/, x^7 ? TtXyjxTpov, acpiyi;,

xva2£(3i, x%ut^q, cpXeyfjioq, Sptot}).

fii|i.V7]Tai tt)i; IdTopia? xai KaXXtjxocxoc sv 'Iajxpoiq. xva^pi

8e xaxa TCapaycoyqv tj vockn; reapa to xvaieiv xal Siaipepeiv,

Optical ts to xepauvu <pXs£oci. ©earn./; (xsvtoi 6 Tpayixo?

8ia toutwv aXXo ti a7](xaivea0at <pY)aiv diSs 7r<o<; ypacpwv

t2
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tSe aoi oTtsvSto xva^pi to Xsoxov

dato 87)Xa(i6vtov GX^a? xvaxwv
t8e ctoi ^667rT7]V -rupov (xi^a?

epuOptp (xeXiTt xocra t&v crwv 7rav-

-Stxaipoi; Ti0eu.ai (Jcojacov avicov.

tSe aot pp(Oji.iou a'tOona <pXoy[i6v

Xet[3co.

atvicaeTat, oljjiai, ty)v ex twv Tsccaptov xal sixotn <ttoixsIwv

iupj? yaXaXT(()S7) TCp(DXT7]V TpOfp^V, [AS0' fjV T^Sy] 7TeTT7jy6?

yaXa to (Jptofxa, TeXeoxaiov Ss alfia aprsXou tou Xoyou tov

al'0O7ca otvov ttjv TeXeiooaav vt\c, aywy^i; eutppoo"uv7]v SiSaaxei.

Clement also states that school-children were taught by
means of such groups of words.

It is apparent that a certain amount of corruption

exists both in the quotation ascribed to Thespis and in

the rest of the passage from Clement, but before dealing

with that it will be well to glance at the general bearing.

I will not recapitulate Bentley's treatment in detail,

as it is sufficiently well known and accepted to be con-

sidered in a true sense classical.

The whole passage deals with the fact that there

existed a practice of framing groups of words so con-

structed that each group exhibited all the four and
twenty letters of the Greek alphabet and no letter more
than once. Such groups were used in two connexions, viz.

for religious or mystic purposes and also in the teaching

of children. This latter employment of them Clement
dismisses with a mere mention, but of the former he
speaks in some detail. It appears that the story went
that when Branchus the seer was purifying Miletus

from a pestilence, the populace almost with one voice,

on being invited by him to hymn Apollo and Artemis,

replied with two groups of words of the kind in question.

The former of those two groups seems partly at least

to consist of names of elements : the latter relates, on
Clement's showing, as regards its first two constituents,

to disease and to blasting by lightning, while the two
remaining words in it look as though they indicated

fever and dropsy. Clement then goes on to say that

Thespis the tragedian employed the first two words of

the second group in another sense. He proceeds to
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quote Thespis, and in the quotation we find not only
those two words but also the third word, though the
fourth is entirely absent. Nevertheless Clement, con-
tinuing, interprets Thespis as " out of the four and twenty
letters of the alphabet " enigmatically propounding
three species of nutriment, in a sort of progression,

viz. milk, cheese, and finally wine. The word finally

is important, as it shows that it is not by any oversight
that the fourth word has been omitted. Yet the first

three words between them present twenty letters only.

Consequently the anagram, if I may so call it, is, if

viewed as a mere anagram, hopelessly defective. We
seem driven to the conclusion that it is not a mere ana-
gram, but an anagram with an intentionally missing key-
word. The word absent in the fragment assigned to

Thespis, but present in the second of the groups said to

have been chanted at Miletus, is Spci^ (I am not con-
cerned at this point with details of spelling). Hesychius
tells us that Sptd^ means #v0pa)7to<;. This sense renders

intelligible both the anagram and Clement's explanation

of it. The missing word is man. Milk, cheese, and
wine, expressed in the jargon of the framer of the ana-

gram, only use up twenty letters of the Greek alphabet.

If you only know the mystic fourth word, meaning man,
you not merely can complete the anagram, but you
also give expression to the sublime verity that milk,

cheese, and wine constitute the nutriment of man. This

is indeed sad rubbish. I do not wonder that Clement,

finding it labelled with the name of Thespis, supposed

that it must convey some deeper meaning. Of the

passage in Callimachus nothing whatever is known.
We will now look at corruptions that have crept in.

In the first place Bentley points out that the words

toUx; cm^ou? tc6tou<; utco Bpxyyoxj avtwpcovqOYJvo'.i do not

suit the context, as the gtixoi, cited almost immediately

afterwards, were uttered by the Milesians and not by
Branchus. Consequently he proposes to^c em^ou?

ToriTOU? U7r6 Bpayxou aveupeOevra^ «voc9WV7]67Jvai. This

correction, though by no means certain, is attractive,

and some correction is necessary.

In the first group of words said to have been uttered

by the Milesians there is no (x, but v occurs twice. Bentley
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remedies this defect by reading ££|ju|j and yQ& for Zty
and x^^v> while Nauck prefers to leave £ouj; unaltered

and to change x^wv to -$&\l. A final \x is so inelegant

that Bentley's treatment appears a little the better.

In the remarks of Clement himself, after the mention
of the Iambi of Callimachus, jcva£(3i is a mistake for

xvoc^pl, Siowpspsiv for Sia<p6eipeiv, and 0piSi[«M te for 6u<J>oa

ts : the three corrections are due to Sylburg.

To pass over for the moment the fragment ascribed

to Thespis, in Clement's subsequent comment 7tpwxT7jv,

as Potter pointed out, must stand either for 7tpd>T7)v

or for Tpox-CT]V : 7rptoTy]v is to-day universally read.

We come now to the fragment itself. We will take
first the words that form the anagram. These have not
escaped corruption. But to determine the corruption

we must look at the full set of four words (the second
group) reputed to have been chanted by the Milesians,

;as otherwise we should be in doubt as to the right spelling

of the last of them and consequently in doubt also as

to the letters available for the other three. xva££(3i,

y%\>TZTt\c„ <pXsy[jt.6<;, Sptotp, as they stand, exhibit a twice.

The only way to get rid of this defect, without pro-
ducing another defect of the same kind, is to

take from Porphyry (Fr. cited by Bentley from an
Oxford ms.) the words ipXsY(i.<o and Spoip instead of

cpXeyfJioi; and Spcot];: the reading (pXeytxto banishes the
redundant a, and Porphyry's other reading, 8p6t|», pre-

vents the iteration of to. We must do the same in

the fragment. But in the fragment we must go a little

further. In it the accusative yQbizrrp is in any case
impossible because it introduces a v in addition to the
v in xva^(3i : it is intolerable that a declensional
variation should be permitted to destroy an anagram.
If we kept 9Xey(ji6v, it would actually give us a third v.

Moreover the redundant v of x6<^ty)v leaves us without
a a. Consequently it is necessary to read xQimrric;,

apparently meant by the anagrammatist as an inde-
clinable word in apposition with -rupov. One need not
wonder that the copyists boggled at such a monstrosity.
xvaSXfil, indeed, is worse ; but x0^t/]<; can be altered
with a stroke of the pen, whereas xva^jJi cannot.

In 11. 4r-5 7cav8ixa£pci)? is manifestly, as was seen by
Sylburg, a corruption of Haw SExepm?.
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At this point I altogether part company with
Bentley. His central contention that Thespis, who
used the old alphabet of fewer letters, cannot have
been the author of an anagram employing the new
alphabet of twenty-four letters, is so self-evident that
once the nature of the anagram is proved, no one can
say a word against it.* But I am now about to suggest
considerations which will, I think, at least show that it

is in a high degree doubtful whether the fragment in

its original state included any anagram at all.

In the first place, with a view to clearing the com-
position from discredit, I desire to point out that two
particular examples of faulty metre are best explained
on the hypothesis of trivial corruption.

In 1. 4,

spuOpw [xsAiTi xaroc twv gwv, Ilav,

the second foot is in reality a tribrach, which only an
ignoramus could have written, if we suppose it to be
original, instead of the anapaest demanded by the

metre. This tribrach is commonly left to stand in jts

naked ugliness, although indeed Nauck resorts to an
impossible transposition, printing 11. 3-4 as

iSs CT0l (IsXlTl X0lS7TT7)V TUpoV

[ii£a<; epuGpcji xa-ra tmv g&v, Ilav.

I do not personally believe, as will shortly be seen, that

the word before rupov originally began with a double con-

sonant, so that, even apart from the question of trans-

position, I doubt whether Nauck really mends matters :

but I will not go into that point at present. Editors

have not noticed, or else, I suppose, have tolerated as part

of the supposed general barbarity of the composition, the

strangeness of the epithet epuBpw as applied to (xeXm.

Various adjectives of colour have in Greek curiously

indeterminate meanings, but epuOpo? is not of their

number, always signifying, as it does, a markedly red

hue. No doubt some exceptional kinds of honey have

* If, that is, we grant the premise about the old alphabet : but the

entirely pre-Euclidean Euripides (Theseus, Fr. 382, 11. 5, 6) and the
almost entirely pre-Euclidean Agathon (Teleplvus, Fr. 4, 1. 2), as well as

the post-Euclidean Theodeotes (Fr. Incert. 6, H. 2, 3), represent the Ionic

alphabet as in use in the days of Theseus : there arc fields in which
purely inscriptional evidence cannot be decisive.
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a slightly reddish appearance ; but that fact no more
justifies the expression epuOptji (jtiXm in Greek than it

would justify the expression red honey in English, when
no special fiiXi or honey of a peculiar kind is in question.

In Greek the regular epithet of honey is ykapbv {e.g.

Iliad, xii. 631), an adjective almost diametrically opposite

to epu8p6<;. On the other hand certain articles compounded
with honey are extremely red, not because of the honey,

but on account of other ingredients. For example

epi0dbaj (it is doubtful whether this word is from the

root of epu0po?) or bee-bread was so positively scarlet

that it was also called aavSapax?]- Now in Hesychius

we find the word [iiXi-rov, for which Plutarch uses the

expressions [xeXiTeiov (e.g. Coriol. 3) and olvo<; (asXitsioi;

(Mor. ii. 672 b). It is obvious that a combination of

honey with red wine would be quite red in colour. It

is also obvious that it could easily be made of a con-

sistency such that it could readily be mixed with cream-

cheese. On these grounds I do not hesitate to read 1. 4 as

epuOpco [/.eXiTtji xktoc tuv <tcov, Ilav.

In 1. 6 there is presented an even more outrageous

scansion. The line runs :

tSe <rol Bpo[uou (so Sylburg for Bpco[nou) aXQoiza. <pXey|i.ov

(or <pXey[i,(5>).

The hiatus after BpojxCou is inexcusable even in the

composition of a schoolboy. It is generally left to stand

;

but here again Nauck attempts emendation by cutting

out ai6o7ta bodily, an utterly uncritical proceeding.

We have seen that in the fragment which I confidently

assign to Pratinas the genitive Svoio is, beyond possibility

of substantial doubt, employed in an iambic trimeter.

A termination which Pratinas could use in a senarius

Thespis could surely use in anapaests. Read (at least

provisionally)

:

tSe crol Bpofnoi' ai6oTCoc (pkeyyLtl}.

We now see that it is not necessary to assume that

the writer of the fragment quoted by Clement was
ignorant of ordinary metrical rules. Consequently we
are entitled to view with the gravest suspicion the breach
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of synapheia which presents itself at the end of the first

anapaestic dimeter. The last syllable of Xeuxov ought
to be long. It is difficult to see how it can be made
long, unless we read the feminine, either Xeuxav or
Xeuxav, instead of the neuter. But if we read the feminine,
the whole case for the preposterous word xva£C[3l goes
by the board. Yet we can see how xva2£|3l came into
being. Thespis, if it was Thespis, wrote :

'tSs crot ctosvSg), 'val;, Xi(ia Xeuxav (or Xeuxvjv).

NASAIBA was taken to be a single mysterious word,
and by an easy mistake was corrupted into NASBIAA.
va£(3iXa offered a splendid opening to the interpolators

of the anagram. One of them altered va!$iXa Xeuxocv

(or Xeuxfjv) to va£(ii to Xeuxov, which for the purpose of

the anagram he expanded into xvaS£(3l to Xeuxov, while

another of them, as we shall soon see, seems to have
taken the A of va^fUXa as a X and to have produced
xvoc^plx Xeuxov. For two reasons I think that we
ought to prefer the Doric Xeuxav to the Ionic or Attic

Xeuxov. In the first place xvaxwv, not xv-qxwv, comes
in the next line : in the second place the alteration of

Xeuxav into Xeuxov involves a graphic difference consider-

ably less than does that of Xeuxav in almost any variety

of ancient script. I need hardly say that the occurrence

of xvaxwv must have encouraged the anagrammatists to

interpolate a x before va£|3i : it would only be natural for

xvaxtov yaXa to be called by a name beginning with xval;- .

From xva££(3l in 1. 1 we will pass to i%tzt(\c,. We
have seen that the o- is necessary to the anagram. It

appears also to be next door to necessary for the sense.

Although yftbitTric. seems to be a vox nihili, 0u7tt7)s, the

genitive of Butctt), would suit the context admirably.

She-goats have just been mentioned as the source of

milk offered to Pan. Now in turn cheese is offered to Pan,

and it is natural that it should be ass' cheese, seeing

that, after goats, the asses of Arcady were likely to be
regarded as, more perhaps than any other animal, under
the protection of that deity. The sense requires the

feminine 0u7txyji; or 0u7tTa<;, not the masculine Outctou.

Guttty) is simply the feminine of 0uVcto<;, the verbal in -to?

of TU90). It can very well mean striick silly or the like.
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OOtcty), dolt, is quite a good name for the she-ass,* and
I suggest that it was one of the picturesque and expressive

terms used at Delphi to denote various animals connected

with the worship of Apollo. That the Hyperboreans
were supposed to sacrifice asses to Apollo is shown by
Pindar (Pyth. x. 1. 33). It is to be observed that, though

-nj<pco87)<; means delirious, yet -rixpsSavoi;, TUtpoyeptdV, and
Tuqjcovioi; denote, not lunacy, but stupidity or silliness.

I desire to make it plain that I here read 6i7tTYji; or

^u7TTa?, and in the Fragment assigned by me to Pratinas

0u7tTa<;, chiefly on the ground of the combined evidence fur-

nished by the two passages. In the other passage 6uatoci;

appears to conceal some word meaning of a she-ass : in this

passage, if for yQbnTr]<; (required by the anagram instead

of x8<iTCT7]v) we read 66t:t7)<; or GiS^Ta?, of a she-ass,

we cut a Gordian knot. I believe that the two passages

throw great light each on the other.

This is the most convenient place at which to consider

3, variation of the anagram, which variation I have men-
tioned, but only mentioned, when speaking of xva^pt.

The variation has an important bearing on the text.

Hesychius, in three separate places in his lexicon, presents

the three following entries : (1) £a(3ix" Xsuxov, (2) 0iiTCT7]<;"

6 Tup6<;, and (3) xval; - yaXa Xsuxov. The first entry,

in which £a(3ix is read, comes out of its alphabetical

order and in the place appropriate to £(3ix> which in

consequence we may read with safety. It follows from
these three entries that Hesychius, instead of xva££(3i

and yQ\iTZTTf„ either only knew, or at least preferred,

xva^pfy (which he took as two words, xvdii; and X$fy)
and 0ii7rT7]?. Now, although it may at first sight seem
that Hesychius is basing himself on the group of words
quoted by Clement from Apollodorus, in which case we
should have simply another division into words of the
letters constituting xva££(Ji x^tctyic, nevertheless it be-
comes evident upon consideration that he is actually

dealing with the passage which Clement quotes as from
Thespis, seeing that otherwise he could not have assigned

either to £|3ix, or to eiiTcr/)?, or to xvdcl; the signification

which he does assign to each of them. Indeed, apart from
* r&Qos (ass) was a word used in Egypt (Timothy of Gaza, quoted in

Oi-aui., Anec. iv. 266) : the termination at least is Greek. IsDobbin cognate?
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this evident fact, it would be strange to find Hesychius
ignorant of the Clementine passage. We may therefore

postulate that there was a reading in the fragment
attributed to Thespis which, in lieu of xvai&pi to Xeuxov
and x^7tT7)?> presented xvoc££(3lx Xeux&v, or xvocJ; £|&X
Xeuxov and 0U7i:ty)<;. The natural inference is that inter-

polators were adding letters of the alphabet to an
original text in order to exhibit the employment of

twenty distinct characters in the words affected, but were
unable to agree among themselves at which point to
introduce a particular interpolation. This evidence
greatly strengthens my argument.

We have seen that in 1. 6. Porphyry's (pXeyfi-w,

instead of <j>>.sy[a6v, the accusative of «pXsY(xo? presented
in the text of Clement as chanted by the Milesians,

is necessary for the anagram. It is another question

whether the fragment, before it was corrupted for ana-
grammatical purposes, exhibited either <pXsy[xov or

<BXsy[Jwl). Indeed at this point Clement's version of the

fragment attributed to Thespis does not seem to have
been corrupted at all, giving in utter defiance of ana-
grammatical requirements, the reasonable and, as far

as I can see, original reading (pXoytAov.

I am now enabled to present Fragment 4t of the

Fragments ascribed to Thespis in the form in which I

consider that it stood before any anagram was foisted

into it. Mainly, but not quite entirely, on the strength

of xvocxcov, I exhibit it as Doric. Doric anapaests are

unexpected ; but one must not be governed by precon-

ceptions. Here the Fragment is :

'iSe col o-tovSco, 'va£, Xijia Xeuxocv

dbto O-ypiafJiovwv OXuJjag xvax&v
'tSe crol Qiizrou; -rupov [asi^a?

spuSpcp (xsAi-Kj) xaxa t£>v awv, Ilav

8ixspco<;, Ti0efi.ai paifitov ayicov

't8s aol Bpoaioi' ai6o7ra <pXoY[iov

Xsl(3co.

If this line of treatment be correct, it follows that

except for the word 8p6tp, which was presumably a stock

key-word forthecompletion of anagrams of a like character,

the anagram here interpolated was made up of words
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invented or modified ad hoc. There is too much distinct

indication of the anagram being an interpolation to allow

me to regard it as an open question whether the anagram
may not be part and parcel of the original composition.

Consequently I dismiss as a fable not only the obviously

impossible statement about the Milesians in the time of

Branchus (who, if he be an historical personage at all,

cannot have at the outside been of later date than the
seventh century B.C.), but also the whole implication that
Thespis, or whoever was the author of the Fragment,
borrowed three words from a pre-existing formula. What
he did was merely to employ, in the case of Xi(3a, sacrificial

language of perhaps a somewhat technical character

and, in the case of GunTa?, language which, so at least

I suppose, was distinctly of that character : about
<pXoy[JL6v I can see no suspicion of anything technical.

I conceive it as highly improbable that anyone would have
taken the trouble, whether for religious or for educational

purposes, to have worked the anagram into the text

of any author not reputed to be a leading classic. I

therefore incline to suppose that the originator of the

anagram thought at any rate that he was dealing with
Thespis. It being sufficiently evident that the second
group of words mentioned by Clement as having been
quoted by Apollodorus of Corcyra is based on this

fragment, and not vice versa, it follows that the fragment,

and the fragment with the anagram already in it, was in

existence at the date of Apollodorus. Moreover, seeing

that the anagram would not be introduced into a brand-
new composition, and seeing more particularly that
Apollodorus regarded the collocation of strange words
in question as extremely ancient, it results first that
the anagram was interpolated a very considerable time
before the days of Apollodorus, and secondly that the
fragment itself is of still earlier origin. What then is

the date of Apollodorus of Corcyra ? No Apollodorus
of Corcyra is known to us, apart from the statement in

Clement, except that an inscription (C.I.O. 1855) shows
that at some period or other a man of that name was
a prytanis in the island. But from the subject-matter

of the quotation we may be fairly sure that the work
cited is Apollodorus' Bibliotheca, a long collection of
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mythological and similar information, which is still

partially extant, and which, though not with complete
certainty, is attributed to Apollodorus the grammarian,
who taught at Athens circa 140 b.c. In any case the
Bibliotheca dates from a period long anterior to that of

Clement, containing, as it does, a wealth of recherch

learning that could never have been brought together
in Roman times. We may therefore conclude that in

the second century B.C. the Fragment already possessed

the support of a long tradition. This conclusion is to
some extent confirmed by Clement's statement as to

Callimachus : the natural meaning of Clement's words
is that Callimachus mentioned in his Iambi both of the
lines reputed to have been recited by the Milesians, and,
as I think I have shown, the second of them presupposes
the Fragment.

I have pointed out that no reason in the nature of

things exists why genuine remains of Thespis should
hot have come down to us, so that it now, if there is

anything in my line of argument, becomes a question

whether the Fragment is the work of Thespis himself or

of some forger, such as Heraclides, of the classical period.

It would be strange indeed to find such a forger intro-

ducing the linguistic characteristics which confront us

in it : but I would rather direct attention to another

feature. Throughout the piece the element of colour is,

if we take into account the usual Greek practice in this

respect, extraordinarily prominent. In the first two
lines we have milk expressly termed white, and the

she-goats, which yield it, designated the tawny-ones, so

that there is not only a mention of two colours but also

a colour-contrast. I take xvaxcov as the feminine genitive

plural of the adjective xvaxo?, not as the genitive plural

of the doubtful substantive xva£ : I suggest that the

presentation of xvax&v, instead of xvaxav, is due to the

lines being written in the presumably artificial dialect

which objects to the iteration in one word of the Doric

a. But, even if xvax&v come from xvai;, my statement

as to colour still holds good. In the third and fourth

lines we have first a mention of cheese, no doubt white
cream-cheese, though the colour is not expressed in

words, and then a statement that the cheese is mixed
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with a red (or perhaps pink would be a closer transla-

tion) combination of wine and honey : we thus have an
explicit mention of one colour and an implicit contrast

of that colour with another. In the sixth line we have
the unmixed juice of the grape set forth in words ablaze

with colour as the wine-god'$ fire-eyed glow. Such a con-

sistent and continued harping on the string of colour is

found but seldom in Greek literature. The effect is

one at which tragedy does not aim and is utterly foreign

to the literary atmosphere breathed by Heraclides and
his contemporaries. It strikes me rather as similar to

the colour-effects of which Theocritus was a master,

though crude indeed in comparison with them. It is

in short the sort of thing that we should expect to find

in Greek pastoral poetry at an early stage of its develop-

ment. To say this is almost the same as to say that it

is the sort of thing that we should expect to find in Thespis.

It appears, if this Fragment be rightly attributable

to Thespis, that, although it runs only to the length of

six lines and one word, it presents more than one point

of contact with the not much longer Fragment which
I ascribe to Pratinas. First, it cannot be reasonably

disputed but that both Fragments employ a genitive

in -oto, a fact which demarcates both of them from the

iambics and anapaests of ordinary tragedy and ordinary

Satyric drama. Secondly, it is certain that this Fragment
uses one picturesque and non-proper animal-name
(xvaxwv for aiywv), and I have maintained that it also

uses another (GiinTa? for 8vou) : it is, I think, clear that

in the other Fragment a she-ass is designated substan-

tially by a word which has been corrupted into Ouoia?.

Even if that word be not %-n-zaj;, though I argue that it is,

and even if GiinTix? ought not to be read in the Fragment
ascribed to Thespis, yet at any rate the word concealed

in Gucrias, as it certainly is not ovou, must be justly

comparable with the xvocx&v of this Fragment. In any
case there is a resemblance in this respect between the

two Fragments ; but, if I am right in reading 6iWra<;

in both, that resemblance becomes extremely close.

Thirdly, the insistence on colour for colour's sake, and
not because of any dramatic or other relevance, observable

in this Fragment is curiously paralleled by the use of
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(xapfxatpovTei; in the other Fragment. In the vivid

phrase,

XaXxtIS Sk [iap[j.a£povTs<; aXXaXcov xpoa
otnx^oisv,

the words x«fo«p [iapfi.oapovre<; are brought in simply and
solely for a picturesque purpose, and the picturesque-

ness lies in the colour. Now from any kind of Greek'

style one can produce analogous expressions when it is

a case, for example, of a description of a battle by an
eye-witness, but one would have to search long and far

before finding such a picturesque touch of colour thrown
for colour's sake into an imprecation or into anything
other than a narrative of past or passing events. In a
case like this the ordinary Greek would have contented
himself with some such neutral word as evorcXoi. Fourthly
it looks as though this Fragment, which is anapaestic,

were written in Doric, as the other Fragment certainly

is, unless I am absolutely deceived as to the copious

indications it affords. Here xvaxcov, instead of xvrjxSv,

and the relative facility of changing Xeuxov to Xeuxav

rather than Xeuxvjv may not seem much of a foundation

on which to build ; but it is in the highest degree im-

probable that xvax&v is a depravation of xvtjxcov, corrup-

tion almost invariably moving in the opposite direction.

If Thespis or the author, whoever he was, wrote his

anapaests in Doric, he must clearly have been under

extremely strong Doric influence.

The employment of xvaxwv, of (as I suggest) %-nia.c,

and of the expression Bpofxioi' aXQonoi. cpXoyfxov, all three

of which, and especially the last, exhibit a catachrestic

turn of language without, it should be noted, the allevia-

tion of explanatory words, leads me, passing from Pratinas,

to bring Choerilus into the comparison. At an early

point in this chapter I mentioned the fact that of the

origines of Attic tragedy, earlier than Pratinas, not one

identified scrap has been handed down to us, if we
except the alleged remains of Thespis and two morsels

from Choerilus, viz. :

Y?)C ootsokuv eYXP'^tpGei? tcoSoc,

and :

y9j<; epXspa;.
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These two expressions present catachresis without
explanation in just the same way as it is presented in

the Fragment attributed to Thespis. Nauck indeed,

in a footnote to the first page on which he deals with
Choerilus, treating of this point, but arguing for the

moment from a line of Chaeremon (Fr. 17, 1. 2):

fi&cop te 7tOTaixou cTWfjia Sie7repaffa[jiev,

says :
" Omissum fingas fiSwp nomen, et merum habebis

aenigma." Consequently he adds to the former of the

Fragments of Choerilus the explanatory word XiOouri,

reading :

Xi6oifft y^? ouToiffiv bYXpiy.<pQzic, 7i6Sa.

I agree with him as to the aenigma, though I should
not go so far as to call it merum. In fact, when I set

side by side the exiguous remains of Choerilus and the
fourth Fragment attributed to Thespis, I am inclined

to think that he has lit upon a characteristic of Attic

tragedy in its earliest stage. The former of the two
Fragments of Choerilus is preserved by Eustathius
[Iliad, p. 309), whose language seems to me to be such
as to exclude the reasonable possibility of the addition
of XiOotat. Eustathius writes, not mentioning the name
of Choerilus : TST6X[iv)Tai (impersonal passive) Se xocl y7j<;

octtoc Toi? Xi0ou<; eoteiv, w? SyjXot to

YTJ? ocrceoKTiv £YXpi[J-<p0eis tcoSoc.

Tzetzes (Bhet. iii. p. 650) fixes Choerilus as the author
of this Fragment and also supplies us with the accom-
panying Fragment, saying in the political metre :

ci<T7rsp noitl XoipiXXo?

xaXwv xofx; XJOouc; yyji; oara, to&<; 7VOTa[i.oi!>i; vtj<; tpXspai;.

In the first place I see little or no ToXfioc in the expression

if XiOoicri be added : in the second place it would be
unworthy of the scholarship of Eustathius to quote
the line with an omission vitally material to the
-roXjia. I therefore reject Nauck's XtOoicn. I also think
that, in the case of a writer of the date of Choerilus,

he is most 'rash in changing the oatioiaw of the text

of Eustathius to otrrouriv, especially when, speaking
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in his own person, Eustathius himself has just used
octtSc, not oaTsoc. As to the latter of the two Fragments,
Tzetzes leaves it altogether uncertain what case of yki$zc,

was employed by Choerilus. That is all I have to say
of these two pieces of jetsam. I think it has been worth
the saying : even the merest scraps sometimes serve

as clues.

As the result of these arguments, protracted, but
perhaps not uninteresting, I by no means claim that I

have proved the fourth Fragment to be authentic. To
prove the authenticity of any scrap of five to ten lines

ascribed to any author is usually a matter of impossibility.

Disproof of authenticity is on the other hand relatively

facile. A piece may contain, and often does contain,

features inseparable from its framework that patently

proclaim it to be not the production of some particular

writer to whom it has in error or in fraud been assigned.

In this Fragment, as presented by Clement, there exist

features glaringly inconsistent* with Thespian author-

ship. I have however shown that these features are

not inseparable from the framework. I have further

shown that, if one sets about the task of separation with

due deference to the ductus literarum and the general

conditions of the case, there emerges at once a text of

a character indeed somewhat peculiar, but in which
there is apparently nothing that Thespis could not have
written, though in it there are several features most
improbable in a composition by Heraclides. I have also,

I believe, pointed out important resemblances not only

to the Fragment which personally I ascribe to Pratinas,

but also to the two scraps of Choerilus that are still

extant, the authorship of which is undoubted. In addition,

though by a somewhat complicated process, I consider

that I have rendered it at least highly probable that

in the second century B.C. the lines, already corrupted,

were already of considerable antiquity. By establishing

these points, so far as I may have established them, and
I think that I have established them, I seem to myself

to have put the Fragment in the same position as any
other fragment that has come down to us labelled by

* Quite apart from alphabetical considerations.

U
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tradition with the name of a particular author, con-

taining nothing inconsistent with its reputed authorship,

and further presenting special features favourable to

that authorship. That is not proof of authenticity,

but it is evidence of authenticity such as to throw upon
its impugners the burden of disproof. I repeat that

I am not attacking any considered judgement of

Bentley's* : I am disputing obiter dicta of his which went
beyond the evidence before him and which had nothing

to do with the real point that he was discussing, namely,

not the authenticity of the Fragment, but the authen-

ticity of the anagram. Were Bentley alive and a sharer

in the advance of that scholarship of which he was the

founder, I am by no means sure that he would not him-

self have undertaken the task which I have essayed, and
so secured for the contentions now left to my feeble

advocacy a triumphant and a lasting vindication.

B

On the assumption that all four of the Fragments
attributed to Thespis are authentic, or even on the

assumption, to my mind less probable, that they include

forgeries by Heraclides, it is worth our while to endeavour
to assign them to their respective plays. Suidas, or

whatever author is responsible for the account of Thespis

in Suidas' lexicon, writes : ©some, 'Ixapiou 7roXeto<;

'Attijoji;, rpayixoi; exxaiSsxaxoi; oaro xou tcpwtou yevoiiivou

Tpay6)Si.07Eoiou 'ETCtysvoix; tou Stxutoviou Ti6efzevo<;, <o? S&

TIVS?, SsiSTSpO? (XETOC 'E7UysV7)V (ScXXoi Se auxov 7cpWov
xpayixov veveaOat cpaai. xat 7tpoiTov jiiv j^piora? to Trpoc-

cj7tov (jjijjiuStci) ETpayfc)87)CTEv, eItoc avSpa^VYj Iffxe7tacrev sv

Tea eTtiSsixvucfOai, xal [aetoc tocutoc eiavjvsyxE xat tJ]V twv
7ipo<T6J7rstwv xpvjtnv ev [xovjrj 686v7] xaxacrxEuaaai;. IStSa^e-

Se etcI tyj? 7tp<{>Ty)? xal £' oXujjmiaSoi;. [iV7)[i.ovstisTai 8s

twv Spa[z.aTwv auTOu ''AOXa nsXfou tj d>6ppai;, 'Ispeti;,.

"HiGeoi, llev0eii?.

I cannot insist too strongly on the paramount value

of Suidas' lexicon, when the Drama is in question. A
measure of the extent of the information embodied
therein is furnished by the fact that in it no less than

* Though my personal opinion, irrelevant to this discussion, is that-

he argues from a doubtful premise.
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89 tragedies, of the very existence of which we should
otherwise be ignorant, are mentioned by name, with the
name of the author in every case added. This entry
gives proof of detailed acquaintance with facts, or at
least with records ; and attention must be paid to it.

The writer was acquainted, inter alia, with at any rate the
names ([i.v7ifi.oveiieTai, are recorded, is somewhat indefinite)

of four plays reputed in his day to be by Thespis, and he
betrays no knowledge of a dispute as to the authorship
of any of them, or of the existence of any further plays,

attributed to Thespis, but of which the authorship was
disputed. Seeing therefore that the fourth Fragment,
being quoted by Clement, was both before and after

Clement's time accessible to lexicographers, and seeing
also that the name of the play, genuine or forged,

from which that Fragment was taken, is unlikely until

a late date to have passed into oblivion, I take ib as

probable that the fourth Fragment comes from one or

other of the four plays. That there are four plays and
also four Fragments is a mere coincidence : Suidas is

likely to have known far ampler remains than the

fragments that have come down to us.

The first Fragment is assigned by Pollux to Thespis'

Pentheus, beyond reasonable doubt the same Pentheus

as that mentioned in Suidas. The second and third

Fragments are not cited from named plays, but the latter,

with its statements as to Zeus not being addicted to

foolish laughter and alone of the gods not knowing
voluptuousness, looks as if it came from the "Hi0soi.

From the 'HiOeoi (Ode xvi) of Bacchylides we see that

an Attic play entitled "HiOeoi would naturally relate to

the tribute of boys and maidens sent to the Minotaur.

From the same ode of Bacchylides (11. 8-129, and especially

11. 20-23) we see that the coarse behaviour of Minos
towards one of the maidens, followed by the chivalrous

intervention of Theseus on her behalf and the altercation

between Minos, who boasts himself a son of Zeus, and
Theseus, who proclaims himself a son of Poseidon, gives

every opportunity for the utterance by Theseus, in reproof

of Minos, of the lines which constitute the third Fragment.

I go a little further. In view of the fact that Thespis

certainly employed only one actor, the episode in question

u2
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affords the sole kind of opportunity of which Thespis

was at liberty to avail himself for the purposes of tragic

dialogue. Theseus, it must be remembered, was actually

one of the fjOEoi, that is to say, one of the Chorus : in

other words he was choragus. By no possible means,
except by the employment of a choragus who was almost
indistinguishable from a dramatis persona, can Thespis,

restricted as he was to one u7toxpiTTrj<;, have introduced

dramatic action.

The second Fragment may doubtfully, but not un-
reasonably, if my conjecture, £?a<p^aa<;, instead of the

awkward e£a0pY)<ia<;, is adopted, be assigned to the ana-
gnorisis in the v

A6Aoc IIsXiou y\ <J>6p|3«i; (or, rather, <I>op(3a<;).

The chief "labour " of Pelias was the slaying of Sidero,

the second wife of Salmoneus, because she had illtreated

Pelias' mother, Tyro, who was daughter of Salmoneus
by his first wife, Alcidice. Pelias, whose father was
Poseidon, had been exposed by his mother in his infancy.

Consequently an anagnorisis was necessary. In the
Tyro of Sophocles a axa<p7], in which it seems that the
exposition took place, serves as the identifying factor.

But it is to be observed that the alternative title of the
Thespian play is the Phorbas. None of the personages
of the name of Phorbas appear to have any connexion
with the story of Pelias. On the other hand Pelias is

reputed to have been so called (see Eustathius, Od.

p. 1682) from the fact that he was blackened (7tsXio<o),

while exposed, by a kick from a mare. The word cpop(3a<;

is frequently applied as an epithet of animals, chiefly

horses, out at grass, and is in one place (Oppian, Cyn. I.

1. 386) extant as a substantive meaning a mare. It seems
clear that that is the signification of <Dop(3a<; (written

3>6pp«i;, the proper name, in the text of Suidas) in the
sub-title. But, if so, it cannot be imagined that the
mare was only incidentally mentioned in the play. To
account for the importance assigned to her by the very
existence of the sub-title, I suggest that Pelias bore her
hoof-mark, and that she was produced (I do not mean
actually on the stage) for purposes of identification.

That assumption would amply justify the sub-title.

It would be quite natural, at an intermediate stage of

the anagnorisis, for the u7roxpiT/)<;, in answer to a question
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by the choragus, whether the mark on Pelias corresponded
with the hoof of the particular mare, to answer :

" I do
not know from handling it, but I declare to thee what
I have seen." It should be observed that such an
assumption need not preclude the subsequent appearance
of Pelias in person : the single urcoxpiTifji; may have
sustained several parts. While there is nothing even
remotely demonstrative about the placing of this second
Fragment, yet the possibility which I have indicated is

not, I think, destitute of interest.

The fourth Fragment demands special consideration.

We may say at once that neither the Pentheus nor the
Etheoe appears to offer any opportunity for a sacrifice

to Pan. We are thus put to our election between the
Athla Peliae and the Hieres (for of course 'Iepvjs, nob
'Ispet?, is the old form). If I am right in maintaining
that the actual shape taken by the individual words
which, minus Spoip, go to make up the anagram, shows
that those words are based on words originally in the

Fragment, and are not pre-existent words employed by
the author, it becomes necessary to search for some
reason why a tradition, already firmly established some
two or three centuries before the Christian era, should

have ascribed to the words a Milesian origin, and have
connected them with Branchus' purification of Miletus

from a pestilence. It is true that there exists the

complication that another and similar group of words is

identically dealt with by the same tradition ; but, even

so, the most natural explanation is that the play from
which the fourth Fragment is taken concerned itself

with the purification of Miletus by Branchus. That
play was certainly not the Athla Peliae sive Phorbas :

I suggest that it was the Hieres. It must be remem-
bered that the Ionic revolt took place in the lifetime

of Thespis : it must also be remembered that his suc-

cessor, Phrynichus, got himself into trouble by writing

his MiXyjtou "AXwai?. If the Chorus of the Hieres con-

sisted of a band of priests who, under the direction of

Branchus, offered sacrifice to Pan in order to remove a

pestilence sent by him upon the city, everything would
dovetail in. Moreover we should be able, with, I think,

an appreciable addition to the vivacity of the passage,
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to divide the fourth Fragment between three speakers,

thus :

'Iepsi? a'. ?Se sol ottevSco, 'vai;, >i[3a Xsuxav

omo 0y)X«|j.6vcov 0Xhpas xvaxwv.

'Iepeii; (3\ E8e aol %Tzza.c, xup&v (is^a?

epuOpai (xeXiTto xocra t&v arcov, Hav
Sbceptoc, TL0£(jiai, |3ti)[/,wv ayicov.

'Iepei? v'. t'Se aol Bpojjuo'/ aiOoira cpXoytAOV

Xei(3&).

C

Suidas' entry, quoted in full at the beginning of the

previous section, informs us of the existence of three

conflicting opinions with regard to Thespis. On one
view he was the sixteenth in a line of tragedians headed
by Epigenes of Sicyon ; on another he stood second in

a line likewise so headed ; on yet another he himself

held first place. I reserve for discussion in Chapter xi.

the bearings of the uncertainty among ancient scholars

whether Epigenes, with or without fourteen other writers

anterior to Thespis, ought or ought not to be regarded
as truly tragic : in this place I propose only to show
that there exists a possibility that remnants of the
dramatic, or quasi-dramatic, work of one of the fourteen
still survive.

One of the fourteen we can identify with confidence,

Alcaeus of Athens. It might be suggested to add to
the name of Alcaeus that of Arion ; but, though Arion
is said by Suidas to have been credited with the invention
of the " tragic style " (i.e., I suppose, the style afterwards
adopted by tragedy), no ancient writer alleges that he
composed tragedy, and, besides, he seems to have been
slightly anterior to Epigenes (see Chapter x.).

Of Alcaeus of Athens we read in an entry of Suidas
(s.v. 'AXxodoi; 'A0y)vaio?). This entry, embodying a
fourth view, runs thus : 'AXxaio? 'AQr^cuoi;' rpayixoi;,

#v Ttve? 0sXoucrt TcpWTOV Tpayucov Ysyovevai. I need not
labour the point that he must have been anterior to
Thespis and therefore one of the fourteen : no one can
ever have attributed the discovery of tragedy to a writer
later than Thespis. This Alcaeus must be distinguished
from another Alcaeus, not indeed the lyric poet of
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Mytilene, with whom he can scarcely be confused, but
Alcaeus, the Attic comedian, himself also, according to
Suidas, a native of Mytilene, and perhaps therefore of

the same family as the lyric poet. Of him Suidas writes

(s.V. 'AXxaux; MuTiXyjvatoi;) : 'AXxaio? MutiXyjvocick;, efax

'AGyjvaioi; -

xtofjLixo? tyj<; ap^aia? xcofxtpSiai; 7te[i,7tTOi;, uU><;

Ss Mixxou* gypocips SpdcfAOCTa Sexoc. Both these entries in

Suidas have annoyed scholars of repute. There is a
disposition to hold that no tragedian called Alcaeus ever
existed, that MutiXtjvocio!; is an outrageous error due to a
confusion with the lyric poet, and that, as Alcaeus the
comedian is stated to have competed with Aristophanes
on the occasion of the production of the extant Plutus
(some think this to be a mistake for IIXoutoi; «'), -KipK-zoc,

is unintelligible. I can see no shadow of a reason to

dispute the existence of the tragedian. As for

MuTiX^vawi;, I will only observe that Mixxo?, the name
of Alcaeus the comedian's father, is not Attic, tcsjjottos

to my mind is quite intelligible, referring probably to

some metrical list, not strictly chronological in order, but
influenced by considerations of the relative importance
of the various comedians and also, it may be, by the

exigencies of scansion : in

Eupolis atque Cratinus Aristophanesque poetae

Atque alii quorum comoedia prisca virorum est

chronology would indeed demand the transposition of

Eupolis and Cratinus, but still there is nothing to offend ;

so that I can well imagine a Greek list beginning with

EfcoXi? TjSe KpocTtvos 'AptdTocpdcvT]? ts 7roi7)Ta£,

Opuvi^o?, 'AXxato? -re.

I usually seem to find that in matters connected with

the drama Suidas is a trustworthy authority.

Now it is among the Fragments commonly assigned

to Alcaeus the comedian that, if anywhere, we must
look for remains of Alcaeus the tragedian. Those

Fragments come (a) from the Adelphae Moecheuomenae,

(b) from the Ganymedes, (c) from the Endymion, (d) from

the Hieros Gamos, (e) from the Callisto, (f) from the

Comoedotragoedia, (g) from the Palaestra, (h) from the

Pasiphae, and (i) from Incertae Fabulae. It was doubted
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by Eabricius whether the Comoedotragoedia, the title of

which is at first sight suggestive, ought not to be ascribed

to Alcaeus the tragedian. Neither of the two Fragments

from it is cited with a more precise assignment than

to Alcaeus. It has since Pabricius' day been observed

that Fr. 1 of that play consists of paratragoedia based
on Euripides' Orestes, 11. 866 et seq., so that no question

of its authorship can be raised any longer (I would here

warn such readers as may wish, with regard to Alcaeus,

to refer to Meineke, that they must consult, in addition

to the first and second volumes, not only the Addenda
et Corrigenda, but also the Supplementa Addendorum).
But the closing of this particular question does not
settle the matter. With one exception, all the other

plays indeed are more or less clearly—in some cases to

complete demonstration—from the pen of the comedian,

and, again with one exception, all the Fragmenta Incer-

tarum Fabularum are reasonably attributable to that

pen. The Ganymedes is expressly ascribed to Alcaeus
the comedian by Herodian (Diet. Solit. p. 24), and so is

the Endymion by Pollux (ix. 53). The Callisto is shown
to be a comedy by the metre of Fr. 1, 1. 1, as is also the
Pasiphae by the metre of Fr. 2. The title of the Adelphae
Moecheuomenae is in itself sufficient evidence, while the
Hieros Gamos seems to be a comedy in which, seeing

that in Fr. 1 the numeral 7re[X7re is apparently employed,
one of the characters speaks Aeolic.

But the two exceptions are of primary importance.
They consist of the Palaestra and of Fr. 1 of the Frag-
menta Incertarum Fabularum.

Four Fragments of the Palaestra survive.

The first is presented by Athenaeus (ix. 396 c), in a
patch taken from the Epitome, thus : 'AXxocioi; IlaXaiffTpqc -

6Sei y«p «ut6<; eaxiv, et xi ypii^ojjiat

&v (toi Xsyw uAsov ti ycik<x.Qrpo\i [au6<;.

For [xuo? the early printed editions give uo<;, which
may very likely be taken from some ms. of the whole
Epitome. The mss. of the Epitome, as distinct from
portions of it incorporated in the actual text to fill up
gaps, are said to be numerous and seem never to have
been properly collated. 66? appears necessary in view
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of YP<i£o[i.oci—the word ypu was traditionally connected
with swine (see the scholium on Aristophanes' Plutus,

1. 17, and compare ypuXo?)—and of the independent fact

that the epithet yocAocOtjvos is more commonly applied

to sucking-pigs than to other animals. Porson proposed
yocXaOrjVYJi; uoq. This is too violent, auo?, which might
be suggested, is almost impossible. The word, if the
passage be tragic, is indeed admissible ; but, when used,

it would scarcely have been corrupted, being absolutely

familiar from its constant employment in Homer. It

is, on the other hand, confined, it would seem, in comedy
to epic and anapaestic passages. The only reasonable

solution left is YaXa07)vot' uo?, which at once reminds
one of Thespis' Bpo(iioi' atOona <pXoY[*6v and of Pratinas'

avr' Svoto. I propose :

6Xsi y*P afrroi;, '£<; tiv' zt ti ypi^oyica

3>v aoi Xsyto ttXsov ti YaX«97]Vo^
,

i>6?.

The second Fragment of the Palaestra is presented

by Athenaeus (xv. 691 b) thus : to 8e xptcaaOsci iS>

toioutci) aXei(i.[j.aTi (xupiuacQai sipyjxev 'AXxoaot; ev IlaXai-

GTpcaq Sioc ToiiTaiv

(Auptaai; cuyxaTSJtXsitrev av0' oc&t% XaOpa.

The masculine [Aupiua? is clearly impossible in the

context, and moreover it does not scan. One cannot

replace it by (zupiaaaa, as it is plain from the words of

Athenaeus that the middle, not the active, is in question.

As (AUpt(7a[jiev7) will not fit in, it is, I think, evident that,

for (iupiaa? auy-, we should read efzupicaT' o5v. This

involves the presentation of the whole line as

e(i.uptc7«T' o5v xdbrexXutys 7t«v0' ain% XiiOpa.

This restoration, I take leave to say, is strictly scien-

tific and at the same time extremely simple : I regard

it as next door to certain. But the result is alien

to normal Attic tradition. Nowhere in classical Greek

(if we except this passage) does any form occur that

enables us to decide as between Xii9po<;, masculine, and

XiSOpov, neuter. The masculine first appears as such,

circa 100 B.C., in Antipater the Epigrammatist {Anth.

Pal. ix. 323 1. 7), recurring in still later writers, while
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the neuter as such—though it is important to observe

that Zonaras, who in his Lexicon tabulates substantives

according to their genders, has, under the heading to

A [astix tou T and under the sub-heading ouSeTepov,

the entry XiiOpov to (jletA xovew? aljjia—presents itself

once only in actual literature, viz. in an anonymous
epigram on a statue of Philoctetes (App. Plan. 112, 1. 3),

of the date of which composition one can only say that

it appears to be later (because of fairly obvious imitation)

than another epigram on the same subject (App. Plan.
Ill) ascribed to Glaucus, whose identity and period are

uncertain. Further the plural of the word in question

seems not to be found outside Hippocrates, who (1284, 40)
uses XiiSpcov. If then XuOpoc be right, this Fragment
can scarcely pertain to Attic comedy, ev nocXociffTpoci?

Sia xoixtov is probably a mere miswriting of JevrcaXai-

crrpaeKT xtX., i.e. ev IlaXaiffTpqc et? Slot toiStcdv, speaking
thus in the Palaestra. In late Greek ttnti is so used
(e.g. Plutarch, Mor. n. 973).

The third Fragment of the Palaestra is presented by
Athenaeus (rx. 370 f), in a patch taken from the Epitome,
thus : 'AXxodo? naXaicTTpa*

•qSvj 8* ^ipe x^pav patpavcov.

It is plain that this is minutely descriptive narrative.

It is not merely he (or she) was boiling a pot of cabbages,

but he (or she) was already boiling a pot of cabbages.

Consequently it is as good as certain that the metre is

no variety of the anapaestic. The Fragment might
conceivably be the end of a pentameter : but elegiacs

are so exceptional in the drama that it is far more likely

to be the beginning of a hexameter. Now the use of

hexameters for the purposes for which senarii are ordi-

narily employed is indeed a feature of Old Comedy,
but only of Old Comedy in its primitive stage. Of the
«xtant Fragments of Cratinus, reckoned as 450 in number
(one need not haggle over the precision of this figure),

nineteen certainly, and two more possibly, are hexa-
metrical : of the extant Fragments of Eupolis, reckoned
as 436 in number (this figure too is near enough), none
are hexametrical, though on the basis of Cratinus we
should expect to find eighteen (450 : 436 : : 19 : lS 9̂^).
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The nineteen certain instances in Cratinus are in the
Archilochi (Frr. 3, 4, and 5), in the Cleobulinae (Fr. 3), in
the Nomi (Frr. 3 and 4), in the Odysses (Frr. 4 and 5), in

the Panoptae (Frr. 2 and 3), in the Seriphii (Frr. 1 and 2),
in the Cheirones (Frr. 9 and 22), in the Horae (Fr. 3),

and in the Fragmenta Incertarum Fabularum (Frr. 10,

14, 78, and 143) : the two doubtful examples are in the
Archilochi (Fr. 6) and in the Fragmenta Incertarum
Fabularum (Fr. 31). It will be observed that

presents a lilt distinctly unusual. For this hit compare
Cratinus (Archilochi, Fr. 3)

:

sISs? T7)V ©ocaiav aX[X7]v oF #ttoc (JauCsi

;

<•><; e5 xai xatyitei; arceTiaaTO xal 7capaxpyj[ia.

ou [xevToi 7rapa xaxpov 6 Ti><pX6<; gowe XaXyjaai.

For more or less culinary references, like that in this Frag-
ment of Alcaeus, in the hexameters of Cratinus, see the

Nomi (Fr. 4), the Odysses (Frr. 4 and 5), and the Fragmenta
Incertarum Fabularum (Frr. 10, 14, 143). The former
of the two just-mentioned Fragments from the Odysses

{Fr. 4) is valuable as exhibiting a morsel of descriptive

narrative—in the form of a statement of the past action

of the persons addressed—in hexametrical metre, and
the latter (Fr. 5) as offering an indubitable (as the former

a probable) example of the employment of that metre
by a character, other than the choragus, as a medium of

dialogue. This second feature is only a little less certainly

also to be observed in the Seriphii (Frr. 1 and 2). On
the figures mentioned above, one extant Fragment of

Cratinus in every 23^f is hexametrical. If this ratio

fairly represents his practice, then, taking the length of

a drama of the Old Comedy as 1407| lines (the Aristo-

phanic average, excluding the Plutus), we find that a

play of Cratinus must have contained, on an average,

between fifty-nine and sixty hexameters. In other

words, the Old Comedy, as handled by him, made a

prominent feature of hexameters, and, as we have seen,

employed them, sometimes at least, as the vehicle of

non-choric speeches. It is into this kind of atmosphere,

surely as remote from that of Alcaeus the comedian as
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from that of Aristophanes himself, that the third Frag-

ment of the Palaestra seems to lead us.

The fourth Fragment of the Palaestra is presented by
Athenaeus (in. 107 f) thus : rprdcTiov 8' e'ip7]xsv 'Apioro-

cpdtVT]? ev TaYvjVKTToui; xal 'AXxaio<; ev HaXaiffTpcj EupouXo?

t' ev AeuxaXicovi. This Fragment need not long delay

us. No man of sense, in the absence of specific evidence,

would suggest that a predecessor of Thespis was bound
to eschew diminutives. That Athenaeus mentions
Alcaeus, the author of the Palaestra, between Aristo-

phanes and Eubulus may indicate that he identifies him
with Alcaeus the comedian, or it may not : it is possible^

that Aristophanes heads the list simply on the ground

of his superior eminence.

Together with the four Fragments of the Palaestra

we must consider the first Fragment of the Incertae

Fabulae attributed to Alcaeus, a Fragment difficult in

much the same sense as that in which the first three

Fragments of the Palaestra are difficult, and coming
perhaps from that or a kindred play. It is presented
in the existing text of Athenaeus (vn. 316 c), in a patch

from the Epitome, thus :
'AXxoaoc

s'Sto 8' c[iauTov &c; tcouX67tou<;.

This quotation is not due to Athenaeus, who is discussing

only the correct forms of the oblique cases of 7touXii7uou:;.

He, starting with the occurrence of 7touXii7coSo<; in Homer,
first gives Attic quotations exhibiting the accusative

singular 7rouXii7i;ouv, the accusative plural 7touXtiTOu<;, the

genitive singular 7touXii7tou, and the genitive plural 7touXti-

7T6>v. He then proceeds to remark that tcguXiStcoSoc is also

possible, and cites in support of it the genitive singular

7couXii7co8oi;, from, be it observed, the Adelphae of Alcaeus,

and the accusative plural 7touXii7to8a?. He then passes

from the grammatical topic. But the epitomiser has
removed out of its place the remark of Athenaeus to the
effect that TOuXii7to8a, as well as 7touXin:ouv, is a lawful

form and has dumped it at the foot of the whole series

of quotations, and moreover has jumbled up together
the two portions of the series, i.e. the portion that
supports 7touXiiTCuv and the like and the portion that
supports 7rouXii7i;o8a and the like. To make matters
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worse, at the extreme end of the series so jumbled up,

and not in immediate sequence to the passage from
Alcaeus' Adelphae, the busybody has added the irrelevant

quotation which is our present concern : 'Akxatioc,'

£8co 8' ejiocuTov <*><; 7touXo7Eou<;.

To crown all, immediately after the transferred remark
of Athenaeus as to 7touXu7ro8oc, he has inserted a no less

irrelevant interpolation, standing all by itself : E87coXi<;

Ar)(xoii;-

M\p 7TOXlTY]<; 7E0UXO7E0U? si? to&<; Tp07tOU<;.

As nothing is known aliunde either of the Fragment
from Alcaeus or of that from Eupolis, we should perhaps
be grateful to the epitomiser for inverting his functions

;

but both quotations (the latter as regards toX£t7]<;) appear
to be corrupt. One would suppose that the epito-

miser dug them up out of some lexicon or anthology.

That he found the former attributed to an Alcaeus so

described as to be supposed by him to be a comedian,
not to Alcaeus the lyric poet, seems to be indicated by
the three facts that he added it to a series of quotations

taken exclusively from comedy, that the other quotation

added by him is from comedy, and that, had he wanted
non-comic examples of tcouXutoui;, better known ones

were ready to his hand. In drama the words

e'8o> 8' efxocuTov <b? 7100X67101)1;

will scan, in a way, if divided between two trochaic

tetrameters, thus :

I'Soo 8' EjxauTov to?

7C0UXU7C0U?.

But trochaic tetrameters are stilted things, and the

(may I say ?) inverted enjambement involved in such

an occurrence of w? at the end of a line is most unlikely.

Or one could have recourse to catalectic iambics :

e8co 8' ejxauTov

W? TCOUXOTEOU?.

Yet both these possibilities vanish the moment we
disturb the hopelessly unattic, or rather the militantly

anti-Attic, e8to, which is " the most manifest token of

corruption. Substitute eSofjiai, or anything else in reason,
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and you are left in a metrical impasse, unless you go on
to alter tou^iStou?. In other words, eSw and 7touXii7iou<;

both give trouble. Now the Fragment is manifestly

based on Hesiod's (Op. 522)

avooTeo? ov 7r6Sa tevSsi.

From Hesiod each of the two offending words can be
corrected. I propose reading, as the first five feet of a
senarius :

tevScj S' s[i.auTov «<; avocrreoc;.

I put it that two explanations, £8co and 7rouXiS7rou<;, have
supplanted tcvSm and ocvocttecx;. I regard eSto as an
etymological explanation, not as in any sense a trans-

lation into any kind of Attic or vernacular. tevSm was
thought to be formed from s'8&>, as appears from Eusta-

thius, who writes (II. p. 773) : doro 8s tou eSeiv to tsvSeiv

7cocp' 'HerioSw. My suggestion is that the epitomist, not,

as we have seen, a very intelligent man, being on the

lookout for comic instances of the use of tcouXiStcou? and
finding in some lexicon or the like tevSco 8' efxauTov

fax; avoffTsoi;
- 'AXxaio? 'AGvjvaioi;

-

e'8co 8' sjxauTov &<;

7touXii7coix;, transferred the eSco S
J

IfxauTov w? 7couXu7roui;

to the pages of the Epitome, assigning it to Alcaeus,

meaning Alcaeus the comedian. I cannot establish my
theory by even an approach to positive proof ; but at

least I can commend it by the consideration that on no
other hypothesis equally simple does it seem possible

to account for the monstrous eSco, which is not, like tsv8o>

or Xii0pa, a mere exotic, but a form that sins against the

deepest instincts of Attic. Now tevSco and omogteoc, go
in one sense together ; but avocrreo<; is to my mind the

more important of the two. If you admit it to the
Fragment, you exhibit the author as adopting a mode
of expression which recalls the xvaxwv, Gii^Ta?, and
Bpo[Joi' cdQonx 9Xoy[jl6v of Thespis, the %m«.c, of Pra-
tinas, and the yy)<; ooteoktiv, and y?)? 9Xe{is<; of Ohoerilus.

We see then that there are serious difficulties in the
way of ascribing the Palaestra to Alcaeus the comedian.
If we assign it and the sister Fragment to the earlier

Alcaeus of Athens, whose date we may perhaps put
roughly at 550 B.C., all difficulties disappear. That
Alcaeus would,, on this view, seem to have written, like
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the very early Attic comedians, senarii with an infusion of
sometimes strangely lilting hexameters, and, also like

them and like the Satyric dramatists, to have dealt in
part with homely topics, although, in order to account
for what Suidas tells us, we must take it that his main
treatment was serious and even tragic. Agreeably with
this conclusion, we find from Fr. 3 that in all probability

Palaestra is not, as some have supposed, the name of a
courtesan, but means the Wrestling School, and, equally
agreeably therewith, we notice that, although a diminu-
tive occurs in the play, none of the extent senarii of

the play and Fragment admit, so far as can be judged,

any variations of scansion other than those that the tra-

gedians, properly so called, were accustomed to employ,
a legacy, no doubt, from a remote antiquity. Yet in

the remains which constitute Fr. 2 of the Palaestra

we encounter two trisyllabic feet (c/. Thespis, Fr. 1), a
combination forbidden in early Satyric drama. On the

other hand, if I have rightly restored the outlying Frag-
ment, we have in it a turn of speech suggestive not only

of Thespis and of Choerilus, but also of Pratinas ; and
other language seems to be borrowed, like some of that

of Satyric drama, from the Epic fringe. Thus, though as

in a glass darkly, we see, or appear to see, evidence, not
of the sporadic emergence, before the time of Thespis,

of an accidental anticipation of tragedy, but—a very

different thing—of the existence of an embryonic tragic

tradition. Yet I do not venture to suggest that the

play was a drama proper. A Chorus there must have
been, and a choragus, perhaps also (see Chapter xi.)some

Satyrs who cracked jokes. I take it that the choragus

told a tragic tale. Perhaps the innovation of Alcaeus

was that he was the first Athenian to introduce an (ScyyeXoi;.

That would have been a great stride forward in the

direction of dramatic action.

But my real contention is simply this—that it is

reasonably possible that we possess some remnants of

the work of Alcaeus of Athens.

In Chapter xi. I show that on a survey of the parti-

cular circumstances one would almost necessarily expect

the first " tragedy " of Epigenes to deal, from an anti-

Argive point of view, with the legend of Adrastus, and
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that by far the most obvious title for it would be the

Melanippus. Now, although not a scrap of Epigenes' work
is known to survive, yet among the Latin tragedies,

at least twenty-three in number, that are clearly based
on lost Greek plays, but of which the originals are of

unrecorded authorship, stands the Melanippus of Attius.

As in the last Chapter I pointed out that the Latin
Nelei Carmen may be founded on a Neleus by Pratinas,

so here I suggest that Attius' Melanippus is perhaps an
imitation of a Melanippus by Epigenes. At any rate

there is, so far as I am aware, no evidence even tending
in the direction of establishing the existence of any
Greek Melanippus other than the Melanippus postulated

by me. That being so, I will round off this discussion

by presenting the one extant Fragment of the Latin

play. It is given in two forms. Cicero writes (Tusc.

Disp. in. 9, 20) :
" Ut est inMelanippo,

' Quisnam florem liberum invidit meum ?

'

Male Latine videtur, sed praeclare Attius." But Nonius
(500, 13) quotes the Fragment as :

"Unde aut quis moitalis florem liberum invidit meum ?
"

One seems to be dealing with a trochaic tetrameter,

and that is all that can be said.

Note.—I must briefly mention a late account (John Malalas, pp. 61
and 142 ; Aneed. Par. p. 227) which speaks of three ancient tragedians,

(1) &c/u.is (masculine), inventor of tragic melodies and the first producer of

plays, (2) Mfeow, and (3) after Minus one A«A«w, both of them composers
of " tragic chori of plays." It is added that from the works of these three

Euripides derived numerous plots. I agree with the view that 04/j.is is a
transformation of ©eWis. I suggest that by titvas is meant MiWos, one
of the trio that refounded Attic comedy : only one letter really varies, as

in late Greek Muaaoj can without change of pronunciation be spelt wil\ais.

AiAeas must, I fear, stand (such is fame !) for Ataxias.
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CHAPTER X
Db Choeo :

an alleged dialogue by sophocles, in which the
disputants are thespis, choerilus, and himself.

Sermones deorum. Horace.

In the biographical account of Sophocles contained
in Suidas' lexicon occurs a statement which is almost
universally ignored, and, when not ignored, is so inter-

preted, contrary, I believe, to the natural and indeed
the necessary meaning of the language in which it is

couched, as to present a patent anachronism necessitating

its summary rejection.

The statement is this : xocl eypaij/sv (i.e. Sophocles)
skeyzlay -re xal 7caiava<;, xal Xoyov xaTaXoyaS7)V 7tepl tou

Xopou, 7tp6<; ©earciv xal XotptXov aYcovi£6{i,evo<;.

I am concerned only with the latter portion of this

sentence. That portion, when mentioned at all by
modern scholars, is dismissed as involving the anachronism
of a contest of some sort, or even, on the strength of

aY<ovi£6[isvo?, a dramatic contest, between Thespis and
Sophocles. The words in Suidas carry no anachronistic

implication whatever, as will, I think, be seen on an
examination of their meaning.

Whether they deserve credence is another question.

Personally I find the dramatic information supplied

by Suidas not only so much more extensive but also

so much more consistent and intelligible than that to

be obtained from any other work or collection, except

of course the Poetics of Aristotle, that I am more than
inclined to pay something like positive deference to

the statements on the subject in his lexicon, even if,

though here that is not strictly the case, they stand

without a vestige of corroboration. Nothing is more
certain than that somehow or other there is embodied
in Suidas a tradition of extreme antiquity.

x
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I will therefore proceed to examine the language

used by Suidas. The expression Xoyov xocTocXoyaS7)V

rapl tou x°P°"» WP°? ©eotuv xai XoipiXov aycovi£6(jiEVo<;

is strangely similar in its wording to a statement in

the same lexicon (s.v. "Hpoav Kotuo?) that Heron the

son of Cotys wrote a book 7repl tSv dp^outav pTjTopwv

xal twv Xoycov olc, evixYjaav 7rpo<; aXXyjXout; aycovi£6fievoi.

I should suppose in any case, and this latter entry seems
to confirm the supposition, that Suidas means that

Sophocles took part in a contention or disputation with

Thespis and Choerilus, not that he merely impugned
their practice. But, seeing that it was in a prose work
that he contended or disputed with them, one of two
results follows. Either, an extravagant assumption,

there were works on the same subject by Thespis and
Choerilus, the contents of which Sophocles set himself

to rebut, or else, a reasonable hypothesis, Sophocles' work
was a dialogue in which Thespis, Choerilus, and himself

were the disputants. I unhesitatingly adopt the second
alternative as the meaning that Suidas intended to
convey.

I must not however, in arriving at this conclusion,

be thought to be influenced by any supposed implica-

tion contained in the word xocTaXoya87]V. Compilers of

dictionaries indeed attempt to deduce its all but invari-

able signification, in prose, from a fictitious meaning,
by way of conversation. The passages in which the word
occurs in strictly classical Greek are five. Four of them
are in Plato (Symposium, 117 ; Lysis, 204 ; Hippias Minor,
368 ; and Leges, vn. 811) and one in Isocrates (Ad
Nicoclem, 16 b). In the passage in Plato's Laws stories

written xaTaXoydc87]v are actually distinguished not only

from poems, but also from stories handed down by mere
word of mouth. I do not think that xaTocXoyaSvjv has
anything to do with xoctoc Xoyov, nor indeed am I aware
that xorra Xoyov itself could mean in conversation. The
form seems to me necessarily that of the adverb from an
adjective xocTaXoy<x<;. For that reason I similarly abstain

from deriving it from xaxaXoyoc;, a catalogue. I suggest
that the true explanation of the word is to be found in the

use of Xoyac; and XoydcSTjv (Thucydides, rv. 4, Pausanias,

vn. 22, 5 ; see also Xi6oXoyo<;, Plato, Leges, vii. 858, etc.)
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of unhewn stones picked up, or perhaps chosen, for the
purposes of such building as that which is called
Cyclopean. I consider that xocTaXoyaSvjv is merely an
equivalent of Xoya8v]v and that in the word we have an
example of the application to literature of a metaphor
taken from architecture. It is to be observed that it may
seriously be questioned whether in Photius' preface to his
Lexicon xwv XoydcScov Xs^scov ought not to be corrected,
as the Dresden apograph corrects it, to tgJv XoydcSvjv

li&uv : in any case Adrian the Biblical critic (Isagoge,

p. 27), a writer whom Photius recommends to students
and who probably is following classical tradition, employs
XoyaS-qv in the sense of xaTaXoya87)v.

The meaning of xorraXoyaS-qv in Suidas' lexicon is quite
plain. As a word it occurs in its proper alphabetical place,

the entry being : xaTaXoyaSvjv toc 7rs£cj> Xoyco ypiKpoj/eva.

I have observed its use under the headings 'Ay<x0ia<;,

'ApiGTsac, "I<jTpo<;, KaS(io<; liavSiovo?, "O[i7]po<; SsXXio?,

IIap(Aevi87i<;, IKvSapo*;, and Scicpptov Kw(i.ixo?. The entry
as to Agathias is necessarily late ; but the others may well
be of early origin. In all these entries, if we compare
them together, we see that xocxaXoyaSyjv simply means
in prose, not in conversation, though in the case of the
Mimes of Sophron the prose happens to be cast in con-
versational form.

The only difficulty that in any kind of Greek seems
to present itself arises from a mention by Athenaeus
(x. 445 b) of ol xaraXoyaSvjv ia[i(3oi of Asopodorus of Phlius.

I suggest that we have here a special and peculiar appli-

cation of the architectural metaphor and that Asopodorus
put together iambic lines of varying lengths and so pro-

duced an appearance of Cyclopean irregularity.

I have stated somewhat fully the relevant facts

concerning xaxaXoyaS^v, as I desire to disclaim any
adventitious support from the accident that that word
is employed : but it remains true that the natural inter-

pretation of Suidas' statement is that Sophocles composed
a dialogue in which Thespis, Choerilus, and himself were
the disputants.

What are we to say of the credibility of the assertion

that Sophocles composed such a dialogue ? It appears

to involve no historic anachronism. Choerilus is known
x2
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(see Smith's Dictionary of Biography and Mythology)

to have been alive at least as late as 483 B.C., when he

was presumably about 65 years of age. Thespis, of

the date of whose death we know nothing, may easily,

so far as our information goes, have survived until

after 480 B.C., though it is probable that in that year

he must have been at least nearing the age of eighty,

seeing that he produced his first tragedy in 535 B.C.

Now, in the year 480 b.c. Sophocles, being at the time

about fifteen, or equivalent in maturity to an under-

graduate or even a young graduate at an English univer-

sity, led the Chorus round the trophy on the occasion

of the celebration of the victory at Salamis. At that

function we may be sure that Choerilus, unless away
from Athens or sick, was both present and prominent.

As far as our knowledge goes, Thespis may have been
there also ; and, if he was there, it is clear that he cannot
have come unhonoured. There is thus an undeniable

possibility that on that occasion the youthful Sophocles

actually engaged with Thespis and Choerilus in a con-
versation on the subject of the Chorus, and that in later

life he may have worked up this conversation into a
dialogue not altogether dissimilar from the dialogues of

Plato. Or, without such a conversation having taken
place, he may have availed himself of the fact, if it be a
fact, that Thespis, Choerilus, and himself were all three

present at the dance around the trophy to compose a
dialogue suitable to the requirements of the situation. The
dramatic value of a meeting between the white-haired
father of Attic tragedy, the already old, but far less aged,
" king among the Satyrs," and the boy who was destined
in due time to build on the foundations that they had
laid a palace more perfect than any of which they
had dreamt, is in itself a theme worthy of any artist.

If we suppose that the place and time of this meeting
were beside the Athenian trophy and on the'day of high
thanksgiving for the Salaminian victory, then it is a
theme of which but few artists have been worthy. It
is a theme suited to Sophocles. If we look away from
the splendid setting of the dramatic meeting to the
subject-matter of the conversation in its relation to
the three speakers, we find an extraordinarily promising
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and attractive ground-work on which to base a dialogue.

Thespis had received from his Sicyonian predecessors
(see Chapter xi.) a choral and embryonic drama and
was acquainted with another embryonic drama, that of

the dithyramb, which latter either consisted entirely of

chorus, or else, as I interpret Suidas' statement with
regard to Arion, of chorus with a certain admixture of

spoken, not sung, remarks made by Satyrs. Out of this

material—directly, I maintain, out of that which came
from Sicyon—he had constructed the beginning of true
tragedy, retaining however the enormous predominance
of the choric element. It would be fitting for him to

speak of Sicyonian tragedy and the dithyramb at large

and of the changes which he himself introduced into

the chorus when he brought an actor upon the stage.

Choerilus may well have dealt both with the develop-

ments of the tragic chorus affected by the later contem-
poraries of Thespis, himself included, and also with the
whole subject of the Satyric chorus as originated by
Pratinas and improved by himself, for it was in the

Satyric sphere that he won his chief renown. Easily too,

both Thespis and Choerilus may have discussed other

kinds of chorus altogether, inasmuch as the occasion of

the discussion was a dance around a trophy and there-

fore, it may be inferred, in the nature of a paean. The
young Sophocles may well have been represented in the

dialogue as listening with respect to the opinions of his

elders, and afterwards as adumbrating a nobler form
of tragedy in which the choric parts should be far shorter,

but at the same time far more perfect, the ideal, in fact,

which he realised in his own plays. Thespis and Choerilus

may then have argued against him, and he have replied

in the language of disputation, aY«vi£6[i,evo<;, but yet

in that quiet tone of well-bred courtesy of which he was
a master. It would, I think, have been a task highly

congenial to Sophocles to represent himself in his boy-

hood controverting effectively, and yet with such urbanity

as to give no hint of an offence against the modesty
proper to his years, the patriarchal sages of the tragic art.

So far as we have gone, it appears to be eminently
credible that Sophocles should have composed the dia-

logue which Suidas attributes to him. The difficulty is
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that no express mention of the dialogue is to be found
elsewhere, although possibly (see under heading B) both

a short quotation from it and also the gist of a particular

criticism contained in it have been preserved. This

difficulty is real, but I do not personally consider it

crucial. In the first place, during the centuries from
which we derive most of our knowledge on tragic matters,

general interest was so almost exclusively concentrated
on Euripides that one need not be surprised by lack of

information on points connected with Sophocles, even
though those points be of prime importance. Secondly,

so much of the statements relating to pre-Euripidean

poets, which we now possess, reposes on the sole authority

of Suidas, and so manifestly does Suidas make use of

records respecting them, which records were absolutely

unknown to other lexicographers and commentators,
that to find this particular statement preserved in Suidas
alone is after all only what we might reasonably have
been led to expect.

On the whole, I give my vote in favour of receiving

this particular statement as true. In any case, it bears

about it no feature of improbability to enable the modern
scholar to employ it as a weapon of attack against the
general credibility of Suidas.

B
If Sophocles wrote a prose dialogue, as suggested

above, or even if such a dialogue, though a forgery,

passed under his name, we are able to place a prose
fragment (Sophocles, Fr. 1121, among the Fragmenta
Diibia et Spuria) attributed to him by Eustathius, who,
on the evidence of his existing text, writes (Odyssey

p. 1538) : To^ouoiet y°"v t«? 6<ppu<; xal Searjxet xal auvayei

6 cxu6pco7ra^wv. Aeyei 8s 7tou xal SocpoxXT]? to

T7]poovTa Toi? XsyoVTa? xal auvayovTa Ta? bypuc,

xal Ta? axav0a<; imyslpovxat.,

ein&v touto exeivo? a><; dmo fyOiSwv, o£ toc? axav0a<; 6p0ou(7i

xaipcj) 0U[i.ou.

The words in question may well have been put into
the mouth of Thespis as describing the demeanour of

some one of the audience when he introduced the innova-
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tion of an actor and the actor began to converse with the
choragus. Possibly somewhere in the context Thespis
spoke of the audience as iytibzc, (see Plutarch, Mor. 975 B :

iyfiuc, Toi? a.[xa.Qelq xocl avoyjirous XotSopouvxe? tq oxto7tTOVTe5
ovoji,a^o[xev).

Editors up to the present have supposed Eustathius
to have nodded when he attributed the words to Sophocles.
Brunck assigns them to Aristophanes ; but, as they stand,
they are manifestly prose.

There exists an apparently corroborative passage
in John the Siceliot, which passage (Walz' Rhet. vi.

225) runs in the existing text : 9ociveToci Se rj <xto7«oc

tou tohtjtou {i.e. of Aeschylus) [xaXXov ev Tcp nrqc, '£2pei0uia<;

Spajxaxi, 07rou -rati; Sual ciayoci cpuacov 6 Bopeoc; xuxa
t^)v 6aXaffcrocv ou yap 'pspco eiti (AVTqfi.7),; xa. lafxpsia smXa-
86fxevo<;- Slo xocl ZotpoxXTJ? [Ai^ec-roci. Xsyec 8e 7repl -roiiirtov

axpipecrrepov Aoyycvoi; ev -rtji xoc' twv OiXoXoywv.
The aT07ti« of a particular expression or image in

Aeschylus is so far from being a reason why Sophocles
should imitate that expression or image that various
scholars have seen that the words Sio xocl ScxpoxXvjs

(xtjieiTat are in some way corrupt. Jannarakis' emenda-
tion 816 xocl SocpoxX^? (xwjietTat, appears to me to carry
conviction. But, if that be the right reading, the only
natural inference is that Sophocles, the tragic poet,

wrote, or was reputed to have written, some compo-
sition or other in which a piece of dramatic criticism

found a place. No such composition, save the De Choro,
can be suggested.

Longinus (On the Sublime, * cap. 3), from whom John,
as will be seen from the order of his statements, derives

his information, not only as to Aeschylus' Orithyia, but
also as to Sophocles' part in the matter mentioned,
presents a most unfortunate lacuna of two whole pages
at the point where Boreas puffing with both cheeks
at the sea and Sophocles' criticism must have been men-
tioned. When the lacuna ends, we find him in the middle
of a quotation from the Orithyia, in the surviving

latter portion of which there is no mention of Boreas.

* It would seem from the words of John the Siceliot either that
Longinus' treatise On the Sublime is identical with the 21st Book of

the Philologi, or else that he repeated himself to a marked extent. ,->
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He then dismisses the subject in the following words : ou

Tpayixa £u TaGra, aXXoc TtapaTpaytpSa, at 7tXexT<xvai xccl to

nphq oupavov ei-ejjietv jcal to t6v Bopsav auX?)T7]V 7roie£v xal

T« iSeXXa e^Y)?* TE06>.coTai yap Tfl <ppao-£i xal Te8opu(3Y]Tai TaT?

9avTacrlaii; (xaXXov 7] SeSetvcoTai. Now 7tXe>CTavY) occurs in

one of the verses quoted, but nothing about to 7tpo<;

oupavov e^efjietv. It is not possible to determine how
much of what is now lacuna was originally concerned with
the Orithyia ; but there is ample space for a fairly long

discussion. Perhaps the statement as to Sophocles was
made immediately after the line to which it referred,

the quotation being broken off for that purpose and then
resumed : or it may have occurred in the preliminary

remarks with which the topic must have been introduced.

The authority of Longinus (I use this name because

I am in no way convinced by the arguments advanced of

late against its correctness) carries such deserved weight

that I have thought it well to set forth exactly what
amount of reason there is for supposing that he stated

Sophocles to " censure " (note the present tense, which
implies an extant work) a line or passage in Aeschylus.

Uncertainty, so far as it exists, attaches to two points,

viz. to the true reading in John and to John's trust-

worthiness. But, even so, there is strong evidence for

the jury.*

* If, as I suggest in my Appendix to Introductory Chapters, the
Orithyia is identical with that Prometheus which constituted the Satyric

drama of the tetralogy that included the Persae, then there is every
appropriateness in the Orithyia being discussed on the occasion in

question : only it would have to be brought in by one of the disputants
as having been read privately to him, from a work in preparation, by his

friend Aeschylus, seeing that the tetralogy was not produced until the
archonship of Menon. It seems to me likely that the anonymous Satyric

(as exhibiting a diminutive) fragment quoted by Cicero {Att. rt. 16, 2),

which is printed as Fr. 768 of Sophocles, is from Aeschylus' Orithyia, and
that the condensed variation of the same fragment, with the meaning
materially altered, quoted, as from Sophocles, by Longinus {SuU. 3, 2) is a
sort of jeu d'esprit introduced by Sophocles, in the course of his criticism,

of the original, in the de Choro.
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CHAPTER XI

Origines

Nee scire fas est omnia. Attributed to Horace.

The dithyramb is the precursor, though in my opinion
not the parent, of tragedy, properly so called, and of

Satyric drama alike. It consists in its essence of a dance
in honour of Dionysus. It was evidently an established
institution in the time of Archilochus (circa 700 B.C.),

who writes (Fr. 77)

:

olSa SiOupajiPov, oivcp auyxspauvwOei? eppeva?.

But one would gather from his words that in his day it

was more or less in the nature of an impromptu, or,

at least, not part of any official ceremonial. It appears
to have been regulated and regularised by Arion (circa

600 B.C.), who thus may, though in a very loose sense,

be called its originator. Of him Suidas states : XeyeTat

. . . 7Tp&TOi; x°P°v <*T5jffat ) K«l St6iip«[j.pov qcaoci xal ovojza-

cat to (ySoaevov uto tou X°P°"j xal oornipou? eio-sveyxsiv

^[AfisTpa Xiyovzau;. For a discussion of this statement
see a later portion of this chapter.

The introduction by Arion, in addition to the Chorus,

of Satyrs, speaking, not singing, in metre, constitutes

the embryo, so to speak, of drama. But it does not

appear that the Satyrs' utterances bore any resemblance

to a play. More probably they were made up of badi-

nage, and one may take it for granted that, when the

Chorus danced, the Satyrs, in view of their traditional

characteristics, danced also, though probably in a gro-

tesque manner. No doubt they served as a foil to the

more dignified Chorus.

In the year 535 b.c. Thespis produced the first

Attic tragedy. He converted, not indeed, in my opinion,

the dithyramb, but something more or less analogous,
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into tragedy, and thereby into drama proper, by intro-

ducing, in addition to the Chorus, a single actor. It is

as good as certain that he did not take over the Satyrs

whom Arion had brought into the dithyramb : indeed

it is probable that the particular tradition which he

developed had never admitted them. His successors in

the tragic art knew nothing of these Satyrs, and there

is no hint to be found anywhere that the change was
made at a date intermediate between that of Thespis and
that of Aeschylus, who began to produce only thirty-six

years later (499 B.C.), numerous tragedies having been
written in the interval by the Athenians Choerilus and
Phrynichus, and by the Phliasian Pratinas, which last,

however, is more celebrated in another connexion.

The dithyramb was by this time well known among
the Dorians, and the development, though not, as

I shall argue, exactly of the dithyramb, originated by
Thespis cannot have failed to excite interest in Doric
cities round about, especially, as will in due course be
seen, those that, like Phlius, were in the neighbourhood
of Sicyon. That development, however, had, for the

moment at least, a difficulty with which to contend.

Tragedy had not yet become hallowed by tradition,

and it certainly made far less a feature of the worship
of Dionysus than did the dithyramb. Hence, no doubt,
arose some popular discontent, and, in all probability,

the proverb, the precise origin of which I discuss

later, ouSev 7tpo<; rov Aiovuaov. For whatever motive,
but very likely in order to remove the cause of this dis-

content, Pratinas, either at Phlius itself or later when he
came (if he did come otherwise than as a mere visitor)

to Athens, invented a new genre, namely Satyric drama.
Equally with the Athenian tragedians he perceived
that it would not do either from the point of view of

Greek simplicity or as a matter of practical convenience
to combine together all three elements, viz. the original

Chorus, dithyrambic or other, the Satyrs of Arion, and
a dramatic actor : but he solved the difficulty in a way
of his own. He introduced the actor, but, instead of

doing without Satyrs, he did without the old Chorus,
converting the Satyrs of Arion into a Chorus in its

place. Thus he managed to retain a marked Dionysiac
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flavour. But the presence of the Satyrs compelled him,
probably not against the grain, though his aim was
tragedy, not comedy, to pitch his tragedy in a minor
and peculiar key. Hence Satyric drama is what it is.

The above account of the relations between the
dithyramb, tragedy, and Satyric drama seems to me to
be in outline the only account consistent with the state-

ment of Suidas as to the introduction by Arion of

Satyrs into the dithyramb. Writer after writer in modern
times has, in defiance of Suidas, taken for granted
that Satyrs constituted the actual dithyrambic Chorus.
If that be so, the statement (also made by Suidas)
that Pratinas izp&xoq '&Ypa.tye catupous would be almost
meaningless. In fact what Suidas says about Arion
appears to me not only to be true, but also to explain
a subsequent situation which, without that information
being afforded, would be baffling in the extreme.

The precise date at which Pratinas originated Satyric

drama is uncertain, nor is it known in what year he came
to reside (if he did reside) at Athens. Thespis had been
so successful in commending tragedy to the public, or

rather, perhaps, to Hipparchus, that in 523 B.C. we
find a competition for a tragic prize already established

and Choerilus a competitor. Now Pratinas was some-
what younger than Choerilus. Pratinas himself is known
to have competed at Athens in 499 B.C. He probably
came to Athens (if indeed he ever took up his residence

there) somewhere between these two dates. As Choerilus

excelled in Satyric drama as well as in tragedy, it seems
probable, in order to allow time for the new development
to establish itself and be taken up by the Athenian
dramatist, that Pratinas invented it not later than 500

B.C., and quite likely that he did so some ten or fifteen

years earlier. At any rate Choerilus cannot well have
lived on much after 465 B.C. (when he must have been
over eighty years of age), and long before then he must
have begun acquiring his fame as a Satyric composer.

It is entirely unknown to whom is due the arrange-

ment by which one Satyric drama was exhibited together

with a set of three tragedies. Suidas ascribes to Pratinas

32 Satyric dramas and eighteen other plays. If these

figures are correct, Pratinas would seem not to be the
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author of the arrangement ; but nevertheless the arrange-

ment itself—which is, subject to one exception, the only

arrangement we hear of in the time of his junior con-

temporary, Aeschylus—may quite well have been insisted

upon at Athens from the time of the first Athenian
recognition of the Satyric drama, and Pratinas may
have had to conform to it whenever he competed at

the Athenian Dionysia. It is not improbable that the
majority of his Satyric dramas were exhibited at Phlius

or other Dorian cities. The one exception, whether
actual or due to error in record, to the arrangement in

Aeschylean times which coupled three tragedies with
one Satyric play is the following. The argument to the
Septem of Aeschylus informs us that on the occasion

when Aeschylus won the first prize with the tetralogy

of which the Septem forms part Aristion (evidently

Aristias is meant) came second with the Perseus, the
Tantalus, and his father Pratinas' Satyric play, the

Palaestae. The argument goes on to say that Poly-
phrasmon came third with a tetralogy called the Lycurgia.

It is so strange to find a trilogy, of two tragedies and one
Satyric drama, thus sandwiched in between two regular

tetralogies that one naturally suspects that the name of

a third tragedy by Aristias has accidentally dropped
out. But at the same time it is not impossible that
Aristias may have been permitted to compete with such
a group of plays as was customary at Phlius, although as
a matter of fact we have nothing whatever to show us
what the practice at Phlius was.

I desire to revert here to the statement of Suidas
with regard to Arion. We have already seen reason to
accept that part of it which refers to the introduction
of Satyrs. But it seems to me that the entire statement
in its most literal sense is not unworthy of credence.
The lexicon of Suidas, in the form in which it now exists,

is, as certain entries demonstrate, not of earlier date
than about 1200 a.d. ; but the entries in question are
quite few in number. There are also a considerable
number of late Christian entries and of fairly late pagan
entries of the Christian era, many of them differing

markedly in character from the general run of those
relating to classical times. But the bulk of the work
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might, for all the indications of time furnished by its

contents, be an expansion, brought up to some such
date as that of the Antonines, of a first edition, written
in the reign of Augustus or even earlier. A kind of title

is prefixed to the lexicon, which states : to fj£v 7tap6v

PipXiov SoutSa, oi 8k ouvTa^afjievoi touto av8pe<; aoepoi

E8St)(jlo? pWjTCop 7rspl Xs£e<ov xarcc aTOi^eiov, 'EXXdcSioi;,

em ©eoSoaiou tou vsou, ojxoiw?, Euyfvio? AuyouaT07TOXsco<;

Trj<; ev (Dpuyia, 6(jioico<;, Ztoai(i,0(; YaC,a.loc, Xe^et; p7]Topix«?

xaTot ffTOixetov, KaixiXio*; EixeXia>T7]<; exXoyvjv X££ecov

xoctoc CTTOij^etov, Aoyyivot; 6 Kdcffffio? Xe^sk; xara CTOixetov,

AoiiTCe'pxo; Byjpii-uoi; 'Attixoci; Xs^ei?, Ouyjo-tivo<; 'IouXio?

<jo<pt<TTY]<; £7ttTO(;.Y)v tgjv IIa[xq)iXou yXcoao-cov, (3i(3X£tov evevy)-

xovtoc svo?, IIaxaTO<; rcspl auvvjOeiai; 'Attixtj? xoctoc cttoi-

Xetov, IIa[jicpi.Xo(; Xsij^aiva Xs^ecov 7toixiXcov, Ttspioj^v (3i(iX£cov

Ivsv^xovtoc ttevts. Ictti §e dato tou z CTOi^efou etoi; tou w
toc yap dforo tou a [/i^pi tou S Zajjmupieov 7te7toi7)xs. IltoXiwv

'AXs^avSpeui; 'Attix&v Xs^scov ouvaytoyjjv xoctoc o-toi^siov.

This list of names appears to be a catalogue of scholars

who, either actually, or at least in the opinion of the
writer of the title, had at different times edited * parts of

the work as dictionaries of their own. Whatever may be
thought of the title, it is at any rate strong evidence

that the original of the lexicon is of considerable antiquity ;

and this view is confirmed by the contents of the volume.

The entries abound in precise statements on out-of-

the-way subjects. We have just seen how Suidas records

both the total number of plays and the total number of

Satyric plays composed by Pratinas. That statement is

•either a pure invention, or else must date back to Roman
imperial times at least, seeing that all knowledge of those

matters was rapidly replaced by the blankest ignorance.

But nowhere is it possible to convict Suidas of invention.

He is particularly copious in his treatment of matters

connected with the very early poets and with the drama,

supplying detailed information not elsewhere extant.

Por example, it is only through Suidas that we know
anything whatever of the residence of Stesichorus in

Arcadia. Considerations of this class induce me without

serious hesitation to concur in the view which ascribes

* (xwralijievoi is middle : they arranged for themselves, i.e. adapted,

edited.
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the original authorship of the lexicon to the one and only-

known writer of the name Suidas, viz. the composer of

a history of Thessaly, who is mentioned, about 18 B.C.,

by Strabo (vn. 329), and is repeatedly quoted, at an
uncertain date, by the scholiast on Apollonius Rhodius,

and twice, probably about a.d. 550, by Stephanus of

Byzantium. The sole other known personage, so to speak,

of a similar name is Soidas, a sculptor of Naupactus
mentioned by Pausanias (vn. 18, 10).

Now, Suidas' statement about Anon consists of four

assertions. It is stated that he is said (l) 7ipwTo<; j^opov

trojaai, (2) 8i0tSpafx(3ov cicaai, (3) 6vo[xaoai to qiS6[i.evov uto>

too X°P°"> and (4) cocTupou!; siffevsyxetv ejifxexpa Xeyovxai;.

With the fourth heading I have already sufficiently

dealt. I will pass to the other three.

(1) It seems to me impossible that by the words
Xopov (TTTJaai a writer of Suidas' knowledge can have
meant yjopbv eiirayaystv, x°P0V s^supsiv, or the like.

cTTJaou can indeed signify to establish and is actually

used with x°P ^? m that sense by Herodotus (m. 48),

and by Demosthenes (530, 27). But it was well known
to Suidas that, not to speak of other poets, Alcman, who
nourished fifty years and more before Arion, made use
of a Chorus. Of Alcman Suidas himself has left us a
not uninstructive account. I therefore take a-rijffai here

as meaning something more specific than to establish.

In support of my contention and as a step to elucidating

the meaning of ctttjctou x°P°v > " w^n caU attention to the
name of Arion's contemporary, Sr7]crtxopo?. We learn,

again from Suidas, who indeed is our sole authority on
many such points, that that poet's real name was
Tisias, IkX^Ot) 8e £t7]<tix°P ?? Sti 7rpfiJTO<; xiOaptoSia x°P0V

e'(TT7](jsv, erai toi 7rpoTepov Tiffia? exaXeixo. Now it is

utterly impossible that Tisias should have been dubbed
Stesichorus on the ground of his having established the
Chorus, or the Chorus in connexion with the cithara. Not
only the Chorus, but the citharoedic Chorus, had existed

long before his time. It is, I think, equally impossible
that he should have gained the surname from the fact

of his setting up chori, as distinguished from inventing or
establishing the Chorus. Every choric composer set up
chori, so that Stesichorus would be no more distinctive
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in that sense as a nick-name than would Cornposer-of-
ballets be in English. A nick-name requires to be dis-

tinctive. I conclude, on this ground and in view of the
general situation, that Suidas means that Arion was said
to have been the first to set the Chorus standing, to intro-

duce a standing Chorus, i.e. a Chorus that would remain
in a definite position on or near the stage while it was not
itself singing and dancing, and would resume its song and
dance at the proper time, after the Satyrs had concluded
their spoken remarks. A fixed Chorus of this kind was
a marked characteristic of the Attic drama. I take it

that previously to Arion a fixed or standing Chorus, that
remained still and silent while a monologue or a duologue
was delivered, and then resumed action, was a thing
unknown, and that until his time the Chorus had in-

variably entered, performed its part, and then departed.
The introduction, in the persons of the Satyrs, of drama
in embryo compelled a revolutionary change. Simi-
larly I conclude that, a little after this revolutionising

of the dithyramb by Arion, Stesichorus in like manner
revolutionised the Doric xiBapcpSta by the introduction
into that also of a fixed or standing Chorus. We have
no real information as to the structure of the long lyrics,

such as the Oresteia, of Stesichorus. But, from the nature
of the case, it seems most improbable that the Chorus
should, without intermission, have sung and danced
throughout. I do not for a moment suppose that there

was any acting ; but, without acting, there may have
been intervals of recitative (possibly in hexameters) or

the like, which would have resembled the recital of

Homer or the practice, instituted byStesander, of singing

the Homeric hymns at the Pythian games to the sound
of the cithara, in which case the innovation of a fixed

or standing Chorus would have been as clearly neces-

sitated as, in the case of the dithyramb, it was by the

introduction of the Satyrs.

(2) Suidas does not state that it was said that Arion

was the first to employ the dithyramb, but that he was the

first to sing the dithyramb. Herodotus however commits
himself a little further, and Suidas' choice of words shows
that he is taking those of Herodotus and modifying them
for the sake of accuracy. Herodotus writes (i. 23)

:
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'Ap'iova tov Mrfiv\>,wZov sm SsX<pivo<; e£evex8evxa etl

Taivapov, sovtoc xiOapcpSov Ttov totc sovtcov oOSsvo? SstiTepov,

xal 8i0tipa|x(3ov 7rpwTov avOpt&rcwv tcov 7)[xei<; 'i&jasv 7toi^-

oavxa te xal 6vo[i.acravTa xod Si8a£avTa ev Kopiv0tp. The
Father of History is sufficiently naive in his remarks,

combining, as he does, the dolphin incident with the

artistic work of Arion ; but his testimony is singularly

valuable as showing at any rate that before the con-

structive efforts of that poet the dithyramb, though from
Archilochus we learn that it existed, did not embody itself

in any literary production known to Herodotus. The
change by Suidas of Herodotus' SiOipoqxpov 7rp&vn>v . . ,

jtoi^uavT* into 7cpoiTo<; . . . Si0iipa[xj3ov &.aca is significant

in this connexion. Suidas corrects the statement that

Arion was the first to make a dithyramb into the state-

ment that he was the first to sing a dithyramb. I conclude

that the dithyramb before Arion, and as it was known to

Archilochus, was a dance accompanied by music only,

and not by a song in addition. Such a dance and tune, in

the absence of a vocal accompaniment, could by no possi-

bility be perpetuated in literature. Archilochus indeed

speaks of the dithyramb as a y.HoQ : but [xeXos, though
it sometimes means a song, more properly signifies a
tune (Pindar, Pyth. xn. 1. 34, Plato, Gorg. 502 c, etc.),

(AsXtpSia being the distinctive term for sung music. It

must be remembered that the characteristically Greek
union of the three Graces—her of the dance, her of instru-

mental music, and her of the human voice—was a glory

of the high noon of art, and can only have been brought
about by degrees.

(3) If my contentions under the preceding heading
are correct, if, that is to say, before the time of Arion
the dithyramb was merely a special dance with special

music attached to it, but no song, it follows that the
only names it can have possessed are the word dithyramb
itself, and such other words or combinations of words
as may mean the same thing, with the one additional

possibility that the dance and tune may have permitted
of variations which would doubtless have had designations

of their own, though of such variations, if any, no record
is preserved. But when Arion developed the dithyramb,
adding to it the element of choric song, it is clear that
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each separate libretto which he wrote must have been
given by him a name of its own. This fact is sufficient
to justify the statement of Suidas that Arion is said
to have been the first ovojxaaoci to <»iS6[i,evov 6tc6 tou
Xopou. But I doubt whether this interpretation exhausts
his underlying meaning. It must be remembered that
when Arion began to write his various libretti he cannot
by any reasonable possibility have been content to set
them all to precisely the same tune. He must, almost
necessarily, have varied the tune, and doubtless the
dance also, from libretto to libretto to such an extent
that of the original tune and dance nothing more than
the general type and spirit can have survived. Hence
I take Suidas to be as good as stating indirectly

:

" Arion is said to have been the first to give names
to a number of separate dithyrambic tunes and dances,
the names in question being the titles of the libretti

attached by him to such compositions respectively.''

I think that I am justified in thus reading between the
lines, in view of the extremely intelligent manner in

which at this point Suidas modifies the text of Herodotus
(quoted in full under the second heading). Herodotus
speaks of Arion as Si0iipa[x|3ov 7cpcoTov avOpcZmtov twv
tjjjlsi? tSfxsv 7E0iy]cravT<£ ts xal ovojxaaavTcc xal SiSa^avra
ev Kopiv0cp. This simply means that Arion, who worked
at Corinth, was, so far as Herodotus knew, the first man
to compose a dithyramb, to employ the name dithyramb,

and to put a dithyramb on the stage. Suidas however,
being well aware that the term dithyramb was in use
before Arion, modified Herodotus' simple, but incorrect,

ovofjidcffocvTa into the careful and rather difficult 6vo[i,ao-ai

to ojiSofxsvov utc6 too x°P "- •"• am much tempted to

suppose that the correction of Herodotus in the text

of Suidas' lexicon is incorporated out of some lost work
of Aristotle, whose combined precision and difficulty are,

if it be not his, strangely reflected in it.

Suidas has more to tell us about Arion. The sen-

tence, which I have not yet fully quoted, begins (before

7upoiTO<; x°P0V oT^o-at) with the words XsysTai xal

Tpayixou Tp67rou supeTT)? ysveaGai xal— . The words
Tpayixou Tponou most naturally mean of the tragic style :

they do not import that Arion put that style to the

Y
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uses of drama proper, or even that he ever com-
posed anything in the nature of a tragedy, although

without action. It may well be the simple fact that the

undoubtedly artificial strain—elevated, but with an
elevation distinct both from that of the epic and that of

the lyric muse, above the level of ordinary speech—which
characterised developed tragedy was first hit upon by
Arion as a vehicle for the utterances of his choragus.

If so, Arion was certainly a progenitor of true tragedy.

But it was probably at Sicyon that the style in question

assumed a species of Attic or Ionic garb.

When tragedy—not Satyric drama—first emerges

into light, we find this style, so garbed, the medium of

dramatic utterance, employed not only by the newly
introduced actors, but also by the representative of the

ancient order, the choragus. Everything about it,

garb and all, speaks of a long tradition : it is manifestly

a developed product, not an improvised invention.

Akin to it, but in very different degrees, are two
other varieties of language, that of the p^<rei<; ayYsXtov

and that of regular anapaests. Messengers speak

exactly as do actors, with one striking difference : the

augment may be omitted at option. Regular ana-

paests are couched in a dialect, if I may so call it, super-

ficially indeed similar to that spoken by the actors, but

surcharged and saturated with an epic flavour : yet this

dialect does not permit the omission of the augment.
The processional use of anapaests may well be older than
the dithyramb itself, but Attic tragedy must have derived

it from a source at which—witness the constancy of the

augment—it had developed on lines which, though epic,

were markedly different from those of hexametrical epic.

On the other hand the most natural explanation of the
prjasii; dcyY^Xcov is that they were originally delivered

in hexameters, epic in technique, but not epic in flavour.

Hexameters epic neither in technique nor in flavour

were a prominent feature of the earliest Attic comedy
(see Chapter ix. § c). In any case, it is obvious that the

petrel*; «YyeX<ov date back to a period far antecedent to
that of the introduction of an actor. Hence we see that,

even before Thespis made his innovation, there existed

—

actually existed, not may have existed—drama of a sort,

though not the drama of action.
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We have been considering the dramatic part of
Greek tragedy. That part alone openly atticised or
ionised : that part alone was, to speak historically, an
unessential accretion : that part alone was not directly
in the nature of a religious ceremonial. There was also
the choric part. This part affected Dorism as the other
part affected Atticism or Ionism : this part was, again
to speak historically, the one and only necessary element

:

this part was religious to the backbone and its home
was at the foot of the altar.

There exists then no manner of doubt but that the
nucleus round which tragedy gathered was a Doric
nucleus. How then did it come to pass that the accretions

were all non-Doric ? We are dealing, we have seen,

with features long anterior to Thespis, so that no sort

of answer to the question can be sought in the sphere

of Attic innovation, although, as a matter of fact, such
innovation was far-reaching.

The one helpful clue that we possess is provided by
Suidas in his entry under the heading Qicmu; (quoted in

full in Chapter ix. at the beginning of § B, and partly

discussed in § c of the same chapter), who there tells us
that on one view Thespis was the sixteenth in a line of tra-

gedians headed by Epigenes of Sicyon, that on another

view he stood second in a line likewise so headed, and that

on a third view he himself held first place. Elsewhere in

Suidas (see Chapter ix. § c) another rival view emerges,

that which sees in Alcaeus of Athens the father of

tragedy (I suggest in Chapter ix. § c, that this Alcaeus,

clearly a predecessor of Thespis, may have been the first

Athenian to employ an dtyvsXo?). The illuminating fact

is the mention of Epigenes of Sicyon.

It is at Sicyon, and, so far as we know, nowhere else,

that a condition of affairs existed calculated to produce

the Dorico-Ionic composite that ultimately developed

into Attic tragedy. In pre-Dorian days the city was
called Aegialeia and would seem originally to have been

closely connected with Argos. But later, though still,

it would appear, before the coming of the Dorians, it

became in some sense Athenian : the legend runs that

one Sicyon of Athens made himself king of Aegialeia,

whence its later name. It was ultimately conquered by

t2
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the Dorians and became tributary to the now Dorian
Argos. The claims however of the native inhabitants

were to some extent respected, they being formed into

a fourth tribe, the Aegialeis, by the side of the three

Dorian tribes. In or about the year 676 B.C. a member
of this tribe, Orthagoras, rose against the Dorians and
made himself despot of Sicyon. The rule of his dynasty
continued until an uncertain date (possibly 527 B.C.), when
the last monarch, Cleisthenes, died without male issue.

The connexion of Sicyon with Athens is illustrated by
the fact that the daughter of this Cleisthenes married
Megacles, the Alcmaeonid, and became by him the
mother of Cleisthenes, the famous Athenian. Cleisthenes,

the Sicyonian, was violently anti-Doric, engaging in war
with Argos, and at home going so far as to rename the

Hylleis, Pamphyli, and Dymanes the Hyatae, Oneatae,

and Choereatae, and his own tribe the Archelai, desig-

nations continued in use until sixty years after his death,

when the old names were restored and Sicyon relapsed

politically, although not artistically, into Doricism,

Now it is impossible to determine to what extent

the blood of the Aegialeis under Orthagoras and his

successors was Attic. But, even on the hypothesis that

it was largely of the same strain as that of the pre-

Dorian Argives and Mycenaeans, it is obvious that

in artistic matters the Attic element must have
been a factor of prime importance. In the days of the

domination of the Aegialeis Sicyon helped to found the

traditions of Greek painting, an art of which " diu ilia fuit

patria " (Pliny, H.N. xxxv. 11, 40). In the same period,

before the date of Cleisthenes the despot's death, she

inaugurated the sister art of serious sculpture. But
these facts point not merely to Attic influence, but to

a preponderance, among the non-Dorian Sicyonians, of

Attic blood : it would be hard to credit the old Mycenaean
stock with the qualities which raised Sicyon to an artistic

eminence unattainable by her strictly Dorian rivals.

Moreover, in the anti-Dorian period Attic, or at least

some similar variety of Ionic, must necessarily have
come into favour. Even supposing that the atticising

process typified in legend by the renaming of the city

after a king of Athenian birth did not extend so far as
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to include a thorough-going Attic colonisation or a general

adoption of the Athenian speech, yet at least in the sixth

century B.C. the dialect of ancient Mycenae was either dead
or dying, and in a city of the geographical position of

Sicyon Attic, or something like Attic, was the only tongue
to oppose to that of the hated Dorian. Nor must we
forget the possibility that, as some scholars hold, the
native Sicyonian stock was Ionic from the very beginning.

I therefore contend that ifc was at Sicyon that inchoate
tragedy assumed its non-Doric trappings. The Dorian
rulers—this is on record—instituted, or at least left

behind them, a tragic form of choric worship, with the
Doric dialect, it cannot be doubted, as its medium. The
emancipated non-Dorians—this also is on record

—

revolutionised the rites in question. To the detailed

evidence I will come in due course. The results of the
revolution are perpetuated in Attic tragedy. With the

dialect of the hymns the Aegialeis, for religious reasons,

did not interfere, except that they reduced the Doricism
to a minimum, 6oov dopoaiouaOoci, such as we see in the
developed tragic chorus. The entries and exits, accom-
panied by regular anapaests, were not directly connected
with the sanctuary ; so they ionicised and epicised the

anapaestic verses, paying however regard to spoken Ionic

and not adopting the archaic hexametrical liberty of

omitting the augment. It became desirable—the reason,

thoughnot as such, is on record—that the choragus should

throw in spoken remarks addressed to the audience, or

rather to the congregation. These may well have served

to connect choric odes in order to impart unity to the

service. Epigenes, I suggest, taking a leaf out of the

book of Arion, arranged these remarks in iambic senarii,

and so produced the superficial appearance of a tragedy.

The " style " of the senarii was " tragic," and to suit this

style the Sicyonians evolved an artificial sub-dialect,

Attic or Ionic in flavour. Nothing short of the production

of a fragment of Sicyonian " tragedy " would show with

certainty whether the Ionic or the Attic terminations

etc., when they differed, were employed : but I think de-

cidedly that the Ionic were adopted. In the first place,

at the time of which we are speaking Attic had not

attained the dignity of a literary language : secondly,
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in the mss. of Aeschylus' Prometheus Vinctus there are

Ionisms of such a character that one is tempted to wonder
whether in some plays Aeschylus himself may not have

employed the Ionic, as against the Attic, vocalisation.

As for the p^<rsi<; ayyeXtov, the fact that in their case

Attic tragedy allows the dropping of the augment proves

them to be a feature of considerable antiquity. Owing
to the curious fact that regular anapaests, which are very

largely epic in tone, do not drop the augment, but only

the pyjcreu; oLfYsktev, which are not epic in tone at all,

I am inclined, as I have said, to regard the latter as

having been originally composed in hexameters. If so, we
reach at once a solution of the perplexing problem why,
when actors were not allowed, a messenger was allowed.

I take it that the messenger was originally fitted on to

the religious ceremonial as the seeker of an oracle from

the god. On arrival he would explain at some length

to the choragus the nature of his difficulty. Afterwards,

no doubt, an answer would be returned to him by the

choragus, naturally, as being an oracle, in hexameters.

But the oracle would equally naturally be sought in the

same metre, since—prose being ex hypothesi excluded

—

no other vehicle would be equally appropriate. This

explanation would open the door to a good deal of drama
without action. I cannot think of any other that seems
to square with the facts.

We begin now to understand how it comes to pass

that one school of ancient scholars interjected, as we
have seen, fourteen so-called tragedians between Epi-

genes and Thespis. One of these fourteen was doubtless

Alcaeus of Athens ; but the rest cannot in any way be
accounted for except on the assumption that all, or nearly

all, of them were Sicyonic composers. A line of thirteen

quasi-dramatists developing the same tradition is none
too long to bridge the gap between the inception of

quasi-tragedy and Thespis, who for this kind of purpose
may almost be equated with Aeschylus. The conditions

demand unity of place, and the only place possible is

Sicyon.

Now for the actual evidence of the Sicyonic religious

revolution and its attendant circumstances. It is to be
found in two places. Herodotus writes (v. 67) : -rdt re
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Sv) #XXa ol Sixucovioi Itijacov tov "ASpYjeTTOV xai §yj 7tp6<;

t<& iraOea auTou Tpayixoiai x°P°^at eyepocipov, tov jxsv

Aiovucjov ou Ttficovre?, tov Se "ASpTqaTov kxeia0ev7)<; Se
XopoiJ? (i.ev tw Aiovucg) a7tsSa)xe, tv)v Se dcXXvjv 6uaiav
MeXavm7tcj). We read in Suidas (s.v. ouSev Tcpoe t6v
Aiovuaov) : ouSev 7rp6<; t6v Atovuaov 'Emyivov<; tou Sixu-
covtou TpaytpSiocv si? t6v Aiovuctov 7toi^a«VTO(;, e7tE9covv]CTav

Tive? touto- 60ev 7) Tcapoijjiia. This entry in Suidas has more
or less contradictory matter appended to it, openly by way
of correction, in very indifferent Greek : but, if only on the
ground that it shows a knowledge of Epigenes' existence,
it is to the entry itself that we should pay chief attention.
I will come to the additional matter presently. Photius
has the same entry, partly miswritten, and most of the
additional matter, but stops short at the end of an ex-
planatory clause (relating to a non-dramatic quotation),
which clause has in Suidas been wrongly put before,

instead of after, the quotation to which it refers, but in

Photius stands alone and nonsensical.

Adrastus is the pre-Dorian Argive hero who made
himself king of Sicyon. That Cleisthenes extended his

hatred of the Dorian Argives to the pre-Dorian Argives,

demi-gods included, makes greatly in favour of the view
that the Aegialeis, at least in his time, were of Ionic or

Attic, not of pre-Dorian Argive blood. Similarly, although
the Argos of Homer was pre-Dorian, Herodotus in this

same chapter tells us that, because of the praise of Argos
contained in the Homeric poems, Cleisthenes prohibited

their recitation at Sicyon.

The tragic dances in honour of the sufferings of Adrastus
were evidently of a sad or solemn nature wholly distinct

from that of the boisterous dithyramb. When Cleisthenes

transferred them to the worship of Dionysus, it was
no dithyramb that he instituted. He transferred to

Dionysus the dances only. The ceremony in honour of

Adrastus had included a sacrifice : this he made over,

not to Dionysus, but to Melanippus. Melanippus is that
Melanippus who fought at Thebes against Adrastus and
Tydeus and both slew and was slain by the latter.

Now the removal of the sacrifice from the choral
ceremony must have had three effects. It must have
shortened the proceedings, it must have weakened the
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sense of religious solemnity, and it must have left on the
Sieyonian mind an impression of incompleteness. That is

to say, it would have had these three effects in the

absence of the introduction of compensations. For the

first and the third Cleisthenes made compensation by
transforming the ceremony into an inchoate tragedy.

That he actually so transformed it follows from the com-
bined information furnished by Herodotus and by Suidas.

The second effect Cleisthenes was content to leave with-

out compensation. Indeed the whole business seems to

bear every mark of a thought-out scheme. Wishing to

establish a national celebration, anti-Doric, anti-Argive,

and pro-Ionic, Cleisthenes skilfully availed himself of

an already time-honoured institution, which, with as

little central change as possible, he transferred from the

patronage of Adrastus to that of Dionysus, depriving

it only—though the deprivation was crucial—of its most
overpoweringly religious feature, in order, on the one
hand, that there should be nothing to overshadow artistic

developments which he contemplated, and, on the other

hand, that a gap should exist for those contemplated
developments to fill. How many developments he
contemplated we cannot tell, but we can scarcely doubt
but that the most immediate was the exaltation of the
Ionic tongue by its consecration to the service of a new
art on the national stage.

Agreeably with this view—a view apparently inevit-

able—we find the worship of Adrastus already replaced by
that of Dionysus at the moment when Epigenes of Sicyon,

the first " tragedian," makes his appearance. Yet it

could only just have been so replaced, seeing that Clei-

sthenes cannot have come to the throne very much before
the year 585 B.C., while Thespis began to produce in, it

would seem, the year 535 B.C., and nevertheless fourteen
" tragedians " flourished between Epigenes and Thespis.

The inference is that Epigenes took up his task as soon
as the ceremony was transferred, say about 580 B.C., and
that he at once found followers.

But, although Dionysus was now in possession, it would
seem that the minds of Cleisthenes and Epigenes were
scarcely set on his service. Their preoccupations were
of another order. It fell to Epigenes to construct, under
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Cleisthenes' directions, a scenic variety of Ionic in which
to give expression to the " tragic style " of Arion. Also
the anapaestic processionals demanded an appropriate
Ionic vehicle : and here perhaps it may not be thought
fanciful to suggest that the absence of epic technique is

due to the dislike of Homer entertained by Cleisthenes.

Then there were the ways to be thought out how a series

of " tragic " odes might be harmonised into a unity.

Not less difficult was the problem how to connect them
appropriately by means of speeches in the mouth of the
choragus. There was also, it may be, the question of

staging the arrival of a suppliant in quest of an oracle.

Finally there was the actual composition—of the words,

of the music, of the dances. It appears from Suidas

that the result was not very Dionysiac. ouSev 7tpo? tov

Aiovucov said the spectators : but Cleisthenes said ou

ippovris 'iTCTioxXeiSfl. In view of all the circumstances

Epigenes' inaugural " tragedy " must almost necessarily

have dealt with the Adrastus legend from the anti-Argive

point of view : by far the fittest subject and title would
be the Melanippus (see Chapter ix. § c).

It remains for me to speak of the addition appended
in late times to Suidas' entry. The addition, so far as

it is relevant, runs thus : (IsXtiov 8e outco? - to 7tp6c8sv

si? tov Aiovucov ypatpovTSi; toutok; Jjycovl^oVTO a xat

aaxupixa EXeysTO* ficrspov Ss (jieTafJavTe? sic, to TpaytpSia?

ypwpsiv xaTa [zixpov sic, (iu6ou? xal IcTopiac ETpa7t7)cav,

|i,7]xeTi too Aiovucou fxvYj^oveuovTCi;" 68ev touto xai stce-

•ptkvrjcav xal XajjiaiXstov ev tu uspl QsamSoc, toc TOxparcX^aia

to-Topei. The writer then wanders off to matters uncon-

nected with the drama.
A really late date is indicated, (xtq with the parti-

ciple indeed became almost invariable quite early. But

toutok; 7)y<ovi£ovto Si xal caTupixa sXeyeTo is barbarous :

the relative is a relative of definition and the xai conse-

quently meaningless. 80sv touto xal ETCcpt&vyjcrav, for o0ev

xal touto E7te<p£0VT]ffav, is almost as bad. tA 7rapa7i;X^cia

should be noticed : the writer thereby admits that

Chamaeleon's statement is not quite identical with his

own. It is surely on the cards that Chamaeleon did not

differ at all from Suidas, but only failed to mention the

name of the writer to whom the saying first applied.
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Even the addition to the entry does not vitally conflict

with the entry itself. If we are to make sense of the

addition, we must take the aocTupwcdc as compositions

of the class said to have been originated by Arion :

tragedy certainly did not spring out of the Satyric drama
proper, which was invented by Pratinas. But we have
seen that Arion was earlier, though not much earlier,

than Epigenes. It is therefore possible that it may have
been the absence of Arion's Satyrs that caused the

remark, even on the occasion of Epigenes' Dionysiac
" tragedy." But I rather imagine that the composer
of the addition, who had never heard of Epigenes and
could not gather what Suidas was driving at, thought that
his own statement was altogether different. In any case,

the remark, once made, may have been many times

repeated. It is as true of Aeschylus, Sophocles, and
Euripides as it ever can have been of Epigenes or of

anyone else.

One further point. Why have I assumed throughout

that on the early Sicyonian stage no actor was permitted ?

It is for two reasons. The first is that, except on that

assumption, the common ascription of the origination

of tragedy to Thespis* would be altogether meaningless.

The second is that, had early Sicyonian " tragedy " been
tragedy proper, it is hardly possible that all the works of

all its exponents should have passed into utter oblivion.

Though the earlier " tragic " output of Sicyon seems
entirely to have perished, yet in the fragments of Neo-
phron's Medea we possess samples of Sicyonic tragedy at

a stage comparatively indeed late but anterior, it would
appear, to the year 467 B.C. These fragments are of

peculiar interest. They exhibit Sicyonic tragedy as already

so far developed as to admit one actor (or two, unless

Medea led the Chorus) in addition to the choragus—a sign

of Athenian influence—and yet they seem, in respect of

language, to embody a local tradition, presenting, as they

do, a vocalisation almost purely Attic, but at the same
time, beyond reasonable doubt, a few non-Athenian forms
and peculiarities of Doric or Epic appearance.

On account, almost wholly, of a clumsy interpolation

in the text of Suidas great doubt has been cast by eminent
* Diogenes Laertius (m. 56) states that Thespis " invented " the actor.
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scholars on the date of Neophron and his fragments :

it has been sought to set the tragedian down as a con-
temporary of Alexander the Great. Such a contention is

altogether inadmissible. A tragic poet named Nearchus,
not Neophron, and unconnected, so far as we know,
with Sicyon, was certainly—if the record be true—put
to death by Alexander the Great. Of this Nearchus we
read in Suidas (s.v. KaXXicr6ev7)<;) : 6 8' (i.e. Alexander)
ev yocXsaypa o-iS-yjpSc (3aXci>v aveiXev (supple Callisthenes)

ajioc Nsdcpxcp tu Tpayixto, Stoxt auvej3oiiXeus
fj.7)

imZ,t)ie.Zv

\)iz6 'A0V7]vaicov xaXeiaOai Secretory)?. five? 8s ocutov &c,

E7ti[}ouXeiiovTa 'AXs£avSpci> avflpYJaOou 9<xo-iv ocjjloc Nsapx<}>.

Of Neophron on the other hand we read in the first argu-

ment to Euripides' Medea : to Spajxa Soxei (i.e. Euripides)

u7ro(3aXeo-0ai 7uxpa Ns6ffipovo? Siaaxeuacfa?, cIk; Aixatapxo?
tou te (I suggest Aixaiapxo? toiS ye, somewhere or other

in) 'EXXocSo!; (3tou xod 'Apio-TOTeX-/)? ev u7ro(i.v^(xaai. From
this it appears that Neophron lived at least as early as

Euripides, even if it be a fact that the Hypomnemata
were not written by Aristotle. We also read of Neophron
in Suidas (s.v. Neocpptov), and it is in this passage that

an interpolation has bred mischief. Without the inter-

polation it runs : Neocpptov, ^ Neocpwv 2ixua>vio<; Tpocyixoi;,

o5 <paaiv elvou tt]V too EupwuSou MrjSeLav 8? 7tptoTO<;

slcr^yaye 7roci8aya>yo&(; xal oixeTtov Pauavov. ISi§a£e Se

TpayttiSia? px'. auvyjv Se toc (xetix tocutix 'AXe^avSpco

Ttp MaxeSovi. This is perfectly straightforward. By
Alexander of Macedon is meant Alexander I, the only

king of the name that the dates permit. In or about

467 B.C. Mycenae, till then independent, was conquered

and destroyed by the Dorians of Argos. About half the

Mycenaeans were received by Alexander in Macedonia.

This extension, or revival, of the Argive power was
probably the occasion of the reversal of the anti-Argive

regime at Sicyon (if so, Cleisthenes the tyrant must have

died circa 527 B.C.), and it would be natural for the

Atticising tragedian, Neophron, to accompany or follow

the Mycenaeans to the court of Alexander. But, taking

hold of the words 'AXe^avSpc.) tg> Maxs&ovi and imagining

Alexander the Great to be intended, some sciolist has

confused Neophron with Nearchus and added this inter-

polation : xal Sioti cpiXo? •Jjv KaXXiaOevei Tcji cpiXoaocpcp,
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oiv EXELVtp xal ocutov aveiXev atxtcrjjioi?. It will be ob-

served that the interpolation is not even grammatical,

since, there being no expressed subject of the verb avstXev,

it ought to mean that Neophron killed Alexander as well

as Callisthenes, not that Alexander killed Neophron as

well as Callisthenes. It is strange that so obvious a tag

should have caused such trouble. Diogenes Laertius

corroborates the other evidence, writing (n. 134) of

Menedemus : 7rauouaiv ol Xiyovtzc, |XY)8ev ocutov aveyvto-

xevai tcXyjv t% MTjSeia? t% EupntiSou, ?jv gvioi (for evtoi

the mss. give ev toi<;) Nsoippovo? elvai tou Zixucoviou cpaai.

I need not waste time on the refinement which sees

in the fragments of Neophron a mere forgery perpetrated

by detractors of Euripides : such a view is not supported
by so much as a semblance of probability.

What is really important is the silence of Aristotle

—

at least in his demonstrably genuine works, so far as

they are extant—with regard to Neophron and to Sicy-

onic tragedy in general. The reason for that silence is,

I suggest, that (apart from the question of Euripides' imita-

tion of Neophron, which, as Aristotle wrote no monograph
on the Medea of the former, he was in no way bound to

discuss) the pre-Thespian " tragedy " of Sicyon was not
tragedy proper. It is, if I am right about it, interesting

to us as being the parent of most of the mere technique

of Attic tragedy, especially of the linguistic technique.

But with that sort of detail Aristotle largely refused to

concern himself. He doubtless understood such matters
well enough, or he could not have composed with such
easy mastery of the " tricks of the trade " his own Ode
to Virtue ; but, in his works he dealt, almost exclusively,

with higher topics. Not even he could have foretold

that the days were to come when Greek literature would
be seen to stand on so supreme and unique a pinnacle
that even its minutest technicalities would be charged
with fascination for the scholar. Therefore Aristotle,

taking a wide view, threw in the " tragedy " of Sicyon,
without specific mention, among the stages by which
true tragedy developed xoctoc [nxpov out of the dithy-
ramb. The later, and real, Sicyonic tragedy was, to
him, a mere reflex of Attic tragedy, and, as such, of

no importance.
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Thus I find no reason for disputing the well-supported
proposition that circa 470 B.C. (and for many years
previously, in view of the stated total of 120 tragedies) a
Sicyonian tragedian named Neophron wrote plays, among
them a Medea, When we come to examine the fragments
of the Medea, this attitude will, I think, receive addi-

tional warrant. Meanwhile I would observe that Suidas
ascribes to Neophron two innovations, (1) the introduction
of a TcaiSaytoyo? (doubtless as a muta persona, as in

Sophocles' Ajax, to avoid an excess of actors), and (2)
the putting of slaves to the question. The latter feature

can hardly, one would think, have been transferred

—

unless, perhaps, by some rash experimenter—to the tragic

stage of Athens; but still it seems to account for the

Paaavo? in Aristophanes' Ranae (11. 615-667), which gains

considerably in fun if taken as 7tapaTpaycjiBia.

We seem now to be in a position to approach the

actual fragments. In treating them as genuine I have,

as against Wilamowitz, Elmsley at my back, who is worth
a thousand Wilamowitzes ; but, authority apart, I should
in any case treat them as genuine.

The first Fragment is presented by a scholiast on
Euripides' Medea (1. 666), thus : Neoppcov $k dc, K6piv0ov

tov Atysoc q>7)al 7tap<xyevea0ai 7cpo<; Mv)8eiav gvexa tou cacpy]-

via07Jvai tov xpTJ^ov uti' a.\iTf\c, rr\c, MvjSeiai;, ypacpcov o{>tco<;*

xal yap TW' <*uto<; ^Xu0ov Xuaiv (j.a6stv

(tou" Tcplv Gsiocv yap 8<J<rav, 7)V e'xp?)0"e (A°&

<Doi(3ou 7rp6[jiavTi?, aufxPaXsiv Kfj.7)xavco<;

oIS'* dc, Xoyou? (aoXojv yap ^X7u£ov (xa6elv.

In view of the emphatically placed elc, K6piv0ov of the

scholiast's introduction it is substantially certain that

the unmetrical cou -
irplv Geiav at the beginning of 1. 2

stands for Kopw0iav. But for Kopiv0iocv to have been

so corrupted it looks as though it must have been spelt

Kouopiv0tav, a transliteration of an original boptvofocv

(i.e. Quorinthian). This indication of the use in literature

of the letter b is not unimportant. Read :

xoci yap Ttv' airdcy' ^Xu0ov Xwctiv fxaOstv

boptv0[av 7tap' oaaav, >]V fe'^pifjae (xot

OoijJou 7tp6[xavTt? cu[A(3aXsiv a(j.7jxavai,

aol 8' si? Xoyou? fj.oX(5)v ap' ^Xm^ov [wcBeiv.
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I translate :
" For, behold, if they would understand what

oracle of Corinth I am come to this place to consult, that
which the prophetess of Phoebus declared unto me I skill

not to interpret, but I have had, after all, good hope of

understanding it on coming to speech with thee." Medea
was herself the i>opiv0£ac oaacc : this justifies the scholiast's

strong expression (after the previous 7tp6<; Myj&eiocv),

U7r' aui% T7J? MyjSeia?, which Nauck wishes to weaken
into U7u' <xuT7J<;. Valckenaer first proposed (11. 3 and 4)
a[i,7)xavw, aol 8' for a(i.7jxavu? oIS'.

The second Fragment is presented by Stobaeus
(Florilegium, xx. 34), thus (in codices B, S, and Vossi-

anus, codices A and M omitting the whole passage, while
codex B apparently omits the lemma)

:

elev t£ Spaaeiq 8u[xs
;

pouXsuaoa xaXco?

7rplv ^ '^afxapTelv xal t« npoGcpiksaxcntx.

s'xOiaTa 0s(T0oci. 7rot tot' itffeca {codex S kfyfexi : second
hand of codex B sS^a*;), -raXa?

;

xaTiaxe X9jfj.a [codex S Xy][X(xa) xal a0svoi; 0so<ttuysi;.

xal 7cp6i; ti xaura oSiSpojxai (Porson rightly TauTa
Siipofiai), tyuxhw ^)v 5

opwtj' ^pYj(i.ov (read spyjjiov) xal 7t«pY)[/.sX7)[zevy]V

Ttpo? &v [codex S 7rpoawv) e'xP7)
7 (read e XP*)V ) fjxurra;

u,aX0axol Se 8y)

Toiaura Yiyv6[i,e0a (so codex S : Gesner rightly yiyvo-

(i,e(T0(x) toxctxovtei; xaxa.

ou p.-}] TcpoSfotrsi? (so co^ea; Vossianus : codex S 7rpo8&>ay)(;),

0u[ie, otcutov sv xaxott;. [10
ofyxoi (codex S ofy.fjt.oi), SsSoxTai. 7catSei;, extcx; 6(X[i.dcTcov

aTtEXOsT* (codea; S a7isX0exe)" v^Stj yap (xe tpoivia (xeyocv

(read fiey' a8)

SeSuxs X(i<ro« 0U[x6v. <b X^P6?? X^PS?»
izpbq olov Epyov e^O7tXi^6|xso"0a. (peu

-

xaXaiva ToXfr/ji; ^ (read ?j) 7toXiv tovov (Bpaxst

8ia<p0spoucra t6v sfzov ipyppca XP°vtP- 15

As regards the text of the passage, it should be noted that
no readings, other than those of codex S, seem to have been
systematically recorded, so that, for example, I do not
know whether in 1. 4 the right spelling, X9j[xoc, has or has
not ms. authority : but nothing of importance appears
to turn on this absence of complete record. In 1. 11
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tieyav is corrupt : editors have seen the impropriety
in Greek of speaking of one's own heart as Lisya?, but
have proposed no tolerable correction. Read (isy' ocu.

In 1. 15 tov ejxov furnishes the only example of the definite

article that occurs in the 24 lines that make up the three

Fragments. In the context the expression tcoX&v tovov

tov e(x6v seems seriously deficient in explicitness. To
complete the necessary sense I not do hesitate, in lieu of

tov ejiov, to read yovi[i.ov.

The third Fragment is far more arresting than the
two former. It is presented by a scholiast on Euripides'

Medea (1. 1387). The scholium reposes on threefold ms.
authority, that of codex I, that of codex B, and that of

codex Fl. 6. Codex I, which is on the whole the most
helpful, presents it thus : oi liev Xsyoum xoctoc Mrfieiau;

jfoXov 7} xsXsucuv uto Tfl irpiifAVfl tyjs 'Apyoui; xaraSap06vTa
tov 'Iaaova TEXsuTYJaai elhcsctovtoi; auTco 2;uXou, Nsotppcov Se

2;EvixcoTspov ayx^Tl "P7!
^ TeXsuTYJaai* tvjv yap M^Setav

raxpaysi npoi; auTov ehroutTav

tsXo? yap auTex9iCTTto (xopto cpepei?,

PpoTov «yxovt)i; e7tiC7racrai; fe'pv)'

Toia ae fjioTpa acov xaxcov epycov Liivei.

SiSa^ei? toi!)<; aXXoui; (xup[ou<; ecpvjfxspoui;

0ecov fi7tep0s [XY)7io0' aipsio-Oai. ppoxoiSc.

Up to the beginning of the quotation codices B and
Fl. 6 agree with codex I. Codex B continues thus :

teXo<; yap afrrov &$ia'c<$ V-^P^ <pepeic,

ppoj(C0T0V ar{yovrfi km<rK&.ao!.c, Sepy)'

Toia o"e (xoipoc acov xaxcov epycov fiivei.

SiSa^st? t' aXXoui; fxupiou? ecpY)[iipou<;

0£cov urap0e fj^/jTroG' alpeiaOai PpoToi?.

Codex Fl. 6 continues thus :

TcXo? yap auTO? s^icrao fiopcp <pspei<;,

ppojrco tov oLyyovric, kmamkaoic, SepTjv

Toia ae [xoipa ccov xaxcov I'pycov [jlevei.

SiSqc^ei? tou? aXXoui; (i.upiou? e97)uipou?

0scov {ntep0e [at)7to0' aipsitrOai PpoTot?.

Basing myself largely on codex I, which, though corrupt,

is not much sophisticated, but keeping also an eye on the

two other codices, I read with great confidence :
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tIXo; y&P auxlx^si cnS T<p (xopcp q>0spsT<;

Ppox^Tov aYZ°vn °^i "far' $<ra<; 8' spf],

xota as {jiotpa acov xaxtov IpYcov jxevei,

#8a '£ a; iTa(jtoi? (lupioo? eq)7)[iepoui;-

0eGv fiTcepOe {t/jtot' atpeaOai, (JpoToL

We have here the origin of Virgil's

" Phlegyasque miserrimus omnes
Admonet et magna testatur voce per umbras :

' Discite justitiam moniti et non temnere divos.'
"

(Aen. vi. 618-620.)

The concurrence of the two passages, in sense rather than
in diction, is singularly complete. In max' qc<ra<; 8'

epfj,

the words tzLgt' spy] are echoed by testatur and %.aa.c, is

represented by magna voce. The line

Toia cs [iotpoc ctov xocxSv spytov [ilvei

is summed up in the single word miserrimus. #Sa 'c,

appears as per umbras, iq ita.\Lobc, fiupfou? «pY][iipouc is

condensed into omnes admonet. The line

0swv GrtepSs [x^7uot' otfpecOai, pporoi,

is reproduced, with little alteration save the addition of

justitiam moniti et, in the line

Discite justitiam moniti et non temnere divos.

Later than Virgil, this third Fragment of Neophron
seems, though doubtless at many removes, to have influ-

enced the language of one of the most celebrated hymns
of the Western Church. At any rate one is strongly

reminded of mas' fyaou; by the stanza of Venantius
Fortunatus' Vexilla Regis (composed at Poictiers, a.d. 569)

which runs :

"Impleta sunt quae concinit

David fideli carmine,

Dicens :
' In nationibus

Regnavit a ligno Deus '."

As regards the presentation of Neophron in the form which,
if it be correctly restored, was certainly drawn upon by
Virgil, I will only say that it follows necessarily from the
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emendation $5<x '\ he, i-rajioi?, and that ^Sa '2; e? tTaptoCi?

is, given the context, the only possible source of the
corruptions 8t8ai;si<; x <3&Xou<; and StSa^ei? -roti? #XXou<;.

The reading as A of the initial A of AIAASECITAMOTC
caused a transposition of the seventh and eighth letters,

C and I, so that the familiar word AIAAEEIC was sub-
stituted for AIAASECI. Pari passu, in order to make
sense, TAMOTC was read as TAAAOTC. Hence Si8dt£ei<;

t' fiXXou?. The other reading, SiSdc£ei<; to&<; fiXXou?, marks
a further stage of corruption. . The copyist first respon-
sible for it probably observed that the text would not
scan, and therefore, conceiving himself to be dealing at this

particular point with a prose paraphrase of the original

(in which paraphrase, according to the medieval custom,
neither the elided t* nor even an unelided te, instead of

yjxi, and, had any right to occur), took t'—we are now in

the minuscule period—as one or other of the contractions
representing toi!)?. Thus he made the passage still more
plainly unmetrical.

I will discuss in a moment the vocalisation of $Six

:

#Sa I regard, not as probable, but as certain. In
1. 2 epjj is not regular Attic of the Athenian type, in the
sense thou wilt say. In such Attic it could only mean
thou wilt ask. But in Homer the middle, etpeoOai,

can mean to say. Thus ipyj (it is, I think, impossible to

read anything else, and equally impossible to avoid izlat'

%au.c, 8* ) is distinctly interesting. My other emendations
explain themselves and call, I conceive, for no comment.
In 1. 1 <p0spel<; is due to Elmsley, and in 1. 5 fr/J7tOT' a?pec0ai

to Barnes. The rest of the treatment—a treatment

rather of collation than of anything else—is my own.
The reader will now perhaps see what nonsense it is

to denounce the Fragments of Neophron, either as late,

or as forgeries. It is no less absurd to attack them as in-

artistic. They are in fact illuminating and intrinsically

meritorious examples of the Sicyonian school of tragedy,

dating from a period at which, probably under the in-

fluence of the Athenian stage, it had already come to

deserve the name it bore, but saturated nevertheless with
the native tradition.

The dialect and even the diction is, in the main,
identical with that of Athenian tragedy—in particular the
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vocalisation is Attic, not Ionic, or Doric. Nevertheless

it appears certain that a genitive #8oc is employed. It is

likewise highly probable that xal is used instead of xei,

and that KopwOiotv is spelt i>opw0iav, while it is next

door to certain that spy] occurs with the sense of epei<;.

#Soc claims our serious consideration. (!:&a is, as regards

its termination, a distinctively Doric form. But the

aspirate is Attic, not Doric, and in Doric one would
expect the uncontracted aiSa. Consequently, at first

sight, it would seem better to read aiSa than <x8a.

Yet positive evidence exists that £8a<;, with the Doric
termination, somehow or other established itself in good
non-Doric literature, whereas aiSa? failed to do so.

Hence I read #8a, not aiSa.

As regards Attic tragedy, we read in Aeschylus
(Septem, 1. 868) in a regular anapaestic system, otherwise

consistently non-Doric, the words iaysw 'AiSa, for which,

as editors have seen, we metrically require—the previous

foot is a dactyl—either a^etv 'AiSa or axeiv "AiSa (the

latter will from the following discussion seem the more
probable), i.e. a two-fold Doricism : the whole context
is funereal (the bearing of this will shortly appear).

Usually in tragedy Doricisms in regular anapaests are due
to corruption (e.g. in Sophocles' Antigone, 11. 110, 113,

the copyists have assimilated in dialect part of the first

(ni<TT»)p.a of the 7rapo8o<; to the surrounding lyrics).

But the main evidence comes from a somewhat unex-
pected source. Sepulchral compositions are very com-
monly couched in Doric. But even when they take the

form of Epic they admit, in the hands of the most expert

masters, the Doric, or quasi-Doric, <J8a<; in lieu of SS^.
Leonidas of Tarentum, circa 280 B.C., who stands in

the foremost rank of graceful and accomplished epigram-
matists, presents in an elegiac epitaph written in Epic
the accusative $8<xv (Anth. Pal. vti. 67, 1. 7). It should
be noticed that here aiSav would not scan, and also

that in the same epitaph (1. 1) the genitive aiSeco occurs.

Similarly Meleager, circa 60 B.C., a poet of unsurpassed
distinction and authority in his own province, also in an
elegiac epitaph written in Epic presents the same accusa-
tive, $$av (Anth. Pal. vn. 470, 1. 5). Here likewise &(8av

would nob scan, and in this epitaph too a genitive in
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-e<o is found, viz. Euxpa-riSeco, scanned <~ <-> ^ ,— (1. 2).

Though the genitive #Soc does not actually present
itself in the works of authors of this class, yet Leonidas
of Tarentum in another epitaph (Anth. Pal. vn. 480,

1. 7), also written in elegiacs and in Epic, has the highly
cognate

aXXa Tcpo? syy^^v 'AiStovsos 'Epfxeia ts.

Erom this it would seem that the Doric termination is dis-

tinctly funereal in its nature. The great epigrammatists
admit no other Doricisms, except in the case of Doric
proper or geographical names, into their Epic, and they
do not even employ #8a<; in epigrams which are not
epitaphs.

aiSocc, as distinguished from #8a?, is admitted into

sepulchral Epic, though into no other kind of Epic,

by inferior craftsmen only or by such as consciously

mix their dialects. The nominative aiSa? comes once,

being used by Antiphilus, circa a.d. 60, in an elegiac

epitaph (Anth. Pal. vn. 399, 1. 2) written in a sort of

Epic, but an Epic so strongly tinged with Doric that the

instance is scarcely relevant : here qfSa? would not scan.

The genitive aiSa comes twice, being used by an uncertain

author in an elegiac epitaph (Cougny's Appendix Anth.

Grate. II. 541, 1. 4) written in somewhat Atticising Epic

(here tfSoc would not scan), and by another uncertain

author in an elegiac epitaph (Cougny's Appendix Anth.

Graec. n. 680 6, 1. 5) written in Epic. The dative octSqc

comes twice, being used by an uncertain author in an -ele-

giac epitaph (Cougny's Appendix Anth. Graec. ii. 234, 1. 10)

written in Epic (here #8$ would scan, and, but for the

practice of the inferior epigrammatists, would be equally

possible), and by another uncertain author in an elegiac

epitaph (Cougny's Appendix Anth. Graec. n. 657, 1. 7)

written in Epic (here aSqt would not scan : in 1. 8 of the

same epitaph oJiSyjv occurs). The accusative cciSacv comes

once, being used by an uncertain author in an elegiac

epitaph (Cougny's Appendix Anth. Graec. n. 385, 1. 4)

written in Epic (here #8av would not scan). The vocative

aiSa comes once, being used by an uncertain author in

the hexametrical portion of an epitaph (Cougny's

Appendix Anth. Graec. n. 654, 1. 5) written mainly in

z2
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hexameters, but containing an interjected pentameter
and concluding with a nondescript line of pentametrical

termination, the whole being composed indeed in Epic,

but in a popular and non-literary style (here $8<x would
scan, but dciSa is guaranteed by the previous word,

dcuX^ptOT ). Moreover—and this may have some slight

direct bearing on Neophron—the accusative ai8av once

occurs, not in Epic at all, but in an iambic senarian

epitaph (Cougny's Appendix Anth. Graec. n. 694, 1. 4)

on Rufina, daughter of Celer, by an uncertain author
Composed in the sub-dialect of Attic tragedy, but with,

at one point, a departure from classical rules of metre
such as clearly to indicate popular influence (<28av,

instead of duSocv, would not scan in this epitaph : the long
initial a should be noticed).

Similarly, although, as I have pointed out, in Epic
the Doric termination of &$«.<; or d«8a<; is found only
in epitaphs, yet it is once admitted by the sub-dialect

of Attic tragedy in a non-sepulchral epigram (Anth.

Pal. ix. 290, 1. 5) composed in that sub-dialect by Philip

of Thessalonica, circa a.b. 100, who employs the
nominative a£8oc<; (#8a<; would not scan : note the long
initial a). As the reading is in dispute, I will quote
the epigram. It runs :

6-z' si; dc-qrou XiEJuo?, ex £aou<; votou

auve^cxptoGyi 7tovto<;, ex 8s vsioctcov

[iujrwv (iuOtTfc; tp<£[i{j,o<; hfyipebyeTO,

uit&s 8s Tea? (I suggest uup for 7ta?) &Xia8ev el? fiXa

7t-nicra?,

(pop-rls 8' erwpev, afSav 7rXavto[ievov, 5
aptoyovaiira? Saifxovat; AuertaTpaTo?

eXwrapTjaev oi 8s tu vscox6p<j)

jjioiivq) BaXaawxv aypiav exoi[U<jav.

Tcriaxq in 1. 4 means that the mast spat sparks : the
reference is to St. Elmo's Fire, familiar in the Medi-
terranean. The translation with a splash is impossible,

erixpev in 1. 5 is a reference to the fumes that accompany,
or are said to aocompany, such electrical phenomena.
For the collocation of TCTtiaa? and eru<psv compare
equips x<£vs7tTUs in Sophocles (Antigone, 1. 1009). Hence
the expression a£8av rcXavcofisvov is in keeping with
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the oontext. But the mss. have corrupted S-nxpev into
&aupsv. This, together with the misinterpretation of
TtTiScras, and a failure to recognise that aESav 7tXavcofievov
is a (perhaps not quite classical) " accusative in apposition
with the sentence," has led to wrong emendations in
1. 5, e.g. q>opTt<; 5" eatipeT' e? d(8av (the reading of the
Planudean, as against the Palatine, anthologist).

With Doric epigrams in which <ii£5a<; occurs (e.g.

an epitaph by Erinna, Anth. Pal. vn. 710, exhibiting
in 1. 2 the genitive at&oc) we have no concern, except
perhaps to mention that a Doric epitaph from Thasos
by an uncertain author (Cougny's Appendix Anth.
Graec. n. 310), which presents the accusative afSav
(note the quantity of the initial a. : cSESav would not
scan) in 1. 6, is, although technically Doric throughout,
not only composed in tragic senarii but also, apart from
the Doric vocalisation, in the language, pure and simple,
of Attic tragedy.

So far as we have gone at present, we seem to see
evidence of a tradition in favour of admitting fiSa?,

declined with Doric terminations, into non-Doric com-
positions of a funereal character, and Leonidas' eyyatav
'AiSwvsoi; 'Epfjista ts appears to extend the ambit of this

tradition so as to include the names of infernal deities

ending in -a? or -t\c,. Inferior artists modified the
tradition to the extent of using, not #8ac but atSa<.

As we find (I submit that the reading cannot seriously

be doubted) #8<x in Neophron, it is natural to connect
our information and to infer that the Sicyonian drama
was at least one of the sources from which the tradition

derived.

We are thus led to attribute to the tragedy of Sicyon

a certain liberty of Doricising, but a liberty confined

within narrow limits : and this view is borne out by the

extant fragments of Neophron. We find no trace of a
promiscuous confusion of dialects. Yet, unless our mss.

are hopelessly untrustworthy, such a confusion as a
matter of fact found its way into certain literature and
attained its maximum in the epigrams of Simonides
of Ceos. I will quote two of his epigrams as illuminating

examples either of confusion run positively riot or else

of the fallibility of ms. tradition : but there is too much
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of this sort of thing in the text of Simonides—as dis-

tinguished from nearly all other writers—to make it

easy for us to lay the whole responsibility on the shoulders

of the copyists. Fr. 116 runs :

flffTOCTa Sy) tocS' eewce tpiXvjv totI [j.Y)Tspa ropyco

8axpu6e<r<ra, Sepv)? xePfftv e<pa7rT0[xsva*

a50'. fASVOl? TOXpot TOXTpl, tsxoii; 8' E7rl Xt^ovt (iOtpqt

iSXXtjv, afi 7toXi£i YT1P " xaSejxova.

ify. 141 runs :

<p7)[zl rsXtov', 'Isptova, noXii^Xov, OpaaiipouXov,

7raiS«<; Aeivofiivsu?, tov rp^cS* avOefxsvai,

££ exoctov Xirpciiv xal 7TSVTY)XOVTa TaXavxwv

AafiapsTOU xPuooo, toc? Sexaxa? Sexoctocv,

pap^apa vixvjffavTa? e8v7]
-

to>XX7)V Ss racpaoxetv

<ri[i.[ji.axov "EXXvjffiv XS^P' ^<; eXeuOepivjv.

This mixture of dialects, unless due to ms. error, is

manifestly cognate to the occurrence of fiSa in Neophron.
I will therefore briefly record such instances as I have
observed, together with certain other relevant facts

relating to the authors that come in question.

Simonides of Ceos.

(a) Melic works. These are Doric in general, but
Fr. 36 has 7][i,i0soi (1. 2) and no distinctively Doric
form, while Fr. 79 has ^Sufxov (in the only line) and
no distinctively Doric form : various Frr. are too
short for the dialect to be distinguishable.

(6) Hexametrical works. These are Epic.

(c) Elegiac works. The elegies proper are Epic,
wherever the dialect is distinguishable : the elegiac

epigrams vary. Of the latter most are Epic, but
Frr. 106, 107, 109, 110, 126, 130, 134, 137, 138, 144,
and 145 are Doric, Fr. 135 is Attic, Fr. 127 is either
Doric or Attic, and others are of mixed dialect.

There is a mixture of Epic and Doric in Frr. 91,

96, 97, 102, 116, 141, 149, 150, and 157 : there is

a mixture of Epic and Attic in Frr. 89, 103, 139,
and 142.
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(d) Non-melic works in miscellaneous metres. Six
pieces survive. Fr. 112 (— ww_ww_w>-'_ W w
— <-> — <-> —

'-'l
<-> — w — w — w — w — Wj with the ordi-

naryliberties of substitution) is mixed Epic and Attic,

Fr. 125 (an elegiac couplet, plus w_w_w_w^,_
"-> <-» <->

, plus a tragic senarius, plus a hexameter) is

Doric, JY. 148 (— ^> w — >-> *-> v « ^ <-» ^ ^
— »-»

, with the ordinary Hberties of substitution, plus

a line normally running v — ^ — ^ — ^ w _ ww_
«-» — ii ) is mixed Epic and Doric, Fr. 151 (hexameter,
plus w_w w w _ w _ i/ ) is Epic, Fr. 155
(hexameter, plus ^ <-< — «-' )is mixed Doric
and Attic, and Fr. 162 (iambic senarii) is Attic.

Tyrtaeus.

(a) Fmbateria. These are Doric.

(6) Elegiacs. These are Epic, with the following

exceptions. In Fr. 3, 1. 1, we have

a cpiXoxp>]u.aTia SrcapTav oXsi, aXXo Se ouSsv,

a quotation of a Doric oracle in an Epic piece. In Fr.

4, 1. 5, we find Sykxctoc?, in Fr. 7, 1. 1, Searo-roc? (such

short accusatives are common to Doric and to Hesiod :

S7)[x6toc<; is not Doric), in Fr. 10, 1. 10, the form axifxia,

which appears neither Epic nor Attic, in Fr. 10, 1. 16,

and also in Fr. 12, 1. 17, ocEcxpae, and in Fr. 11, 1. 5,

e^epixv.

Anacreon.

(a) Melic works. These, where the Frr. are not too

short for the dialect to be distinguishable, are Epic

or Ionic, except Frr. 31 and 67, which are Doric.

(6) Elegiacs. Frr. 94, 96, 97, 99, 100, 108, 109, 111,

112, and 113 are Epic. Frr. 101, 102, 103, 104, and
106 are Doric. Frr. 95, 98, 105, and 110 are either

Epic or Doric. Fr. 107 appears to be mixed Epic

and Doric, combining 'A6i)vai7]S (1. 2) with puaajxeva

and Sutraxeoi; (both in 1. 1).

Solon.

(a) Melic works. These, from the sample extant,

were Epic or Ionic.

(6) Hexametrical works. The extant sample (of

doubtful authenticity) is Epic.
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(c) Elegiac works. These are Epic, save for p[«

(Fr. 4, 1. 26), SuffvojjiJa (Fr. 4, 1. 32), euvo{t£a (Fr. 4,

1. 33), and Tpaxsa (Fr. 4, 1. 35). If these readings

are correct Fr. 4 is mixed Epic and Attic.

(d) Works in iambic senarii. These are Epic or

Ionic, save for £Xeu0epoc (fern, sing.) in Fr. 36, 1. 5,

which Fr., if that reading be correct, is mixed Epic, or

Ionic, and Attic.

(e) Works in trochaic tetrameters. These are Epic or

Ionic, save for (xtava? (Fr. 32, 1. 3), fiypav (Fr. 33, 1. 3),

and f)(iepav (Fr. 33, 1. 5). If these readings be correct,

Frr. 32 and 33 are mixed Epic, or Ionic, and Attic.

Cleobulina.

Elegiac works. These are Epic (as appears from
a comparison of Fr. 2 with its fellow, Fr. I), except

for £i<f (Fr. 2, 1. 2). If this reading be correct Frr. 1

and 2 form a composite written in mixed Epic and
Attic (scarcely, I should think, Doric).

Aeschylus.

Elegiac works. These are Epic as regards Frr. 3

and 4, except for 'Offwxiocv (Fr. 3, 1. 3) and TlXa?
(Fr. 4, 1. 2). If 'Oaaaiav be correct, Fr. 3 is mixed
Epic and Attic (or Doric) : TsKolq, being a proper
name, stands on a different footing. Fr. 2 is either

Attic or Doric, presenting (in its only line) yevfav.

Fr. 5 is Doric, presenting (in its only line) 67tXi-roraxXa<;

and Socio?.

Empedocles.

Elegiac works. Fr. 1 is Epic. Fr. 2, if the readings
be correct, is mixed Epic and Doric : the Epic forms
are 'Ayx^eto (1. 1), 'Aax>.7j7ria8y)v (1. 2), and voiitrot?

(1. 3), and the Doric are naucravfav (1. l), Earpov (1. l),

riXa (1. 2) and nspae9ova? (1. 4). This nsptre<p6va?

may possibly have the same justification as Leonidas'
'Epjxsioc : but I doubt it in such a welter.

Critias.

Hezametrical works. These, from the extant sample,
were Epic.
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Elegiac works. Three of the six extant pieces are,

it would seem, really, mixed Epic and Attic. These
pieces are Frr. 1, 2 and 4. Fr. 1 exhibits the Epio
yaCvj? (1. 12), and the Attic £8poc (1. 4) and yjpziat.

(1. 8). Fr. 2 presents the Epic eiaepiv)? (1. 22), and
the Attic Se&Tepocv (1. 4) and IXapav (1. 16). Fr. 4
has the partially Epic, partially Attic, combination
mppayl? 8' YjfisT^pv)? Y^"<TaYJ? 0- **). Fr. 3 might be
either Epic or Attic, and so might Fr. 6. Fr. 6 is

Attic as regards 2xo7ra8wv (1. 1), and Attic or Epic as
regards {AeYaXo<ppocnivY)v (1. 1), but Doric as regards
the proper name 'ApxeaiXoc in the genitive (1. 2).

From this rapid survey—though, except in the cases

of Simonides and Critias, the evidence is weak—it will be
seen that there is nothing extravagant in postulating for

Neophron, who was a contemporary of Simonides and
who lived in the half-Doric environment of Sicyon, the
liberty of using in the midst of language as a whole that
of Attic tragedy certain Doric forms, especially if, as I

suggest, we restrict that liberty within some such bounds
as are observed, as we have seen, by the epigrammatists
Leonidas and Meleager, not to speak of their lesser

confreres.

I have, I think, proved all that I need prove ; but,

before I leave this branch of the subject, I wish, as I jely

partly on Meleager, to forestall a possible objection to

his evidence. I have treated him as a trustworthy

authority. It may be said that for this sort of purpose
he is nothing of the kind, and that in his most famous
poem, the magnificent introduction to the original Greek
Anthology (Anth. Pal. iv. 1), he mixes up Doric and Epic
forms without rhyme or reason. Now an inspection

of that poem will show that the first four lines are pure

Doric and the remaining 58 lines pure Epic. The first

four lines would constitute a complete poem by themselves.

The other 58, which contain such gems as ,6aia jaev

aXX<£ poSa (1. 6), would not, but require an introduction

to support them. Consequently we cannot take the

simple course of separating the poem into two. I have
little doubt but that what has happened is this. Meleager

first composed an introduction of four fines in Doric, an
introduction both laconic and Laconic. This introduction
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consisted of the first four lines which we now have. He
subsequently amplified this into an elaborate introduction

of 62 lines, all in Epic, changing the dialect of the first

four : with the laconism the Laconism departed. But
the first four in their original dialect had already become
well known, and consequently in our existing texts they
are presented, not, as they ought to be, in their revised

Epic form, but in the Doric of the first edition. I invite

the reader to look carefully at the poem in question.

We have seen that the 24 surviving lines of Neo-
phron present no example, except one apparently due
to corruption, of the definite article : it can also be seen

that they exhibit no less than seven heavy stops—colons

or heavier—that interrupt the course of lines. In these

two respects it is of interest to compare the 24 lines

statistically with the Supplices of Aeschylus, the most
archaic Attic tragedy now extant, and also with the

Medea of Euripides. I do not aim at exact mathematical
statement, if only for the reason that a few lines in both
these Attic tragedies are of uncertain authenticity ; but
in any case my figures are only inappreciably inexact.

In the Supplices of Aeschylus, a play of about 474
tragic lines, the definite article appears to occur 41 times.

On that basis, the odds against any given set of 24 lines

presenting no example of the definite article are roughly
2T

3^ : 1. In the same play a heavy stop interrupting

the course of a tragic line seems to present itself 52 times.

On that basis, the odds againt any given set of 24 lines

exhibiting seven such heavy stops- are roughly 2^ : 1.

Against the " double event " of any given set of 24 tragic

lines both presenting no example of the definite article

and also exhibiting seven heavy stops interrupting the
course of lines the odds, on the basis of Aeschylus'
Supplices, are roughly 4£g§ : 1.

In the Medea of Euripides, a play of about 1045 tragic

lines, the definite article appears to occur 109 times.

On that basis, the odds against any given set of 24 lines

presenting no example of the definite article are roughly

2|f : 1. In the same play a heavy stop interrupting
the course of a tragic line seems to present itself 173
times. On that basis, the odds against any given set of
24 lines exhibiting seven such heavy stops are roughly
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2f| : Jl. Against the " double event " of any given set

of 24 tragic lines both presenting no example of the
definite article and also exhibiting seven heavy stops
interrupting the course of lines the odds, on the basis

of Euripides' Medea, are roughly 4%gtf- : 1.

Perhaps some reader, who may start verifying these

odds by independent calculation and to that end adopts
the readiest arithmetical method, will be staggered by
certain intermediate results. The mathematical odds
against the occurrence, in any given set of 24 tragic lines,

either of 41 instances of the definite article, or of 52
heavy stops interrupting the course of lines, are, on the
basis of Aeschylus' Supplices, only about 19 : 1, and
those against the occurrence, likewise in any given set

of 24 tragic lines, either of 109 instances of the definite

article, or of 173 heavy stops interrupting the course of

lines, are, on the basis of Euripides' Medea, only about
43 : 1. Of course it is utterly impossible—not merely

a case of odds of 43 to 1 against—that 173 stops in the

middle of lines should occur within the compass of 24

iambic trimeters. But the impossibility arises ab extra :

it does not flow from the mathematical data. If our

units were triacontameters instead of trimeters, the ab

extra impossibility would be absent. I would observe

that impossibilities, diriment, in particular cases, of

mathematical results that are per se valid, may be

stylistic and not physical. Such a stylistic impossibility

would be the occurrence (see above) in 24 trimeters of

109 instances of the definite article.

One further fact admits of statistical treatment. In

the remains of Neophron's Medea there appear to be five

lines without penthemimeral caesura. There are 89 such

lines in Aeschylus' Supplices and 135 in Euripides' Medea.

On the basis of Aeschylus' Supplices, five such lines in

a total of 24 is exactly normal (mathematically indeed

there should only be 4f£, but 5 is the nearest integer, and

an example cannot be diffused over a number of lines),

while, on the basis of Euripides' Medea, there would most

regularly be three (mathematically 3$fe). All we can

say is that the figure five is at least not suggestive of

a date later than that of Euripides.
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CHAPTER XII

NOTES ON THE NATURE OP SATYRIC DRAMA.

Catus, quantumvis rusticus. Horace.

Considerable doubt has at various times arisen whether
certain dramas of which more or less scanty fragments
survive are or are not to be classed as Satyric.

We learn from the Latin writer Diomedes (p. 490, 20)

that the term Satyric Drama was extended beyond its

literal sense to include plays in which ridiculous characters,

similar to the Satyrs, figured. His words are :
" Latina

Atellana a Graeca satyrica differt, quod in satyrica fere

satyrorum personae inducuntur aut si quae sunt ridiculae

similes satyris, Autolycus, Busiris." That this extension

of the term was not peculiar to Latin commentators is

shown by the fact that Pollux twice (x. Ill and 178)

and John Tzetzes once (Chil. vin. 11. 459-460) ex-

pressly call the Autolycus of Euripides Satyric, although
the Busiris of Euripides, which is mentioned, outside

Diomedes, twice by Hesychius and once by Stobaeus,

is not called Satyric in any of the three places. It is

quite possible that there was a marked distinction be-

tween the two plays. To constitute, in the absence of

Satyrs, a Satyric drama, it was not enough for a play

to contain ridiculous characters : in addition a rustic

flavour was necessary. This follows inevitably from
the statement of Vitruvius (v. 8), who, setting forth the

differences between the three kinds of scenae, the tragic,

the comic, and the Satyric, writes :
" Satyricae vero

ornantur arboribus, speluncis, montibus, reliquisque

agrestibus rebus."

Thus a play could be ludicrous and even coarse without
becoming a Satyric drama. The Ostologi of Aeschylus

and the Syndipni of Sophocles, though they deal with

quite different topics, both bring in an identical and
particularly disgusting incident. This incident Aeschylus

describes in coarse enough language, which Sophocles
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repeats, in large part verbatim. But nevertheless both
in Aeschylus and in Sophocles the language is tragic,

without, so far as I can see, any Satyric leaven. The
play of Aeschylus is expressly mentioned by name twice
and the play of Sophocles (to be distinguished from the
Achaeorum Syllogos, with which it used wrongly to be
identified) nine times. In none of the eleven instances
is there any kind of allusion to either of the plays being
a Satyric drama.

Of what value is such an argument from silence ?

The point is of some importance, as will in a moment
be seen.

When a play known by us to have been Satyric is

mentioned by name in antiquity (I exclude mentions of

the Cyclops of Euripides, as to which I have no sufficient

data before me), twice, on a rough average, out of every
five times it is not merely mentioned by name, but is

also, either expressly, or by necessary and unavoidable
implication, described as a Satyric drama. This result

is due chiefly to the fact that the full title of every Satyric

play traditionally included the substantive cjaTupoi, or

some gender (in the singular or plural) of the adjective

ca-rupixo? : but it may also come, in lesser degree, from a

desire on the part of careful lexicographers and the like

to avoid the appearance of attributing strictly tragic

authority to Satyric usages. The observation rests on a

broad basis, the total number of mentions being about 200.

Strict precision is impossible on account of various

uncertainties : for example it is a debated point whether

or no Aeschylus' Prometheus Pyrphoros is identical with

his Satyric Prometheus Pyrcaeus. Doubts such as these

preclude exact tabulation. Moreover the inscriptional

records of victories at Satyric contests (e.g. at the Mag-

nesian Rhomaea) ought probably to be excluded, as in

these the attribution of Satyric character is not a matter

of option. Bub the resultant margin of error and varia-

tion is so small as to be negligible in the striking of an

average.

This consideration renders it most highly probable

that if a particular play is mentioned more than, say,

seven or eight times and is never once called Satyric,

it is not Satyric. If the Syndipni were Satyric, we should
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expect three or four out of the nine mentions of it

to describe it as a Satyric drama. High probability-

approaches certainty when a play is mentioned fifteen

or twenty times.

Some Satyric dramas indeed are mentioned as Satyric

in a ratio much higher than that of 2 : 5 : in the

case of the Aethon of Achaeus, actually every single one
of the seven extant mentions describes the play either

expressly (six times) or by necessary implication (once)

as a Satyric drama. There exists however a solitary

and striking exception to the general rule. The Omphale
of Ion is mentioned nineteen times in all, but only once
as Satyric (Strabo, I. 60). I imagine the reason to be
that the Chorus consisted not of Satyrs but, as seems
to be proved by Fr. 22, of female Lydian harp-players.

The language of the fragments points to Satyric drama

;

but it is intelligible that the absence of Satyrs should
affect the description of the play.

The fact that about 40 per cent, of the mentions of

the plays known to have been Satyric in any sense are also

express mentions of them as Satyric is of some import-
ance when we come to consider the classification of those

dramas which evidently are not ordinary tragedies, but
by reason of their rustic character, or of their peculiar

vocabulary, or of both together, afford indications that
they are at least akin to Satyric compositions, although
there is no evidence that the Chorus consisted of Satyrs
or even that ridiculous characters were brought on the
stage. When such a play is mentioned with fair frequency,

but never or hardly ever as Satyric, it may be presumed,
from what I have said, that at any rate it was not equipped
with a Chorus of Satyrs. On this ground I conclude
that the Syleus of Euripides, of which no less than eight

fragments are preserved, none of them quoted as from
a Satyric drama, was not a Satyric drama in the sense
of possessing a Satyric Chorus, though in the anonymous
De Comoedia (Cramer's Anecdota 1.7 et seq.) it is expressly
styled Satyric and its plot set forth as a specimen of

Satyric plots, and though it may well have been as
Satyric in tone as the same author's Autolycus and Busiris
above mentioned, and consequently may, as indeed the
language of some of the fragments seems to suggest, have
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been composed in the full Satyric style. Similarly, the
vocabulary of the Captivae of Sophocles, from which the
large number of 26 fragments survive, though thirteen of
them are single words only, shows the play to have been
in some sense Satyric or at least quasi-Satyric : yet
not only is it never called Satyric, so that we may con-
clude with fair certainty that there was no Chorus of
Satyrs, but in addition we have no reason to suspect
the presence of any ludicrous element, although the
occurrence of the word GTspvo^avn? (Sophocles, Fr. 59

;

but see Nauck's note on what he numbers as Sophocles
Fr. 56) appears to involve the archaic rusticity of a
ventriloquistic oracle. I imagine that that play together
with certain others, such as the Theristae of Euripides,
formed a sub-class of quasi-Satyric drama from which
not merely the Satyrs were absent, but also the whole
element of the ludicrous, its place being taken by a pro-
nounced atmosphere of rusticity similar to that of the
Theocritean Bucolics. Of the Theristae of Euripides no
fragment remains to us, and the play is mentioned only
in the argument to Euripides' Medea, where we read :

'

TpiTO? Eupur&Tic My)Ssiqc, OiXoxT^Tfl, Aixtu'i, Qepiatcdc;

aocTiSpoi<;. That the play of Euripides was Satyric in

style and also came in the series of plays at the place

proper to a Satyric drama is evident from this passage :

but it does not necessarily follow (see on the Autolycus

above) that it was furnished with a Chorus of Satyrs.

Indeed there would be difficulties in the way of fitting

such a Chorus to the rustic, but far from ludicrous,

legend of Hercules, Lityerses, and Daphnis, with which
the play manifestly dealt. The Daphnis sive Lityerses

of Sositheus, though 24 lines of it are extant, is specifically

mentioned twice only, and on neither occasion is it

termed Satyric ; but two mentions supply no sufficient

basis for argument, and that play, though I gravely

doubt the presence of Satyrs, is ultra-Satyric in style,

being in fact an imitation of the manner of Pratinas

(see Chapters iv. and vm.).

It will be seen how perplexed the whole subject is

and how little solid information we possess on which
to base ourselves ; but it will equally, I think, be seen,

at least after perusal of the certainly Satyric fragments
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and of such others as are fairly evidently, even in the

absence of a Chorus of Satyrs, Satyric in style, that the

Satyric drama is a very different thing from such Euri-

pidean plays as the Alcestis or the Bacchae. Unquestion-

ably Euripides felt himself sometimes at liberty to

modify the severity of tragedy, and no doubt he con-

sidered himself more particularly free in the case of the

fourth of a series of four plays. But other modifications

were possible besides that extreme modification which is

known as Satyric drama. The Alcestis and the Bacchae
are in reality examples, though in an altogether different

direction, of the identical liberty that Aeschylus asserted

when he wrote the Ostologi, or Sophocles when he
borrowed from that play an outrageous passage and
inserted it, almost unmodified, in his own Syndipni.
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CHAPTER XIII.

ERIDION AGYRTICT7M ?

Sub judice Lis est. Horace.

In Chapter vin. (§§ a and c) I have cursorily men-
tioned two fragments, Fr. 735 and Fr. 866, of Sophocles,
neither of them attributed to any particular play, the
former of which, as emended by Dindorf at a point
where it is certainly unmetrical, exhibits a breach of the
law of the tragic pause, while the latter, consisting of

most of one line and the beginning of another line,

presents an anapaest in the second foot of each with,

on the second occasion, a caesura before the long syllable,

that caesura not being preceded by a disyllabic word.
The metre in both cases (if in the former we follow

Dindorf) suggests at first sight some Satyric source :

but it is contrary to the weight of the evidence collected

in Chapter vrn. to suppose that Sophocles admitted in

his Satyric plays either the violation of the pause or the

employment of comic anapaests, no matter what their

caesura. If either the former (as read by Dindorf) or

the latter of these two Fragments be both Sophoclean

and Satyric, certain conclusions reached by me in the

chapter mentioned stand in need of considerable modi-
fication. But I suggest that the two fragments are

indeed Sophoclean, but are not Satyric, nor, for that

matter, dramatic in any sense, so that neither of them
(even if Dindorf be right) militates against the deductions

which I have drawn from the clearly relevant evidence.

In order to render my proposition probable I shall have

to embark on a wider discussion, in the course of which

the two fragments in question will take their places as

parts of a larger whole.

It is generally accepted that Sophocles composed a

play entitled the Eris. Nothing whatever is related

with regard to the plot of this alleged play. The only

information supposed to refer to it is contained in three

passages.

A A
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A portion of the Fourteenth Book of Athenaeus
having perished, the original text is replaced by that of

the Epitome, which gives in a way the outlines of the

treatment and incorporates the quotations, but is natur-

ally somewhat jejune. In it we read (646 d) : SocpoxXvji;

"EptSi (codex P, "IptSi)-

iy& 8k TCivwaa y a5 (according to Dindorf codex B
has 7tsivcoa' Syctv) ^P"? frpia (3X£7rco.

That line counts as Fr. 1 of the Eris (Fr. 199).

Hesychius (s.v. efleopo?) has the entry : eftapot; ya.y.o<;,

SoqjoxXSjs "EpioV ^toi &pio<; 5] oXiywpo?* ofi-rco yap Xeyouffi

xocto; avTKppocmv, w? 6 auTO? ev Sxupiai? XP^Tal T<P
sStopia^ew. Nauck points out that Hesychius' doubt
whether eScopo? does not here mean oXfyfopoi; implies that
he read the genitive, y^ou- Thus

cStopoi; yajxou

is taken as the second Fragment of the Eris (Fr. 200).

The Antiatticista (p. 108, 9) has the entry : (iiav

(jliocv <xvtI tou xoctoc fjifocv, 2o<poxX9)(; "EpiSt. This

[xiav (Jtiav

is taken as the third Fragment of the Eris (Fr. 201).

It is scarcely arguable that the first of these three

fragments can come from a tragedy. The unmetrical

iy& 8k Tzzivvtaoc y oc5 is changed by Musurus to iy& 8k

kzw&g' <x5, but the ductus points directly to

lydi 8' S7itvco(; &yav wpo? trpia pXe7tco.

This, with both its anapaest and its absence of caesura,

is a comic senarius, pure and simple. For the bear-

ings of this fact see on Fr. 701 below. The sense too
conveyed is far from tragic : but, in view of the licence

as to topics that occasionally shows itself in tragedy,

it is still more to the point to note the use of the word
t-rpioc*, sweet cakes, which is characteristic of comedy
(Aristophanes, Acharnians, 1. 1092 ; Archippus, Heracles

Gamon, Fr. 4, 1. 1 ; Ephippus, Ephebi, Fr. 1,1.3; Fr. Com.
Anon. 62), and apparently of imv&q (see Suidas, s.v., and
Lucian, V.H. n. 25). One is therefore led to consider,

* The first syllable is long by nature.
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apart from the metre, whether the line could perhaps
come from a Satyric play. No doubt such words could
be put in the mouth of a Satyr, or even of Silenus : but
a serious difficulty arises. If emv&t; be read, neither a
tragic nor a Satyric source is possible ; but, if tzsw&o',

then from the use of the feminine participle it is manifest

that a woman is speaking. That is to say, the words
are actually in the mouth of someone who, if the quota-
tion be from a Satyric play, cannot belong to the clownish

section of the cast, but ought, on the other hand, to be
sustaining at least a dignified, if not altogether a tragic

part. It is extremely hard to suppose that a serious

character in Satyric drama could speak of having her

eyes set on sweet cakes. But personally I think IjitvGi;

so nearly certain that I am inclined to disregard Musurus.

These considerations—and, when we pass outside

the limits of the alleged Eris, they will be reinforced

by considerations of another kind—lead me to suspect

that, if the source of the quotation is not tragic, neither

is it Satyric. Let us look at the subject-matter of the

line itself, But, as for me, my eyes are set ever so eagerly

on sweet cakes. This is just the kind of remark one would

expect from a boy in an Eiresione, Coronisma, or Cheli-

donisma. In the Coronisma (11. 2-3) the singers ask for

?j Xsxo? TCUpUV,

In the Chelidonisma they chant (11. 6-12)

:

TOxXdcOocv ffi wpoxiixXei

ex 7tfovo<; ofocou,

otvou ts Se7ta<7Tpov,

Tuptov ts xavucrrpov'

xal 7tuptov a xs^ l8<5)V

xal XsxiOiTav

oux a7?b>6siTai.

Is it possible that what is commonly called the Eris

was in reality an Eiresione by Sophocles ? My leading

reasons for wishing to make this assumption remain

yet to be stated : for the moment I am concerned only

with the question whether, as an assumption, the assump-

tion is possible. I think it is. We know from Suidas

A a2
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that Sophocles wrote Paeans, and I shall suggest at

the proper point a particular variety of Eiresione that

might with propriety rank also as a Paean. Meanwhile
I will make the assumption which I have mentioned,

and will proceed tentatively on that basis.

The first question that arises is how, if we are dealing

with an Eiresione, can it have Eris as its title ? The answer
seems to me to be that in the three places where alone

the Eris is supposed to be mentioned, it is always in

the dative "EpiSi. In each case I would emend "EpiSi

to'EpiSio). spiSiov, a small fillet of wool, has substantially

the same meaning as etpeaicivvj, which, while literally a
fillet, was in fact a wreath of foliage wound round with a
fillet of wool. It would therefore be a most appropriate

title. At the same time the word is rare enough (see

Liddell and Scott) to make it no matter for surprise

that on all three occasions 'EpiStw should have been
corrupted into "EpiSt, though not by a direct process

of corruption. I should hesitate greatly to suggest

that in three separate places 'EpiSito had, by coinci-

dence, been misread or misunderstood as "EpiSi. But a
little study of the existing text of Hesychius is enough
to show that the names of plays were frequently pre-

sented in an abbreviated form. My contention is thab

in all three places "EpiSi is a wrong expansion of epiS,

which was originally meant to indicate, not "EpiSi, but
'EpiSCtj). The prevalence of such abbreviations is a
subject that has not received sufficient attention.

Let us now turn back to the second and third of the
fragments already mentioned. The second might indeed
occur in almost any context, but nevertheless happens
to strike a note which seems to be a frequent element
in an Eiresione. Side by side with the mention of

e3copo<; yajxou we must set 11. 8-9 of the Homeric Eiresione :

tou toxiSo? 8e yuvT] xaxoc SitppaSa p-^aerat fyxfxiv.

flfjuovoi 8' &E,q\)gi xpaTaforo8e<; he, toSe Sco[za,

and 11. 10-14 of the Coronisma :

QeoL, ysvoiTO iravr' &\iEyLmo<; •/) xoiipT],

xaepveiiv dcvSpa xwvofxac-riv s^siipor

xod t<>) ykpov-zi TOCTpl xoupov eq yelpxi;,

xal (i.7)Tpl xotipyjv he, -roc yowx xaT6ety),

8a>.o<; Tpeipsw yuvcdxx toii; xaortYv^TOt?-
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To the third fragment I attach solid importance.
The expression jiiav jxiav in the distributive sense of

xaira (iiav introduces an idiom which, though in use
in later times (e.g. Suo SiSo eicy]X0ov 7cp6? Ncos el<; ttjv

xi(3cot6v, Genesis, vii. 9), is, except here, totally unknown
in classical Greek ([i.upia [j.up(a, cited by Jannaris from
Aeschylus, Persae, 1. 981, is perhaps, though not neces-

sarily, distributive ; but if it is, then it is a piece of

Persian pigeon-Greek, not out of keeping with the

singular passage in which it occurs,
fj xocl tov IlepiTwv

auxou
|

tov ffiv iuctov TtavT ocpQocXjxov
I

{xupia (xuptoc

7r£(i,7taaTav | Bocnxva>xou toxiS', "AXttkttov * * *, where,
by the way, the metre argues much corruption). On
the face of it, it is so almost inartioulate in its simplicity

that I confidently suppose it to have had its origin in

the prattle of the nursery and do not imagine that

Sophocles can have put it in any mouth save that of a
child, or even in a child's mouth can have employed it

in a drama.
So far as I have now gone, I have advanced arguments,

whatever their weight, which, even apart from the
apparently comic metre of Fr. 199, tend in the direction

that the first and the third of the fragments ascribed to

a play of Sophocles called Eris are not Satyric, and there-

fore not even dramatic, seeing that they are still less

in conformity with the requirements of tragedy. The
first and third fragments carry the second fragment
with them, as it cannot reasonably be doubted but that

all three come from one and the same source. I have
further suggested that all three may well be taken

from an Eiresione, and that the first and third have an
appearance which distinctly favours such an origin. The
question whether an Eiresione can form part of any
of the groups of works attributed by Suidas to Sophocles

I have reserved for discussion later. On the assumption,

for the sake of argument, that it can, I have pointed out

that "EpiSi can readily be emended to 'EpiSitp, and that

'EpiSiov is an excellent title for an Eipeaicov/).

I now leave the three fragments assigned to the so-

called Eris and come to two fragments—the first of them
being one of the pair which necessitate this chapter—which

in my opinion are in reality taken from the same source as
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the three former. They are Frr. 735 and 736. The two
have in common one strange peculiarity, unique as regards

the Sophoclean Fragments. What this peculiarity is will

appear in a moment.
Fr. 735 is preserved by Athenaeus, in whose text

we now read (428 a) : xai SocpoxTa)? ev aaTupixS «pY)ctv &q
apa

to 7rp6<; (3iav 7c£vsiv

foov xaxov 7ts<puxs tu ShJ/tjv fiict.

I suggest for the unmetrical t6 7tpo<; (3iav 7uveiv the reading

to 7rp6? piav 7tteiv, where the aorist would denote a

more transient action as opposed to the state expressed

by Siip^v. But Dindorf reads to tcIvsiv 7rpo<; pfccv, and
this has obtained currency. It is the possibility of this

reading that makes the Fragment vitally important.

Violent emendations have also been attempted.

Fr. 736 comes to us via Hesychius, whose lexicon now
presents (s.v. dcppays? 8(X[ia) the entry : appaye? Sppa*

ou Saxpuov, & TpoTcto cpajjiev xaTeppayir) fxou Saxpuov

ZocpoxXvji; caTUpixqi.

The unique feature is that in neither case is the
name of the drama, expressed to be Satyric, supplied.

The text of Athenaeus has simply 2o<poxXY)<; £v cocTupixtji,

and that of Hesychius SoipoxX^? o-a-rupixtp. So singular is

this peculiarity that editors are agreed as to the presence

of corruption. It is supposed that in each of the two
cases the name of a Satyric play has been omitted by
the copyists. Now words of some slight length are not
readily omitted, and it seems to me distinctly easier to

assume that behind Athenaeus' ZoipoxXvji; ev craTuptxw

lies EotpoxXyjs ev ayupTixw (i.e. that COOOKAHCEN-
ArTPTIKQI was misread as COOOKAHCENCATYPI-
KQI), and behind Hesychius' ZotpoxXyj? aaTupixtjJ lies

ZoqwxXvj? dtyupTixS {i.e. that COOOKAHCATYPTIKQI
was misread COOOKAHCCATYPIKQI). The mistake
would be slightly more facile in the case of Hesychius,
who, following his practice in such cases, omits the prepo-
sition, ev, and thereby places the final C of C04>OKAHC
immediately before ArYPTIKQI, than in that of Athe-
naeus, who, in accordance with his own custom, inserts the
preposition : but in both cases it is extremely natural.
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Now dcyupTtxov is simply a generic name for such
songs as the Eiresione and the Chelidonisma. The
facility of the emendation (JyupnYq) lends considerable

colour to my previous emendation 'EpiSitp. On the
assumption that Sophocles can have written some kind
of Eiresione, for it is still only an assumption, we appear
to be making satisfactory progress.

Let us look at the two fragments with which we are

immediately concerned. Though the former (Fr. 735),

if Satyric, cannot be censured except as inculcating a
sentiment strangely alien to the Satyric stage (for it

is only if, instead of my 7ueiv, we adopt Dindorf's trans-

position, that it flies in the face of the rest of the evidence
collected by me in Chapter vin., presenting a Sophoclean
breach, in Satyric drama, of the law of the pause), yet
in the case of the other fragment (Fr. 736) the expression

dppocyei; 6(X(jia is ultra-tragic or even epic of the more
stilted kind : it has no Satyric flavour.

Thus these two fragments, if considered aright, are

seen to be such that, except on conclusive evidence, a
careful student would hesitate before imputing to them
a Satyric origin. How would they fit in, if we assume
an Eiresione ?

First, let us consult the sense. Fr. 735 would be a
perhaps not unneeded and certainly natural reminder

to donors that the children should not be pressed to

drink, although they collected wine inter alia (see ofoou

te SsraxffTpov, Chelidonisma, 1. 8). Fr. 736, though

there is nothing conclusive about it, might well be an
allusion to the stony eye of some onlooker who looked

so pitiless as to be likely to refuse a contribution.

Secondly, let us take the metre. To glance at Din-

dorf's version of Fr. 735 is to see that it is prima facie

in the prosody of comedy. That version I dare not

neglect. Now, though the trimeters neither of the

Homeric Eiresione nor of the Chelidonisma admit comic

licence, yet I know no reason why the comic or quasi-

comic part of an Eiresione composed by an Athenian

of the best classical period, after the development of

Attic Comedy, should not have been couched in its

natural vehicle, viz. the full comic metre. These remarks

are in any event pertinent : for, even if my 7neiv be
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accepted as against Dindorf's reading, the whole question

of comic metre has already been raised by Fr. 199 and
will again be raised in a moment by Fr. 866.

Fr. 736, on the other hand, though it can be fitted

into a comic trimeter, is, in view of its phraseology,

more probably part of a hexameter. Variation in metre
characterises both the Homeric Eiresione and the Cheli-

donisma, though not the Coronisma, which is composed
throughout in choliambics. The Homeric Eiresione

begins with hexameters, but ends with senarii : the

Chelidonisma also ends with senarii, but begins with
lines which, usually at any rate, take the form of the

end of a hexameter from the middle of the fourth foot

onward. If we are really dealing with an Eiresione, it

seems that Fr. 736 belongs to the earlier and Fr. 735

to the later portion. All the three Fragments that are

ascribed to the Eris would also come in the later portion.

The question whether it is reasonably possible that

Sophocles wrote an Eiresione has already ceased to be
one of merely speculative interest. We have reached the
stage of seeing that the assumption that it is reasonably

possible that he did so would, by permitting us to enter-

tain the further hypothesis that he actually did so, open
an easy door of escape from various difficulties. We
now come to a fragment—one of the two which have
caused me to take up this discussion—that brings the
matter to a head.

That fragment is Fr. 866. Plutarch {Moral. 959 e)
quotes it in the course and as a grammatical part of

a sentence of his own, thus :

tiBomtov Se x^va xa ' Trepitrxepav

ecpstmov oixe-njv te.

oixstw must be read for oixsr/)v, as is proved by Pollux,

who states (in. 82): ol [iivroi ttoitjtocI xal Toi? #XXou?

OLxefoo? oixsTa? <&v6[ia£ov, otou ys xal Tcepiorepocv oixetiv.

At the end of Plutarch's quotation someone, pre-

sumably not Plutarch himself, has inserted the name
EcwpoxWji;, just as we might write, incorporating a quota-
tion : " It is hard to buy

Butter and eggs and a pound of cheese (Calverley)

nowadays." Certainly Plutarch's quotation is not tragic.
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Equally certainly the two comic anapaests swear aloud
at the rest of the evidence accumulated by me (see

Chapter vin, § a) as to the development and history of

the use of comic anapaests in Satyric drama. But how
splendidly the words would suit the comic part (see

on Fr. 735 above) of an Eiresione, if only we dare
assume that it was possible for Sophocles to write such
a thing !

I set great store by this Fragment, even standing by
itself. But in reality it cannot be said to stand by itself.

There exists another and cognate Fragment, which,
while not betraying any comic affinity by its metre, is un-
mistakeably couched in the language of comedy. That
Fragment is Fr. 1122. It is preserved by Athenaeus
(n. 68), who, after speaking of the substantive dcprufxa,

goes on to mention the verb apmia), saying : to 8s p^[xa

xei/rou roxpa ZotpoxAsi"

EY<5) [AocY£ipo<; apTuaw ooipwi;.

The general opinion of editors is that SoipoxXei is a
mistake and that the words come from some comedy:
but I agree with the view, expressed by Headlam and
set forth in Pearson's note on the Fragment, that Athe-

naeus is searching for origines (he quotes also Cratinus

and Eupolis), seeing that the verb is not by any means
rare. xocTocp-nifo even occurs in tragedy (Aeschylus,

Eumenides, 1. 473 ; Sophocles, Antigone, 1. 478, and Oedi-

pus Coloneus, 1. 71 ; Euripides, Fr. 821, 1. 5), though,

naturally, never in a culinary sense. Therefore I refuse

to tamper with Zo<poxXeT. Now both (Septula (which

carries with it dcp-nSto), with the culinary significance,

and {jLayeipoi; have good Satyric authority ; but, even so,

the Fragment, containing both expressions, is absolutely

redolent of comedy. I therefore share the reluctance of

editors, including Pearson, to assign it to even a Satyric

source. Accordingly I suggest that there is a common
explanation of Frr. 866 and 1122. It would be easy to

combine them in some such form as

TiOacrov Se yjiw. xal 7tepKJTepav

iipscmov olxstiv ts <86<; auTot<; toi? 7tT£pot<;

a>(i.oii?.> eye!) (xaysipoi; apriiaw ocq)S<;.
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We are now left directly face to face with the question

whether it is reasonably possible that Sophocles should

have composed an Eiresione, or, in other words, whether
there is any recorded class of compositions by Sophocles

in which an Eiresione can properly have found a place.

I will say at once that there is no such class, except it

be that of his Paeans. Now I suppose that in absolute

strictness no Eiresione can constitute a Paean, and that

only a most exceptional Eiresione could with propriety,

though not in absolute strictness, take rank as such.

But I contend that an Eiresione written in honour of

Apollo Paean to be sung at Delphi itself by the boys of

the Pythian temple on the Shrove Tuesday, so to speak,

immediately before the beginning of the annual qc7roSy)(iCa

of the god (during which the singing of Paeans was
suspended and the shrine was handed over to Dionysus
for three months, while the children were presumably
released from their choir-service and sent to school)

would fully meet the requirements of the case. That
Sophocles should have written such an Eiresione would,
in the absence of positive evidence, be extremely im-
probable : that it is reasonably possible for him to have
done so cannot be denied.

Next, is there any evidence that he did so ? Fr. 1120

seems to me to supply an affirmative answer. St. John
Damascene (Parallela Sacra, Book n, Ch. 13) preserves

the Fragment. Its authenticity is excellently attested,

as the chapter where it occurs is entitled -Kepi dytoY^?
xal TtaiSeia?, as is (see Photius' list of the contents

of Stobaeus) the otherwise lost 31st Ecloge of the

Second Book of Stobaeus' Eclogae, from which Ecloge

the Damascene Father has evidently transcribed the
quotations. His existing text runs thus :

EotpoxXeout; -

CTtsl 7r£7tpaJtTat 7tav t& tou 8eou xaX5<;,

X(0pc5(iev $j8yj, 7rai8e<;, et? ra tuv acxpSv

SiSacrxaXeioc, [xoumxTJi; 7i:ou8eii[iaTa.

7tpocXa(xP«veiv 8s Sei xaO' •Jjfiipav aeC,

gu? av e£tj fiavedcvsw PsXtCovoc. 5

Tialc, 8' &V xax&v [ilv Spav ti 7tpotx' ercfaTaaOai,

ocut&s 7rap' aurou (xavGavcov fiveu tovow
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t-Jjv xpTJCTTa $', ou8' av tov StSaxTOV X<x(}fl,

e(i.vY)(x6veuffsv, dcAXa xexrvjTai jaoXn;.

tocut' o5v <puXa^w[xe8a, xal [i.ox6r)Teov, 10
Si notiSsq, &); av \xy\T aTOXiSeii-rtov fJpoTtov

SoxtojjLsv elvai xa7roSr)[iouvTO<; racTpoc;.

As there is a good deal of corruption, some of it quite
patent, in the passage, I will start by giving what seems
to me a probable approach to the original text. The
emendations which I adopt are, as will appear below,
chiefly those of distinguished scholars, to which I have
ventured to add one or two of my own. No point of

particular importance is involved in any one of the
alterations ; but the facility of the whole indicates

that we are dealing with a genuine, though somewhat
distorted, document of the classical age. I read

e7rel 7rs7tpaxTai 7tav to too 0eou xaXto?,

X<opai(i,ev ^Sv), -kcuBsc,, elc, -rot tuv doq>c5v

SiSaaxaXsia" [ioixjoaj? 7rai§su[j,a y&,p

7tpoaXa[i.(3aveiv Bel xal xa6' f)fispav aei,

Sax; av e^, [Jiav6avsiv (ieXTiova. 5

notic, XSv xaxov jjlsv Spav ti 7rpotx' iniazcf.'za.i,

auTO? 7tap' aiiTou [xavBavcov aveu 7tovou*

toc xp^ffToc 8' ou X&v, ouS' orav (iaxTpov Xajifl,

e(i,VY)[A6veu(jev, aXXa xexxvjTai (xoXt?.

TaGV o5v cpuXa^wjxsaOa, xal (iox67]teov, 10

c& toclSe!;, a>? av [xrjT aTOXiSeoTCov Ppoxcov

Soxwjxsv elvai, xa7roSv)[iouvTOi; 7taTp6? ....

In 11. 3-5 I adopt Meineke's emendations and arrange-

ment, except that I put a stop in 1. 3 before, not after,

{xouawaj?. In 11. 6-8 the emendations are my own,
except that in 1. 6 kma-zoLnoLi and in 1. 8 t4 are long

established corrections, due apparently to Gaisford.

In 1. 12 I follow Nauck in punctuating etc., so as to show
that the sentence is incomplete, the words xa7toSy][xouvTOi;

7raTp6<; being the beginning of a phrase which gram-
matically answers that which opens with w? av (x^t'.

If anyone likes to think that these lines are from a

Satyric drama or even from a tragedy, he is welcome to

his opinion. To my mind they breathe a spirit alien

altogether to that of either stage, and the whole tenor
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of them suggests to me most forcibly that they are part
of the speech of the choragus of a choir of children

released for a protracted period from their liturgical

duties owing to the a7to8v][jdoc (see xdaroSTjjxouvTOi; 7raTp6?

in 1. 12) of the god of the temple to which they have
been attached. The abroSii^a of the Delphic Apollo
figures, though indirectly, in tragedy itself. In the Phoe-

nissae of Euripides it and nothing else can account
for the presence of the Delphic Chorus at Thebes (see

especially 11. 220-225), which has puzzled scholars who
ought to have known better and has led to foolish emenda-
tion. The occasion would be more or less in the nature
of a " breaking up," although with the difference that

the boys now had to begin term at the grammar-school.
Considering the presumable occasion and considering

more particularly the absence of any solemnity and of

any devotional flavour from the lines, I cannot readily

assign them to any known class of composition other

than the Eiresione. Of an Eiresione I take them to

form the incomplete epilogue, an epilogue not indeed
tragic, but sufficiently serious to be couched in tragic

metre. And that this Eiresione was Delphic is strongly

hinted at by the words xa7roSyj(xouvTOi; 7iaTp6i;. In the

word toxtpos I see no kind of difficulty. It would be only
natural, at least in a festivity connected with the temple,

for the children of the choir to refer to Apollo as their
" father." The young Ion in Euripides (Ion, 11. 136-140),

before he has any inkling that Apollo is literally his

father, though of course tragic irony is at work, says :

<J>oi(36<; fioi ysvsTtop tozttip'

tov SoaxovToc ya.p euXoyw.

to 8' dxpeXifxov E[xot

TOXTSpos Svojxa Xeyco

<Poi[3ou tou Kara va6v. 140

I say, then, that this Fragment furnishes evidence,
emphatically far from conclusive, but still evidence,
legitimately available in support of a contention that
Sophocles composed an Eiresione for use at Delphi.
Seeing that it is scarcely credible that he can have written
any Eiresione at all, except one of such a character
that it came to be included among his Paeans, as other-
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wise we should surely find some mention of it as an
outlying work, and seeing further that the cumulative
evidence derived from the other Fragments with which
I have dealt leads us somewhat strongly to desiderate
the existence, as a way of escape from various difficulties,

of some sort of an Eiresione by Sophocles, and seeing
in addition that some of those other Fragments excite,

by the way in which they are introduced in the mss.,
and independently of any question of escaping from
difficulties, at least a sort of suspicion that they may be
taken from an Eiresione, we are entitled to gather all

the clues together and to assert with confidence that the
sum total makes up a case strong enough to merit the
careful consideration of the jury. I am not sure that
I can put it higher than that. As far as my immediate
purposes are concerned, I have no reason for desiring

to do so. As regards the two Fragments (Frr. 735 and
736) I cannot, in face of what I have gathered together
in Chapter vm., accept the metrical evidence of the
latter as it stands, or of the former as it is presented by
Dindorf, as valid for the Satyric drama of Sophocles.

If they are not quotations from an Eiresione by Sophocles,

then I declare unhesitatingly that the former of them
has been put by Dindorf into a form which Sophocles
cannot have permitted, and that the latter of them is

not from the pen of Sophocles at all. From the second
of these conclusions I greatly shrink : but at the same
time they are both of them just as serviceable for my
purposes as is the alternative and, as I surmise, true

conclusion that, however Fr. 735 ought to be read,

Sophocles composed an Eiresione.

This is the point at which to inquire whether there

exists any actual evidence, true or false, to the contrary.

The absence of all mention of an Eiresione from the

extant lists of Sophocles' works does not constitute such

evidence, if, as is a fundamental part of my contention,

we are concerned solely with the question of the existence

of an Eiresione of such a character that it ranked with,

and was numbered among, his Paeans. The existence

of the Paeans is on the record.

Yet in rebuttal of my case it may perhaps be pleaded
that Athenaeus—who has himself preserved for us three of
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the Fragments which I wish to assign to the Eiresione

under discussion, one of which three Fragments (Fr. 199)
is ascribed in his texts to the Eris and therefore cannot
be dissociated from two other Fragments ascribed, though
not by him (for he in no way mentions them), to the Eris

—preserves also, and to some extent discusses, both the
Coronisma and the Chelidonisma (vin 359-360), yet without
a word relating to any Eiresione by Sophocles, although,
if the three Fragments he quotes formed, as I contend,
part of it, he must have been aware of its existence.

To such a rebuttal I would rejoin as follows. Athen-
aeus does not at all concern himself with the subject of

the Eiresione at large. His treatment, which, though
not quite cursory, is parenthetical, is limited to begging-
songs connected with birds, and the occasion for it is

simply and solely the citation of a passage from Ephippus
in which occur the words (Obeliaphori, 11. 12-13)

:

to iioayiov

to Trj<; Jtop(iv7]<; aSpiov 8swcv^o"0[xev.

I no more suggest a bird as figuring in the Delphic than
in the Athenian Eiresione.

That, I submit, is a good rejoinder. I know of no
other objection that I ought to answer. My case, it

must be remembered, is not that it is certain, but that
it is a probabilis opinio, that my thesis is sound. I may
be pardoned, if in my own mind I go a little beyond my
case and look upon the opinio, not merely as probabilis,

but as probabilior.

It now falls to discuss a penultimate Fragment. Fr.
1129 of Sophocles is preserved by Clement of Alexandria
(Stromateis, v. 14, p. 726), and also by Eusebius (Prae-
paratio Evangelica, xiii.688a) who simply repeats Clement.
Clement's text now runs :

SotpoxXvji; Se 6 TpaYCpSo7toi6<;"

ouSe QeoXai—'kiyei—auOaipexa 7tavTa 7t£XovTai

v6o-<pi Ai6<r xeIvoq y«P ^X£l t£Xo<; >]Se xal apxV-

Eusebius concurs, as his text now stands, in presenting
0eo!m. Evidently copyists took X£yei as part of the
hexameter and consequently changed an original 0eoi<;
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into Geoict. The Fragment is universally and rightly

read as

ou8£ Oeolc; aiSaipETa 7ravra 7tsXovt<xi

voacpi Aio?" xstvos y&P &Xsl TiXoc 7)8s xal apx^v.

Nauck denounces the lines as a late and absurd forgery,

on what ground I am unable to perceive. Bergk, on the
other hand, passes them, properly in my opinion, as

containing nothing unworthy of an ancient poet, and
suggests that they may come from a Sophoclean Paean.
So, in a sense, I think they may ; but all extant remains
(and in this connexion the Pindaric papyrus is highly

important) seem to refute the idea that, at least at a
date so late as that of Sophocles, a Paean, technically so

called, could be composed in hexameters. A fragment,
which Cumanudes assigns to Sophocles' Paean to Aescu-

lapius, exists ; and that fragment is not in hexameters.

Philostratus (Vita Apollonii Tyan. in. 17) speaks of

6 Ilaiav 6 tou SocpoxX^ou? 8v 'A0r)V7)oi Tcp 'AaxXyj^iqi

#5ouc»v. The fragment was found in the ruins of the
Asclepieion at Athens. It runs (Cougny's Appendix to

the Anthology, iv. 12)

:

. . .] xoupa TCptwvujAe, |za-

Tsp <iXs£i7ro[vou

. . .] axetpox6(i.a[<; . . .]vapi0(u[. . .

. . .]e[. . .]sue7r[

But, if one particular " Paean " of Sophocles was, in

strictness, an Eiresione, then in that " Paean " we have
a possible locus for the hexameters. And there seems

to be no other possible locus in the recorded works
of Sophocles ; for the Fragment has about it the full

flavour of epic, a flavour vastly unlike that of the choral

hexameters of tragedy. Thus my supposition provides

a way of escape out of yet another difficulty.

This Fragment, like Fr. 736, will take its place in

the first part of the Eridion. It enables us to assert

(of course on the assumption that the Eridion had an
existence) that the first part was couched, like that of

the Homeric Eiresione, in hexameters, not, like that of

the Chelidonisma, in a shorter dactylic measure, and
that consequently Fr. 736 is a portion of a hexameter,
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not of some shorter dactylic verse. Fr. 1129 can very-

well be taken as the extreme end of the first part.

I suggest some such expression as :
" We should like to

stay in the temple the whole year round and never go to
school : but not even the gods can have their way in all

things, save Zeus, in whose hands are beginning and end
alike."

It will not be amiss to examine briefly the probable
conditions of a Delphic Eiresione. An ordinary Eiresione

clearly consisted of quite a short performance, repeated,

as carols now are, from door to door. I have already

in effect postulated something a little more elaborate,

with an epilogue, which—whatever may have been the

case as to the other parts—certainly does not admit of

repetition. It seems natural to infer that neither were
those other parts repeated. At Delphi the conditions

were peculiar. It would have been possible for the

hexametrical exordium, conceivably of some length,

to be sung on a stage or the like in the temple precincts,

and then for the choir, after first saying or singing the
lighter part of the Eiresione, to have trooped in procession

through the temple courts, collecting from worshippers

who had come provided with offerings for the purpose.

Thus all house-to-house visiting, except perhaps (see

Fr. 866) in the case of a few houses close by, and all

repetition may have been avoided. Then the choir

may have returned to the stage and the choragus have
spoken the epilogue. That in brief is my suggestion as

to the order of the ceremonies, so far as I can gather,

generally speaking, the probabilities of the case.

But a somewhat minute investigation of the salient

features shown by the Homeric Eiresione, the Chelidon-

isma, and the Coronisma may perhaps tend in the

direction of greater precision. To start with, there are
four quasi-liturgical formulae characteristic of an Eire-

sione. The first, which admits of a certain fluidity of

expression, is the Pande portam (aural avaxXtvsoQs 0upai,

Homeric Eiresione, 1. 3 ; avoiy' iSvoiye Tav 6upav, Chelidon-

isma, 1. 18 ; S toxi, Oupvjv ayxXivs, Coronisma, 1. 8) : the
second, closely connected with the first, is the Plutus
introibit (nXouTO? yap iasiaw, Homeric Eiresione, 1. 3

;

nXouTo? e'iaeiaw, corrupted into ^xoucrsv, Coronisma, 1. 8
;
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the Chdidonisma substitutes /eXiSovi, 1. 18, not mention-
ing IIXoutoi;) : the third is the Siquid dederis ; sin

minus, non (el |iiv ti Stiffen;
-

el Se (z
-

/), ouj( effTrj^ofiev,

Homeric Eiresione, 1. 15 ; el (isv ti Stiffen;- el 8e jdj, oox

eaffojJi.es, Chelidonisma, 1. 13 ; this feature is absent from
the remains of the Ooronisma, but may have occurred in

the missing portion) : the fourth is the characteristic

Non enim at the beginning of the final line (ou y«P
ffuvo»cr)ffovTes evOdco" ^XOojiev, Homeric Eiresione, 1. 15

;

ou yap yepovrei; etjfjiev, aXXa TOuSia, Chelidonisma, 1. 19 ;

this feature is certainly absent from the Coronisma).

A short table will clearly show which of these four

features the various pieces have in common.

Formulae com- Formulae com- Formulae com- Formulae com-
mon to all three moo to the Ho- mon to the Ho- moil to the C'he-

meric Eiresione meric Eiresione lidonisma and
and the Gheli- and the Coron- the Coronisma

1. Pande portam

2.

3.

donisma only. isma only.

Plutus introibit

only.

sin minus, non
Non enim

t
a

This table serves to show that the Homeric Eiresione

is more basic than either of the other pieces : also it

suggests that the Pande portam was a necessary feature

in any Eiresione. This suggestion is possibly reinforced

by the Attic custom of hanging up the material eiresionae

at the front door. We know singularly little about the

Athenian Eiresione. It was a feature of the Thargelia

and of the Pyanepsia. At the Pyanepsia, at any rate,

a boy brought out an eiresione from the temple of Apollo

and put it in front of the temple door. Other boys had

other eiresionae, whence obtained we do not know, and

sang a song, of which three lines are extant, apparently

the hexametrical beginning of a begging-song :

elpeffitiw] ffiixa cpepet xal 7tiova<; aprou?

xal [iiXi ev xo-cuXfl xal fe'Xaiov a7tou/*)ffaff0ai,

xal xuXix' yju^copov, S7rto<; (xs0uouca xa6eu8fl.

These lines are given by Suidas (s.v. eipeffwov*)) and

in two Aristophanic scholia {Equites, 1. 729, and Plutiis,

B B
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1. 1054). In 1. 2 the scholium on the Equites presents the

variation avai^accaOou. In 1. 3 Suidas gives etf^copov

6tz<ac, [isOiSoudoc xa0sii&Y)i;, while both the scholia have
sfl^oapov w? av (i.e8uoucra xa0e6SY). The correction y|iS£a>pov

is easy : w? &v would require an imperative sense.

I cannot understand the feminine, if we read x<x8eiS8fl<;.

With xocOsiSSfl, [xsOiioutra relates to eipsoitivv), jocosely

personified, there being no bird to personify.

That there was a collection of alms at the Athenian
Eiresione is sufficiently proved not only by the general

Greek practice, but also by the fact that according to

tradition this particular Eiresione commemorated a
collection once made on the occasion of a famine.

We may postulate, on the strength of the table given
above, that at Delphi there was a more or less ceremonial

opening, for an eiresione to be brought in, of the doors of

at least one house, possibly that of a priest, and, en the

strength of the Athenian custom, that the proceedings

began with the appearance, from the interior of the

temple, of one boy in particular, bearing an eiresione,

which he fixed to the temple door. Also, seeing that

ex hypothesi we are dealing with an Eiresione that,

like the Homeric, is partly hexametrical, we may with
considerable probability infer the presence of a Plutus

introibit, of a Siquid dederis ; sin minus, non, and of a
Non enim. Further, the Homeric affinity suggests that

the last two of these features should be coupled together,

as in the Homeric piece, not separated, as in the Cheli-

donisma.

Next we come to the features, other than formulae,

common to the three pieces, or to two of them.
Both in the Homeric Eiresione and in the Cheli-

donisma, as we have already seen, the metre changes,

whereas in the Coronisma it remains constant. I need
only observe that it is doubtful whether the Homeric
piece ever contained any senarii, except the final couplet,

whereas the Eridion appears to exhibit, like the Chelidon-

isma, a developed non-dactylic second portion, so that

the senarii may well express subject-matter which in the

Homeric piece is expressed in hexameters, as indeed is the

case with the senarii of the Chelidonisma. The addition

of an epilogue is a further development, which necessitates
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that the Siquid dederis ; sin minus, non and the Non
enim should not form part of it, but should precede it.

As regards the subject-matter itself, other than those
parts of it which are enshrined in formulae, all three
pieces agree in including an invocation of blessings on
donors (though this in the Chelidonisma, 1. 17, is reduced
to its bare minimum) and a mention of specific articles

asked for. In the Homeric piece that is the order of
the two topics : in the other two pieces that order is

reversed. Both in the Homeric piece and in the Chelid-

onisma (the Coronisma, with its uniform metre, does not
come into the question) the specification of articles is

dactylic, and the surviving fragment of the Athenian
Eiresione, which, though not expressly mendicant in

language, consists of a list of articles, is, like its Homeric
analogue, in hexameters. On the other hand the lines

attributed by me to the Eridion, which specify articles,

belong, as we have seen, if they be rightly attributed,

to a series of comic senarii. This circumstance seems
quite natural as a consequence of the development of

the iambic element. I am inclined to think, with regard

to order, that Sophocles elected to follow the Homeric
tradition.

Another and minor question of order arises. In what
sequence are we to arrange the specificatory fragments ?

Perhaps a little light may be obtained from the other

three pieces and from the Athenian fragment. In the

Homeric piece, the whole of the specification, except

the opening words, has vanished in a lacuna, and the

opening words themselves have been corrupted. We
now read (11. 11-13)

:

veufiou toi, vsujjtai eviatiffio?, ciaxe j^sXiSwv

e<yrY]x' ev irpoOiipoii; ipiXv) toSoci;
- aXXa cpep' altya

7t£paoa x(ji 'AtcoXXwvi yui*ti^oi5 • • •

Comparing the Coronisma (11. 1-2)

eaOXol xopcovyj ylSpcc 7vpoo8oTS xpi8ewv

Tfl 7C0tlSl t«7toXXcovos,

we ought, I suppose, to read the lost line as

7tepc-ixw 'A7toXX<ovo<; ayuiTjTao OuyocTpi.

BB 2
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The adjectival masculine and feminine dual, 7tepmxco,

not the substantival feminine dual, Kzpaw.oi, appears to

be demanded by the ductus litterarum. Possibly the

next line began with the substantive ^kme. That is

all that is left of the Homeric list of articles.

In the Athenian Eiresione the order is figs, loaves,

honey, oil, wine ; in the Chelidonisma a cake of pressed

figs, wine, cheese, wheat, pulse-bread ; in the Coronisma
barley, wheat, a loaf, a half-obol, salt, a honeycomb.

In the Eridion we have an express mention of sweet-

cakes (Fr. 199), which are similar to the fig-cake of the

Chelidonisma, and a reference to wine (Fr. 735), which
is an item in the Athenian Eiresione and in the Chelid-

onisma. The sweet-cakes show us, I think, that it

is a case of a list resembling in general character the

other extant lists. I am inclined to put the wine, as in

the Athenian Eiresione, at the extreme end, partly because
that is the best place for the warning against treating,

which seems to be conveyed, and partly because the words
used have somewhat the appearance of an intentional

counterblast to the rather disgraceful last line of the

Athenian fragment. Seeing that the wine was not to

be drunk on the spot, as it was in the case of the Athenian
Eiresione and of the Chelidonisma, it could scarcely be
asked for, as in those cases, in a x<iXi£ or in a 8s7ua<TTpov.

This consideration appears to suggest, in view of the

fact that bulky articles can with convenience be handled
only one at a time, that rxiav [xCav (Fr. 201) qualifies

some such substantive as xoa? (a yp\j$ contained about
six pints and is sometimes feminine).

It would probably be wrong to introduce the

goose and the pigeon (Fr. 866) between the sweet-cakes

and the wine. The two latter belong to a, so to speak,

recognised category which rather strangely refuses to

admit any kind of flesh-meat. I suppose that the
omission is due to the comparative poverty of the persons
usually asked for alms in such songs as those with which
we are dealing, though of course flesh-meat was not
much eaten in classical Greece. At a wealthy place,

like Delphi, it would be fully reasonable to ask for at

least geese and pigeons in addition to cakes, cheese,

and so forth. Moreover the Dionysiac interregnum at
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Delphi extended roughly from All Saints to Candlemas,
so that our begging-song was sung just about a month
after Michaelmas, the very time when spring geese are
at their best for eating. We may take it, then, that
these more solid articles, with perhaps others like them,
headed the list. Hence we obtain the order, a goose,

a pigeon, sweet-cakes, wine.

Yet one Fragment remains, Fr. 844. It, like Fr.
866, is presented by Plutarch, but in two parts. In one
place (iv. 99 a) he writes : 6ti yotp -rotaon; ^pa^eta tk;

7uape(X7tCnTei t6x?)j tx. §e izXelatx xal fxeyiaTa t&v epYcav

al tiyyca auvTsXouai Si' auTWv, xal o5to<; uTroSeS^Xtoxs'

(3aV eic, 6S6v Sv) ita? 6 ^eipaiva^ Xeax;,

ofc tt)v Ato? YopYW7tiv 'Epyavqv CTa-roii;

Xixvoiai 7rpoCTTps7tea8e.

Plutarch on this occasion mentions no author's name :

neither does Clement of Alexandria, who also quotes
(Protreptica, 78 p) this part of the Fragment, taking it

perhaps from Plutarch, but giving, as his text now stands,

spyoctcv)v (v. 11. spyamv and IpyaTtv) for 'EpYavvjv, craTOtai

for cvoltoIc;, Xixvoi? for Xixvoiai, and 7cpoTps7tea0s for

7rpo(7TpeTCea0s. In another place (v. 802 b) Plutarch says

:

tt)v' y*P 'EpyavTiv oOroi fi6vov 0epa7teiioucjw, &c, <p7j(Ti

ZocpoxXyji;, ol 7rap
J

axfiovi tutcocSi Papeia xal izkr^od^

umxxououcrav fiXnjv (ftj/u^ov Stjjxioupyouvte?. Thomas Gataker
saw that this semi-quotation has every appearance of

fixing the before-mentioned quotation as coming from
Sophocles, and also of adding some words to it. He
merely continued after 7tpoaYpe7re<j0s with

<xal> roxp' axjiow

TUTraSt (Bapsta ....

But with fair safety we can go further, reading with

Hermann (except that I adopt, instead of his xal x67toi<;,

Blaydes' 7rXy)Y[i.aaiv 0')

:

(3aV ei<; 6S6v £»] 7ra<; 6 ^eipaiva^ Xeco?,

ot ttjv Aio? Y°PY^7Ttv 'EpYavvjv axa-roii;

Xixvotai 7tpo<7Tpe7rec70e, ttjv reap' axjxovt

TU7taSi papsia TzKyiy[i.a.aii) 0' u7cyjxoov

a\pu/ov (5X7]v S7)[i,ioupYOuvTS<; /epotv, 5
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Now it is hard to see how either in a tragedy or in a
Satyric drama, given Greek limitations, a crowd of men
can be told to go into a road : the Chorus can scarcely

be the object of an address so worded. Moreover some
of the terminology, though classical, cannot be called

dramatic. On these matters, however, I will not dwell.

The noticeable point is that the festival at which Athene
Ergane was worshipped by smiths (11. 1-3), viz. the

Chalceia, was celebrated at Athens on the last day of

the Attic month Pyanepsion, which corresponded with

the Delphic month Heraeus, the last day of which
was also the last day of Apollo's sojourn at Delphi,

the a7uoSYi(iia beginning with the day following. The
worship of Athene Ergane, though it started at Athens,

spread widely (see Pausanias, i. 24, 3). Hence it would
be the most natural thing in the world to find the Chalceia

kept by smiths at Delphi on the very day on which the

choir-boys held their Eiresione. I therefore seem to

myself to solve another difficulty by taking Fr. 844 as

part of the Epilogue of the Eridion. It is clear that the

choir-boys would not have been dismissed until the litur-

gical service of the day was finished. By that time any
ceremonies of the Chalceia that kept the smiths outside

the Pythian precincts would doubtless have been com-
pleted. They would presumably have come from what-
ever shrine they had been frequenting, perhaps that of

Athene Pronaos, into the main block of buildings. It is

they from whom the boys would have more especially

collected. And it seems to follow, seeing that, when the

boys went away, the temple was presumably closed to the

general public, that it would be proper for the Epilogue
to contain a passage in which the smiths received their
" Ite, missa est." On these grounds I put this Fragment
in the Epilogue, a little after Fr. 1120. I do not think
it fanciful to find in Fr. 1120 and in Fr. 844 the same
extremely peculiar and quasi-tragic, yet not tragic, style.

I will now conclude by presenting, so far as I am able,

the plan of the Eridion, with the fragments fitted into

suitable places, premising only that I rather think that

e(5copo<; yajiou points to tragic, not comic, senarii in the
Benediction of Donors, and that, in view of the presumably
special circumstances, I have changed the individualistic
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formula el (xsv ti 8wctsi<;, suitable to house-to-house
visitation, into the plural.

SO^OKAEOYS IIAIANE2
EPIAION
'Ayupnxov.

The stage is a level place in front of the temple at Delphi.
Enter from interior of temple a Choir of Boys, bearing

eiresionae, one of which the Choragus affixes to the exterior

of the temple door. They then take up their positions on
the stage.

I.

PROLOGUE.
In Hexameters.

The full Choir sings.

(a)

Preface.

<"We stand here facing the dwelling-places of the

ministers of this temple, folk of wealth and power, and u- 1-2

facing also a multitude of worshippers, especially the

smiths, whose festival falls on this day.">,

(*)

Pande portam

< aural avaxXiveci9e 66pai-> S,°«
1 3

The doors of the ministers' houses open.

ifi)

Plutus introibit

<nXouxo? yap eceicriv.> g"-*J
(d)

Rebuke to hard-hearted and discontented persons.

V *F *F

appayei; (S[A{i.a. Jr. 736

* * *

<" Dont' be sour : be more contented. Why, we should Pro^lein

ourselves like to stay here always and never go to school

;

but">
ouSs 6eoi<; auGaipsTa reavm TceXovrai jy.iui

votjcpi Aio<; -
xsivo<; y«P ^Xtl t^ ? f)Ss xcd apx^v.
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Fr.MO
Cf. Homeric
Eiresione,

11. 8-10, and
Coronisma,
11. 10-14

Fr. 866

Fr. 1122

Ft. 199

Fr.201.
Perhaps said of

wine-jars

Fr. 735. Warn-
ing against
making the
boys drink

See Homeric
Eiresione', 1. 14,
and Chelidon-

uma, 1, 13

Bee Homeric
Eiresione, 1. 15,

and Chelidon-
isma, 1. 19

II.

EXHORTATION TO ALMSGIVING.
In Senarii.

The Choragus speaks.

(a)

Benediction of Donors.

The Senarii are perhaps Tragic.

* * *

* * *

(*)

Specification of Articles required.

The Senarii are Comic.

(Other Choristers, as well as the Choragus. perhaps speak.)

* * *

TtGaaov Ss x*iva xa ' Ttspierxepav

etpe<mov olxsxw te <86<; aii-roTi; toi? 7tT£pot<;

a)[xoiii;.> eyo> (juxyeipo? ap-niaci) cocpeJ*;.

* * *

if&> 8' eTcivco? ayav Tipo? 'ixpia. pXsTrco.

* * *

[i.iav fitav

* * *

to Tzpbt; (Jiav mzlv
icrov xaxov 7rsepuxe tw Sujjvjv (iiqc.

(*)

Siquid dederis ; sin minus, non.

<ei (jlsv ti SaxTST'" et Se (x^, ou SocxpiSaojiev'

>

(d)

iVore enim.

<ou yap 7rev7)TSiiovTei; evOaS' e<rra(Jiev.>

The boys then leave the stage and enter the houses of

the ministers, coming out again with offerings, and after-

wards proceed to collect from the worshippers in the temple-

courts. This done, they return with the results of their

collection, which others probably assist them in carrying,

to the stage.
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III.

EPILOGUE.
In Tragic Senarii.

The Choragus addresses the Choir.

ItzsI nE7rpaxTai 7rav to Tou 8soo xaXw?, Fr, 1120

^wptojAev
$fi-q, 7tatSec, ei<; toc tcSv crocpwv

SiSocffxaXeia' [xouaixyji; TtatSsupioc yap

7tpoaX«fiPavew Set xai xa8' rjjxepav ast,

2<o<; av e^fj, fjiavBavew PeX-uova. 5

tocis Xcov xaxov (/,ev Spocv Tt npolx.' hdaTCLxxt,

au-roe 7tap' auTOu (xavOavcov aveu tovou*

Ta xP^I^tA S' oii Xwv, ouS' 8-rav pdforrpov Xa(3y],

£[i,v7][i.6vsuCT£v, aXXa xexnqTai [ioKic,.

Taur' o5v <puXai;a>[Asc6a, xal (xox87)teov, 10

& 7tatSsi;, <o<; av [17Jt' aTOxiSsiiTcav (Jporcov

Soxufiev slvat, xa7coSy)(xoi3vTO!; raxTpo*;

* * *

He turns to the smiths.

Pat' si? 6S6v Syj 7ta<; 6 ^eipwva^ Xsgos, i?r. s«
oS tvjv A161; YOPY"7717 'EpydcvKjv cttoctoii;

Xtavoiai. TrpoCT-pETtsaGs, tt)v 7tap' axfxovi

tuto&Si (3apeia TrXifJY^affw 6' u7r/)xoov

a^u/ov (jXtjv S7]f/.ioupYoi3vTS<; xcP°^v> ^

* * *

5PAe Choir then leave the stage, and passing out of the

temple-precincts, betake thenselves with their belongings to

the Delphic grammar-school, into which they enter.

Such, if any, is all the light that I at least am able

to shed on a singularly difficult problem. To myself

my results seem reasonable ; but I know well that I

have been pursuing treacherous clues and that not every

X^v is TiSocaoi;.
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CHAPTER XIV.

COS.

Cur tantam difiuderit imia

Oblivionem sensibus ? Horace.

A.

That a Fragment of the "Yppt? invites a somewhat lengthy

discussion.

As the second Fragment of the "Tppt? (Fr. 671) presents

a group of words which may alternatively be scanned
either as senarian, but with a comic anapaest in the

fourth foot, though emendation would be easy, or else as

lyric, and as the first Fragment of the "Y^pi? (Fr. 670)
is in the existing text of Stobaeus, though in a manner
which amounts to a solecism, styled Satyric, it is desirable

that I should inquire into the true nature of the "Y|3pi<;.

For reasons that will not become evident until a
late stage of my argument, it is necessary that, as a
preliminary, I should deal with Tuptb (3' , and that I cannot
do without first separating Tupcb (3' from Tup& a'. More-
over, the consideration of Tup<5> (S' will be seen to involve

some consideration of the Mocvtsk; also.

To elucidate the problems that present themselves
I have to cover a wide ground and to seek information
from other than Sophoclean sources. The inquiry in

consequence will not be simple or short.

B.

That a lengthy discussion is justifiable.

It may seem, though not to a seeker after knowledge,
that a complicated argument, extending to many pages,

is not justified by a single Fragment of little, save metrical,

importance. But any who so think may be conciliated,

if it turn out that the argument is in itself interesting.

Not only is the argument I propose to develop inter-

esting, so far as I am able to judge, to a high degree,
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but in addition it appears to involve in its direct course
and not by way of digression the solution of textual
problems in Aeschylus of the first magnitude and in
Euripides of similar, though less celebrated, difficulties.

Also it, equally directly, includes the enunciation of a
canon of primary importance with regard to Stobaeus.
Lastly, it correlates in a striking manner some of the
hitherto disjecta membra of Aesculapian mythology.

From any point of view, then, the discussion is

justified. But I confess that the clear presentation of

the argument taxes to the utmost such power of lucid
exposition as I may happen to possess, and I could almost
wish that the task were in other hands than mine.

C.

That Sophocles composed a Tupu, otherwise called UekixQ,

dealing with the Tyro-Sidero-Pelias legend.

It is certain from Aristotle (Poetics, 16, 1454 b), from
Pollux (iv. 141), and from a scholium on Aristophanes'

Lysistrata (1. 138) that Sophocles wrote a play concern-

ing Tyro, daughter of Salmoneus, and her sons, Neleus
and Pelias, and that the play in question dealt, not with
the birth of those sons, but with their avayvwpLaii; and
with the ill-treatment of Tyro by Sidero. Almost neces-

sarily it must have included the slaying of Sidero. I do
not bring into account a certain Fragment of Menander
(Epitr. 11. 108-116), as I have argued (Ch. vm.) that that

Fragment refers, not to any play by Sophocles, but
t
to

a Neleus by Pratinas.

It is equally certain that a play by Sophocles was
sometimes at least called the Pelias. Erotian (Gloss.

Hippocr. 108, 6) introduces Fr. 648 of Sophocles thus :

rauSsiav vuv tvjv TcatSoTpocptav 66ev xal ZocpoxAvj? ev

IlsXiq: (p7)(ji"

Xsuxov auTTjv £8' (68' Welcker for 88' of codices)

e7cai8suasv ya.\a..

As a play dealing with the birth of Neleus and Pelias

cannot well have been termed the Pelias and as the

complexion of Tyro only became a matter of dramatic

importance when she was disfigured by Sidero's ill-treat-
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ment, we may confidently identify this Pelias with the

drama spoken of above.

That this drama was also known as the Tyro is

sufficiently proved by the fact that Aelian (Nat. An.
xi. 18) quotes, as from the Tyro of Sophocles, a passage

(Fr. 659) in which Tyro laments the cutting off of her hair.

Further Fr. 658, which is ascribed to Sophocles with-

out mention of the particular play, obviously belongs to

the same drama.
A number of other Fragments are attributed to the

Tyro ; but none of them bear patently on their face clear

indications of the plot to which they relate. Since

Sophocles is known, as will appear, to have written both

a first and a second Tyro, this fact is of importance.

D.

That Sophocles wrote both a Tupch a' and a Tupa> (J'.

Four Fragments (Frr. 653, 654, 655, and 656), the

last of them known to us only as regards its metre, not

as regards its words, are expressly assigned to Tup& (J'

or Tup<5) Ssut^pk. From this it follows that there was
also a Tupct) a'.

E.

That no Fragment is expressly attributed- to Topea a', and
that consequently one cannot attempt by direct inspection to

determine the subject-matter of that play.

As none of the Fragments simply labelled TopcS,

without distinction of a' and p', belong obviously or prima
facie to a play with a plot different from that of the
Pelias, it is a matter of at least momentary embarrass-
ment to find that we cannot have recourse for information

to so much as a single Fragment labelled Tupch a'. No
such Fragment has been preserved.

But editors, by a process of what I must call garbling

rather than emendation, have foisted in the attribution

on three occasions.

In the case of Fr. 650 of Sophocles, Hesychius pre-

sents {s.v. 0eav}) v9joro<;) : BeavJ) vvjco:;"
f]

ex 6sou, 0eia -

EotpoxXrjs Tupofac 'Poitou. We should read : 0eavu-ro<; v6aoq w

j] ex 0sou, 0s£or EocpoxXyj? TupsEoc 'Poitou. Over 0socvutoi;

had, I think, been written avr), meant as a correction
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into avYJvuTo?, but misunderstood as a correction into 6eav^.

TJ'he reference is plainly to a Paean, Tupsioc 'Pofoou, dealing

with the attempted rape of Atalanta by 'Poixos or 'Poito?,

the &ppovoc 'Poixov of Callimachus (Hymn to Artemis, 1. 221).

I do not mean that Tupeuew, struere, or Tupeia (xaTaaxEUY))

was used by Sophocles himself, ©eavuro? is Doric for

Ge^vuTO? (compare GeTfjXocro!;). Soping rightly restored

voco? : but editors insist on Tupot a', leaving 'Poitou out

in the cold. When they come to Hesychius, they usually

assume an imaginary morass of corruption. Perhaps
the similarity of Tupsiqc to Tupot accounts for the other-

wise superflous precision of Aelian, who cites Fr. 659 as

occurring lv xyj Tupoi t<j> Spajxa-ri.

In the cases of Frr. 651 and 652, we find Hesychius
presenting (Fr. 651, s.v. e'x6i[x.a) : E'x6i(xa' [i.iar)[AaTa'

2o<poxX9]<; Tupavvoii;, and (Fr. 652, s.v. xap7rofiav^<;)

:

xap7ro(Aav^?* sic, xopov l£uPpi£oucrtr EotpoxXvji; TupiXaw.

The key to the right reading in both passages is at once

furnished by TupiXaw. It stands for Tupot 'AXco, an ab-

breviation of Tupoi 'AXau&i, Tyro Threshing. The refer-

ence is to the captivity of the daughter of Salmoneus.

Similarly Tupawoi? stands for Tup ' AXivou<7, an abbrevia-

tion of Tupot 'AXwouoy). For aXivsiv compare Fr. 995

of Sophocles, where aXivouoiv is interpreted by Photius

(Lexicon, s.v.) as Xs7i:tuvou<ji, and for Xs7t-ruveiv, in the

sense to thresh, see the Palatine Anthology, ix. 21, 1. 6.

'AXcoiSi and 'AXwoucry) are manifestly from the same
root. Thus both these Fragments are seen to refer to

the captivity of Tyro, and there is nothing to show
whether they are from Tupw of or Tupaj {}', so that they

furnish no evidence whatever as to the subject-matter

of Tupa> a.', unless, indeed, it can be shown that Tup& p'

did not deal with that legend. But in both cases editors

read Tupot a'.

Thus we see that we are debarred from direct in-

spection. But it may be that the attributions to Tup<5> p'

will help us.

F.

That information may be gathered from the attributions of

Fragments expressly ascribed to Tupw (}'.

The Fragments expressly attributed to Tupci> (3' are

three in number (Frr. 653, 654, and 655), while a reference
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to metre, without any quotation of words, which ranks

as a Fragment (Fr. 656), is equally express as regards

attribution. From the mentions of the first and of

the last of these four Fragments we leam little ; but

from those of the second we can, in spite of corruption,

gather useful information, and the mentions of the third

are, taken in combination, df prime importance.

(a) Fr. 653 is presented thus. Stobaeus (Fl. 109, 2)

writes : SocpoxXeou? Tupou? (3' (so codices M andA ; codex S
omits TupoO?)"

(XY) OTZSZpS TCoXXot? TOV TOXpOVTOC Sa{(jiova*

aiyw(xevo? ya.p sail 6p7]vsic0ai 7rps7ttov (so codex B ;

codices S, M, and A give 7rps7rov).

Nothing save the existence of a Tup& (3' emerges.

(6) Fr. 654 is presented thus. In Aristophanes' Aves
1. 275 is a trochaic tetrameter and runs :

vv) At' erepoi; StJtoc jtoSto? e^eSpov xp°av * e'x^v.

On this Hne there is a scholium : sx ttj? Eo<pox>ioo? SeuTepoc?

Tupou? apxTT

ti? 8pvi? oStoi; e^eSpov X^Pa^ ^'xtov j

For ex tvj? SocpoxXeou? SeuTepa? Tupou? apx^ codes; V
substitutes ex too SoepoxAeoix; apx^ Codex Vaticanus 2226
gives the same Fragment, as contained in Herodian's
Philetaerus, in a more instructive, though in a corrupted

form, thus : e^eSpos 6 (xiootovyjpo!;"

xal (i.7) stTTW tic oav el? ^pag e^eSpov X"Pav ^X<ov >

Eo<poxXYJ<; aaT<ipoi<;. The vulgate of Herodian is muti-
lated and has only (p. 435) : ^sSpo?

xal (i.Y) eoTtt 7rw? a)v el? v)[jwc? e^eSpov X"Pav

sv aaxiipoK;. Putting together the Philetaerus, the
scholium, and the metre of the line from the Aves, we
can hardly avoid reading :

xav (iiejw ti? Spvig "Hpag l^eSpov X"Pav ^Xwv *

* Restored from Suidas (s.v. ?|«5poj) for x&Pav of codices.
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Had editors remembered their x&y£ ofxrox!;, they would
have seen that e^eSpo? 6 fiio-cmovyjpo? is a simple mis-

writing of s^eSpo? 6fx. x' 6 7rovY)pO!;, i.e. ^eSpo? o^oitoi; xai

6 TCovTjpoi;. The trochaic tetrameter shows that «.pxh
in the scholium cannot mean the beginning of Tupw p'.

The word seems to conceal an alternative title. I shall

in due course suggest that the true reading is "Apyr)?.

The corruption in the Philetaerus of Tupot into CTocTiipoi?

is interesting. L. Cohn is rash in conjecturing (3a: (i.e.

Seu-repa;) Tupot : one may no doubt find sporadic

oddities of almost all kinds, but a', fi', y', etc., when used

as ordinals, habitually deny themselves the luxury of

a declensional termination. The startling introduction

of a peacock will be of assistance to us at a later stage.

(c) Fr. 655 is presented thus. Photius writes (Lexicon,

s.v. |pp7)vopooxo?) : spp7)vopoo"xo<; - 6 7tpopaTopoax6<;, sv

Tupot p' EocpoxAsou?" 'tffw? daro tou aprjv. The Etymo-
logicum Magnum gives (s.v. sppijvopooxoi;) : sppTjvopotTxoi;*

6 7rpo(3aTopoax6i;, sv Tupot p' SoipoxXTJ?. But Hesychius

(s.v. apvjvo(3oox6?) has the enormously important entry

:

<xp7)vopoax6(;' 7tpopaTopocxo?, 2o<poxX9)s Tupoixca* ypicpeTO.1

8s epp7)vopoaxo<;, Stoc ts tou s xal tcov 8uo p. Hesychius'

Tupoixto ought to stand for Tupot KS. I believe that

it does, and I shall argue later that the acceptance of

Ku? as the leading character in the play called

Tupch p' not only solves the problem of this particular

drama, but also sheds much light on other matters.

(d) Fr. 656, a Fragment without words, comes into

being thus. A scholium on 1. 130 of Aeschylus' Pro-

metheus Vinctus, speaking of the metre of that line,

H,7]8ev q>c>p7)07J<;" ipiAia yap ^Ss t<x£i<;,

says : sxpSvto Ss auTot? oux sv toxvtI iotzc^, aXX' sv toi?

0pyjvr)Ttxot(;, <o? xal Eo^oxXtj? Tupoi p' (so codex M

;

codices R and V TTjpot without p'). From this we learn

no more than from Fr. 653.

The sum of our information under this heading is

that Tupci p' was apparently also known as Tupca K5?
and probably by a third name, perhaps "Apy/]. which

has been corrupted into 'Apxyj-
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G.

That Tup<5) (3' is not a second edition of Tupti) a'.

We have seen that in no extant ascription is Tup& a'

actually so described, but on the other hand Tup<5> (3' is

called Tup& (3' in no less than five attributions, relating

altogether to four Fragments. This latter fact especially

is inconsistent with any theory of two editions. In the

case of two editions, the second gains the chief currency,

while the first tends to pass into oblivion. It would be
abnormal to distinguish quotations from the second

edition by the addition of (3' to the title : quotations from
the first edition on the other hand would naturally be
described as from play a' . But in fact it is rare to find a
Greek author issuing two editions of the same play.

The most obvious examples are Aristophanes' Nvbes,

Pax, and Plutus. It seems fairly certain that our Nvhes
is the second, not the first, edition : yet Athenaeus
(iv. 171 c), quoting 11. 1196-1200, of the existing text,

attributes the passage to NecpeXai a' , introducing it with
the words a>? 'ApKnwpavTji; sv 7rpoTEpoi<; NeipeXai? 8ia

Toiirwv. This is the only place where the two editions

are differentiated in any way. It seems that Athenaeus
mistakenly thought that his quotation came from the

other edition. His expression thus falls into line with
my a priori generalisation. As for the Pax, we know
from the Argument that the didascaliae mentioned a
s-ixpoc Eip-yjvy), that Eratosthenes doubted whether
Aristophanes -t"}]v ixut7]v avsSiSa^ev tj eiipav xa67Jxev, ^ti?

ou cco^sToa, that Crates spoke of something as occurring

in the Acharnians, or Babylonians, ^ ev t^ ei;£pa

EtpYjvy), and that fragments, forming no part of the
accompanying text, were in existence. Four, or perhaps
five, such fragments are still on record, but in no case

are the two editions differentiated either as a' and (J',

or otherwise. Probably our existing Pax is Eip^vT) (3' *

:

but we have seen that Eratosthenes thought it to be
either the only ElpyjvY], or else Eip^wj a'. Consequently,
the whole matter being obscure, neither Eip^vvj a! nor
ELpVjvY) P' would have been a serviceable expression.

•J) Sx^pa Eip7)VT) was all that could properly be said. The
* See Appendix to Introductory Chapters, p. 567.
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case of the Plutus is fortunately far more illuminative.

Here our facts are clear-cut. ITXouto? a' was produced
in Olympiad xcn. 4, IIXouto? {}', our Plutus, in Olympiad
xcvil. 4. Now IlXouTO? |3' is described indeed as Seteepoi;

in a scholium on IIXoutcx; [}' itself (1. 173), but only in a
passage which distinguishes the two plays one from the

other and gives details of date : no such expression occurs
elsewhere. On the other hand xocl sv IlXoiiT<i> Tcptorto serves

to introduce a casual quotation in a scholium on the
Banae (1. 1125). Had the quotation happened to have
been from the later Plutus, we may be fairly sure that

the scholiast would have merely written xai sv IlXoriircp.

Conversely, the second Thesmophoriazusae of Aristo-

phanes is no less than six times expressly so described.

The descriptions are these :

toc? SsuTepa? ©sfffxotpopia^oiiaai; (Athenaeus, i. 29 a),

and 'Api(TT09av7)<; ©eaaocpopia^otStrai? (3' (scholium on Plato,

p. 370, Photius and Suidas, both of them s.v. Xiixo?

EX<xvev and also s.v. Xaxwvi^ew). Once the description,

accounted for by the fact that it comes in a scholium on
©sajjioepopiaCoucrou a', is sv tcfic, sirspoui; ©safAocpopia^ouaaK;

(scholium on Thesmophoriazusae, 1. 299). Once, by
obvious error, it is ev §s tou? 7rpo-repcu<; ©eajzocpopia-

^oiican; (Hephaestion, p. 73). We must remember that

the two plays called Thesmophoriazusae were not two
editions of one play, but entirely distinct dramas.

Similarly each of two distinct plays of Aristophanes

bore the name ApajjuxTa : but, as one of them was also

called KevTocupoi; and the other NiofJoi;, no extant passage

presents any such terminology as Ap«(xaTa a' or Apa^a-ra p'

.

To turn to tragedy, we find, besides the title Tyro,

three titles, Athamas, Phineus, and Thyestes covering,

each of them, two plays by Sophocles. 'A0o:[j.a? a' is

so described once, 'AOafxa? (3' twice. To my mind this

indicates that the two Athamantes are distinct plays.

There is no evidence to the contrary, and on another

ground Pearson comes to the same conclusion. Oiveu? a'

is so described once, OweCx; (3' never, unless we resort

to dangerous emendation. Hesychius has the entry

(from which comes Fr. 708 in the Phineus) : axaXxeura

Tp^vrava -
toc Opiiyia 7tupsia

-
EctpoxXvj? Oyjvsi [3co. This

Oyjvst p« is temerariously read as <Dwsi SeuTepw. Owsi is

c c
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doubtless correct, but p<p for
fj'

gives one pause. fico is

short for ptd(i[q>, a suppliant : Phineus was cured of

his blindness by 'Aoxkrpnoi; (Fr. 710). Hesychius has
another entry (from which comes Fr. 709 in the

Phineus) : ap-riifioctn
- toi? 7ipo<; tt)v 6uaiav suTpe7u£o|xevol<;•

Eo<poxX% OtjxeL Over the end of Oijxsi is written the

letter to. Schow alters to Oivet (3cp. But the writer

of the co simply meant to change a vox nihili into the

dative of <pifi,6?, a muzzle. We can gather next to

nothing from the Phineus. ©uscro]? «' is once cited as

such, 0us(TT7)S P' or ©usury)? 8eoTepo<; twice, each way
once. As one Thyestes is Sixucovio? or ev Eixuwvi, it

seems to follow that the two plays are distinct.

From quotations from the two Hippolyti of Euripides,

which are numerous, one might anticipate enlightenment.

But, as a matter of fact, I can find no quotation from
either introduced as from 'Imzokmoc, oc' or from 'Iroro-

Xutoi; (}' , or in any equivalent manner. This is not due to

the circumstance that our Hippolytus was distinguished

as 'ItttoXutoi; Sxe^aviai; or STe<pav7j9opo?, the other as

'lTnc6XuTo<; KaXu7CT0(ievo?. That distinction is drawn but
seldom. Stobaeus quotes freely from both Hippolyti,

though chiefly from the KaXu7tTOfievo<;, but never, except
once, in any way indicates which of the two he is citing.

The exception is that of a quotation of some anapaestic
lines (11. 204-208) from our Hippolytus (Stobaeus, Fl.

108, 16). There he specifies the Zrepavqcpopo? (at least

as his text now runs). The real explanation apparently
is that no one knew which play was a' and which (3'. The
writer of the Argument to the STecpavCa? contends indeed,
on the strength of internal evidence, that the Sxecpavia?

is 'Imzo'fartoc, (3' : but the mere fact that he gives his reasons
seems to show that the point was in dispute. His words
are : iaxi 8s oQtoi; 'ItttoXuto? SeUTSpo?, xocl ZTScpav£a<;

Trpoaayopsuofjievoi;. e^aive-rai 8s CffTSpov ye-fpa.ynie^oc;' to

yap &7tpS7re<; xocl xero^opta? iS^iov sv toutco SicopOtOTOCi tw
Spafxa-u. His conclusion, however just, appears to be uncor-
roborated by other extant testimony, though Kirchhoff
introduced by conjecture the expression Spafxoc tov rcpoTspov

'Itc^Xutov into a Vita Euripidis (Westermann, 137, 89).

There the mss. present ypAtyoii 7rpt)TCov SpSfza tov

'Itc7t6Xutov (y.ll., for 7rptoTCov 8pafi,a, upOTspov to Spajxa
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and to Spafxoc 7cp6<;). Bead ept&Ttov Spajxa, which is good
late Greek for a drama of amours. So we can get
nothing from the Hippolyti. The first and second
Phrixus of Euripides are distinguished by Tzetzes (ed.

Keil, p. 616 et seq.). Elsewhere we find the second
Phrixus twice so identified, the first never specifically

labelled. The plays were distinct. From Tzetzes {I.e.)

it looks as if there was a dispute which was which.
Next we come to the Phoenix of Ion, a title which

covers two plays. No mention of Ootvii; a' occurs.

Ootvi? P' is so named twice. (Dotvii; 7) Kaiveu? comes
four times (including one certain emendation). <5oivi£

without addition occurs twice. As the subject-matter

of one of the Fragments (Fr. 39) from the <J>otvi£ yj

Kawso? seems to be identical with that of one of those
from the $otvi^ P' {Fr. 42), we may conclude with
probability that <P<hvi£ (3' and <J>oivii; yj KouveiS? are one
and the same. The two Fragments that are left may
come from either play and are quite indeterminate in

character. We thus cannot tell the subject of <E>otvi^ a'.

But there is no hint anywhere that it was a first edition.

There remain over the two plays of Lycophron entitled

Oedipus. All we know about them is that in Suidas

(s.v. Auxo«ppwv) we read in a list of the author's tragedies:

Oi8inou$ a' (}'. We may hazard a guess that they were
suggested to Lycophron by the two plays on Oedipus
by Sophocles. For further instances see my Appendix.

Thus it would on a general survey seem to appear
that Tupa> p' is not a second edition of Tupw «.'.

H.

That the words Tupoi Ku cannot signify Tyro at Cos.

It might be suggested that Tyro, daughter of

Salmoneus, went to the island of Cos to be cured by
'AavXr^ioc, of the disfigurement of her face caused by
Sidero, and that her so going was the subject of a Tyro
at Cos. Chronological difficulties are not conclusive

against this, as, in one legend, 'AaxX7]7ii6<; was numbered
among the Argonauts: but nothing amounting to a
positive mutilation, indeed nothing more than a certain

pallor, seems to be on record, there is nowhere any state-

ment of such a visit or cure, and, if such a visit and cure

cc2
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be assumed, they seem, in the case of Tyro, unlike that
of Phineus, scarcely to be accompanied by circumstances
that supply the materials of a drama. But such a
negative argument is merely an uncertain handling of

facts imperfectly ascertained. We can take our stand on
much more solid ground.

A title Tyro at Cos would necessarily in Greek take
the form Tupoj ev Kw or Tup<b tj ev Kw, not Tup<5) K£.
Many writers indeed, though not the more literary, make
a practice of shortening e.g. EoqjoxXvj? ev 'HXexxpqc into

SocpoxXvj? 'HXex-rpa: but, as far as I am aware, you
can search far and wide without finding e.g. 'Icpiyeveia ev

Taupoi? or 'Iqnysveux. ev AtfXiSi abbreviated into 'Lpiyeveia

Taupou; or 'Lpiysveia AtfXiSi.

Therefore I conclude that Tupot Kw cannot be short
for Tupoo ev Ku, and cannot signify Tyro at Cos. It

follows that, if Tupoi Ku be right, the nominative is not
Tupoi Kw. Can it be Tupw K5? ? If that expression

yields sense, it, now that Tupa> KS is excluded, remains
as the nominative indicated.

L
That the combination Tupcl) Kco? is not meaningless, but

may well be a significant title of the play otherwise known
as Tupoi p'.

We have seen that Tup& p' seems not to be a second
edition of Tupa) a'. There is therefore no necessity that

it should deal with Tyro, daughter of Salmoneus, unless

indeed she be the one and only person to whom a title

Tupw can refer.

We have seen also that Hesychius apparently men-
tions Tupw p', not under that name, but as Tupoi K&$.
From this it would seem that the play deals with Cos,

daughter of Merops, not with Tyro, daughter of Salmo-
neus. But what of the accompanying word Tupto ?

No evidence can be adduced that Cos had another
name, Tyro, or indeed that any person named Tyro,
save the daughter of Salmoneus, was ever known to

mythology. But the question is not thereby concluded.
In addition to the proper name Tup&> (derived from

tup6i;) there exists a word xupco (standing, I suggest,

for x2pf-ci!>, and therefore equivalent to the Latin
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cerv-a, which, but for the v in the second syllable, would
be querv-a), which apparently denotes some animal
naturally mentioned in conjunction with a she-bear, or,

alternatively, a woman dressed to resemble some animal
in the same way as (e.g. at the Brauronia) women were
dressed to resemble she-bears. In view ot the derivation
I have suggested and the mythological connexion 'of

Artemis both with she-bears and with hinds, I take the
word properly to signify a hind, and secondarily a woman
dressed as a hind for ritual purposes. It presents itself

in 1. 2 of Fr. 97 of the Fragmenta Comicorum Anonymorum.
The Fragment is preserved by Eustathius (1535, 20),

who writes : 6 x&>jjuko€ to xoottox e^eXoiv fekwa. exiviqasv,

Et7IWV oi)T(i)'

ijjeXXov e<m xacl xocXsi!

tt]V icpxTOV apTOv, ttjv Ss Tupd) TpocpaXiSa,

TO 8' &<JTU CTUXIX.

The scansion is ttjv | Sk Tupo>
|
Tpoepa |XiSa, not T7]V

|
Se

Tu|pa) xpocpa|Xi8a : the quantity of the second syllable of

Tpoq>aXi<; is securely established. It will be seen that there

must exist an intimate connexion of association between
fipxTov and xupw, as TpocpaXiSa does not closely resemble

the latter,* so that the support of #pxtov ^p-rov cannot
be dispensed with. This fact, important in itself, leads

us to a further point. The likeness of auxa to <5c<j-ro is

so slight, that I suggest that the play is not on the word
dccr-ru, but on the name of the #crcu in question. If so,

the aero can only be Sixuwv, and the speaker must be

a Sicyonian. Now at Sicyon there was an ancient temple

of
u
Apts\Li<; Ai[i.vaia (Pausanias, n. 7), the Arcadian

Artemis, with whom both she-bears and hinds were

associated. Moreover, though the relevance of this will

only later become apparent, the great shrine of 'ActxX7]7u6<;

at Titane was distant from Sicyon some seven miles only.

Dindorf and Bergk ascribe the Fragment to Aristophanes.

I am disposed to assign it to the Sicyonius of Alexis.

Menander also wrote a Sicyonius : but we are dealing

with a piece more in the style of the Old or the Middle

* Though it is rvpov rpo<pa\ls (see Aristoph, Vesp. 1. 838) that makes

the joke possible.
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Comedy, and rather rollicking, as both Aristophanes and
Alexia rollick.

Now let us turn to Cos, the daughter of Merops. The
most salient feature—indeed almost the only feature

—

in her legend, so far as it has come down to us undisguised

(though I hope to bring other features to the light from
beneath the camouflage of corruption), is that she was
turned into a hind by Artemis. This appears clearly

from two lines (11. 381-382) of Euripides' Helen. Both
lines are corrupt, and I shall deal with the whole context

in due course : but the corruption is not of a kind to

affect us at this stage. They run :

ow ts 7tot' "Apirejxic s^s^operSaaTO

Xpuaoxspa-r' sXamov MepoTOi; TixaviSa xoiipav.

That the daughter of Merops is Cos appears from Eusta-

thius (318, 34) and is not disputed.

We thus find things fitting together. A word xupco

exists, and the indications are that it means a hind.

Cos was turned into a hind. Therefore it would be folly

to reject the possibility of the collocation Tup& K&s as

the title, or a title, of a play dealing with the mutation
of Cos. I say mutation, not metamorphosis, because
tragedy softened down such legends, when it had to deal

with them directly (not indirectly, as in the chorus from
the Helen). So did painting. Aeschylus does not change
Io out and out into a heifer, and Polyxenus' picture

of Callisto, in the Lesche at Delphi, represented her,

not as a she-bear, but as a woman robed in a bear-skin

(Pausanias, x. 31, 3). Similarly tragedy would, we may
be sure, content itself with sending out Cos to wander
on the hills attired in a deer-skin.

The order Tupci Kw?, instead of Kw? Tupto, would
be due to the existence of the other play, Tupci a'.

Having brought matters so far, I am now entitled

to claim the evidence of Hesychius' Tupotxo as positive

testimony corroborative of my interpretation of the
word Tupto. Either Tupoixco is seriously corrupt, or else

Tupw must inevitably mean a hind. Even in Hesychius
it is not permissible to assume serious corruption, or
indeed anything else, without rhyme or reason. But I
hope to carry matters much further.
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K.

That there exists direct evidence that Kw? was the wife of
'AaxXvjKioi;.

As most of my further argument will hinge on the
fact that K<o<; was, at least in one legend, the wife of

'AaxX7)7ri6<;, I propose first, in this section, to consider

the direct evidence, and afterwards, in other sections,

the indirect evidence that, together, establish the fact.

We learn from two scholia on the Iliad (iv. 195,

and xiv. 2), dealing with the parentage of IIo8aXsipio<;

and Max«wv, the sons of ' Acxkrimot;, that their mother,
'Htciovt], called in these scholia 'H7u6vy), was, according

to some, daughter of MscoiJ/. These scholia, in view of the

historical connexion of the Asclepiad caste with the

island of Cos and the statement of Tacitus (Annals iv.

14) that Aesculapius came to that island, put it almost
beyond doubt that this Mepo<Jj is the Coan Mspo^i and
that the daughter in question is Ku? (his other daughter,

Clytia, married Eurypylus ; see schol. on Theocr. Id. vn.

1. 5). In other words, 'Hmovvj and Kfi? are identified.

Thus the direct evidence is strong : in so far as it

falls short of full conclusiveness, there is indirect evidence

to supplement it.

L.

That the pedigree of Hippocrates the physician supplies

indirect evidence that Kw? was, in Coan legend, the wife

of 'AffxX7]7u6<;, and also that the wife of 'Aaxk^moc, was,

in Coan legend, a hind.

The traditional pedigree of Hippocrates, subject to a

dispute as to one generation (as to which see below),

is as follows :

—

'AcxXyj^w? =(' Hmovvj)

I

a! IIo8aXeipH><; a'=(26pv7])

(3' 'ImroXoxo? a'

I

y StixTTpaTO? a'

8' AapSavo?
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e' KpfoocfH? a'

I

<? KXeo|j,UTTa&7]<; a'

I

X,' 0e6SwPo<; a'

I

7)' ScocTrpaTOi; p'

I

6' Kptaapii? p'

I

l' KXeofiuxTaSTj? P'

I

ia' 0e68wpo<; B'

tp' SwarpaTOi; y'

J

iy' NePpo?

I

ts' 'l7U7roxpaTTj? a'

I

i£' 'HpaxXeiSY]<;=OaivecpeT>]

StocavSpo; 'l7t7ioxpaT»); P'

There are two collateral pedigrees. One is this :

—

iS' rvtoffiSixo?

ie' 'l7nuoxpaT7]? a' noSaXetpto? p' Aiv^ioc

wc avwrepoj

The other is this :

—

iY' Ne3po<;

iS' rvcoaiSixos XpucTo?

. J I

to? avtox£po) ie' "EXatpoi;

I

ii?'
c

l7nr6Xoxo? P'
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The first pedigree from 'AcrxX7)7ri6<; to Kptaocfii? (3" re-
poses on the sole authority of John Tzetzes {Chiliad vii,
History 155), who however mentions no wives, but from
Kptaafxi? [3' to Ne[3p6<; on the double authority of the
Epistle to Artaxerxes (Hippocratis Opera, in. 770) and of
Tzetzes (I.e.), with the important exception that Tzetzes
leaves out KXeofiuTTa87)<; (3', making 0e68<opo<; (3' the son,
not the grandson, of KpiaajAi? p'. No doubt Tzetzes
is intentionally varying from the Epistle. The reason
for the variation is perhaps indicated by a statement
in Suidas (s.v. KptaafiK;) that Crysamis, a large owner
of live-stock at Cos, possessed a fine sheep, which was
killed by an eel, which eel Crysamis in his turn killed and
was warned in a dream to bury, but, failing to bury it,

perished TOxyyevef . It may well be that this Crysamis was
Kpiax[Li<; (3', and that Tzetzes, reading in some fuller ac-

count that KXeoixuTTaSyj? (3' shared his father's fate, sought
an escape in making ©eoSwpoi; (3', who was, I suggest,

not recorded among the killed, a son of Kpi<ra(Ai? |3'

and the next link in the chain. From Ne(3p6<; to 'Imro-

xpaT7]<; (3' the first pedigree rests on the same double au-
thority, reinforced from rvcocuSixoi; onwards by Suidas (s.w.

'Iiznox.p«.vr}q Kwo? tarpon and 'iTtTtoxpaTir)? TvcoctiSixou uio?),

and from 'Imroxpa-nr]*; a' onwards by other authority.

With the second pedigree we need not concern
ourselves. The third pedigree is of importance. It is

made up from statements in the Oration of Thessalus

(Hippocratis Opera). Nebrus and Chrysus are historical

personages who fought on the side of the Amphictyons
in the Crissaean war (see Thessali Oratio, Hippocr. Op.

m. 835 et seq., Epistle to Artaxerxes, Hippocr. Op. m.
770, and Tzetzes, l.c). "EXacpoe, on the other hand, is

a man devoid of fame. It should be particularly ob-

served that neither Xpwroi; nor "Ehxcpoc, was an ancestor

of 'l7tTcoxpaT7); |3'. Xpuao? was his great-great-uncle, and
"EXaraot; his grandfather's first cousin, i.e. his own first

cousin twice removed. But Ne(3po<; was his great-great-

grandfather. There is no reason to question this portion

of the pedigree. It certainly, if we reckon generations

from the Crissaean war, would seem to imply that

'l7t7TOxp«T7]<; [3' was born not later than about 490 B.C. :

but on various grounds such a date is probable.
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In view of these circumstances it becomes imperative

to seek an explanation of certain words in Suidas (s.v.

'l7E7TOxpaT7)!; Kcotx; locTpoi;), who calls the great 'l7E7uoxpaTY)<;

a son of 'HpaxXeiSv)?, but continues thus : a^yovoi; 8s

Xptiaou Tofivofxa xal 'EXatpou tou exewou toxiSo^, la-rpcov

xal auTtov. Suidas can scarcely be referring to Xpucr6<;

the great-great-uncle of 'Innox.pd.Trj<; $' and to "EXacpo?

his grandfather's first cousin. He himself in the article

on 'Imvo-apoLrriz TvcoenSixou ul6? (the two articles are

inter-connected and by the same hand) carries the descent

back as far as rvcomSixcx;, who was brother of XputTo*;,

so that he cannot be supposed to be blundering from
sheer ignorance. Moreover, if he means that Xpucroi; and
that "EXacpo?, his selection of the pair is extraordinary.

Ne(3po<; and Xpuao?, not Xpuao; and the almost unknown
"EXa<po<;, were the famous couple, physicians and fighters

too. Therefore I conclude that Suidas is going many a

generation back to the first founders of the clan, a hero

Xpuao? and a hero "EXatpo?.

We at any rate must so go back in order to account

for the occurrence in the family of names so extra-

ordinary as NsjBpoc;, Xpuao?, and "EXatpo?. Seeing that

we are dealing with Asclepiadae, I make little doubt
but that Xpuao?* is a mystic surname of 'AaxXY)TCi6?,

taken from the golden light that surrounded him (com-
pare his Doric name, Aiyka.r]p), and, seeing that we are

dealing with Coan Asclepiadae, I conclude that "EXa<po<;

and Ne^po; are appellations of IloSaXeipioi;, bestowed on
him because he was the son of Kco? Tupco.

Thus all becomes clear and we can amplify the be-

ginning of the pedigree so as to present it in the form

'A(txX7]7il6i; 6 xal Xpixro? = KS? v) xal 'Htuovyj xxl Tupco

IloSaXstpioi; 6 xal "EXacpoc; xal Ns|3p6<;.

It is convenient to mention at this point that in

Coan mythology either rioSaXstpioq, or Mayatov, or a third

brother appears to have possessed yet another title. Pre-

sumably in the capacity of patron of the prophylactic

* One name of the father of 'AtrK\tim6s seems to have been Tirdmos,

of white-earth (see later sections) : a metaphor from mining is perhaps
responsible for the name Gold, instead of Golden.
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branch of the physician's art, one of Cos' sons seems to
have been called MepoiJ; 6 YlpocpQxc;. Hesychius (s.v. MepoTO?)
presents : M£po7cs£' ooto Meporcoc tou IIp696avTO<;, Kw uiou.

I have not elsewhere come across this legend, which
makes a grandson of the original Merops the eponymous
hero of the Coan Meropes. This Merops must in any
case be kept distinct, if only on grounds of elementary
mythological chronology, from a Merops, son of Hyus
(apparently the rain-god), from whom human beings
(according to a scholium on Iliad, i. 250) took the name
[iipora?, because he (jletoc tov xaTaxXucj[iGV -Kponoq <juvrjYaYs
tou? &v0pu7cou;;. I shall have occasion just to mention
IIp6<p6a<; at a later stage.

M.

That valuable evidence may be gathered from the Helen of
Euripides.

When I wrote my 'Av-ti Mia;, it was not my primary
concern to restore corrupt passages to soundness. My
main business was to discuss the existence of corruption.

Incidentally, but almost always with a view to point-

ing out simply the probability of corruption, I attempted
a very large number of emendations. But I seldom so

much as tried to clear up a passage completely, preferring

to restrict myself to my proper task. Nor, indeed,

in view of the enormous field that I had to cover, was it

possible for me, in most cases, to offer more than, so to

speak, preliminary suggestions. As a consequence of

all this I now find that, when I return for other purposes

to corruptions which for a particular purpose I then

partially attacked, I am compelled to carry my treatment

much further.

Also I have learnt much since then and am able to

correct errors due to inexperience. I retract not one

syllable of my general conclusions ; but to-day I could

greatly improve my incidental treatment.

I make these observations as a prelude to returning in

this book to the second chorus of the Helen, which in my
other book I discussed at length. I consider that my
discussion of that chorus was the most difficult piece of

work that I attempted, and I am far from dissatisfied
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with the general result. But I see now that my methods
stopped short of their logical complement, and I have
into the bargain to reproach myself with an inexcusable

blunder, which however not one of my critics appears to

have detected. I actually confused Amphidamas with
Milanion

!

The third member (the only member with which we
are now concerned) of the chorus in question runs thus
in the mss. (Euripides, Helen, 11. 375-385)

:

& (idcxap 'ApxaSia Tzozk raepBsve KaXXurroi, Ai6? 375
a Xeystov e7tepa<; TSTpapafxoeri yuioiiz,

ax; 7toX& y.ot.'cp&s e(xa<; ikxyze; 7tXeov,

a (iopcpa 07]pwv Xa^va yuicov (Reiske X«xvoyu^v)
6(i,(jiaTi XafJpto ayjHLx XeatvT);

e|aXXa£aa
>

a^sa (Hermann &yQea.) Xum)?' 380
av t£ 7T0t' "ApTefUS s^e^opetiaaTO

XpusoxepaT' e'Xatpov Mepo7to<; TitocviSoc xoupav

xaXXoauva? Svexev" t6 8' euov Sejxai;

(ftXeaev diXsffs 7c£pya[jLa AapSavta;

6Xo[xevou<; t' 'A^atoiS?. 385-

My treatment of it, revised, and also recast somewhat,,

so as to form part of this chapter, is as follows.

This member consists of a clearly discernible (but first

discerned by me in my 'AvtI Mia?) strophe and anti-

strophe. Near the beginning of the strophe a couple of
erroneous words have replaced original writing almost
identical to the eye but of totally different meaning.
Hence a destruction of correspondence with the anti-

strophe and of all really coherent sense. Later in the

strophe a line from some other tragedy, presumably inter-

lineated as a reference, has been incorporated in the text.

Finally the last two lines of the antistrophe have been re-

written, but apparently not without considerable regard

to the ductus literarum of the original (the general sense

of which can be gathered from the context). This re-

writing took place either because the copyist responsible

for it entirely failed to grasp the train of thought of the
whole passage, or because he considered (as indeed any-
one not brought up in the atmosphere of Greek mythology
might well do) Euripides' real meaning to be ludicrous,,

if not indecent, beyond the limits of toleration.
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Bothe suggests that the reference in 1. 379, ayr^a.
XeaivT]?, is to Atalanta, not to Callisto. Callisto was turned
into a she-bear : it was Milanion and Atalanta that
were transformed into a lion and lioness.

But I think that Pearson, interesting as is the dis-

cussion of the passage which he provides in his Helen,
is mistaken in supposing that we have a mention first

of Callisto and secondly of Atalanta. On his view, he
changes w? in 1. 377 to xocl, and makes consequential
alterations.

It seems to me that it is not consistent with Greek
usage to apply to the wife the words Ai6<; Xexscov kizifac,.

Zeus, on the contrary, would be said KaXXio-Tou? Xe^ewv
e7u(39jvat.. Now if, as would thus seem to be the case,

TETpa(3a(xoffi -{uioic; really refers to the husband, that
husband cannot be Zeus. But it can well be Milanion,
because not only did Atalanta become a lioness but
Milanion a Hon.

Therefore with full confidence T read 11. 375-376 thus :

& [xaxap 'ApxaSia tots 7tap0svixa,

Xl<; Xid? &<; Xs^soav inefia. TSTpaP<x[Aoai yuioi?.

7tap6svixaXiaXio<; has become 7rap8eve KaXXwnroi, Aid?.

Thus Callisto has wrongly crept in, and the genitive

Aids has necessitated the solecistic sense in which Xe^ewv

s7ts|3<x<; is employed by the vulgate. Xi?, Xiv, Xisc, as

against Xlc;, Xiv, list;, are guaranteed by Aristarchus.

In any case 'ApxaSia tote TOxpOsvs or TOxpOsvixa must
almost certainly, for quite another reason, refer not to

Callisto but to Atalanta. The legendary reason for the

name of Parthenopaeus, son of Atalanta, was too

well known for such words to be applied to anyone but
his mother. One has only to quote Sophocles (0. C.

11. 1320-1322):

ex-os Ss IlapOsvoTOxios 'Apxa? Spvu-ai,

E7t<i>vu(J.o<; ty)? 7rp6a0ev aS[xr)T7j<; XP°vCP
\yr\tpbc, XoxeuQek, moidq 'ATaXavTvjs yovoi;.

We can now divide with certainty into strophe and
antistrophe, though much spade-work remains to be done.

Read provisionally :
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& (jiaxap 'ApxaSiq: tote 7rap0evixa,

Xl? Xtd? &; Xexewv E7rs(3a TSTpoc(Ja[ji,o<Ti yuioti;, arp. y'

u? TCoXi [xaTp&; efxai; ^Xocxe? tcXsov, [375

a [xopcpqc Oyjpwv Xaxvoyutcov

[8[i(z,a-i Xappto cx^F* ^eaivTj?]

e^aXXa^aCT' <5cy.0sa XiiuT)?- 380

av te tot' "ApTEjxt? e^exopsiieraTO <-> avx. y'

Xpuaoxspa-' SXatpov Mepo7to<; TitocviSoc xoijpav

xaXXoaiSvoc*; svsxev* T(i 8' s[i6v Se[xa?

<SXsersv <SXs(is 7tepya[xoc AapSavia?

oXojjievoui; t' 'Axawui;.

The simplest supposition as to 1. 379, which is

metrically superfluous, is that it is a non-lyrical (note

the form Xeaivyj^) anapaestic dimeter from some other

tragedy, very possibly from the Meleager of Euripides,

interlineated by way of reference. Even so, the line

is sufficient to show, if further proof be needed, that

we are dealing with Atalanta, not with Callisto.

The words [locTpd? e(x«? have perplexed editors

;

but surely the obvious meaning is, however strange it

may sound to modern ears, that wedlock with a Xecov is

preferable to wedlock with a xtixvoi;. And the reason

is supplied sufficiently in 11. 257-259 of this same play :

yuvv) yip ofi0' "EXXvjvl? oSts pappapo?

tsux ? vsoa-ffwv Xeuxov exXoxsusrai,

sv $ [ie AyjSav <paalv ex Aide, texeiv.

Therefore in 1. 380 I read with confidence :

E^sXoxEuera? ax0s' suva?.

The vivipara and the ovipara are being contrasted, and
it will become evident that in 11. 384-385 Helen contrasts

the method of her own birth with that of the birth of

Parthenopaeus.
In 1. 381 the middle s^EXopsuda-ro is impossible and

a final long syllable is lacking. Attending to the ductus,

we might read E^sxopEuc' #toXiv or s^sxopsua' dbrovouv.

For reasons that will appear later I prefer octovouv.

As Hermann has noted, the daughter of Merops is

Cos (see e.g. Eustathius 318, 34). Neither Merops nor

Cos' mother, Ethemeia, was a Titan or of Titanic lineage.
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Consequently TitocvlSoc in 1. 382 is surprising. More-
over TiTocvtSoc xoilpocv has to correspond to the strophic

TExpapifjiOCTi yvioic, and, if I proved anything in my
'Av-rt Mia?, it was that such a correspondence must, to

say the least (I go much farther), be viewed with grave

suspicion. We have seen earlier in this chapter that

Coan legend made Cos the wife of 'Amikrptrii;. Now no
known legend makes Cos the wife of anyone else, or

attributes to her any children save by 'Aaxkypzioz- As in

the Helen she is the wife of someone, or at least has a
child by someone, we may postulate that that someone
is 'Aax>.7]7tt6<;. Grant this and all difficulty vanishes
instantly. One of the most famous shrines of 'A<7xX7]7u6?

was at Titane, close to Sicyon. Read :

XpUCTOxepai' eXacpov MepoTOi; TiTocvoctSa xoupav.

But now we have come suddenly into the middle of

Aesculapian mythology. It must be borne in mind that

the metamorphosis of Cos was a metamorphosis sub-

sisting at the time she was delivered of a child : other-

wise the introduction of her case is meaningless. There-
fore either she was a hind when 'AaxXvpcioc; married her,

and remained a hind (surely an impossible supposition),

or else she was turned into a hind after her marriage
with 'Aaxkrimoc, but before child-birth. This is clearly

Euripides' meaning. But it involves, almost of necessity,

an important corollary. She can scarcely have been
turned into a hind, considering the position and power
of her husband, except as a part or as a sequel of his

own punishment. Nor would Artemis in any case have
been very ready to punish her, as, according to the ordinary

legend, 'AaxXrimoc, was Artemis' nephew, and, according

to a common version, had behaved extremely handsomely

in the matter of Hippolytus. Things will become a

little plainer when I pass to Aeschylus' Agamemnon
;

but for the moment I will content myself with suggesting

on general grounds that, after the blasting of 'ActxXy]7u6?

with lightning, Artemis intervened to save Cos from a

similar fate by turning her into a hind and so depriving

her of her memory of her husband's medicinal secrets.

The widow of 'Aaxkqmoq underwent metamorphosis,

not xaXXoauvoc; gvsxev, but (xvafioauvai; evexev. That is a
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very slight alteration in so corrupt a chorus as this.

It will now be seen why I prefer dorovouv to cotoXiv.

Nothing more calls for comment till we come to the

last two lines of the antistrophe. There the non sequitur

of meaning is complete, and the expression <SXso-ev 0X0-

(livou? 'A^atoii? childish. Words indicating the method
of the birth of Helen are required. I would read :

to 8' e[i6v Sejxai;

$wv $«v ipy\ix 8i8u[xvou<; r

a[X<ps|3aXev veou<; aSeXcpoi?.

But this particular point I have discussed at greater

length in my 'Avrl Mia?, and my remarks upon it do not

appear to me to require revision.

I present the whole member thus :

cb fzaxap 'ApxaSta teote 7vap8svixa, 375 a-zp. y
XI? Xio? oc? Xsxecov sTcspa TSTpa(3af*o<n yuioic,

u>c, KoXiI) (xaTpo? e[/.a<; zkajzc, 7tXeov,

a fiopcpa Gvjptov Xa^voyuiwv 378

e^eXoxeuaa? a/Qs' euvac 380

av Te tot' "ApT£[xi? e^sxopsucr' ootovouv avT. y'

XpudoxepaT' sXacpov MspoTrcx; TixavatSa xotjpav

(xvafAOcruva? evexsv' to 8' e(i6v Sejia?

$mv $cov 2pY(wc 8i8u[jivou<; t'

afAcpe(3aXsv vsou? aSsXcpoui;. 385

I would call particular attention to the very high
probability of TtTflcvatSa and to the attractive possibility

of (jivocfAoirtSvas. Why I do so will appear later.

N.

That valuable, information may be gathered from the

Agamemnon of Aeschylus.

The second strophe and antistrophe (11. 1001-1034)
of the fourth chorus of Aeschylus' Agamemnon run thus
in the vulgate (which at this point is represented by
Codex Florentinus exclusively)

:

[xaXoc ye toi toc? ra)XXa<; uyieiae; arp. P'
axopeo-TOv Tsp|xa - v6ao? y^P [1001-2
yeiTWV 6[i6zoiyps epetSei,

xal tc6t[ios eu6ura>pc3v 1005
dv8p&<; ettouctev &-

-epavxov Spfxa.
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xal TO (XSV TCpo XPW*T(OV
XT7]atcov oxvo? (JaXajv

CTcpevSova? anr' eujiiTpou, 1010
oux £§u TCpoTTa? S6(ao<;

7CY)(xovai; ye(jitov otyav,

ou8' ETrovTiae axaepo?.

7toXXa -rot 860-1;

ex A16? afxipiXacp^e ts xal e£ aXoxtov e7reTewcv 1014-5
v9j<mv <!iXeo-ev voo-ov. [avT. (3' 1017-1018
to 8' em yav 7cea6v0' a7ra^ 0avaoufj,ov

7tpo7tap av8p6; (xeXav al|j.a Tt? av 1019-1020
7taXiv ayxaXeo-aiT' ercaeLScov

;

ou8e tov 6p0o8a9j

tSv <p0t,ji.svtov avayew
Ze6<; ai>T' e^auo-' e7t' suXafJsia.

ei Se (i.yj TeTay[i.eva 1025
[AOipoc [Aoipav ex 0ewv

elpye \x.r\ tcXsov cpepetv,

7ipocp0aaa(j« xapSia

yX&ao-av av TaS' e^e^si.

vov 8' U7c6 axoTtp Ppejxeo 1030
0u(xaXy^? Te xal

ouSev e7reXTco(jisva 7t0Te xaipiov lxToXu7reiiaeiv 1032-1033

£co7tupoufAeva<; 9pevo<;.

It will be observed that in the strophe the difficulties,

indicatory of corruption, are glaring indeed, but still

not numerous. In 11. 1001-1002 the metre is clearly

by no means what it ought to be ; in 1. 1003 the sense

of axopeoTov appears incompatible with the context

;

in 11. 1008-1009 the nominativus pendens is impossible
;

and in 1. 1010 the last syllable of eu[xsTpou is kept long,

in defiance of synapheia, before a vowel. Also in 11.

1011-1013 one would expect to find a cargo, not a house,

spoken of as neither itself sinking nor causing the ship

to founder. But the general run of the strophe, both
as regards sense and as regards metre, seems eminently
secure. My objective is the antistrophe : but, as a
preliminary, with a view to showing that the strophic

metre, as a whole, can be relied on, I desire to point
out that quite slight changes will remove all the diffi-

culties above mentioned. I propose :

D D
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[LOLku. ye to i to xaeai; uyetai;

d6ptarTov TEp[ia" v6o-o<; yap

yetTWV 6(xotoix°? epetSei,

xal TCOTfio? eu6u7CopSv

avSpo? iiztxiaev &-

-qsavTOV spjxa.

xav to (xev 7tp6 xpYj[i.(XTCOv

[jly) ti? &v oxvot (iaXeiv

aoevSovai; oot' eujiirpoi',

oux eSu 7up67t«<; yo[io<;

7T7j(i.ova!; ys(i<ov dcyav,

ouS' etovticts axa<po<;.

7toXXd toi Sown;

ex Ai6<; afJicpiXatp-^i; ts xal e^ aXoxwv STCTeiav

VTJcriv (SXsaev voaov.

Of Taea; I have spoken in my 'Avtl Mia?. dxopetrrev

comes via dvopicnrov : the corruption is post-uncial, in-

volving probably v and certainly e. xav is a post-uncial

corruption, implying the writing v. The v of ^p7j(i.dTwv,

duplicated, forms the x of xttjoigjv : the rest, rqo-icov, is

a depravation of \iA) ti; &v, the ji being read as a t

with a long tail and a wavy top. This is again much
post-uncial. But I must not linger over such points.

The only other codex of this part of the Agamemnon
is Farnesianus, a Triclinian document. In the strophe

it agrees with Florentinus ; but in the antistrophe it di-

verges widely. The tide of recent fashion has set strongly

in the direction of discrediting Triclinian readings

as arbitrary emendations, and unskilful emendations
into the bargain. But in this case—and it seems to me
both crucial and typical—Triclinius, far from emending,
appears to have selected from some source unknown to

us a corrupt and obviously mutilated reading for the

sole reason that a good part of it conformed, unlike the

vulgate, to his own theories of metre, though some of

it did not. When one begins to emend the Triclinian

reading, the true text is, in my opinion, almost immediately

restored. One has to do little more than eliminate a
patent impossibility. But Triclinius seems not even to

have attempted to emend.
The critical variations present themselves in lines

1017-1021, where Codex Farnesianus gives :
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to S
5

era y£v TreffovB' gctoxI; GavacrtfAOv

7rpo7rapot6' avSpo? [xeXav alpia

Tt? t' ay/ca^ea-aiT' s7raei8o)v

;

This reading varies from the strophic metre (granted

the metrical scheme, which is not really in dispute, of

11. 1001-1002) in two points only, whereas the vulgate

shows enormous divergence. The two points are that

uecovO' answers to a strophic ^ ^ and that cdyax answers
to a strophic . 7ce<r6v6', which is given by the vulgate
also, must on grounds of elementary grammar be changed
to raaov (Pauw first proposed this), and, for oclfjia, we
should read crty? ou (the corruption in post-uncial script

is facility itself), eliminating the subsequent mark of

interrogation.

Thus we see that a text, of which Triclinius presents

a slight distortion, once ran :

to 8' em yav Treaov aTcot£ Oavao-ifxov

7Tpo7Tapot8' avSpo? (xeXav aX[i oft

lie, t' ayxaXso-ouT' eraxsiSwv.

But the t after o(> tl? is an impossibility, and (what-

ever may be said by editors) 7ipo7rapoi6' avSpo? is non-

sense in the context. For -n? t' ay- read Titkv. He is

the Titan of Titane, the Sicyonian seat of Aesculapian

worship. This Titan was reputed to be a brother of

the Sun and to have lived at Titane (Pausanias, u. 11).

I shall have more to say about him later. If we read

Titocv, we become able to correct 7rpo7rapoi0' avSpoc.

I propose with much assurance :

to 8' era yav raaov <xtc<x2; 0avao-i|xov

7cpo7rap 8p0av8poi; (xet' av ocIja' ou

Titocv xaXeaaiT' eroxeiStov.

Translate But blood, when once in death it has fallen on

the ground, Titan, though ere that strong to succour,

cannot afterward summon by his spells. It should be

noticed that the middle, xaXeo-aiT, does not, as would

the active, need the support of av«-.

Codex Farnesianus continues thus :

ou8e tov opGoSayj

tcov cp9i(i.evcov avayeiv

Zsuc auV etoxuo-' in «$ka.$u.q. ys.

dd2
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Now
Zeis aSt' inawa' iiz a(3Xa(3eia ye,

or the vulgate version,

Zeis ocSt' eTOXucr' kit euXajJeia,

is commonly thought to be a gloss, dealing with the

suppression of 'AffxXY)7«6<;, that has got into the text.

But I have shown in my 'Av-rl Mia? {passim) that glosses

do not stray without special reason into verse texts.

It is much more probable that the line is an interlineated

quotation. I can hardly doubt but that it stands for

Zei? <x3t' eTOcuerev etc' 'A(3Xa(3ta re,

the te being retained in the quotation because it com-
pleted the hexameter, apparently a Doric hexameter.

Now 'ApXajJio? is one of the most ordinary proper names
distinctive of members of the Aselepiad clan, so that we
may conclude with safety that it is an epithet or sur-

name of
'

AoxXyituoi;. That is as much as to say that
3

A(3Xa(3ia is Cos Epione.

Read (including the previous group of lines)

:

zb 8' S7tl y*v 7re<rov obra£ Oavacrifjiov

TcponoLp op6av8po<; [liz av aljx' ou

TiTav xaXscraiT' stoxeiScov,

oud et av opDooav)

Kcov <p0i[xsvou<; ava-

The last two lines were divided thus :

Kcov <p8ifiivou<; avaysiv

e7raii(jai.

A reader interlineated, above sTOxfoai, part of another
line in which the same verb, though in a different sense,

is used with reference to the same person. Hence

Kcov cpOifjiivout; avayeov

Zs6? aSx' stoxuctsv etc' 'ApXa^ta ts

e7caiicrai.

Not unnaturally enxiaa.1 fell out and corruption crept in.

The last syllable of sraciaai is short by synapheia before

a succeeding vowel.
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These suggestions of mine stand or fall with the effects

they produce on the rest of the antistrophe. As it runs
in its old context, it is sad rubbish, though admirably
worded. With the minutest of alterations it makes per-
fect and poetical sense throughout, if only my intro-

duction of Cos be accepted. The two codices, it should
be noticed, are here unanimous. I read :

el Ss [ay) T£T<XY[Aeva

fxoip' oifjioip' avsu Oscov

elpys (ay) 7rXeov <pepeiv,

Tcpc^Odcaaaoc xapSiav

Xuaaav aS' av e^e^ei.

vuv S' u7ro axoTtj) PpejAsi

GufAaX-pf)? ts xal

ouSev eTceXTtofxsva tots xoupiov exToXu7reiiae!,v

^comipou (aovA? 9pevo?.

I would call special attention to the words TrpoepGdtaaaa

and £co7r6pou. Cos, as we have seen, was mother of

Prophthas, and Zopyrus is (like Ablabius) one of the
characteristic names employed in the Asclepiad clan.

I cannot retain £&)7u>pou[i,sva? cppevo?. It is far too
violent, whereas the scarcely differently spelt ^w7tupou
[i.ova? cppevo? gives exactly the meaning appropriate
in the case of Cos deprived of her (shall I say ?) i^u^y)

Xoytarixyj in order that she may no longer be able to
raise the dead. It supports my suggestion, [j.va(xoauva?

svexev, in the Helen.

I claim that I have reduced the antistrophe to sense

and coherence. But important questions emerge. Why
did Titan call on Cos, not on 'AgxX7)7u6<; ? Whom had
Cos raised when she was deprived of her fiery soul ?

We have seen from the Helen that the metamorphosis
of Cos must have taken place after her marriage to

'AffxX7]7ri6<; but before the birth of a child. Moreover
the metamorphosis would have been useless, if

'

Aay.7cfint.6c,

had been still alive—alive that is to say, as a man, and
not exalted to heaven and so secured on the side of the

gods. One of two consequences follows inevitably.

Either Cos simply shared, as his wife, in the punishment
of 'AcjxX7)7t!.6<;, or else she raised, or took measures to

raise, some person after his death. The former alternative
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is negatived and the latter established by the fact that
the Agamemnon (I assume the correctness of my read-

ing of the passage) manifestly deals with the independent
action by Cos, ' AaxX7]7u6<; being not so much as mentioned.
Whom then did Cos raise, or set about raising, after the
death of 'AoxXyjtuoi; ? She acted, it must be borne in

mind, on the summons of Titan.

Titan, we have seen, was a brother of the Sun and
lived at Titane, a chief seat of the Aesculapian cult.

This is next door to proof that, in the legend prevailing

at Titane, Titan was father of ' AaKktymoc,. In later times

the Sun is frequently called Titan. In earlier days that

would have been thought absurd, unless indeed one were
to go back to a period before the identification of "HXto?

and Apollo. It is that identification which perplexes

matters. 'AaxX7]7u6<; was (witness the blaze of light

that surrounded him) properly the son, not of Apollo,

but of "HXio;. Now, where, as at Titane, "HXio? was
specifically called TtTav, he could not be identified

with Apollo, although Apollo had become the sun-god.

Therefore Titocv ceased to be "HXio?, and was converted

into a brother of "HXio?. In the next section we shall see

a further developmenb.

The position then seems to be this. 'A<7xXyj7ri6? is

dead, stricken by lightning by Zeus for raising or attempt-
ing to raise some mortal. Cos his widow, who shares the
secret of raising the dead, survives him. Titan, father

of 'AaxX7]7u6i;, calls upon Cos to raise some person from
the dead.

Surely that person must be 'AoxXtjiuos himself. This
answer meets every difficulty. Any other answer would
involve some raising or attempted raising unrecorded
in extant mythology. Moreover, seeing that 'AaxXTjmo?
was not merely raised (whether by Cos or not), but also

deified, the assumption that after his deification his wife

was turned into a hind is most improbable. I take it

then that in the island of Cos and at Titane, the legend

ran that, when Zeus blasted ' Aaxlv)m6<;, his widow, K5?,
at the instance of his father TiTav, raised, or at least

essayed to raise, him, and that thereupon the gods inter-

vened, Apollo elevating ' AaxXy)7u6c; to heaven, where the
regularity of bis practice would be assured, and Artemis
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protecting K5? from a severer doom by turning her into

a hind and so depriving her of her medicinal memory.
The scene I should lay at Titane, chiefly on the ground
of TiTava'.8oc xoupav in the Helen.

0.

That valuable information may be gathered from an
inscription.

A poetic inscription found by Foucart at Sparta,

which figures as Epigram 420 in Caput n of Cougny's
Appendix to the Anthology (being wrongly included

among the Epigrammata Sepulcralia), throws light on the

blood-relationship between Apollo, Titan, and 'A<jxXt]7«6?

as presented in the legend current at Titane. The poem,
as appears from its mention of the island of the blessed,

does not relate, as Foucart and Cougny fancied, to the

death of a young Asclepiad, of classical or post-classical

times, named Titanius : Titanius is Titan, a hero and
father of 'AoxXvjTtioi;.

The poem (so far as it is extant and subject to a

question as to the right decipherment of words in 11. 4

and 6) runs

:

touty] xocp^OsU ape-cTJ, Ti/ravis Sis,

eyyovs IIaicivo<;, vvjaov ^xel? t^-oocdcpcov*

ocTsa 8' lepa aslo 7repixXi>To? a[i<pips(37)xei

Ootpo? ST/]? 6 SOI? Tt[U0C TOCVTOC VSfltoV,

oaip' 'YaxwOco (zsv youvo? 7TCpi(3coTO<; 'AfxtixX-/]?, 5

aot 8s, Auxaovi', ^ evSiov vj Tltovt).

Ttacriv lvjTopiYj<; arc efi.7)? "EXXyjmv a|xuva>v,

utjS sTcapxso-crai oc, fxovov o[u Suvajxrjv,]*********** io***********
As it is Titanius that is addressed in 11. 1-6, so it must

be Titanius that replies in 11. 7-12. Therefore not only

Titanius, but also Titanius' son (see 1. 8), died. On this

account I cannot follow Foucart in taking the inscrip-

tional indications of 1. 4 as pointing to

<&<HpO<; S7t' 7]l6sOlC TLJJUa TOXVTOC VSfitoV.
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Titanius was not unmarried : in a worn inscription

ETHCOEOIC (which I read) and EnHIOEOIC are

scarcely to be distinguished. stt)?, not g-rn? or ^a,
must be read : Apollo was an Sttj? of Titanius, but

Hyacinth ranked only among Apollo's eoi, not among
his groci.

In 1. 6 Foucart presents :

wot Se AuxaoviTj fe'vSiov ?j nt-ravvj.

It is fairly clear that he has misread TITANH as

niTANH. Moreover in none of its senses will

Auxaovh) suit either Tixavv) or IIiTavT). But we learn

from Apollodorus (in. 8, 3) that Titanas (according to

inferior texts the name is Titan or Titanys) was a son

of Lycaon. As the list of Lycaon's sons, in which Titanas

comes, ends with Ti-ravav, Mocvt£vouv, KXeixopoc, E-ni[A<pa-

Xov, 'Opx6[xsvov, plainly a group of eponymous heroes,

we must obviously identify this Titanas with the Titan

or Titanius of Titane, and read in the epigram :

cot 8s, Auxaovi',
f)

evSiov
f)

Titocvt).

In a somewhat late inscription iotas " subscript " need

not trouble us ; and I suspect they did not trouble Foucart

.

I am unaware of the present whereabouts of the

inscription, if indeed it is still in existence : so I have
to argue on general grounds of palaeography. I wonder
whether in 1. 8 fxopov ought not to be read for fzovov :

the juxtaposition of [zovov ou, not in the sense almost,

seems to me suspicious.

What information do we gather from the poem ?

Titanius, who died and whose bones were buried at Titane,

which became his evSiov (almost house not built of hands),

was a kinsman (a grandson, if the &yyove °f £yyovs Ilaiwvoi;

be taken in its most usual sense) of Apollo Paeon and father
of a son, likewise dead, who is unnamed, but who in

the circumstances must surely be'A<rxX7)7u6<;, which son
he had unsuccessfully attempted to help by his medicinal

skill. He was himself a son of Lycaon, so that it is

evidently on his mother's side that he was of the kindred

of Apollo. As Pausanias tells us that Titan of Titane

was brother of Helios, and as, according to the generally

received view, Helios was son of Hyperion and Thia
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and had no brother, but two sisters, Aurora ("Eco?) and
Luna (SeXTjvvj), and as, further, Titan appears to have
been a mortal, not a god, it seems natural to infer that,

at least in the developed legend of Titane with which
we are dealing, Titan was a son of Thia indeed, but by
Lycaon, not by Hyperion, and that, in the same legend,

Thia herself was a daughter of Apollo. Thus, and, so far

as I can see, thus alone, is it reasonably possible to
harmonise our scattered fragments of information. I

need not labour the fact that this conclusion fits in

completely with the belief that the Arcadians existed

"before the Moon."
It must be remembered that there are various quite

contradictory legends as to the parentage of 'Aax?o)7vi6<;

and that until now no real attempt has been made
to probe the obscure mythology peculiar to Titane.

In 1. 8 of the epigram the completion of o[u Suva^Yjv]

is Foucart's. I would continue somewhat as follows :

xav fiaxapcov v^CTtp xev S7rev0eov axpiiov cde'i,

si [av] 8i7tAaaiY)v <J>oi[3o<; oTcacae x^P lv
» 10

8(tt' e(xe (xev Tifi^as, Becov Se t6v 3jx' ev api0[x<ji"

si 8s toxttjp TiTav7]v, tzcliq 'EmSaupov fe'xe'-

That this poem has to do with Titan of Titane is,

I venture to submit, sufficiently established. But the
indication afforded by the mention of the island of the

blessed may to some readers familiar with the Appendix
to the Anthology appear insecure. The facts seem to be
that, on the one hand, there is in Cougny's Appendix (n.

188, 189 and 190) evidence of the apotheosis—I can use no
weaker term—of a physician, more or less distinguished,

with non-Greek influence at work, and also (n. 529) of

another physician, unless the piece dealing with the latter

be, as it should be, taken as a disguised Christian com-
position ;

yet that, on the other hand, there exists no
evidence either that, in a truly Greek environment,

such an apotheosis was ever attempted, or that, in any
environment, the spirit of an ordinary Asolepiad of honest

life was supposed to proceed, not to Elysium but to the

island of the blessed.

It will be well to pay attention to the epigrams which
come in question.
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One Glycon, a physician of Pergamum, very possibly

identical with the Glycon who attended 0. Vibius Pansa
{43 b.o.) and who was imprisoned on suspicion of having
murdered him, was son of Philadelphus and husband
of Ilav0£ia. Philadelphus died, and afterwards ndcv6eioc.

Glycon erected at Pergamum a sepulchre in which he
buried the body of Philadelphus and subsequently that

of Ilav0sia also. He added sepulchral inscriptions quite

extraordinary in their character. In them not only does

he eulogise Philadelphus beyond all reason, even putting

into the mouth of his ghost a vaunt that he was no less

famous than Hippocrates, but he moreover actually

apotheosises him. Of himself he speaks in terms of

extravagant vanity. Concerning navOeioc he has left an
inscribed poem, which constitutes indeed a magnificent

and most artistic tribute to her memory (I doubt whether
in one sense there is a finer epitaph in existence), but
which sets her at the same time on an almost impossible

pinnacle, exalting to the utmost her domestic virtues

and extolling—a singular feature—her medicinal skill.

It should be noted that neither Philadelphus nor Glycon
is known to us as an Asclepiad name, and that it may well

be doubted whether an Asclepiad would have permitted
himself such a reference to Hippocrates as that which
I have mentioned. The name IlavOeia is scarcely Greek.

An Agrigentine indeed bore it (Diogenes Laertius, I. 69),

but the ndcvOsia best known to history is the consort of

Abradatas of Susa. It is doubtless after that nav6eioc,

though perhaps at many removes, that Glycon's wife was
named. There was also nav8sia, wife of Mark Antony.
Drusilla, wife of M. Lepidus, was surnamed niv6sa
{a mere shortening of n<xv6eia), and the fippi? involved
in the appellation appears plainly from the words of

Dion Cassius (lix. 11): nivOsa ts <ovo[i.a£eTo xal ti[ag>v

.Sai[AOviwv ev TOxaai? naXc, Tzokeaiv yj^iouto. Further it

should be observed that a female physician navOsioc is

somewhat suggestive of navaxeioc, daughter of

'

ActxXtjtuoi;.

We know but little of the Pergamene temple of

'AffxXvjTcio? and its traditions. It seams clear that Glycon,
in a place where those traditions, and not Greek traditions

proper, were operative, endeavoured (not, I rather gather,

being of Asclepiad stock) to set up his father, Philadelphus,
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as more than a new Hippocrates, as, in fact, a new
Titan, himself, at least by implication, as something
like a new 'ActxXt)7«6?, and his wife, IIdcv6eia, as a new
Ilavaxsta, hedging however in the language of his com-
positions just sufficiently to avoid the likelihood of an
accusation of blasphemy.

I will in a moment set forth the epigrams. They are
numbered by Cougny 188, 189, and 190 of Caput II of his

Appendix : they are all on one stone, and Cougny seems
to me in part to divide them wrongly. My A is his n.

188, 11. 1-8 ; my B is his II. 188, 11. 9-11, phis one line

entirely missing from the marble, plus the whole of his

n. 189 ; my C ii his n. 190, 11. 1-12
; and my D is his u.

190, 1. 13, plus one line entirely missing from the marble,
plus a tentative restoration, including the filling up of

a lacuna of one complete line, of fragments given by
him in his notes on n. 190, but not in his text. The sup-

plements in A, 11. 2, 5, 6 and 8, in B, 11. 1, 8, 12, 13 and
14, and in C, 1. 11, are Cougny's or adopted by Cougny :

those in B, 11. 3, 4, 5, 6 and 11, and in D, 11. 1, 2, 4 and 5,

are my own : in A, 1. 1, in B, 11. 2, 7 and 9, and in C, 1. 12,

they are composites of Cougny's text and my own
work : in D, 11. 3 and 6, they are composites of Kaibel's

work and my own. In B, 1. 6, where Cougny presents

yov ... a .... tjv, I read yofAcpoTOxyTJ pco|i.7]v : no Greek
word beginning with yov- will scan in the first place

of a pentameter: yojicpuo-ii; bears in Galen (iv. 11) the

anatomical sense of a species of articulation. In B, 1. 11,

where Cougny presents aXoc , I read #8<xxpuv (xopov :

the possibility in a worn inscription of confusing A and
A is obvious. In C, 1. 3, 1 follow Cougny's text : he states

in his note that " lapis habet TOIH ZYITHNIAEN,
ubi £uyt7]v ad ocXoxov pertinere videtur " : I take, it,

though without full certainty, that he means inter alia

that AAOXON is presented in the inscription at the point

where in the note he puts four dots, especially as in the

text he gives no indication of a lacuna. To turn to a

matter of a slightly different nature, in B, 1. 7, where

Cougny reads

olov Se U7Tvuo[vto?] epsuBe-rai av0ea (jlt)X[wv]

translating his reading as qualiter autem dormientis

rvbescunt /lores malorum, I, being unable to take the
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view [pace certain dictionaries, which do not prove their

point) that jjitjAoc in Greek is capable of meaning malae
(cheeks) as well as mala (apples), which is what Cougny,
though he does not write malarum, in substance suggests

(fancying perhaps that the meaning breasts is a sufficient

analogy), propose with some confidence :

olov 8' s5 7tvcoovt' svepeuOsTai #vOea [atjXcov.

Etymologically irvc&ov-r' is on all fours with tcXmovt' , though
classical tradition, when it wanted an initial long

syllable, used 7weiovx . D throughout is most uncertain :

I have only attempted a possible reconstitution : in

1. 3 exoLvcav appears hardly avoidable, and, if it is right,

xoivato, a rare enough verb, would seem to be here

employed as an equivalent of xoivcovsw.

The epigrams are these :

—

A.

Tiiji.pov fiiv, <J>i[Xa8eX<pe, [xeG' &v] <toi $si[aoct' sm[tov]

8(J(70V Y*P °"u XpOCTlCTTOi; L7]TpWV £7lXsO TO&VTCOV,

toctcov -raw aXXcov e^oxo? ecrTi rXuxwv"

'Wx
-

'!
8' ex ps6ecov 7ura{iev7] fi.[e]Ta Sai(xova? aXXou? 5

^X[u]8s cnf), vaisi? 8' ev [iaxapoa[v] SaraSc^.

EAaOi xai (j.ot 6rox£e vocrcov axo?, (I)? to TOxpoiGsv

vuv yap OsiOTspTjv jioipav exet? {1i6to[u].

B.

#!;iov, <b OiXaSeXip', apeT[9j? 7t6t][zov eXXaxs? ato"/;,

[<rijs t'] i7)Topi7)<; e^o^e xal o-ocpfo]<;
-

ou yap Stj voucroi; [ae Tuxpfji; eSa^atja' 68uv7)o-tv,]

[alxt^ouaa 8efi.a<; tyjxeSovi aruYepfj"]

[a>(i.oyep6iv 8' exafze<; au xal eufzoptpo?, [xeXeJcov 8£ 5

yo|j,[(po7i:]a[YYJ pa)[x]v)v v[a)8p]o<; l'Xu[«re xpo]vo<;"

olov 8' sO two')o[vt' sv]spsu6sTai avOsa fAY)X[cov],

tolo? xal vexu? &>v x[eiffo] xaxa [X]s)(ec3v.

vuv a[e, racTEp,] 8uva[xai 6appwv su8ai(jiova xXfj^stv,

8X(3ie xal £co9)!;, 8xpie xal OavaTou. 10

el 0avev 'lTOtoxpaT7]<; a8a[xpuv [z6pov,] ou8' ap' iyaye

tou 7raXai 'iTtTtoxfpijToui; ouSsv a<ry]^Jl6Tepo<;•

aXX' etu[aov ^ux?) (Jisvet [a0avaT]Y] OiXa8sX<pou,

otofia 8e [0vv]Tov e]ov x^&v lepv) xarexei-
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C.

X«tps, y<Svai IlavOsia, 7tap' dvspo?, 8? (jietoc [xoipav

cyjv oXoou Gavaxou 7rcv0o<; aXaa-rov EX"'
o& yap ^ to(tjv aXoxov ^uyfo) 'iSev "Hprj

eI8o<; xal 7uvuty]v :r)8e aacxppoffov/jv.

aurf) (xoi xal racl8a<; eyeivao racvTai; 6(xoiou?, 5

auTY) xal yajiixou xyjSeo xal tsxewv,

xal Piotyjs o'iaxa xaTsu0uvsaxs<; ev oixco

xal xXeoi; fit^ajaat; £uvov iTf)Topi7)<;"

ooSs yuvr) 7rep eouaa e(i.9)<; a7csXsi7tso tsxvt)?,

Toiivexa ctoi Tti[/,(3ov tsu^s rXiixcov yafAETYji;, 10

S^ ye xal a6[ava]Toio 8s[i.a<; xsuOsi OiXaSefXcpou],

[s]v[0a] xal auTO? eya> xstao[(i,ai &?{U- aeOev].

D.

[toi!)? Evay]i(T[iotj[i; rotaSe Tetji, IIav6si', svl Tii^(3cp]

[09jxa, tpuTwv Spe^a? 9uXXa8a<; aevacov.]

at x' s0a[vov <t6v trot, £co9j<; w? uiiv] col exotvuv,

^C xal [(xoipav exsi? &p0tTov ev ep0i}j.evoi<;']

JaXX', ou yap toS' i'7jv ys, 9epco tcSs eroi—ai 8s 7tp6<pp£Ov] 5

&8s 8ex[eu—£]uvy]v yatav etpeaffajxevoi;.

The disguised Christian epigram (Cougny's Appendix
Anth. Graec. n. 529) relates to St. Luke and must formerly

have been affixed to the house once occupied by the

Evangelist at Rome. Rightly read and corrected—the

engraver was a trifle illiterate—it runs as follows :

avepo?, 8? TOxpo? Auaoviwv raSov I'xeto, £sivou

fiaiov em rpa9sp^ x^ovo 8spxo[iivou, roSe 8(0[i,a,

avSpo? O7u£o[ievou Ztjvo? voov aiyioxoio"

o? 7tot I'Ssi^e (3poTcov 7roXu7iXayxTOt<yiv 7rpa7uSsaaiv

<J"JX*)V a0avar/)v xal ayyjpaov ex Aio<; atayjc, 5

(xap-rupa <l>oi(3ov a[i.' ufAvoiaiv GsXiSsaen x«pa£a<;.

068 #pa 0vt]t6<; 1't]v, U7z' avayxvji; S' inpifAsSovTO?

Tiifipw EivaXiw 7te7ceSy](i.evo? ^vuffev oljxov*

Ix peOstov 8' aXa Xeix^v crefivov e(37) Aio? olxov

ATjTotSy) xal avou? Xl? pwfxov utc' rjepi Teii^a?
- 10

h)T7)p 8 'AfjxXTjTuiaSTjc (xaxapcov Tpij3ov $ei,

XpT](X0(jtSv7)v 8' eXitcev 7coXuxr)piov ev vsxiSearcnv.

Editors, wrongly reading in 1. 10 AtjtoiSt) xal avow? Xl?

as AtjtoiSyj xal Motiaau;, a phrase scarcely susceptible

of a Christian application, have hopelessly missed the
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drift of the inscription. ANOYCAIC and MOYCAIC are

most similar. The &vou? Xi? is the baplizatus leo, the

legendary lion of St. Paul and St. Thecla. OotfSov in

1. 6 of course means Christ and ATj-rotSf) in 1. 10 Son of

Mary. The tuus jam regnat Apollo of the Fourth Eclogue

is no doubt in a manner responsible for such expressions.

The words in 11. 1 and 2,

^sivou

P«i6v eizl Tpa'fspT) x^ow 8epxo[iivou,

a stranger in the land and a sojourner, who has but to

wait a little before he go hence and be no more seen (though

8epxo[jiivou is active in sense), are unmistakeably Christian.

em x^°vl 8epxo[ievou is imitated from Homer's ^wv-ro?

xocl era. x^0Vl Sepxofiivoio (Iliad, I. 88) : Tpoccpepfl does

not mean dry, but has its late signification, equivalent

to that of the Homeric 7touXt>poTeipfl, as seen in Aratus
(Phaen. 1. 1027). The Gjxvoi of 1. 6 are the Magnificat,

the Benedictus, and the Nunc Dimittis. -Jjvuaev olfxov

in 1. 18 is distinctively Christian : the Evangelist finished

his course (cf. Acts of the Apostles, xx. 24 and 2 Timothy
iv. 7). As for the term 'AaxX7)7ua87](: in 1. 11, it is

likely that the beloved physician was literally of that

stock : the preface to his Gospel is based on Hippocrates
and Dioscorides*, and the close imitation of Thucydides
(n. 2) in Ch. m. vv. 1-2 is a fact not to be neglected, though
I have nowhere seen it pointed out. L. 12, no doubt
spiritual in application, is adapted from an epigram on
Hippocrates (Anth. Pal. ix. 53, 1. 2). Hitherto the in-

scription has commonly been deciphered thus :

avepec, ot 7rapo<; Auaovicov yjdbva. Excts, £eivoi,

(3aiov era Tpa9epfj yftovl 8epx6[ievoi x68e S<5[xot

avSpo? 6m^o(j.evou Zyjvo? v6ov atyioxoio"

8? tot' ISet^e pporoiv 7toXu7rXaYXToi? Iv 7rpam8ea<iiv

^ux"Jjv a0avaT»)v xal ayripaov ex Aio? aicnr]?, 5

(idcpTUpa Oot[3ov ajzufjivicriv aeXtSeaai xapa&x?-
ou8 <5cpa Ovtjtoi; e7)v, utc' avaYx^? 8' u<Jn[ii8ovTO<;

T<i[i.pci) eivaXsci) 7rs7ce8Y)[x£voi; fy/uaev oI[xov,

ex peOecov 8' avaoreixwv asjivov e^T} Ai6<; olxov,

A7]"rot8fl xal Mexican; p<D[Aov U7r' Tjepi -rs^ac 10

EvjTYjp 8' 'AffxXTjraaSTji; [Aaxapcov TptjJov fjei,

Xp7)fxo<Tiiv7)v 8' I'Xirtev 7coXuxif)piov ev vexiiscrcHv.

* Or on some source from which Dioscorides drew.
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On this treatment the first clause lacks a main verb,

in 1. 6 a[AUji.viot.v is a vox nihili (clearly TMNICIN is

an iotacism for the phonetically identical YMNOICIN),
and towards the end the subject of the epigram is both
made to go to heaven twice over and also represented

as erecting an altar after, not before, his death. Further

the address to men from abroad is impossible in a
supposed epitaph : it must be the deceased who came
from abroad : though there be no epitaph, this hint is

helpful.

It only remains to speak of the legend of the lion.

That a story existed that the lion was baptised we know
from a statement of St. Jerome (D. Scriptoribus Ecclesi-

asticis, Ch. vn.), read in the second nocturn of the feast

of St. Luke in the Roman Breviary (St. Jerome is rejecting

the tale on the ground of the improbability that St. Luke
hoc solum ignoraverit, not, I wish to make clear, connect-

ing the lion with St. Luke) :
" Igitur periodos Pauli et

Theclae et totam baptizati leonis fabulam inter apocryphas
scripturas computamus." The Hon was connected with St.

Paul and St. Thecla (St. Jerome's hoc solum, not haec sola,

shows that the periodi and the fahula formed one single

whole) : it figures in the Ethiopic Contending of St. Paul
(v. and vn.). In the Ethiopic legend it was originally a
golden idol, in the form of a hawk, in a temple at Aleppo,

but St. Paul turned it (at least in appearance) into a
live lion, and, after it had done him good service, sent it,

in answer to a request made by it to him, into the desert,

there to await his further need. Afterwards, St. Paul

with a disciple, named Sacentes, was cast into a fiery

furnace at Acre (Ptolemais), and, while they were therein,

the lion presented itself to their persecutors and exhorted

them to become Christians. It then addressed St. Paul

and Sacentes, calling them forth from the furnace.

Here it disappears from the story. There is clearly no
difficulty in attributing to such a lion the erection of an

altar, and a baptizatus leo would, I suppose, be seen

safely to heaven by its inventors. In the existing Greek

Acts of Paul and Thecla the same animal seems to occur,

but in a most etiolated form. When St. Thecla is exposed

to wild beasts, a lioness protects her, killing a bear, but

subsequently succumbing to the attack of two lions.
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The legendary connexion of the lion with St. Luke would,

but for the epigram we are considering, be unattested

:

but it must be remembered that St. Luke was one of

St. Paul's most intimate and constant companions. The
manner of St Luke's death is to a singular degree doubtful.

According to the legend printed in the Bollandist Acta
Sanctorum he was martyred, and his body was thrown
into the sea, but afterwards recovered and buried in an
island. That suits the epigram.

I think I may claim that I am right in reading &vou^

Xl?, and that the epigram lends no countenance to any
theory of Asclepiad apotheosis. The reader would do
well to consult the Planudean group of epitaphs on
physicians (App. Plan. 267-274), of which the whole

tenour is such as to confirm my argument. Other
epigrams exist of various degrees of relevancy (Anth.

Pal. vn. 61, 62, 64, 92, 108, 109, 135, 363, and 681-688,

together with App. Plan. 31), some of which support me
and none of which contradict me.

Yet one epigram (Cougny's Appendix Anth. Graec.

n. 461) might conceivably be used against my conten-

tion. It takes the form of an epitaph on Aelia

Prima, the seven-year-old daughter of one P. Aelius

Abascantus : Abascantus is—at least more probably than
not—a distinctive Asclepiad name. In the epitaph the
maiden is assigned to the islands of the blessed, and those
islands are identified with the Elysian plains (in the
plural : compare Horace, Epode xvi. 11. 41-42 :

Arva, beata
Petamus arva divites et insulas),

while Olympus is spoken of as nigh at hand. The lines,

which are quite charming, run :

oux eSavec;, IIptOTT], [aste^t]*; 8' eq ajxsivova X"P0V
»

xal vaiet? fiaxaptov v^croui; GaXtyj evi TCoXXfl

ev6a xax' 'HXuaicov tceSCwv map-ccoo-a yiyriQou;

(ScvOeaiv ev {iaXaxoun xaxcov exxoaBev aTOxvxcov.

ou xe^&v XuTtst a, ou xaufj.'
- ou voucro? ivoyXsl' 5

ou raivTJc;, ou SitLoc; ^st<; - aXX' ouSs tcoOsivo?

«v0pco7rwv eri aoi pfo-roi;
- £wsic yap d{ii|X7tTCi)s

auyat? sv xaOapaiaiv ' OXu[i,7rou 7rX7jfftov ovto?.
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This is resonantly Christian. For oux £0avs<;, Ilptiro],

{jLeT£(i7]<; 8' in 1. 1 compare The maid is not dead but sleepeth

(Mark, V. 39, Luke, vm. 52) : for it; ajieivova x&pov in the
same line compare They desire a better country {Hebrews,
xi. 16) : for coapTtocra in 1. 3 compare He cometh leaping

upon the mountains, skipping upon the hills {Song of
Solomon, n. 8), Be thou like a roe or a young hart upon the

mountains of Bether {Song of Solomon, n. 17), and Be thou
like to a roe or to a young hart upon the mountains of spices

{Song of Solomon, vin. 14) : for fivGeaw ev {xoXaxoien

in 1. 4 compare He feedeth among the lilies {Song of
Solomon, n. 16, and vi. 3) : for 11. 5-6 compare They
shall not hunger nor thirst ; neither shall the heat nor sun
smite them (Isaiah, xlix. 10) : for 1. 8 compare And the

nations of them which are saved shall walk in the light

of it, that is, of the heavenly city {Revelation, xxi. 24).

Pagan parallels, e.g. from Homer, may be adduced : but
there is no closeness in them.

P.

That there is reason to suppose that "Yppi? is only another

name for Tup& (3'.

Only two fragments are ascribed to the "Y(3pi<;.

The first of the two (FY. 670) is presented by Stobaeus
{Fl. 26, 3) thus : Eo<poxXeou<; "Tppecoi; cwriipou (so codices

M and A ; codex S omits aocTtipou)-

Xy)87]v ts ttjv toxvt' a7tscrrepr}[ASV7]v,

xaxpyjv, #vau8ov.

Though Hense defends crocTiipou, as meaning a Satyric

drama, on the strength of the occurrence of the singular

in that sense twice in a passage of Demetrius {De Eloc.

169), yet the usage is quite foreign to anthologies and
cannot even be found in the lexicographers. The most
regular expression, the term of art in fact, even with

a title in the singular, is craTupoi. We should expect

"Yppecx; aocirtSpcov, though "Yppeox; aaTUpix9j<; would be a
permissible variation. This consideration is so weighty
that I propose for T(3pecoi; aaripou the emendation
Tppeox; lax Tupot (" Hybris=Tyro "), taking "Tppeto? as

the original lemma of Stobaeus and taa. Tupoi as the

explanatory addition of a copyist.

£ E
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So far, I have merely submitted a possibility, though
a possibility that seems to commend itself. Moreover the

possibility is that the "Yppi? is identical with a play called

Tupti : there is nothing yet to suggest Tup<5> (}' rather than
Tup<3) a', or vice versa. But a consideration of the words
of the Fragment will take us a long way further.

In 1. 1 editors vary, for the most part, between
obtav-r' and toxvtcov as corrections of the unmetrical iz&vi?

.

All such corrections sin against a usage of Stobaeus,

with regard to which I am about to lay down a canon
of the last importance. Stobaeus in his Florilegium

never abbreviates any verse quotation (and a like strict-

ness appears to govern his quotations in prose) either

by beginning it or by ending it at such a point as to cause

it to appear without a full grammatical construction,

save that three times he admits a certain laxness in

the case of a nominative, but a nominative only. The
three exceptional occasions are these :

(1) (Stobaeus, Fl. 31, 20 ; Hesiod, Op. 318)

:

alStix;, v\ t' &v8pa? \ieycc cCvexai yj8' ovivvjaw.

(2) (Stobaeus, Fl. 46, 1 ; Euripides, Syleus, Fr. 692) :

Tot? [xev Sixotioi? evStxoi;, tote, 8' oc5 jtaxoi?

toxvtgjv (isyicrTOi; iroXejzio? xa-ra yQbva..

(3) (Stobaeus, Fl. 74, 20 ; Euripides, Medea, 11. 13-15) :

auT7] Ss tkScvtoc cufxipepouff' 'Iaaovr
^7tsp \x.eyicvr\ Y^YveTat «»>T»)p£a,

Stgcv yuvT) 7tpo? #v8pa \xy\ Si^ostocttj.

Once also the fact that he is quoting from a dialogue
hides the construction of a nominative (Stobaeus, Fl.

99, 15; Euripides, Orestes, 11. 398-399):

XiStoi] [idcXiatdc y' ?) 8ia<p9e£pouer<& \is.

Seivv) yap yj 0e6c, aXX' fijjito? iaai(xo?.

Here the full passage, so far as we are concerned, is

(Euripides, Orestes, 11. 395-399):

MevsXoco?* tl XPW" KI*aXelG > T^ ff
' «TO$XXu<rtv v6cto?

;

Ope<ro)<;. f) aiiveertc, 6ti tnivoiSoc 8e£v' eipY«(i[Jt.evos.

Me. tcS? 9^? ; oocp6v toi t6 oatp^, ou t6 [l^ (roups?.

Op. Xi7n) (xaXt<rrdc y*
f) 8ia<p0eipouadc fie.

Me. Seiv^j y<*P ^ 8e6?, dcXX' 8[i«i; laorijAos.
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The same phenomenon is presumably observable in one
other passage, though no context is extant (Stobaeus,
Fl. 98, 7 ; Menander, Fr. 263)

:

dcvOptoTTOi;, bcocv/] 7tp6cpocaie ei<» to SuaTU^eiiv.

I do not mean to say that Stobaeus may not sometimes
cut a quotation short at a point which leaves the gram-
matical construction, though full, yet somewhat different

from that which further quotation would show it to

have been in the original. I certainly suspect that he does

this once (Stobaeus, Fl. 34, 10 ; Euripides, Telephus,

Fr. 723):

2j7rapT/)v eXa^ei;
-
xeiv7)v x6qxei.

toc? Se MuxTJvaq iftLsZq tSiqc.

Subject to the limitations expressed, the canon is absolute

;

and it reposes on a very great multitude of examples.
It is the summing-up of a practice manifestly prompted
by a nice sense of literary propriety. But, besides the
quotation from the Hybris with which we are dealing,

there are two places in which prima facie, though
only as a result of patent corruption, it is violated.

(1) In the Florilegiwm (47, 5) the mss. present Fr. 250
of Euripides, from his Archelaus, thus : tou aixou (i.e.

EupiroSou) 'Ap^sXato.

TupocvviSa Y)0cJv (so codex M : for -/)0tov codex A gives

fj
6ewv) p vo^eTOU'

to [i^i 6aveiv y<*P "x s'xel > T$AXa 8' 'iyzi.

Codex S omits the whole passage, but to the next quotation,
which is from Euripides' Aegeus, prefixes 'Ap^e, so that

there is no reason to suspect an interpolation. With a

wrong, though taking, presentation of Gaisford's in 1. 1

and a right emendation of Grotius' in 1. 2, the Fragment
is now read thus :

-rupavviS', y 0ewv Seuxepa vomeral*
to (Z7) Gatvetv yip oux tyst, Tot S' #XX

J
fe'^et.

Here we have, as in the mss., the accusative TupavviSa

without the inclusion in the quotation of any verb to

govern it. But next best to the gods is not a really articulate

B E 2
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way of saying next best to the condition of the gods : the
analogy of x6fjiai xapCxeaaiv 6(ioiat must not be ridden
to death. Read

:

Tupavvli; aX0tov SstVrepov vofi^ETai*

to (xv) Gavstv yap oux iysi, toc 8* #XX' 'ixs1.

Translate :
" It is commonly held that the second-best

medicine is a crown : it is a recipe, not indeed for immor-
tality, but for everything else." (2) In the Florilegium

(103, 10) the mss. present Fr. 320 of Sophocles, from his

Ion, thus : Zo<poxX£ou<; "Itovoc*

sv Aio? xy^tcok; apouaOoci

[xovov (codex A (jlouvov) suSai[Jiovoc<; 8X|3oui;.

In the text, as it stands, the construction of apouo-6oci

is not supplied ; but the first line is undeniably corrupt.

The second line shows the metre there to be ionic a minore,

but the first line will not scan in that metre either with
or without the help of anaclasis. Neither, save by
violent methods, can it be altered into that metre. But
it can by a mere touch be transformed into a dactylic

tetrameter, a metre employed in conjunction with the

ionic a minore. Read :

ev Aioi<; xobtoii; Ttap' apouaOat

(xovov suSaifzova? 8X(3ous.

Compare Euripides' Bacchae (11. 519-520 ; see my treat-

ment of the whole passage in 'AvtI Mia?)

:

'AeXiou Oiiyocrep «pae0ovTO?>,

7t;6tvi' euTOxpOsve Atpxa,

where the first line, the metre of which may sufficiently

be fixed from the antistrophe, although that too is

corrupt, has been depraved into the absurd

'AxeXcjiou OiivaTep,

an attempt at an ionic line.

Thus the infinitive in the Fragment from the Ion is

subjected to governance. M. Schmidt proposed xotTcoi?.

Applying the canon to the first Fragment of the Hybris,

I find it impossible, in view of the conditions of the

problem, to introduce a verb at the point required, viz.
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where there is a gap in the metre, in any other way than
by reading :

X7]87]V T6 T7) TY]V 7k£vt' a7teCTTSpTf)(JllvY]V,

xtocpviv, #vau8ov.

I doubt indeed whether this was the full construction

in Sophocles : Se^ou or the like may have followed after

an interval. But at any rate it was a full construction to

Rtobaeus and his readers. In Homer ttj is of course

always employed semi-interjectionally, without ,. an
accusative, and followed by another imperative : but
even in Homer its meaning is take (singular). Attic

comedy agrees with Homer (Cratinus, Odysses, Fr. 6
;

Eupolis, Fr. Incert. Fab. 29), except that Eupolis (I.e.)

puts the following imperative into the plural. Later
Greek apparently felt itself at liberty to treat the word
as an ordinary transitive imperative (though it is not so

used in Callimachus). Unfortunately I have so far been
unable to trace the ramifications of usage in unindexed
authors, as—an extraordinary circumstance—Dindorf's

Stephanus fails one here. In that Thesaurus ty) indeed

occurs at its proper place ; but one is simply referred

to toLco. Now there is no entry tocco. There is an entry

tsco, but it supplies no information. The omission has

evidently (though not admittedly) non-plussed Liddell

and Scott.

For the multiple iteration of t, compare a line

conveving a like sense of deprivation (Sophocles, O. B.

1.371):

wpAo<; Ta t' &Ta tov te vouv toc t' 6mion el.

The couplet, with tyj in it, suggests most strongly

that it is the sentence, in the mouth of Artemis, by
which Cos was deprived of memory. (j.va[xoa<iva? evsxev,

£coTCtSpou (Aova<; 9pev6?, and this couplet would thus con-

stitute a memorable trio. Add to this the solecism of

"Yppsco? aaTupou plus the facility of "Y(3ps<i><; 'tcroc Tupot,

and you have a strong case for equating the "Y(jpi<;

with Tupw (}'.

With the second Fragment I shall deal later.
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Q-

That there exist indications that the situation treated in

Tup<5> p' arose out of the raising of rXauxo?.

If Sophocles wrote a Tup<5> Kw? dealing with the fate

that befell Cos, wife of 'AoxXyjraot;, because of her having

raised, or essayed to raise, 'Aaxkrimoi; to life, after he

had been slain by Zeus for having himself raised, or

essayed to raise, someone else to life, it is clear that the

play must have contained some account of the particular

action of 'A<jxXt)7u6<; which led up to the situation.

Hippolytus, Orion, and Glaucus are variously stated

to have been the patients—if I may so call them—on
whose account 'Aaxkfim6<; suffered. If Tup& (3' is con-

cerned with the fate of Cos, Fr. 654 appears to indicate

that Glaucus is the patient who figured in the Sophoclean
version of the legend.

That Fragment is certainly from Tupw [3', and it can
hardly, as we have seen, be read otherwise than as

xdcv (ieaq> ti? 8pvi<; "Hpoc<; I'^eSpov X"Pav eXMV "

In view especially of the augural term I'^eSpov, it must
refer to some oeonoscopy. Now neither in the case of

Hippolytus nor in that of Orion (nor yet in any of the

cases in which 'A<t>cXy)7u6<; raised the dead without, in any
extant legend, recorded punishment) was there an opening

for oeonoscopy : the dead had died, and ' AaKkt\-Ki6c,

simply came and raised, or attempted to raise, them.

But in the case of Glaucus the body was missing and had
—there is no variation on this point—to be discovered

by means of augury.

Thus there arises a prima facie presumption that the

raising of Glaucus by 'AaKkrpnbc, was the circumstance
which led to the action of Tupeb (}'. But there arises a
seeming, though not a substantial, difficulty. It may
be objected that Sophocles in his Mavrsi!;, which treats

the Glaucus legend, represents Polyidus, not ' Aoxkrjiziot;,

as at work, and that he is not likely to have violently

contradicted himself.

But we must examine the facts more closely.

According to all versions of the legend it was Polyidus
that found the body of Glaucus by means of augury :

but at this point unanimity ceases. Hyginus in one
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place [Fab. 136) attributes the raising to Polyidus, but
in another {Poet. Astr. n. 14) to 'AoxXyjtciqs. Identically,

Apollodorus in one place (in. 17-20) attributes the
raising to Polyidus, but in another (m. 10)to'AcrxXY)7u6<;.

It is from this last-mentioned passage in Apollodorus

that we learn the story that it was on this occasion that

'A.oKkt\mbc, was killed by lightning.

There is nothing whatever in the extant Fragments
of the MavTei? to exclude even the direct action of
'

AoxXy)7«6i;. But more probably Sophocles reconciled

the two legends by representing Polyidus as acting,

when it came to the raising, under the instructions and
on behalf of 'AoxXtjuio?.

The phantom, so to speak, of a difficulty being thus
removed, we are at liberty to look for further indications

that the plot of Tup& p' is a sequel to that of the Mavreii;.

They certainly exist.

A feature of the Glaucus legend was the appearance
of two serpents. Now Athenaeus (xi. 475 a), in part
of a long patch from the Epitome, presents us with a
Fragment (Fr, 660) of the Tupco of Sophocles, without
specifying which Tupto he means, thus : 2o<poxX9j? 8e

Tupol*

rcpoffTYJvai (XECTKJV

rpaTO^av aficpl gitioc ra xap^vjcia,

7rpo? ty)v Tpara^av 7rpo<7sX?jXu0evai <paax<ov too? 8paxovra<;

xal fsveaQaa 7tepl ra oixia xal ra xap^yjaia. Macrobius
(Saturn, v. 21, 6) says :

" Sophocles in fabula quae
inscribitur Tyro

:

7rp6? yyjv 8ei[U

Tparce^a ajxipi altx xal xapxvjcia."

Hence there is read :

7cpoff7tTY)vai (so Bergk) (xeovjv

Tpa7rs^av dcfjitpl avzcu. xal xapxfaia.

That the reference is to serpents is expressly stated

by Athenaeus. Now no one has been able to suggest

why serpents should appear in a play relating to the
daughter of Salmoneus. Surely the Fragment is from
Tupo) p' and the serpents are those of the Glaucus legend.
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But, seeing that we have to do with 'Aaxkrim6<;, I would
suggest that they are specialised as the two well-known

serpents of 'AffxX7]7ti6<;, and that they are sent by him
to help Polyidus.

Again, Athenaeus (in. 99 f), this time also omitting

to specify which Tupco he means, preserves a Fragment

of a Tuptii (Fr. 666) thus : SotpoxXyjs re ev Tupoi-

oS ToTffi 7caY5^PTOl(Jtv e?svf^o(jiev.

Porson rightly emended to

ffiTOiffi 7raYX°PTOtfftv e£ev££ofiev.

The context in Athenaeus shows that human food is in

question, the example being cited to justify ^opTaaGvjvai

in the sense of xopeaGvjvai. But obviously tcocyX°Ptoi<tiv

must refer in Sophoclean Greek to food of a very special

nature. A vegetarian banquet can scarcely have been

introduced into Tup& «', but it is just what must have
been set before the (xavTsiq of Crete, one of whom we
find declaring (Euripides, Cretes, Fr. 472, 11. 18-19)

:

Ppwow eSewTtov TreqxiXavjiai.

Thus again the Glaucus legend is indicated.

Once more, the second Fragment {Fr. 671) of the
Hybris can very reasonably be set beside Fr. 654 as

forming part of the account of the oeonoscopy. That
Fragment is presented by the existing text of Athenaeus
(xrv. 657 a) in the course of the following sentence :

§sh<pxx.oi Se apaevixco? e'tpvjxe IIXaT<ov ev nowjTT)*

SeXtpaxa Se pai6x«Tov

SotpoxX^? "Tppef

e<r0(eiv e9eX<ov (for l0eX<ov codex P gives eOeXco) tov

SeXtpaxa -

Kpa-avo? 'OSucrcreucn*

SsXcpaxa? [leyaXous"

0y)Xuxco? Se Nixox<£p7]<; if/}'

xiioutrav SeXtpaxa,
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xocl E(>7ioXi<; XpUffqi revet"

oux aXXetiOiov SeXcpaxa wSov0 Yjoria

xal jiaXa xaXqv,

xal nXdcTWV 'Ioi"

7up6aep£pe Seupo Syj ttjv xe<paX7]V ty)? S^axo?'

0e67ro(xiTOi; UypeMTrfl'

xal TVjv tepav yjjxciiv a<paTT0U<jiv 5eX9axa.

I have not recorded variants, other than that in the Hybris
fragment, from the apographs : they do not affect us.

The sentence, corruptions apart, is not in its full original

form. Not only are the quotations huddled together
as if in a catalogue, but also, though we have ev IIoitjt^,

we have, without ev, the titles "Y(3pei, ' OSuoaeuai, Xpuuqi
Tevei, 'Ioi, and Il7)veX67r)f). Whenever Athenaeus' text omits
ev in such a case, we should do well to be suspicious :

even the restorations that we know to be taken from
the Epitome do not normally disdain the use of the
preposition, but rather show that the epitomiser aimed
at some modicum of literary form. I rather imagine
that the sentence, after the initial quotation, was taken
at an early date from some summary more concise
than that which we call the Epitome. In any case it is

obvious that there is a fair amount of corruption : yet it

does not patently extend to the passage from the Hybris.

This both Dindorf and Nauck take as a senarius with a
lost beginning. To get rid of the resulting anapaest in

the fourth foot, Dindorf changed eSeXwv to GeXwv, but
Nauck, though he afterwards recanted, at one time trans-

posed e0eXa)v and e<T0ieiv. Of the two, though I think
neither right, I prefer Nauck's treatment. Whereas in

the case of the almost adjacent quotation from Plato's

Io a transposition (of f)[xtov and a9dcTT0uaiv) is, it would
seem, inevitable, so that neither here is transposition out
of the question, it is very harsh to assume the cor-

ruption after Athenaeus' time, when eOeXeiv, except as

a preciosity, had become obsolete, of 0eXwv into eQilw.
But, if we take the Fragment as part of a description of

the oeonoscopy relating to Glaucus in Tupw (}', which
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description I infer from Fr. 654 to have been couched
in trochaic tetrameters, then we are able, by means of

an almost imperceptible modification of the text, to

present

:

loOisiv

eI6' £X<5iv t6v 8£X<pocx\

sT6' stands for sIto, the third person singular of the

aorist of tepoci, / desire. The reference in the Hybris
is clearly not to a man, but to some creature, such as

a bird of prey, that was able to devour a whole porker :

8sX<poci; does not mean a sucking-pig. Compare the

Mavrei? (Fr. 396)

:

Toti? yXafiupo^ xoctoc qpopfiav.

I imagine that a victim was exposed to attract augural
birds.

If it be objected that the use of the word 8eX<poc£

implies that the Hybris was a Satyric drama, I reply

that, even in tragedy, a sacrificial or augural context

would amply justify the employment of a term sanctified

by religion. That 8£Xcpa£ was so sanctified is clear from
the quotation, cited above, from Eupolis, which should

be read as

:

oux, aXX' £0oov 8sX<pax' tiivov Oyja-nqc

xal (xaXa xaXyjv (so Meineke, except that &vov is

my suggestion)

•and from that from Theopompus,

xal xy]v Espocv . . . SeXcpaxa.

Side by side with Frr. 654, 660, and 671 I would set

Fr. 399, preserved by Hesychius and ascribed by him to

SocpoxXvjc; noXueiStp (s.v. apaiov) :

6 7cp6a0ev eX0<J)v Tjvapatoi; jioi vexu?.

The received and right correction is :

6 7tp6a0sv eX0<jiv 3jv dcpaii6i; [ioi vlxix;.

IIoXiiei8o<;, or, more properly, noXiiSo;, is a recognised

alternative title of the Mocvtsu; : but this line looks for all

the world as if it were in the mouth of Cos in Tupci p',
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and aa if she were saying in effect :
" The raising of

the corpse of Glaucus has brought a curse upon us. How
then can I venture to raise a second corpse, that of my
husband ? " But this view would imply that Polyidus
figures in Tup<5> p' as well as in the MavTei?.

With such questions I will deal in my next section.

For the moment it is enough to say that I have shown
reasons for supposing Tup& p' to be a sequel to the
MdcvTei?.

R.

That further inferences with regard to Tup<5> p' may be

drawn.
The proposition that Tupw p' dealt with the legend of

Cos is, as we have seen, supported by some direct evidence.

It is not contradicted by evidence of any kind. If

accepted, provisionally, as a fact, it is found to square

in a striking manner with other facts, viz. the contents

of three Fragments labelled Tupco. Moreover it offers an
explanation of peculiarities in two Fragments labelled

"T(3pis. It is therefore reasonable to accept the direct

evidence as true.

But this conclusion necessarily involves the further

proposition that in Tupaj p' Cos is represented as raising

or essaying to raise her dead husband, 'AoxXtjtuo*;, who
has been slain by Zeus for raising, by himself or by
an agent, Glaucus son of Minos : on no other hypothesis

will scattered facts cohere. Therefore it is reasonable

to accept this proposition also.

Accepting the two propositions, we see from what
has been said in previous sections that the dramatis

personae include Cos, Artemis, and probably Titan, and
that the scene is probably laid at Titane.

We may further infer from Frr. 654, 660, 666, and
671 (or from any one of them that may be regarded as

more clearly from Tup& p' than the others) that at least

one character in Tupcb p' had been present in Crete and

gave an account of the events that had happened there.

It would be not unnatural to suppose that both Minos

and Polyidus repaired to Titane to return thanks to
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'AcntXY)7rt6i; for his intervention. Now Fr. 666 (with

e^ev^oftev in the first person plural) rather suggests

Minos, certainly not Polyidus, as the speaker, while on
the other hand the ascription of Fr. 399 (if indeed, as

I am tempted to believe, it comes from Tup<5> p') shows
that Polyidus was a character in the play. Therefore

I suggest that the visitors from Crete were two, Minos
and Polyidus. But the fact that some visitor or visitors

came from Crete is all that we can clearly predicate.

That we can predicate this clearly I regard as

substantially certain. The only alternative would be
to lay the scene of Tup<5> (3' in Crete itself. That would
involve two separate improbabilities. In the first place

it would disregard the direct connexion of Cos, in her

capacity of (to coin a phrase) Ku? MeTafi.op©ou[iiv7),

with Titane and with Titan, and so contradict the appa-
rent evidence both of the Helen and of the Agamemnon :

in the second place it would imply the direct action of
1
AffxXiimoi; in the raising of Glaucus, and so introduce

a complication, subversive of unity, into the MdcvTeti;.

This double improbability is tantamount to a moral
impossibility.

The plot then seems to be this. Some person or

persons, preferably Minos and Polyidus, repair to Titane
to return thanks to 'AcocXTjmoi; for having, from a
distance, enabled Polyidus to raise to life in Crete

Glaucus, son of Minos. Meanwhile 'ActxX7)7h6<; at Titane
has been slain by Zeus with lightning for his share

in the business. When the mission from Crete arrives,

it finds Cos, wife of ' Aaxkriizi6<;, bewailing her husband's
death and presumably ignorant of its cause. She is

advised (Fr. 653), probably by the Chorus, to conceal

her bereavement, but apparently does not do so. The
mission enlightens her, relating the whole story of

Glaucus. Then it would seem that Titan, in the legend

current at Titane brother of Apollo and father of

'A<txX7)7ti6?, urges Cos to use her medicinal knowledge
and restore her husband to life. Cos at first refuses,

dwelling on the calamity that has already accompanied
the raising of Glaucus. Finally however, doubtless

setting her wifely duty before other considerations, she

consents. She is interrupted in her task by the appear-
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ance of Artemis, who announces that at the intercession

of Apollo the soul (compare Seneca, H. 0. 11. 1968-1970)
of 'A<txXt]7ei6s has been taken up to heaven, and who
proceeds to confer on Cos the boon of oblivion, sending
her forth to wander like a hind upon the mountains,
in order that she may no longer be tempted to exercise

her forbidden art.

It is obvious that we have here the makings of an
excellent tragedy in the manner of Sophocles. The
working out of the details would partly depend on the
character of the Chorus. As to this there is not a scrap
of direct evidence. But I infer from the almost certain
necessity that Cos must have been attired in a deer-skin
at the time when Artemis appeared and drove her forth

(this necessity appears, not only from general considera-

tions, but also from the title Tupw, it being scarcely

tenable that Artemis can have put a deer-skin on her)

that she was dressed as a huntress before she met her
fate. From this it would naturally follow that the
Chorus was composed of huntress maidens, her fellows.

If so, there would probably be much mention of Artemis
throughout the play, and the friendship of 'Ac7xX7]7ri6?

and Artemis would doubtless be a choric theme.

In the earlier part of this discussion I suggested that

"ApYT) may be the true original of a mysterious 'Apx^
which appears, apparently as a sub-title of Tup<J> (3', in a
scholium on Aristophanes (Aves, 1. 275). Arge, according

to Hyginus (Fab. 205), was a huntress who was turned

into a hind by the sun-god for saying that, even if a stag

ran faster than the sun, she could overtake it. This

story resembles that of the metamorphosis of Cos by
Artemis ; and I rather suppose that "Apyv) is really the

original of 'Apx^> and that by "Apyvj the scholiast meant
KG?. But I altogether refuse to conclude that Cos had
offended either Apollo or Titan. Such legends take all

sorts of forms.

Glaucus' body was found in a jar of honey. The
augury of a peacock, the bird of Samos (see Antiphanes,

the only Fr. of the Homopatrii), in a quarter of evil omen
may have served to connect his death with a vessel of

Samian ware.

Such are the further inferences.
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That Tupoi p' does not deal with the daughter of Salmoneus,

but with Kw?, wife of 'AaxX7)7ti6?.

I have so far confined myself to such propositions as

that it is reasonable to form certain conclusions. In
other words, I have, to use the language of a law-court,

submitted to the jury evidence that Tupw (3' does not deal

with the daughter of Salmoneus, but with Kt5?, wife of

'AffxXTjmoi;.

So far I have gone no further than to invite the jury
to take my view of the evidence and give a verdict in my
favour. But two juries, dealing with the same facts,

may—neither of them in defiance of reason—come to
opposite conclusions. In such a case the Court of Appeal
will let both findings stand, however inconsistent.

Nevertheless a finding must not be against what is

called the weight of evidence : a finding against the weight
of evidence is not allowed to stand.

That weight of evidence is what I claim I have.

I maintain that the cumulative proofs adduced by me
constitute a weight of evidence such that it is not at

the discretion of a jury to reject it. If it be rejected

(as a consequence, it may be, of my own lack of skill in

advocacy), in that case I appeal, like many a better man
than myself before me, from the Court of the Present to

the Court of the Future

—

afiipoci 8' s7t£Xoi7roi fidcpTUpe? <ro(pfJ>TaTOi.

That, of the two plays called Tupw, it is Tupoi a', and
Tupoi a' only, that deals with the daughter of Salmoneus.

It has been shown that Sophocles composed a Tupti,

otherwise called Utkian;, dealing with the Tyro-Sidero-

Pelias legend. It has also been shown that Sophocles

wrote both a Tup<5> a' and a Tupcli (J'. It has further been
shown that Tupoi (3' deals with a plot unconnected with
the legend above-mentioned. It follows that, of the

two plays called Tupoi, it is Tupoi a', and Tupdi a' only,

that deals with that legend.
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That Fragment 671, from the "Y(3pi?, need not disturb us.

The second Fragment of the T(3pi<;, as I said at the
beginning of this chapter, presents a group of words
which may alternatively be scanned either as senarian,

but with a comic anapaest in the fourth foot, though
emendation would be easy, or else as lyric. The comic
anapaest, on the senarian hypothesis, conflicts with my
conclusions as to Sophoclean possibilities in a Satyric

drama, and, as we have seen, the "Yppi? is labelled as

Satyric. Hence all this chapter. Of course the anapaest

would be impossible in a tragic senarius.

The Fragment, as we have seen, runs (it comes, as

I have pointed out, from a patched passage of Athenaeus)

ea0istv eOeXwv tov SeXcpaxa.

As I have stated, Dindorf proposed GeXwv for eGsXwv,

while at one time Nauck wished to transpose eo-Gieiv

and eG£Xeav, of which proposals Nauck's appears to me
the better.

A possible lyric scansion would be

saGisiv eO£Xcov tov

SeXcpax'

,

identical with that of the Pindaric

eXSeoci, cpiXov 3)Top,

[JLY)XeT'.

But we are not driven to this in any way. I have

shown reasons for not regarding the "Tppi? as Satyric,

and I have pointed out that SeXcpoc? might in a sacrificial

or augural context be employed in tragedy. I have

assigned the Fragment, with a minute correction, to a

tragic oeonoscopy known ab extra to have been composed

in trochaic tetrameters, reading :

eaGiew

eI0' eX&v'tov SeX<pax\

That is to my mind the most probable solution ; but

we see that others are open, and in no case need the

Fragment disturb us.
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[20$0KAE0T2 IXNETTAl]

[TA TOY APAMAT02 IIPOSQIIA]

[AnoAAnN]
[ZIAHN02]
[XOPOS SATTPflN]

[KTAAHNH]
[EPMH2]

APPARATUS CRITICUS

Codex Indagatorum unicus est volumen papyraceum, ultima,

ut videtur, alterius post Christum saeculi parte in Aegypto scriptum,

circa annum post Christum MCMVIImum effossum, inter textus
Oxyrrhyncheos 1174 numeratum, ab Arthurio S. Hunt Oxoni editum
anno MCMXII. Quod volumen in folia divisum est, sed servata
voluminis ratione, ita ut intermisso tantum spatio aliquantulo et

sine ulla papyri sectione, nisi falee quam tempus efiecerit, folium folio

succedat. Folia nonnulla adhuc integritatem quandam conservant

:

alia autem foedissime lacerata sunt, et sunt quae in fragmenta pro
majore parte abierint.

In papyro duae manus distingui possunt. Primam equidem P
appello, alteram P2

. Utrum autem P* unum tantum scribam anne
plures indicet scribas nolo judicare.
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SOPHOCLES
THE FOLLOWERS OF THE FOOTSTEPS

THE PAETS PEEFOEMED AEE THOSE OF

APOLLO
SILENUS
A QUIEE OF SATYES
CYLLENE
MEECUEIUS

Notes diacriticas fere omnes, e.g. spiritus, accentus, quantitates,

adjecit P2 iota illud quod subscriptum hodie vocatur ab ipso F
nonnunquam adscribitur, sed plerumque a P omissum a P2 suppletur.

Quoties hoc in apparatu doceo lecturam aliquam, signum diacriticum

vel sigria diacritica ampleotentem, a P2 exhiberi, intellegendum est,

nisi aliter explicit© declaro, eandem lectionem et a P exhiberi, Bed

signis diacriticis prorsus omissis.

Si quando ipsum papyri textum immuto, crucem loco praefigo

et in apparatu rem totem aperio. Crucem autem haud praefigo si

de orthographia tantum agitur.

Titulus.

Periit titulus a papyro, ubi ante v. 1 nihil nunc extat. Aderat
autem olim, id quod docet fabulae stichometria (vide notam apud
v. 92.)

F F 2
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Folium 1.

[AnOAAQN]

[IlacTiv 6eot? xod 7raoi]v dyYEXXto [(3]poTo[i<;]'

[Xpuwouv ey<5) X^(3yj6* umes]jyouiia.t. tsXsi[v]

[j3oTciv l[i.cov XuTyjpi tSv d]7t67rpo0sv.

[Ssivjov [yap eott' s[Afl re SucrJXocpov 9psv£

[axpav)r' d[ei 7to0siv (is Poju? d[xoXYaSa<;, 5

[fjioax]00? [powvtai; 7)8 i3cy](i]a TOpTiScov.

[& toxv]t<x cpp[ouSa, xal fia-ryjlv ixvo<jxo7tco

f [Xa0]poa' lovfxa tyjXs (3ou]aTa0[i.ou y.a.-Kr\c,

[7tXa]vcoi; te )(va[iiov-r'" eut' sJytoSx av wofiyjv

[ouV 5]V 0SCOV Tiv' [ouV E9Y)[Jl]Ep£0V (3pOTO)V 10

[tXyJvJoU To8' Epy[[x', 7] V7)l] 7Tp6? ToXflTJV TOGEIV.

[tout]' oOv S7rei7tsp [s"rox]0ov, sx7tXaysti; 8xvq>

[<rxo7r]oi [AaTeuto, tocvtsXei; xi]pvjy.' iyrjaiv

[Oeot]? PpoTOi? te (itjSev' ayvoEtv toSe,

f [6 £6v 0]i)sia reap' e'[x' avi? xuvrj? e7ko. 15

[AoxpJSv 8' £7tyjX0[o]v <p[u]Xa t[ou] toxvto?

o"rpocT[oo],

Folium 1.

Fons principalis est folium primum papyraceum, quod versus 1-17

exhibet. Acoedunt et duo fragmenta, tarn aperte autem et condicionis

physioae et, quantum ad prius spectat, tractatae rei rationibus hue
revocanda ut ipse Hunt looet in folio. Quorum alteram priores, pos-

teriores alterum partes versuum, quos equidem 20-25 numero, continet,

nisi quod versus 20 pars nulla in primo est.

V. 1. P ayyeXco : P2 aYysXXto . Lacuna in fine versus caret termino
ad quern.

v. 2. P2 xwuiaai . Lacuna in fine versus caret termino ad quern.

v. 5. Post finem hujus versus P2 addit notam, cujus nihil restat

praeter primam literam a .

v. 6. Quartae literae sedes extat in papyro.
v. 7. Post hunc versum scribit Pa

, praefixo puncto, aliquid

cujus remanet solum Stoca : hoc videtur velle 8i<xaxo7Ko ut alteram
pro fyvoaxo7rco lectionem. Quartae hujus versus literae sedes extat in

papyro.
v. 8. P2

. . .pataiCov oTa0fioux''a7r7](j . Post versum P2

addit Xa[ et in linea inferiore o"-/)v[ . Credibile est Xoc[ velle Xa0pat'
EdvTa, et o"y)v[ brachygraphia est (ut inferius passim apparebit) pro
oOtcix; 3)v (? ev TtjS ©iuivoc,).

v. 9. Pa
v<S<jT:e/va et y&i&x. . P uto^yfj : P2

toiojxyjv .

v. 11. P3
t68' .

V. 12. P2
'0UVE7C^ntEp .

v. 13. P fj.aTeucov : P2
(jkxteucov in piaTeuii) mutat et colon verbo

praefigit. P2
Kv)pu-|-(j.' .

v. 14. P2
(jlyiSev' . P TCtSe : P2 toSs .
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Column 1.

Apollo. Unto all gods and unto all mortal men be it

known :

A bason of gold I hereby covenant to deliver

Unto him that shall bring back my cattle that are afar off.

For a hard thing is it and grievous unto my spirit

That I yearn continually for my milch kine with a
fruitless1 yearning, 5

For the noise of my bullocks, and the sweet breath of

my heifers.

These are all departed ; and for their footsteps do I

make vain search,

While they wander secretly far from the crib of the
place of their stalling,

And going astray seek pasture : whereas I had never
thought

That any either of the gods or of men that live but for

a day 10

Thus far had presumed against me without shipwreck
on the rock of his presumption.2

Since therefore this thing befell me, astonied in my distress

I have gone forth, yea, I have made search, with the
ceremonies of perfect proclamation

To gods and to mortal men, bidding none be ignorant
of the business

That mortar in hand, unlike unto myself, I conduct
with my head discovered. 15

I have made visitation of the tribes of the whole host
of the Locrians,

1 Wisd. zv. 4. 2 Esth. xiii. 2 ; ii Mac. v. 18.

v. 15. Docet Hunt P exhibere [ ]u6iaiYap£[jifxaveia>wvr]YeTca,

nisi quod dubium esse judicat literam septimo loco positam : indicat

idem P2
E(i[j.avei<j in Slavic convertisse. Quae quidem correctio

tarn manifesto incompleta est et versum in verba Graeca adeo relinquit

indivisum ut suspicer signo aliquo, hodie fortasse obliterate, aut
primam aut secundam [X literam P2 delevisse haereamque incertus an
monstratura sit investigatio curiosior, vel quia, excepto clavier, P sic

scripserit, vel quod P2 ita correxerit, vel partim ex hac partim ex ilia

causa, [ ]uEiat7rap^avtaKuv7)tre7TO) citra emendationem posse legi.

v. 16. Lacuna in fine versus octo fortasse literarum, quantas
scribit P, capax est ; sed addit versui notam P2

, cujus superest nihil

nisi finis -cou et colon : in lacuna igitur stabat olim et hujus notae
prior pars.
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['Oitouvjri ofuveSpoui; t 'O^okit; 0* oo-ou? Tpe<pei]

[Sffoui; ts KvY][ili; <X[x<pl Kyjfpiaou poa?].

[Tpe^w 8' «v' AiTcoXo<i<; ts xaxapvavixov]

[e? "Apyo? - evTeOGev 8s AcdScovt)]? [Tax*] 20

[xa0aX]X[6jjiear0a Zyjvo? sc xaTaa]xio[v]

[<piiXXo]ta[iv iSXuo? [i.avnxot<;. e^TOiTa [8e]

[t]<x @e<jffaXwv [V eyxaprac rcsSfc' s]7rea-o-ii0[7]v]

BotwT^a^ ts yR? woXuxt^tou? 7ro]X[ei?].

[xa7tei]Ta S[po(iaS7]v 'At018' lxvou(iai ^06va] 25

[aefivas t'
5

A0Y)vac -

ooSafAY] Se pou<; opw].

Folium 2.

[e? "Apyo? e^]? Acopixo[v xa0ix6[i7]v]

[Xocpov ts ys']tov
'

' evOfsv sxGopwv eyw]

[£TU(i/p7)Xl8' ] rpta> £uv [Tjaf^et 7r/]8r]fi.aTi]

[Xt(xv7]v to KuX]Xy)V7)(; te 8u[a|3aTov Xeua?] 30
[maffoppoov] ts x&P0V > e? 8* u[Xy]V Xevto],

[die;, SITS 7COt](XY)V SIT aYptOCTTyjfptOV Tl? T]]

[jxapiXoxaujToiv sv Xoytp TOScp[io-TocTai]

[>] twv opjsiwv vu[x«poYevvY][TOU erTcopas]

v. 17. Undetricesimae literae sedes extat in papyro. Lacuna in

fine versus caret termino ad quern.

v. 20. Lacuna in fine versus caret termino ad quem.
v. 21. Lacuna in fine versus caret termino ad quem.
v. 22. Lacuna in fine versus caret termino ad quem.
v. 23. P2 7teuau0 . Lacuna in fine versus caret termino ad quem.
v. 24. Literae, quae, si duo fragmenta justo supplemento con-

juncta sunt, quarta et vicesima stat in versu, sedes extat in frag-

mento secundo. Lacuna in fine versus quinque fortasse literarum,

quantas scribit P, capax est ; sed versui adscribit P2 notam, cujus

superest o", indicans aliquid " oOTto? " esse scriptum in aliquo exem-
plari : in lacuna igitur stabat olim et hujus notae prior pars.

v. 25. Literae, quae, si v. 24 bene reconstitutus est, ultima verbi

txvoujxat stat, sedes extat in fragmento secundo. Lacuna in fine

versus caret termino ad quem.

Folium 2.

Fons propemodum unicus est folium secundum papyraceum, frag-

mento duarum tantum literarum adjecto, quod Hunt ob condicionem
physicam huic papyri parti et propter duas paragraphos versui,

quem ego 49 numero, dat. Hoo in folio uniuscujusque in fine versus,

versibus 31, 33, 38, serieque 42-51 exceptis, est lacuna talis ut careat

termino ad quem. In fine versuum 38, 43, 45, 47, 49, 50 lacuna nulla

est i in fine versus 31 est lacuna viginti fortasse, quantas scribit P,

literarum capax, sed inde vestigium notae a P 2 scriptac, quae partem
lacunae olim implevit : in fine versus 33 est lacuna viginti fortasse,

quantas scribit P, literarum capax, sed inde vestigium notae a Pa

scriptae, quae partem lacunae olim implevit : in fine versus 44,
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Such as dwell together at Opus and the children of

the land of Ozolis

And of the land of Cnemis beside the waters of Cephisus.

Throughout Etolia have I hastened, and to Argos that

is in Acarnania.

And thence went I leaping swiftly and lighted in the

grove of Jupiter, 20

Even the grove Dodona, that is overshadowed from
above

With leaves that are leaves of prophecy. Afterward
made I haste

And gat me to the plains of Thessalia rich in harvest

And the wealthy cities of the land Beotia. [25

Thereafter running quickly I came unto the Attic country

And the holy city, Athens : but my oxen could I nowhere
behold.

Column 2.

In course from thence I came unto Argos of the Dorians
And the hill that is hard by : and therefrom did I spring

forth

And leaping speedily am come to the Lake Stymphalus
And to the mount of Cyllene hard to climb, 30

A land flowing with rosin, and unto the forest do I lift

up my voice,

That, if there be any shepherd or any countryman,
That prepareth coals by fire, standing where he can hear,

Or any of the satyrs of the mountains, of the seed of

the goddesses of the rivers,

quamvis nulla in materia papyri lacuna memoretur, unam ait Hunt
esse posse post Teipe literam : in fine versus 46 post px sive pa duarum
literarum lacuna est, inde unius Iiteiae sedes, inde lacuna quatuor
literarum capax : in fine versus 48 est lacuna duarum literarum

capax : in fine versus 51 est lacuna literarum, quantas scribit P,

septem capax ; sed sequitur sine intervallo pars ulterior notae a P2

scriptae, cujus ab initio tres periisse literae satis probabilo est, ita

ut, cum marginalis scriptura scriptura textual]' multo sit arctior sed

spatium tamen inter textum et notam relinquendum sit, lacuna
maxima, quantum ad P speotet, quinque literarum esse videatur.

V. 28. Ftov'svO .

v. 29. Duodevicesimae literae sedes extat in papyro.

v. 31. Pa eoS'u . Post hunc versum addit notam P2
, cujus sola

litera 6, quae inter alias stabat, superest.

v. 33. Huic versui addit notam P2
, cujus nihil superest nisi litera

ultima u.

v. 34. P2
vuntpoyevvr) •
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[Bvjpwjv tic, e<m, 7ra<nv &y-fe)J[Stv TaSe]' 35
[(3oiiep]topa tou Ilaicovoi; 8em<; a[v Xa|3Y)],

[a&i; au]T6xpv]ji.« (AioOoi; eo-0' 6 xs[£(xsvoi;].

[SIAHNOS]

[s7T»)x]6ou <pcf)V7)[Jia Tax; s7rsxXuov

[(3o6)]vto<; 6p0ioi<ri civ xrip
i!)y[ia.a[i],

[a]nou($Yi xaS', yj TOxpecm izpEaftbTfl, [7tepi] 40
[a]o£, Ooi(J' "AtoXXov, 7rpoo-<piX7]<; euefpyeTT]!:]

0eXcov Ye^scSai, twS' s7rscr(Tii0r)v 8p[6[i.«],

<3cv raos to XPW* ^ou^o aoi xuvy)y[s](7cj.

t[6]t' a5 ye[pa]i; (ioi xeijxevov xp[u]a[6v a]ri<pe

[i.a[Xi]o-T' sti:' [su0tiv]aia[i 7t]po<; 0eo-[fi.ou aT«0[x6]v.

[45

TCatSa^ 8' e[[Aoi]c Sacroian [miv]8u' e[3] (iXfeTOiv]

[cppaaai[x]' [oc]v, efoep lxTe[X]eii; oarep Xeyei?.

[All.] [tocut' sxteXco '•{]&' [xouvov e[X7r[sSou T]aS[e].

[SI.] Tot[e pou? ava^to o-]oi
-

wil) S' e(xtoSou [86<ti]v.

[An.] [£dcf}8ov Up. 4]p' &v6s ti[?]; e[I<j]0' £<; [0o6]-

ji[6<x>

;

50

[SI.] [aXX]6Tpia t[oc[ji«, 7c]i<j[t!.v] e[i] £v)t[sic; apa].

[All.] [aXXoTpia (xv) xaXeiv Ta Stj 7r]sa6[vTa aoi].

v. 36. P2
StJTta .

v. 37. P2
ect6' . Quiatae literae sedes extat in papyro.

v. 38. P, ut suspicor, [....]oou: Hunt autem dat [....]aou,

a tamen literam dubiam esse notans. P2 TG>ae7CExXuov .

v. 40. P 7tou8r)Ta8T) : P2
rcouSTHTaS'f) .

v. 41. P2
tpoiP' .

v. 42. P YpeaOaiTtoS : P2 y^vEaOaiTaiiS .

v. 43. P2 avnaia .

v. 44. P, ut suspicor, auye[. .]a : sed Hunt dat af^e[. .]a, notans
tamen secundam literam dubiam esse et p aut a posse legi. Statim
post xp[-]° unius literae sedes extat in papyro. Anceps est versus cum
TEtpe claudatur necne.

v. 45. P2
p6er8ea . Statim post 6ecr unius literae sedes extat in

papyro.
v. 46. P oaoiCTi : P2

6aaoiai . Ubi ego [c(5v]Su' e[C] p>, Huntdocet
legi [ . . .]aue[

.]
pa : not.it autem dubiam esse et primam et secundam a

literam. Nonae hoc in versu literae sedes extat in papyro et sedes

ei in pXercetv diphthongi.

v. 47. P2
.[ ]'[.]vEi7tepsxTE[.]etoiiE7repXeYeio .

v. 48. P2
(o-jjiouv et aS . Decimae literae sedes extat.

v. 49. Ante et post huno versum paragraphum exhibet P. tcc

literae cum duabus paragraphia fragmentum, de quo supra dixi,

constituunt. P2 ofou .
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Unto all of these I may announce this my declaration : 35

If any man shall apprehend the thief of the oxen of the
healer,

The prize which I have set for his winning standeth
certain altogether.

Sihnus. As soon as thou spakest in mine audience
and I heard thy speech,

Whiles thou criedst aloud, thy voice lifted up in pro-
clamation,

With an old man's uttermost speed, as touching these
matters 40

Desiring to approve myself a friend and a doer of good
Unto thee, Phebus Apollo, I came running hither,

If so be that for thee I might accomplish this chase.

Then do thou in turn mete to me my reward, even all

that gold which thou hast offered,

With the perfect measure of justice, remembering the

account that thou must make. 45
And each of my children will I command to look well

with both eyes open,

If in truth thou meanest to fulfil the thing whereof thou
speakest.

Ap. That will I fulfil surely : only do thou confirm
thy promise.

Si. Thine oxen will I bring back unto thee : but do
thou confirm the gift thou offerest.

Ap. Take this staff. Is there traffick between us ?

Wilt thou consent together with me ? 50
Si. My goods belong to another, if in truth thou
seekest an earnest.

Ap. Call not those things another's that verily

have fallen to thy lot.

v. 50. P e[.]9et7, ut suspicor, ubi pro a Hunt dubiam t literam

dat : P2 post addit apostropham. Notandum est, ubi exhibeat

papyrus lacunam uni literae idoneam, eo in spatio ei djphthongum
bene contineri posse, illam enim diphthongum, et illam solam, pro
una litera, quantum ad rem graphicam speotet, accipi. Quare hie,

qua e scriptum habemus et indo unius literae lacunam, tarn parva
est discrepantia inter spatia literae e et diphthongo a. conoedenda,

ut nullo modo difficilius sit eia quam so legere. Statim ante s literam,

quae versum claudit, unius literae sedes extat in papyro.

v. 51. P [ ]ra. •[•>[ K*)t[: F1 notam addit, cujus
superest OTpiax : suspicor aXXoxpiax in initio versus stetisse.

v. 52. Statim post sao unius literae sedes extat in papyro.
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Folium 3.

[SI.] t[aQ' &q Stoxvtoc Ta[j.a Secmo-raLic; 7t(Tvei].

[AIT.] S[o<!><;] #[XXo Stopov s7u(3epata>(yco to8]L

[SI.] ti touto; 7ro[iav SwpeoYJv #X[Xt)v Xey]51?; 5«>

[AIT.] IXsuGepoi; ct6 [toi £uv] eXafxaii; si (3o]£>v.

XOPOS SATTPON
ffi &ye [tSIo" iS'] eE [(iocov extutov] [o"Tp.]

7c6Sa (3a[aiv re tzou 'or
5

a0psi]v. a7ra7ra7r[at]*

Folium 3.

Fons principalis est folium tertium papyraceum. Sed accedunt
et duo fragmenta. Fragmentum 1 literam initialem tantum utriusque

duorum versuum exhibet, inter hos versus interposita paragrapho,

quae docet non eandem personam ambos dicere. Quandoquidem Hunt
huic totius papyri parti fragmenta 1-10 pro majore saltern parte,

assignat, quamvis ille finibus potius quam principiis foliorum attribuere

velit, hoc equidem fragmentum in versibus 54 et 55 non sine fiducia

pono, praesertim cum caeteros locos in quibus voluerit fortasse ponere

quispiam penitus perspexerim et perspectos rejecerim. Fragmentum 3

in tribus lineis tria vestigia ostendit, vaX, eXa, et et, sic :

]vaX[

]eXa.[

M •

Tam probabiliter, sine auctoritate fragmenti, Stopeav &XXr)v in versu

55 suppleri debet, ut vaX illud in prima fragmenti linea pro parte

hujus Stopeav &XX7)v accipere ausus sim, et deinde deinceps in duobus
versibus sequentibus eXa et ci scripserim, non ita ut in quovis loco vel

temere interponerem, sed accuratissime observata positione ea in

utroque versu quam postulat literarum in fragmento inter se exacta

distributionis ratio.

V. 53. Hie periit prorsus folium : fragmento tantum nitimur.

v. 54. In fragmento 1 paragraphus ante hunc versum personae

mutationem indicat. Ultimum versus verbum, quod ego [to8]£ scripsi,

nulla ex parte in textu superest ; sed versui addit I" notam, cujus

litera extrema t sola servata est. Censeo veri simile esse P ToSe
exhibuisse, et P2 xoSi praetulisse. Quartae versus literae sedes extat

in folio. Lacuna inter a in textu et i in nota literae tam videtur esse

ingens ut quadraginta fortasse literarum, quantas scribit P, capax sit.

v. 55. Post touto colon adeoit Pa
.

v. 56. Ante hunc versum paragraphum exhibet P.

w. 57-70. Post v. 56 P paragraphum scribit, infra autem hanc
paragraphum alteram coronide praetixa paragraphum ; ante autem
coronidem signum ita compositum, nempe circulum quam minimum
e summa cujus circumferentia ascendit linea verticalis et ex ima cujus

circumferentia descendit altera linea verticalis. Ante primum chori

versum dat P ^'oW • Post versum undecimum (ut versus in papyro
dividuntur) chori exhibet P paragraphum. Ultimo chori versui

praefigit P crucem, cujus brachia verticalia, inter se aequalia, longiora

sunt, brachia lateralia, etiam inter se aequalia, breviora : sub hoc
versu scribit P sine coronide paragraphum.
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^Column 3.

Si. Know thou that all my possessions fall unto the
lot of my masters.
Ap. By the giving of another gift I will further

confirm the former.

Si. What is this ? What manner of present is the
other whereof thou speakest ? 55

Ap. Verily thyself shalt go free together with the
drivers of the oxen.

Quire of Satyrs. Oh come look thou hither if in any
place thou canst spy out the print of the footsteps

and the goings of the oxen. 57, 58

Totum hunc chorum ita ofiert F

:

7
>_

x'aorr* i6ocys-[ ]

w>8a|3a[ ]v

a7ta7ra7t[ ]

<ococtetoi[ ]

etciOijcXg) 7i[ ]

UTtovo(xax[
]

SiavuTdivo[ ]

jtotTp i xav y T) pL ]

Triocma i raX a0 p i [ ]

xU(i|xaTajcoo(ii| ]

emcoaavTu j( <0 7io .[ ]

7taTpiTsXeu6epovp[..]. .iast[.]

auvajxaO eo
jrovooaTrptxpirjvaaapt^iqXa

+ xP uoou 'ra P a SstY[iaTa .

Hoc autem modo exhibet P2
:

?>—X*aaT" i0'dtYe '[ ]

roS8aP<x[ ]v Taix'

a7ta7ta7t[ ]

d)<S
-
CTeTOl[ ]

E7t l 0t>tXtO7c[ ]

U7r6vo(xax[ ]

8 tav<5T<ov6[ ]

7raTpixavYi)p[ ]

WoaTtaiTaXa p i[
]ia^o-Tod

xX«|jt|iaT«moooi[ jlwW"'*
ei7ttoaavcux6>7to.[ ]

tt aTpix'eXeuO ep ovp[. .]. .[xer[.]

^u vajiaOeoaocpi Xoa av etoi

Tcovouo7rpo9-rjva aap ^7]Xa
j. xPuoourtapaSetY (w^ a •

Adde quod, fragmentum si tertium suum reote in locum redegi,

reliquiae primi in choro versus exprimi debent sic

:

t0aY£.[ ]ei[ •
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too etoh; ateii;; W),J tow as toi

[tpafi'* stoxxous Se]. 60

fe'mOi xXco7c', [ico, 0eou, 0yjp, [JogSv] [ocvt.]

u7covo[x' ax[aX<o<;, eaojv Se meo-ov],

Siocvutmv 8 [Spqi<;* [J.7)Se oi] TOXTpixav

Y«p[uv #ti£s] uax;.

>7tqc Ta XaGpia vu^[ta] xXe(j.[i.axa 7tooctI [x^w]»
e'i 7T6)<;, av tiS^^i 7to[pov efiol ti0co] [65

7taTp( t' eXs<!>0epov (3[ata<;] [xsx[a]

;

?uva[J.a 6e6? 6 cptXo? avexco

7t6vou<;, Tcpocp^vai; apiCqXa

Xpuffou 7tapaSetY(i.aTa.< 70

21. 0soi, Tu^tj [x]al Satjxov lOuvTYjpie,

TU}([e]tv (i.s Trpayoui; o5 Spafj.7]}/,' s7tsiyeTai,

Xsiav aypav o-uXt)[o-]iv sxxi)V7]Yeo-ai

<J>[o]ipou xX[o]7taiai; (3ou<; aTCo-TEp7)fi.evo[u].

[t]wv el' tic 07rt"/)p eo"Ti[v] V) xaT^xoo?, 75

f [e][xo[ t' [a]v [e]t7] 7tpo<jcpiXv)[<;] <ppaaa<; TaSe

f [Ooi(3w t]' avaxn tojcvteXt)!; suepy[e]t7)<;
-

[6 S
1

euv sv] $[o]t[oi]<; too X6[you 0'] <xfi.a[pTavcov]

Folium 4.

[AT)Vu[Tpov oux apoiT' av, aXX' exGo? 0eou].

[XO.J Ear (j[7tsuSs rati;, St ti? oTrcoTCS pou?] 80

u7to[xXo7t;ou? 0eou, 7tp6(paiv'
-

tqv o-teyt](;] 8',

ouS[ev apfj, Si' ^0pa<; Se jjloX^ 0eco].

v. 71. P2
I6uvT7)pte . P2 addit notam e[. .]uvT7)piE'ap*' .

v. 72. P Trpayoa : P2 Ttpayoua . P2
o58pa(ja)[ji' .

v. 73. P2 aypav .

v. 74. Lacuna in fine versus caret termino ad quern.

v. 75. P2 eraa . Huic versui addit notarn P2
, cujus prima tantum

Htera X superest.

v. 76. P [.](xoLT[.]v[.]t7)7rpoa<ptXT)[.]8paaa(jToSe : P2 [.]|i6it[.]v

[.Jir)7tpoCT<piXir][.]SpaCTaa;TaSE . Hunt post (xot legit dubium y
v. 77. P [ ]avaJtTi7rpOCTTeXT]csuepY[.]TY)(j : P2

[ ]'avax-

TtTcpoaTsX7)aeuspY[ . ]Trp' .

v. 78. Papyrus a[. .]t[. .]ct, i.e. aiaxoia . Statim ante ajxa

duarum literarum sedes extant in papyro. Lacuna in fine versus

caret termino ad quern.

v. 79. Lacuna undetriginta fortasse literarum capax est.

Folium 4.

Fons unicus est folium quartum papyraceum, fragmentis adjectis nullis.

V. 80. Sub versu praecedenti paragraphum exhibet P. Huic
versui notam addit P's

, cujus superest finis rjvsv'Qs". Lacuna in fine

versus viginti septem fortasse literarum, quantas scribit P, capax
est ; sed partem nota occupabat.
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Tush,1 hearest thou this my saying ? Ha, ho : thee I call

;

do thou hearken. 59, 60

Up and seek for the thief of the oxen of the god, thou satyr,

in darkness and in silence. 61, 62
Seize and choke him, accomplishing thy labour : and

despise not thou the utterance of thy father. 63, 64

[Where with my feet shall I overtake the secret thefts

of the night watches, 65

That succeeding I may win a free path for myself and my
father with my nursing mother ? 66, 67

Therewithal may the god, the beloved, put an end unto
my toils, 68

Having showed of his gold beforehand as a proof of the

excellency of the residue.] 69, 70

Si. ye gods, even Chance and thou spirit that

leadest in the right way,
Grant that I attain unto the matter the race whereof

is run quickly,

Even that I hunt and overtake the prey, the spoil, and
the booty :

For Phebus hath lost his oxen ; they have been taken

from him by theft.

Of these things if there be any eyewitness or one that

hath knowledge by hearing, 75

He would approve himself a true friend unto myself by
making declaration of the matter,

And unto my lord Phebus a perfect benefactor :

But if one leave the thing in darkness and abstain from

speech,

Column 4.

He shall win not a recompense for good tidings but the

enmity of the god.

Qu. Ho, hasten every man, declare if any hath seen

the god's oxen that are stolen. 80

If thou hide the truth, thou shalt gain nothing, but

betwixt thee and the god shall be enmity. 81, 82

1 Ps. (B.C.P.) s. 6, 12, 14, lxxiii. 11, and xciv. 7.

v. 81. Pa Otto Huic versui notam addit P2
, cujus supereat finis

nvev'Ge"' . Quod in fine hujus versus ego 5' lego in initio versus

subsequentis dat papyrus. Lacuna in fine versus viginti sex fortasse

literarum capax est ; sed partem nota oocupabat.

v. 82. Pa S'ouS . Lacuna in fine versus viginti quinque fortasse

literarum capax est.
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[21.] tpv)<7iv Tt?,
$i

[ouSei? <p7]dtv elSevai T<x8e]

;

e'oixev ^Stj x[al 7rp6? gpY^-apfiav [is Sew].

&y' eloc Srj 7ta? ofty^ivYjp, ixyomtoTtet], 85-

pivvjXaTWV 6<T(x[at<Ti /I'ov xuvtov~Tp67tqv]
l
^_/

afipa? lav to\ 7cp[^c[x' U7roxpdvfl |3ocov],

St7tXoui; oxXat<o[v ap6p', del paoSrjv icJ>]v

(>7cocr[xoi;, ev xp$ [a7Jfi.a uocv otqjcov dsi].

o5tw?, fe'peuvav xai ir[apo<; yap ^Sexe], 90

octoxvtoc ipr\a^<x.\ xa[l xoct' a£iav ts]XeTv.

[HMIXOPION A] 9e6?, 8e6<;, 6e6,;, 0e6c, fe'a, [t£ <pw ;]

e'xsiv I'oiYi^ev. faxs,
I
1 '') [7t]p[o7]Xa]Tei.

[HMIX. B] tocut' effx' Ixeiva twv Powv t[oc] ffyjfxaTa.

[HMIX. A]f alvEwv] 0s6? Tt? ttjv aroi[ov, ^]v, ayet. 95

v. 83. Sub versu praecedenti paragraphum exhibet P. In hoc-

versu P 2
<p7]a{vTi; addito in linea, non super lineam, puncto. Lacuna

in fine versus viginti duarum fortasse literarum capax est.

v. 84. P2
ifjSir) . Lacuna in fine versus unius et viginti fortasse

literarum capax est.

v. 85. Huio versui Pa praefigit %' : hoc videtur velle " nota bene.""

P2 Ay'sl • Lacuna in fine versus viginti fortasse literarum capax est.

v. 86. P2 piv7]Xaft5v . Lacuna in fine versus septemdeeim fortasse-

literarum capax est.

v. 87. P cavnt) • P' Eav7t7]i . Lacuna in fine versus sedeoim for-

tasse literarum capax est.

v. 88. P1 oxXa'C<o .

v. 89. P u7to<7(ioaevxp6> : P2
67roo(jiooevxptoi . Statim post XP401

unius literae sedes extat in papyro ; sequitur lacuna tredecim

literarum capax.

v. 90. Pa epeuvav . Ultimae versus literae sedes et vestigium

extant in papyro.

v. 91. P a7t(xvTaxP 1'PTaXa [' ]Xeiv : versui autem
addit notam P2

j(P'>]a6aio
,
'7)VEv

v
0c" .

v. 92. Sub vereu praecedenti exhibet paragraphum P vel fortasse-

PJ
. Lacuna in fine versus novem literarum capax est. Versui praefigit

P literam a linea recta superscripta et altera linea recta subscripts

:

quod alpha indicat centesimum hunc papyri esse versum. Versum
equidem hunc 92 numero, sed in papyro est versus 93 ; quando-
quidem papyrus chorum primum (w. 57-70), quern ego in quattuor-

decim versus divido, dividit in versus quindecim. Ergo, ut hie versus

centesimus sit, septem aliunde versus includantur necesse est, quos
septem versus ego ita suppleo

:

SOOOKAEOTS IXNEYTAI
TA TOT APAMATOS IIPOSQIIA

AnOAAflN
SIAHNOS

XOPOS SATYPQN
KYAAHNH
EPMH2 .
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Si. Saith there any or saith there none that of these
things he hath knowledge ?

I must proceed already, it seemeth, to make a beginning
of deeds.

Oh come now every man and in silence make search
after the footsteps, 85

Hunting by the scent of the nostrils according to the
manner of dogs,

H anywhere the breath of oxen shall have lightly defiled

the air,

Stooping down with crouching members, walking with
slow steps continually

By the guidance of the scent, continually handling every
token with diligence.

After this sort, for aforetime also have ye had knowledge
of hunting, 90

Proceed ye in all your inquiry and bring it to a worthy
fulfilment.

First half Quire, O god, O god, god, O god, lo,

what shall I say ?

We have found out the matter, it seemeth. Stand thou
still : move not forward.

Second half Quire. These are those very tokens, the
tokens of the oxen.

First h. Q. Lo, some god directeth the path of the

she-goat that hath no pasture. 95

Vide cap. vi. A, et notas apud versus 193, 195, 290, 390.

Pa Geocrea .

v. 93. P2
&HY(ieViaxs'tu) • Statim ante p[....]tei unius literae

sedes extat in papyro. >•.

v. 94. Sub versu praecedenti exhibet paragraphum Pi P2
tocut'

ectt' .

v. 95. Sub versu praecedenti exhibet paragraphum P. In initio

hujus versus spatium quattuor Uteris idoneum vacuum, sive, quod
probabilius est, a V 2 exaratum, praebet P : subsequitur lacuna in

materia papyri, uni literae congrua : inde P offert alteram spatium
vacuum, sed uni tantum literae quod accommodation sit. Post hoc
spatium dat P 8eoa-n<jT7)va7rot[. . .Jvayst . P 2 versui praefigit signum

hujus modi^: inde in spatio quattuor Uteris idoneo scribit tres literas

aiy et post has tres Uteras lineam rectam, paragrapho persimilem.

Quid fecerit P3 ibi ubi nunc prior lacuna in materia est nuUo modo
Uquet : in parvo post lacunam spatio colon scripsit.
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[HMIX. B]f <TTi(pP o)(i.' Sv, & notv, ?j to Seov [^dc]vo[i.ev

;

ti ; tout[i] TaiiT-jT) 7tto<; Soxet
;
[HMIX. A] SoxsS

toxvu*

<racp9j [yjap orf>0' exaoxa o-7)|j.aivsi xaSe.

[HMIX. B] [&>& »o6.

xal TOU7rt<T7)[i.ov ocut& t&v otcXwv 7taXi[v]. 100

[HMIX. A] #6psi [x<*Xa.

<x'3t' e0ti touto (xerpov [e]x(j.e[Tpoi](i[e]vov.

[HMIX. B] xMP" 'X^fttf] xa* T<i[p6Tpcj>. ci!) 8' s7ra]vexou

[evT]o7t[o<;, axouTjv Tcavroa' evSaToi][jievo(;,

Folium 5.

po[j3Sv)[x' lav ti tmv [(3oSv xoct'] oS? [|3aX7]]. 105

TotpSo?.

[HMIX. A] oux eio-axouco izo> [Topw]? too 96[sY]fiaTo<;.

aXX' si Tot [ay)v 1'x[vt] y' ^Jx6* °"™X(3o<; TaSe,

xeivwv IvapYvj tuv [3[o]&v jxaGeiv TOxpa.

v. 96. Sub versu praecedenti exhibet paragraphum P, sed delet

P2
. In hoc versu praebet P spatium quattuor literia idoneum, non

ab ipso P vacuum rclictum, sed ita a P2 aut pumicatum aut alio modo
tractatum ut quid soripserit P prorsus ignoremus : deinde pergit P
p&)(jievc>)Tavv]ToScov[. .] .vo^ev, sed, qua hodie stat coxocv, utrum ipse

P ita scripserit, an P2
&>roxv in toxav mutarit, haud constat. In spatio

quattuor literis idoneo scripserat P 2
eti§, sed postea z initiale delevit,

et nunc praebet xi8. Sed idem ille P2 in fine versus notam addit

eXl8p"[. .]xi* . P2
COTOCV .

v. 97. Versui praecedenti subscribit paragraphum P8
: vide notam

de paragrapho apud v. 96. Hunc versum dividit papyrus in duos
versus, paragrapho a P separates, quorum alter est Soxeiroxvu . P,
quantum discern! potest, xixoi[.] : P2

xixoicf.] . P xaux?) : P2 xaux7)t .

v. 98. Sub versu praecedenti exhibet P paragraphum.
v. 100. P2

x6u7uor](i.ov . Lacuna in fine versus unius tantum
literarum capax est. P2 addit notam Emai[j.&i[xV .

v. 101. P 2 depsi .

v. 102. Sub versu praecedenti exhibet paragraphum P. P2

auT'etm .

v. 103. Sub versu praecedenti exhibet paragraphum P. In hoc
versu dat P x[ , ]P etXETC-] •iJt|*Ta[ ].vex<w: legit P2

x[-]Psl 'XET['0 .i'xaiT«[ ].vexou: Atqui super j[et[.].i"x

scribit P2
8po(iC>Ho

v
7]v . Haec nota quam P2 superscripsit duplici

ratione singularis est. Primo, non additur in fine versus : secundo,
quamquam scripturae nihil periit, non docet quo in exemplari ouxclk; 9)v.

Valde equidem suspicor 8p6|j.<j> nunquam in accepto fuisse textu, sed
meram aut ipsius PJ aut antecessoris cujusdam esse conjecturam.

v. 104. Sextae literae sedes extat in papyro.

Folium 5.

Pons unicus est folium quintum papyraceum, fragmentis adjectis

nullis, nisi quod Suidas et Photius formam aliquam cujusdam verbi

huio fabulae attribuunt ejus sententiae ut alibi quam in hoc folio

occurrere vix possit, cui tantum in versu 124 idonea lacuna patet.
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Second h. Q. Pan, that alone art our strength,

accomplish we this service aright ?

What ? How think they that are here ? First h. Q. We
think so verily.

For each of these self-same footsteps signifieth it plainly.

Second h. Q. Behold, behold ! Here also again is the
same print of the hooves. 99, 100

First h. Q. Look well. The same measure is this,

if it be measured throughly. 101, 102

Second h.Q. For the tail of a plough and the body
thereof there is room. But do thou continue

In this place, and direct thine hearing by course unto
every quarter,

Column 5.

If so be that any lowing of oxen come into thine ears.

[Oxen low.] 105

First h.Q. I cannot yet hear the voice plainly :

But the footsteps nevertheless, forasmuch as that I have
them here is plain as the shining light,

May manifestly be known to be those of the oxen whereof

we have need.

V. 105. P poiSSeiavTiTcov[ J.ouo[ ] (sed ulti-

mum punotum ultimae lacunae non potest in spatio textus quern

scripsisse credibile est P includi, nani id punotum pars est spati notae

a P3 adscriptae necessario assignandi) : ih
poipSTju-Eav-uoxcovf ]

. ouc[ ]oip8/][x'eav, cujus lectionis oifiSyp.' eolv liquet leviter

mutilatam esse notam a PJ adseriptam, et velle potpS-ziu.' eav. Post

hunc versum sub Uteris iocvtitco scribit P potpSocr, et sub litera p
initiali versus hujus (i.e. v. 105) ponit signum aliquod admodum parvum
quae coronis, addita paragrapho, videtur esse : ante autem hoc signum
et inferius ante spatium in quo post intervallum poipSoc seribitur dat P
longam verticalem lineam in fundo bifurcatam, adjecto puncto, sic ^ .

v. 106. P* siaaxouco . P <p6[. . .](i.a-roa, i.e. non <ff)iy\imo(; sed

<p0sYYH-aTO?' I11^ m°dus ejus nominis scribendi mihi quidem rationi

philologicae contrarius quamvis esse videatur, ab Herodiano tamen
judicatur esse rectus, et in nota versui 206 a Pa addita hac in papyro

invenitur, et ab ipso P versu 252, versu 276 (<p initiali perdito), versu

2'JO, versu 318 exhibetur. Sunt qui dicant hujus scripturao rationem

essa quod y[i literae vim yyn literarum apud antiquos habuerint : qua

de re nihil equidem definire ausim.

v. 107. P aXXetTa(j.7)vix[- • • •]xojaTt^3ocrra8E: P2
> praefixo signo

v*, i.e. "nota bene," aXX'auTajirjviyf . . . .JxucmpoaTaSe • Satis patet

e contextu literas quartam et quintam, quae in au detorquet P 2
, olim

fuisse ei : mutationis alicujus in papyro manifesta sunt indicia : putat

Hunt aut ot aut r] scripturam priorem esse.

v. 108. P2
svapyij .

G G
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[HMIX. B] fa (idcXoc.

TOxXivoTpa<p5) Tot val \lol Aia toc (UyjixaTa 110

s!<; To(5jji7raXi.v SeSopxev ocutoc S' etaiSe.

t£ Ioti touti ; ti? 6 Tp6ra>(; too Tocy(i.ocT[o<;]

;

et[?] Tou7r(ato toc 7rp6{j0ev ^XXocxtoci, toc 8'oc5

evocvTi' aXXirjXoio-i o-U[x[7re7rXey][ji,sva.

Ssivo? xuxTjarfjio? sfy[e t6v (3o7)]XaT7)V. 115

f ^etv' aiY^xv7]jjL', e5 T7)X[60sv [A'o]i)pet. [SI/Jtiv'ocB;

f 7cpo<; Ilavoi; &8e xexXi[x[evov] xuv/jyereiv

7rpo<; yyj ; ti? i>[x<ov 6 Tpo7co<;, ou^l [xavOavo.

[e]xwo? w<; t[i]? ev Xo^fifl xeiaai toctcov,

[^] ti? 7ti07)[xo]? xu(3' a7to0U[iaivei!; Ttvi. 120

f [ti] tocutoc ; 7t[ou] y^? ejaocOet' ; ev uoiw Tpo^co
;

[c7)]jj,7)vaT' ' o[u y]ap I'Spi? sl(il tou TpoTOU.

[XO]. a [5], a 5.

[SI.] t[i 5 u]
;

pixv[ot] ; tivoc cpopf] ; tiv' Eio-opa?

;

v. 110. Pa
7rocXivaTpa<piJTOivai[xa&£a .

v. 111. P2
EKJT6u[A7taXiv, et manifesto acoentus errore aura 8' .

Statim post finem versus, qui tamen completus est, hiat in materia

papyri lacuna duabus Uteris idonea.

v. 112. P touti : P2 TocuTf . P TaY(xort[. .] : P2
, nota versui

addita, 7rpocY(iocToa . Lacuna in fine versus duarum literarum capax est.

v. 113. P Toufxmcrci), nee mutat P2
. P2 7]XXaxTai"Ta§au .

v. 114. Pa
evocvti' . Undevicesimae versus literae sedes extat in

papyro.
v. 116. Versus,praefixa paragrapho, nunc currit : -lv'aoTej£VY)v<TUTT)X

[ ].upea~nv'au, sed harum literarum aliquas P2 partim exaravit

rescripsitque, partim transformavit. Ubi nunc est -iv', scripsit P
^eiv, nulla paragrapho : caput literae £ P2 in paragraphum mutavit.

Ubi nunc est Sutexvyjv, quoniam manifestum est scripsisse P non e%

sed ik, puto ut, levissima mutatione, ex ij transformatum esse, et

literam v flnalem e litera (x, arbitrorque P praebuisse aiyacji]^ . Ubi
nunc est .upea', manifestum est scripsisse P .upsi .

v. 117. Huic versui praefigit paragraphum P, exarat P2
. In

initio versus scriptum nunc est 7rp6a7taiov, sed litera i e litera X vel v

manifeste transformata est, ita ut monstrum habeamus 7tpo<J7«xXov vel

Ttpoarcavov . Suspicor equidem, ubi 7raiov stat, praebuisse P 7ravoa,

cujus avoa partim transformasse, partim esarasse et rescripsisse P!
.

v. 118. Prepou-pr): P2
izpoayrf.' • P2 T(aO(X<ovoTpo7ro(7"ouxi[Ji.av6avW .

Minime neglegendus est accentuB super u(x<ov a P2 scriptus : et

^t^-tov et 8[j.o>v, quamquam hodie nunquam fere ita scribuntur, antiquis

quibusdam placuere grammaticis : vide Stephanum Dindorfii sub
vocibus iycit et aJ.

v. 119. P [.]^Tvoa et tcectcov .

v. 120. P xufl : P2
, manifesto errore quoniam metrum comicum

ita infert, xu(38 .

v. 121. P [. .]TauTarc[. .]Y7)<JE|jta0eT ev7ro[.]toiTpojrtoi

:

P2
[. .]TauTa"7t[. .]y7)aE[xa0eT'ev7to[.]toiTpo7ra>i
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Second h. Q. Lo now, let Jupiter be witness, the marks
of the hooves are turned about 109, 110

And point contrariwise : thou hast only to look upon them.
What thing is this ? What order is there in the

disposition ?

The feet that are before are reversed and set backward,
And the hinder feet are opposed one to the other, and

their ways are divers.

Marvellous must have been the confusion of the driver
of the oxen. 115

O friend, that hast the legs of a goat, guard me well
from afar. Si. What new things be these ?

Agreeth it with the ways of Pan to hunt thus bent unto
the earth ?

What your order is, I cannot understand.
Thou liest as the beast which is clothed upon with needles,

when it hath fled into the bushes,

Or art like to an ape that stretcheth himself forward
pouring out his indignation on his foe. 120

What is this ? In what land did ye learn it ? In what
manner of fair ?

Declare ye : for in this order I have no skill.

Qu. Pie on it, fie on it1 ! Si. Why criest thou fie on
it ? Dost thou bow thyself ? Whom fearest thou ?

Whom dost thou behold ? 123, 124
1 Ps. (B.C.P.) xxxv. 21.

v. 122. P2 [..]^v«t' .

v. 123. Versui praecedenti subscribit paragraphum P. Inversul23
ne unum quidem trium hypsilorum per se plena certum est ; piimum
enim aut u aut a aut X esse potest, alteram aut u aut x aut x, tertium
aut u aut x : sed in combinatione dubitari nequit quin tria sint hypsila.

v. 124. Versui praecedenti subscribit paragraphum P. In hoc
versu Pt[ ]-iva<po(37)Ti,veio-opaia : prima versus litera aut t
est aut fortasse X,, sed si £ est, linea superior, quae sola exstat,

longius solito producta sit necesse est. P3
epo|3i)Ttv'eio-opaia . Suidas

et Photius isdem verbis aiunt : ptxvouaGaf to Si^XxeaOai xal 7iavTo-

SaTrco? 8ta<jTpe9ea6at xat' sISo?' "Kiyzxca 8e xal pixvouaGai (in

Photio sunt variae lectiones, pixvouaOm et piyvoucSat) to xa(x7ti5Xov

Y^yveaGat at7xrj[i6v£0?, xal xocto auvouatav xal 3pj(7)(nv xa^7TT0VTa r»]v

oo-cpuv SocpoxMic; 'IxveuTati;. In versu 293 haec papyrus, falsa ut mS\n

videtur lectione, participium xaTeppixvco^Evoo exhibet, ubi de testu-

dine et testa testudinis agitur illud ad verbum interpretatio duorum
lexicographorum non pertinet. Hoc tantum in loco is quern hi notant
usus verbi ^Lxvo0a6ai expectandus est, et hoc in loco unica haec
lacuna parata est quae quasi portus verbum recipiat.

gg2
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t[( §}) 7CE7tov6]ai; ; ti tote paxxsiiei? S^cov ; 125

t «[TXo5 Tl? Ke] "epx_v[o]i; ; ^ (xe Tpeifc] (laOetv

t[£? ^v; ti] aiyx-z', <L 7tpo to[u XaXtarJocToi

;

[XO.] ar[iya (jisv o5v].

[SI.] t[£v' est' Exei0e]v a7rovoo-[<pi£]£i<; ex«v ',

[XO.] fi[xoue flj]. 130

Folium 6.

[SI.] xal 7TW!; axoua[w, [jiT)Sev]6i; <pa>v-/)V xXuwv

;

[XO]. E[AOl 7U0OO.

[SI.] e[x
s

[su]8i[a yo"v ouSa(i.]co<; ov/jo-ste;

[XO.] axouaov ai5 t[o]u '/[67^j.a]T[o]: XP°V0V TlV(^i

o'loj 'x7rXayevTe<; sv0aS' ei;[7)]Yio-[A£0a 135

(Loqjw tov ouSs[l]? 7t[g)7to]t' vjxouaev (3poTWv.

[SI.] ti [jioi di[6]cpov cpop[siCT0s] xa[i] Ssijaouvete,

(i.aX07)? avayva ffco[(ia]T' sx[a.E[i.aY[AEva ?

xaxicrTa 07]pwv 6v0[i', e]v [7t]a(77j axia

<p6(3ov (3Xetovts<;, 7tav[Ta] Sei[i,aTOU[i.evoi, 140

v. 125. P2
t[ ]a<r et ex<ov •

v. 126. P a[ ].xepxv[.]aEi(xeipei[.](j.a6eiv:

P2 a[ ].xep)rv[.](T E (i.EipEt[.](xa6av .

v. 127. P2
t[ ]aTWTTP [

".' . .]aT0i: P2 additnotam

aiYa0'ot7tpoTou et subter o"7)V(i.°EV
T
0E". i.e. aiyaQ' ot 7rpo -rou

-
o(Stco<; 9jv

u.6vov ev xcS ©ecovo?. Hunt in editione principe per incuriam docet

notam Ttpoxo praebere ubi re vera tootou praebet.

v. 128. Versui praecedenti subsoribit paragraphum P. Hoe in

versu lacuna novem literarum capax est.

v. 129. Versui praecedenti subseribit paragraphum P.

v. 130. Et versui praecedenti et huic ipsi versui subseribit para-

graphum P. Hoc in versu lacuna octo literarum capax est.

Folium 6.

Pons unicus est folium sextum papyraceum, fragmentis adjectis

nullis.

V. 131. Secutus sum Hunt et editionem principem legendo

xal it&q axoiiao, [atjSevo? <pt»W)v xX^tov

;

non quod credam sententiam esse " at quomodo audiam, si nullius

vocem percipio ? ", sed quia utiliorem illam sententiam " at quomodo
audiam, quandoquidem nullius vocem percipio 1 " Graece exprimi

possecum particulae u.r) usu existiino ; ea enim species modi subjunctivi

quae deliberativa dicitur particulam jxy), non particulam ou, Bibi habet

idoneam, et idcirco, quamquam " quandoquidem nullius vocem
percipio " nulla ratione nisi cum particula ou, non particula u,^, reddi

per Be potest, nihilo minus quoties particula ou e subjunctivo modo,
deliberative usurpato, pendet, in particulam (jlvj, salva particulae

ou sententia, mutari solet.
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What aileth thee now ? Why playest thou the madman
thus continually ? 125

Hath any hawk dropt hard by thee ? Or dost thou
fear lest I learn

What it was ? Why keep ye silence, that aforetime were
chief among babblers ?

Qu. Nay, be silent. Si. What things be there
yonder that thou puttest from thee continually ?

128, 129

Column 6.

Qu. Listen now. Si. But how shall I listen, whereas
I hear the voice of no man ? 1 30, 1 31

Qu. Give heed to me. Si. If only by silence, will

ye not in anywise help me ? 132, 133
Qu. Listen thou again for a little space unto the
manner of the abomination,

Wherewith we have here been confounded and broken
as with a tempest, 135

A noise which no man that liveth at any time heard
before.

Si. Why fear ye, I pray you, a noise and are afraid,

O ye that are but lewd bodies kneaded out of wax,
Most vile droppings of beasts, ye that in every shadow
Behold a fear and dread all things, 1 40

v. 132. Versui praecedenti subscribit paragraphum P.

v. 133. Versui praecedenti subscribit paragraphum P. In hoc
versu P St et tocov/jaoxe . Literarum versus septimae et decimae
septimae sedes extant in papyro.

v. 134. Versui praecedenti subscribit paragraphum P. Hoc in

versu decima 3 quartae literae sedes extat in papyro.

v. 135. P [.]woir[.]aY6VTeofev[. ..]e5[.].Yia(A60a:

P2 [.]to)t7t[.]ayEVTE(7Ev[. . .]eE[.] .Y!<j[*e0a: addit P2 notam
8wiXTCXara',£v0a8'£i;E et subter vic(XE6aovr)V[i.° et iterum subter sv'O*,

i.e. ottj) 'xTrJayEVTE?, 'Ap-
(
quis ostendatur grammaticus in dubio est)

•sv0oc8' e^EVierfJieSa, outco? i)\> (x6vov ev tS ©salvo?.

v. 136. P ^ocpco : P2 ipoepon . Pa
-k[. . .]?' .

v. 137. Versui praecedenti subscribit paragraphum P. In hoc

versu P 3
i[)[.]ipoV .

v. 138. P3 avayvaauf. ,]t' . P2 addit notam (xsvaapv', i.e.

EK(XE(iaY(XEva, 'Apv' (quisquis hie grammaticus est).

v. 139. P >cax:icrTa0rjptovov0[. .](i[.]a(jrjiiTxiai, nisi quod litera

decima quinta dubitanter ab Hunt, contextu ni fallor repugnante,

pro t habita est: P3 xaxioTa8y)pcovov8[. .]v[.]aa'/)iaxiat (sed de litera

decima quinta,, quam baud mutat P2
, vide quae modo dixi).
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avsupa xax6fj,i<TT[a] xave[Xs"|u0epa

SiaxovooVrei;
;

[9Uff]a ?' si[o-]i8[e]iv [x6vov

xa[t YJXwacra xa[i] ^[&C] ^te, tret 8s too Set).

t£ tuoi X6yoio-iv Svts? e'pyoc (pe^srs

toiou[8]e 7taTp6?, & xaxtora Ovjpiwv

;

145

o5 toSXX' ecp' ^(3?)? fi.vrKJ.aT' av8ps'.a<; oro

f x[e]tTai Tcapofvoi? vufj.91.x01? :q<TX7]fjiva,

oux ei<; epuyJlv xXtvovro?, ou SeiXoufjivou,

068s t})6(poi(Ti tGv opeiTpoqjwv PotcSv

[7r]TY)(j(jovTO(;, aXX' aflxif-awnv e?E'[p]Yaot
IEV0U 150

[a] vuv u«p' iifiwv Xafi,[7tp' u]7roppu7raiveTai

[<l>]6<p<» vecipei xoXax[i] TCOtfxsvtov 7r[o]0sv,

[8v] 8y) <pof3eta0e toxi8s<; a>? 7cptv eictiSsiv,

7iXoutov 8e x[p]Uffoq>avrov e^aq3i[s]TS

8v 0oi(3o<; iifxiv eiTce x[a]ve8s£aTo 155

xal ty)V EXeu0ep«(Tiv rjv xaT^veirev

Folium 7.

6fj.1v re xafj.oi
- TaOV aipevTS? efSSsTS.

et fx>] 'vavoCTT^aavTe? e|ixvs"ae[Te]

tA? (tous 6tcy) [3s[3aCTi xal t6v (3oux6Xo[v],

xXaiovxs? auTfl SeiXia 9ocp7][<r]eTS. 160

v. 141. P2 xaxo[xiaT[.] •

v. 142. P2 8iaxovouvTEo - [.].[.]aT' •

v. 143. P xa[. .]X<oa(iaxa[.]4'[. .]7jTeoeiSe7touSe7]

:

Ps xa[. .]Xtoaaa -
xa[.]t|;[. .]7)TEa

-
siSE7tou8eii]i . Pro

<J>
legit Hunt

dubium cp.

v. 144. In initio versus P dat quatuor literas incertas et inde

01 : Hunt legit ma-rot : ego malo -moot . In fine versus P2 qjeuyeTe" .

v. 145. P a
eyipitov .

v. 146. P2
6urtoXX' et (ivi)[j,aT' .

v. 147. P x[.]LTai7rapotxoi<Tvu|iq)ixoKn]iixT](j.eva : P2 nihil mutat,

nisi quod in fine versus colon add it.

v. 148. Pa xXivovTO(T
-
ouSouX[.]ujj.evou

-
. P2 notam addit ouSsiXou-

[jievou et subter v', i.e. oil 8eiXou[jlevou, N' (quiounque fuit ille).

v. 149. Pa
opetTp6<p&>vPoTtov .

v. 150. P2 [.]T7]aaovTOo -
. P e^ctf .]yaa(XEva : P2

Ei;Ei[.]Yaa[jt.EVou .

v. 151. P [.]vuvu<p7)|icov : P2
[.]vuvu<pu(j.uv .

v. 152. P [.]otpt>>VEcopei : P2 [.]o<ptoivecopEt .

v. 153. P2
eictiSeiv . v. 155. P2

sTtte .

v. 156. P xaT7]VEdsv : P2 xaTrjivEOEv, sed P3
t addit non in linea

sed super versum, id quod, quando de 1 agitur, facere non solet.

Folium 7.

Fons unicus est folium septimum papyraceum, fragmentis adjectis

nullis.

V. 157. P aopavTECT : P2
<x<pevte(t .
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Doing idle and careless service, even the service of

bondmen ?

Ye have never been aught else to look upon save belly

And tongue and itch, while your terrors, as it seemeth,
put you to shame.

Wherefore, though equal in words, flee ye from the works,

O ye worst of worms, of such a father as myself, 145
To the tune1 of whose courage in youth there stand set

many memorials,
Even verses recited by men beside their wine, children

of the bride-chamber,
Declaring that I have not been turned to flight, neither

been dismayed,
Nor bowed myself at the sound of the braying of beasts

bred upon the mountains,
But that with my spear I have accomplished deeds of

renown ? 150

Whereof by you at this time the pride is stained

For a strange noise, an enchantment of shepherds, that

cometh from the place where they be.

This now ye dread, like children, before ye have knowledge
of the matter,

Putting away from you the riches, yea, the glittering gold,

Whereof Phebus spake unto you, making himself

surety, 155

And the liberty which he promised both to you and to

me also.

Column 7.

These things have ye put from you and are fallen on sleep.

Unless ye will return unto your task and make diligent

search for the footsteps

Of the oxen, where they be straying, 2 and of the herdman
thereof,

Ye together with your fearfulness shall be chastened,

and from yourselves a noise shall go forth. 160

1 Wisd. six. 18, Ecclus. xliv. 5.
a Bcclus. vi. 2.

v. 158. P ei(i.7)avavo(T-r7](javTetr, nee mutat P2
- Lacuna in fine

versus caret termino ad quern.

v. 159. P 07rv)|3e[}a<Ji : P2
Qirr\i$s$aai. . Lacuna in fine versus caret

termino ad quern.

v. 160. P auTi) : P? auTvju
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[XO.] TOXTep, 7nxp<5)V atao? [ie au[/.TToSy)YeTe[i],

i!v' e5 xaTeiSfl? e'd r£? earl SsiXia.

yvaxryj yap auT6?, av TOxpfl?, oti8' ev Xoyto.

[21.] f ey<I> 7ta[p]a)v auTo? ere 7rpo<r[k|3to Xocpw

xuvopTixov a^piy^a 8iaxaXoii|j[,ev[o(;]. 165

aXX' el' [e]<pfaTW Tpi£iiy7]<; oijxou paatv,

ey&> 8' ev [e]pyot? Tcap(j.evwv a' E7reu0uvcS.

[SATYPOS A] f & 5, 8 5, f 4-', & 5, Xey' 6 ti Travel?.

[SA. B] ti [xaxav u7rexXayec; U7cexpiye<;

U7c6 (/.' 18s? ; e'^erai 170

ev 7cpcoTCjJ ti? o&e Tp67r[w]
; f

[SA. T] t M' Y*l gZ71>
'>^e»> 'M>u].

[0eX]e[i6<; et' avayou.

[SA. A] Seu-r', <&, ti? o8e [y' ep7ry]o-]Tas

;

8 8paxi?, yp«to? [^v 5 Ti7]"l

;

175

[SA. E] [o]upia<; oupia? a8[av TOxpYjJxei?

TCapepoc?" [xe6u[aGet? aXa].

v. 161. Versui praecedenti eubscribit paragraphum P. P crov7ro8ir]-

Yete[, neo mutat P2
. Lacuna in fine versus caret termino ad quern.

v. 162. P iveuxocteiStjit : P2
i.V£U>caTEi8i)i<T .

v. 163. P Yv<ouE[.]> nec mutat P2
. P Xcyo>[: P2 Xoy6)[ . Lacuna

posterior termino ad quem caret.

v. 164. Versui praecedenti subscribit paragraphum P. In hoc
versu dat P Eyt07ra[.](iJvauTO(JCTe7tpoaPtP(t>XoYoi

:

P" EYG)rax[.]ci>vauTO(Ttre7rpoaPi|3oJXoYtoi •

v. 165. Lacuna in fine versus duarum literarum capax est.

v. 166. P aXXiett.JtpiCTTtOTpt^uyiricrotfxoupatJtv :

P2
aXXei[.](piaT£OTpi,£uY ,

if)a8(.|xou(3a<HV .

v. 167. P2
7tap[xsv&)va' .

v. 168. Versui praecedenti subscribit P coronidem et para-

graphum. Huic versui, qui sequitur, praefigit P indicationem y_' .

P uuu^iJ'ay.XEYOTiTroveiCT : P 3 uuu^4,aaXEY'oTtirovsta . Sed versum esse

trimetrum iambicum satis liquet, quo de facto sequitur quantitatibus

secundi et quarti pedis operam adhibendam esse, nisi in accentibus

quis peccare velit.

v. 169. P (iaT-/]v, nee mutat P2
. P2

uirExptYEa .

v. 170. P u^EjjiEiSEa : P2 uke^'iSeo : sed P2 add it etiam notam
utto(xi8ect .

V. 171. P E7Tp<0TCi)Ul(T08ETp07r[ ]: P2 EVTrpCOTOlTlCrSSsTpOTT

[ ] : sed 1, quod 7tpcoT6j addit P2
, non in linea sed supra versum

scriptum est, id quod P2
, si de t agitur, facere non solet.

v. 172. In fine versus praecedentis spatium est aliquibus literis

initio hujus versus magis propriis : unde ego au y'- P dat in hoc versu

exeleXeXu0eveXeX[ ] : P2 dat exeieXt)Xu0evs*.tjX[ ] .
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Qu. My father, abide thou thyself beside me and
lead my footsteps,

That thou mayest know of a surety whether there be
any fearfulness in me.

For, if thou be present, thou shalt learn it of thyself,

not by word from another.

Si. Myself will be present with thee and will take
thee unto the mount,

Calling with divers hissings as unto greyhounds. 165
Up now, set your feet to go forward in three bands under

one yoke

;

And I will be present with thee and guide thee aright

in thy toil.

First Satyr. Fie on it, fie on it
1

! There, there2 J

Ah, ah ! Say thou wherewith thou art busied.

Second Sa. Why thus idly hast thou shouted amiss

and amiss cried out, looking amiss upon me with

jealousy ? 169, 170

Who is he that is holden in this first form of the wrestling ?

Third Sa. Thou art holden thyself, ha, ha ! Up,

go thou forward softly. 172, 173

Fourth Sa. Oh come ye hither. What is this, even

this creeping thing ?

What is it that was once a cockatrice, a creature filled

with wrinkles ? 175

Fifth Sa. Though the wind be favourable, yea,

favourable, thou hast declined overmuch, and art

gone out of the straight way, wandering in drunken-

ness. 176, 177

1 See reference at 1. 123.
2 Ps. (B.C.P.) lxx. 3.

v. 173. In fine versus praecedentis spatium est aliquibus Uteris

huic versui magis propriis : unde equidem hie 0eXe(ji.6?. In hoc versu

dat P2 Eixoaetavayou .

v. 174. P Seu-repamaoSs . [ . . . .].tt)cj: P2 SsuTEpcoutao8s.[ ]

.T7)ti : sed addit P2 notam Seuteutict .

v. 175. Huic versui praefigit Pa

x°> i-e-
" nota bene."

P2 68poocia"6Ypara.a
-

[ ] .'

v. 176. P2 [.]upiaaoupia«r .

v. 177. P TOxpEfSTjc, nee mutat P2
, sed colon post verbum addit.

Sequitur [xe0u[ ] .
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[SA. <?] 8 Tl TOTS <psps[TS], VOfJLO? v6(X0V

eTtoxov '£y&i fi[v', &ctts jxeXXsiv].

[SA. ZJ GTtpo? 68' £vsa[Toocs 8y)] 180

aTpaTtoi; (TTpaTfioi;, (x6vi[i.o<; o]u[^[].

[SA. H] Ssup' gTtou. t[C] SptaOew 6eXeiS]

;

Folium 8.

evi P[o]u?, £vi tovo[u TeXo? ESetv].

[SA. 0] ^ fi.eG£ y.p[o]x([StC gxuv].

ai ti xaX[6]v etoS[wv 7rpo6et?]

;

185

[SA. I] oSs y' aY«6o? ° Tpe[x<»v]

xaxa v6[xov e7rexa[i rcp69pa)v].

eepeTOU, 'tpeTOU [x[aXa].

[SA. IA] otctotol* a [xiape y£[p6vtg)v]
-

3j rax' o^o^kv a?" ?)[<;],
190

darcXetiSspoi; <Sv, oX[|]].

[SA. IB] dtXXa (xtj racpoc TtXax' [aXa6vj<;]-

£n[i]V [e]7tsx', etoie' l'6f

t[6] Se uXaYtov exo[x[ev].

V. 178. P OTL7TOTS<pEpe[ ]'l[-]v •

Pa notam addit vo(xoctvo(jlov et subter o"7)vev
T8* .

Lacuna in fine versus undecim literarum capax: est.

P2 68 . Lacuna in fine versus undecim literarum capax est.

Lacuna in fine versus duarum literarum capax est.

P2 Ssupenou" . Lacuna altera quindecim literas capit.

v. 179.

v. 180.

v. 181.

v. 182.

Folium 8.

Pons, sed non solus, est folium octavum papyraceum : accedit et

unum fragmentum. Fines fragmenti vix satis explicite suo in com-
mentario distinguit Hunt : ibi enim ei nihil aliud attribuit praeter

ultimas partes versus quern equidem v. 198 numero sequentiumque
versuum. Ita tamen loquitur ut et totam a P2 scriptam notam, cujus

pars prior non post ilium versum sed post versum statim praecedentem
stat, in fragmento contineri ferme necessario colligendum sit : atqui

non indicat quot versus titulo sequentium versuum includat.

Papyrus ipsa, ne clarissimi Wilamowitz ab amicis icta de caelo

cremaretur, secretis deposita in latebris ne ab Hunt quidem pace

non rata potest inspici : ille autem, memoria fretus, pro comitate sua
mihi sciscitanti rescribit credere se et totam notam et omnium fine

tenus foli versuum partes ultimas in fragmento contineri. Lacunae
in finibus omnium versuum choricorum carent terminis ad quos.

V. 183. P2 £vip[.]ua .

v. 184. P (iir)Se8Tjmp [.]>«.[: P* (iir]iJiE8i]ixp[.]xi.[ .

v. 186. P2 o8eY'aYa6oo6TP E[ .

v. 187. PJ £KSTa[ .
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Sixth Sa. What law soever ye establish, the statute is

joined with another which deferreth the operation
thereof : therefore is there a time of waiting. 178, 179

Seventh Sa. Already is this pathway appointed to
us, a pathway of war, yea of war, so that we may
not stand still. 180, 181

Eighth Sa. Come after me hither. Why desirest
thou to sleep ? We may see the oxen, we may see

Column 8.

the end of our labour. 182, 183
Ninth Sa. Pluck not thus continually the coverings
of thy bed in thy drunkenness. What good thing
hast thou spied that thou runnest forward ? 184, 185

Tenth Sa. Nay, this man that maketh haste is right-

eous and according to the commandment doth he
pursue diligently. Do thou follow him, I say, do
thou follow him. 186, 187, 188

Eleventh Sa. This is folly. Ah, thou hateful among
old men, soon verily, when thou goest on thy way
and hast been freed from thy servitude, wilt thou die.

189, 190, 191

Twelfth Sa. Lo, wander thou not by the side of the
path : go onward, walk straight forward ; come
into thy place, come thou. Now hold we the flank

of the foes. 192, 193, 194

v. 188. P E(pertoue<ps7roo(i[, nee mutat P2
.

v. 189. Pa ajxiape .

v. 190. P eiTax : P3 ^ayj . P ami][, unde non liquet utrum i

P addiderit necne : si omisit P, quid fecerit P2 pariter ignoramus.
v. 191. Literae decimae sextae extat sedes : subsequitur lacuna.

v. 193. Huio versui praefigit P signum p, ducentesimum versum

indicans: hoc signum postea delevit aut ipse P aut P2
, et idem signum

versui 195 praefixit. Sunt duae numerandi rationes, quarum secundum

alteram (3 versui 193, secundum alteram versui 195 legitime praefigi

potest : sed, cum signum y, versui 290 praefixum, et signum 8, versui

390 praefixum, contemplamur, manifestum fit versibus et lacunis

intervenientibus bene perpensis, (3 deletum ante versum 193, non

alteram p ante versum 195, esse terminum a quo y illud et 8 illud

computata sint : numerata in serie neeopinato includitur v. 242,

quamvis a P in textu omissus. Vide Cap. vr. a. et notas apud versus

92, 195, 290, 390. In hoc versu 193 P2
£7r[.]6i[.]7rex'eiaieu6i[ .
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[XO.] 7t[«]Tep, rl o-[i]ySi<;; H-^ «-Xrfi[kc, oox &p7]v] ; 195
oo[x e]io-axo[us]i<;, tq xsxco(p7][a-ai, i];6<pov]

;

[SI.] a[iy«]" ti ecttiv; XO. ou (xevci. SI. f/iv'
-

eftpJG*

sXei<;.

[XO.] oux gcmv, aXX' auroi; o-& xau6' o^y] 0sXei<;

^tsi te xa^i^veue xal 7cXou[tei Xapcov] [200
toc? pou? ts xa[l] tov xpu<Jov [&|z'" 6xvoii[/.ev 8s er]e

[XT] tcXeu; t[6v] sti y' [ou] v[6ctti(jiov 7tXouv, 90a<;]

Xpovov.

[SI.] aXX' o(i ti [if?) 'x] [i.[s 7cepd8(o Xotovtoc as]

ou8' s!;u7c[s]X[06]vt;' [a5, rcpiv av Pportov aa.]<p&<;

siSwjasv 6v[tiv' svSov •q8' e^si oreyif)].

[XO.] iw y[a[x6p' sSpa? ava<T<ro>v, ou] 205

T <p0sy|i.' atp-^aen; [cj6v si; ocvrp]ou,

[(i]t]S[e o-iy', aiw 8', s^wv (Ala-]

v. 195. Huio versui praefigit P signum fj : vide Cap. vi. a. et notam

apud v. 193 et notas porro apud versus 92, 290, 390. Inter hoc sig-

num et ipsius versus textum inserit P2
•£, i.e. " nota bene," quod

equidem ad signum p, non ad versus verba, respicere suspicor.

v. 196. PJ
rp<.sx.d><pr}[ .

v. 197. Versui praecedenti subscribit paragraphum P. V. 197
dividit P in versus quattuor, quam distributionem non corrigit Pa

, sic :

<i.[...]
j

TiEO-rtv
I

oujxcvto j pieve[ .]9eXeia |.

Unicuique horum quattuor versuum subscribit paragraphum P.
In ultimo P* dat (j.ev' .

v. 198. P.ouKeaxiva».auTO<iouTa'j6[

:

P3 0uxearTtv'aXXauT6aau,Tau6[.

In separato fragmento (vide notam ad caput hujus foli), non in ipso,

nisi fallor, folio, addit P2
J'otctjlSuvouPe*, et subter, certe in frag-

mento, ]'ojnr)L0eX£i,a
-

. Legendum cum Hunt tocu0' 071:7) Suvcil
-

(-SeX-nov

TauB' finf] OeXeii;. Sequitur ut P versum post xau8' terminaverit

verbis 8717) 8\ivqt. Unde probabilissime inter too>6 [et] •07Of)t statuere

possumus lacunam tredecim fere literarum, quantas scribit P, eapacem,
cujus l&men tria spatia Uteris minoribus quas in notis scribit Pa

assig-

nanda sunt : fit haec lacunae magnitude ferine certa si subsequentem
versum consideramns.

v. 199. Pa
^Yj-ret. eb 7tX6u[ . Vide notam apud v. 198. Pars altera

scripturae marginalis ibi expositae post mine versum venit. Quando-
quidem_nihil bre-vius quam uxsiXapoiv suppleri hie potest, confirmatur
magnitudo lacunae post v. 198, et liquet hunc alteram post versum,
ante extantem notae marginalis partem, lacunam esse duodecim fere

literarum, quantas scribit P, eapacem, cujus tamen quattuor spatia

Uteris minoribus quas in notis scribit Pa assignanda sunt.

v. 200. Inter folium et fragmentum (vide notas apud vv. 198-

199) est lacuna tredecim fere Uterarum capax. In fine versus est

lacuna unius literae capax.
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Qu. My father, why art thou silent ? Can it be
that thou thinkest that I spake not words of truth ?

Hearest thou not (or are thine ears waxed dull of

hearing ?) the noise ? 196
Si. Be thou silent. What is it ? Qu. I will abide
here no longer. Si. Abide thou. Fine gold wilt

thou receive.

Qu. I cannot ; but do thyself in what way soever

thou art minded
Make search and inquisition for the footsteps and get

thee riches, receiving [200
The kine and the gold together : but I am afraid for thee,

Lest, preventing the bidding of Time, thou have begun
the voyage whence there is no return hereafter.

Si. Lo, verily I will not suffer thee to depart from me
Neither to steal away privily, or ever we know of a surety

What man it is that this dwelling hath within it.

Qu. Ho, lord of the land and master of the house,

from the cave send out thy voice : 205, 206

Keep thou not still silence, but rather, receiving a reward,

v. 201. Ubi ego y, Hunt legit a dubium. Inter folium et frag-

mentum (vide notas apud w. 198-200) est lacuna sedecim fere literarum

.

v. 202. Versui praecedenti subscribit paragraphum P. In versu

202 P2 aXX'oim. Stat ji[. . .](j., i.e. fortasse [xyjexh . In fine versus

columnaris ante vacuam fragmenti partem est lacuna septemdecim
fere literarum capax (vide notas apud w. 198-201).

v. 203. Extat octava sedes. Inter folium et fragmentum (vide

notas apud w. 198-202) est lacuna sedecim fore literarum.

v. 204. Pa ov . Sequitur lacuna trium capax literarum, deinde

unius literae vestigium, denique lacuna inter folium et vacuam frag-

menti partem (vide notas apud w. 198-203) sedecim fere literarum

capax. Huic versui subscribit paragraphum P.

v. 205. Post icoy est unius in folio literae sedes, deinde inter folium

et vacuam fragmenti partem (vide notas apud vv. 198-204) septem-

decim fere literarum lacuna.

v. 206. P2 90ey[ . o\> et, post ou, nota a P2 addita, de qua mox
loquar, in fragmento stant (vide notas apud w. 198-205), intercedente

lacuna sedecim fere literarum capaci. P2 notam addit in margine,

praefixo signo simili crescentis lunae convexa curvaminis parte

in orientem versa: (fdeyyVl-aLa9x}a \.-l lC! • Suspicor scripsisse P
<p8eY|J.a |P'»)ffE"j!Tove5avTpoo, diphthongo ei in spatium unius literae

compresso. P a scribit «p6sYY|j.a sine elisione, ne 96eYY(J-a qnicsc

intellegatur : idem fortasse (pOeyjia (phasic, non (pQiyp.' acpyjaEii;, a P
indicatum esse putavit. Quoniam quam dat P2 lectionem (ea enim
sola superest) mutavi, quamvis fieri possit ut nihil in perdita prima*
manus lectione mutaverim, hunc versum cruce notavi.

v. 207. Post 7)8 est inter folium et vacuam fragmenti partem (vide

notas apud w. 198-206) lacuna quindecim fere literarum capax.
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Folium 9.

f 0o[v, S]6[xoi«riv oXptet!;;

[SI.] o[t' o]i <pav[fl] Xitoictiv, dcXX' iy& Toc^a

tp[ep]<ov xTii[7t]ov 7teSopTOV e^avayxacrw 210

7r[Yj]S^[xa(Ttv xpai7rvotcn xal XaxTiqiamv

«[<;] a' siaaxouo-ou, xei Xfav xcocpo? ti? sL

[KYAAHNH]

09JP&;, ti [to]vSe ^Xoepov uXwStj roxyov

f av[0]y)p6v wpfAY)07)Te at!)v TtoXX^ (3otj
;

ti? ^8e ts/w), ti? fASTaarao-K; todvcdv 215

ovc, rcpoerOev efjrei; Seo-TtoTfl x*P 0V qiepwv,

u[i.w o? ociei, vePpiVT) xa07][i[Jt.ev[o](;

Sopa xsp[°]^v TE 96pff[o]v eutoxXtj cpepcov,

o7Uo-0ev suidc^ex' dtfjicpi t6v Gsov

ctuv eyyovoK; vijj.cpai.CTi xal7r6Scov o^Xco; 220

vuv 8' ayvow to xp^jf^j to <- trrpocpal ve[w]v

Folium 9.

Pons unicus est folium nonum papyraceum, fragmentis adjectis

nullis, nisi quod in versibus 227 et 228 Fragmentum 6, neque omnino
temere, ausus sum ponere.

V. 208. P 8o[. .]o[i.oimvoXpim)i!T: nihil mutat P2
.

v. 209. Versui praecedenti subsoribit paragraphum P. In versu

209 P o[. .]u9av[. . .]XiTot(Jtv, ubi tamen pro prima in Xitoiotv litera/

dubiam a literam indicat Hunt : puto yavfj in forma <pocvE<xi scriptum
esse: vide v. 321. P2 6[..]u exhibet et post Xitoutiv colon addit.

v. 210. P2 7r£8opTov .

v. 212. Huic versui praefigit P lineam verticalem, et alteram

lineam verticalem praefigit versui 213 subsequenti : inter autem hos
duo versus ponit paragraphum. Si signum versui 70, qui chorum
concludit, quod signum crucis in formam factum est, reBpicimus, sique

aliud signum quod ante coronidem et paragraphum quae versum 67,

ejusdem chori primum, a versu 56 separant, intuemur, quod signum
certe non crux est, sed pro linea crucis transversa circulum exhibet
ita ut linea recta superior et linea recta inferior non in unum coeant,

adducimur ut ambo haec signa asterisci immutationes esse suspicemur.

Id enim quod in fine chori stat asterisci vice fungitur, et alteram non
dissimile est, quamquam locus in quo apparet asteriscum non proprie
admittit. Lineae versibus 212 et 213 praefixae similes sunt signo

quod spatio versus 66 et 57 separanti praefixum est, nisi quod circulo

carent. Hie sequitur paragraphus tantum, ibi paragraphus cum
coronide. Ibi intrat in scenam Chorus, hie Cyllena. Novae personae
aditum utroque loco credo indicari. In hoc versu 212 incipit P, ut
arbitror, <o[.]or, sed indicat Hunt dubiam esse &> literam, et pro c litera

dubiam dat t literam : P2 post earn literam ponit apostropham.
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Column 9.

Do thou make thy life happy in thine habitation.

Si. Now that thou wilt not reveal thyself in answer
to words of supplication,

Myself straightway, by means of a noise that no longer
is as that of a feast-day, 210

Will yet compel thee with swift leapings and stampings
To hearken unto me, though thou be a man dull of

hearing exceedingly.

Cyllene. Satyrs, why unto this mountain, green with
grass and covered with trees,

To this mountain of blossoms, have ye sped with much
shouting ?

What business is this, yea, what change of the labours 215
Which of old thou wast wont to accomplish, executing

the service of thy master,

Who with thee and thy fellows continually, clothed in

the hide of a young deer,

And bearing in his hands a wreathen rod, easy to carry,

Went with riot and revelling 1 behind in the presence of

the god,

With the goddesses of the rivers, that be his kinsfolk,

and the multitude whose feet are like goats' feet ?

220

But now I understand not the matter, knowing not
whither the tempest

1
ii Mac. vi. 4 and Wisd. xiv. 23.

v. 213. Vide notam apud versum 212. P2 addit notam in margine

X"P<>v[ ]v' .

v. 214. P ev[.]iipov(op[M)6Y]Te<TU[i7i:oXX7}iPo7)t, quod non mutat P2
,

nisi quod in fine versus colon addit.

v. 215. P TiaT)SeTe/vir)TLa(jLeTaatcT7rovcov

:

Pa Tta^SETexv7j"Ti(T(j.eTaaTacyKJ7rovtov .

v. 217. P ufxeiv, nee mutat P2
. P2

xa6J)(i|JL£v[.]<r .

v. 218. P2 eoTcaMj .

v. 219. Huic versui praescribit P2
£', i.e. ^rjxei. P Euia£eTa[i<pi :

P2
, sive unius personae sive universitatis personarum id est nomen,

hane lectionem notis diacriticis ita ampliavit ut exhiberet eu'ia^Er'a^i

:

hoc autem mutavit postea in EuXaZ,zca[upi .

v. 220. P2 in fine versus colon addit.

v. 221. P2 vuvS'ayvoco dat, colon post xPV« addit, exhibetque

arpocpai i.e. dTpoyal, non arpoipif.
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(jiavioiv (TTpecpouffi' 8au[ia yap xaTsxX[u]ov,

f 6(xou rcpeTCov xeXeofxa, TO)? x[u]vy)YeT['a>]v

eyY^? (xoXovtcov G^po? suvat[wv] Tpo[xT»]<;'

6[xou 8' av a5 ti [xai (3t]a tpwp[av fleX-/]] 225

YXcicCTT)!; eTeive[V e]i? xXo7cr]v [t' eo-TaXx]evai -

ocStis 8' a[6pax]-r[o]<; 7r[peu]fxevwv [jjl' avSpwv 't]a,

X7)pux[o<; A?,] l'[av'] 'i[8psi] xvjpiyjJiafTi].

xai r[a]uT' atpeiaa [£uv] 7to8cov XaxfTtafxasi]

[^JX'yjSwv 6(j.ou 7ta[x<pup[y] eyeiTv[iaff' a^v/)]. 230

[xai] tocut' av aXXcx; 7] xX[o7rsa>v 6][x[iXiav],

[pu6(x]wv axo[i>]a,

a(j' &Se 7rapaTO7nxio-fA£v[cov],

[ti 8y)Ta] ep[ai]7][v, 7] cppe]vwv ufiai; vocreiv

f vo[crov ; ti tocXi]v stctoeit' avaiTiav

;

v. 222. P2 dat (xaviOv et colon post atpzycuai addit. Idem
super ekX[.]ov scribit 7)Xu0[. .]v : ita mutat, ut secundum hodiernam

scribam consuetudinem, Qau\ia yap xaxsxXuov in Gaufia yap xaTrjXuG'

o5v. Deinde, omisso unius literae spatio, pergit, contra morem solitum

nota in margine hanc supra textum scriptam lectionem commendare :

addit enim o"t)vev
t6' .

v. 223. P e[i.ou7tpE7txeXeu[i.aco(jx[.]vy]YET[.]v : P2 mutat qxou in

OfXOU .

v. 225. P E|xou8ocv : P2 ojiouS'av . Post own. est lacuna trium

literarum capax, deinde sequuntur duarum literarum vestigia. Post

<p«p eat lacuna trium literarum capax, deinde sequuntur duarum
literarum vestigia, denique stat lacuna duarum capax literarum.

v. 226. In fine hujus versus P2 colon addit. Ultimae ante svai

literae sedes extat in papyro.

vv. 227-228. P

:

auTio8a[. . . .]t[. . . .]. .[xevcov[ ]a

y.7)pux[. .]. . i[. .] Jar)puy[za[ ]

Est autem exile Fragmentum 6, quod ita, ut opinor, currit

:

].C7T[.].[

]»..[ .

Indicat Hunt earn quam ego a lego literam dubiam esse, sed X exhibet.

Hac in papyro, et alibi, secunda pars X literae saepius ita curvatur

ut <r literae, qualis in papyro scribatur, simillima sit. Quare in loco

mutilo X et cr aliquando inter se minime dignosci queunt. Nullam
prorsus tota in fabula lacunam, ut de iis tanturn loquar quae aliquam
completori materiam offerant, reperire possum ubi hoc fragmentum,
ratione contextus habita, si X legamus, probabiliter inseram, et unam
hanc reperio lacunam ubi, si a legamus, eadem habita ratione, prob-

abiliter inseram. Hie igitur insero, et lego :

a5"U<; 8* S[6pax]T0i; it[p]Eu(i£Vwv [u.' oYvSp&v t]a,

x;f)pux[o<;] &q, t'[av'] tSpEi XYjpiiyjjiafTi.
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Of this present madness tosseth you : for I heard a
marvellous thing,

At the same time a loud commandment as of men that
were masters of greyhounds,

Who had drawn nigh to the couching place of a wild
beast, yea, of a badger :

At the same time again heard I arrows shot out from
the tongue, for a search even by violence 225

And for a going forth immediately in pursuit of some
theft.

But anon a quiet voice of peaceable men,
Even as the voice of a herald, refreshed me with expert

proclamation.

Afterward, turning from these ways, with much stamping
of feet

The whole scum of the off-scourings approached dis-

orderly. 230
Lo, what thing other could I call it but a company of

robbers,

Having heard the measures of your musick expressed
thus falsely,

Unless I should say that ye are taken with a disease of

your wits ?

Wherefore have ye thus affrighted a damsel that doeth
no harm ?

Notandum est insert non posse fragmentum nisi e, tertia in 7rpeo(xev<5v

litera, partim in oolumna partim in fragmento contineatur. Utrobique
vestigia scripturae sunt ; sed unam divisam literam, non duas literas,

meae lectionis postulat neoessitas. Notandum etiam ei in iSpei

diphthongum unius tantum literae impleie spatium.

v. 229. Pa T[.]uT'a(peiaa . Ubi 5uv scripsi, trium literarum

vestigia extant in papyro. In fine versus est lacuna novem literarum

capax.
v. 230. P2

7rafi<pup[.]'eYeiTv[ ] .

v. 231. P2 xaux'aviiXXtoo '. Post xX est lacuna unius literae capax,

deinde deinceps quinque literarum vestigia, [* litera, lacuna octo capax

literarum.

v. 232. In fine versus est lacuna sex capax literarum.

v. 233. P ...[.. .]<p. [.]... . vci>vu|xaavoaeiv[ . Lacuna in fine

versus caret termino ad quern : versus autera videtur jam esse

completus.
v. 234. P vo[ jve-njuoeiTavaiTiocv : P2 post ttoeit apos-

tropham addit. lluic versui subscribit P coronidem et paragraphum.

H H
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Folium 10.

[XO.] v&iupot. (3a0ii£<ovs, 7r[auo-ai x°^ou] [<rrp.] 235

touS', oSts yap vsixo? a[Xe6<ppov]

8#[o]u [jiax«? ouS' (5c?evo[? cteOsv]

YX['u]ctct' av (idcTai6i; t' [an sjiou Giyoi].

(xiq (xe (XV) 7rpo(p«X[«?7)? xaxoT?],

aXX' [sujtctwi; [xoi 7rp[ao-cre XP^lt1
'- ^40

ev [t]67toi? Tot<r[Se t[? toG' &8' aya]c?-

tco? syapuffE Gearav au8a[v]

;

[KY.] taux' est' sxeivcov vuv [Tp6raov 7TS7raiTspa],

xal tout&s Byjpwv sx7tu[0oio tcXsov av ^]
aXxaa[xaT[w]v 8[i' avo]a[iwv axTjparou] 245

vii{x<pvj?' e[ioi y<x[p ou8a|jito<; (Botjv as Sei]

6p0ot|;aXaxTov ev [X]6yo[io]iv [icnravat].

aXX' ^(juxoi; 7rp6<paivs xal [i[7)]vu[e [xoi]

6rou (laXiuTa 7rpay[xaToc x?eixv &Xei$'

[XO.J TO7TC0V ocvaaaa tmv[S]s, KuXXyjvtji; o-0evo<;, 250

8tou [aev sivex' ^X0[o]v fioTspov (ppOCffW

f to <p0ey|i.a S' 7)[alv tou[6'] 6 Trsptcptovet cpOdctrov

f xai ti<; tot' aUTW Si[a]xavaeraETai PpoT&v.

Folium 10.

Eons unicus est folium decimum papyraceum, fragmentis adjectis

nullis. Quot hoc in folio lacunae in finibus sunt versuum, tot carent

terminis ad quos : animadvertendum est eo in numero includi versus

240 et 241, quorum tamen utrique unam ab initio versus succedentis

sumptam addidi literam.

V. 235. Huio versui praeseribit P x° • P vu[xcpT), nee mutat P2
.

v. 236. P toSoute : P2 touS'oute . Papyrus veixotnrif .

v. 237. P2 8ai:[.]uetouS'a5Evo[ .

v. 238. P2 naTai6<JT[ .

v. 239. P |XT)SefjLE}n) : P2
M^t") •

v. 240. Literam \x, quae secundum meam lectionem ultima est

nominis xP^M-'» non m k°° versu > Bed in initio versus subsequentis 241,

exhibet papyrus ; et huic literae \x addit apostropham P2
.

v. 241. Vide notam apud v. 240. Literam a, quae in leotione

quam ego a Wilamovitz et Hunt mutuatus sum quarta est adverbi

iyamSiQ, non in hoe versu, sed in initio versus subsequentis 242,

exhibet P2
, qui solus ilium versum habet.

v. 242. Vide notam apud v. 241. Versum hunc 242 prorsus omittit

P, quamquam ad numeros centenarios, quos exhibet ipse in margine,

necessarius est : supplevit P3
, haud autem suo in loco, sed in capite

foli ante versum 235 : atqui ubi stare debeat docet manifesto versus

antistrophicus 288.

v. 243. Praeseribit huio versui P signum /. Quandoquidem hac
in papyro coronis cum paragrapho non habet formam ) , sed

formam ~/
, suspicor hoe signum nihil aliud esse quam sine

paragrapho coronidem. P2 tccut'e(jtexeivcov .
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Column 10.

Qu. O thou that art goddess of a river, thou whose
raiment reaoheth to the ground, make an end of

this thine indignation ; 235
For verily there is not come unto thee the strife of the

battle of the enemy,
Neither from me shall any word that becometh not

guests or is idle assault thine ear. 237, 238
Prevent me not, I pray thee, with this loud musick of

reproach ; but accomplish thou my business (it is

but a light thing for thee). 239, 240
Who, I ask, is it that in this place hath uttered thus

marvellously a voice miraculous 1
? 241, 242

Cy. These thy latter ways are more amiable than
thy former conversation,

And, if thou thus make search, thou wilt attain unto
greater knowledge

Than by doing of unholy violence to a virgin, a goddess
of a river. • 245

For it is not any ways right that thou shouldest raise

against me
A clamour, as of loud musick, what time thou speakest.

Rather do thou quietly declare and make known unto me
What thing it is in particular whereof thou' hast need.

Qu. Queen of this place, Cyllene excellent in

power, 250

The reason of my coming hither will I afterward expound :

But expound thou to us, preventing me, this voice that

soundeth round about,

And from what living man it issueth forth with a noise

like the gushing of waters.
1

ii Mac. iii. 30.

V. 244. P2
EX7TU[ .

v. 245. Huio versui praefigit P2
x'» i-e-

" ™tt& bene."

v. 246. Post vu(i9Tf]<j colon P2
. Extat Bedes decima quinta.

v. 247. P2 op9o+a>.axTov . v. 248. P2 aXVfau/oo .

v. 250. Versui praecedenti subscribit paragraphum P.

v. 251. PoTou(XEvouvex7)>.e[.]v: P2
8touh£v8uvex't]X0[.]v .

P2 in fine versus colon addit.

v. 252. PTO90£-yYt*a8T)|xiVTOu[.]o7repcp<ovEi<ppaciov : P2 nihil mutat,

sed addit notam in margine : touto7to)<j, et subter <po>vei<ppaaov, et

iterum subter o"Yjvev
T9

v. 253. P xaiTt(T7roTauT6)i8i[.]>£apaaffeTaiPpoTcov : P2 nihil mutat,

nisi quod post irox apostropham addit.

hh2
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[KT.] ufiSc? [ih auro&c %pv) tocS' elSevai <7a<pw<;

&c, si cpaveiTE tov X[6]yov t6v e^ sfxou, 255

auTounv u(xi[v ^]7](ifa TCop^srat.

xal y^P xexpu7r[Tai] ToQpyov ev [6]e[w]v e8pai<;,

"Hpav oton; fx[yj 7rii](iT[i]<; t£eTa[i X]6you.

Z[et!>]s Y['»l]
JtPu<P[^ T"P s? ts]yv)v 'A[-r]XavTiSo?

[^Ptj ts xa£e7rpai;ev apouXJeiiaaro. 260

[vtixTas 8s StiSsx' ?] xop^s s]u[vvj] <p£Xa<;

Folium 11.

[s'xei <J<pe] XyjOv) tyj? Pa0u£<ovou Gea?"

[xa-ra a7ts]o!; Se rcaiS' ^fouaev (jiovov.

[toutov Se] xepoi talc; spcdc; e.^ Tps<pco"

[(xvjxpoi; y]*p i<tx^? sv vo^ Xet
t
x"^ETa1, 2<^

[xa<y05)T]a xal totyjtoc xal xoi[i7)[Ji,aTa

[7up6? <r]apYavoi(; fisvoucra Xixvitiv Tpo<pY]v

[e|eu8]e-u£to viixxa xal xaG' 7j[iepav.

[85 8' a]S2;sTai xa-r' ?jfiap o&x e7rcixoTa

[(isyi]<7to?, citTTS 6au(xa xal qj6(3o<; [l iyei. 270

[ofi7tw y]«P exTov fj[iap sxire:pacr[i.evo(;

[96a<7a]<; spsiSsi toxiSo? dc, ^(fys ax[x^v.

v. 254. Versui praeoedenti subsoribit paragraphum P. In hoc
versu P2

rdcS'eiSevai .

v. 255. P2 dat (pavcTre et in fine versus plenum quod aiunt

punctum ponit.

y. 256. P2 in fine versus colon addit.

v. 257. P2 Toupyov .

v. 258. P2 dat JJpav et [i[ . . .']ctt[ .]af£eTa[ . .]ofou- .

v. 260. In fine versus colon addit P2
.

v. 261. Statim ante <piXas P ]v>.[.] .

Folium 11.

Fons est folium undecimum papyraceum, sed non est fons omnino
unicus: quamquam enim fragmenta ex papyro adjecta sunt nulla,

nisi quod apud v. 284 tres literas, quae Fragmentum 2 constituunt,

recte", ut opinor, sed dubitanter tamen exhibui, versus tamen 273,

cujus ab initio quinque in papyrodesunt literae, etprimum versus 274
verbum, quod prorsus in papyro deest, servantur et apud Athenaeum
(it. p. 62), qui hanc fabulam nominatim indicat, et apud Eustathium
(Do iliado, p. 899, 17), qui fabulam non nominat.

V. 263. P2 dat 7rou8'E<pmjaev et in fine versus colon ponit.

v. 265. P voCT&i : Pa voatoi .

v. 267. P2
[i.£vouoaXixviTtv .
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Cy. It is right that ye for your parts know one
thing of a surety,

Namely that if so be ye declare the word which ye shall

hear from me, 255
There is prepared a rod even for your own backs.

For the matter is kept hidden in the habitations of the

gods,

To the end that no news of the thing be brought unto
Juno.

For Jupiter came into the dwelling that is hidden under
the earth,

The dwelling of the daughter of Atlas, and accomplished

that which he purposed. 260

And for twelve nights, even nights of love, did the

damsel's bed contain him

Column 11.

Without the knowledge of the goddess whose raiment
reacheth to the ground :

And in the cave he begat but one child, even a son
;

And the same do I nourish up with mine own hands :

For his mother's strength is shaken by sickness as by a
storm. 265

And raiment and drink and the things that pertain unto
his rest,

Even the nurture of babes in their baskets, abiding

beside his plaited bed,

I set in order for him by night and by day.

But he day by day after a manner that is not meet
Waxeth great exceedingly, so that wonder and dread fills

me. 270

For though it be not yet the sixth day since he came
forth from the womb,

Yet untimely he presseth onward to the fulness of a
young child's stature :

v. 268. Pa dat [ ]st££co et in fine versus colon ponit.

v. 270. F» [ ]otoo- .

v. 271. P ejtTOv»][xape)(TC(pacjfiev[.]a : Pa nihil mutat, sed in

margins notam addit r||j.epaaTrE<paa[j.svoa .

' t. 272. P2 in fine versus colon addit.
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xa£opfxsvi£si xouxe-n o"xoXa£sTat,

pXaaTTj* toiovSs toxiSoc Oyjo-aupo!; axeyei.

[6 (i.ev o-toc]t[6<; y' &*Y ^stI tou TOxrpoc Beeref 275

aup[aLvei 8' 6 7ceu6yj q>]0ey(i.a [AYj^avfj (3ps[i,[ov],

xal [tout'] eGa[i; 8yj axiXaxo]? v)(xdpqc (iia

ei; u7TTiai; x[TY)[i.' e5 '5e[i.7]^]av^(yaTO.

roiovSe 67][po<; ex 0«v6vt]o<; TjSovyji;

^[xscttov a[yyo<; exacts x]al xa-ro S[ovet]. 280
[XO.] aeppao-[0 6 Ato? y' e07]] toxii; (3oa<; [avriaTp.J

7taiS6[<; t' <x^0tj Sico^'' ax][j(.a£si<;

07Jpsu(x' [Scopov 7rou Xieiv]. Xeys[i<;]

9&)V7][x[a tcwi; oJcrrjoV o[7rw]? SGou

t6vS' occp[avTov y' u[i,v<pS]6v, [cppaeyov]. 285

xdx; s^ecpfpa^to -roi t6v su-]

p6vr' &7ta[py[i' &8e 0Y)po<;] e[x Gavov-]

v. 273. P[ ][xevei^eixouxeTioxo^a ''e'rat • P2 n111*8'*

[ ](i£vei£ei in [ ](i£vi£ei . Supplent et Athen-
aeus (n. p. 62) et Eustathius (De Iliade, p. 899, 17) lacunam hujus

versus et versus subsequentis 274. Scribit Athenaeus : 'AttixoI 8'

eidlv oi XcyovTEq 8p[xevov tov anb -riji; xpd[i|3T)i; e^7)v67]x6Ta. 2o<poxX?)<;

'IXVEurat?

xdt^opjJicv^ci xo&x C7ri(i3(oXa^ETat

PXaaT7]

rcapa to e^opoiieiv xal pXaffTavetv. Eustathius ubi locum laudat

eandem (nisi xai;op[i£vE£E!,v ix pro xa£op[iEv££si xoijx) quam
Athenaeus praebet lectionem, quae differt a lectione papyri : papyrus
enim ETtaxoXa^sTou, Athenaeus et Eustathius kmaxo'XaZeTa.i.

Eustathius nomen fabulae non indicat.

v. 274. Vide notam apud versum 273. In hoc versu 274 P dat

[ ]ToiovSE7rai8a07)o-aupoCTTEY£t : P3 mutat B-qaavpotycsYzi in

6r]oaupoo-CTTeYEi, addit colon in fine versus, adjicitque in margine, post

signum ut antea (vide v. 206) lunatum, notam t[. .]<pEi, i.e. TpEcpei .

v. 275. Pa
[ ]t .'.[.. .]'ectti dat et in fine versus colon

addit.

v. 276. P a<p[ ]0EYYti[i'»)xav7iippE(x[ : Pa nihil

corrigit aut addit, nisi fortasse in margine deperdita deperditam
scripsit notam. Lacuna in fine versus caret termino ad quern.

v. 277. Initium versus hoc est xai.[. .].e8oc[ . P 7][i.Epau.ia

:

Pa
r][i.Epai(xtai .

v. 278. In fine versus colon addit P3
.

v. 280. P2
E[j.[XEaTov . Huio versui subscribit P coronidem et

paragraphum.
v. 281. P a

dc<ppaa[ 3 7tatCTP07l
ct •

v. 282. Lacuna in fine versus caret termino ad quern, sed versum
jam esse suspicor completum.

v. 283. Statim ante "Keys addit colon P3
. Post Xsys extat sedes

unius literae ; sequitur lacuna quae caret termino ad quern. Locum
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Yea, his branch shooteth forth and tarrieth not any-

longer.

This is the manner of child that the treasure-house

containeth.

He indeed still abideth by the crib by reason of the

ordinance of his father. 275

But as to the voice whereof thou inquirest, that roareth

by means of an invisible device,

This also, being already expert in the matter, in the space
of one day

He fashioned unto himself aright for a possession, making
it of a whelp turned upside down.

Such a vessel formed he out of a dead beast,

A vessel filled with delight, and thereon he playeth

below. 280
Qu. Wonderful are the ways of utterance that the

child of Jupiter hath pursued, yea, contrary to the

nature of children.

Verily it is high time that thou stay him from thus

hunting before the due season. 282, 283

Thou speakest of a voice invisible. Declare on what
manner thou hast disposed this singer who thou
sayest cannot be seen ? 284, 285

Hast thou thus verily shut up one that as the first-fruit

of his finding hath found out how after this manner
to bring forth from a dead beast such a sound as

we have heard ? 286, 287, 288

hujus versus, tres literas versus 284, locumque versus 285 exhibere

arbitror Fr. 2. Hoc in fragmento unusquisque versus scripturam

offert, sed, nisi medius versus, haud qualis legi possit. Fragmentum
hoc est

:

J- •[

]ovS[

]..[ . 285

Fragmentum, omnibus in fabula exploratis lacunis, hie demum collocavi

quia colon a PJ inter ov et o interpositum ne uni quidem ceterarum

lacunarum complemento probabili congruere videtur, lacunarum, id

est, quae ejusmodi sunt ut hoc fragmentum continere possint.

v. 284. P+Pa
<pt£>V7][i[ ]<je6ou : sequitur lacuna sine

termino ad quern. Vide etiam notam apud v. 283.

v. 285. Lacuna in fine versus caret termino ad quern. Vide

etiam notam apud v. 283.

v. 286. P2
Tti(T .

v. 287. P2
povr'araxl! ]e[ . Lacuna in fine versus

caret termino ad quern.
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Folium 12.

to? 7rop££eiv tolocvSe yoLpvv;

[KY.] (!») vuv a7r[«TTe[t]. mata. y<kp az npoayekof. 0ea<; guy).

[XO.] xal TCtoi; 7t[0to(xat too 0<xv6vto<; 90eY[ia toioutov

pp£[xsiv; 290

[KY.] 7u8ou* Oav&v y«P ectxs <p<>>vVjv, £tov 8' #vau8o<;

^v 6 0-/)p.

[XO.] 7rot6<; Tie 5jv elSoc; 7rp[o][nfjx7]<;, yj 'mxupTo?, 3]

[KY.] f PpaX"? X^P ^7)? tco[i]x£Xtj Sopa xaTsppiv<a[zsvo<;.

[XO.] w? aieXoopo? eixaaai 7r£cpuxev, 7) tox; 7rap8aXi<;;

[KY.] tcXsio-tov (jLe[T]a^* y°YYu*0V Y«P 5°"" xa^ PPaXu
"

oxsXei;. 295

[XO.] ou8' &>q i^vsuttj 7Tpoacpspe(; 7ts(puxev ou8' w<;

xocpxivfp

;

[KY.] ou8
5

aO toiout[6]v ectiv* aXX' #XXov tiv' e^eupou

Tpo7TOV.

[XO.] aXX' u? xepafTTfT)]? xdiv0apo? Stjt' eoViv Aitvocio?

(puyjv

;

[KY.] vuv eyyu? eYv[w?] $ fiaXiffTa 7tpoo-tpepsi; to

xvcaSaXov.

[XO.] t[£ 8' a5 to] ep«v[ou]v estiv oiutou, touvto? r\

to8!;co, (ppaao[v]. 300

Folium 12.

Fons unicus est folium duodecimum papyraceum, fragmcntis

adjectis nullis, nisi quod feliciter in v. 307 accedit Pollucis auctoritas.

V. 288. P + P2 ToiavSe-yijpuv . Huio versui subscribit para-

graphum P.

v. 289. P2
[X7)vuva7c£oTe[.]

-
7ttcjTa . Huio versui subscribit para-

graphum P.

v. 290. Huic versui praefigit P signum y, versum trecentcsimum

indicans. Vide cap. vi. a, et notas apud versus 92, 193, 195, 290.

P 90EYY(ia, nee mutat P"-. Huic versui subscribit paragraphum P.

P TtovSavauSocr .

v. 291. P2 addit colon post 7tt0oi> et alterum post <ptov7)v, dat
5jv60Tip, notamque adjicit in margine : ^6>v8evt;[, i.e. £c5v 8' ev7)x°S

3jv 6 0fjp. Huic versui subscribit paragraphum P.

v. 292. P2
Tcp[.](i.Y)X7)<T, adjecto pleno quod aiunt puncto, et

deinde 7)7tExupTO<r?jppaxu<J . Huic versui subscribit paragraphum P.
v. 293. P (3paxu (*XUTP ol^')(T7r []xiAT]8opaxaTeppucvco|zevoa:

P2 dat Ppaxuoj(u'rP^'Sir)CTi;o[.]>tiX7jiSopaixaTEppixv&)(jiEvo(i

et addit in margine notam TpoxotS'C, i.e. TpoxotSyji;. Huic versui

subscribit paragraphum P.
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Column 12.

Cy. Be no longer faithless, for with faithful words
a goddess speaketh graciously unto thee.

Qu. But how shall I believe that the voice of that
which is dead can roar thus loudly ? 290

Cy. Believe : for in death the beast hath gotten a
voice, but in life was speechless.

Qu. What was the manner of his outward
appearance ? Was it a long beast, or a bent, or a
short ?

Cy. Short, after the fashion of a pitcher, and covered
with a spotted hide.

Qu. Is his shape peradventure as a cat's,1 or as the

shape of a leopard ?

Cy. The difference is great exceedingly : for the

thing is round and the legs thereof are short. 295
Qu. Nor yet is it shapen like a weasel or like a spider

of the sea ?

Cy. Neither again is it such an one. Nay, search

out some other similitude.

Qu. Lo, is his form, I pray thee, as the form of a
beetle that hath horns, even the beetle of Mount
Etna?

Cy. Now art thou come nigh unto knowledge of

that whereto the creature is most like.

Qu. Declare thou again and tell me what part

thereof it is that soundeth, whether the part that is

within or the part that is without.. 300

1 Bar. vi. 22.

v. 294. P2 post rcstpuxev plenum quod aiunt punctum adjicit et

deinde'pergit 7JTc!>a7rop8aXia . Huio versui subscribit paragraphum P.

v. 295. Ante hune versum scribit P2
x'. i-e. " nota bene," et post

(xe[.]a5u colon addit. Huio versui subscribit paragraphum P.

v. 296. P2 post ouS in initio versus apostropham addit. Huic
versui subscribit paragraphum P.

v. 297. P2 ouS'auetaXX'aXXovTtv'e5eupou . Huic versui subscribit

paragraphum P.

v. 298. P2 S^t'scttiv . Huic versui subscribit paragraphum P.

v. 299. Pa JiifiaXiOTa . Huic versui subscribit paragraphum P.

v. 300. P2 dat auTouT&uvroa, adjecto pleno quod aiunt puncto,

et deinde pergit 7jt6u£<o , In fine versus est lacuna capax unius

literae.
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[KT.] f [Xt07r/] Tie, eX]X6[7rtov] opeivJ) auyyovoi; t<5><; oarTploiv.

£XO.] [oox av at) ToSvofx' ev]v£[TO>i<;] ; 7t6pauvov, ei ti

7tX[e]ov ^xet<5-

[KY.] [tov Ovjpa (xev x^Xuv, T0 <pwvo]uv 8' a5 Xupav

6 7t[ai<; x]aXsi.

[XO.J [tout' £v6stov 6yjxfl <puXao-o"tov] xtsocvov 75 erufpPfl

vj tivi
;

[KT.] [[3oo<; (isv o5v cTsyouo-iv auTo] Sepfia x[eo]o-T[pscp7]<;

Xo7t6c]
- 305

[XO.] [xal TzStc, to xal TtpoaBev y' <x<pcov]ov &8[e] xXay-

y<x[vei 8av6v]

;

£KT.] f svyjXaT' <x£uX' apTiyo^a SiaTopax; epsiSsTai,

[vcofiSv Ye 81? TSffaapfft }£op8a?] 7rXEXTa[vau; to)?

7C0UXU7C0U?]

[081, Sii' 8£c>v sxdcTepov TCpcoTOV x]Xa8o? x[aTto

o^ao-a?]-
s

[XopSa? yap oltov ettt' e7n)^e" xoXJXoto? 8' e[7teiff'

tool], 310

[ciffT* y\ '[i7ri^^eiv 7] 'xyaXSv acpyj t6v] ajifiaTtofv tovov].

[xal toutov e£6pvuon izaXc, (3p6[i]ov [tov ^xoue? au ye],

v. 301. P [ ]^o[. .]opeiv7)auYYovotmOCTTPa>cP Etov : P2

nihil in textu mutat, nisi quod opeiv7) in optVT) vertit ; sed in margine
notam addit post lunatum signum, quale apud versus 206 et 274
exhibetur, sic : aoYYovouaeaTpa[, et infra o"y)VEv

T
[.]eL, i.e. av>YY0V0"CT

'

laTpaji^isvtov oCtoj? ^v ev T<jS ©Itovo?. Pro eaxpa in nota Hunt dat
oaxpa, confessus tamen dubiam esse o literam : credit ille legendum
esse auyyivoui; 6aTpa[x, sed ita emergit nee grammatica nee metrum.

v. 302. Pa 7t6pauvov . Extat sedes vicesima secunda.

v. 303. Pa
8'ocu .

v. 304. P+Pa ].KxeavoVY)o\i[. . .].tivi .

v. 305. Statim post <tt extat sedes sive vestigium unius literae :

aubsequitur lacuna quae caret termino ad quern.

v. 306. Lacuna in fine versus caret termino ad quern.

v. 307. P+P2
[ ]6ptoaepei8sTa[ .

Lacuna in fine versus caret termino ad quern. Versus complendus
•est, sed non sine emendatione, a Pnlluce (x. 34) : [xepY) 8e xXtvyj?

iv^Xa-nx xal ETtkcXivrpov, t6 |iev ye S7iUXivTpov &7t6 'ApiaTe>9avoui;

slp7)[jievov EtxpoxXiji; 8' ev 'I/veuTalq aa-nipoii; g<py)* evrjXotTa £iiXa

TptY°ii<Pa Staxopeuaat ae SetTai.

v. 308. Post 7tXexT<x extat unius literae vestigium : subsequitur
lacuna quae caret termino ad quern.

v. 309. Pa
[ ]Xa8oox[ . Lacuna in

fine versus caret termino ad quern.

v. 310. Lacuna in fine versus caret termino ad quern.

v. 311. P [ ]a(ji(jiaT£o[ : Pa
a(i.(xaT£d

in ojiixaTU mutat. Lacuna in fine versus caret termino ad quern.
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Cy. It is, as it were, his coat, yea, a thing that is as
sister in the mountains to the speechless mother of
pearls.

Qu. Wilt thou not declare the name ? Do thou set
it forth, if so be thou have further knowledge.
Cy. The child calleth the beast a tortoise, and the
part again that soundeth a lute.1

Qu. Keepeth he meanwhile this possession enclosed
in a coffer or, perhaps, in a basket as a pipe ?

Cy. Nay, but the skin of an ox and a hide well woven
surroundeth it. 305

Qu, But how can that which even aforetime also
was speechless now in death raise this loud clamour ?

Cy. Degrees not of wood, degree? fitted fast, this

child presseth with a loud noise

;

Yea, as a sea-monster of many feet that waveth his eight
members, so with eight thereof he handleth the
strings,

After that he hath bestowed in the nether part the
first twig of either of his bunches.

Por seven strings made of the inwards of sheep hath he
set in his instrument, and pins of like number are
thereon, 310

So that with his hand he can either increase or minish
the rigour of the stretched cords.

And the child stirreth up this roaring, the which thou
hast lately heard,

1 Ps. (B.C.P.) xxxiii. 2, Ivii. 9, lxxxi. 2, xcii. 3, cviii. 2, cxliv. 9, and
cl. 3.

v. 312. Lacuna in fine versus caret termino ad quem. Ultimus
qui extet hujus foli versus hie est, et ipse quidem feime periit.

Magnitudines foliorum eae sunt ut infra hune versum liqueat alteram
quondam versum fuisse, fieri possit ut duo versus fuerint. Simili

modo in folio sequenti 13 infra ultimum, cujus pars exstet, versum,

338, liquet alios duo olim fuisse versus, fieri potest ut tres versus fue-

rint. Si quis autem foli 15 reliquias accurate inspexerit, videbit ilium

in illo folio versum, quem ego 390 numeravi, utpote in tertio loco a .fine

foli stantem, versum aut vicesimum quartum aut vicesimum quintum
ejus foli esse. Porro, quamquam id folium satis magna ex parte

periit, nihilominus procul dubio duo versus antistrophicos, ut stropha

docet, in capite olim habuit, et inde usque ad finem stichomythiam,

loquentibus Cyllena et choro, praesentavit, quorum priorem locutam
esse Cyllenam constat, nam praejectum carmen in ore chori est.

Sequitur ut versus, quem 390 numero, ille enim versus a choro dicitur,
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[veupoc? 6rocv OeXfl i^aXdcaaeiv xeP°"lv ^ 7cMjxTpC[>

[tcXtjxtpov y^P ^P2 SiaSo^ov tcovcov xafxoucri

SaxTiiXoi?].

Folium 13.

xal touto X<Jmr)[<;] ear' Sxeorpov xal 7rapa<|/ux-

bKp[M)]v 315
xeivt}> [xovov xa[']pei 8' aXtlcov xai ti TCpoo-qjco-

v[wv [asXoi;]

^uatpcovov" e£a[i]p£i y*P <xut6v aE6Xio"[Jt.a t^<;

X[<i]pa?.

out£0? 6 7tai<; 6av6vu 07)pl ep6ey|x' l(M)xav/]o-aT[o].

[XO.J t u7ro<J'aXaxTO<; ti? 6|j.<pa xaToix- [°"TP-]

| vei totou, 6ps7tTa St', ejc Tofioup' 320
^(T[xaT', eYXwPs Ilav, 6efi,££fl

;

parem in folio numeium, haud numerum imparem, habeat. Quare
ille versus non vicesimus quintus est, sed vicesimus quartus. His
rebus bene cognitis, procedere possumus. Idem ille versus, quern 390

numero, signum sibi habet praefixum S (nisi quod linea in S superior

periit), i.e. " v. 400." Cum autem versus, quern 290 numero, sibi

praefixum habet signum y, i.e. " v. 300," constat versum, quern 390

numero, centesimum esse a versu, quern 290 numero. Vidimus versum
390 vicesimum quartum esse sui foli. Folium 14 viginti sex versus

habet. Additis inter se numeris viginti quattuor et viginti sex, summam
obtinemus versuum quinquaginta. Unde patet alios quinquaginta

versus ad saeculum centum versuum claudendum necessarios esse. Ergo

pars ea foli 12 quae post versum y venit conjunctim cum folio toto

13 quinquaginta versus exhibere debet. Versus y tertius est in folio 12.

Diximus id folium in fine deperdita aut unum versum aut duo versus

amisisse, i.e. aut viginti sex aut viginti septem versus continuisse olim.

Post versum y igitur aut viginti tres aut viginti quattuor versus habnit.

Diximus praeterea folium 13 in fine deperdita aut duo aut tres versus

amisisse, i.e. aut viginti sex aut viginti septem versus continuisse olim.

Unde fit, ne quinquaginta versuum numerum excedamus, ut aut
extantibus foli 12 versibus duo versus et extantibus foli 13 versibus

duo versus addamus, aut extantibus foli 12 versibus unum versum et

extantibus foli 13 versibus tres versus addamus : et folio 12 duo
versus et folio 13 tres versus simul addere nullo modo licet. Puto
equidem rem traotandam in fine foli 12 vix intra unius versus spatium
commode tractari posse, omne autem quod in fine foli 13 dicendum sit

intra spatium duorum versuum bene posse dici : ergo folio 12 duo
versus addo et folio 13 duo versus.

v. 313. Vide notam apud v. 312.

v. 314. Vide notam apud v. 312.
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When it pleaseth him to smite upon the thongs, touching
them with his hands or with his rod :

For a rod also did he invent to relieve his fingers in their

labour against they should be weary.

Column 13.

And this is a cure for sorrow and a consolation 315
To him only : he rejoiceth, being beside himself and sing-

ing some song in concord with the tune1 of his

musick
;

For the great variety3 of the sounds of the lute3 holdeth
his mind in a trance.

On this wise for a beast that is dead hath the young child
fashioned a voice.

Qu. What sound of a note* smitten in secret goeth
abroad through the place where thou, nourisher
most holy, Pan, that art god of this country, utterest

thy judgements in songs, even in songs of prophecy ?

319, 320, 321
1 See reference at 1. 146. 8 See references at 1. 303.
a Ecclus. xxxviii. 27, 1. 18. * Wisd. xix. 18.

Folium 13.

Eons unicus est folium deeimum tertium papyraceum, fragmentis
adjectis nullis, nisi quod tenuiasimum Fragmentum 8 versibus 336
et 337 dubitanter assignavi. Quot hoc in folio lacunae sunt in finibus

versuum, tot carent terminis ad quos : inter hos sunt versus 315, 335,

337, completi quamvis procul dubio jam esse videantur.

V. 316. Pa post (jtovov colon addit.

v. 317. P2 post 5u(X9"vov colon addit, et dat ai6Xia(xa .

v. 318. P 2
(p8EYY(iE !

i7)Zavvl
<jaT [ •

v. 319. Versui praecedenti subscribit P praefixa coronide para-

graphum, ante autem coronidem idem signum quod ante coronidem
quae inter versus 56 et 57 ponitur : vide notam apud v. 57. Ante
hunc versum 319 scribit P ^° . Tpsum versum ita dat P:
o4|a>ax:TO<T-rt(jo[i<p'y)xaToi)(V£iT07rou[ : P2 nihil mutat nisi quod Kaxoixv^
exhibet. Ego veito7tou in initium versus sequentis 320 transtuli.

v. 320. Vide finem notae apud v. 319. Hunc versum ita exhibet

P: .p£7TTaSiaTovou(paa(xarcy, eo ab loco orsus ut prima, quae legi non
potest, litera ante justam sedem paullo protrudat : P2 primam hano
literam eluit aliquomodo et subsequentem literam p in n mutat,
atque post hoc iz inserit novum p : P2 totum versum sic dat

:

7tpE7tTaStaTovou9acj[iaT'eY • Ego aa^aTsy in initium versus sequentis

321 transtuli.

v. 321. Vide finem notae apud v. 320. In hoc versu P
^copETcavOefX'.^Ei : P2 post ^cop apostropham adjicit, et versui addit

notam snoLvQe^sTixi ev'O . Hanc notam haud scribit P in margine,
sed post finem ipsius versus, qui brevis est.
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f to 7cpScY|i.oc 8' ol7tep 7topeuco (3aSav,

&701 TOV 8«[l]lLOv\ ScTTl? 7CO0', 8?

tocut' ETe^vanaT'—oux <5cXXo<; earlv xX[otcus]

dvr' exeivou, Yuv«l > ff«f>' ^0'- 325
au 8' dv-rl TtovSe [*•}) ^aXetp-

f 0y)<; [XYjSe SuacpopTjOfli;.

[KY.] [[lapYot 7rXa]vyj <re. t£vgc xXo7rr)V wveiSiafa?]

;

[XO.] [as y' ou&ocfAWi;, 7Epso-(3]eipa, xei
(
i*^elv [0£Xco].

[KY.] [Ai60sv au tociS' excptSjvTa qnjXifJTiijv xa[Xsi?] ; 330

[XO.] [eXwv crcp* #p' d7caY<XY0i|x'] av auryj tvj xXo[7tfl].

[KY.] [nteaoZK <iu y C0Xov gfio]^ ; <r<*[X]7)09) Xe[ys].

[XO.] [^ xap-ra aoi, Sea7totva, T]aXy)0yj Xey[w].

['IkjCou y°"v t6vSe xexXo]<pEvai o-a<p[e<;]

[ocy^Xtjv a[ieivova<; 8e T<xo-]8e (3ou<; toxvu 335

[&XX]cii[v TCpoxpiva?, Tfl Xiip]a xa07jp[(ji]o[CTe]

[£cpcov] 8 [y* oux' pw6v s£ aX]Xou tejxcov,

[Ooipou Se XiTOcpwv Euxpo]cpo[v] 8[o]pot[v [3owv].

v. 322. Source? ita tractat P2
: post 8 adjicit apostropham, supra

o scribit spiritum asperum et accentum acutum, in utroque latere

literae u ponit punctum : duorum hie usus punctorum procul dubio
idem est qui in versu 219, ubi P3 accentum a se supra tertiam verbi

euia^ex syllabam positum, eo ipso modo, cum id verbum in cutanea

postea mutat, manifesto delet. P $a$ry : P2
pSSrjv .

v. 323. P2
8a[.]|j,ov'o<jT£<T7TO6a6a .

v. 324. P sTcxvYiaaTouic . P2 post tocut addit apostropham et

post zreyvrjaaT alteram apostropham et colon.

v. 325. P2
aa<p'icr6i- .

v. 326. In finem hujus versus ego primam 9 literam versus

sequentis transtuli. Vide notam apud versum 327.

v. 327. Vide notam apud versum 326. Hoc in versu P
<p0Y)icre[xoi8e8oo-9opT)07)(T : Pa

967)t(iE[ioi-8e8u(j(popif)9ir)ia . Grammaticus,
apud Musaeum Philologicum (n. 113), dat, sine auctoris nomine:
aiiyvwOi (xoi xal (ji.'J) xate<p0?js & reaTep. Unde suspicor hie in versi-

bus 326 et 327 restituendum esse :

671? (jnr)84 8ua90p7j6fi?.

v. 328. P2
[ .']vy]<je- .

v. 329. Statim ante eipoc extat unius literae sedes.

v. 330. P, more solito recentiorum, 9iX7]T)i]v : P" 9iX^T7)v .

v. 331. P2 av .

v. 332. Pa Ta[.]T)9i) .

v. 336. [ ]a: P2
[ ]ai .

Hoc in versu et in versu subsequenti, cum ambos equidem, nulla

fragmentorum habita ratione, satis idoneis, nisi fallor, complementis
instruxissem, agnovi me fortuito Fragmentum 8 exhibuisse, quod
fragmentum multis aliis lacunis frustra conatus sum assignare. Valde
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As touching the conclusion toward which with slow steps

I am carrying the matter, know, woman, concerning
the holy one, whosoever he be, who devised these
doings, that there is no other thief but he only

:

know thou this of a surety. 322, 323, 324, 32&
Lo, because of these my words be thou not angry nor

displeased. 326, 327
Cy. Some delusion doth make thee mad. Touching
what theft imputest thou iniquity ?

Qu. Upon thee, thou honourable among women,,
would I no ways bring any storm.

Cy. The child whom Jupiter begat, the same dost
thou term a malefactor ? 330'

Qu. If so be I could take him, I would even carry
him away, himself and his theft with him.
Cy. Babblest thou with feigned lips, even thou unto
me ? Nay, speak thou the truth.

Qu. Of a surety unto thee, lady, the truth do I speak.
It is manifest in any case that this boy hath stolen the

herd of Apollo :

And considering that the kine thereof were altogether

more excellent 335
Than are other kine, he fashioned a covering meet for

his lute,1

Cutting the skin for the same from none other among
living creatures,

But taking the hide well nourished of the fatted kine

of Phebus.
1 See references at 1. 303.

tamon in dubio est, si quam incerta hoc in loco sit lectio consideramus,

an vera haec sit fragment! sedes : nihilominus fragmentum posses-

sionem neque vi neque clam nactum est, precarioque tantum retincndi

poscit facultatem. Hoc est

:

M
].0[ .

Includo equidem in verbis

#XX]co[v

Notandum est non posse fragmentum hie locari nisi scripserit P £gkov

sine i. Eandem utique scripturam postulat, fragmento neglecto, ratio

probabilis columnaris lacunae.

v. 337. Vide notam apud v. 336.

v. 338. Inter 90 et S extat unius literae sedes.
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[/rex[X7)piov Se* racSe |x-)) xXsi|/<xs 6 toxi?]

[7r60sv (Josiav, t)v XeysK;, EXTrjo-aTo]

;

340

Folium 14.

[KT.] fjSv) fxev oS, ere 8'] dcp-ri (xavOavu XP^wp
[7rp6? fippiv iyx]a.oiiovT<x. ^Tl Vfi [A^pia

[xara ypr^oM o]u8sv, aXXoc raciSiai; yjkpw.

[xal Stj to Xom6]v si? i[i euSiav excov,

[si touto aoi X^Plt1
' ^ Tt *ep8aiveiv SoxsT?, 345

[rcpcx; y)Sovy]v xa]x<x£s xal TepTOU cppsva.

[tov 8" d7ro[zaYs]vTa too Ato? aacpei Xoy4?

[[i.7] (TX<07tTe toi]cov lv ve<<> veov Xoyov
[81; y' ouj^l 8?] ti] 7tp6<; TOxxpcx; xXs7ir»]i; scpu,

[ouS' e!<; 7tXea> 'v (jL]r)Tpto<jiv vj xXom) xparei. 350

[6ou y'
fi XPe" T] t(= ^cr" T°v KXs7tT7;v. axowei

f [xyjtou ai] xaprcov tou8'. sV ou ITav aivofioi;;

[oc6p]Et Y^V0?> TCpOffOCTCTS TY)V 7TOV7]piaV

[7Tpo]<; 8VTIV' 7]XSl" TtoSs 8' OUX ofirCO 7CpS7CSl.

f <x[XX'] aisv suet rati?' svo? y«P &v &rfjp 355

Tz[<x>y]<x>vi 0aXXft)v to? -upaY ? xvyjxw xXiSa?.

f toco' oOv to XsTov <paXaxpov fjSovfj TOTVa?.

v. 339. Vide notam apud v. 312.

v. 340. Vide notam apud v. 312.

Folium 14.

Fons unicus est folium decimum quartum papyraceum, fragmentis

adjectis nullis.

V. 341. P (xav6avui/pov(ui, nee mutat P a
.

v. 343. Ante ocXXa ponit colon P 3 et alteram in fine versus ; dat
etiam raxiSiacr .

v. 344. P2
Eia£(i.'su8iav .

v. 345. P2
[ ](*'7)ti .

v. 346. In fine versus ponit colon P2
-

v. 348. In fine versus ponit colon P2
.

v. 350. Volo ev pro 'v scriptum. In fine versus addit colon P2
.

v. 352. P [ ]xap7tov-rou8ETOU7cavat8o[Aoa

:

P2
[ ]xap7rovTOu8E8'6u7ravai8o[ioa .

v. 354. P [. . .JaovToy/pcEiTco 8ETouxoi>TO>7cpE7rsi

:

P2
[. . .]CTOVTlv''J])tEl

-TCOl8E8'oU5(OUT<07tpE7CEl .

v. 355. P, ubi ego ham, ecrxt exhibuisse probabile est : papyrus
dat, secundum Hunt, eici, sed ego ectcti intendi suspicor, ab ecti a
P2 mutatum : fatetur Hunt o literam tertiam signa mutationis prae
se ferre. P veoayapuvavrip : P2 adjectivum veoct puncto utrinque

posito ornat ; qua de re vide notam apud v. 322 : idem post finem

versus lineam addit, similem paragraphi, sed breviorem et in medio
ipsius textus situ positam.
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And here is a proof of the matter. If the child stole not

these cattle,

Erom whence gat he him the skin whereof thou hast

made mention ? 340

Column 14.

Cy. Once knew I not, but now have I learned in process

of time
How in the haughtiness of thine heart thou makest a

mock at my folly

Unto no good end, but only for the sake of pastime.1

And now henceforward for ever thou mayest have tran-

quillity as concerning me,
And if it be thy delight or thou think that it profiteth

thee aught, 345
At thy pleasure do thou laugh me to scorn and rejoice

thine heart

:

But him that, to use plainness of speech, is the express

image of Jupiter

Deride not, taking up against a child a childish parable,

Seeing that by inheritance from his father he was verily

not born a thief,

Nor among his mother's kinsfolk doth theft any the more
prevail. 350

Where there is lack of substance, there do thou place thy
thief.

Behold thou the fruit of this orchard. Is not Pan still

a herdman of goats ?

Eirst give good heed to the pedigree, and then impute
the iniquity

To the person to whom it belongeth : but blame per-

taineth not to the boy if thou thus reason.

Nay, but thou art a child for ever : for though thou

be an ancient man, 355

Thou waxest wanton, breaking forth like a he-goat with

yellow beard.

Make therefore an end of stretching out thy bald and
smooth pate to entice pleasure unto thee.

1 Wisd. xv. 12, Ecclus. xxxii. 12, Bar. iii. 17, Ps. (B.C.P.) civ. 26.

v. 356. P xvixcoxXiSaia : P3 itvixtoixXiSaia* .

v. 367. P 7tauouToXetovcpaXaxpov7)Sov7)7TiTvaa : P2
nihil mutat,

nisi quod 7i8ov7)t pro y]8ovv) dat.

I I
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f [o]ux st? Gswv TofAOupoc xaiyeXaxixoc ^P^
t [x]avoVTOt tXateiv (Saxepov as tou ysXto.

[XO.J o-xpscpou Xuyi^ou ts fi.ti0oic, otoi- [avriorp.] 360
av 8eXsi<; (3a!;iv sfipiax' dbro-

ipaxTov ou yap [i.e Taika Tzdoeiq,

"f"
orcoi; to XP^H-' o3to<; eipyao|i,evo<;

pivoxoXXaxov dcXXtov I'xXs-

tj^ev poaiv tou 8opdo[<; y' 73] '716 Ttov Ao^iou. 365

[|Ajlj (is T«[ffS' £]5 680G pipage.

Folium 15.

[raS' S&e &y) S]eS[oy(xsv' e'er-c']

[iv]£qc a]u[v] 8aa<f.

v. 358. P [.]uxE>c0etjivTa[i.&)paxatYE^> e* idem perrexisse plane
videtur, sed quid postea scripaerit est ignotum, omne enim, vestigiis

quam minimis exceptis, eluit P2
: pro scriptura ita abolita substituit

P2
oiaxpT) .

v. 359. P [.]avovTaxXaieivuaTspo>t-reY£i>yeXco : in textu mutat P2

Te-fa>YeX&> in TeTtoyeXto, sed in margine addit notam uaTEpcoaEY10 •

v. 360. Ego ab initio versus sequentis in finem versus hujus
07roiav transtuli.

v. 361. Vide notam apud versum 360. Hoc in versu

P 07toiav9sXoiapd5tvsupiasta7ro :

P8 07totav6eXeLapa5iv£upta>c'a7ro .

v. 362. P (Jjtjxtov, neo mutat P2
nisi quod post <];yjxTov colon addit.

v. 363. P 7Ki>aToxp7)fAaToUTe<JEipYC[i.Evoa • P2 nihil mutat in

textu, sed notam addit in margine ToxpTjfiaooTocr et infra °*7][ . . . •]".

v. 364. P pivoxoXXT]TovaXXcovexXe4/evP°'ov. nec mutat P2
. Ego

^cvfioov a fine hujus versus in initium versus sequentis transtuli.

v. 365. Vide notam apud versum 364. Hoc in versu, prodelisione

usus, scribo equidem Sopaqy'
*l

'*&> se(i dat papyrus [.. .]a7ro . In
fine versus P2 colon addit.

v. 366. In fine versus P2 colon addit.

Folium 15.

Pons maximus est folium papyraceum decimum quintum, quod
tamen scissum est in partes tres. Pars prima, deperditis tribus a
capite versibus, exhibet versuum 370-375 non ipsa initia sed reliquias

statim post initia positas, ita ut sequentes lacunae careant terminis

ad quos. Inter partem primam et partem secundam periit e folio

unus versus ita ut ne locum quidem ejus versus folium exhibeat.

Pars secunda habet locum versus 377 et versus 378, literas primas
versuum 379-381, locum versus 382, literam primam versus 383,
literam primam et aliam in medio literam versus 384, maximamque,
finibus tantum paucisque alibi perditis literis, portionem uniuscujusque
versuum 386-392 : omnes quae versus claudunt hac in parte lacunae
carent terminis ad quos. Pars tertia suo a folio abscissa est et,

namque de volumine agitur, folio sequenti 16 adhaeret. Haec pars

ipsius nihil textus continet, sed exhibet fines duarum notarum a P2

in margine scriptarum, unius apud v. 386, alterius apud v. 388.
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It is not meet that by mocking at the things of the gods,

even at the mysteries of prophecy and the art of

the herdmen of goats,

Thou bring upon thyself the punishment of tears in

exchange for thy laughter.

Qu. Struggle thou and wrestle against me with vain

words : seek thee out any kind thou wilt of furbished

story : 360, 361

For of this thou wilt not persuade me, that the child

who of skins sewed together hath made this thing

stole the hides from other kine in any quarter and
not from them of the lord that speaketh in riddles.

Seek not to turn me aside out of this way.
362, 363, 364, 365, 366

Column 15.

Thus have I determined in my mind these things already

with the help of the inspiration of the healer.

367, 363

Aooedunt fragmenta novem ejusmodi ut valde probabiliter sex,

probabiliter quattuor suas in stationes reduci possint. llaec fragmenta
numerat Hunt Fr. 5, Fr. 4, Fr. 10, Fr. 21, Ft. 31, Fr. 9, Fr. 20, Fr. 19,

Fr. 7, quorum incertius quam caetera locantur Fr. 5, Fr. 10, Fr. 9.

Fr. 5 vestigium unius literae in versu 367 et unam in versu 368 literam

videtur exhibere. Fr. 4 partes posteriores amborum horum versuum
praesentat. Fr. 10 portionem minutam versus 368 dare videtur.

Fr. 21 locum versus 367 et partem loci versus 368 exhibet, tres literas

sub fincm versus 369, literam paeneultimam et locum literae ultimae

versus 370, literasque duas ultimas versus 371. Fr. 31 partem loci

versus 368 exhibet, priorem quam quae in Fr. 21 occurrit, et aliquot

literas in media parte uniuscujusque versuum 369-372. Fr. 9 exhibere

videtur unam in versu 373 et unam in versu 374 literam. Fr. 20
aliquot literas exhibet paulo post initia uniuscujusque versuum 376-9.

Fr. 19 exhibet literas in media parte uniuscujusque versuum 376-8.

Fr. 7 unam literam praebet in versu 385 et duas literas in versu 386.

Adde quod octo brevia fragmenta sunt, omnia situ jam tabida,

omnia eadem specie, quae huic equidem folio inducar ut assignem.

In ordine, in quo iis usus sum, haec sunt, Fr. 18, Fr. 15, Fr. 12, Fr. 17,

Fr. 11, Fr. 16, Fr. 14, Fr. 13. His de fragmentis octo sub capite

fragmentorum utilius quam hie disserere me posse existimo.

V. 367. Extremum post scripturam hujus versus locum in Fr. 21

existere contendo. Supra hujus versus locum Fr. 21 exhibet !] .

:

litera incerta ibi mihi ob causas in notis Anglicis expositas stare videtur

ubi staret litera undetrigesima versus a P2
scripti ; sed suspicor a P2

scriptam esse, et conjicio ultimam esse literam versus versui 385 rivalis :

vide notam apud v. 385. Fragmenta 5 et 4 huic versui, necnon
versui subsequenti, assigno : de qua re vide notas Anglice scriptas.

v. 368. Hujus versus post scripturam locum in Fr. 31 et longius

post scripturam in Fr. 21 existere contendo. Vide etiam notam apud
n2
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[KT.] [xoct tc£>]<; [pXsTcet 7tp]o[<; o-]Pot[ov ouS' iScGv] y*

flv[iv];

[XO.] [6 Z]eu<; y*P [°3v TOxiSa]pioc [7ua]v[T£Xv' extict]s[v].

370
[KY.] [6 7e]ais xXo|>e]i? [o&e], su0u[<;] fi[v. aSxto? AX]qL

[XO.] [o(5] to i 7covY][p6v effx]*™^ eu6uv xaX&].

[KY.] [x]axG<; axoufsiv oi>] 7r[pe7rei Ai&c y°v£P]-
[XO.] [e][ 8' e<tt' dX7)[65i Taujx[a, xpiQ (-<£ xal Xeyeiv].

[KY.] [o]u (XT) xaS' [e't7ry]c, aXXiJc crty' e£ei<; (jTOfjia] ; 375
[XO.] [^ tw]v (3o£[v y' fyveu[i]a H't^l Siw^ofxai]

;

[KY.] [ou olf'] ave5[7) 7repl (3o]&v twvS' «]Wx[«]
;

[XO.] [e7rs]ffTt to[Ss 0s6]o-(tu[t6v y' &6Xov, Y"Mat]-

[KY.] t[<jJ S' s^e]Tao-[T^ Ttov Gewv U7r>jpeTet(;]

;

[XO.] [i/vooxotcw §7) Ao££ou vo(xsu[j.]aT[a]. 380

Quoties hoc in folio linea literae subest, earn ego literam ex aliquo-

piam octo fragmeutorum bievium in textum induxi, quae tamen frag-

menta, ut de pluribus loquar, conjecturali tantum ratione snis locis

aasignari queunt. Ejusmodi literaa, quot in yersibus 377, 378, 386, 387,
occnriunt, quasi justo quodam postliminio proprias ad sedes rediisse

arbitror. Ex oontrario neque literae s, quam in versu 369 exhibeo, neque
literarum <rr, quas in yersu 380 pono, veras positiones ullo modo deter-

minate possumus. Geterae id genus literae oondicione sunt media,
quaium quidem alias probabilius, incertius alias looavi.

v. 367. Huio versui Fr. 10 assigno : de qua re vide notas Anglice
scriptas.

v. 369. Fr. 31 ]por[ : Fr. 21 ]yuv[ : quae fragmenta ob causaa
in notia Anglice scriptis explicatas ita conjungo

:

[ ]pof[ ]yuv[ . Vide etiam notam apud
Fr. 18 et notam apud Fr. 15.

v. 370. Folium [..]euoyap[: Fr. 31 ]pia[: Fr. 21 ].e. ; quae
cadem qua in v. 369 ratione ita conjungo :

[..]EucrYap[ ]pia[ ].e.: vide etiam notam apud
Fr. 17.

v. 371. Folium [.].a«ntXo[: Fr. 31 ]eo0u[ : Fr. 21 ]ai: quae
eadem qua in v. 369 ratione ita conjungo :

[ . . ]aicxXo[ ]eu0u[ ]ai : vide etiam notam apud
Fr. 12 et notam apud Fr. 17.

v. 372. Folium [. .]Tot7tovij[ : Fr. 31 ]oct<d[ : quae eadem qua in
v. 369 ratione ita conjungo : [ . .]toitcov>)[ ]a.tv>[ .

v. 373. Folium [.]a>ceoaaxou[ . Huic versui et versui subsequenti
assigno Fr. 9 : vide notas Anglice scriptas.

v. 374. In folio P dat [ . ]iSEaTaXT][ : post ear addit apostropham P2
.

Vide etiam notam apud v. 373.

v. 375. In folio P dat [ . ]u[M]Ta8[ : post tocS addit apostropham P2
.
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Cy. But how are his eyes toward the earing, when
he hath not so much as seen a ploughshare ?

Qu. Lo, the children that Jupiter begetteth have skill

in all manner of workmanship. 370

Cy. This child is not a thief, for he is upright. Thou
art altogether beside thyself.

Qu. Verily I call not upright one that is desperately

wicked.

Cy. It behoveth not the son of Jupiter to be evil

spoken of.

Qu. Nay, but if these things be true, it is right that
I also utter them.

Cy. Utter thou them not, but refrain thy lips in silence.

375
Qu. Shall I cease from this my pursuit after the foot-

steps of the oxen ?

Cy. Hold thou thy peace straightway concerning these

oxen.

Qu. Nay, woman, but this is a business wherewith
a god hath charged me.
Cy. To which of the gods dost thou obey, and who
is thy taskmaster ?

Qu. I search out the footsteps of the herds of the

lord that speaketh in riddles. 380

v. 376. Hie versus et ipse locus e folio prorsus perierunt in

scissura inter primam et secundam folii partem. Fr. 20 ]v(3ooi>[ :

Fr. 19 ]<x(j,[ : quae simili ut in v. 369 ratione ita conjungo :

[...]v(3oco[ ]ot[x[ .

v. 377. Hujus versus loci initium in folio extat, sed ipsius textus

nihil, nisi quod versui subscripsit paragraphum P. Fr. 20 ]avc^[

:

Fr. 19 ]a>v[ : quae simili ut in v. 369 ratione ita conjungo

:

[ ]avE^[ ]cov[ . Vide etiam notam apud Fr. 11.

v. 378. Hujus versus loci initium in folio extat, sed ipsius textus

nihil, nisi quod versui subscripsit paragraphum P. Fr. 20 ]ctito[ :

Fr. 19 ]crcn>[ : quae simili ut in v. 369 ratione ita conjungo

:

[. . .]cttito[ ]a<ju[ . Vide etiam notam apud Fr. 11.

v. 379. Folium dat primam hujus versus literam t : Fr. 20 ]xaa[

:

quae simili ut in v. 369 ratione ita conjungo : t[ ]tchj[ . Versui

subscribit paragraphum P.

v. 380. In folio praefigit huic versui P2 signum x'>
»- e-

" nota

bene ". Folium dat primam textus literam i. Vide etiam notam
apud Fr. 16. Versui subscribit paragraphum P.
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[KT.] u[7rsx<puy6vT' ocuXyj? o-iS y', ?] xXs90svtoc tcou]
;

[XO.] [xXe90evTa y', el Sei tcoXXcxxk; tccutov Xsysiv].

[KT.] X[a(loi<; Ss fuo-06v ocv tiv', si 07]pa<; tiSx01?] 5

[XO.] y[spa? y'] 'A[7r6XX£ov (3ou<; ex«v Sdierei [xsya].

[KY.] tto[u] xal Poe? v£fioucn, t[[? S' 6 [}]o[ux6Xo<;] ; 385

[XO.] toXeOok; Ss y' ^Sv; vuv powv [Tex(i,]aipo(x[at].

[KY.] f t[£] or', & 7r6v7)p', exsi ",
fi 7reX[s0ou<; toiSctS'

u0]Xs[t?]

;

[XO.] "j" 6 Tuai? t68' oISsv oSvSov eyxsxXfl[[ii]vo<;.

[KY.] f [to]v toxiSoc toxus tov Aio? [x]aTo[v6fi.evos].

[XO.] 7r[a]<ioi ji.' [a]v, [si] toc? (3ou<; ti? e[£sXav OsXoi].

390
[KY.] t^Stj (xs 7rv(ysi? xal oi xa[^ P6e<; o-e0sv].

[XO.] [88' 6]Xet as 7tp[6xv]u [y'. ri] '^sXauv[s Ssupo (Sou?].

v. 381. Folium dat primam hujus versus literam u. Versui
subscribit paragraphum P.

v. 382. Periit omnino textus hujus versus, sed versui subscribit

paragraphum P.

v. 383. Folium dat primam hujus versus literam X. Versui

subscribit paragraphum P.

v. 384. Folium dat y. [....]«..[ . Versui subscribit para-

graphum P.

v. 385. Huic versui praeflgit Pa signum quoddam, non jam
distinctum, sed id ut speciem habeat quasi a puncto superposito, ita

C. Suspicor sigma hoc cum puncto vim habere antisigmatis cum
puncto, quod q scribi solet. Ponitur antisigma cum puncto, ut docet
Isidorus (Orig. I. 20), in iis locis ubi in eodem sensu duplices versus

sunt et dubitatur uter potius eligendus sit : vide notam apud v. 367.

Dat folium 7to[.]xatpoeavE(jiouaiT[ : Hunt non (Joca dat, sed |3oaa :

atqui pro hac lectione nihil ipse fortius (licit quam |3oea quidem bene
posse legi, at dubiae literae reliquias fortasse non esse alienas ab alpha
litera. Versui subscribit paragraphum P. Huic versui et versui sub-

sequent assigno Fr. 7 : vide notas Anglice scriptas.

v. 386. P, in parte secunda foli, dat 7tL-]ct0U°SeT'l^''lvuv[ :

Pz hunc textum non mutat, nisi quod post Sey apostropham addit

;

sed in margine notam adjicit, oujus reliquiae satis magnae extant,

in tertia foli parte servatae, nempe ]eXe0ota|3otov et infra vev'GS i.e.

tcX£0ois, po&v ofixto? 3)v &v xqi ©£tovo<;. Vide etiam notam apud
v. 385 et notam apud Fr. 14. Versui subscribit paragraphum P.

v. 387. In folio P T[.]ao>7tov7)pexeiTmX[ : in folio P2

T[i]ow7t6vi)p'exei'T»rX[ : de 7rX vide notam quam scripsit Pa apud
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Cy. Whether gone in privy flight from their fenced
pasture, or else peradventure stolen, that thou so

doest ?

Qu. Stolen verily, if I must needs say the same thing
thus often.

Cy. And wouldest thou receive any recompense,
if thou foundest that thou seekest ?

Qu. Yea, Apollo will give a great reward, if only he
have his oxen.

Cy. And where do these oxen find pasture, and who
is the herdman thereof ? 385

Qu. Lo, now can I judge already of the oxen by the
evidence of their dung.

Cy. Thou lewd fellow, what hath befallen thee ?

Why babblest thou thus to me of dung ?

Qu. The child that is shut up within knoweth the
reason.

Cy. Do thou cease from railing accusation of the
child of Jupiter.

Qu. If any man were minded to drive forth the kine,

the same would cause me to cease. 390

Cy. In my throat by this time thou stickest, even
thou and thy kine.

Qu. Yea, and I will be thy destruction to the utter-

most. Else drive forth the cattle hither.

v. 386, citatam supra. Vide etiam notam meam apud Fr. 14. Huic
versui subscribit paragraphum P.

v. 388. In folio P o7tgcio-to8evSovsyxe>c>.t][ : in folio P2

o7raiCToS'svSovEUTivEY>ce>tX7][ : in margine P2 notam addit, cujus finis

extat, in tertia foli parte servatus, nempe ]voa, i.e. lyxejtXn^Evoi;.

v. 389. In folio P [. .]v7Ta!.8a7iauaai.Tou8ioo : in folio P2 pro

rcauaai prius dedit tcocuou, scribens ou super oa ; postea autem in

utroque latere hujus ou puncture, delendi causa, posuit. Vide

etiam notam apud Fr. 13.

v. 390. In folio ante hune versum scribit P id quod nunc

quidem est 8 tantum sed olim procul dubio fuit 8, i.e. " v. 400 "•

:

vide cap. vi7 A, et notas apud versus 92, 193, 195, 290. Folium

jr[.]uoi.(i[.]v[.]Ta<jpouoTtaE[ . Huic versui subscribit paragraphum P.

v. 391. Folium 7)ST][xe7i:vE[.]YSiotatouxa[ : manifestum est scrip-

turn fuisse Tneiyeia . Huic versui subscribit paragraphum P.

v. 392. Folium [. . .]XetcKrp[. . .]u[. .]5eXauvL .
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Folium 16.

[KT.] [oux otv Suvouo wtifxaTOi; Toufzou Qiyeiv]'

[toikvSs toi Ilav xoct' sjxs, 07)p], fiei [xapiv].

[XO.] [xsCvtjv avoi^w y' ocut6<;, ev0'] 6v0o[?, 7ruXy)v]. 395

[ouSev yap e<*T' ^ '(i.9^°^ov] *) 'XX[i7re<; -rexfiap].

[KT.] [6 X"P°? 'tspo?. 08 ti [AT] t^aiicTTj 0upa<;],

[fr/)8' evTo? a8p7)o-ei<; £v' oux aOpstv 0e[ah;]
;

[XO.] [aXX' eiffa0p7]CTW xav Ivf) ti (3aaxavov],

[ctgjctei [a' 'AtojXXow, o5 Siaxovo? xupto]. 400

[KT.] [sya> 8' aTrsifU" xal yap ou Tcpe7rei [i.' LSsiv]

[T6(xoupa navo? diS' aTi(Aao-0sv0' eSt)].

[XO.]iou Eou* 7t[a]y[xpuaov ai-rco (jlioOov,*!)!; excov ye pou?]"[oTp.j

av 8' ecpa 7t[axY]p fliou tw' aXXayav 7rpoxei[isvav]

ou TOdou 9[a(i,' a^w«iT£'' 7]7tioi>v yap daw]. 405

Folium 16.

Fons major est folium papyraceum decimum sextum, quod tamen
literas undeoctoginta tantum exhibet : fontes minores sunt Fr. 22

et Ft. 30, quae literas viginti duas conjunctim offerunt.

Initia, sed initia tantum, sedecim ultimorum foli versuum folium

habet, ex quibus satis patet progressus fabulae, et ante hos sedecim

versus loca versuum quattuor, qui e folio prorsus perierunt: omnes
quae versus claudunt lacunae carent terminis ad quos. Fr. 22
in superiori, quae perdita est, foli parte locandum est : continet enim
literas ]ov0o[, quae casum aliquem nominis SvGou suggerunt. Fr. 30
simili ratione mediae foli portioni, qua Apollinis necesse est petatur

praesentia, est idonea ; nam habet literas ]apou[, quae nomen 7tapouatav

menti afferunt.

A folio constat, si positiones unde versus incipiant consideramus,

ante versum, quern 403 numero, metrum non esse choricum. Maxime
igitur est probabile ilium usque ad versum aut stichomythiam praece-

dentem extendi, aut senariorum dumtaxat usum. Cum autem ab illo

versu ad finem foli sedecim versus sint, et cum numerus uno in folio

versuum aut viginti sex aut viginti septem esse debeat, videmus aut
decern aut undecim antecedere versus. Decern versus stichomythiae

rationi, ita ut post stichomythiam loquatur chorus, non congruunt

:

congruunt undecim. Porro, quandoquidem saepius hac in papyro
occurrunt folia viginti sex versuum quam folia versuum viginti septem,

et quandoquidem, si ea folia addimus in quibus versuum non certe

cognitus est numerus, sed magna cum probabilitate colligendus, fit

multo manifestior numeri viginti sex praestantia, videmus esse tutius

decern hie quam undecim supplere versus. Adde quod cum versu

392, qui quasi gradationis cujusdam finis est, stichomythia jam longior

aptissime claudi potest. Binorum igitur versuum induxi seriem.

V. 393. Haec foli pars periit. Fr. 22, cujus initium hoc ego in

ver3u pono, ]...[.].[ .

v. 394. Haec foli pars periit. Fr. 22 ]puet[ . Vide notam apud
v. 396.

v. 395. Haec foli pars periit. Fr. 22 ]ov8o[ . Vide notam apud
v. 396.
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Column 16.

Cy. Thou wouldest not have it in thy power to lay
hands upon me :

Such grace doth Pan, thou satyr, rain down on my head.
Qu. Lo, myself will open the gate, even this gate,
where the dirt lieth : 395

For none of the evidences are uncertain neither are any
lacking.

Cy. This place is holy. Touch not the door in any
wise,

Neither look within, where to look is not lawful unto thee.
Qu. Nay, but I will look within, and if any witchcraft
be there,

Apollo, whose minister I am, will deliver me there-
from. 400

Cy. But I will depart : for it is not meet that I
behold

Pan's holy place of prophecy dishonoured on this wise.

Qu. Ho, ho ! I require the pure gold, my reward :

I require it, for I have the oxen.
But that whereof my father spake, even the change of

my estate that is set before me,
I reckon not worthy to be accounted of like value : for

the masters I serve are gentle. 405

v. 396. Haec foli pars periit. Fr. 22 J7)X>[ . Quamquam Frag-
meuti 22 veram positionem exacte determinare non possumus, nihilo-

minus puei in v. 394, ov0o in v. 395, inque hoc versu tqXX ita in textu
horum trium versuum posui ut inter se eosdem omnino situs habeant
quos suo in fragmento habuerint.

v. 397. Haec foli pars periit. Fr. 22 ] [ .

v. 398. Haec foli pars periit.

v. 399. Locum versus sine textu exhibet folium.

v. 400. Locum versus sine textu exhibet folium.

v. 401. Locum versus sine textu exhibet folium.

v. 402. Locum versus sine textu exhibet folium.

v. 403. In folio ante hunc versum scribit paragraphum P. In
hoc versu dat P in folio iouiou7i[.]y[ : P2 delet quidquid post touiou

superest. Initium hujus versus protruditur in spatium sex literarum

ante locum solitum.

v. 404. P in folio T)v8e<pY]7r[ : P2 8 delet et supra scribit t, quod
tamen t postea ornat puncto untrinque posito, nempe delendi causa :

dat etiam P2
yjv et stpy;, ponitque post ktpr\ lineolam obliquam, quod

colon fortasse est. Initium hujus versus sub initio versus praecedentis

stat.

v. 405. Initium hujus versus sub initio duorum versuum praece-

dentium stat. Folium dat ouToaoutpt . Fr. 30, si, ut contendo, huic
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[SI.] & A[o£Ja, <7Tpdc7TT' en gfie ctyjv 7c]apou[<rEav].

Ico* Sfe^eaOai pou? as 'Sei, (ita0]6v 8' [e[is].

[XO.] tb Ao^a, 8e[up' 9jX0£?; aSoi', fy\ oup[cp Te]Xef [avTio-rp.]

xal 7rapa[y6py)[A' e^ei? Y<*P X&H-' faf*a ^7) 8ua]v,

tcov [p]ow[v exei xt^wv ap' c£ ti? oux av $eto]. 410

[AIT.] [a]vu[aTov ^Syj 7rpayo<; •5]S6[xt]V IScov],

e[7t]el [7to8eivoij? &8s Stj roxp' eX^iSa]

Po[u? s^ojxev. spyou 8', & yepov, a' smfjvso-a],

o7to[tov ouj(l [ASTajjieXTfjcei wot tots].

7rp[oxs[[j.evo(; yip ou (xaxpou XP0V0U Stat] 415
[Xia66? [napeaTai IIoOoOsv m(rrco[xa Se]

eXeii6epo[v as xal yevo? TfOyjfit aov].

[SI.] tov eyfyuwvT
5

atvw ys xal ttjv iyy>J7)v].

folio addendum est, locum hujus versus continere videtur et indicare

spatium maximum quod textus occupare possit. Id fragmentum
unius, nempe hujus, ut contendo, versus locum post textus finem

exhibet, deinde trium versuum partes paeneultimas, postea unius

versus finem, denique duorum versuum post finem textus loca. In

capite fragmenti versus, cujus indicatur locus, jam desiit ante quartam
sequentis versus a fine literam, qui finis non finis completus est, nam
docet metri ratio tres saltern post eum quasi finem in lacuna periisse.

Unde constat versum, cujus locus in capite indicatur, metri fuisse

multo brevioris, aut saltern ab initio incepisse longe protruso. Si

hoc de versu agitur, metrum certe non brevius est sed longius ; atqui

protruditur initium. Ob causas in notis Anglicis explicitas foli textum
cum maximae longitudinis indicio, quod dat Fr. 30, ita conjungo:

ouxocjou(p[ ] . Huic versui subscribit para-

graphum P in folio.

v. 406. Initium hujus versus incipit folium post spatium sex

literarum ulterius quam trium versuum praecedentium. Folium
toX[ : Fr. 30 ]apou[ : quae eadem qua in v. 405 ratione ita conjungo

6>X[ ]apou[ .

v. 407. Initium hujus versus stat in folio sub initio versus

antecedentis. In folio P iu8[, quod P2 vertit in toS[ : Fr. 30
]ovS[ : quae eadem qua in v. 405 ratione ita conjungo

tcoS[ jov8[ . Literas in fragmento Hunt non
ov8 legit, sed ova : literam tamen a dubiam esse indicat.

v. 408. Initium hujus versus stat in folio sub initio versuum 403-
405. Folium toXo^iaScf : Fr. 30 ]Xei[ : quae ego eadem qua in

v. 405 ratione ita conjungo oiXo5ia8e[ ]Xa[ .

v. 409. Initium hujus versus in folio stat sub initio versus praece-

dentis. Folium >c<xm<xp7][ : Fr. 30 [tv : quae eadem qua in v. 405
ratione ita conjungo xai7rotpy)[ ]tv .

v. 410. Initium hujus versus stat in folio sub initio duorum
versuum praecedentium. Folium tov[.]ob[ : Fr. 30, si jure id pono,
locum hujus versus post textus finem indicat docetque quam textus

excedere non possit longitudinem : hoc ego indicium eadem qua in

v. 405 ratione oum textu ita conjungo
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Si. O lord that speakest in riddles, visit me with
the lightning of thy presence.

Ho ! It is thine to receive thy cattle and mine to take
my recompense.

Qu. thou that speakest in riddles, art thou come
hither ? In this prosperous performance mayest
thou rejoice, good lord :

For thou hast a consolation and a medicine withal at

the last to heal thine anguish,
Having there beyond hope found thine oxen where no

man had thought that they could be. 410
Ap. I do rejoice, beholding the business already
accomplished :

For thus at the last beyond my expectation I possess the
kine of my desire.

And for the work that thou hast wrought, man of

many years, I commend thee,

A work such as never hereafter shalt thou repent thee
thereof.

For the prize that was set before thee shall in process of

no long time 415
Be brought from Delphi hither : but now as a token of

my faithfulness

I do hereby set at liberty thyself and all thine issue.

Si. Lo, I allow the giver of the pledge and the pledge
itself.

Ttov[.]oto[ ] . Huio versui subsoribit ooro-

nidem et paragraphum P in folio.

v. 411. Redit in folio initium hujus versus et ceterorum qui
sequuntur versuum ad situm parum ab eo remotum a quo versus
406 et 407 incipiunt, sed paulo anteriorem. Ante hujus versus
initium, prima litera nominia sub prima litera versus praecedentis

soripta, dat P in folio a^oX1
, i.e. 'A7r6XXiov. In textu versus

folium [ .]vu .[ : Fr. 30, si jure id pono, locum hujus versus post textus

finein indicat docetque quam textus excedere non possit longitudinem :

hoc ego indicium eadem qua in v. 405 ratione cum textu ita conjungo
[•]vu.[ ] .

v. 412. Folium e[.]ci[ . v. 413. Folium (3o[ .

v. 414. Folium ojro[ . v. 415. Folium np[ .

v. 416. Folium [ua6oa[ •

v. 417. Folium eXEU0epo[ . Huic versui subscribit paragraphum P.

v. 418. Folium Tovey[ . Huic versui subscribit paragraphum P.
Paragrapho, qui additur uni in fine paginae versui, si is versus novo
in ore est porroque completam in se sententiam exprimit, non censeo
nimis consulendum.
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Folium 17.

[tov 8' apo-a](3c5va [tou] 7co[pou Tifi.fi 7rXeov],

[toux vsou] 7rovif)CTa[<;], o-a[uXa 8' sv y/)pa psp<J)?].

[XO.] [aufiepafAi TotaSs xaya>] [420
[toxttjp oV slrte TCpea(jU<;],

[xal 7TOVMV IfjLWV tov fiar]aTov

[toutov suti>x&C 7t£p«va]<;

[olSa, <Doi|3e, aol x*Plv]' 425
[£suyXav yap SouXoaruva? [i]ek£xi;

[auxevwv aTroo-TOxerai;]

[olxTpwv (jl' fe'Xuua? ex [/.epi[i.]vav.

[ATI.] [aXXa [A7)V tcovS' <b8' exovtcov eljj.i xal x]a[x6^o(xai]

[nolo<; &v xal nolo. Spaaa? epy* 6 87) 7r]ai<;

[tou Aio?]
*

430

Folium 17.

Fontes soli sunt tria fragmenta, et ea quidem sub condicione ut jure
in hac pagina a me collooata sint. Fragmenta numerantur 23, 34, 33.

De iis ego in notis Anglice scriptis satis dissero.

Fr. 23 folium aliquod manifeste aperit ; supra enim reliquiae

duorum versuum a P soriptorum exhibet reliquias alias, nempe trium
versuum a P2 scriptorum : unde liquet hie, sicut in capite foli decimi,

P2 praefixisse primo paginae versui aliquid a P suo in loco omissum.
Hoe fragmentum in duas partes fissura verticali divisum est, et ita.

perierunt exteriores partium portiones ut inter partes ipsas lacuna
sit.

Fr. 34 vestigia versuum chorieorum exhibet, et sub versu 420
congrue poni potest.

Fr. 33 est perlongum ; continet enim reliquias exiguas versuum
quattuordecim et in fine unius versus locum. Ubique servat hoc
fragmentum partes paeneultimas versuum, nisi quod in versibus,

quos ego 434, 435 numero, fines versuum et versus, quern ego 44ft

numero, locum tantum ostendit post finem textus. Liquet versus
434 et 435, ut ego eos numero, brevioris metri esse quam versus-

circumjacentes, et verisimile est senarios duo seriem tetrametrorum
trochaicorum hie interrumpere. Talis interruptio causam satis

gravem postulat. Contendo equidem Apollinem solum in scena
relietum in tetrametris secum loqui, redire autem in scenam
Silenum ut nuntiet filiorum dementiam, cui ingredienti Apollinem
in senariis exprimere mirationem. In hoc argument© si quid est,

tres illos versus, quos in paginae capite scripsit P2
, post hos duo

senarios commode locari possunt.

Summa versuum et looorum versibus suis jam carentium in tribus

conjunctim fragmentis est numerus duodetriginta. Cum autem tres

versus ex iis a P2 adscripti sint, numerus, quantum ad P spectat, fit

viginti quinque. Unum ego versum adjeci ut viginti sex versus et
tres a P2 superadditos restauratum exhibeat folium.
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Column 17.

But yet I esteem the earnest as of greater worth than the

treasure
;

For from my youth up have I laboured, but now in mine
age go I delicately. 420

Qu. I consent myself also to these words, even to all

that the old man my father hath spoken ; 421, 422
And having brought this the last of my labours to a

prosperous accomplishment, unto thee, Phebus,
do I give thanks : 423, 424, 425

For thou hast plucked from my neck the yoke of miserable

bondage and hast freed me from grievous tribu-

lation. 426, 427, 428
Ap. Lo now, since these things stand thus, I will

up 1 and behold with mine eyes

What manner of child this is, whom they call the child

of Jupiter, and what manner of works he hath
wrought, 430

1 Pa. (B.C.P.) xii. 6.

V. 419. Fr. 23 partim a P2 scriptum est, partim a P. Hie dat
P ](3o>va[.]. .[ et post incerti spatii laeunam (nam fragmentum hoc
in duabus papyri est particulis) ]ko Pa accentu addito ]tc6[ dat.

v. 420. Fr. 23, de quo vide notam apud v. 419, P scribente,

];rov7)aa[ et postea ]<ja[ : P2 accentu addito ]reov^aa[ dat.

v. 421. Ego si jure contendo, Fr. 34 hujus versus locum dat,

docetque literas undeviginti fere textum non excedere.

v. 422. Contendo Fr. 34 hujus versus locum dare et docere literas

undeviginti fere textum non excedere.

v. 423. Fr. 34 ]aTov, ante quod verisimile est duasdeviginti fere

fuisse literas.

v. 424. Fr. 34 ]a, ante quod verisimile est undeviginti fere fuisse

literas.

v. 425. Contendo Fr. 34 hujus versus locum dare et docere literas

viginti fere textum non excedere.

v. 426. Fr. 34 ]sXea<i, ante quod verisimile est unam et viginti

fere fuisse literas.

v. 427. Contendo Fr. 34 hujus versus locum dare et docere literas

undeviginti fere tectum non excedere.

v. 428. InFr. 34 P]vav : P2 ]vav : ante quod verisimile est unam
et viginti fere fuisse literas.

v. 429. Fr. 33 ]a[, ante quod verisimile est viginti septem fere

fuisse literas.

v. 430. Fr. 33 jocia .[, ante quod verisimile est viginti septem fere

fuisse literas.
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[oSto? ev Xfavto XeX7)0s xeifievoi; xdc}r<o [^ov°?]»

[Sv otz&ouz t' stpyei (3<xpa0pov xal Sv]6<p[o? xoctt]-

[eyxexXfl^vov y.uypZat. ycrtoiz a]vifjX[iov].

[elev* ti X9Wa 'i
T0" oe v^v > EiXtjve, Ss]t;

[tou St) X"PIV xa-ri]X0e<; a50i<; ox; eJH-s; 435

[SI.] [ruipax;, 'AtcoXXov, tsxvoc] 0oupi[6<; 7ro0ev]

[e'fi.' e^e[ji7)vev 7] aTp6fk]Xo<; S[y) 9pevtov],

[aoff' apti] XPU(T<P 7tX[ou]Ticra(; [TjXeuOepou?].

[AIT.] [aXXdc toi Spifxeia [ayjvk; ex 0eaiv 7rpa]cro-[ei Ta8e],

[we 6 t^ctS' dcpxwv a7cacr»); 'ApxaSo?] vo[(j.ei<;

%eov6?], 440

[touO' o? ocvrpov OearmtpSov eSo? £]xe[' 7taXa[<pa-rov],

[flZpypv yepa? 8£8exTai Ilav toi]ov[S' ex tou Aio?],

[a><; t6v a'mov ti Xuao-fl <pc)Ta [i.aiv]aS[i aTpopelv],

[y] 9psvwv e^co xXuovtoc vuxTepou?] 6[x[<pa? eXav],

[repo? 0eou ye 6p£jJi{A0CT' d)[xy)v o? av] dcecp[0* a^n
Xepa], 445

v. 431. In Ft. 33 P ]tw[, quod P2 in forma ]t<5>[ exhibet : ante
quod verisimile est viginti septem fere fuisse literas.

v. 432. Fr. 33 ]o<p[, ante quod verisimile est viginti septem fere

fuisse literas.

v. 433. Fr. 33 ]v-/)^[, ante quod verisimile est viginti sex fere

fuisse literas.

v. 434. Fr. 33 ]t, ante quod verisimile est viginti sex fere fuisse

literas.

v. 435. Fr. 33 ]^.e, ante quod verisimile est viginti sex fere fuisse

literas.

v. 436. Vide notas Anglice scriptas et observationes Latinas ubi
hoc de folio supra loquor. In Fr. 23 versum non dat P : P2 ]0oupi[ .

v. 437. Vide notas Anglice scriptas et observationes Latinas ubi
hoc de folio supra loquor. In Fr. 23 versum non dat P : P2

] . .[, et

post incerti spati lacunam (nam fragmentum hoc in duabus papyri
est particulis) ]Xoc8[ .

v. 438. Vide notas Anglice scriptas et observationes Latinas ubi
hoo de folio supra loquor. In Fr. 23 versum non dat P : Pa

]xputrcoi:r>[,

et post incerti spati lacunam (nam fragmentum hoc in duabus
papyri est particulis) ]-naaa[ .

v. 439. In Fr. 33 P ]a[, quod it P2 in era mutat : ante quod verisimile

est viginti septem fere fuisse literas.

v. 440. Fr. 33 ]vo[, ante quod verisimile est viginti quinque fere

fuisse literas.

v. 441. Fr. 33 ]/e[> ante quod verisimile est viginti sex fere fuisse

literas.
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Even he that lying in a basket is hidden beneath the
ground,

Whom the hollow place of a cave and darkness, like a
vault,1 incloseth,

Shut up without light of the sun in the secret places of

the earth.

Ha ! What thing is this ? Whereof now, Silenus, hast
thou need %

Wherefore, I pray thee, art thou come back unto me again ?

435
Si. A rushing mighty tempest, Apollo, coming
from without

Or else a whirlwind of the wits within hath smitten my
children with madness,

Even them that thou hast lately enriched with gold and
set them at liberty.

Ap. Lo, verily, the fierce anger of the gods hath
effected this :

For the herdman that hath dominion over all this land

of Arcadia, 440

That possesseth this cvve of oracles as his dwelling from
the days of old,

Even Pan, hath been honoured by Jupiter with special

authority after this sort,

Namely to confound with raging madness the man that

hath a sin to his charge,

Or to drive his reason from him with the sound of voices

by night,

If one have laid hands in cruelty on the young beasts

nourished by the god, 445

1
ii Esd. svi. 59.

v. 442. Fr. 33 ]ov .[, ante quod verisimile est viginti quinque fere

fuisse literas.

v. 443. Fr. 33 ]a8[, ante quod verisimile est viginti sex fere fuisse

literas.
, , .

v. 444. Fr. 33 ]o[i[, ante quod verisimile est viginti sex fere fuisse

literas.

v. 445. Fr. 33 ]asq>[, ante quod verisimile est viginti quinque

fere fuisse literas.
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[ri 'm8fl t<* yai' ipofc x<x0sa0' eSwXia].

[ty]v8s tou voaoucriv ot aol nxlSeq, & yspov, vocrov].

Folium 18.

[SI.] [olo-0a, E[a]iav, si 9pa<r[ei<;, t£ Spaare', w?] (3pa-

Peu[a[oc crov].

[ATI.] [Iv ap' apa]p' &x.[ot; TeXeiov Ilavixou voar)[iaTO<;].

[SI.] [aXXa 7toTe]p« [<pap[i.axov tout' 6'cttiv, ^ to|iy)]

<pXe(36[<;];

'

450

[An.] [la '£ «l8a].

[SI.] [el 8' apa £ti>]ou 0a[v]6[vTos y' aiffdavoivr' 6fji<p9j<;,

fi] ^v)[v];

[An.] [ty Ivj ty].

[SI.] [Tb] ^ itf;

[An.] [£uvyjxa to5to< xal rap?) yap, ?<"0<; <&v], 455

[ot' el7te vufitpy] rcaiSa t6v x<xt6> x0°v°?]

[xal tvjv ^eXuv [xsv 7tp6o"0s vuv 8e 8y) Xupav].

[auTT] 8 axo?, o-<x<p' 'iaGt, awv rcaiScov voaou],

[el youv Ta8' Y]X7]0suffs KuXXrjVT), yepov].

[t6v rouSa 8' auTov ex oneou? [liXXca xaXelv] 460

[&><; e^ETciv 09' " ou yap ere [ivj 7rpo8c5 7TOTe].

[pa(38ov 8s [j,ot Sou? e£i0'. ou TOxpeoravai]

[ofAiXlaiai Tat? A16? TtalScov ere
XP'')]

-

v. 446. Fr. 33 looum versus post finem textus exhibet, docetque

psum textum spatium viginti quinque fere literarum non posse

excedere.

v. 447. Prorsus periit hio versus : addo ut numerum versuum
ab ipso P hoc in folio soriptorum compleam ; viginti sex enim numerus
est hac in papyro maxime solitus, et tres versus a P2 adjectos hao in

eumma nequimus includere.

Folium 18.

Omnes hujus foli fontes inter fragmenta petendi sunt. Ejusmodi
esse ego contendo eo ordine Fragmenta 27, 26, 35, 32, 24, 36, 29, 25,

28. Ex Fragmentis equidem 27, 26, 35, 32 conjunctis quasi unum
quoddam fragmentum elaboravi, et idem feci Fragmentis 24, 36, 29,

25, 28 in consortium inter sese redactis, id quod certissime nunquam
ausurus fui, nisi duae me commossent rationes. Una est causa quod
perspectum habeo progressione quadam esse mutilam papyrum, ita

ut pars maxima fragmentorum foliis his ultimis assignanda sit, altera

quod is modus est progressionis ut post octavum dubitem an vel in

fragminibus aliquod sit folium superstes. Quamobrem permulta
fragmenta hoc ad folium pertinere suspicor.

Cum foli quam praebemus redintegratio magna ex parte con-

jecturalis sit, cumque nihil, quod ad fragmentorum conjunctionem

spectet, vel a lectore linguae Anglicae ignaro non possit facile
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Or have looked upon the habitations beneath the earth,

even the holy places the which it is unlawful to behold.

This doubtless is the sickness, man of many years,

wherewith thy children are afflicted.

Column 18.

Si. What we must do, healer, thou knowest, if

thou wilt declare it. Lo, thine is the decision.

Ap. There standeth but one perfect remedy for the

sickness that is of Pan.
Si. Whether is this remedy a medicine, or is it the

cutting of a vein ? 450
Ap. It is a voice from the grave.

Si. But and if my children were to hear the utterance

of a beast that was alive but is dead, what then ?

Ap. Ho, ho, ho ! Si. Why criest thou aloud ?

453, 454
Ap. I understand thy saying : for I was with thee,

although thou sawest me not, 455

When the goddess of the river told thee of the child that

is beneath the earth

And of that which aforetime was a tortoise but now at

the last is a lute.1

And this, know thou well, is a remedy for the sickness

of thy children,

If Cyllene indeed spake the truth in this matter, thou
man of many years.

But I will presently call the boy himself from the cave 460

To prove him with questions ; for thee will I not forsake

at any time.

Come, give me the staff and then go thou forth. It is not

lawful

Eor thee to stand by while the children of Jupiter hold

discourse 2 together.

1 See references at 1. 303.
3 Edclus. vi. 35, viii. 9, xxvii. 11 and 13, Epistle Dedicatory (A.V.)

towards end of par. 3.

intellegi visis quae ponimus inter notas vernaculas diagrammatibus,

baud opus est aliud hie infra indicemus quam unoin loco apostropham
& P2 additam esse.

V. 449. In Fr. 27 P ]?ax[. .].[ : P2 ]p'ax[. .J.[ .

KK
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[xal [ivjv eyw vuv too tsxvou Tcstpdcaofjiai]*

[[lixeifAi 8' o]tix ex[6p°? ti<; &<; fjxoiv], e7r[si] 465
[Sei [L otf ti %s]ifJidc^[eiv viv, aXXa [i.e]iSia[v]

[eXetv ts t6] £<iva[i|i.ov, tl><; eraxtw],

[xcpa? vsoJx^iv cp[asov suayia].

[ouS'] a?[i' o3v p S^toi' a[ursw &8' Imj]-

[yj]Xi0i[o<; ou yap] Itmv, [ou]S' [obrXou? 6 toxi?]. 470
[s]ffTp[a[i[i.evov 8' &p' evvow] toio[uto ti]

[6] (i.7) TcfpoTteuaeiTai 7rplv av] xT[7)(76i>fi.e8a]

[au8^5 srofjpoXov toS' ev vexpoii; Saxo?].
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And now will I proceed to make proof of the infant

straightway.

But I will not approach unto him as one that is come in

enmity

:

465
For I must not vex him as with a tempest, but with

smiling countenance
Charm by reason of the brightness of mine eyes, for in

this art am I expert,

This marvellous strange wonder,1 this babe of mine own
blood.

Nor yet is it meet that I utter my words altogether at

a venture

:

For the boy is not foolish, neither is he simple. 470
Nay, but I have in my mind a crooked counsel, of such

a sort

As that he will not discern it, until after I have gained

possession

Of this creature that among the dead hath taken to

itself a voice.

1 Wisd. xix. 8.

KK 2
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FRAGMENTA PAPYRACEA.
Fragmentum 1.

(Vide w. 54-55.)

Fragmentum 2.

(Vide vv. 283-285.)

Fragmentum 3.

(Vide w. 55-57.)

Fragmentum 4.

(Vide w. 367-368.)

Fragmentum 5.

(Vide tt. 367-368.)

Fragmentum 6.

(Vide tv. 227-228.)

Fragmentum 7.

(Vide tt. 385-386.)

Fragmentum 8.

(Vide tt. 336-337.)

Fragmentum 9.

(Vide w. 373-374.)

Fragmentum 10.

(Vide v. 368.)

Fragmentum 11.

]UTIJC[

]....v[

(Vide tt. 377-378.)

Fragmentum 12.

]•[
]uc[

]••[

(Vide vt. 370-372.)

Fragmentum 13.

](XTO[

]•[
(Vide w. 389-390.)

Fragmentum 14.

]P°t4
]Xc.[

(Vide w. 386-387.)

Fragmentum 15.

M
]••[

(Vide tt. 369-370.)

Fragmentum 16.

]«[
]•[

(Vide tt. 380-381.)

Fragmentum 17.

]-v[

M
(Vide tt. 370-371.)

Fragmentum 18.

]c.[

(Vide v. 369.)

Fragmentum 19.

(Vide tt. 376-378.)

Fragmentum 20.

(Vide tt. 376-379.)

Fragmentum 21.

(Vide tt. 367-371.)

Fragmentum 22.

(Vide tt. 393-397.)

Fragmentum 23.

(Vide tt. 419-120
et tt. 436-438.)

Fragmentum 24.

(Vide tt. 465-468.)

Fragmentum 25.

(Vide tt. 469-173.)

Fragmentum 26.

(Vide v. 448.)

Fragmentum 27.

(Vide tt. 448-149.)

Fragmentum 28.

(Vide tt. 470-472.)

Fragmentum 29.

(Vide tt. 468-470.)

Fragmentum 30.

(Vide tt. 405-411.)

Fragmentum 31.

(Vide tv. 368-372.)

Fragmentum 32.

(Vide tt. 449-152.)

Fragmentum 33.

(Vide tt. 429-446.)

Fragmentum 34.

(Vide tt. 421-128.)

Fragmentum 35.

(Vide tt. 450-454.)

Fragmentum 36.

(Vide tv. 465-469.)
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Fragmenta Pwpyracea.

Fragmenta papyracea omnia sedibus aut suis aut suarum similibua

aut certe non palam alienis diligentia usus assignavi. Omnia etiam
tractavi, exceptis octo, aut in notis Latinis, ubicunque quaestio facilis

erat talisque qualem summatim exponere poteram, aut, quaqua
ambagibus opus erat, in notis Anglioe scriptis. Octo ilia quae nondum
in commentario attigi, scilicet Frr. 11-18, minimam quamvis offerant

difficultatem et ideo ea sint quae cum simplici Latinarum annota-

tiuncularum ratione conveniant, ejusmodi tamen sunt ut haud sine

incommodo ipsius in textus tractatione de iis disserturus fuerim.

Admodum cxigua sunt omnia et in papyro jam tabidissima scripta.

Censuit Hunt folio nono assignanda : ego autem, quamquam non
infitias ibo nonnullas in folio nono lacunas de industria ita compleri

posse ut nonnulla ex his fragmentis recipiant, ne unam quidem illo

in folio invenio lacunam ubi qualecunque sit indicium quod suadeat
ut ejusmodi inseramus complomentum ut horum fragmentorum
aliud quam talia qualia Fr. 15, quod nihil nisi unam o literam et in

versu subsequenti duas quae legi non possunt literas exhibet, in se

contineat. Caeterorum autem foliorum, excepto folio decimo quinto,

nullum invenio ubi totam hanc fragmentorum seriem facile possim
includere. At in folio decimo quinto locus est unicuique idoneus.

Haud injuria igitur illo in folio colloco : sed moneo nihilominus, etsi

aliqua in securam ibi sedem reduxerim, aliqua tamen, quamvis, nota
a sociis, hoc ex folio orta esse videantur, idoneam si sedem invenerint,

haud ideo in eodem absque dubio invenisse versu unde tempus edax
rerum abripuerit.

Fr. 11. Supersunt ipso in folio 15 nullae reliquiae versuum 377-
378 nisi locus utriusque versus ante initium scripturae. Supplevi
autem ex Fragmentis 20 et 19 (vide notas Anglice scriptas) :

[ ]avs|[ ]<ov[ 377
[...]<jtito[ ]aau[

Addo hoc fragmentum, et obtineo :

[ ]ave^[ ]tov[ ]utix[

[. . .]aT ito[ ]<j<ju[ ]. . . . v[ ,

i.e.

[ouo iY]ave Shtep i |3o]ciiv[TCOv8a]vmx[a 377
[etoJot ito[S e0eo]<jcu[to vya0X]ovYu v[ai

Anceps est haec ratio. Puto autem jure hie poni fragmentum : hoc
dico cum caeteras tota in papyro exploraverim lacunas et cognorim
difficultatem inserendi alibi auitxa super hiatum quattuor Uteris

idoneum, sequente litera v, ut de locis haud prorsus deperditistantum

sicut oportet, loquar.

Fr. 12. Cum Fr. 12 tractanda etiam sunt Frr. 15, 17, 18 : haec
enim quattuor fragmenta in una eademque serie versuum colloco,

scilicet Fr. 12 in w. 370-372, Fr. 15 in w. 369-370, Fr. 17 in w. 370-
371, Fr. 18 in v. 369. Supersunt ipso in folio 16 nullae reliquiae

versus 369, hae autem reliquiae versuum 370-372 :

[. .]Euayap[ 370
[.]. aiaxXo[

[. .]T017T0V7)[
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Supplevi ex Fragmentis 21 et 31 partes versus 369 et incrementa
versuum 370-372 (vide notas Anglice scriptas), quae textum reddunt

:

[ ]po~[ ]yuv[

[..]EuoYap[ ]pt«[ ]s- 370

[.].airaXo[ ]eu8u[ ]ai

[. .]TOl7TOVlf)[ ]oer<o[ .

Addo haec quattuor fragmenta, et obtineo :

[ ]<*•[ ]o[. .]Pot[ ]yuv[

[. .]«xryap[. .] [.]pia[.].v[ ]e. 370
[.].aioxXo[. .]ua[. . .].u6u[.]co[ ]ai

[. .] TOl7tOVT)[.]. .[. . .]aTG>,

i.e.

\_y. ai7tto]a(3[XeTceirep]o[oa]poT[o v ou8i8(ov]yuv[iv

[ o £]eo<JYap[ou] vn ai8[a]pta[7ta]v[TE^VEXTia]ev 370
[o]7raia>t>.o[7rs]uo[oux]eu0u[a]&>v[aUT&)aaX]ai

[ ou]xot7rovri [ p] o v[e a xJoenofa e u 9 o vxaXca

E Fr. 12 accedunt hao in scheda literae, quae legi possunt, un-

decima et duodecima versus 371, et, quae legi non possunt, undecima,

duodecima, tertiadecima versus 370, et undecima et duodecima
versus 372, e Fr. 15 litera quae legi potest, quartadecima (et diph-

thongo pro una litera liabito) versus 369, et quae legi non possunt

literae, quartadecima et quintadecima versus 370, e Fr. 17 literae,

quae legi possunt, altera post vicesimam versus 370 et prima post

vicesimam versus 371, et quae legi non potest litera, altera post vicesi-

mam versus 370, e Fr. 18 litera, quae legi potest, sexta versus 369, et,

quae legi non potest, septima ejusdem versus. Fr. 18 ejusmodi est ut

quasi ad libitum locari possit : tria caetera fragmenta longe securius

hie ponuntur, accepta hypothesi, quam pro confirmata habeo, octo

fragmenta omnia, de quibus agitur, huic folio esse assignanda.

Fr. 13. Supersunt ipso in folio 15, P scriptore, hae reliquiae

versuum 389-390 :

[. .]vroxi8 ajtao<ja[.T0u8ioc[

7c[.]uoi[ji[.]v[.]TaapouaTtaE[ . 390

Super quartam et quintam verbi roxuaoa literas soribit Pa inter

duo puncta ou, i.e. wxuou legit : duplex lectio roxue Atticum plane

indicat. Addo hoc fragmentum, et obtineo :

[. .]v7toci 8a7tauaaLTOu8io(j[.]aTo[

7r[ .]uoi(x[ .]v[ .]-raapouariaE[ ...]..[ , 390

i.e.

[ r o]v7tai8 a 7t autratTou8ioa[>t]aT o[vo(i,Evoa

Tc[a]uoi(x[a]v[Ei]Taa|3ouaTiai[5eX]av[0EXoi . 390

Sed 7rauE, non 7tauou neque nauoai, legendum est, et tovSioct, non
touSioit. Notandum etiam 7r<xuoi[jt.av velle 7raiiot ji' &\>, non 7rauoi[x' &v.

Arridet haeo collocatio : sed qualis fides debeatur, vix ausim ipse

judicare.

Fr. 14. In primo hujus fragmenti versu, ubi equidem ]poji[ malo,
Hunt ]io(j.[ legit, sed indicat dubias esse i et |i literas : in hi see tarn

tabidis fragminibus inter se distingui vix possunt t et p scripturae
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papyraceae. In altero versu, ubi equidem ]Xe.[ malo, Hunt ]oe.[

legit, sed indicat dubiam esse a literam : tali in loco inter se distingui

vix possunt a scripturae papyraceae et altera pars literae X ejusdem
scripturae ; finis enim X literae in modum a literae saepissime curvatur.

Quandoquidem in altero hoc versu mox ego leoturus sum ]Xei.[ ubi
]Xe.[ jam exhibui, monendum est arbitrari me diphthongum et, in

qua nihil nisi e legi nunc potest, et subsequentem, quae legi non potest,

literam ita duarum tantum literarum spatium implevisse ut vestigium
ultimae literae potius nominandum sit vestigium et ejus literae et

ante earn literam literae i quae diphthongum claudit : non enim
ubique in papyro ei diphthongus per se exacte occupat unius literae

spatium, sed jus habet ultra id spatium vagandi, una autem sub
condicione, nempe ut, si vagetur ultra, fiat aliqua literae sequentis

vel literarum sequentium coarctatio ejusmodi ut sit effectus idem ao
si diphthongus ipsa unius tantum literae occupasset spatium : quod
et hie contigisse opinor.

Supersunt ipso in folio 15, P scriptore, hae reliquiae versuum 386-

387:
7r[.]EioucSsy7)87)vuv[ 386

T[.]at07covy)pexltTtivX[ .

P3 nota in margine adjecta dooet (vide notas Anglice scriptas)

pro n[.]zi.Qua ponendum esse 7reXe8oic et ulterius in versu venire

(Jocov, pro quo aliud quoddam P dedisse liquet, nimirum, ut opinor,

fjoaa. Porro Texfjtatpofxat verbum in versu quasi necessarium est,

qua de re dissero in notis AngHee soriptis.

Supplevi ex Fr. 7 incrementum versus 386 (vide notas Anglice

scriptas), quod textum reddit

:

tc[ . ]ei ouctSey ,

'iS'»1Vuv[ ]ai[ ' 386

t [ . ]a£i>7TOVYJpE^ElTwXf .

Addo hoc fragmentum, et obtineo :

7i:[.]Eioua8EY'»]8'»]w,'[ J a'P°^[
T[.]tJt07C0V7)pE^en;t7tX[ ]Xe.[,

i.e.

7c[X]Eioua8EYvi8Yjvuv[p o aar e>t(x]aip o(i[ai 386

t [t]ati>7tovr)pex«Ti7rX[EiouaTaa8u6]XEj(i .

Notandum est, si justa sint haec supplementa, scripsisse P raaS,

non touctS, utpote de pluribus bobus agentem, quae boves femininae

sint, id quod in v. 390 liquet. Debebat autem scribere P :

7reXE9ot(i8EY'»]87]VuvpocovTEX(xaipo[iai

TltJCO7COVlf)pEJ(EtTt7irEXE0OUCrTOUaSu6XEltJ .

Valde probabilis mihi videtur esse hujus fragmenti assignatio.

Fr. 15. Tractatur hoc fragmentum in notis apud Fr. 12.

Fr. 16. Si statuimus omnia haec octo fragmenta huic foho tri-

buenda, Fr. 16 non facile poni potest nisi in serie versuum 380-384.

Mera ex conjectura pono equidem in versibus 380-381.

Horum versuum supersunt ipso in folio vestigia haec

:

i[ 380

u[
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Addo hoc fragmentum, et obtineo :

i[ ]<xtL 380

»[ ]••[.

quod sic suppleo (intervenientis lacunae magnitudo quamvis quae
sit prorsus ignorem)

:

i [xvoaxo7rw8T)Xo^ t ouvo[ieu(ji]aT[a 380
u[7rcx9UyovTauXii)aaUYTfjxXe(p] 6e[ VT0t7rou

Certi hie nihil est, nisi fieri posse collocationem.

Fr. 17. Tractatur hoc fragmentum in notis apud Fr. 12.

Fr. 18. Tractatur hoc fragmentum in notis apud Fr. 12.
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Fragmenta Fabularum Sophocles Incertarum.

Fr. 901

—'Epfiaiov xdcpa

Fr. 909

wvrjv e'Bou xal 7tpaaiv ax; <J>oivi.i; avvjp

SiScovio? xa7ty]Xo?.

Fr. 930

xXeTCTCov 8' otocv tic, efi<pavco<; e<psops89],

crtyav avayxv), xav xaXov <p£pY] o"TO[ia.

Fr. 318

(ita numerat Pearson inter Indagatorum Fragmenta :

Nauck Fr. 932 computat inter Fragmenta Incertarum Fabu-
larum.)

—(3ooixXeijj

—

Accedit Fragmentum Indagatoribus quidem haud prorsus

incongruum, veri similius autem aliunde derivatum.

Fr. 933

Spxoi; yap ouSel? dcvSpl cpyjX^Tyj (3ap\S<;.

Fragmenta Fdbularum Sophoclis Incertarum.

Fr. 901. Sic Soholiastes apud Iliadem (xm. 791), qui verba
7cap(i EocpoxXei reperiri dicit.

Fr. 909. Sic Soholiastes apud Pindarum (Pyth. iv. v. 213), qui
verba, praefixo xal EocpoxXTJi;, eitat.

Fr. 930. Sic Stobaeus (Mor. xxrv. 4), qui versus, praefixo

. EocpoxXeoui;, citat.

Fr. 318. Sic Athenaeus (ix. 409 c) secundum codicem A, nisi

quod pooixXstJj sine accentu, tanquam vox nihili, scriptum stat. Codex
Athenaei C dat po6xXsiJj| ex mera, nisi fallor, conjectura. pooxXsil1

in Athenaei Epitome exhiberi docet Dindorf (apud Poetas Scenicos

Graecos) : quibus autem in codicibus repertum id sit nescio, unone, an
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Fragments of Incertae Fabulae of Sophocles, which
perhaps formed part op the lost portion of the

ichneutae.

Fr. 901

—my lord Mercury

Fr. 909

1. Thou hast bought and thou hast sold as a man that is

a Phenician,

2. Even as an occupier from Zidon.

Fr. 930

1

.

But he that hath been manifestly discovered in the act

of theft,

2. Be his tongue never so ready, must yet keep silence.

Fr. 318.

—stealing oxen as though they were but sheep

—

Another such Fragment, possibly from the Ichneutae,
but more probably, it would seem, from some other play.

Fr. 933

For to a deceitful man no oath is grievous.

pluribus, an et omnibus : Epitomes de lectionibus perpauca constant.

Eustathius (Od. 1401, 15) locum, sed non totum, ab Athenaeo mutuatur,
datque fio6x.\ety. Athenaeus refert adjectivum de Mercurio a Sophocle

usurpatum esse, his verbis; (3ooiicXe^ (sive po6>tXsip) wxpA EocpoxXei

'Epfjtiji;. Eustathius quae ante haec verba dicit Athenaeus iterat

in suo libro, sed nihil post po6xXei)> ponit, prorsus omissis verbis nocpoc.

XcxpoxXeT 'EpnTJ?. Praecedentia verba haec sunt : -r^Tpi[i(jiai obc6Tpi4>,

>c£>cXa[A[iai (sic codex Athenaei A : codex Athenaei C et Eustathius

xkx'key.y.a.i) ...
Fr. 933. Sic Stobaeus (Flor. xxvni. 5), nisi quod <p7]X^Tfl multis

modis scriptum est. Ita scribitur a secunda manu codicis B. Codex
A dat 9iX-/)TT), quid det prima manus codicis B non liquet, codex L
<piX7)T7J, M <pi>.7)T7], S <piX^T7]t. Soliti sunt recentiores 91X^17)5, haud
97]Xtqt7]<;, scribere.
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Notes on the Text.

Column 1.

1. The missing portions of the line are supplied by Hunt.
2. Missing portions, mine : xod Stop' i&7naxvouu.ai

xeXeTv Hunt.
3. Missing portions, mine.

4. Hunt suggests 8etv6v yap sax' efifj 8s SforXoipov 9psvl : I prefer

xe to 8e. Mekler 8etv6v yap #Xyoq *$£ 8iiaXo<pov eppevl.

5. Missing portions, mine : Murray suggests el (peil^erat xXltJja? ye,

of which Hunt condemns the initial supplement as too long. Mekler
£7tECTT' dcepoupsSsvxi. For ajioXyiiSa? see Ch. v. (jn. a. 1, 6.

6. Missing portions, mine. Wilamowitz suggested |x6axoui; -re

xal v£uv v6ueu|i.a TtopxtSoiv (adopted by Hunt, though with a doubt
whether v6(jiEOfjLa is not too long a word), and afterwards, instead of

vs<ov v6(ieu[j.a, vsav£su|i.a (mentioned favourably, but not adopted,

by Hunt). Murray y^virj VEoyva;. Neither vegjv v6(xeu(j.oc nor vsavEeufxa

nor yevt) vsoyva will yield a caesura. Mekler te tzUv t° dyXdcia[xa.

7. Missing portions, Wilamowitz ; except that I have altered his

foavxa to a Ttavxa. Instead of -xoc (ppouSa xat (j.aT7)v, Murray suggests

xacpptov (57tEp0E vuv. Pearson suggests etceix' oKppotiptov ap7cayf;v.

8. I6vxa TTJXs poutrrdt8(i.ou restored by Wilamowitz. Pearson
suggests 16vt(ov. For xami]? see Ch. v. § m. e. aa.

9. . yaifoc P+ P2 for Eyd> ouit, and possibly the Ionic too diphthong
is in place in a Satyric play. Missing portions, mine, aipav&s xsxvoaaiv
<!>? 1yd) ofoc av <i6(«)v Hunt. But TE^vawiv, without an adjective,

does not seem to be patient of the sense of the Latin dolo malo, and
&q is not capable of replacing oxs (or its poetical variant, euxs) in the
sense of whereas, bordering on that of although. For my TCXivox; xe
Xvocijovx', see the Homeric Hymn to Hermes, 1. 75, rcXavoSEai; 8' ^Xauvs
(of these very cattle), and Eur. Cyclops, I. 358, which certifies the
legitimacy of xvaiistv, to nibble, to graze, in Satyric drama. Pearson
suggests &<pa»G><; xsxvdfcafiax' aXV Ey<5> o&x. obi 4>6(jnfjv.

10. Missing portions, Hunt.
11. Missing portions, mine : Hunt reads Spectral x68' Spyov £8e

npbt; x6X(xav nEaEiv, translating would, have dared so far as to do this

deed ; but in that case 6<jte would seem to be required before 8pScai,

and there appears to be no analogy justificative of such a use of 7tp6<;

x6X[xocv 7rEOEtv. P2 accents etc, xoSepy- as x68' epy-, which presumably
points to x68' Epyjia as distinguished from to S£py(ia, not to x68' Spyov,

as there exists no possibility of a x6 Sspyov or the like from which
x68' gpyov might require to be distinguished. For x6V)v see Ch. v.

§ in- c. y.

12. Missing portions, mine, xaux' o5v s7tEE7rsp 2(ia6ov Hunt.
13. oxeIx" (JiaxE\ici> Hunt : £t)to> (xaxEiiu Wilamowitz and Murray

followed by Pearson : ^irjxto is too short for the space : I propose
0X071(0.

14. Missing portion, Hunt. Hunt reads T<48e, not the x68s of P2
.

But the change to the singular has an important bearing on the next
line.
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15. According to Hunt P gives u6iaiYape[X[iaveiaxuvr)Ye'no,

though he is not certain of the 6 in the seventh place : Hunt records

P2 as altering ey.fxa.veia to efX[/.avT<j. On the strength of this, Hunt,
taking axoXouOtqc from Wilamowitz, reads axoXouGta y<*P ^MWv^S
xuvyiyetS. Murray, for axoXouSia, prefers Suor;reu0ujc, while Pearson
suggests 7ToXu(Au0tqc. But this kind of reading neglects both the accent

and the mark of quantity. Paying attention to these, I can only read
with a violent insertion of xX, axoXou8ia<; yap xXeu-ii' avis ja>vi]Y£f to, or,

without any violence, o auv Gusto; ruap' S(jl' avt? xuv7)<; etho, of which
the second seems to me right. The various changes involved are indeed

all so small that I question whether the combined writing of P and of

Pa might not on more minute examination be found to support them.
For dcvi? see Ch. v. § n. b. 2, a. For Stcco compare sluei; in 1. 216,

and see Ch. v. § ni. c. /. auv Gueio; avis xuvyjs, if correct, is clearly

the rough equivalent of cum lance et licio : for this subject see Ch. n.
For mxp' ip' compare Teapot ttjv ewutgSv cpuaiv in Herodotus (vn. 103).

This is the hardest line to deal with in the whole play ; but I believe

that I have got it right.

16. Missing parts, Hunt, except that, where I read Aoxptov, he,

following Wilamowitz, reads ©paxoiv. One may please oneself. Pearson
suggests either avSpoSv or Ppo-rcov.

17. Missing portions, mine—on guess-work. Murray i^T&v t[c,

aura? sIXe or e'i tcco? tk;. Pearson tentatively approves ^yjToiv tl?.

18 and 19. Supplied by me conjecturally in tola.

20. Line, missing except for one letter, supplied by me conjecturally.

21 and 22. Supplied by me conjecturally on the basis of a slight

ductus.

23 and 24. Missing parts supplied conjecturally by Wilamowitz.

25. Restored by me conjecturally on the basis of the presumable

sense.

26. Conjectured by me in tolo.

Column 2.

27. Missing portions, mine.

28. ysitov' SvBev Hunt : rest of missing portions, mine.

29. Missing portions, mine, except that I find that Mekler has

previously suggested i;uv Tax"-
30. KuXXyjvyi? Hunt : 8ua|3a-rov or 8uaxp7)[J.vov TteTpat? Wilamowitz

:

rest of missing portions, mine.

31. Missing portions, mine. Wilamowitz SucWjve(A6v re and el 8'

uXrjpaTT)?. Hunt suggests the possibility of emending e? 8' to ic, 6'.

32. aYP"<JT-/][ P : aYpw-nrjptov Hunt : but in this sub-dialect it is

rash to prefer aYpwT7jp to aYptoaTTjp (Ch. v. § n. b. 4, a). Missing

portions, printed by Hunt as "largely due to" Wilamowitz.

Wilamowitz eVTauOa ttoi[xtqv.

33-36. [xapiXoxau-rSv, in 1. 33, Wilamowitz (c/. Hesychms and

Photius). See Ch. v. § ni. n. a. The other missing portions are

printed by Hunt and stated by him to be " largely due to " Wilamo-

witz : but in 1. 34 Hunt reads ylwot; where I read cTtopag, in 1. 35

AyY^" where I read A-fyekSiv, and in 1. 36 t6v (pupa t£>v Haieavoq,

suggesting also ru. Scopa tou Ilaiaivo?, where P presents .... topa-
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Tou7taitovo<;, and where I read poutptopa tou Ilaifivog. Pearson Q&Xcuptx.

(conjectured by him to have been written as TaeXoipa) tou IlaioJvot;.

Hunt suggests the possibility of ending the line with apvuTai instead

of av XaPu, In 1. 34, for vo[x<po-yevvT)TOO see Ch. v. § n. a. 1, p. In

1. 36, for (joutpcopa see Ch. v. § II. b. 5, c.

37. Missing portions, Hunt, except that he reads -rtjiS' where I read

aSu;- For auT6xp?][ia, see Ch. v. § ni. e. k. Pearson to XPW-<*> m
front of which he suggests dtvuaa? or eupoiv.

I am of opinion that, in view of the context, the verse cannot be

adequately reconstituted except on the basis of taking Toxp?)(ia as the

renlains of ocuT6xPT)[ia. Hunt translates auT6xP7)[ia as " forthwith,"

and so is enabled to read t&8' without difficulty. But Pearson

points out that ocut6xpv)[i<x does not mean forthwith. As a matter of

fact, a comparison of the one classical passage in which the word occurs

(Aristophanes, Eq. 1. 78) with the common usage of late prose establishes

the fact that the essential meaning of auT6xp7)[i<x is such as may be best

expressed in English by a circumlocution. In the full sense of the

term gives the signification fairly well : the French virilablement, in

one of its shades of meaning, expresses the idea more neatly. In this

passage such an adverb is meaningless without the addition of an
adjective, or the like, for it to qualify. It cannot qualify either (ito86?,

or 4c0*, or Hunt's TtjSS'. That is why I propose g&q, safe in the full

sense of the term, safe as a bank. For this particular variety

of the notion safe, I would compare the Homeric vuv toi ofl? at7tu?

8Xe0poi; (II. xni. 773, etc.). a&c, has the additional advantage of fully

justifying, by the future sense inherent in itself, the use of hfi' in the

present tense.

38. Hunt most rashly alters to cpcov'/)|ia0' u?. The relative tc2>£

is correct in this sub-dialect (Ch. v. § n. b. 7). For my 47T7]x6ou

Hunt gives & Ootpe (a superfluity, see 1. 41), aou, which however he
considers rather long, suggesting that " perhaps an epithet of 9&>v]f)u.a0'

stood here." Mekler, followed by Pearson, &a' -roc aou <p6>v^(ia0' &<;.

For the passive l7t7]x6ou see Plato (Legg. 931 b).

39-43. Missing portions, Hunt. In 1. 42, tcdS' e7reaau0T)v 8p6(ic>>,

J hastened up at this run, seems inelegant. Wilamowitz proposes

T7J8', hither. Hunt, impossibly, I think, takes Sp6(jtt>>, on the strength

of 8po(iv][i' in 1. 72, as meaning the pursuit of the oxen, and therefore

keeps T&iS', translating :
" I set out on this quest." But the i in TtotS

is an insertion by P2
, and a style which employs Ttix; for c!><; (e.g. 1. 38)

may well also employ TtoSe for &Se. TtoSe, hither, actually occurs in the

Acharnians of Aristophanes (1. 884) in the mouth of the Boeotian
(so B, C, P, R, A and Med. 9 ; A reads TtovSs ; F gives TtoSe, but with a
letter erased between the o> and the S) : see also my Addenda. For
xuvi]-p*o-to in 1. 43 see Ch. v. § n. b. 3, c.

44. Missing portions, Hunt, except that he gives Hyyektts H01 f°r

my a5 yipou; (jioi (P auye . . a[ioi), reading the second of the letters

in question as y (adding that it may possibly be p or a). Murray
Tdt t* &YYe'> oT? (ioi, though I do not understand how he deals

with the rest of the line : see note on next line. Pearson t6 yip yipa.^

(lot xe((ievov xPun0CTTe?^S : Bee note on next line.

45. Restored by me, and I can see little doubt as to the readings

:

but Hunt gives (idcXtox' etc ami 7rp6a0e a v.
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Murray fjtaXiaT', etc' octiXstaiai 7rp6a8e cou '9Epov: see note on pre-

vious line. Pearson [xdcXior' £7rurroXaT<u 7rpoa6^a0ai )(petov : see note
on previous line. For EiiOiivaiai see my Addenda.

46. Hunt gives KaiSa? 8' e(jlo6<; oaaouu . . . aue .pa ,

while recognising that the pa may be read pX, and speaking of the
letter before the ue as " the supposed a." For auvSuo see Ch. v.

§ni. o. t.

47. I suggest cppaaaifj,' av.

48. Taur' exteXS 'y<o, mine, in place of which Pearson reads

onouS'Jjv E7caiv&j. efjmESou raSs, Hunt.
49. Missing portions, Hunt, who however reads omix&a. Instead

of 86a iv H. Richards proposes X6yov.

60. Hunt reads this line as i^ei o<p 6 y' sipdiv ocri? EaO'* ExoTfxa Ss.

The word sxoT|xa seems to me to be almost unintelligible, in the
absence of any neuter plural substantive. The reading I give is my
own. Hunt takes as a doubtful t the letter which he uses as the second
of his EToT[ia. It may obviously be equally well taken as a a. Unless
one read sTotfia, I doubt whether any combination of Greek words,
except sTa6' ic, 6ou[/.6ae or the alternative spelling slaG' e? to 6[i6aE,

will at once suit the papyrus indications and make sense in the context.

For sTa0a see Ch. v. § in. c. g, and for Svoi; see the same Ch. V.

§m. a. eee.

51-52. Missing portions, mine, except Hunt's aXXoxpia.

Column 3.

53. Missing line, supplied by me to suit context.

54. Missing portions, mine.

65. Missing portions, Hunt. Instead of icotav Stopsotv SXXijv,

Murray proposes Tzoiipeiv (*' sXEiS6spov.

56. Wilamowitz, followed by Hunt, conjectured tcSv te yevo? lorai

texvcov. This is distinctly too long. I make up my reading with

the help of Fr. 3.

57-66. Missing portions in 11. 57-66, mine, except that Hunt com-

pletes the piatv Ts.of 1. 58, the tknananou of the same line, and the y%uv
(sic) of 1. 64. In 1. 65 the papyrus presents in the text raoaTraiTaXaBptf,

but P2 has a marginal note ]iavu*ovToa, and underneath ]neysxPzwBe».

There seems to be only one letter missing at the beginning of

this nbte, which Hunt reads (I think correctly) as Siaviixu* " outuc

t6 7rp<oTov dOTsysYpaTtTO ev t^> ©ecovoi;. Hunt infers from this (and,

considering the metre, I agree) a Xa0pia viSx'a in the text of P. After

7toaal Pearson suggests as possible oupiTtEpavas &xsl ' but this exceeds

by three letters the possibilities of space (see the full presentation in

my Latin notes). Below 1. 66 comes a paragraphus. Opposite

and below 1. 70 (the last of the chorus as given in the papyrus) come

the completer marks (a cross and a paragraphus) which indicate the

end of the chorus : but the paragraphus after 1. 66 is most remark-

able, and is clearly intended to indicate the end of something. Presum-

ably it is intended to indicate the end of the genuine portion of the

chorus ; but it ought to be transferred to the bottom of the previous

line. Line 65 contains an Epic form impossible in drama, except in

anapaests. We shall see in a moment the difficulties that attach to
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the passage. I discuss the whole question further in the notes, on
11. 68-70, almost immediately following. In 1. 62, for dbcdXcix; see

Ch. v. § in. c. a, and for u7t6vo[za see the same Ch. v. § m. c. aa. In
1. 65, for 7too(t£ see Ch. v. § m. c. q.

In 1. 67, after eXeiiOepov, P gives p : next there is a lacuna of two
letters, and then the remains of two letters difficult to determine. The
former is either a, x, X, v, or x ; the latter is either a or e. Then follow

[j.et and another lacuna. The only Greek words that will, in the context,

make sense and metre and also suit the above-mentioned vestiges

are (3ata? uItoc. The sense is complete and excellent and the metre
correct, though the unclassical nature of the language is obvious.

(Uatoc means nurse (see Ch. v. § m. c. c), and the nurse in question

is the nanny that in the ordinary story suckled Zeus, viz. 'AjidcXGeta,

a creature so closely connected also with the Dionysiac legend that

Diodorus (m. 67) speaks of an account which actually made her the

mother of Bacchus. See note on the next line.

68-70. In 1. 68 P gives auvot[xa0ei or auvau,a0E(j (i and c are often

almost indistinguishable in uncials), and therewith, so far as extant

writing goes, brings the line to a conclusion. P2 converts this into

5uva[xa6eo and, presumably having erased the rest of the reading of

P, of which no trace now remains, adds coepiXoaaveTco, presenting

in all 5uva[i.a8EO(jo<piXoaavET<>i, i.e. i;uv &W*- (meaning f;uvd[ia) 0e6s 6

<ptXo? (xvetco. But the strange auva[xa6si or auvotjxaSea presented

by P is manifestly the remains—nearly complete—of a more original

ouvoqxaXGetq:, i.e. aiv 'A[xaX0eiqc. P2 gives 5uv for auv in order to

lengthen the final syllable of the dochmius pacta; i/ira.

In 1. 69 rc6vou<; 7rpo<pir]vas cannot, without drastic emendation,

be reduced to dochmiao metre, except by transposition, which would
destroy the sense. That the metre is still intended to be dochmiac
is shown by 6 <p£Xo<; Avetco, by dpt^Xa xpu-, and by -aou 7rapaSstyfiaTa.

For dp£^7]Xa see Ch. v. § m. B. i.

I condemn 11. 65-70; but all parts of them do not stand on the

same footing.

Lines 65-67 seem to me to be quite clearly a post-classical addition,

and I think that at one stage they stood as the only addition, with the

final short syllable of [*etoc permissibly scanned as a long syllable in

its place at the end of a system. Lines 68-70 are equally plainly an
addition, because they cannot stand immediately after 1. 64, but require

to be introduced by 11. 65-67. They also exhibit, apart from any
question as to £uvecLia, a glaring distortion of metre (1. 69), the scarcely

appropriate word 7rpotp^vai; (1. 69), and 7rapaSeiY(JLa'ra (" 70) in the

sense of Seiy\iaxa : still these features may indicate not post-classical

origin, but corruption. The most important point to observe is that

P2 has (1. 68) not only altered a portion of the reading presented by P,
but also rewritten in his own handwriting more than half the line in

question, in order to do which he must have erased the handwriting of P.

Now P2 has a trick of erasing, instead of correcting, the writing of P,

when P makes mention of the Arcadian Pan (see Ch. m). The reason

why P2 exhibits this idiosyncrasy is apparently that he lived in or

near Panopolis and consequently considered any reference to the Pan
of Arcady as a sort of blasphemy against the Pan of Egypt. One
may be very nearly certain that the total erasure in this line of most
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of the handwriting of P is prompted by the same motive as has prompted
similar erasure elsewhere. Consequently I am strongly disposed to

read, as a first step, Hav i-rco instead of <x\i!tcl>, and, of course with a
good deal of doubt, to go on to reconstitute the whole passage thus :

xal ciiv 'A[AaX0£q£ <piXos Ilav txta

T6(i.oup' 6p9ava?
dpti^oe Xpuaou? 7cap& Sslyy&ta.

I should translate :
" And together with Amalthea let Pan, the beloved,

go to the glorious samples oracular of the treasure of bereaved Chryso."
Elsewhere in this play (1. 320) t6jxoup' (for the word see Ch. v. § n.
B. 2, c) appears in P as rovouip, so that it may quite easily have presented
itself as , jrovoua. 6pcpavai; is, of words that will scan, the nearest to

the ductus of 7cpocprjvai;, or rather of an earlier npoytkvou;. If it be
correct, it requires the substitution of the feminine Xpuaoui; for xpucou.
But, if we make this substitution, we at the same time do what
is tantamount to assigning the three lines to a particular source.

Chryso is stated by Hesychius to have been a Sa£(juav. In the Captivae

of Sophocles we read (Fr. 44)

:

Ttafijp Se xPU!JSt!>s ajAtpiXiva xpoiiroxXa.

Seeing that from another fragment of the same play (Fr. 40),

TailxTjv sya) KOiXav Te Jtal Xpiiaigv,

we learn that the action was laid at Cilia, close to Chryse, in Adra-
myttene, one need have little hesitation in emending to

7taTrjp Ss Xpuaouq d[J(.eptXiva y.poimaka..

Chryso, it would seem, was the goddess or nymph of Chryse. Beyond
the shadow of a doubt the extraordinary words which occur in the

fragments of Sophocles' Captivae show that the play, although not
a Satyric drama, as Brunck considered it, is nevertheless of an allied

type and not improbably pastoral. I suggest that the three lines I am
dealing with are in origin a quotation from the Captivae. An obvious
objection at first sight to my tentative method of dealing with the

passage is that it postulates that P preserved almost intact the line

which speaks of Amalthea and of Pan, although, as we see from the

papyrus, he presents the following lines in a corrupted form which,

unless the earlier line be corrupted to match, as indeed it is by P3
,

yields neither good grammar nor good sense. The answer is that in

11. 320 and 321 P similarly presents a seriously corrupted reading, the

parts of which make up an unintelligible whole, but that there, as here,

it is reserved to Pa to eliminate the reference to Pan.

I imagine that, if these three lines are a quotation, the quotation

was appended in order to illustrate the mention of (3a'£a by a mention
of Amalthea, and that, in some copies at any rate, the quotation was
made without the conjunction xaL When however the quotation

was once incorporated in the margin, it was not unnaturally, in view
partly of its actual wording and partly of what, with very slight

corruption, was taken to be its wording, thought to be intended as

a continuation of the choric text; and, as soon as that happened,

L L
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a further process of emendatory corruption is likely at once to have-

begun.

For auvtfyioc see Ch. v. § m. c. s.

71. i8uvT7)pieP: but P3 has a marginal note s . . uvTvjpieap", which
Hunt interprets as elGuvr/jpie ' Apia-roepocvv)? (i.e. the Grammarian). He
is very probably right as to Aristophanes; but I imagine that

cuOuvT^pie is more likely than etSuvrirjpiE to have been written by P2
.

73. For exxov/yyeaoci see Ch. v. § n. B. 3, a, and for auXTjaiv see-

the same Ch. v. § m. e, it.

76. . (jt,oiy apparently P : but P2 accents with an acute over the-

iota, and Ijxot t° would run better in the context than i^oiy' (Hunt
£[xot t'). Spaaao P, unaltered by P2

: but 9paoai; (so Hunt) is impera-

tively required by the sense.

77. Missing parts, Hunt. P, unaltered by P2
, gives Tzpocrcckrp-

where I read 7ravTeM]s, which I find to be Pearson's reading also.

irpoareXT)<; is clearly due to 7rpoo<piXY)? just above it in the line before,

and is impossible. Hunt emends to ouvreXT)? : I greatly prefer raxvreXfy;.

78. tou X6you 8' Wilamowitz : other missing portions, mine. Hunt-

gives oifioe as a complete word.

Column 4.

79. Missing parts, mine, [^vuxpoc Hunt ; but c/. Homeric Hymn
to Hermes, 264, oux av [z^vuTpov dcpot[iT)v, repeated, 364, tolidem verbis

(see Ch. v. § m. e. gg).

80-82. Missing parts, mine.

In 1. 81, for U7coxX6tcoi>s see Ch. v. § m. E. zz.

83-84. Missing parts, Hunt.
85-90. Missing portions, mine. In 1. 88 Wilamowitz proposes-.

Stnou?. In 1. 90, P2 put an acute on the first syllable of epeuvav

:

otherwise I should have preferred epeuvav.

In 1. 89, for linoapot; see Ch. v. § in. e. aaa.

91. Missing parts, mine. P gives aTravTaxPTJOTaxa

Xeiv: P2 annotates xP7
)
or0a t °*'7lvev

r
6e'", l

"- e- XP^Q "-* oGtcos 9jv ev TqS.

0EUVO?. I accept XP"') ^ 1 °n tne strength of Herodotus I. 99

:

serievoei reapa: (3aaiXea [iiqSeva, 8l' ayyeXciiv Se wxvtoc xp£e(J6ai (see
'

Ch. v. § m. c. cc.).

92-93. For the a before 1. 92 see Ch. vi. a. Missing parts, mine.

In 1. 93 both Pearson and Robert have suggested 7tp6aa> rca-ret r

but the former has abandoned this, rightly, as too long. For
;tpo7]XaTet see Ch. v. § n. a. 1, s.

94. p^fiaxa for c^a-roc Maas, followed by Hunt in his second

edition and by Pearson. Maas also reads exetvuv for exeTva.

95. In this line the extant handwriting of P does not begin until the

place which ought to be that of the sixth letter of the line. Immediately
in front of this there is a lacuna of the size of one letter, caused by
injury to the material of the papyrus. Immediately in front of this

again there is a space of the length of four letters, which, so far as the

handwriting of P is concerned, is now absolutely blank, but which
P2 has filled up with the three letters ciy and with a dash in the place

where the fourth letter ought to stand. It is more probable than

not, in view of what has happened elsewhere in this papyrus, that Pa '
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has erased original writing by P; but, if so, the traces of erasure

seem to have disappeared. The whole line, as altered or supplemented
by P2

, now runs : aiy-[ . ]*6eooTioT7)va7toi[. . .]vayei. I imagine that

Pa
is, more suo, getting rid of a mention of Pan, and that for

0"iy-[ . ]
-0soaria we ought to read otiycovGeocma. In that case there

is only one satisfactory way of completing the line, viz. :

alycSv 6e6<; tis ttjv iSctcoiov, 7jv, iSiyet,

Behold, some god guidelh the steps of the she-goat that is witJumt pasture.

The speaker is comparing the guidance of himself and of his fellow-

Satyrs in their search for the hoof-prints to the guidance of a famished
she-goat to a place of pasture. Compare Psalm csxvn. 9 :

" Who
giveth fodder unto the cattle : and feedeth the young ravens that call

upon him." The compound &noio<;, from Tcotot, does not occur

elsewhere ; but 7rotoc, not ro5oe, is the form appropriate to Satyric

drama : see Ch. v. § n. A. 1, d. The interjection tjv is highly

appropriate in such a passage. The word occurs once in tragedy

(Euripides, H. F. 1. 867) in a trochaic tetrameter, seven times in

comedy (e.g. Aristophanes, Eg. 1. 26), once in an epigram doubtfully

attributed to Plato (Epig. 20, 1. 2, Bergk), and occasionally in later

verse and prose (e.g. Callimachus, Hymn to Delos, 1. 132 ; Lucian,

Dial. Mort. x. 10). But we are rather concerned with its use by
Theocritus (Id. I. 1. 149 ; n. 1. 38 ; rrr. 1. 10), which seems to bring it

definitely within the circle of what Paley, in his excellent preface to

the Cyclops of Euripides, styles " pastoral " words. Such words are

particularly affected by Satyric drama. Hunt reads :

atya " 6e6<; ti? ttjv a7toi>ciav #yei.

Hunt comments :
" anot[>cia]v, which appears unavoidable, may

be explained as a comic touch." That reading is in fact suitable

rather to comedy than to Satyric drama. With atytov in the place of

aiya, we are able to substitute for it the highly Satyric reading which

I have proposed. The extant text of the papyrus renders it imperative,

if sense of any sort is to result, that we should read either ttjv anotxtav

ayet, or else ttjv &roiov, tjv, &ysi. See also the note on the next line.

96. See the note on the previous line. At the beginning of 1. 96

P2 has washed out P's handwriting and has inserted in place of it etiS,

but has subsequently deleted the initial s. The whole line, as altered

by P2
, and with the accents added by him, now runs as follows

:

Ti8pu[*svcoTavT)To8sov[. .]. vo[xev. P2 adds a marginal note §TiSp"[. .]tix.

On the strength of what has happened in the previous line, and on

the strength of P2
's own variation between 2Ti8pto[isv and TiSpoijisv

in this line, I have no hesitation in reading

:

cx£cpp6>[x' iv, & Ilav, ?) to Ssov i^vojjiev

;

Pan, our only strength, is an appropriate expression, and, in view of

what seems to happen in the later portion of the play, supplies a note

of " tragic irony '* which would otherwise be wholly absent from the

Ichneutae, but which, I think, ought not to be absent even from a

Satyric drama, at any rate from a Satyric drama by Sophocles:

cTtippofx' £v is inevitably suggested by the ductus literarum. cT^pco^a

does not elsewhere actually occur ; but the verb axpu<pv6w, from the
ll2
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adjective cTpucpv6?, the later equivalent of the Attic <jTi9p<5<;, is in
regular use. See Ch. m. and Ch. v. § n. B. 5, g. For E^avopev
see Ch. v. § n. a. 1, k.

I imagine that it would be difficult or even impossible for anyone
to say with certainty whether P originally wrote torav, or whether
he wrote toroxv and P2 altered, with the help of erasure, the 7r to a t.

In view of other passages, I prefer the latter hypothesis. The slight

modification necessary to produce the change, if effected at all skilfully,

might well, after a lapse of more than 1700 years, leave no incriminat-

ing traces of any kind.

I would call especial attention to the added point which an address

to Pan in this line imparts to the words Total Taiiry) in the next line.

It would be of considerable interest if one were able to discover the
name of the grammarian or commentator to whom P2 refers in his

mutilated marginal note. It is indeed possible that the authority

in question presented a corrupt reading independently altogether of

any question relating to Pan ; but this assumption is considerably less

probable than that he was under Panopolitan influence, and, in fact,

the person responsible for the vagaries in which P2 indulges when a
reference to Pan occurs. I suggest that Pa

's full note ran &u8p"o*Tl*,

and that by ti* is meant that Timochares who is mentioned in a scholium,

on Aratus (Phaen. 1. 269), who at that point is speaking of Hermes
boring out the tortoise-shell and naming it a lyre, so that it seems that
Timochares dealt with at least part of the legend on which the Ichneutae

is based.

E^vojiev Wilamowitz, followed by Hunt; fip' ^vojjiev Murray,
followed by Pearson ; e^avojxev myself : I do not understand why
the imperfect, even with Murray's &p', should be introduced.

100. Pa has the annotation eirtaTjitofiV, which Hunt interprets as

en:£ai[iov (i.6vo? Ni-. with a doubt as to the -ov of enitujiov : but
the accentuation clearly indicates snial[i.G>\L . Pa seems to have mis-

copied e7ri(ii(ji<o[x[A° as eraoTjicojJ.*. Ni- is unknown. See for l7r£o-7j[iov

Ch. v. § m. e. s, and for 07tXtiiv see the same Ch. v. § m. b. ii.

102. e)t[xeTpoiS(jievov Hunt ; iy.y.syLay]j.£vov Pearson.

103. Missing parts, mine ; except X"Pet Hunt, where I read xtapei-

After x pe'. P gives x^f . • i, and continues xocTa, altered by P2 to

xocira. It is to be noted that thus the i subscript of my 'xir\f], though
not the 7], occurs in P : it is difficult to express this graphically. Above
Xst . . i (an abnormal position, instead of in the margin) Pa has written

Spo(jKoio*7]v, i.e. 8p6nci>- oQtco? 3jv, but omits to add where the reading

is to be found, x • pe lXeT • • l » as *^e fir8* *wo ^eet OI an iambic
trimeter, followed by xauxa-, can surely only be filled in as xwP"
'XETXfl xal TapArpciJ, there is room for plough-handle and the plough

withal (i.e. in each hoof-print). In the other place in classical Greek
(Aristotle, H.A. ix. 40, 44) where the impersonal xuPE ' occurs, it

takes the dative exactly as here. For kx&*\y) see Ch. v. § m. c. Ic.

104. Missing parts, mine : in dbeooV Ihave deliberately introduced
an epicism. Pearson suggests ending the verse with dxporf>(ievoq.

Column 5.

105. poipSewtv (originally poi(3Soiav)P ; altered by Pa to poipSripedv.

ti P ; altered by Pa to ti? ; Pa thought that p
!

o£|387]fj,a was accusa-
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tive (whereas it is nominative to p<*Xfl) and that therefore a
masculine tis was required aa a subject to pdcXyj. p^pSr)^' eav ti?

tcov jjocov Si' o5? XaPfl Hunt : but the singular in the previous line

renders eav tn; XaPfl unlikely ; also the preposition Si' is too short
and, if it were to stand, usage would require Si' cot6s. I therefore read
with some confidence ti and xoct' oS? paXf). Pearson ^otpSrjjjt,' lav ti

tcov eaco 7tp6i; o3? [*6Xfl. For £oip87]Lia see Ch. v. § n. a. 1, v.

106. Topcoi; Hunt, who also points out that the space indicates
the spelling <p6eYY|iaToi;, as elsewhere.

107-108. In 1. 107 P gives aXXei (or, instead of ei, possibly t] or 01)

Ta(iYivix .... x"aTtXpoaTaSe, which P2 alters so as to present
aXXauTa[XTjvix .... xcocmpoaraSe. Hunt writes the two lines thus aXX'
a&Ta li^v Hxv1 te x& °'C''P S TdcSe

|
xetvcov evapyi) tto pocov [xaOeiv

Tiapa, explaining that he takes "
fy[vi) • • • <"£p°S as the subject of

wxpa and (iaOeiv as epexegetic." Wilamowitz prefers : dXX' afixi (xV
txvT) ts x<»> oTtpoe " TaSs

|
xetvcov evapyjj tcov pocov u.a6eiv juapa,

making, in Hunt's words, " TaSe the direct object of |xa0eTv." Hunt's
grammar seems to be almost impossibly violent, and Wilamowitz'
reading is curiously staccato. Paying attention to P rather than to Pa

,

I read: deXX' st t& ji^v iyyi) y' &yo> aTtXpo? Ta.Se,
|
xetvcov evapY7j

tcov pocov [xaOeiv 7tapa. The acceptance of the peculiar word
axixpoi; (for which see Addenda) is justified by the fact that the
line has y', i.e. nota bene, written against it.

109-115. This passage is almost completely intact; the minute
supplements are Hunt's. In 1. Ill P" wrongly accents auTocS', with
the consequence that Hunt reads 11. 110-111 thus : 7iaXivaTpa<pij toi

val ll<x A£a t& p%.aTa. | el? fo8[i7taXiv SeSopxev a5" raS' sfoiSe. But
he proposes the reading adopted by me as the alternative in the
event of the accent being wrong.

In 1, 110, for jraXtvoTpa([>7J see Ch. v. § n. a. 1, q.

In 1. 112, for TayjiaTo? see Ch. v. § ni. e. w.
In 1. 115, for xux7)CT[i6s see Ch. v, § II. b. 6, e.

116-117. A very important question of reading arises at this point.

Hunt, following Pa
, who, though Hunt does not observe it, has here

been at his objectionable trick of erasing and transforming the hand-
writing of P, makes the speech of the semichorus conclude with 1. 115

and that of Silenus begin at the beginning of 1. 116. This arrangement
is altogether impossible.

After the discovery of the footprints the Satyrs speak, in 1. 105,

of listening for the polpST)[xa. I take polpS7][ioe in that line to mean
almost necessarily the lowing of the cattle. Hunt himself, and I

agree with him, in the line in question inserts in a lacuna after tcov

the word pocov. But if, by any remote chance, it was not the

lowing of the oxen that the Satyrs were listening for, the only possible

alternative is the voice of the herdman or herdmen, though in the

circumstances it seems out of the question that Hermes can have been

calling them : there is no other sound that would in any way suit

the conditions. The sound makes itself heard immediately after

1. 105. Between 1. 105 and 1. 106 P writes the stage-direction poipSoo.

This poTpSo? is obviously the same thing as the potpSr;[xa mentioned

in 1. 105. Hunt however does not think so. He states " The context
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indicates that notes on the lyre are meant." It certainly does so, if,

that is, his presentation of 11. 116-117 be adopted. But the indication

is an impossible indication, and is by itself sufficient to show that

Hunt's presentation is erroneous.

Immediately after the £oTp8oi;, the first semichorus speaks of

it in one line only (1. 106), and then for two lines (11. 107-108) reverts

to the subject of the footprints. The second semichorus then takes

up its parable, and for seven lines (11. 109-115) discourses on the

remarkable peculiarities presented by the footprints in question.

Neither semichorus exhibits the slightest trace of fear or of any kind

of perturbation. Yet the very moment the second semichorus ceases

speaking, very calmly and reasonably, of the footprints, Silenus breaks

in (at the beginning of 1. 116), according to Hunt's presentation, with

a tirade against the Satyrs, the main gist of which is that they are

crouching on the ground and assuming strange postures in an agony
of terror. It is not until some little time afterwards (11. 134^136)

that the Satyrs become articulate enough to explain to Silenus that

they have been terrified by an extraordinary noise.

Now we have seen that the poTpSos (between 1L 105 and 106) was
either the lowing of the cattle or, conceivably, some cry uttered by the

herdman or herdmen, and in no way refers to the notes of the lyre. It

might indeed be contended that the po£j3Sif][i.a for which the Satyrs were
listening was the voice of the cattle or of some herdman, but that the

^otpSoq which they actually heard was the music of the lyre. But
that contention is wholly invalidated by the fact that, when the poipSo?

came, they evinced not the least fear of it, and indeed up to the

point at which P2 and Hunt make Silenus begin to upbraid them,
betrayed not the slightest agitation.

Are we then to suppose that between 1. 115 and 1. 116, in spite of

the absence of any indication in the text, an interval occurs, during

which the lyre is heard and the Satyrs indulge in demonstrations

of abject terror ? If there were no alternative, one would be forced

to postulate such an interval ; but in that case the postulation would
run counter to the practice of Greek drama.

Fortunately we are driven to no such desperate expedient. The
leader of the second semichorus does not cease speaking at the end of

1. 115. On the contrary, when that line is ended, he hears the sound
of the lyre, and then cries out in terror to Pan for protection in an
appeal which takes up the first five feet of 1. 116, while the rest of the

Satyrs betake themselves to strange antics in their fright, as is evident

from Silenus' language. It is not until the last foot of 1. 116 that

Silenus begins to address them.
It is plainly the reference to Pan that has caused Pa to tamper

with the text. This column of the papyrus is reproduced in facsimile

in Hunt's editio princeps, so that the facts are fully accessible.

The papyrus, as it stands, presents 11. 116-117 thus, with a
paragraphus above the beginning of I. 116 to indicate that 1. 115 is

the last line of the speech of the second semichorus :

=£v'auTexwivauT7]X[ ]. upw-rw'au 116

7cp6a7ratovto8exexXt[i,[. . . .]xuvy)Ystsiv .
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But this text is in parts due to alterations effected by Pa
. It is

necessary to consider it in detail.

At the beginning of 1. 116, where there is now a dash surmounted
by a paragraphus, Pa has erased, though very imperfectly, the hand-
writing of P, viz. \ with a paragraphus underneath it. P presented
no paragraphus above 1. 116 : the existing paragraphus over the line,

which is only most slightly raised above the level of the summits of the
adjacent letters, has been manufactured by Pa out of the top stroke

of the ^ written by P. The shifting of the paragraphus is most
important. It shows that P regarded 1. 116, but Pa L 115, as the
last line of the speech of the semichorus.

After the \ of P, which Pa replaces with a dash, Pa erases the hand-
writing of P which formerly stood in the second place in the line, and
substitutes an i bearing an acute accent. At the bottom, however,
of this i, on either side of it, he has left vestiges of what P wrote. Unless
these vestiges are the remains of the wings of a i^, which immediately
after P's initial ^ they cannot be, they are portions of two separate
letters written close together in the space appropriate to one letter

only. That is as much as to say that they are the diphthong et.

In the third place of the line stands a v, in the handwriting of P
and unaltered. To this v Pa has appended an apostrophe.

In the fourth place of the line stands an a, in the handwriting of

P and unaltered. Over this a, and extending to the beginning of the
next letter, Pa has placed a circumflex.

In the fifth place of the line stands a u. There exists no proof on
the face of the papyrus that this u is not the unaltered handwriting
of P. But it is equally possible that it is made up of an i written by
P and of two top strokes added, without any erasure, by Pa

. It will

shortly be seen that this latter alternative is the more probable.

In the sixth place of the line stands a t. There exists no proof on
-the face of the papyrus that this t is not the unaltered handwriting

of P. But it is equally possible that it is made up of a y written by P,

and of an extension of the top stroke effected, without any erasure,

by Pa
. It will shortly be seen that this latter alternative is the more

probable.

In the seventh place of the line stands an z. A minute examination

of this e seems to establish that it was originally an i. A very short

but clearly visible straight line projects upwards from the point where
the higher portion of the e begins to curve round, and this straight line

appears to be the extreme vertex of an original t. I therefore take

it that P wrote an i, which P2
, without erasure, converted into an e.

In the eighth place of the line stands a y. The letter x
both in this and in other papyri is regularly composed of two
lines, straight or slightly curved, crossing each other in the form of

a saltire, without any habitual complication other than a sort of

flourish at the top of the first stroke, i.e. of the stroke the summit of

which comes first. But this % is a -more composite creation. What
I have just described as the first stroke is not in this instance continuous.

It does not intersect the other stroke. The upper half of it meets
the other stroke and then stops. The lower half of it starts independ-

ently from a point in the other stroke appreciably below that at which
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the juncture with the upper half is effected. The conclusion from this

alone would probably be that this / was originally a x, and that the
x has been converted by the addition, somewhat clumsily effected, of

two new arms on the other side of its backbone, and by the erasure-

of the backbone itself. But we have more than this to go on, seeing

that in the centre of the ^ a portion, though a very small portion, of the

backbone of the x remains unerased. I therefore conclude that P
wrote a x, which P2 converted into a y.

In the ninth and tenth places of the line stand the letters vt), both
in the handwriting of P and both unaltered.

In the eleventh place of the line stands a v. It is fully legible, but
the ink-marks are not sufficiently well preserved to indicate anything

as regards alteration or erasure, except for the fact that the final

stroke of the letter is singularly short. The shortness of this stroke

would be explained by the hypothesis that P wrote a ji, and that P2

converted this [jt into a v by erasing the two central strokes of the ji

and substituting one transverse stroke in their place. In the process

of erasing the two central strokes of the \x he would naturally, unless

extremely careful, erase also the top of the final stroke, and it looks

as if this had happened. It will shortly be seen that it is more probable

than not that P wrote u.

In the twelfth place of the line stands a a. It is in about the same
state of preservation as the v in the eleventh place. In the middle of

it are two faint marks which might very well be the remains of the

imperfectly erased cross-bar of an original e. It will shortly be seen

that it is more probable than not that P wrote an e which Pa altered

to a o by minute additions and by the erasure of the cross-bar.

In the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth places of the line stand

the letters ut/\, all in the handwriting of P, and all unaltered.

In the sixteenth place of the line stands a letter that is certainly

>, though Hunt gives it as v. It is in P's handwriting and probably
unaltered.

The seventeenth, eighteenth, nineteenth, twentieth, and twenty-first;

places of the line come within the limits of the hiatus just mentioned.

In the twenty-second place of the line, the first half of which ia

in the hiatus aforesaid, stand faint and illegible ink marks, of which the

lower portion extends so far downwards that it probably consists of

dots or remains of other marks added by P2 to the line immediately
following. The upper portion of the marks may easily be the imperfectly

erased latter half of an o altered by P2 to an 6 ; if so, the former half

of the o, as altered into e, has perished in the hiatus. It will shortly

be seen that it is more probable than not that P wrote an o, and that

Ps altered it to an e.

In the twenty-third, twenty-fourth, and twenty-fifth places of

the line stand the letters upe, all in the handwriting of P, and all

unaltered.

Along with the s in the twenty-fifth place of the line stands a o.

It is manifest that this a has been constructed by Pa
, without erasure,,

out of an t written by P. The ei diphthong, turned by P2 into ea,

stands beneath a single letter in the line above, but over two letters

in the line below. P2 after his a puts a high colon.
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The line concludes with tivocu in the unaltered handwriting of P,
which Pa presents, with an apostrophe and an accent, as riv'au.

From this examination of the line it becomes clear that P differs

materially from Pa
. We have seen that instead of -tv' he reads getv,

and that he departs from ocuTexvqv at least to the extent of presenting
ix instead of e^. But ocutixvtjv makes nonsense. We have found
some reason already for supposing that P read a |z in place of the final

v, and we have noted that he may easily have given i in the place of
the u and y in the place of the t. Now aiYixv»)[i makes sense, being
the elided form of a.lylxvTnis, the vocative of aly'xvrinoc (for the word
see Ch. m, and Ch, v. § n. b. 1, 6). 5elv' aiyUvrm' is manifestly an
invocation of Pan.

To continue, before we come to the final t£v' oc5, which is now
fairly plainly to be put in the mouth of Silenus, we have the writing
which, as altered by Pa

, runs au-n)X[ ].upstj, followed by a colon.
We have already seen that the first letter a shows some sign, although
doubtful, of having been made out of an original s : if a.iyixYr]\i.' be
right, this doubtful evidence is confirmed by the necessity arising

from the elision. We have likewise seen that, although Pa probably,
though not certainly, altered the fourth letter, X, into either ji or v,

P presented it as X; further, that the illegible remains of part of a letter

immediately after the hiatus are consistent with the imperfectly erased
second half of an o, and that the final letter, a, was written by P
as i. Hence we can restore with great facility eu"nQX[o0ev|x]oupsi,

i.e. s5 TT)X60ev jx' oiipei (for the word oupeu, / guard, see Ch. v.

§ m. c. o). For the expression £eiv' alyinvTjyL' , e5 T»]X60ev {*' otipei

compare the Homeric (Od. m. 231)

:

peToe 6e6s f' sOsXtov xocl th)X60ev ocvSpac aacJxiai.

In the second of the two bines, 1. 117, we need not seriously concern
ourselves with more than the beginning. We have seen that that

beginning now runs jtp6<j7taiov. But the i has been made out of an
original X or v by Pa

. What is now i was the first stroke of the original

letter. The second stroke has been very imperfectly erased and is

quite visible. As the top of the new letter has apparently not
been left altogether in its former condition, it is impossible to judge

by the difference which often presents itself at the top of the first stroke,

or rather at the top of the second stroke above the first stroke,,

whether P wrote X or v. But other evidence is available. We must,

assume in the absence of any indication to the contrary, in a passage

of this sort, where Pa
is making alterations with ulterior motives,

that the original reading of P at least made sense. But if P presented

7rpoa7raXov, no sense results. Neither does any sense result, if we take

it that P wrote 7tpoa7raX and that in either or both of the two sub-

sequent letters Pa has effected an alteration. Outside Doric no
word begins with naX-, ojraX-, or TtpoanaX-. In this play TrposmxX,

followed first by two ex hypothesi uncertain letters and then by &Se,

could be only either the imperative 7rp6arox or the third person

(written without an i) followed in either case by some word, beginning

with X, of the length and scansion of Xey'. No such combination will

yield a meaning here. If, on the other hand, P wrote jrpoajtav, then
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several combinations, e.g. npJx; jrocvov, to a torch, or Ttpbt; ttAvt' V, to all

violets, are possible Greek in themselves ; but none of them will make
sense in the context except 7rp6? IIav6<;.

I think that we are entitled with great probability to present

the line, as read by P, thus (with the beginning of the next line)

:

jtp6? Ilavoi; &8e xexXt^vov xuv7]YSTEiv

The question Is it Pan-like to hunt bent down thus to the ground ?

suits perfectly the reading which we have seen reason to attribute

to P in 1.116.

If P presented 7rpocjravoo, then the end of the v must have stood

where the subsequent o now stands. The original o must have come
a little later and been erased together with the n in order to provide

full space for P2
's v.

We have now to consider what reading was probably presented

by P2 in 1. 116. The restoration of the text of P in that line has

involved the filling up of a hiatus in the papyrus. That hiatus, so

far as the reading of P alone is concerned, appears to me to have been
filled up in a natural and indeed in an almost inevitable way. But
if in addition we find that that filling up will, with minute modification

only, suit also the totally different sense intended by P2
, that fact

will be collateral security of high value.

In 1. 116 Pa presents :

—(v'aoTS}(V7)v<7UT7]X[ ].opea -Ttv'au

I have worked out P's version of the same line as

:

5etvatYi>cv7)(JiEUTy)>.[o8ev[i]oupeiTi.vau

I think that it is at once apparent that P2 almost certainly read

:

—[v'auTej(Vi!]vauT7]>.[o0evY]eupe(rTiv'au

I conceive the reason why P2 put a dash instead of a t at the beginning
of the line in place of P's £, although his accent and apostrophe show
that he meant xtv', was that he hesitated to effect so considerable

a change as that of a \ into a t. In 1. 95 he employs the same device.

There he converts what presumably was aiytov into aiy

—

• He
manifestly means oiya, but has put a dash, not a letter, at the point
where the change involved appeared to him to be very considerable.

P2 took the whole passage as

:

iW oc5 t£xvt)v oil> TiqXoOev y' e&ps;, f£v' «5 116

;rp6a7roaov, coSs xexXij/ivov xuv7]yeTeTv

Ttp6? Y7) '>

Hunt reads

:

tEv' oc5 T&yyy)v 06 -rijvS' <5ip' i£,stip&;, ziv' a5 ;

rcp6a7roaov &Ss xsxXtfiivov xuvnjyeTeTv

rcpis vri-

He suggests as an alternative a comma after cc5, xexXijiEVoc instead

of xexXijji^vov, and a note of interrogation after yfl- This alternative
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Pearson adopts apparently as his own, and without noticing that
it has been proposed by Hunt (in the edilio princeps).

118. P2 inserts a colon after xp6ito<;, and Hunt punctuates ti<;

Ojxtov 6 Tpircoi; ; ou/l [lavOdcvco.

120. Pa alters xu(3 to xu|38, with the result, impossible in this play
{as is shown by cumulative internal evidence), of an anapaest in

the fifth foot of an iambic senarius. See Ch. vm. b. Hunt now
prints xtSJIS' <SMTO0u[ia[vei<; ; but in the editio princeps he gave xiipSa

6u[Jta£vei<;, and suggested xiS|38' d7ri0|ia£vei<;. Wilamowitz suggested
that a.KoQv[itxlv£iQ might mean flatum emittis. He compares
aTtoBufxiav, which word, however, I can only find used in the sense

to smoke out (Aristotle, H.A. vi. 37, where there is a mention of

smoking and digging mice out of their holes). Hunt meant bwri0nai-

vei? to be understood on Wilamowitz' lines, and only printed Ou(ia(vei<;

(which he could not well so interpret), as he says, " faute de mieux."
Pearson at first proposed xii|38a TcoGop.avv]i;, for which he now substitutes

the suggestion xiipSa tc60ov ivelt;. But there is not a shadow of a
reason for attributing any disgusting meaning to the line. The passage
runs :

" I don't understand your tricks. You look like a hedgehog
that has taken cover and is lying in a thicket, or like a monkey stooping

forwards in a fury with someone." P3 was wrong in altering xu@.
See Ch. v. § n. b. 4, h. For A7ro0u[xa[vste see Ch. v. § n. b. 5, a.

121-122. The minute supplements are Hunt's. At the end of

1. 120, xp07tcoi P, uncorrected by P2
; but the word has clearly been

influenced by the Tpemou at the end of the next line, and Wilamowitz
therefore alters, followed by Hunt, to to^co. But I greatly dislike

the tautology of tcou y*)S 4|ii0eir' iv Ttotco totccp ; Therefore I propose

:

tcoO "pi? 4(xa0ex' ; iv 7totci> Tpo^cp ; i.e. Where on earth were you taught

it ? In what kind of circus ?

123. For & 5, see Ch. v. § in. b. xx.

124. Missing part, Murray. For 5 0, see Ch. v. § m. e. xx.

125. t£ SeTjx' 87rco7rai;, Wilamowitz. To avoid tautology, after

the t£v' eiaopai; ; of the previous line, I substitute ti Stj rcE7rov0a<;

;

126-127. ayx°" ti? i)xel x£pxV0S° ^etpca |ia0eiv
|
t£ ^v. ti aiy&x'

xtX., Wilamowitz : dy^ou ti? ^iX£l *epxv°S' Hope's [iccOeiv
|
t£?

•5)v; xl aiyax' xtX., Hunt, in his text, with suggested alternative

dyxo" "rf? %ei xepxvoq Epietpsts (xa0etv ; | rl S^ra xtX. Pearson <&XX'

oii t£? %ei "spxv°S fustpei? (ioc0sTv
; | t£ SrjTa aiyaQ', ot xtX. But

Wilamowitz' t( t^v, followed by t£, as also the t£ Svjtoc, which is

one of Hunt's readings and is adopted by Pearson, is too short for

the space: Hunt's other reading, xt? 9jv, followed by t£, is alone

possible. Wilamowitz, Hunt, and Pearson take x£pxvo<; as a noise.

It can mean nothing of the kind in this passage, but is obviously

the hawk which is elsewhere known to us only in the feminine

form x£pxV7). See Ch. v. § n. B. 4, g. The context indicates a

hawk : the crouching of the Satyrs is identical with the way in

which fowls crouch and shrink when a hawk appears. Further, 1. 131

plainly shows that Silenus has heard no sound whatever. There-

fore I read, with complete confidence (a) as to the general sense and

(6) as to the appropriateness (though not necessarily as to more than
the appropriateness) of the supplemental words : iy/w -us ffee
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xipyyoz ; As regards the rest of 1. 126, F gives eifxeipei . (jlcxOeiv r

P2 alters to l|istpei . (jkxOeiv. P2
is wrong : the initial ei of si|xsipei »

was a debased way of writing not I but }), and 3j|ji.Eipsia(j.a0etv was
in its turn a corruption, though a very slight corruption, of ^[isTpewy

(xaGstv, i.e. 3j [is TpeTi; (xa8eiv. Read ^ jxs TpsTs [xaOeiv
j
t£? ^v ;

.4re you afraid of my learning what it was ? Thus, and thus alone,

so far as I can see, is it possible on a reasonable basis to deal with
the data in the papyrus. Pearson adopts P2

's ot for &.

In 1. 127 P presents only t octcojc

axoi, to which P2 has added (a) an apostrophe after the third extant

letter, t, (6) a circumflex over the next letter, <o, and (c) a mark of

short quantity and an acute accent over the place of the eighth letter

in the second lacuna ; but P2 also appends this marginal note :

aiYaG'ompoTo, continued underneath thus : ov7)vh*ev
t
0e", i.e. (as

Hunt rightly interprets) aiyaQ' oi 7tp6 tou" oOtgx; 9jv (i6vov ev Ttj>

©Etovo?. Hence we have the line nearly complete. Theon's variant

seems inferior. The minute supplement is Wilamowitz'. For
XaXbraroi see Ch. v. § m. a. d.

128. Line restored by Murray.
129. dTiovocKpi^Eic; suggested by Wilamowitz. Line, as a whole,

restored by Hunt.
130. Line restored by Hunt.

Column 6.

131. Missing part, Hunt.
133. Efifiv 8£t0Y(xa y' oASaptw; Hunt, who however is scarcely

satisfied that the -ov of I[i6v can be got into the space. I consider

his SCcoyi^a, on the other hand, hardly long enough. Hence my
reading.

134. xp^KiaxoS Hunt. I propose 'jjO^fzaxoi; on the strength of the
occurrence of £y_Q-q[i.x in the glossaries and because of Hesychius'

e^Ot^a (sic), [jt,icri)[AaTa" Eo<poxMjs TupoT.
135. P presents the mutilated . 107c . ccyevtsctev ... ei; . . yus-

(ieOoc, and P2 has appended an 1 to the second extant letter, co-

This framework would leave us in some doubt as to the filling up ; but
fortunately P2 has also appended two marginal notes. The former
runs ol'onxTrXoc'a', i.e. o?<p 'xirXay, 'Ap[i(ra>(pdtvT)s ?]. Reference to the
text of P (aysvTEa) shows that the complete word, abbreviated as

'xnXay, is lx7tXaY^vre?, and that the difference between P and the
Grammarian was that the one read ot'<p TtXayevTE? and the other otti>

'x7rXaY^vxEi;. Of the two readings, otcp 'xjtXocyevtsi; is clearly pre-

ferable. The latter note is more interesting. It runs EvOaS'E^Evia-

(iE0ao*Y)V[x°EV
T
0', which Hunt interprets, securely, as ev0<£8' s^EvtajiEeot"

oOtgx; ^v |j.6vov ev tu ©stovoc;. Again referring to the text of P, we
see that the difference between P and Theon was that the one read

£v8<£8' I? • Yfo[*e6oc and the other ev0i£8' E£evte|iE9a. As for P's

reading, the only extant compound with e^ that will fit in and will

make a semblance of sense seems to be i?,u>pylo\izQa. Hunt, who sug-

gests the possibility of this word, points out that it is " less appro-

priate " than ef;Evfa|iE0a : I doubt whether it is really appropriate at

all,' as the Satyrs were not " enraged," although indeed 1. 119 says
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that one of them looked like an angry monkey. But the extant

compounds with He, do not exhaust the possibilities. I propose

s^i\flc[isQa, from kZ,aiylZ<o- See, as regards l^-nflayLzQa, Ch. v.

§ ii. a. 1, to, and, as regards e^EvtcjxcOa, the same Ch. v. § m. c. i.

136-137. Missing parts, Hunt.
138. EJt[xe(iaY(xevoi. P : Pa adds a marginal note jisvaapv'. The note

clearly indicates ejt[/.e[i.aY[xiva, which seems to me, as to Hunt, preferable

to lx[j,e[jtaY(i.Evoi. Hunt interprets the remaining letters of the note,

viz. ap\)', as 'AptaTotpavT)?. In the former of the two marginal notes

on 1. 135 the Grammarian (whoever was meant) was called simply

a'. That may well be 'ApKJT09<iv7]<; : but the case of apv' is quite

different. Hunt suggests 'Apiaxovixo? as possible, but points out
that he is not known to have commented on Sophocles. Nevertheless

'ApiofiSvucoi; is possible, whereas 'Apitrroydtviqs is impossible. For
yocXev)? see Ch. v. § m. b. jf.

139. After the last letter of what Hunt reads as ovt, but with a
doubt as to the t, P presents a lacuna, large enough for two average

letters, then a ji, and then a lacuna of one letter ; P2 alters the jj. into

v. Hunt reads xdoaaToe 07)pcov 6Vre<;, sv 711x07) axia: but to this there

are two objections, viz. [a) that core can scarcely be got into the space,

and (6) that xdbciora Oirjptov fivre? is hardly Greek (xdbaaxa Orjptwv

Svrec,—cf. xaxiara Oyjptav in 1. 145—would be correct, because GijpUov

is neuter ; and xaxtara 07]ptov Svtoc would also be correct because

not only Svtoc but xaxiaToc also could properly take the gender of

otijiaT' in the previous line, if, that is, lx[xe|xaY(jiva is read and ct&(iaT'

is consequently vocative, though if Exns[iay[iivoi be read with aii>[jtair' in

the accusative, then the unmetrical xAxtaxoi 6r)pcov 8vte<; would alone

be grammatical). With these considerations in view, I can only pro-

pose either xixxioxa 07)ptov 6Vir' ; ii> 'v mitrfl axioi, where the ia>

would be offensively interruptive, or, alternatively, and, I think, rightly,

xaxiaxa ©yjptov 6v8i\ £v 7taa7) axiqi. For the use of the diminutive

6v0fov, which does not occur elsewhere, see Ch. v. § in. b. 6.

141. I dare not disturb the text, but I suspect that (£x6|ii<jTa stands

for dxoviTa. Assuming that fiveupa xax6|xi<jTa xaveXeiiGepa are felt

to be adverbial, the passive <xx6[akjt(x is impossible. Something neutral

in voice, like fivsupa and &veAeiS0epcc, or else something active is

required. In an untended way is not good sense. But if ax6[xi<jTa

was felt to be no adverb but a true internal accusative (though I doubt

this as late as Sophocles), then to do untended service would make sense,

and <xx6fj.iaTa could stand. See Ch. v. § m. e. b, and for dtvsupa see

the same Ch. v. § in. e. e.

142-143. acinar' elaiSsiv (i6vov xai yXwaax xal 9ocX7)te<;, eE S£

jtou Set) Hunt. But av^iaX' is an awkward word in the context, first

because not the body but a part of the body is required to match yXcoaaa.

and secondly because, strictly speaking, the body is the only thing there

is to see in the case of anyone. I propose <pOaa t' elaiSstv [a6vov

with some confidence. For <puaa see Ch. v. § m. c. 66. Robert

reads Hippox , which, though better than ocJ>(jtaT' in one way, is even
worse in another. In line 143 I regard si Ss jrou Set) as a most
suspicious construction : the instances of el with the subjunctive

in Attic writers, even when they employ conventional dialects, appear
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to me quite unconvincing, and I believe them to be due to the ignorance
of copyists. Consequently I refuse to follow the diacritical marks
appended by Pa

. Emending nothing, I redivide P's text into y.a.1

YXGoaoc xal <\>5>Z,' ^xe, aei 8s tcoo Sett). For ty&^a. see Ch. v. § m.
B. ccc. For azl (from asi>t=-excitare ad micturitionem) see Ch. v.

§ m. c. r. Sir) is the regularly formed plural of Seoq, fear, and is good
enough Attic, being used by Lysias (105, 9). I am not sorry that the
somewhat offensive <paXrJTE<; incidentally disappears : oet does not
offend, except against the taste of the boudoir. The introduction of a
main verb in t}ts and of the full stop, necessitated by my reading, at

the end of 1. 143, helps the general run of the passage.

144. Hunt meiTo! : myself ti I'aoi, which leads up to 7raTp&s

in 1. 145.

145. For 0Y)p£tov see Ch. v. § m. b. a.

147. For mxpoCvoii; see Ch. v. § m. A. g. I introduce this word
conjecturally, because the text, as it stands without the alteration,

seems to me to imply that outside the houses of the Nymphs were;

placed sculptures or inscriptions in honour of Silenus, a notion which I

can hardly reconcile with sylvan simplicity.

148. ouSouX . u(j.evou P : P2 adds a marginal note ouS£iXoufi.evouv

,

i.e. oi SciXouuivou" Ni-. Hunt follows P ; but I prefer ou 8etXoufiEvov>

to o(i SouXoujiivoo, because from 11. 56 and 156-157 it is plain that

Silenus was a SouXoi;.

149. For 6psiTp6<pa>v see Ch. v. § in. e. II.

150. aXXoc . . (iockuv P : &XX' dxjjiaioiv Hunt : aXX' aE)([iaTaW'

Pearson : the latter alone seems to suit the space, e^ei . yaajiEva P,

altered by Pa to ej;ei • YatjjXEVou. Hunt prefers E^eipyaajiEvou to

E^sipYaajjiiva, an<i I follow him, but without conviction. Hunt puts
a colon at the end of this line : I agree with Pearson in omitting it.

151-152. Missing parts, Hunt. In 1. 151 Hunt realises the possibility

of &7roppuTOc£vETai, and Pearson reads this. For woppujrcavsTou see

Ch. v. § n. b. 5, h. In 1. 152, for x6Xa>a see Ch. v. § nr. c. I.

153-155. Missing parts, Hunt. In 1. 154, for xpu<*6<pavTov Bee"

Ch. v. § n. A. 1, x. In 1. 155, for avsSE^axo see Ch. v. § m. e. d.

156. xaTTjVEdEV P, altered by Pa to xixt7)Ivecjev, not, as passim
in such cases, by the insertion of a small 1 in the body of the text,

but by the writing of an 1 above the line over the latter part of the 7).

Column 7.

157-167. Passage almost absolutely intact : minute supplements,.

Hunt's.

In 1. 158, for avavoo-Trjo-ocvTSi; see Ch. v. rt. a. 1, c.

In 1. 161 for cu(ji7ToS-/]Y^TEi see Ch. v. § n. B. 5, g.

In 1. 163 ouSevXeytij P, altered by Pa to ouSevXoyu : it is impossible

to speak certainly of the iota " subscript " or of a v after Xeytii, as

the papyrus breaks off immediately after the o> : oiiSsv Xey^v Hunt

;

but this does not make articulate sense. The last word of 1. 164 i»

given by P as Xoyco (P2 adds 1). The ends of the two lines have acted
and reacted on one another. 7rpo<jpi|3o> XAycp iB not a natural

expression. I read with fair confidence oii8' ev XiytjJ and npoa$i$&-
X6cp(p.
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In 1. 165, for Siaxa)i.oiS[jievoi; see Ch. v. § n. a. 1, A, and for

xuvopTix6v see Ch. v. § n. b. 4, i.

In 1. 166 Wilaniowitz unnecessarily proposes Tpt£uy' el;. Pearson
reads aXV eF deqjlorto Tpt^tiy'"]? oi(xou Paaiv, taking deipfeTio as intran-
sitive, p&jiv as an internal accusative, and the whole expression as
equivalent to Hesitate no longer. I take !<p£cT<» as middle, Bdwiv
as its direct object, and the sense as Prepare to advance in a formation
of three single-files. It is fairly evident from the last line of the
ensuing chorus that there is an imitation of military operations. It
seems to me that the chorus of twelve Satyrs is treated as a small

X6x°S 01 twelve soldiers. The small >6^o? consisted of eight, twelve,
or sixteen men (see Suidas, s.v. X6yo?, and Annan, Tact. 10, 1). As
regards the temporary subdivision of this small }J>xoc, into three sets
of four, it may be observed that it is impossible to march through
woods in regular formation, as the British found to their cost on the
occasion of the rebellion of the North American Colonies. It would
not surprise me to find that the small Greek \6%oq, when engaged
in reconnoitring or the like in woodland country, was trained to divide
into three separate patrols, each of which, for the purpose of advancing
as distinguished from scouting, would most naturally move in Indian
file. In my view, the whole Xdy^ac, again forms up as a x6^o? at 1. 193.

168-182. Lines 168-194 form a much indeed mutilated chorus,
but one the mutilations of which do not prove so baffling as might
at first sight have been expected. With a view to filling up the
framework with such a degree of probability as may be feasible, and
with a view no less to presenting the framework itself in a proper form,

it is important to enquire into the general structure of the chorus.

Several points speedily emerge on close inspection, (a) The
chorus is in" the nature of a conversation, and not in the mouth of one
person. (6) It falls naturally into twelve distinct utterances, (c)

If these twelve utterances be assigned alternately to two hemichoria,

inconsistencies result : e.g. it appears impossible to reconcile the senti-

ment of 11. 178-179 with the sentiment of 11. 182-183 on the assump-
tion that both utterances are in the mouth of the same speaker, (d)

The assumption of twelve speakers, as inAesch. Ag. 11. 1319-42, removes
all such difficulties, (e) There is patent corruption. (/) No strophic-

antistrophic arrangement exists, (g) But an incomplete attempt
has been made to convert 11. 169-171 and 172-174 into a strophe and
an antistrophe respectively, [h) This attempt is responsible for

nearly all the corruption, (i) The metre is tolerant to a degree.

(k) The dialect is not Attic, as is proved by utoS [i' I8e? in 1. 170.; but
whether it is Epic or Doric requires consideration. (I) [iarqv in 1. 169,

juapipvj? in 1. 177, and [is0fj in 1. 184 are Attic or Epic in form, and
there are no obviously Doric forms to balance them ; but there are

large intrusions, though not swamping, as here, of Attic forms into

other choruses of this play : on the whole ocvayoo in 1. 173, though
accented by P2 avayou, seems to require the sense, not of dtvayou, but
of ivayou (see Ch. v. § m. e. c), Doric for avyjyou, and this, if it be a
fact, stamps the chorus as Doric, (m) Whatever else the chorus

may be, it cannot possibly be lyrical, a lyrical chorus necessitating the

presence of a lyre. Neither Hunt nor Pearson divides the chorus
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between different speakers, though Pearson thinks that it should no
doubt be so divided.

Before 1. 168 Pa writes x°.

In 1. 168, as the metre is clearly that of a choric senarius, I insert

5. Wilamowitz once read, but no longer reads, uuu<|n|'aa as uuii<|> <\>a5i.

See Ch. v. § n. b. 4, m, and § m. e. xx.

In 1. 169, for UTtixXaye? and u7rExpiYES seeCh. v. § n. b. 3, d and e.

In 1. 171 Robert reads xp67ro<;, not Tp6irtp.

In 1. 172 P gives exeisXeXuOeveXeX, altered by Pa to exeieXtjXuOev-

eXtjX. But eX^XuBev IxVjX— yields no apparent sense. I suggest

that <j\i y' was contained in the gap at the end of the previous line

(the addition is a clear improvement), and I transfer it to the beginning
of this line. With aii y'> it becomes plain that eXeXu0ev eXiX— is merely
part of an attempt to fabricate an antistrophe. -r£ (jiixt/jv tiizixXocys;

U7rexpiYeS an<I «ru f'> ^Xel> sXeXuBev eXeXu0ev are meant by the

fabricator to correspond. But we must read aii y' s'xn, 'XeXeu, 'XeXeu.

And the -6ev of the second eX£Xu0ev is really the 0eX- of OeXejxoi;.

In 1. 173, P+Pa gives EjAOorsiavaYou. No doubt this may read
(as Hunt reads it) ky.bc; el, dvaYou. This suits by way of false anti-

strophe, 1. 170, if you dock it of its first syllable. The quantity of eT,

before avcryou, would be short. But read 0eXe(i6?, el', dvaYou. The
acute accent of Pa on y.6<; indicates el*. See Ch. v. § m. b. c.

In 1. 174 P reads Seu-repcoTtaoSe ttjo. Pa adds an 1

to Seuxepto, and writes in the margin SEUTetiTi?, i.e. Seute, &, ti;,

evidently meaning what we should write as Seut', &, Tiq. Seut', &,
Tts 8Se is right, and SeuTepqj rti; SSe is merely an attempt to

equate antistrophically 1. 171, ev nptiiTCii Tt? 8Se Tp67tto. These anti-

strophical efforts are instructive ; but this last is particularly inept,

as 1. 174 is clearly in the mouth of a new speaker. In 11. 174-175,
the Fourth Satyr seems to me to announce that he has came upon
the dead body of what " was once a ' worm,' a creature of wrinkled
skin." I proceed on that basis. If the basis be sound, then the
object in question is clearly the remains of the tortoise from which
Hermes had removed the shell to make his lyre, though of course the
Satyrs would know nothing of his doings. According to the Homeric
Hymn (1. 26) Hermes found the tortoise just outside the front gate
(etc' auXsCfiai 0iip7]aO, and took it indoors (1. 40), and there killed it

(11. 41-42). What he did with the body is not stated, but he may well

be supposed to have thrown it outside the gate again : and it was
outside the gate that the Satyrs were searching.

A tortoise without its shell could be fairly described as a Speod?,
assuming that 8pooc£<; is a feminine equivalent of Spixuv. Hunt
accents Spdxi?, though there is no accent in the papyrus, and though
analogy demands Spaxt?. For Spaxti; see Ch. v. § n. b. 4, d. For
Ypdrci? (so accented by Pa

) see Ch. v. § n. b. 4, c.

Here, in the Ichneulae, it must mean " a wrinkled beast," a good
description of a tortoise, considering the nature of the skin of the
neck and of the higher parts of the legs, which skin would be fully

exposed to view after the removal of the shell.

We have the direct evidence of Zonaras that Ypatt? is feminine,

and the almost certain derivation of SpaxC; is tantamount to proof
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that that word also is feminine : but in this passage, if 6 is the article,

both the words are of the same gender, and that gender the masculine.

Therefore, pace theEtymologicumMagnum(which was, probably enough,

misled by the superficial appearance of this very line), the repeated 6

of 8Spaxi<r 6yp«7ci<; (so P+Pa
) cannot be 6, the masculine article, but

must be 8, the neuter relative. After vpdcTuis *ne papyrus is missing

lor the space of five letters, and then resumes without having writing

upon it. Consequently, any supplement necessary to complete the

sense must run to five letters only as a maximum. I propose 8 Spooclq,

8 YpoOTii; 5)v, rb) ; I translate What is this which was once a " worm,"
a creature of wrinkled skin ? I am not at all sure that the Greek
language will permit of any sufficient supplement, alternative to

this, in view of the limited space. Space is sometimes almost manda-
tory. For !p7c7)aT<£<; see Ch. v. § m. b. k.

In 11. 176-77, for the genitive construction cf. Aristotle, Cael. i. 5, 2.

The metaphor would be from an error in tacking. In post-Homeric
Epic SSiQV is often nearly equivalent to fiyav : e.g. Ap. Rh. iv. 276.

<5c8av helps the genitive. Eossbach reads [isOiisii;, dbropeis. In 11. 178-

179, P presents orwroTetpepe t . v | enroxov-

<s/eiti, followed by a gap in the papyrus which would permit of a
supplement of eleven letters maximum. Against 1. 178, P2 adds the

note vo(Aoavo!i,ovo
v
TQvev

T
0*, i.e. v6fj.o? vofiov * oOtco? ^v ev rqi ©ecovoc.

Taking ivfyios vojiov and the available space into consideration, I

suggest that P wrote oTt7toTE9epeTEvo(i.ocvo[itov, the vojalov in error

for vo[*ov. The true reading, then, with suitable supplement,

apparently is : 8 t£ ttots <p£pete, vojio; vo[jtov | ercoxov fc^ei tiv',

&ots [/iXXeiv. The general sense would be Whatever vote you cast,

in any case the decision has a suspensory clause attached to it, so that

time exists for further deliberation. For etco/ov see Ch. v. § m. e. t.

One might wish to interpret v6[jlov fe'Tto^ov as a rider (in the sense of a
supplementary resolution) ; but for such a use there is no authority

of any kind, and, indeed, the sense would be left incomplete into the

bargain.

In 1. 180 Rossbach reads aTifioi; oSe veo?.

It is to be observed, with reference to 11. 174-186, the last four of

which are in the next column, that Robert conceives, contrary, I

think, to the probabilities emerging from the mutilated text, that

seven Satyrs are addressed by name. He reads 1. 174 and the extant

portion of 1. 175 as SeuT^poj ti? 88e tpotto? ; I'ttis
I
° Apaxiq, 6

Ppdmii;. In 1. 176 he takes the twofold oupia? as a proper name,

O&ptac;. In 1. 177 he makes, out of [X£0o, Me0uoo? or MeOiitov.

The twofold aTpa-rio? of 1. 181 he presents as STpaTtoi;. In 1. 184,

instead of xpoxi5i£'» he proposes Kpoxia?. In 1. 186, where I give

TpEjC&w, he introduces Tpex'O Pearson follows Robert to the extent

of reading, though without initial capitals, xpoxta? and rps^is.

Column 8.

184. xp . xi- P, which seems to make xpoxiSiC or xpox£8i£e

certain : but refer to the end of the notes on the previous column.

See Ch. v. § m. c. m.

186. See the end of the notes on the previous column.

M M
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189. For omwrcot see Ch. v. § n. b. 4, k.

191. For dTteXEiiOEpoe see Ch. v. § in. e. h.

193. For the deleted
fj

before this line see Ch. vr. a.

195. For the
J3~

before this line see Ch. VI. a. \j.o>vakrfi- P :

jicov aX7]0i<; E't7to[i.EV Wilamowitz. But (iGv oo is required; passages

in which \±Cw is said to exhibit eccentric meanings need reconsidera-

tion.

196. jcextocp-yjcrou, ^<$cpov Wilamowitz. See Ch. v. § in. e. cc.

197. P divides 1. 197 into four lines <r . —
|
-nsaTiv

|
ou^evm

|

|xeve . BeXsur, and emphasises this division by the addition throughout
of paragraphi. This means, as Pearson has seen, that the parts of

Silenus and the Satyrs are reversed, so that 1. 197 (parts a and c)

and 11. 198-201 fall to Silenus, 1. 197 (parts 6 and d) and 11. 202-204
to the Chorus. It also must involve, in my opinion, the assignment
to Silenus of 11. 205-208 and to the Chorus of 11. 209-212.
But J follow Hunt in reading parts a and 6 of 1. 197 as one
utterance, so that the whole of the above distribution of parts
which Pearson adopts, except that he gives 11. 205-208 to the chorus,

falls, if I am right, to the ground. In favour of that arrangement
it may be urged (a) that it has the combined authority of P and
of P2

, (6) that it introduces the diversion of a comic voile-face,

and (c) that it entrusts to the Satyrs, instead of Silenus, the
function of leaping and kicking at Cyllene's gate (see 11. 209-212).

But against this I urge (a) that the authority of P and of P'2 is

worth very little in such a matter, (6) that in all the rest of the

extant portion of the play Silenus is represented as a quite respect-

able person, distinctly unlike the Satyrs, so that the volte-face is

improbable, and (c) that the dignity of Silenus is indeed so distinctly

marked elsewhere that some such boisterous, though innocent,

action as leaping and kicking ought somewhere to be assigned to

him, if he is not to be mistaken for an Olympian god.

197-198. P gives the end of 1. 197 as e . OeXew and that of 1. 198
is represented by a lacuna : but P2 writes in the margin, opposite
1. 198 :

].07T7]iSuvai (3e
1

]'o7Tr]t0EXElO

This Hunt interprets (rightly, except as regards some possible doubt
in the case of each tocuO') : xauO' 6ny) Suva - |3eXtlov rauO' 07r/] OeXeii;.

Hunt considers that the ends of 11. 197 and 198 have been confused,

and that the former ought to show Suva, the latter 0eXei<;. Pearson
presents 0eXei<; in both lines. But e . GeXeict surely represents e^O'eXeT?,

Thou wilt receive refined gold. &ne<pOo<; is more usual (Theognis,
1. 449, Herodotus, I. 50, Thucydides, n. 13) in this sense than the
simple E<p06<; : but scpOic; is used of gold in Simonides (Fr. 64, 1. 1),

as is siMfisvoi; in Pindar (Nem. iv. 1. 133). I imagine that the
similarity of endings led to Suva as an emendation in the next
line. For &<fBA see Ch. v. § in. a. c. For eXeTi;, as an equivalent,
apparently appropriate to the Satyrio style, of the Attic aip^oEt?,

see Ch. v. § ii. b. 3, I.

199. -TrXcrjTEi Xa8a>v Wilamowitz. I prefer to retain the acute
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accent on the last syllable of a non-lyrical senarius, because of the
normal absence of synapheia. The question is merely graphical in
the case of Greek pronounced according to the medieval tradition,
and I think that it must have been so ever since the language
substituted the emphatic for the musical accent.

200. The supplement is mine. Hunt points out that, owing to
the papyrus being divided into two portions at this point, the
length of the lacunae in this column is not quite certain ; but I
consider that his estimate, though conjectural, is well founded,
being based on the probable relative positions of the text and the
marginal note in the case of 1. 198. If he has erred at all (which
I doubt), it is not in the direction of shortness.

201. My supplement suits all the existing data. A trisyllabic foot
seems almost necessary in order to fill the space indicated. Hunt
7rXELC7TOV.

202. My supplement fits on the assumption of \±r\ 'x (/.e being
written at full length [wjexjie. Hunt reads, exempli gratia,
aXX ou ti (xif) aoi pi' ExXtTreTv feprjaofjtoa : but it seems to me that
(ivj aol is a trifle long. The 'x of my jxr) 'x fi.e balances and supports
the abnormally placed IE,- of e5u7tcX66vt' in the next line.

203. Hunt ouS' kS,\ms\QsXv tou tiovou 7tp£v y' av aacpS?. For
e<iu7reX06vT' see Ch. v. § n. b. 4, /.

204. Supplement by Hunt, improving on Murray's ovtiv' SjS"

&ICO XpU7TTEl (JTEyY).

205-207. The major part of this short chorus (11. 205-208) can
perhaps be restored with greater security in outline than its

fragmentary condition would at first sight lead one to suppose.
The marginal note on I. 206 shows that cpGeyfia has with it a future
indicative, and this implies an ou at the end of 1. 205. Then
1. 207 begins with . yj8. , which most strongly suggests the construc-
tion of a sentence like ou ciy' <J.ve5ei, p.i)8l SeiXtav apei?

;
(Soph.

Aj. 1. 75). But, if the . i]8 . at the beginning of 1. 207 is \xi$i, then
the sense requires that the (j.y)Se should not govern the oXpUarji;

of 1. 208, but that it should stand in a sub-clause of its own, and
that oXpiCTf)? should follow it in a subsequent sub-clause, positive

not negative, and connected by means of Si or aXXa, as in ou [a^j

npoaolaeiq xe'Pa >
paxxEuarei? 8' Ea>v ; (Eur. Bacch. 1. 343). In that

case oXfMcrn? ought probably to be changed to oXfHets : copyists

have a trick in similar cases of substituting first aorist subjunctives

for future indicatives. But, if we accept the framework ou
|

cpOeyfi' <£<prjo-£ii; ,
|

[at]8e , 8e |xkj-
|
66v 86[j.oww 6>.pieT<;

;

then we are brought up against the fact that 1. 207 is shown by
the space to be a line of not more than eighteen letters. Four of

these letters are accounted for by [i-qSe, and three more by the

almost certain (uo- at the end of the line (conjectured by Wilamo-
witz in order, with the 0o . at the beginning of the next line, to

make f/.ta66v). This leaves a maximum of eleven letters' space in

which to complete the \j.r,8e sub-clause and to continue with a word
meaning but and with an accusative meaning life or the like to

serve as object to oXpiEi? in]. 208, and with a word meaning having

to govern [jtioOov.

M M 2
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This can just be done ; but, I think, in one way only. Read

fi7]8e chy', alto 8', g^<ov [xio--. Without the use of the adverbial csl-^a,

serving as a future verb, I believe that it would be impossible to put
all the required elements into the space at our disposal. That aiya can
be so used, and that it can be so used in a construction of this particular

class, is proved by ou alya, (xv]8' Sv t&vS' Ipeis xoctA 7tt6Xiv ; (Aesch.

Septem, 1. 250). The Tragedians were meticulously imitative, even
in detail, when developing artificial constructions.

In 1. 206, P presents <p6er ou : P2

adds a marginal note <p0eYY(*«<*q3ua • wf i.e. q>6EYYtxa afuceig, that

is to say 90£yy[x' dtipuoei? as distinct from {pO^Yf* 1* <fuaeiq. One may
gather that P had <p0EYYiJ'a<Pucret<I> Du* Hunt suggests that he may
have had atpu^eii;. But the uses of dipuoaetv show that the word is

out of the question. At and about the date of the papyrus, the vowels,

or most of them, were pronounced (at least in many parts, for strange

local peculiarities of spelling are to be found) substantiallyas in modern
Greek, and the true confusion was between tpOeYYn' diphasic; and

<p0£YY[*a <p^o-eic>

Hunt reads the marginal note correctly : Wilamowitz wanted
to make 6c <pucsqc<; of it ; but, as Hunt points out, " the narrow space

and the flourished form of the i are both against a and in favour of -el?."

Column 9.

208. See notes above on 11. 205-207.

209-224. Lines almost intact : minute supplements, Hunt.
In 1. 209, Hunt reads 6 8' ou (pavetrai rotctv : but, unless with

him we arbitrarily alter 1. 212, a verb in the second person is required,

nor ought et to occupy the full space of two letters (see Latin note).

I take XitoTo-iv as a species of ethic dative : for the omission of the
substantive compare peiXiyloiai in Homer {II. rv. 256 and vl 214).

For the word Xit6; see Ch. v. § m. e. ee bis (in the Addenda).
In 1. 210, for rceSop-u-ov see Ch. v. § n. b. 2, b.

In 1. 212, P gives XEtXiavxcotpoo-TtciEt, i.e. xst Xiav xtoqjoi; Tie el.

Hunt prints xet Xtav xtocp6<; tl<;
fj

: but I mistrust eE with the sub-
junctive in all kinds of classical Attic and classical quasi-Attic. See
also Latin note, and note above on 1. 209.

In 1. 213, yXoepov P : P2 adds a marginal note x<opov V,
meaning that ytopov was read by Aristophanes, as Hunt thinks, or
by Aristonicus, as I think : j^oipov would be possible, but I agree with
Hunt that ^Xoepov is better. Hunt suggests that ^topov may be
a mistake for ^Xupov : for this, cf. Eur. Helen, I. 349, and my remarks
thereon in 'Avxt Miaq, n. pp. 245-246.

In 1. 214, ev . vjpov P : Ev0v)pov Hunt : but, after the /XoEpov and
uXco87], and still more after the OvjpEi;, of the previous line, dvBrjpov
must surely be read. An identical confusion is possible in Aesch.
Ag. 562, though I incline myself to the view that gv07jpov there is

right and means verminous.

In 1. 216, stTtsd P : sl^es Wilamowitz, followed by Hunt : but
eiTtEi; stands not for elrcei; but for elms (from srcco), which suits the
peculiar style of this play. See Ch. v. § m. c. /.

In 1. 217 for veppivyj see Ch. v. § n. a. 1, o.
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In 1. 218 for e£jraX?j see Ch. v. § m. b. x.

In 1. 219, suia^ST, i.e. eiiA^ST', P rightly : Pa alters to EufaCss
(ungrammatically, and apparently mistaking euicc^et for a second
person plural active) : Pa originally put also an acute accent on the-

a, but subsequently added cancelling dots. See Ch. v. § m. a. b.

In 1. 220 xat7toSoiv P : xal rcalScov Wilamowitz, followed by Hunt.
Read xocItoScov. For this reading see Ch. ni. and Ch. v. § n. b.

1, d, and for eyyovoi; earlier in this line see Ch. m. and Ch. v.

§ n. b. 5, d.

In 1. 222, xoctexX . ov P : but V adds an interlineation, beginning
over the s of exX . ov, thus : 7)Xo9 . . vo"7)vev

r
0', meaning -rjXuO' o3v

oiirax; 9]v ev tc|S ©ecavoi;. Hunt strangely reads the beginning of the note
not as --/jXu6' oOv but as -^XuGcv.

In 1. 223 for my reading, rdx;, see Ch. v. § II. b. 7.

In 1. 224, euvai . . -rpo . vja P : euvaiou TptxpT)? Hunt : e&vocEoo

OTpo<pr)i; Wilamowitz : suvai&v Tp6^v)i; myself. Tpcxpvjs accords ill

•with, the context : for <iTpocp9j<; there seems not to be space, and the
use of the word in the sense required is hardly justified by dvaarpocpat
and kma-cpotpa.1. The substantive euvouou is employed by Euripides
(Ion, 1. 172). For Tp6xT]S> a she-badger, see Ch. v. § n. b. 4,1; the
mention of this particular animal appears peculiarly suitable in the
circumstances. 6-/)p is several times used semi-adjectivally (e.g.

Euripides, H.F. 1. 465, and, with a feminine, as here, Anih. Pal. xiv.

63, 1. 4).

225-234. Missing parts, mine, except that I have taken from Hunt
obvious slight supplements. In 1. 225, for Sv oc5 ti, Hunt proposes,

followed by Pearson, av auric;, and Murray dv' ocuXtjv.

In L 230 for P's . XrjStov Hunt reads xXrjSdiv, and ends the line

eyEtxvta (JTeYf). I cannot understand xXtiSc&v in the context. I

take jcXtjSoiv #xvr) as scum of the offscourings. For hfzi-wiace see

Ch. v. § m. e. m, and for Tcdntpupxa see the same Ch. v. § m. b. nn.

In 1. 231, Hunt reads 9<j>vaiv (which seems too short) for P's .... <av.

In 1. 234, Hunt reads v6a . . rL\iu[Hfi7\v for P's vo v :

viSf/.q)Y]v seems a letter too long. According to Hunt, P gives ettooeit,

but with the first three letters not definitely certain, and the possibility

of t or y instead of 7r. Hunt consequently reads sti 7tOEt-r', but would
like to read e7ttoeTt', though he is certain that this is not what P
presents. On grounds of sense, I consider etttoeTt' so overwhelmingly

superior to sri tcoeTt', and so likely to have been corrupted into

the latter, that I take it into the text.

Column 10.

235-242. The partial destruction of Ihe papyrus leaves us with-

out the customary clue to the length of the lacunae at the ends
of the various lines of this strophe : but the antistrophe (11.

281-288) roughly makes up for this defect, though only roughly,

as of course a strophic line need not by any means exhibit exactly

the same number of letters as its antistrophic counterpart, and,
to make it worse, in only three of the eight antistrophic lines

is a limit of length fixed with certainty : still the antistrophe

is of great use. The jx at the end of 1. 240 is presented by P as the
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first letter of I. 241, and the a at the end of 1. 241 is taken from
P2

, who gives it as the first letter of 1. 242, so that neither the jz

nor the a helps as to the length of lacunae. The supplements in

11. 235-238 are due to Murray (followed by Hunt), except that inl. 236
where, to suit the antistrophe, I read &'he6<ppov (— <->

), he
reads fycei as toi, and that in 1. 237, where I read #!;evoc; oeOev, he
reads &i;sv6(; too <js6ev (which seems to me longer than the proba-

bilities of the antistrophe permit), and in 1. 238 not an ![i.ou

Oiyoi, but dtp' %iaiv Giyot (my reading being due to a fragment
which I incorporate in the antistrophe). In 1. 239 I adopt Hunt's
supplement. Diehl, followed by Pearson, reads in 1. 236 veTxo?

Jjxco cpspuv. In 1. 239, for -npo^aXa^fji; see Ch. v. § n. A. 2, 6. In

1. 240, Wilamowitz (followed by Hunt) reads 7rp6cpavov t6 npa.yi>.',

which is certainly much too long for the antistrophe : I propose

7tpaaas XP^M-' accomplish my business. In 1. 241, Wilamowitz and
Hunt combine to produce toicjSe tE? v£p0E yac, c&8' dyacr-, which
is in excess of probable, though uncertain, antistrophic requirements,

and in which vsp0s y"? seems to be introduced to suit a reading,

not wholly certain, xdrco SoveT, in 1. 280 : I propose toioSe tic; 7roG'

&$' ayoLa-. 1. 242 is omitted (not lost) in P, but is written in by P2

at the top of the column above 1. 235. In 1. 235, P gives vu(i9V), and
in 1. 236 7) (which I expand into the Doric aXso<ppov, with the a long),

but in 1. 237 [xayj^Z ' and in 1. 242 (omitted by P) P2 gives ryotpucJE.

243. Missing part, Murray, followed by Hunt.
244. 4>c7tu0cHo [iSXXov dv Hunt : but normal grammar requires

an % whence my reading (see also next line).

245. aXxacr[i.a-r.v P dXxaafxdTtov Hunt : XaxacrfxdTcov Wilamowitz,
SeiXtjc te 7tEipaT7]pitov Murray (followed by Hunt) : but a Std is

wanted, whence my reading. For dXxaafj.d-rtov see Ch. v. § n. b. 4, 6.

246. yap oux dpsarov e<jt' Spiv Murray (followed by Hunt)

:

I prefer and propose ydp ouSa[xto? povjv ce SeT.

247. Missing parts, Murray (followed by Hunt). For SpOo^dXocxTov

see Ch. v. § n. a. 2, a.

248. Supplement, Hunt.
250. I agree with Hunt that to assign the speech beginning here

to Silenus would be to make him choragus.

251. ouvex' P+P2
. I cannot but think that the preposition

ofivExa in classical Greek is an error of the copyists—an error that

established itself—for eI'vexoc.

252. tou . OTCEpcptDVEKppaaov (i.e. tou6' S^ep 9coveT 9pdcrov) P : P2

adds a marginal note TouT07cco<j<pcovei<ppaaovo"7]VEv
,6* (i.e. touto tz&c,

9WVE1 9pdaov oOtcos ^v ev Ttji ©ecovoc). Hunt originally read tou0'

6nep 9UVE1 9pdaov : but H. Richards subsequently proposed the

cpnvincing -touO' 8 Ttep^oivEi, and Hunt adopted this. For 9pdaov,
seeing that the line before ends Outepov tppdao, I propose <p0daov,
" understanding " with it 9pdaaoa from the previous 9pda&> : this

involves a real, but, I think, a not unnatural, ellipse. For 7tEpi9&iVEt

see Ch. v. § in. e. pp.
253. xatTicr7TOTauT<oi.Si . xaparoETcaPpoTtov P : xal t(<; 7cot' ocutcp

SiaxapdaaEToa Ppo-raSv Hunt. SiaxapdaaETou is meaningless in the

context. I suggest SiaxavdcKJETai, and translate and what mortal
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man has it gurgling through him ? For Staxavdcaaexat see Ch. v.

§ in. a. a.

256-258. Supplements, Hunt.
259. £ . . try . xputp yrjva . XavxtSoa P ; but the first

extant letter, £, the third, y, and the eighth, y, are not certain.

Though the £ is not certain, the line seems to begin with Zeus, as the

name must be introduced into the passage, and it appears scarcely

possible to get it in elsewhere. Hunt prints Zsii? yip xpi>9aEav he,

aTsyr)v 'AxXavxtSo? : but yap is too long for the space, and -cuav tc

axey-r^v is doubtfully short enough, y/jjeputprj seems to be indicated ;

and I propose Zeuq yTptpuqnj yap kq reyriv 'AxXavxiSo^. For
"Pixpucprj see Ch. v. § n. A. 1, /, and for xEyyjv see Ch. v. § m. c. x.

260. Murray proposed aPouXeiiaaxo. Hunt suggests completing
the line as xr]v$' ^X8e xapTtpa^ev apooXeucraxo : but this is some
three letters too many. I offer g|ir) xe xa^eTrpa^sv afSouXsuaaxo.

261. Missing parts, mine.

Column 11.

262. Supplement, mine.

263-264. Missing part, Wilamowitz (followed by Hunt).
265. Supplement, Hunt.
266. xaSeaxa Wilamowitz : Hunt accepts this, but takes xaa67JTa

into consideration. Apart from the meaning, the verbal adjective

eSeaxa seems to me to go ill with rcoxTJxa and xoi[iri|iaxa. For rcoxTJTa

see Ch. v. § in. e. gq. Bucherer, followed by Pearson, reads

x&SEdfia. Without authority, I cannot assume that the infant Hermes
ate solid food. In the Homeric Hymn (11. 126-133) he was tempted
to eat roast beef, but abstained from doing so (that passage is some-

what obscure).

267 apyavoio P : irpoi; arcapyavoti; Hunt : but for this

there is not space, and waiting by the swaddling clothes is a curious

expression. I read Trpo? aapyavoii;. For aapyavoi? see Ch. v.

§ m. d. 6, and for XixvTxiv see the same Ch. v. § m. o. n.

268. Supplement, Wilamowitz. For e£su6sxi£co see Ch. v. § n.

b. 4, e.

269 u!;exai P : 6 8' aC^Exai Hunt, who adds that this
" is admissible on the assumption that the e was unelided ; otherwise

the space would not be filled." Read 8? S' aii^srai.

270. Supplement, Hunt. Pearson arcauoxoi;.

271. Supplement, Wilamowitz (followed by Hunt). P sxxovTQjxap-

E'/Otscpaafi.ev.o, i.e. exxov 3j|j.ap EX7re9acj}iivo<; : on which Pa adds in the

margin the correctional note 7)[XEpa<J7CE9ac[/.svocF, i.e. rpzpaz 7tE9a<j[X£VO(;.

Pa has however failed to indicate his reading in place of exxov : it

very likely was z% 8 y\ Hunt states :
" By the marginal note a variant

exxt)v rftjtspav 7t£9aa(j.Evo(; is presumably implied." Certainly not :

P3 writes Tjjispa?, not vjfiipav.

272 a P : yutoi? Wilamowitz (followed, hesitatingly, by
Hunt) : 7tpi<jT»]<;, in the sense of nptCTx^p 68ou<;, Murray : [*expou;

Pearson formerly, but now xotiou; : <pQ&ax$ myself.

273. For iZ,op\j.sv'tX,si see Ch. v. § in. E. r.
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274. P3 alters P's Teyet to crtfti : P2 also adds a marginal note

t . . <pei (i.e. ipitfu) ; which raises a suspicion that teyei (cf. 1. 259V
may be the original, and have given rise to two separate alterations.

275 t .' . . . . 'am P+Pa
: Suceupe-rf? r' sV ia-zl

Hunt, taking 8uaEiipET6s from Murray : Hunt points out that the acute

accent over the lacuna necessitates te, not 8e. Pearson xaTaaxETO?
8' sY iaxl, after previously proposing eyyXyysikoi;. I read 6 (xsv

a-raxi? y' eV ecttI. For OsaEi see Ch. v. § m. e. y.

276. Supplements, Hunt,
277-278. Supplements, mine : Hunt reads (without a stop at the

end of the previous line) xal 7r<SXV £©<£(* psi?, adtzbc, 7)[iipqc \ua.
\

IE,

u7TTfa? jcEaTv)? y' E(i.T)jjav^(7aTo. In the 10A? Syj, which I propose, I

mean St) as already, and the combination as approximating to

£0<i<; <p\S<;. In 1. 277, for 46(4? see Ch. v. § m. e. o. In 1. 278, for

EiJEHTJxavTJaaTO Bee Ch. v. § n. A. 1, Z.

279. Supplement Hunt (with, one would think, certainty).

280. Supplements Hunt, except that I read gxajxe for his sOpe :

I follow with much hesitation. sSps is too short, and therefore I

alter it. 8[oveT] is not too long for the lacuna of three letters' length,

indicated by Hunt himself, as st is commonly spaced by P as if the

combination were a single letter ; and SovsT is the one and only

appropriate Greek word of correct length that begins with 8 and
will yield, with x]od xoctco, the sense and he makes music below. That
sense is germane to the context ; but, although germane, it is some-
what pedestrian. Such a vessel hath he fashioned from a dead beast,

a vessel brimmed with joy seems to demand, especially seeing that
this is the peroration of Cyllene's speech, a more sententious sequel
than and therewith he makes music below. A vessel brimmed with joy,

yea, and in time to come with anguish would, perhaps, suit the case,

and Greek to mean this can be provided in a moment, viz. ifiovriq
|

e^hegtov &YY°? excels xal xaxco Sii^?. I should read this, leaving
to others the task of explaining how and when the lyre became g^fiEd-rov

SiiT)?, if only I could satisfy myself that xdxco in the mouth of Sophocles
is capable of the same meaning as xoctoj in the mouth of Lucian.
For lfi.[j.£cTTov see Ch. v. § m. e. p.

281-287. Line 281 is provided with a definite terminus ad quern, and
the maximum length of the lacuna at the end of 1. 286 is precisely

fixed. It may be assumed that we thus obtain an appropriate standard
for the length of the remaining lines, and, on an attempt at recon-

struction, the assumption appears to be supported. In 11. 283-285
I incorporate a fragment (see Latin notes). The supplements are

mine, except s[x 0av6v- (1. 287), which Hunt took from Wilamowitz.
My supplements are of varying degrees of uncertainty. I consider
that 6t)peu|x' in 1. 283 strongly suggests and supports my 8io>5' in 1. 282.

I also think that, in 1. 287, p6vr'oma almost necessarily involves

<5c7rapY[/,a or amxpYfi.' (the singular because of the accent), as the
lexicon enables one in this case to apply a process of exclusion.

For forapYn' see Ch. v. § in. b. 17. In 1. 281, P gives (3ot]<t, not poatr.

In 1. 286, for e5e<?pa5» see Ch. v. § m. e. q.
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Column 12.

290. For the y before this line see Ch. vi. a.

291. TtovSavauSoa P, which is obviously a mistake for £<av xtX.,
i.e. £tov 8' dtvocuSo?: but Pa appends a marginal note £&>v8ev7)[:

Allen suggests that v7] is the remains of vn)oSo<; : but I think it fairly-

clear that Pa read £civ 8' evyjxos 9jv 6 0yjp. Evrjxo? is an adjective

technically applied to wind-instruments, in opposition to s^opSo?
of stringed instruments (see Phillis, quoted by Athenaeus, xrv. 636 c)

:

but the idea that the tortoise was a wind-instrument, when alive, but
became a stringed instrument, when dead, is due to some copyist or
commentator, not to Sophocles. Strictly speaking, the living tortoise

is indeed not absolutely dumb, but emits at intervals a perceptible

snorting sound ; and some sciolist may have observed this fact.

292. For npoy.-fiY.rjq see Ch. v. § m. E. rr.

293. xuTp6i8?]<j P + Pa
: and Pa adds a marginal correction

TpoxotS'. Hunt emends in the text to xuxpt&Sirjt; and in the margin
to Tpo/coST)?. Both Hunt and Pearson read ^uTptiST)?, not Tpox<oS7)i;,

though both express hesitation. I agree that ^uxp- should not be
altered to Tpo^-, but I refuse in either word to emend -o£8'/]<; to

-uSr)?. o + a (when z\ is the pure diphthong) regularly contracts

into ot : cf. SrjXdEt, StqXoT. For xutpoiSt)? see Ch. v. § in. b. cee, and
for Tpoxot8y]i; see the same Ch. v. § ill. B. xx. For xaTsppivcofiivos,

or xocTe£pixvcop;evoi;, see Ch. v. § II. B. 6.

294. For tcj? see Ch. v. § n. b. 7. Stahl proposes x"S- For
alsXoupo? see Ch. v. § in. e. a. For 7t6p8aXn; see Ch. v. § in. c. p.

295. For ppaxuaxeXe? see Ch. v. § in. e. I.

296. P presents aai-xysuTtii an(i cooxapxivcoi. Hunt, however,
who has now deciphered £omxvEUTY)i, originally read the letters as

toaixveu(*[-] vl > *-e- **C txvEii[i.ovi. Wilamowitz consequently substi-

tuted the nominatives ExVE'Va'v an<^ xccpxivo?, which Hunt adopts
in both his editions. Pearson is the first to print the true reading.

For tj^veu-rfj see Ch. v. § ill. E. z, and for xapxivcp see the same
Ch. v. § in. e. 66.

301 Xo . . . opeiv7)CTUYYovotJTucTTpaxpec3v P:
P1 deletes the e of opeivTj, and also adds a marginal note in two lines,

auYYovoutJE(or °)<JTpa[ and o"t)vsv
t
[']'[ = aufYovoua' laTpapif/ivtov •

oGtoji; t\v Iv rep ©salvo?, the 4aTpa(x[j.£va>v probably qualifying a
substantival sXX<5tco>v, fish, earlier in the line : inverted fish are

cra6s (which walk backwards). Both Hunt and Pearson take

Theon as reading otJTpa[, not Etrrpaf, though Hunt indicates the o

as dubious, and Hunt goes on to add a x by conjecture. But
on that basis Theon's reading cannot be reduced to metre.

saTpa[i|ZEV&)v appears to be the sole metrical possibility, opivij

is an inferior spelling, frequent enough in mss., [of opsivir) : but

both Hunt and Pearson turn their thoughts towards some compound
of jbivdg. I cannot follow Theon's guidance, especially as aoYYovoSa'

(auYY0VE^v occurs nowhere else and euyoveiv only in Theophrastus,

C.P. i. 14, 1) is an unclassical formation, and as crabs are dismissed

in 1. 296. Therefore, founding myself on P, I read as in the accom-

panying text. Cf. the Homeric Hymn to Hermes, 32-33, 7t60EV

toSe xaX&v &6up(J.a, |
al6Xov SoTpaxov, last, xE^uS opsai £coouaa

;
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This seems to me to show that opstVT) is right ; but I read oorpEoiv,

not cKjxpaxoiv, because, on account of my eXX6tkov, dumb, I require

a direct mention of oysters. To speak of a X<07rr) as aiyyeMoz

ouTpetov is no harsher than to write x6(xai Xapixeaaiv 8(i.oiai. Hunt,
followed by Pearson, reads Xo. . .optvif], aii-n'ovoi; xcov

ooxpdbcoiv. For 6pet,vr] see Ch. v. § in. E. M, for xco? see Ch. v. § n.

B. 7 (and Addenda), and for oaxpscov, instead of ocrxpetav, see Ch. v.

§ in. E. mm.
302. Hunt 7roTov 8s xouvofi' evvettek; ; and 7tXsov. Text mine.

303. Supplement xov—x^uv Murray, rest Hunt. See Addenda.
304-306. Supplements mine, except that in 1. 306 Hunt pro-

posed &8e xXayyavct. In 1. 304, for aiipPn see Ch. v. § in. c. v.

Pearson suggests as possible nS><; 8' $.\> ysvoixo epiXxepov x6 xxeavov

7) aupiy? Ttvi ; He should write aupiy^ ftvi, as crupty!;, though
properispomenon, ends in \ and the enclitic is disyllabic.

In 1. 305 Wilamowitz proposes Sepjjwc xtocrxpaxov : Viljoen

suggests Septet xat axsyo? <pepei.

307. Schenkl is manifestly right in completing this line from
Fr. 315 (see my apparatus criticus), but, scarcely less manifestly, wrong
in the details of his treatment. He reads

:

IvyjXaxa ZfcV &<; xpiyojjKpa 8iax6p&>i; epetSexai.

I imagine that he would be hard put to it to make out a satisfactory

case for the lawfulness of the scansion of the second iamb in the

tetrameter. In tragic trimeters such a declensional form as svrjXaxa

cannot properly, or at least normally, present its final syllable

as long by position, in conjunction with two consonants, or with

a double consonant, save at the end of the fifth foot : Satyric drama
appears to extend the liberty to the fourth foot (see Euripides, Cyclops,

11. 206 and 524), but earlier feet are another matter : one would expect

iambic tetrameters to follow in the wake of iambic trimeters. Also

he presents 24 letters in a lacuna which seems to have room for 23
only. The reading in my text, which reading is my own, avoids both
these objections. Moreover, up to and including the p of Siaxopcoq,

it follows precisely the text of Pollux, if we write that text without

breathings, accents, or spaces between words, except only that, to

obtain apxtyo|i;pa, I have transposed the letters xp. That the number
of letters in Pollux is exactly the number demanded by the lacuna

is a strong proof, if any be needed, that in the main Schenkl—though
he wrongly himself alters that number—is in the right. I have arrived

at my general conclusion with some surprise, because as a rule I have
failed to find recent German scholarship seriously illuminating and
because intuition in particular is a quality most rare in Teutondom

:

still, there are exceptions, and fas est et ab hoste doceri. To pass to

details, Hermes is represented as pressing loudly on certain crossbars,

not made of wiod, tightly bolted : these crossbars are clearly the strings of

the lyre. evvjXaxov (plural sv^Xaxa) means properly something driven in.

Hence, with the addition of <i!;6vcov, it is used in the sense linch-pin

by Euripides, who writes (Hippolytus, 11. 1234-1235) : cupiyyei; t*

Svto
|
xpo^oiv ETTTjStov dt£6vcov x' !vr)Xocxa. Scholia on that passage

(xoi? 7coMj<TaXEaxou<; xou? np6? xcp S£,o\)i and xa e[x(3aXx6[xeva jrpo?
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Tcp #!;ovi &cits iii] kfyivoLi t&v -rp6xov) confirm the almost necessary

interpretation. Similarly Euripides twice uses Iv^Xaroc, with the

addition of )tX£(i.axo<;, xXijxaxtov, in the sense ladder-rungs, writing

(Phoenissae 1. 1179) : xXl(i,axo<; dfj.EE(3<ov £,&<*!? evyjXaTtov pa0pa, and
(Supplices, 1. 729) : eE? Sxpot pyjvat xXi|j.axcov evriXara. Further,

Eustathius (/J. p. 782, 1. 8) gives a tragic Fragment as : 7iv)xto>v

xXifxixtov svT)XaT<x. This Fragment is doubtless Euripidean, closely

resembling, as it does, 1. 729, above quoted, of the Supplices, and
also 1. 487 of the Phoenissae : indeed it seems to have been com-
monly, but rashly, taken for granted that it is a negligent conflation

by Eustathius of those two lines. Speaking of the Fragment, Eustathius

assigns to ev^Xara the obviously right meaning of rungs : but a
scholium on 1. 1179 of the Phoenissae absurdly interprets the word as

signifying the 8p6a £uXa, or uprights. As ev7)XaT<x is employed of

the rungs of a ladder, so also it is employed of the rungs, ribs, or

cross-pieces, that run underneath a bed, joining together the two
long sides of the frame of a bedstead and supporting the mattress,

or its equivalent. But, in relation to a bed, various scholars, misled,

I suppose, by the above-mentioned scholium on Euripides' Phoe-
nissae (1. 1179), have taken ev^Xara as meaning the four beams
which constitute the outer frame of a bedstead. Such a sense is

contradicted by at least three facts. First, there is the plain etymo-
logical signification of the word. Secondly, the strict Attic equiva-

lent of svYjXaxa, in connexion with a bed, was xpacr/jpia (also a
neuter plural), properly the bars of a rack for horses, etc. (see Phry-
nichus, 178, and Pollux, x. 38) : it is clear from what Pollux says (I.e.),

coupled with a consideration of the essential nature of a rack, that a
Greek rack normally consisted of four bars of wood, joined together at

their lower extremities (usually, no doubt, in an angle where two
side-walls met), thence spreading out fan-wise in an upwardly slanting

direction, and fastened, at the top, to one another and to the two
walls (or one wall would serve at a pinch) by a rope ; such a rack—and
indeed any rack—is utterly unlike the outer frame of a bedstead

;

but the bars of it, though they converge at one end (the number four,

mentioned by Pollux, is the maximum that, without skill approach-

ing that of the cabinet-maker, can easily be made so to converge),

have in any case a distinct similarity to cross-pieces, and would exactly

resemble the cross-pieces of a bed, if the latter were so arranged that

they spread out fan-wise from each side and thus formed an inter-

lacement (which arrangement would be good carpentry and make
for strength). Thirdly, Josephus (A. J. vm. 5, 2), speaking indeed,

not of a wooden bed, but of the ivory throne of Solomon, says : to 8'

EvrjXaTOV too 6p6vou xE'PE? ?jo-av Se)[6|j.Evai tov paoiXea: now neither

hands nor arms—the word xs'PeS is in itself ambiguous—can constitute

the frame, whether square, oblong, or curved, of the seat of a throne

;

but two linked hands, palms upward, could suitably replace the

lateral cross-bars, and these two hands would naturally be carved all

of one piece, so that the exceptional use of the singular number would
be justified. On these grounds I consider the sense of EVYjXaxa suffi-

ciently proved. Pearson, however, who adopts the view that evTjXaTa

are the four beams of a bed-frame, attaches importance to a passage
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in Artemidorus (On. i. 74), where the word is used. I see nothing In

that passage to disturb my conclusions, and I am surprised that

Pearson speaks, or seems to speak, as though it had only recently been,

adduced (it is recorded and partially quoted, s.v. evtiXoctoc, in Dindorf's

Stephanus). Next, it is evident from Pollux (vl 9), and from two
glossarial entries quoted in Dindorf's Stephanus (s.v. svtiXoctoO, that

sv^Xaxa, and even the singular EVT)Xa-rov, came, not unnaturally, to

mean simply a bed : but of this usage no actual example is extant,

except that Hesychius himself (s.v. gpixiva) so employs the singular

and (s.v. xpaTr)p(ai) the plural (the latter in the sense beds, not a bed)-

To turn to the precise meaning of svrjXaxa in the Ichneutae, although

the usage of the word in connexion with an axle, with a ladder, with
a bed, and with a throne is important as enabling us to determine its

application in connexion with a lyre, still there is no metaphor or

simile involved. Yet scholars have imagined that Pollux (x. 34)

states that in the Ichneutae the word signifies a part of a bed, and
Schenkl in consequence has so altered the text, on that assumption,,

as to introduce a simile. Now it is a great and gratuitous error, due
to lack of attention to the language used by Pollux, to suppose that he
asserts or implies that in the Ichneutae the word evrjXaToc has anything
to do with a bed. Pollux writes: y.£pf) Se xXIvt)? EV/jXaxtx xai ETtCxXtv-

Tpov, x6 (iev ye £7tbcXiVTpov wo 'Apiaxotpavoui; E&pTjjjiivoV EocpoxXvjs
8' Iv 'I^veUTaTi; aa-rupotg 8<pir) xtX. Now (jt,sv ye is entirely distinct

in sense from jiev and in fact is almost or altogether indistinguishable

from youv. This circumstance has escaped the commentators, who
have in consequence taken the quotation from the Ichneutae as furnish-

ing an example, not an exception. The correct translation is : " evrjXocToc

and E7rfaXivTpov are parts of a bed, E7rt>cXivTpov at all events being
so employed by Aristophanes ; but Sophocles in the satyric Ichneutae

says etc." This means that Pollux regarded Ev-qXaTa in the Ichneutae

as signifying something other than a part of a bed. Even had the
simple [liv, instead of the composite jj,ev ye, been used, the change of

construction from the participle to the indicative would render obliga-

tory a somewhat similar translation. Such a change is fairly common
(see Liddell and Scott, s.v. jxev), but when it presents itself, Se has
always a markedly adversative force. I do not however myself think

that this use of \j.£v and 8s is relevant, seeing that fiiv ye is a com-
posite particle complete in itself, whereas the simple [isv is only one
half of an organic whole ; it would, in my opinion, be wrong to take
Pollux' (jiev yE as in any strict manner complemented by the 8s which
follows. If that be so, the mere change of construction has not, given

fiiv ye, the crucial significance which, given yjiv only, it would possess^

Two other implications of the fjiiv ye might be suggested as prima
facie possible, either (a) the direct raising of a doubt whether Aris-

tophanes does not employ evifiXaxa, in addition to ETcixXivxpov, as

meaning part of a bedstead, or (6) an indirect disparagement of the
authority of Sophocles in comparison with that of Aristophanes ; but
the former, unaccompanied by an explanation, would be on the part
of any antiquary wont to measure his language a pointless parade
of ignorance, while the latter is wholly foreign to Pollux' attitude.

Consequently the words should be translated as I have translated
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"them. The completeness and consistency of my reading, if taken
together with its close adherence to Pollux, seem, unless I mistake,
to put it beyond reasonable doubt. &!;uXo<; (see Ch. v. § m. e. /) is an
adjective occurring in Homer (II. xi. 165), where however the meaning
is perhaps thick with timber, in Herodotus, and in late prose and verse,

dpx[yo[x<po? (see Ch. v. § n. a. 1, e) does not present itself elsewhere ;

but dpxucoXXoi; and e(5yo[x<po<; are both tragic. The adverb Siaxdpioi;

,(see Ch. v. § n. a. 1, i), though 8iax6poi; is well known, seems unique :

hut Dindorf's Stephanus gives it, though only with a cross-reference

to Sidjcxcop, under which heading, however, there is no mention of

any reading 8iax6pco<;. Until the discovery of the papyrus, no one
knew what to make of Fr. 315 with its impossible Setxai. Of pre-

papyrus scholars, Blaydes suggests reading the Fragment either as
ev/)X<xx' o5v xptyofj^a xopveuaau ae 8eT, or in some similar form :

Robinson Ellis as IvyjXaxa !;iiXa
|
xptyojAipa Siax6peux' a.noZ,uaa.i ae

SsX : Hemsterhuis, with whom Pauw concurs, as evqXaxa
|
£<5Xa xpi-

y6[£tpoi<; Siaxopeuaat, 8eT : Herwerden as evrjXaxa
|
xXivcov xpEyofitpa

•noXXa xopveuaai ae Set : Lobeck either as evrjXocxa,
| ijuXoupye,

y6[i.<poic; Siaxopeiv ae 8ei, or as Iv^Xccxoc ^tiyyo^a 8iaxp7jaa£ ae Set

:

and Valckenaer as evirjXaxa Tp£yo|zcpa Siaxopeiv ae Set. Since the dis-

covery of the papyrus, Robert desires to read the Fragment as Set xp[-

Yojicp' EVTJXaxa
|
vuvSiaxopeoaaia' : and Pearson either as "something

like " £ijX<x
|
eviqXdxcov xpCyofitpa Siaxopveiiaeox;

|
Seixai, or as fjiiXa

|

svrjXdxcov xpiyo[i(pa Siaxopveiiaexai. All such attempts carry their

condemnation on their face. . It would be possible, much more plausibly,

to take the Fragment as dochmiac and to read:<y >_ > lyqXocxa
|

C'iXa xp£yof*<pa 8iaxopeuaa£ ae SeT,
|
nou <<-> w «-> w <j \j <-> .> But

it is clear that the Fragment is identical with 1. 307. Apart from
that, there are four separate objections to the dochmiac treatment

:

(a) ev-^Xaxa ought to be used substantially ; (6) xpiyo^qpa is not
easy to understand ; (c) Siaxopeuaai has apparently to bear the
sense of Siaxopveuaai, which, metro rejmgnante, cannot be read ;

r
and

{d) it is unlikely that Pollux would have included the monosyllable
tzciX in the quotation. In 1. 307 Hunt, though he does not identify

the line with Fr. 315, reads Siaxipto? epetSexai.

308-314. Supplements mine, except that in 1. 310 Hunt proposed
xoXXoTtei; and in 1. 311 d^d-ruv.

In 1. 308, TrXexxa suggests nXexxdvai? : and, if that is read,

there is almost necessarily (see the lexica s.v.) a metaphor or simile

connected with an octopus. The number of the octopus' feet

makes one think that the next line must say something of the
thumbs of the two hands (as the digits + the thumbs number
not eight but ten), and the letters XdSoa (so P + Pa

) in that line

suggest xXdSog (either nominative masculine, or accusative neuter,

or genitive feminine, which last however must be accented xXa86<;),

and that word at once brings to the mind the idea of the bunch of

five (see ravxdxXaSos—which in classical Greek must have been
7tevxsxXa8o<;— and 7revxo£oi;). The heteroclite cases, with termi-

nations of the third declension, of xXdSoq, are, viewed as forms,

prima facie not masculine but feminine : though the heteroclite

declension of the word is strictly classical, the gender of the
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heteroclite oases is not determined by actual usage till we come
to Aelian, who writes (N.A. 4, 38) E7u(3T]vai xyj xXaSl [xvj Suvoc|asvcov :

the soundness of the text of Aelian at this point is confirmed by
Eustathius, who (p. 58, 37) cites this particular xyj xXaSi. Choero-

boscus, however, who apparently wrote circa 575 a.d., fancied that

the word xXaSt was of the masculine gender (Bekker's Anecdota,

p. 1226). But the accentuation XaSoc seema to put the feminine

genitive jcXaSo? out of the question. In the presumable context

the masculine nominative xXaSoi; does not appear to be anything

like so probable as some oblique case. I therefore have recourse

to the neuter xXaSo?, which I take as here being the accusative.

For the neuter xXaSoi; see Ch. v. § in. e. dd. Instead of xXaSo?,

Schenkl proposes xsXaSo?, and Mekler xoiXtxSoi;. In 1. 310 :
for

x<5XXo7re<; see Ch. v. § in. b. ee.

In 1. 311, P2 writes o above the a of a|x[iaxco[v, desiring apparently
to read of/.f/.a-nov. At the point where I insert 11. 313-314 two lines

have been lost (see Ch. vi. A.) : I introduce a mention of the

ttXtjxtpov, becauss in the Homeric Hymn the lyre is played with the

7rX-/j>CTpov exclusively, so that its existence ought not here to be
entirely ignored.

Column 13.

315-317. Supplements, Hunt. In 1. 315, for 7rapoei]AJXx7iptov see

Ch. v. § n. a. 1, r. In 1. 317, for aloXttrixa, see Ch. v. § n. a. 1, a.

319-327. This strophe finds its antistrophe (of which the two
final lines are missing) in 11. 361-367. The division into lines in the

strophe and that in the antistrophe, though presenting points of con-

tact, are not identical. The fourth and seventh lines of the strophe

respectively are conterminous with the fourth and seventh lines of the
antistrophe ; but in all the other lines there are differences of division.

The strophic text is thus divided in P : o^aXoocxoa

—

xotcou | 7tpE7rxa

—

ryjx"P

—

6s[u£ei
|
T07tpay(jia—(3aSr)v

|
«j6i—7ro0ocr | xaux—xX[

|
avr

—laOt
|
oo)—

z

a^e
I
yQ'tf-G—Su(J9opr)67]ic>. On consideration, I have

followed the divisions of the antistrophe in the first three lines (where
the strophe is curiously, though only superficially, corrupt) except that
at the end of the first line of both strophe and antistrophe I have adopted
a division found in neither, but imported by Hunt, though by him into

the antistrophe only : but later, where divergence occurs, I have adopted
the divisions of the strophe. In 1. 319, P (nothing is lost) presents

oi|«xXa>cxoaf. Hunt emends to dpeo^aXaxxoi; : but the antistrophe begins

with crrpe<pou, and, partly on that ground (for in this chorus no syllable

appears to be anceps), and partly becauso I do not think that the metre
tolerates a spondee, I propose UTto+dXaxro?. See Ch. v. § n. a. 2, c.

Wilamowitz suggests dOTpo^aXax-roi;, which Pearson, unintelligibly,

says " is by no means perspicuous." For my xi<;, Hunt reads xi?,

with acute accent on the previous syllable. In 11. 320-1 we are con-

fronted with a most remarkable and interesting sequence of corruption.

P presents the following (the asterisk representing a letter which P2

has washed out) *pETcxa8iaTovou<paa[/.axsY
|
j(<ope7rav6efn£et, evidently

meaning 0pE7txa 8T', & t6vou <paa(xax', Sy^copE Ilav, 0ejj.i£ei. x6vou

<fia[ia.r' is a manifest corruption of x6[jtoup' 4cf(xax'. For x6[ioup' see
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Ch. v. § 11. b. 2, c, and for GpEirra see the same Ch. v. § ir. a. 1, n.

This suits the antistrophio metre perfectly. But P2 has made havoc of
the passage. It is to be noted that, as usual, P does not insert iota
" subscript " ; ^ is represented by k, and the absence of an iota from
a<j|xocT greatly helped the corruption cpaajxaT. P2 usually inserts missing
iotas, but, utterly misunderstanding the passage, he does not do so in

this instance. He washes out P's initial letter, changes P's next letter,

p, into a 7t, inserts a p after it, and with the help of various diacritical

marks, finally presents the following nonsensical and unmetrical result,

7Tp£7tT£SiaTOvou<pa<J[/.ocT'eY
| xwp' ETCav0Ef/,i£Ei,».e. 7tpe7tTa StaT6vou <pao-

yLOLT Sy^cop' etiocvSeh^ei (nptma. is written for 7rpe7tTa because the
oxytone jrpETiTa, which we write Tzpsmik, was in Alexandrian times
and later commonly written nps^Ta, presumably under Sanscrit
grammatical influence, which influence I take to be responsible also
for the order of the cases, Nom., Gen,., Dat., Ace., Voc, \Abl.~\). Hunt
follows Pa

, except as to the quantity of the final of 7rpe7rTa, and, con-
jecturally inserting 8' au, reads 7tps7iTa 8' a5 8ia tovou ytkay.a.T ey-

[ x^P' E7rav0E(it?st. He thus indeed attains that degree of metrical
accuracy which permits the strophic-antistrophic equation of one long
with two shorts (8i& has to correspond with the first syllable of fSi^iv

in the antistrophe), but, as regards sense, he is reduced to translating
" A loud voice goes forth over the land, and through its tones culls clear

images of the scene (?)." I prefer What secretly stricken note shrills

through the place, wherein thou, quickener divine, Pan, this land's own
god, deliverest thy dooms in song oracular ? To 1. 321 P2 appends
a marginal note e7rav0E(xi^ETat ev'0*, i.e. E7rav0E(j.[^ETai (or rather

£7rav0e[x££eTai)" £v T& ©e&jvo?. This note does not necessarily mean
that Theon divided the line into words in the same way as P2

: all that
it actually vouches for is that Theon read the letters cited, which end
in etoci and not in el But I doubt whether Theon did not rather

read the termination as eoci. It seems clear that, at some early period

or other, sai, scanned as one syllable, was not uncommonly written,

at least in lyrical Greek, for the second person singular present indicative

middle and passive instead of yj. This eoci had atendency to be corrupted

into EToct (see Aeschylus, Septem, 1. 834, and my remarks on the passage

in *AvtI Miaq, vol. i. pp. 170-173). Even if Theon did read etoci, it must
have sprung out of eel In 1. 319 P reads 0^97], and, in 1. 322, paSrjv :

but the a (oj) in the midst of the corruption of 1. 320 has naturally

remained unatticised. In 1. 322, Hunt suggests the possibility of

oTttep, which, following Pearson, I read : Hunt reads oSTtep. Stahl

proposes o5 7rspi rcpovEuco, with d>c; for 8? in the next line, and tout' for

tocDV in the next line but one. In 1. 324, I take xXoroui; from Hunt.

In 1. 326 another reading is perhaps preserved elsewhere. For ^aXc-

907)? see Ch. v. § in. e. 666. In 1. 327, where I, following Wilamowitz.

and Hunt, read (/.tjSe, P gives ejj.oi.8e. Hunt also suggests lu,oi [atjSe,

which Pearson adopts. For 8ua9opr)0f)? see Ch. v. § m. o. e.

328 .' vtjcts P + P" : Tig e^ei TiXavT] as Hunt

:

this puts an anapaest and a tribrach in the same senarius. (iveiSiaac

Hunt.
329 ]. Eipa P : ou (j.a A£a a, &> -Kpea&eipcc

Wilamowitz (followed by Hunt) : but this seems somewhat too short.

Wilamowitz supplies the missing end of the line.
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330 ]vtoc P: Wilamowitz suggests

alternatively [«ov t6v Ai6? rociS' Svtoc (which Hunt adopts) and tov ex

Aibc, 8k tpiivTa (which Hunt rejects as " hardly long enough to fill the

space ") : both readings, I think, are too short. Mekler, followed by
Pearson, tov 8' ex Ai6<; pXaar6vTa. P gives the inferior spelling (which

however is very general) <piX7)T7)v. xaXeT? Hunt.
331. Hunt suggests 6v y' £vtux"v Xa|3oi|j.' Sv auTfl -rf) xXo7T7J

{" something like [6v y* svrux&v Xotpoifx'] fiv "). This is too short.

332-340. Missing parts, mine, except that Hunt supplies in 1. 333

t<xXiq07) Xey&>, in 1. 334 xsxXocpEvai, and in 1. 336 xaB^ptiotsE. In line

338, Robert, followed by Pearson, Sopqc. Where I have supplied, by
conjecture, 11. 339-340, two lines have perished from the bottom of the

column (see Ch. vi. a). For 1. 340 see 1. 305.

Column 14.

341-343. Supplements mine, except that in L 342 Hunt reads

EY^aoxovTa, and in 1. 343 ouSev. For sYxaoTcovroc see Ch. v. § m. E. n.

344. Hunt reads <ju 8' o5v to Xoitov.

345-346. Supplements Wilamowitz (followed by Hunt), except

that I alter eX aoi tpspei x<xp|x' to el tout6 <joi ^dp(i'.

347. t6v rouSa 8' ovxa Wilamowitz (followed by Hunt) : but, as

it has been stated several times before that Zeus was the father,

something much stronger is needed to justify 0-0C9EI X6y<p.

348. |j.-}] axto7rre jrXacrawv Wilamowitz, altered by Hunt to [ir,

a>coi7rTE 7COlGv to suit the space. Pearson (jfj) pXcmTE xivoiv.

349. oSto? y^P oute Wilamowitz (followed by Hunt) : but I doubt
whether this is short enough.

350. out' auTL? sv |x'/)Tpo>otv Wilamowitz (followed by Hunt) : but
this is not sufficiently long. I suppose my 7iXeu 'v to have been written

7tX£<i>EV. Pearson ouV eyysvt]? jx^Tpcoatv, which also is too short.

351-352 ]tCTECTTlTOVXXE7tTY]V(nt07TEt
I ]

xap7rovxou8ETou7tavai,8o(io(i, of which the ending is fairly plainly St'

ou Ilav alSojjioi; ; where alSofxoc; is only a slight corruption of

aiv6[io?, a word not found elsewhere, but clearly formed like almSXos,

and with the meaning of odywdfjioq and alfov6yLoq. For atv6(i.oi; see

Ch. m. and Ch. v. § n. b. 1, c.

But, as in 1. 320 (see also 1. 358), P2 bedevils the passage and tries

to exclude all mention of Pan by one alteration and two additions which
result in the presentation of 1. 352 as xap7TOvrou8E86urcavat-

8ojj.oi;, i.e. xaprcov touSe 8' o5 roxvqt 86[xo?. 7ravqi is a vox nihili.

Wilamowitz, swallowing most of the rubbish of Pa
, alters it to tceiv^,

which Hunt changes to reivf), reading the whole couplet as et S^ xXomf)

tI? ecjti, t6v xXs7tTY]v cx67tEt
I
foropov iSxap7rov" touSe 8' ou mi\ifi

86fxo<;. I need not insist how objectionable in a new sentence and a
mew sense xXotct) is after the xX07cf) of 1. 350 (of course tj xXotcy;

xpocTEt,
I

si 8t] xX07f/| Tt? Euxtv would have been quite another

matter), nor how curious is the expression t6v xXetcthjv ax6izei (Socopov

fixapnov. The main point is the mention of Pan, and, given that

mention, some such restoration as mine becomes inevitable. Pearson
reads ou 8' SXXoo' cl Tie iati, tov xXetttyjv 0x67161

|
xal y^v &tap7cov

rouSe 8', o5 rcXavqi 86[iou?, xtX.
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353-354. Supplements Wilamowitz (followed by Hunt). In L 353,
Pearson formerly &cvei, but now ocivei.

355. <iXX' Hunt. saaaza.i.a, altered from sutwmi;, P : el ou roxlc;

Hunt (who reads the original as eiamaic;). Where I read gvo?,

P gives vcocr, before and after which Pa has inserted a dot. vso?,

though Hunt reads it, is impossible : Wilamowitz, missing the obvious,

suggested TuaXoa. For eaal see Addenda. For evo? see Ch. v. § in. c. h.

356. 7tc!>Y&>vi and xvVjxtj) Hunt, the latter for P's inferior (but often

found) spelling xvixcot (so P+Pa
) : but Hunt most strangely thinks that

the word here means a thistle. For xpayoi; see Ch. v - §m - A - /•

357. jtaiiou P. My change to nau' o5v is necessary in view of usage
in the case of the 2nd person singular of the present imperative of this

verb. The same point arises in 11. 389-390. For <paXaxp6v see

Ch. v. § in. a. /.

358. oux Hunt. ex 6e«ov P : el? Geou; Wilamowitz : el? 6soiv

myself. At the end of this line P presents ye with some further writing,

which latter however P* has so effectively washed out that no legible

vestiges remain, and in place of that writing Pa has substituted Xoiajcpvj.

In the middle of the line P gives xajA&ipaxatye. The washing out
suggests some deletion of a reference to Pan : see 11. 320 and 352.

It appears that Pan is not indeed mentioned by name, but that ex

Osoiv xa (jL&ipa xal yeXoia is an alteration of el; 8egW xojxoupa xalye-

Xarixa. Seeing that P2 washed out the whole of what came after

xaiye in P, it is evident that P did not present any mere slight mis-

spelling of ysXotoc XP'h
' *na* being so, I am unable to complete the

line otherwise than with xalyeXaxixa ^pfy For TojjLoupa see Ch. v.

§ n. b. 2, c, and for cuyeXaTtxa see the same Ch. § n. b. 1, a, and
Ch. in.

359. xavovra Hunt. In the latter part of this line P gives uaxepcoi-

xeycoyeXoi : Pa alters this to uaxspcoxextoyeXco, but also adds an incon-

sistent marginal note ucxepcoaeyto, i.e. uaxeptoi; sy<5>. Hunt reads

fiaxep' ; &(; eyd> Xeyoi. But he also regards as possible cbq eyd> yeXco.

Pearson reads aj; a' ey<!i yeXoi. Wilamowitz suggests ax; eyto a' opto.

I disagree with Hunt's note of interrogation. For yeXco see Ch. v.

§ in. c. d.

360-366. For division of lines, see note on 11. 319-327, the strophe

to this antistrophe (the last two lines of the antistrophe have perished

from the top of the next column). P divides the lines axpeipou

—

fxuOour | o7roiav

—

omo
|

tyr\Y.T;m—roweia
|
iztaa—etpyaajievoa

|
pivcxoX-

Xy]TOV—poov
|
Ttou—Xo^tou |

. v][j.s—Pifia^e. In 1. 361, for dbcdtj'axxov

see Ch. v. § n. b. 5, b. In 1. 361, GsXokj P, altered by Pa to

OeXeiu. In 1. 363, twos P : Sraos Wilamowitz and Murray (followed by
Hunt). P continues xoxpYinaxouxeaetpyaafisvoc, : Pa adds a marginal

note TOxpi][*aouTcc"'7] .•.'", »'•«• to x?"Va outo?" ofixtoi; ?jv ev x<7»

©ecovoi;. x6 XPV'. oSxo? Hunt. In 1. 365, TrauSopa [. . .] omoxtov

Xo£iou : Sopas r, 'no Wilamowitz (followed by Hunt) : but, even if

written SopaaYiareo, this is a letter too short, so that I propose Sopac,

y" ^ 'no. In 1. 366, missing part Hunt. P presents in 1L 361-362

coto<|i7))ctov, and in 1. 364 pivoxoXXvp-ov, but in 1. 366 xa, which Hunt
expands into xobS'. For pivoxoXXaxov see Ch. v. § n. a. 1, r.

N N
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Column 15.

In this column, owing to mutilation, there is supplied (except

occasionally by detached fragments) no terminus ad quem of lacunae

at the ends of lines, save the terminus, valueless for senarii, afforded

by the probable width of the column itself, i.e. the space on the roll

which the copyist felt himself at liberty to treat as a page.

11. 367-392. The papyrus of the column is in two pieces. Piece

one contains the remains of 11. 370-375 : . it is manifest that from the

top of it have been lost the two concluding lines of the antistrophe of

which the remainder is preserved in 11. 360-366 (see the whole strophe,

II. 319-327), and, seeing that the chorus and also 1. 369 (as is sufficiently

proved by the contents, scanty though they are, of the stichomythic

fragments immediately below, particularly of 11. 374-375 taken together)

are in the mouth of the Satyrs and their choragus respectively, it is

likewise manifest that either one single stichomythic line or else an un-

even number of stichomythic lines must have equally perished between

1. 368 and 1.370 (that one line only has perished will appear in amoment).
Kece two presents 11. 377-392 in the sense that (a) in the cases of 11.

377, 378, and 382 it contains portions of places where those lines must
once have been, (6) in the cases of 11. 379, 380, 381, and 382 it exhibits

the initial letter, though nothing more, of each line, and in the case

of 1. 384 the initial letter and also one letter in the middle of the line,

and (c) in the cases of 11. 385-392 it preserves remains so substantial

that in every instance the general sense is ascertainable with but little

difficulty, and goes further at certain points, so that the supplement
to 1. 388 appears to admit of no doubt, while other supplements in

the neighbourhood are probable in a high degree. Taking alternate

lines upwards from 1. 385, which is manifestly in the mouth of Cyllene

(and is still more manifestly so, if one looks at the lines below it), we
see that 1. 377, the opening line, though none of the text is preserved

(except in two detached fragments), of the second piece of papyrus,

is also in the mouth of Cyllene. Now we have just seen that 1. 375,

the closing line of the first piece of papyrus, is likewise in Cyllene's

mouth. It results that between 1. 375 and 1. 377 either one single

stichomythic line or else an uneven number of stichomythio lines

must have perished, exactly as between 1. 368 and 1. 370. But (a) piece

one of this column presents six lines, and (6) piece two of this column
presents lines and places for lines amounting altogether to sixteen,

while (c) the column must originally have begun with two lines missing

from the end of the aforesaid antistrophe. Thus 24 lines are accounted
for. The most regular total for a column is 26 lines. We have left

on our hands two lacunae, each of which must, as we have seen, stand

for one line or an odd, not an even, number of lines. Assigning

to them one line apiece, we obtain the exact proper total of 26 lines :

if we assigned to either of the two lacunae three lines and to the other

one line, we should obtain the excessive total of 28 lines. Thus we
see that between 1. 368 and 1. 370 one line only is missing, and also

between 1. 375 and 1. 377 one line only is missing. A hopelessly

untenable contention advanced by Wilamowitz to the effect that 11.

326-327 do not form part of the strophe of which they constitute

the clausula has until now obscured the fact that at the head of this
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column there originally stood the antistrophic counterpart of the two
atrophic lines in question, and, as a consequence, this column has not
hitherto received proper treatment. Premising all this, we are able
with varying degrees of probability to place nine detached fragments
called by Hunt Frr. 5, 4, 10, 21, 31, 9, 20, 19, and 7, respectively.

Frr. 4, 5, 7, 9, and 10 Hunt takes as probably from the bottom of
column 1-3. Frr. 19, 20, and 21 Hunt considers, with a query, to
belong to a column which he wrongly thinks to have been lost between
column 14 and this column (see note below on 11. 386-388) : Fr. 31 he
does not attempt to place. For the sake of convenience I will deal
with these nine fragments at this point.

I take Frr. 5, 4, and 10, in that order, as exhibiting portions of the
two final lines of chorus which are missing at the top of the column.
Frr. 5 and 4 seem to me to present portions of both lines, and Fr. 10
may without improbability be assigned to the latter of the two lines.

Fr. 4 can be placed with comparative security.

The first fragment (Fn 5) runs:

].[ 367

]°[

The second fragment
(Fr. 4) runs, so ,far as the handwriting of P

is concerned

:

>8[ 367
]a<ra[

But, and this is highly important, Pa converts aaa. into acrai. The
absence of an i in P together with its insertion by P2 makes it to all

intents and purposes a certainty that the t is what we nowadays
call i subscript. From this fact there arises a strong presumption
that the passage is choric. In theory indeed -aa% might be the end
of the third person singular active or of the second person singular

middle and passive of a verb in -acato in tragic or Satyric trimeters.

But verbs in -croao take some finding : one may instance Xikjo-G and
rpa&p.oa, but 8ia-rr£ is never written Siaaaco, and [jr,aa<jto(i,ai is only

a corrupt spelling of ptacco(j.at. Again, in tragic or Satyric trimeters

aacc may result from the juxtaposition of two words, e.g. &aa' #8oo :

but words, or cases of words, ending in -goo. or -aae are not

particularly numerous, while words beginning with cy- are few. The
conjunction of two such words is in any given case an enormously less

likely possibility than the occurrence of a Doric form such, for example,

as yxpdoaq. or cfcraa. Therefore the great balance of probability is

on the side of this fragment being choric. If it is not choric, I can say

definitely that none of the lacunae in this play—of those, that is, in

which some textual guidance is left us—will harbour it. If it is choric,

I do not see my way to fitting it conveniently into any lines of any
chorus, except the last two lines of this chorus.

At a time before I turned my attention to this fragment and when
indeed I was barely cognisant of its existence, I had already inclined

to the conclusion that the two missing lines at the end of this chorus

ought to contain a mention of something like an ex Aio? &raa, or

perhaps, in the circumstances, an ex ©ot^ou Haaa., in order to justify

the cocksureness of the Satyrs, who are certainly jumping at a conclusion

N K 2
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most imperfectly warranted by the evidence. I had accordingly
tentatively suggested to myself, on the basis of the atrophic metre

:

xXeo? y&p Ivv^rov Ta8' iv.

Gstov Inatto xi.

As to this I will now only observe that I doubt the possibility, in

view of the strophe, of the initial iamb in the second line. When later

I came to concern myself with the placing of the fragment, I soon
suspected that its -ana was the remains of oacra and that it belonged

to this passage : but I also experimented with it, ineffectually, in all

other possible choric passages.

The third fragment (JV. 10) is :

]u.[ . 368

Of course the first and third fragments could be assigned to numerous
places up and down the play, though the first fragment would not
suit anything like so many aa the third. But it is a golden rule to keep
similar fragments—similar, that is, as regards the condition of the

papyrus—together, as far as possible, not indeed always in one single

group, but in as few groups as circumstances readily permit. By so

doing one tends to minimise the percentage of error. Therefore I

exhibit the first and third fragments in close connexion with the

second fragment.

Seeing that the metre of 11. 367-368 is known accurately from the

strophe, and seeing that on a conjunction of Frr. 21 and 31 (as is set

out just below in the notes on those fragments) it appears with fair

certainty that 1. 367 has a maximum length of 23 letters and 1. 368
a maximum length of 11 letters, I combine Frr. 5, 4, and 10 thus :

[. ] . [.]e8[ ] maximum 367

[ ]u . o a aa ,

i.e. (seeing that the extreme shortness of the space available in 1. 368
leaves little, if any, room for choice)

:

[xaScoS ES]Y][8]eS[oY(i.eveaT

[t Y]iaa]uv o a era

The fourth fragment (Fr. 21) contains (I suggest) the loci of

11. 367-368, a penultimate scrap of 1. 369 as also of 1. 370, and the
end of 1. 371. But it also presents the illegible remains of one letter,

the final letter of some writing the rest of which has perished, above
the locus of 1. 367. As, ex hypothesi, 1. 367 is the first line in the
column, I am bound to take this writing as some note or the like

from the pen of Pa
: but in this I see no difficulty whatever, as

(see Latin notes on 1. 367 and 1. 385) there is probably written at the
top of this column an alternative to 1. 385. Apait from the illegible

letter, the fragment runs thus :

]

]

]yuv[

]..=. 370
]ai .
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After the & of 1. 370, Hunt prints a colon as doubtfully occurring
in the papyrus : but I suggest that the doubtful colon is the vestige

of v. The important fact to observe is that the lines which I identify
as 11. 369-371 project well beyond the maximum limits of the lines

which I identify as 11. 367-368. This suggests strongly that the
former two lines are choric and the latter three senarii. Hunt reads

yuv as yiivai : but yiivai cannot occur in a senarius immediately
succeeding any extant chorus in this play, as the Chorus itself is not
composed of women, and whenever Cyllene, the only female character,

is present at all, it is Cyllene who necessarily is the speaker at every
such point. Hence I read EStov y' Gviv, which appears to make
admirable sense in the presumable context. For Oviv see Ch. v.

§ in. c. z. The chief reason why I place this fragment where I do
is that the difference in length between the first two lines on the one
hand and the three following lines on the other hand indicates that
we have a case of two choric lines followed by iambic trimeters. There
exists nowhere else in the play a lacuna, immediately after a chorus,
into which yuv can be introduced.

The fifth fragment (Fr. 31) runs :

]

]POT[

]pia[ 370
]suOu[

]aT&>[

It is clear, almost to demonstration, that the first line, of which
only the locus without any writing is here preserved, was choric,

owing to its extreme comparative shortness ; and it is highly

probable, because of the tendency of the papyrus to equalise choric

lines as regards length, that the remaining lines are not choric. I

therefore attempt to fit in the fragment at the end of the chorus which
closes with 1. 368.

Piecing Fir. 21 and 31 together we obtain, including the columnar

remains, and assigning the normal indentation to the two choric

lines:

[ J

t ]

I'
]?ot[ ]yuv[

[. .] suayoep[ ]pia[ ].e. 370
[o]naiaxXo[TCuaoux]eu0u[a<ovauT<oaaX]ocL

[. .]TOt7COV7j[ ]<XTG>[

This is the framework on which I have built up my text, controlling

the precise spacing by 1. 371 as filled in by me, which filling in (though

there is not much room for choice) was naturally made in the course

of consultation, so to speak, with the other lines. It seems to me
certain up to the end of eu0uc, and highly probable afterwards.

The sixth fragment (Fr. 9) runs :

M 373

M
Such a fragment might obviously be fitted into a considerable

variety of places. I put it here because I desire, so far as possible, to
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keep the group, to which it belongs, together, and because it cannot
conveniently be fitted in elsewhere in this column. With the help of

it I read 11. 373-374 as

:

[x] a)«{oaaxou[eivoo]7r[pe7tei8iocJYovGH 373

[eli Sea TaXir)[6 7] tccu]t [axp^iiexatXeyetv .

The seventh fragment (Fr. 20) contains, almost obviously, early

portions of 11. 376-379, and the eighth fragment (Fr. 19), with great

likelihood, later portions of the first three of the same lines (i.e.

11. 376-378).

Fr, 20 runs

:

]vpoto[ 376
]avc5[

](TTIT0[

]tokj[ .

]a(*[ 376
]uv[

]<j<j\j[ .

Seeing that we can reconstruct 1. 377 sufficiently surely for us to

judge clearly of the spacing, we are entitled to piece the two fragments

together thus

:

[...]vpoco[ -...]an[ 376

[oua iy]oc v e £[•»] 7t e p i p o]tov[TMvSauTi)ca

[. . .]ot i to[ ]aau[
t[. . ...]m[

That is the framework on which I have built up my text.

The ninth fragment (Fr. 7) runs thus, as regards the handwriting
of P :

]o[ 385

P2 accents ax as au It would no doubt be possible elsewhere in

the play to insert into one or other of the lacunae that extend to portions

of two lines an i with a diphthong od beginning immediately under-

neath it : but there is no place, except here, where such a supplement
is positively indicated. In 1. 385 (300x6X0? is strongly suggested by
the sense of the extant portion of the columnar line, and in 1. 386
Tex[iatpo(jiai is well-nigh unavoidable (see notes below on 11. 386-388).

Consequently I place Fr. 7 with considerable confidence in a position

near its fellows and read 11. 385-386 as having been presented by P
in the form

:

7t o[u]KaipoEove(iouoiT[ta8op]o[u)toXoo 385

7t[X]gouo8EYi'l8iQvuv[|3oocoTcx[i] ai[po|xai .

That this was the reading of P in 1. 386 is independently rendered
almost certain by a marginal note appended by Pa (see notes below
on 11. 386-388), and it is likewise almost certain for the same reason
(see the same notes below^ that the true reading in the line is not that

of P but

:

7teXe8oii; 8e f' ^St) vuv pocov x£X[xatpo[xat.
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I have also worked into this column a group of eight " small decayed "

(so Hunt) fragments, which, Hunt consideis, all belong to the same
column ; and that column, column 9. I am satisfied that they cannot
all find a place in column 9 ; and therefore, if they are of common
origin, none of them can come from column 9. I deal with them not
here, but among the Fragments, as the placing of them is highly

problematical (though personally I am fairly satisfied that I have put
two at least of them in their original positions). For the same
reason I have shown in my text of this column a line under the

letters which I have incorporated out of these fragments. The Frag-
ments bear the following numbers, and I have used them in the
following order (1) Fr. 18 (1. 369), (2) Fr. 15 (11. 369-370), (3) Fr. 12

(11. 370-372), (4) Fr. 17 (11. 370-371), (5) Fr. 11 (11. 377-378), (6) Fr. 16
(11. 380-381), (7) Fr. 14 (11. 386-387), and (8) Fr. 13 (11. 389-390).

In 11. 367-372, missing lines and parts, mine, except that in 1. 370
Hunt gives 6 Zau? yap, and in 1. 371 6 -naX<; xXorc. Hunt, going by
columnar remains only, reads in 1. 372 el xot 7rovrjp(i 8p£, 7tov7)p6i;

&v xupei. In 1. 370, for naiSapia, see Ch. v. § in. B. c. In 1. 373,

missing parts, Hunt. In 1. 374, Hunt, going by columnar remains
only, reads el 8' lor' dtXT)8^, XP*1 (*e xo^ Xeysiv t<£8e. In 1. 375, missing

parts, mine, except oi |x-)j T(*8' et-K^z, Hunt. In 11. 376-384, conjectural

lines and restorations, mine. In 1. 385 Hunt gives tcou y.a.1 p6a?
v^ouoi t[ : but he states that " p6ei; might well be read," and he
adds that " the top, which is all that remains of the doubtful letter

"

(i.e. the third letter of (Boect or pocra), " is perhaps not inconsistent

with an a." He points out that, on the one hand, with p6e? one
would expect, not vs[iouat, but vejxovToct, but that, on the other hand,
the form (36a? is questionable. I am inclined to think that, at any
rate in the style of this play, p6a? for |3ou<; would be most improbable.

I also think that such a variation as vejjlouci for ve[£ovtou, based

apparently on Herodotus, would be in accordance with the manner
of Sophocles. See Ch. v. § m. e. hh. Supplement mine, except reou

Hunt.
Lines 386-388 present a special and interesting, but not a difficult,

problem. P gives them thus :

jr.eioua8eY7)8T]vuv[

t .cK07iov7]pejceiTwrX[

OTtaiaToSsvSo v eyx exX7)[,

i.e.

TcXetou? 8s y' ^Si) vuv[

tE a% & 7r6v7]p', ej^si ; ti TtX[

6 7caT? t68' SvSov iy>ce>cX7j[.

Pa alters P into :

7E.eiou<t8ey'v)8t]vuv[

t .ao)7r6vi]p.exei'Ti7rX[

OTcaiaSSsvSoveoTrtvsyjtsxXr^,

jtXetouc 8s y' ijSig vuv[

t£ a', & 7r6vif)p', ex61 '» ft ttX[

6 iza&q 88' £v8ov eariv ey>ce>cXr)[.
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We now approach the problem. These lines (11. 386-388) are

situated towards the bottom of column 15. Line 392 is the final line

of the column—not merely now, but as the column was originally

written. Consequently, 1. 388 is, and originally was, the fifth line

from the bottom of the column, L 387 the sixth line from the bottom
of the column, and 1. 386 the seventh line from the bottom of the

column. Now we have already dealt with every extant column
(extant as a column, not in fragments) of the papyrus, except one only.

The outstanding column (which Hunt calls the 17th, but which, in

my opinion, is quite clearly the 16th) has suffered extreme mutilation,

and the top of it has been destroyed : but the original bottom is still

discernible, so that the lines can be counted upwards. On a level

(I am speaking throughout, not with geometrical precision, but with

that degree of accuracy which is appropriate to levels and the like

in the case of handwriting) with the seventh line from the bottom
of that column, which I will call column 16, and also, if you put the

bottoms of columns 15 and 16 flush with one another, on a level with

the seventh line from the bottom of column 15, column 16 presents

in its extreme dexter margin {i.e. in popular parlance in its extreme
left, not right, margin) the end of the first line of a marginal note by
P2

, and, immediately underneath this, on a level with the sixth line

from the bottom, both of column 15 and of column 16, the end of the

second (the concluding) line of the same marginal note ; and immedi-
ately under this again, on a level with the fifth line from the bottom
both of column 15 and of column 16, the end of a further marginal note

by P3
. These two marginal notes, as is manifest from their position,

have nothing to do with column 16, but pertain to a column which,
when the papyrus was intact, ran parallel to column 16, preceding

column 16 on the dexter (left) portion of the same sheet. Was that

column column 15, and are these two notes notes on 1. 386 and
1. 388 ? I think so, and I see no valid ground for doubt.

These are the marginal notes (a)

:

JeXeOoiaPotov

]vsv
T
8',

t'.e.

outcix; ^v ev Tto ©stovo; :

and (6)

:

]voa .

Now note ft, on a level with 1. 388, appears to suit that line admirably.
P reads (to use modern writing) 6 nat? t6S" SvSov 4yxex *»][> which
P2 alters (again to use modern writing) to 6 ««? 88' £v8ov lyxExTiT)-.

It is reasonable to suppose thatP went on with the neuter £Yx-xty)fJ^v°v,

and that the marginal note is corrective and ran £yxexX7)|ji£vo<;. This
view as to note 6 at. one time had weight with Hunt : but Hunt was
over-persuaded by his ideas about note a, and also by a contention of

Wilamowitz', of which T will speak in due course. To come to note a,

Hunt argues that the remains in I. 386 are not consistent with P
having presented 7ts>.eGou<j, and that, even if they were so con-

sistent, the reading tzcXIQou; |3ouv would present too wide a difference
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between the variant and the text. But (1) I do not suggest that P
read anything other than 7tXeiou? : that the word began with 7iX, not
with r.eX, is sufficiently proved by the 7tX repeated in the next line

(387). Moreover (2) iteX£0oic |3otov does not present a very wide
divergence from P, except on the gratuitous assumption (which I
can only imagine Hunt must have made) that P2 meant flooiv as the
word immediately succeeding tteXe0oii;. Let us go a step further. If

-eXsOoi? |3ocov ever occurred in the context, the general meaning must
be something of the nature I judge of the oxen by Hie dung, From the

dung I infer the presence of the oxen. The obvious verb to use in such
a case is TEXf/.aipof/,ai, and it so happens that TEJtfiatpofiat is capable
of two constructions—a fact that will be seen to have its bearings.

I suggest that P read :

7ir>.Eious 8s y' *S8t) vuv P6a? TsxfjLatpofjLai,

a mere unintelligent corruption of a more original

:

tteXeOok; 8s -;' r,8ri vuv p6a? Tsxu,aipofAai,

which meant

:

Why, now at last I can judge of the oxen by the dung.

Theon read (meaning exactly the same thing)

:

tteXeGoi? 8s y" *^Stt] t&v PofiSv T£X[xaipou,ai.

The use with TEXfxaipojxai of the genitive, instead of the accusative,

of the thing about which a judgement is formed (this must be distinguished
from any other use of the genitive with -TEXfiatpofiai) does not occur
in extant literature until post-classical times, though it involves no
unclassical principle. An instance precisely parallel to Theon's reading
is presented by Appian(Cw. 77, med.)rcj> mjpt t?,? 68ou TEXfxod.p6fi.Evoi,

judging of the road by the fire. I will not say that Pa did not interpret

Theon's tteXeBoi? (3ocov as by ox-dung. I prefer the genitive, seeing

that it is, as I said, not unclassical in principle, as the difpcilior lectio,

and because I doubt the possibility here of the form (Wag (see 1. 385).

If we have got L 386 right, or approximately so, it is easy to restore

1. 387 to the form :

t£ a', & n6w]p', s^si ; t£ 77e>.e8ous touoS' OOXsu;

;

Here also P must have read t:Xeiou<j. He must moreover have read

tootS, not xouaS, as he means more cattle, and the cattle are feminine

in 1. 390. I have already dealt with the marginal note on a level

with 1. 388, and have mentioned the reading of P and the
alterations effected by P2

. Pa went hopelessly wrong, except (assum-

ing the marginal note to refer to this line) as regards EY>tExXyj[jiEvoi;.

Observe that he does not here allege Theon's authority. P read (we
should not know the end of his reading except for the note of P2

; but
I think it is already safe to take the notes as referring to these lines,

subject only to Wilamowitz' objection, alluded to above, with which.

I will deal in a moment)

:

6 -at<; t68' svSov sYxexXflfievov.
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The 88' SvSov lortv eyxexXflixEvoc; of P2 makes no sense in the

context. P'st68' is right. -r68'e'v8ovisahaplographyforTo8oi8ev£v8ov,

i.e. t68' olSev evSov. But oTSev evSov must in its turn be an error

for olSev o5v8ov (probably written oTSev 6 evSov), as, after the 6

of 6 rocis grammar requires that evSov kyxexX-ftLtvoq, unless predicative

—and it cannot here be predicative—must have the definite article.

Bead

:

6 7tals t68' oTSev o5v8ov EYxexXfl^e'voi;.

To turn to Wilamowitz, his contention, which has impressed Hunt,
is that at the end of column 15 we still have Cyllene maintaining her

position, whereas, on the assumption that the marginal notes refer

to 11. 386 and 388, it follows that what I call column 16 must really be

column 16, and early in that column we witness her final discomfiture,

so that in some ten lines the position has to be revolutionised—an
impossible supposition, it is urged. Hunt goes the length of saying

"that this difficulty being taken into account along with the other

(to him) difficulties mentioned above, the reading of the notes as notes

•on 11. 386 and 388 "cannot seriously be defended." But, as far as

Wilamowitz' objection is concerned, let any candid scholar look at

L 392. My reading in that line 88' oXeT as 7rp6xvu y' seems to me to

follow with very high probability from the papyrus remains. No doubt
the situation might have drifted indefinitely. When Cyllene says

You are choking me, you and your oxen, she gives the Choragus an
opening, which he seizes. He forces the pace. He shouts Yes, I unh
destroy you utterly. Either that, or drive out the oxen hither. Things
have become impossible ; so that it need not surprise us to hear the

Chorus bursting into lyrics, and to see, only nineteen lines after that in

which the Choragus uttered his threat, Apollo appearing on the scene.

For jreXs0oi<; and 7reXs0ouc;, considered linguistically, see Ch. v.

$ in. e. oo. In 1. 387, Hunt reads xIq, 3> 7t6v7]p', &xcl » ^n ^ ^88,

Wilamowitz and Murray (followed by Hunt) read 6 toxic 8q evSom

fcrrlv eyxexXTO^voi;, where 6? is an emendation of the 68' of P3
.

In 1. 389, jtauaa.1 P, altered by P2 to mxuou. This variation indicates

an original toxue, which is imperatively demanded by usage (as against

jiatiou, not as against racOaai), and also (as against TOxuaai, not as

against mxuou) by the present tense in the following line, on which see

note below. Also cf. 1. 357. xouSioa P : Wilamowitz, with high prob-

ability, t6v Ai8?. Supplement mine : Hunt, not incorporating any
fragment, xaxtoe; Xey<j>v. For the 8, doubtless the remains of 8, before

1. 390 see Ch. vi. a. In 1. 390, supplements Hunt, except e^eXSv

OeXoi Wilamowitz (followed by Hunt). The text is sufficiently intact

for us to be sure that toxiSoi [/.' iSv is the reading to be adopted. Yet
Hunt actually divides the words as irat5ot[jt' &\i, I would cease (neuter).

Now the active of this verb in the sense to cease (neuter) is confined

exclusively to the second person singular of the present imperative

(where indeed the active is the only classical possibility), except that
in Odyssey, iv. 659, beside the correct [ivyjor^pai;—xaOtaav Ixal roxOaav

<xe0Xcov, there is a corrupt reading [xv7]a-ri)pe<;—xa6iaav xal rcaOaav

bteGXtov, and that in Sophocles, O.C. 1761, beside the correct tox(5ets

6pijvov, there is a corrupt reading toxi5ste Oprjvtov. In 1. 391, 7tve . yew
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(i.e. the inferior spelling itvEtyen;) P : miiyei<; Hunt. In L 392,

supplements mine : Murray proposes aTroXet : Hunt prints e!;sXaov[.

I mean by 88' /. For rcpdxvu see Ch. v. § in. B. ss.

Column 16.

393-418. This column (except as regards a detached fragment,
numbered by Hunt Fr. 22, of which I have made use, because ov0o occurs

in it, in conjecturally restoring 11. 394-396, and another detached
fragment, numbered by Hunt Fr. 30, which exhibits the loci and maxi-
mum termini ad guos of 1. 405, 1. 410, and 1. 411, penultimate portions

of 1. 406 and 1. 407, and the ends of 1. 408 and 1. 409) is presented,

so far as it is presented at all, on the piece of papyrus recently mentioned
(see note above on 11. 386-388) which contains in its dexter margin
writing by Pa which I have shown reason for taking as annotatory
of 1. 386 and 1. 388. If that conclusion be correct, it follows that this

column immediately succeeds column 15. The piece of papyrus shows
the bottom of the column : assuming that the column was of 26 lines,

the first six lines (11. 393-398) are missing (except so far as supplied

by Fr. 22) in the fullest sense ; the places of the next four lines

(ll. 399-402) only remain, without any writing; but of the residual

sixteen lines (11. 403-418) the beginnings, though not in 1. 411 the initial

letter, are preserved, and the run of the sense is, in a general way,
sufficiently indicated. There exists no ulterior limit to indicate the

number of letters to be supplied in the various lines. Fr. 22' runs
thus:

]..-[.].[
]puei[

[xeiv7)vavoi£<i>YauToaev6]o v o [omjXrjv 395
•-• WA[

]— .[ •

Fr. 30 runs thus, plus the columnar remains, those of the fragment
being underlined, and the maximum lengths of 11. 405, 410, and 411

given as indicated by blank loci in the fragment

:

outocjou9[ ] maximum 405

<oX[ ]apou[

i o)S[e^ea0aiPouaiiESei(iia0] ov8[e(jie

(t>Xo^iaSe[ ]Xsi[

xai7tap7][ ][T]v

Tcov[.]o<o[ ] maximum 410

[.]vu.[ ] maximum

Fitting together the two parts of 1. 407, viz. icoS and ovS, the

reconstruction lei
-
8exe<J0<xi P°"S ae §e '» [xia04v 8' e(is seems, in view

of the context (of course only in view of the context) fairly safe. That
reconstruction gives one the position of the remains in their various

lines. The supplements throughout are my own, except that jn 1.

406 Hunt prints " & A[o?fa (?)," and in 1. 410 tgW [(3]oS[v. In 1. 405
Hunt divides the text into outos ou <p : but this seems to be inconsistent

with the surviving, though scanty, context. I have filled up the

enormous lacunae chiefly for the sake of completeness : but incidentally
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I think I have demonstrated as by an object-lesson that Wilamowitz'

contention, to the effect that 11. 393-402 do not provide room enough

to lead up to the immediately ensuing state of affairs, does not hold

water. In 1. 403, P gives ioutou7t . y : P2 inserts a mark cancelling

the tz . y, but we cannot tell the ulterior limit of the cancellation : Hunt,
following P2

, reads only Eoi!> ioi!> : I mistrust P2
, base myself on P,

and read toi EovS
-

TOxyxpucrov x-cX In 1. 404, P gives rp/SstyTpt: P*

alters to TjvTE<pir]'ir : Hunt follows P2
: I follow P. In 1. 404 I change

P's eo>) to the Doric &pa, and in 1. 409, where P presents TcapK)[, I expand

to 7tap75y6pT)[ia, which I alter to the Doric 7rapay6p7)[jt,a (a) : cf. xaxayo-

pos, Pindar, 01. 1. 1. 85. That 11. 406-407 are not choric is shown by the

indentation in the papyrus, the strophe before and the antistrophe after

them protruding, at the beginnings of lines, well beyond the senarian

alignment ; which is the reason why comparatively so much of the

choric lines has been preserved. But such an indentation, instead

of one in the opposite direction, which elsewhere in P is universal,

shows that the choric lines were too long to be included even in the

space of average senarii. This fact implies another. Seeing that, in

practice, choruses are cut up into lines without much attention to

metrical considerations, but chiefly in order to make the lines of a
convenient length, though also with a view to adapting them more
or less to the punctuation, these particular lines must have been easily

recognisable units, in the sense in which hexameters or senarii are

easily recognisable units, to have been preserved from subdivision

into convenient lengths. But we can see precisely what they were.

The first line, both of the strophe and of the antistrophe, is set back
exactly two feet—feet such as occur in senarii—in front of the adjacent

senarius : this means that the lines in question are iambic tetrameters.

The other choric lines are naturally set back to the alignment of the

first lines of strophe and antistrophe, but begin trochaically : this

means that they are trochaic tetrameters. I know of only one other
place where there occur sequences of choric trochaic tetrameters

(Euripides, Helena, 11. 338-347 and 355-361, on which see my remarks
in 'AvtI Mia?, n. pp. 246-252) ; but there, as here, in strophe and in

antistrophe the choric trochaic tetrameters are preceded by a choric

iambic tetrameter acatalectic. That the lines here are choric is shown
by the end of 1. 409, where Fr. 30 gives [T]v. At the end of a line, where
no copyist would see a metrical reason for marking quantity, £?]v

obviously means a Doric genitive in -av. This fragment (Fr. 30) is of

substantial use. That it belongs here is rendered highly probable
by the fact that the second line of it runs ]apou[. If one takes this

as some case of Trapouatoc, then that word is appropriate to no extant
chorus, except this, where the presence of Apollo is evidently prayed
for. If, again, one acts on that hint, one obtains a series of termini

which work in most excellently with the presumable sense of the
whole passage. In 1. 406, I suggest that the papyrus presented,

without prodelision, <i>Xo£iaex<pat8pouiiear)t.7?apouaiai.

In 1. 407, Hunt prints the 8 as a doubtful a.

In 1. 403, to pass from textual questions, the scansion of iou tou as
—

i — w — is remarkable (it is guaranteed by the antistrophe). The
first syllable of loti is apparently not found long elsewhere, though
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in tragedy the i of tea is occasionally lengthened (e. g. Sophocles, El.

1. 150). But ioil> Toii shows, not mere lengthening, but the elegance

of varying quantity, as
TApe? "Aps? in Homer. The nearest parallel

is li] iv), which occurs four times in Callimachus' Hymn to Apollo

(11. 25, 80, 97, and 103). I suppose that the elegance must have been

a, feature of various hymns to Apollo. Callimachus scans M) l'h as
— <-> w — : Sophocles scans loi) lot) as ^> — . The difference of

metrical ictus in hexameters and iambics accounts for this difference

of scansion ; but it is to be observed that Sophocles has imported

into an alien metre an elegance originally only justified by koxa-

metrical ictus.

Column 17.

419-447. I restore this column throughout, if only in order that

it may be understood on what lines I am working and in what sense

I take the indications afforded by the papyrus. Those indications

are so considerable that there is much less guesswork (though of course

a great deal) involved in the process than would at first sight appear
to be the case.

I reconstruct the column from these fragments.

The first fragment (Ft. 23) is in two pieces, which however Hunt
has seen must be taken together. It contains, first, the remains of

three lines in the handwriting of P2
: these lines F had clearly

omitted in their proper place lower down, and consequently Pa wrote

them in at the top of the column, just as in column 10 he wrote 1. 242,

which is omitted by P, at the top of the column above 1. 235. The
three lines in question are 11. 436-438. It will shortly be seen that

their locus is easily determinable. The supplying by P" of these three

omitted lines increases the total of the whole column from the normal
figure of 26 lines to the abnormal figure of 29 lines. The first frag-

ment contains, secondly, in the handwriting of P, remains of the first

two lines, properly so called, of the column (11. 419-420). Why I

place these and other lines where I do place them, I will explain

in due course.

Ft. 23 runs as follows.

It is in two parts, separated vertically, and with no point of actual

contact between them. The upper portions of these two parts exhibit

writing by P2
, thus

:

(a) (6)

]6oupi|[ 436

]..[ 437 ]Xoa8£

]^pua<i>inX[ . Jrioaa[ .

Putting (a) and (6) together, so far as they contain the writing

by Pa
, we obtain

:

]6oupi[

]..[ ]Xoa8[

[acoapTi]xpuowi7cX[ou]Ttcraa[viXeu0epou<j.
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(a) and (b) continue, with writing by P, thus

:

(a) (6)

]P«ova[.. . Jjro[

]jcov7)oo[. 420 ]<w[ , 420

Putting (a) and (5) together, so far aa they contain the writing by Pj

we obtain

:

[TovSapaa]Ptova[TOu]7ro[pouTt[Jt6)7tXeov

]jtovv)aa[.]oa[ 420

The second fragment (Fr. 34) exhibits the loci of 11. 421, 422, 425,

and 427, and the actual ends of 11. 423, 424, 426, and 428. The metre

of the end of 1. 426 (P eXeaa) and the Doricism at the end of L 428
(P + P2 vav) demonstrate that those two lines are choric. That the

whole of 11. 421-428 is choric is proved thus. The arrangement of

choric lines in this papyrus is such that only the very longest of them
extend so far as the average ulterior alignment of adjacent senarii. The
papyrus here is sufficiently intact to show that not one of the lines

in the area involved (this applies more than equally to the lines of

which we have the loci only) projects so far as 1. 426 and 1. 428 : 1. 428
itself falls two letters short of 1. 426. Of the other two lines of which
the ends are extant, 1. 423 falls two letters short of 1. 428 and four

letters short of 1. 426, while 1. 424 falls four letters short of 1. 428 and
six letters short of 1. 426. In the cases of the four lines of which we
have the the loci only, it is certain from the papyrus that not a single

one of them projected further than 1. 424, i.e. four letters short of

L 428 and six letters short of 1. 426, and they may have been shorter

still. It is thus abundantly proved that the entire passage, 11. 421-428,

is choric.

I have given the longest choric Jne (1. 426) a length of 26 letters

after consulting the other chori in the papyrus. I have adhered
strictly to this basis in the cases of the other lines and find that

it works admirably.

Fr. 34 runs as follows

:

] maximum
] maximum

]<XTOV

Tp
] maximum 425

[^euY^avYapSouXocuva<T(J,]EXsaa

] maximum
]vav

The third fragment (Fr. 33) presents portions of 11. 429-435 and
439-446, together with the locus and maximum terminus ad quern

of 1. 446. 1. 439 follows without gap on 1. 435, as II. 436-438 are omitted

by P and have been written in by Pa at the top of the column. In
the case of every line, except 1. 446, an actual portion is preserved,

not the locus only : but the two bottom lines of the column (11. 446-

447) have perished.
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Fr. 33 runs as follows

:

[aWiafXTjVTtavSwSexovTcoveinixawja^o^ojiai~
]aia.[ 430
]«>[

]°<P[

]V7)X[

]l

[-rouSnixap i vx aT7)X0eaau0iacoo-E][/. e 435

M 439
]vo[ 440

]x«[
]ov.[

]a8[

]°(i.[

]ae<p[ 445
] maximum

Over the a in 1. 439 P2 has written another a, i.e. P2 has corrected
P S <T to CTC.

To turn to the placing of the remains, 11. 419-420 are fixed by the
letters pcova in 1. 419, coupled with the fact that they are in the same
fragment as the supplement written by P2

. Not many Greek words
end in (3<ova, and dcpaaPcova is almost irresistible after Silenus' t6v
syfyutovT'] in I. 418. I suppose the per rule extends to appa|3a>v : but
it is not easy to be sure, as the word is clearly of Semitic origin. For
a discussion of the word see Chapter v. § m. c. 6. If one reads

apa<x(3o>va, metre practically compels tov 8' apaocp&va : this gives a
terminus a quo for 1. 420, and necessitates the putting of eight letters

—

none too easy to get in—before the Trovrjaa? of the latter line : hence
my toux v£ou. I have just spoken of the fact of these two lines being
in the same fragment as the supplement written by P2

. In view of
the fact that the Satyrs had unquestionably been interfering with a
precinct of Pan, and in view of the further fact that such conduct was
traditionally punished by a species of madness, I read the remains of

the, lines written by P2 as signifying that something Goiipio?, presum-
ably a Tixpco? (see Aeschylus P.V. 354, Tucp&va Ooupov), otherwise

described as a -Xo?, presumably a oxp6piXoi;, had afflicted the Satyrs
whom Apollo had recently enriched. See the reading in my text.

This news must have been brought to Apollo by Silenus.

Now there is one place in Fr. 33 which seems to call for insertion

of the three lines. A distinctly shorter metre is adopted in the sixth

and seventh lines of the fragment (11. 434-435) than has been previously

used : this is shown by the projection of the lines. Apollo has obviously
been left alone on the stage after the departure of Silenus and the Satyrs.

He speaks in monologue, and, I suggest, in trochaic tetrameters

:

but that someone enters at 11. 434—435 is indicated alike by the shorter

measure and by the fact that 1. 435 ends with (i.e. If we insert Silenus*

lines after 1. 435, we then find that 11. 429-433 can readily be filled up
as containing a statement of Apollo's intention to visit Hermes in the
cave, 11. 434-435 as addressed to Silenus reappearing on the stage,

and 1L 439-446 as explanatory of the Satyrs' madness. A difference
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may perhaps be traced without fancifulness between the remains of

11. 429-433 and those of 439-445. In the former, oaa, to, o<p and vr,X

hint at node,, x<4to>, 8v6<poc, and dv7)Xiov respectively : in the latter,

aS and ojz make one think of uaivdtSi. and some case of 6[z<p7), while

in 1. 445 ae<j> seems necessarily to involve &7tTa with the final vowel

elided and followed by an aspirate. The idea of ferra suggests Pan
at once.

If these views are sound, the parts of the column fall into place,

and we have an absolutely consistent tout ensemble.

As II. 434-435 are markedly shorter than 11. 429-433, they are also

markedly shorter than 11. 439-445, and therefore I present 11. 430-

445 also as trochaic tetrameters. Though 1. 446 has entirely perished,

nevertheless its maximum length is accurately known from the papyrus ;

and that maximum length is two letters short of the actual length of

the iambic senarius, 1. 435. If two such short maximum lengths

occurred in succession, I should conclude that the trochaic tetrameter

metre had been abandoned in favour of a less lengthy measure. But
a single instance is a different thing. Therefore, especially as trochaic

tetrameters appear to continue at the beginning of the next column,
I reconstitute 1. 446 as a tetrameter of exceptionally few letters, and
I also make a tetrameter of 1. 447. For the tetrameters I take 1. 429,

which I can hardly have reconstituted very wrongly, as a standard
in order to obtain a terminus a quo. I there supply 27 letters before

the first extant letter. That means that I have had to supply 27
letters similarly in such case in 1. 430, 1. 431, and 1. 432, and 26 letters

in 1. 433. Note however that the diphthong et, causes a slight difficulty.

In 1. 429 I have counted zi as one letter and I have done the same in

1. 431 : but in 1. 432 I have written the diphthong twice (in the word
eipysi.), and I have assigned to the two diphthongs together the value
of three letters. Similarly, in each of the other tetrameters I have
counted the letters precisely.

With regard to the senarii I have been equally strict. The guidance
afforded by the number of letters, if you are pretty sure of the general

sense, and if you have even a letter or two surviving to help you, is

invaluable. That Apollo does not break off at the end of 1. 445
or of 1. 446, but continues speaking till the end of 1. 447, is both
agreeable to the run of the speech, and is also indicated by the words
of Silenus in 1. 448. I once had considerable hesitation as to filling

the gap after 1. 420 with the choric lines which constitute Fr. 34.

But they exactly fit in, and I have come to the conclusion that I have
more probably than not put them in the right place. I would adduce
the consideration that now that the chorus has gone mad it is not
likely to return to the stage until it has been cured. It might
indeed have rushed in, announcing by its actions its own lunacy,

but Silenus came instead, so that that opportunity is gone by. These
lines, being unquestionably choric, should therefore come in either

where I have put them or else sufficiently later on in the play to allow
opportunity for the cure of the chorus in the interval. But it may
be most gravely doubted whether any of the surviving fragments
(they are not very numerous) come from columns much subsequent
to that with which we are now dealine.
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Column 18.

448-473. This is the last extant (so far as it can be called extant)
column of the papyrus ; and it is not extant in columnar form. 11.

456-464 are indeed not extant in any sense ; but the meaning to be
conveyed in them is not doubtful. As regards the number of the
lines in question, it is either the normal number 26, which I have
assumed, or else 27 : it cannot be less ; in the ten lines postulated
by me, of which no traces remain, one is only just able to express
what has to be expressed. It follows that 1. 473, of which only an
accent survives, is either the last line of the column or, less probably,
the last line but one.

Before the lacuna caused by the loss of 11. 455-464, a composite
fragment, made up of Err. 27, 26, 35, and 32, in that order, gives us
portions of 11. 448-450 and of 452, together with the loci and maximum
possible lengths of 11. 451 and 455.

Fr. 27 begins with a portion of the top line of a column (which
fact is important), and runs in the handwriting of P

:

]. i a v si 9 p a a[ 443
Jpax[. . .].[ .

In 1. 449, P3 writes, with an apostrophe, p'ax.

Fr. 26 consists of a portion of the top line of a column (which
fact is important), and runs

:

]Ppa(Jeun[ . 448
Fr. 35 runs

:

]pa[ 450
i
j

]ou0a.o[

]

] •

Fr. 32 runs

:

]
]<pXe0o[ 450

]

](«][

Both in Fr. 35 and in Fr. 32 the abnormal variation of the line3

in length appears to indicate a dialogue in two widely differing metres,

I suggest dochmiac monometers and trochaic tetrameters. Such an
arrangement works out easily when one comes down to detail. Senarii,

instead of trochaic tetrameters, would not leave room (on any arrange-

ment which seems to me probable) for fitting in, consistently with the
papyrus indications, any alternating shorter measure, as the shorter

lines would then apparently have twice to consist of not more than four
letters, and once of not more than two letters. Three trochaic tetra-

meters in the mouth of Silenus, the first of them followed by a trochaic

tetrameter in the mouth of Apollo, and each of the other two by a
dochmiac monometer in the mouth of Apollo, and the whole succeeded

by a single dochmiac monometer in the mouth of Silenus just before
Apollo begins a speech hi senarii, will be found to constitute an
arrangement in harmony with every indication in the papyrus,
and to involve the presentation of a rather subtle symmetry, viz.

O O
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that though in the passage Apollo affects, if to use twice is

to affect, dochmiac monometers and Silenus trochaic tetrameters,

yet the first utterance of Apollo is a trochaic tetrameter, and the last

utterance of Silenus a dochmiac monometer, these two exceptions

balancing one another. A chief reason why I join numerous frag-

ments together in this column is that, in view of the progressive

dilapidation of the papyrus as it proceeds, I regard it as likely that

those fragments which do not seem to form part of any column earlier

than this form part of this column rather than of any subsequent
column : we are at the point beyond which, so far as I can judge,

dilapidation has passed into destruction. In confirmation of this

view I would urge that no single papyrus fragment of this play, so far

as it exhibits or suggests any meaning whatever, has the appearance of

relating to any portion of the action subsequent to that with which
this column (if I am in any way right as to its contents) has to deal.

This is the composite fragment made up of Frr. 27, 26, 35, and 32 :

].iavei9paor[ ]ppaPzu[x[

]p'«f...]-[ ]•

[o&Xa7roTe] pa[<p a p fxa>tovTouTecravr]TO[ji7]]<pXepo[a 450
] maximum

[ei8apa£oi]ou0avo [ VToayaiaGavo t vto (jtq>7]OTi ] (jitj [v

] maximum
] maximum.

I have here constructed two key-lines (1. 450 and 1. 452), and with their

aid I have built up my text. The four fragments appear to me to fall

readily into a consistent whole. In 1. 450 tpAepo is an indication of the
greatest value as regards the sense.

After the lacuna caused by the loss of II. 455-464, another composite
fragment, made up of Frr. 24, 36, 29, 25, and 28, in that order, gives

us portions of every one of the group of lines 465-472, together with the
locus and one accent of 1. 473.

Ft. 24 runs

:

]uxe^[ 465

]5ovoc[

]XHov[

Hunt, without making any express statement, prints Fr. 24 as if

its last line were the bottom line of a column ; but in view of the
abnormal straightness of the two vertical fractures, I query any reason-

ing that might be founded on the lower horizontal fracture.

Fr. 36 runs:

]zn[ 465
]i8ia[

]

]

Fr. 29 runs

:

M
]7taia[

]soti[ . 470
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ffr. 25 runs

:

]Xi6i[ 470
]0Tp[

](X7)7U[

Ft. 28 runs:

]S[. .]• •[ 470
]t o i o[

]xt[ .

This is the composite fragment made up of Frr. 24, 36, 29, 25, and 28 :

]"*£/[ ]ett[ 465
[8sinouTixeT,Va^[£i.vvtvaXXajj.Eli8ta[v

]^uva[ ] maximum
]j(fxov<p[ ] maximum

.] . .a^[ ]7raia [ ] maximum
[7]]X 1 0i [oaoovap]EaTi [vou]S[a7tXouao7taui 470
•]atp[ ]toio[

[o](iY)7t[p 07tsuaetTa inp ivav]xT[i]O0)[iE6a

I have here constructed three key-lines, 11. 466, 470, and 472, and
with their aid I have built up my text. In 1. 448, for Ppapeujiot see

Chapter v. § n. a. 1, e. In 1. 468, I take (conformably with usage)

veox^ov as new-fangled, not young. In 1. 472 I write TtponeuceiTai

rather than 7tpo7reuaeTai because, although the direct evidence fails

completely to supply an answer to the question whether 7rei5aofi.ai or

7reuao0(i.ai is the better form, nevertheless I have myself shown in

the Classical Review (viii. pp. 17-21, and xx. pp. 212-213) that

ipe\i?ou(i.ai is stricter Attic than <pEii£o[i<xi, and it seems to me that

7teu8o[iai, 7ruv9acvo(xai is on all fours with cpeiiyo), tpuYyavw. Owing
to the graphic treatment of the si diphthong, TzpoTzsuazirax is likely to

be so written by P as to occupy either no more or only inappreciably

more space than TTpo7teiicrETai.

With regard to the uniformity of spacing which I have assumed
as a condition of conjectural restoration, it is to be observed that P
normally writes letter under letter, and, that, if he fails to do this,

he has a tendency to compensate for his failure a few letters afterwards.

Column 19.

At this point we have ceased, so far as the papyrus is concerned,

to be even lyy&yvaii of the text ; for that text either does not extend

beyond column 18 (and this I take to be the case), or else is, as regards

any minute portion of it that may belong to a later column, unrecognis-

able and in a state indistinguishable from that of destruction. But,

even so, we are not left wholly in the dark as to what were once the

contents of the nineteenth column.

It is clear that the moment has arrived for Apollo to summon
Hermes from the cave. As it is evident from the earner portions of this

o o 2
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play that there were only two actors (apart from the Choragus) time
has to be allowed for the impersonator of Silenus who recently left

the stage (I fix his departure at the end of 1. 463) to change into the

accoutrements of Hermes and to make his way behind the scenes to

the door through which, as Hermes, he has to re-enter. Ten senarii

have been uttered by Apollo since his exit. A summons by Apollo

to Hermes taking up about ten further lines will give bim such margin
as is necessary : then, enter Hermes. I am not indeed sure that so

much as even ten senarii is essentially required to give time for the

actor to change his insignia : when the impersonator of Cyllene went
off the stage and then returned in the character of Apollo (see the earlier

half of column 16), an interval of five lines only was, according to my
arrangement of the passage, allowed, and on no reasonably possible

arrangement can the interval have exceeded eight lines ; but of the

five lines which I assign to it two only are senarii, the other three

constituting a complete choric strophe, so that it is possible that the

presence of set music prolonged the action to such an extent that the

bare counting of lines becomes a faulty criterion of the time occupied.

In Aeschylus' Prometheus Vinclus (11. 82-87) the actor who has been
taking the part of Hephaestus is, it is true, given the space of only

six senarii in which to leave the stage and make his way into the interior

of the wooden effigy of Prometheus, in the character of whom he begins

immediately to speak ; but in that instance he obviously assumed no
new mask or dress, though he doubtless divested himself of his old

mask and probably of his buskins also. Seeing that the " make up "

of the infant Hermes was, it may be supposed, of a somewhat special

character, I am inclined to postulate in this particular case not indeed
a long, but still an appreciable, interval.

It is safe to assert that Apollo, in exchange for the caduceus, obtains

the lyre from Hermes, that the sound of its music restore3 the Satyrs

to sanity, that they, headed by Silenus (whose return necessitates,

a3 there are only two actors,' the previous departure of Hermes) come
back to the stage, and that everything ends happily.

Maas has suggested that Sophocles' 933rd Fragment, opxo? yap
o&Ssl? avSpl 97)Xr)Tfl (3apti<;, belongs to this play. If so, it seems to

convey that matters between Apollo and Hermes came to the point

of an altercation : but I do not quite like the use of ctvSpl as applied

to Hermes, and should rather continue to class the fragment as from
a play unknown.

Maas also, and with more probability, assigns Fragment 930 to

the Ichneuiae. It runs

:

xX^TCTtov 8' otocv ti? £[i.cpavc5(; ecpeupeOvj,

aiySv iJvayxr;, xSv xaXov fip't] cr-6[jia.

If it is from this play, it would appear to indicate that Hermes remained
silent for so long a time that Apollo was at last reduced to endeavour-
ing to taunt him into speech : for, we must remember, Apollo, if I

am at all right in my reconstructions, determined (11. 465-473) to be
pleasant to Hermes.

But I have pursued my theme to the utmost permissible limit.
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Fragmenta Fabularum Sophoclis Ineerlarum.

Fr. 901. It is at least as probable as not that this Fragment is from
the Ichneutae. In the portion extant in the papyrus Hermes is not
given any name : but he can hardly have remained anonymous
throughout the play. In the Homeric hymn the writer speaks of

him as Hermes. Nauck suggests changing xapa to cSpos, so as to make
the Homeric scholiast quote, not a Fragment otherwise unknown, but
the Philocletes (1. 1459). But why ? Pearson considers xdcpoc to mean
hill ; but compare 'Epjxaioo 7ro86<;, the better reading, in Lycophron
(1. 835).'

Fr. 909. This Fragment may quite well come from the Ichneutae.

It would be appropriate in the mouth either of Apollo or of Hermes
at the conclusion of their negotiation for bartering the lyre against the
caduceus. Meineke, for no good reason that I can see, omits the
word StStivto? : Gomperz alters DiSoEivioi; xdc7nrjXo? to na^iyy-owrj^oi;,

on the wholly insufficient ground that the scholiast on Pindar writes :

ol yap (Dolvixsg TzaXiyy.a.v:rjkoi' xat £o<poxX?js xtX.
Fr. 930. The former of these two lines appears to be almost

technical in its language, which makes one think of the Latin fur mani-
festus. In view of what I have said elsewhere as to the Ichneutae
exhibiting the Greek equivalent of a search per lancem et licium, this

is an additional reason for provisionally assigning to that play a Frag-
ment that in any case must be included among those that could well

belong to it. Blaydes suggests XaXov for xaXov. Cobet changes tpepfl

to cpopfj : but in tragedy <pspsiv may apparently replace the <popeiv

of prose. Maas takes the Fragment to be from the Ichneutae.

Fr. 318. This Fragment is to a moral certainty from the Ichneutae.

That is so even if [3o6xXei!> be read, seeing that Athenaeus tells us that
the application of the adjective is to Hermes. But if we read |3ooTxXei|;

(and this, the difficilior lectio, has at once the better authority and is

hard to explain as a corruption), we seem to be face to face with a Satyric
peculiarity which clinches the argument. flooixXsiji can only be a
compound equivalent to |3ooiv oixXs^j sheep-stealer of oxen : compare
t7C7to|3oux6Xo<; (Euripides, Phoenissae, 1. 28, and Sophocles, Fr. 1057),

oxherd of horses. In normal Greek olxXeip would clearly be oloxXetJi

(although the word is not found, and indeed oio- compounds, with o lo-

in the sense of sheep, fall only just short of being unknown) : yet olxXeiJ;

is supported by oEctij7vt) (not oioo-u7ur)), lanoline, and by the proper
name OixXi)?. But for the purposes of the Ichneutae oIxXe<J; is more
strongly supported by oiIttoXch;, with the cognate forms alv6(*o<; and
afrrou?, both of which, unless I am mistaken, occur in the play and are

characteristic of Satyric drama (Bee Ch. ill. and Ch. v. § n. b. 1, c and d),

and by the no less rustic o-uptoTT)?. <ju<popP6s, and licpopfJo?. If this be
so, pootxXe^ is a remarkable example of the same linguistic peculiarity

rendered specially strange by the complication of the double composi-
tion. There is nothing to show whether Sophocles' use of 1x710 |3oux6Xo<;

is or is not Satyric. f}ooxXe<Ji may fairly be considered the vulgate

reading : Musurus proposed fioixXs^, a form to my mind impossible

and of which, if the ot be meant as a diphthong, the accent is certainly

wrong : Dindorf emended to |3ouxXe^ (the actual existence of whioh
obviously legitimate compound is certified by Phrynichus the gram-
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marian, with however the false accentuation potfxXeiJ' in the existing

text), objecting, I suppose, not unnaturally to po6>tXe<J> in a more or lees

Attic environment. As a matter of fact no uncontracted |3oo- com-
pound occurs in extant tragedy or Satyric drama, not even in a chorus.

This circumstance renders the reading (3o<5xXeiJ; distinctly improbable.

Yet, if (JooTxXsiJj be not the true original, it would seem that (3o6xXe(Ji,

not (3o0xXei|j, must be the word that has suffered corruption. Neither

the uncial BOTKAEY nor the minuscule (3ouxXei|> would give

rise, by way of graphic error, to BOOIKAEY or pootxXeiJ;. Nor
does etacism in pronunciation help : for, although both 01 and u from
a quite early date came to be pronounced in exactly the same way
as »] (not as t\ with its original value, but as the French or Italian *),

bo that unliterary scribes could interchange them at will, yet this

did not apply to u as the second element of a diphthong, ou was, and
is, pronounced as the French ou or the Italian u, and it has never been
possible to represent the sound by the combination oot, and therefore

PooExXsiJ' as a phonetic equivalent of PouxXeiJj is out of the question.

|3o6xXet)j then must be the parent of the corruption, if corruption there

be. Yet not only have we seen that $o6v.\sty itself is improbable, but
in addition it becomes evident on consideration that the erroneous

insertion of an iota in the middle of (3o6xXe+ is a phenomenon, possible

indeed, but not particularly likely. Moreover, the writer of codex A
of Athenaeus (see my a-pparatois criticus) did not venture to restore

{3o6xXeiJ;, but adhered to [JooixXe^ though he was evidently puzzled by
the form, as is shown by the fact that he left it without an accent.

From all this it follows that, if (3ooixXei|j is a possible form, it would
seem to be the preferable reading. That in Satyric drama it is a possible

form, I think that I have established. But I must not be understood
as claiming that the data are sufficient for certainty : what would seem
to be the preferable Teading is not necessarily the true reading, and in

a case of this kind caution is eminently desirable.

Fr. 933. Maas assigns this Fragment to the Ichneutae : but the
word avSpf, as applied to Hermes, or at least to a person such as Hermes
(the stricter way, I think, of putting it), is sufficiently inelegant, on
the double ground of his godhead and of his infancy, to lead me to

consider Maas' assignment as, on the whole, contrary to the weight of

probability.
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APPENDIX
TO INTRODUCTORY CHAPTERS

Quicunque deus, quicunque adhibebitur heros,

Regali conspectus in ostro nuper et auro.

Hoeace

Not until I had surveyed with considerable minuteness the whole
Satyric field and in fact had already corrected most of the proof-

sheets of this volume, did it dawn upon me that the fourth play of

a tetralogy may afford a clue to the contents of the three plays
preceding it.

It is evident from the words of Horace (Ars Poelica, 11. 227-228)
which I have set at the head of this Appendix that it was the practice

of Greek writers to borrow some at least of the tragic personages
figuring in a Satyric drama from the particular tragic trilogy to

which that drama was attached : on any other interpretation nuper
would be quite meaningless.

Now, so far as we are able to determine, Satyric dramas are

constructed on one or the other of two models. In the Ichneutae

of Sophocles—presumably representative of the older type—we
have (a) a Chorus of Satyrs, (6) one Satyric character only, viz.

Silenus, and (c) three tragic characters, viz. Apollo, Cyllene, and
Hermes. In the Cyclops of Euripides—presumably representative

of the newer type—we have (as) a Chorus of Satyrs, (6) two Satyric

characters, viz. Silenus and the Cyclops, and (c) one tragic character

only, viz. Ulysses. There exist strong reasons for assuming that

the type which employs three tragic characters draws one of them
from each of the three plays of the trilogy.

First, there is the a priori argument that, in view of Horace's

inevitable implication that some at least of the characters of a Satyric

drama were taken from the trilogy, it would be most inelegant and
contrary to the Greek sense of order that all of them should not be
taken from the trilogy, or that they should be so taken in any other

ratio than that of one from each play. Secondly, there is the a
posteriori argument that the assumption, if made, will—as will be

seen—work admirably. Thirdly, the following special consideration

is of weight.

It is a consideration that does not admit of very brief statement.

It is based on the fact that a reason is needed why Euripides, in

opposition to the general bent of his genius, should have substituted,

as is seen in his Cyclops, the simplicity, or rather the crudity, of the

employment of a solitary tragic character for the comparative com-
plication, as seen in Sophocles' Ichneutae, of the employment of

three tragic characters. Perhaps the reason is not far to seek. It

will not be seriously disputed, either on the a priori probabilities,
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or on the evidence, though scanty, of the Satyric titles, that Aeschylus
made of his Satyric dramas real pendants to his trilogies : the subject-

matter was roughly the same. But Sophocles, when he started to

compose unconnected trilogies, must obviously have found himself

unable to add a similar pendant. I maintain that what he actually

did was to maintain a pre-existent rule that one tragic character

from each play of the trilogy, i.e. three tragic characters in all, should
be combined in the Satyric drama. But this course must have led

to considerable difficulties. Especially, given three tragedies of

three quite different mythological dates, no three tragic characters,

unless two at least of them were immortals or quasi-immortals, could
possibly be combined in the Satyric drama. This obvious fact

accounts, I think, both for the prominence given to deus in the
passage from Horace's Ars Poetica and also for the otherwise most
singular circumstance that in Sophocles' Ichneutae the tragic charac-
ters are two gods and one nymph, the human element being entirely

excluded from the play. It is this difficulty (a difficulty which,
although comparatively seldom, must have confronted even Aeschy-
lus) of combining in one Satyric drama three characters taken from
three tragedies of three discrepant mythological dates that, I suggest,

caused Euripides to throw over the whole system. The difficulty

was not merely a difficulty : it was also a temptation—a temptation
to interfere illegitimately with the due structure of the trilogy in

order to facilitate the composition of the Satyric drama. I know
of no assumption that will equally well explain Euripides' action.

But at this point I must stem a sub-current of suspicion, that
there exists some uncertainty as to the exact nature of Sophocles'

innovation. Suidas is commonly thought to have stated that Sopho-
cles introduced a custom of competing " play against play " and
not " by tetralogies." Though modern scholars have pointed out
that such a method of competition is incompatible with our know-
ledge of the rules obtaining at the Athenian Dionysia, yet the
supposed statement of Suidas has bred a certain sense of insecurity.

Furthermore it is a fact that from the ordinary sources of information
we can obtain not even the slightest hint of any three plays of
Sophocles having in any sense formed a trilogy, nor, u, fortiori, of

any four of his plays having in any sense formed a tetralogy. The
natural result is a good deal of, perhaps unavowedly, suspended
judgement, or at least of bewilderment.

Now the existing text of Suidas runs (s.v. So<poxXij<;) : xocl auroi;

-?jpi;e tou SpSfxa 7rpoi; Spajiix aYfi>v££ea0ai, aXXa (jrf) OTparoXoYiav
(v.l. OTpaToXoyettrOai). The reading a-rpaToXoYEta8ai. is evidently
an attempt to produce at least grammar. aTpaToXoy'av is more
original, and editors have seen that TCTpaXoylav should be substi-

tuted. This means that we ought to read : xod auxin; 9)pi;s tou 8'

<5c[ia jrp6? 8poE(jtaT' &y<ayi^ea6ou, aXXa [ir; TETpaXoytav, And moreover
he initiated the practice of competing on the basis of four plays together?

but not on that of a tetralogy. So only can we give to TerpaXoyiotv a
grammatical construction and to aXXa its proper force. Moreover
the slight emendation brings Suidas' statement into line with known,
facts. Elisions, such as in Spiy.«.r\ are fertile parents of corruption.
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Of course Suidas is using Tfzpa.Xojioe. in a specialised sense, which,
for my purposes, I do not propose to adopt.

As for the deficiency of record of the actual tetralogies of Sopho-
cles, it must be remembered that only a few of the tetralogies of

Aeschylus, in spite of the fact that they formed unities, are recorded,
and of the tetralogies of Euripides, favourite though he was, three
and no more. Therefore it would not be surprising, if of the tetra-

logies of Sophocles, disconnected, like those of Euripides, as regards
the component plays, none whatever stood on the record (the reason
for the absence of allusion—a different thing from record—will appear
later). But, as a matter of fact, we know by express testimony,
though not through the most ordinary channels, of one Sophoclean
tetralogy. The testimony is cited indeed in the current books of
reference, but it is slurred over in such a way that it attracts little

attention. It is this. An inscription (see Hermes, xxiii. 283) testifies

to the revival of a Sophoclean tetralogy at Rhodes at an uncertain
date, B.C. The inscription, which is mutilated, runs : —]EACO©0-
KAEOTCKAIOATCCE[. .] AIIBHPACKAICATTPIKONTHAE [_,
i.e. Jea 2o<poxXsou<; xal 'OSuaaefa x]ai "I(3v)pa<; xai craTupixbv Tr,Xe£—

.

It is sufficiently conclusive. I deal in the proper place with the
probable restoration of the text.

There is then no reason to suspect that Sophocles interrupted the
practice of presenting tetralogies, and therefore we are free to adopt
my hypothesis without any misgivings on that score.

I will now proceed first to test my hypothesis on all known tetra-

logies of authorship such that it may be presumed that the Satyric
plays concluding them presented three, or at any rate several, tragic

characters apiece, and then (for, in my opinion, it will be found to
stand the test) to see what use can be made of it in fixing other
tetralogies at present undetermined.

We may take it that the presentation of three tragic characters,

or at least of a plurality of tragic characters, in the Satyric drama,
seen in Sophocles' Ichneutae, but not seen in Euripides' Cyclops, is

a mark of the older school. We may therefore probably attribute

it, in the absence of contrary evidence, to all connected tetralogies

and also to the transitional variety of unconnected tetralogies intro-

duced by Sophocles, though not to the developed variety favoured
by Euripides. In practice this means that, at the present state of

the inquiry, we have to deal with the recorded tetralogies of Aeschy-
lus and Sophocles only, although Polyphradmon's recorded tetralogy,

the Lycurgia, would also come in question, were we acquainted
with the names of its constituent plays.

The recorded tetralogies of Aeschylus are, the first three in order

of production, (1) the Phineus, the Persae, the Glancus, the Prome~
thews Satyricus, (2) the Laius, the Oedipus, the Septem contra Thebas,

the Sphinx Satyrica, (3) the Agamemnon, the Choephoroe, the Eume-
nides, the Proteus Satyricus, and (4) an undated tetralogy consisting

of the Edoni, the Bassarides, the Neanisci, the Lycurgus Satyricus.

No tetralogy of Aeschylus is exclusively recorded minus its Satyric

drama, or in any other incomplete form. I will take these four

tetralogies one by one.
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(1)

Aeschylus' Phineus, Persae, Glaucus, Prometheus Satyricus.

The problems presented by this tetralogy are interesting to the verge

of fascination. The Persae, being fully extant, affords us our main
point d'appui. We have to discover (o) how any of the doings of Phineus

can fitly be so treated as to form the first chapter of a story of which
the Persae forms the second, (6) which of the two Glauciit ia that forms

the third chapter of the same story, and how, and (c) in what way
a play relating to Prometheus can be added as Satyric epilogue, and
incidentally whether that play is on the one hand either the Prometheus

Pyrcaeus, as distinct from the Prometheus Pyrphoros, or vice versa,

or on the other hand a play called indiscriminately the Prometheus

Pyrcaeus and the Prometheus Pyrphoros.

These problems are by no means so difficult as at first sight they

seem. I believe that I can establish with high probability that the

Glaucus is the Glaucus Pontios, and that the Glaucus Pontios deals

with the defeat at Himera of the Carthaginians by Gelo on the very

day, according to Herodotus, of the battle of Salamis, and with the

subsequent shattering in a storm of the Punic fleet : no closer con-

nexion with the Persae could be desired. Just as the Elizabethans

attributed the defeat of the Armada to " Protestant winds," so the

Athenians (Herodotus, vn. 189) attributed to Boreas, and to his

Athenian wife Orithyia, a considerable part of the misfortunes of the

Persian fleet : for dramatic purposes the almost simultaneous shattering

of the Punic fleet could well be attributed to the same agency. In

this, I conceive, lies the connexion of the Phineus with the rest of the

story. Phineus was husband of Cleopatra, daughter of Boreas and
Orithyia : he had dealings, variously recorded, with Zetes and Calais,

sons of Boreas and Orithyia, and, according to some, was either

blinded or killed by Boreas himself. In these circumstances, we may
confidently assume in the Phineus some dramatic preparation, per-

haps in part a prophecy, for the destruction of the Persian and Punic
fleets. When I come to the Satyric drama, I seem to find abundant
confirmation. The indications, to my mind, are clear that the Pro-
metheus Pyrcaeus and the Prometheus Pyrphoros are identical, not
only with one another, but also with the Orithyia, and that the plot

of the play is the foundation of the Promethean Lampadephoria at

Athens on the occasion of the carrying off of Orithyia by Boreas.

I have laid down the outline of the tetralogy. Now for arguments
and details.

The tetralogy is given in the argument to the Persae as fl>ivst,

IT£paai<;, TXauxu, npofjt7]9eI.

The Fragments of the Phineus are most exiguous, and the play
seems to have perished early, not being mentioned in the Medicean
catalogue. But Philodemus (De Pietate, p. 18 : circa 50 B.C.) records

in a mutilated passage that Aeschylus in a play, of which the name
is represented by a lacuna, speaks of the (doubtless killing) of
the Harpies by the (doubtless sons of Boreas). This counts
as Phineus, Fr. 260. It is not much to go on ; but coupled with
overwhelming antecedent probability, it may suffice. Phineus (so

called by editors), Fr. 259, also seems to refer to Zetes and Calais;
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but I disagree, as will be seen when I come to a Herculean tetralogy,

with the emendation that assigns it to the Phineus. Phinevs, Fr.
259, the only quite certain Fragment, is irrelevant. But from this

Fragment alone (Athenaeus, x. 421 v), apart from the argument to
the Persae, do we definitely know of the existence of the Phineus.

The Glaucus stands as a sequel to the Persae. As it is Aeschylus
(and a very early tetralogy of Aeschylus) that we are dealing with,

the action of the Glaucus must be either subsequent to, or at least

contemporaneous with, that of the Persae. This consideration abso-
lutely rules out the Glaucus Potnieus : that Glaucus was eaten by
horses in mythological times. Therefore we must completely neglect
the effort of a late scholiast, who adds IIotviei in the argument to the
Persae : the same blunder occurs in HeBychius' ascription of Glaucus
Pontios, ' Fr. 33 (certified as such by Fr. 32, the subject-matter of

which is conclusive). We are left with the Glaucus Pontios, but with
a Glaucus Pontios the action of which is in or after the year 480 B.C.

The battle of Himera at once suggests itself as the obvious counter-

part of the battle of Salamis, and when we find in the Glaucus Pontios,

Fr. 32,

xocXotai XouTpois sxXeXoujjivoi; (so Heyne : ms. hO.i"k0\>\>.ax)

ei<; btyly.pvp.vov 'I(jiepav 8' a<pi>c6(J.'»]v,

someone, apparently the sea-god Glaucus himself (cf. Frr. 30 and 31),

going to Himera from, it would seem, Euboea (Fr. 30 and 31), via

Rhegium (Fr. 33), the suggestion becomes something like a certainty

(Welcker alone seems in the main to have appreciated this). We
are confronting, fairly clearly, Glaucus' annual peregrination of the
islands, and, in particular, a peregrination in which he witnessed the

battle of Salamis and hastening at full speed to Himera brought
news of the victory, only in his turn to receive news of the other

victory there. With whom then did he converse at or near Himera ?

A deity seems to be required. It probably was Boreas, waiting to

batter the Carthaginian ships on their homeward voyage : Orithyia

would be too specifically Attic. I cannot suggest what other characters

took part, nor who formed the Chorus. I have effectively linked the

Glaucus both with the Phineus and with the Persae : that is enough.

But I have also, I think, accounted for the fact that Aeschylus thought,

it worth while to reproduce the tetralogy in Sicily.

We know from the titles of this tetralogy and also from Fr. 207

that a Prometheus by Aeschylus was Satyric. We have no positive

reason whatever for making two plays of the Pyrcaeus and the Pyrpho-

ros, the titles of which are so similar as to suggest identity. We know
from a scholium on the Prometheus Vinctus (1. 94) that the action of the

Pyrphoros takes place after Prometheus has been bound 30,000 years,

so that that play cannot be the first of the unrecorded Prometheus

tetralogy. When I come to that tetralogy, I shall show cause for

supposing that its plays were the Prometheus Vinctus, the Prometheus

Solutus, the Nereides, and a play that might be entitled Centauri

quasi Satyrici. Therefore—though not much turns on the point—

I

identify the Prometheus of the Phineus tetralogy both with the Pyrcaeus
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and with the Pyrphoros. In positive support of this double identi-

fication I would point out that the date of the action (see just above)/

of the Pyrpltoros, which precludes the play being concerned with the

gift of fire to men, and also the title Pyrphoros itself, suggest something

in the nature of a Lampadephoria, and that similarly the connexion

of the Pyrcaeus with a gymnasium—Pollux (x. 64) introduces Fr. 205

with the words : tov 8e yujjivao-ioii; 7rpoo"/)xoVTcov arxEucjv—carries

the same suggestion. This observation as to a Lampadephoria has

also, it will be seen, a wider bearing.

I also identify—and this identification is more important than
the other—the Prometheus Satyricus with the Orithyia. The only

Fragment quoted as from the Orithyia, and indeed the only mention of

a play so named, come in Longinus (De Subl. in. 1 ), supplemented, as re-

gards an important lacuna, by a sort of summary in John the Siceliot

(Walz' Rhet. vi. 225). The Fragment, with its Satyric exaggeration of

language and with its reference to Fire, can scarcely come from any
play other than a Satyric Prometheus. It is fairly clear that Prome-
theus, not at the time bound, can hardly (see how he is dealt with
in the Prometheus Vinctus) have appeared in person in the Prometheus

Satyricus, so that it is reasonable that the drama should have had
also a quite different title. The Fragment of the Orithyia (Fr. 281)

runs in the vulgate :

xocl xajitvou ox"CTt (a^xuttov aeXa?.

il ydcp tiv' iaTtou^ov S^ojiai [xovov,

(iiav Ttapeipa? jrXEXTaVTjv /Eijjiiippoov

arfyTjv 7tup(i)oci> xal xaT<xv6pax(i>o-o[juxt.

vuv 8' ou xsxpaya 7io> to yEvvatov [xs\oq. 5

We gather from Longinus that Boreas is speaking. In 1. 2 we ought
to read vo[*6v for |jl6vov, though vojjlov would hardly be tolerable in

real tragedy. Translate : "HI shall spy a haunt that hath a hearth."

We must read 1. 5 as

(iuvSou 'x xsxpai; y' &ma to yEvvaTov [jtiXoi;,

Dumb erst, a brawler now, I frame this slogan ofmy clan. T put forward
this restoration with considerable confidence : Boreas is declaiming in

character as a wind, hushed at one time, boisterous at another, ou
xExpayd 7tco is impossible : XExpaya is always a present. Besides, the

line, as it stands, is babyish.

We may suppose that Orithyia, daughter of Erechtheus, falls in
with Silenus and the Satyrs in the Academy. Silenus and the
Satyrs are no doubt slaves of Prometheus, who is hidden in some
secret place in the neighbouring woodland. A Messenger arrives

from Prometheus, who, knowing what is about to happen, and being
minded to establish a Lampadephoria, gives to the Satyrs, as he
gave of old to men, the boon of Fire. The Messenger retires. The
Satyrs behave ludicrously with the Fire (Frr. 206 and 207). Enter
to them Orithyia, daughter of Erechtheus, who while taking the air-

outside the city walls has been surprised by Boreas and is fleeing for

refuge. She appeals to the Satyrs, who conceal her in an adjacent hut.
Boreas bursts in and calls on the Satyrs to produce Orithyia. They,
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emulating for the nonce the (ptXavOpoTtia of their temporary master,
stoutly refuse. A furious scene ensues, in which Boreas, who has learnt

that they are slaves of Prometheus, proclaims his revengeful intention
(Ft. 281) of burning up the house of anyone that makes use of the
Fire of that deity. He ia partially appeased by a promise to refer

the matter to Prometheus himself, and leaves the stage, saying that
he will soon return to receive Prometheus' answer. The Messenger re-

enters, sent to ask the cause of the tumult. He returns to Prometheus
to state the position of affairs. Orithyia emerges from the hut and
converses further with the Satyrs, and here, as in other parts of the
play, comes a choric ode. Hearing someone coming, Orithyia goes
back to the hut. The Messenger again re-enters, bringing a revelation

of the future from Prometheus, from whom he also brings and announces
a permission of the union on the terms that Boreas, a great runner,
and afterwards father of runners, shall train Silenus and the Satyrs
as, together with himself, a team to compete in the Promethean
Lampadephoria about to be instituted. This involves manumitting
Silenus and the Satyrs, as clearly only freemen can compete. The
Messenger departs and Orithyia comes out of the hut, is told the future,

abandons her scruples, and goes back to the hut. Boreas returns.

He hears and accepts the terms, and everything ends happily.

I do not mean that this reconstruction is correct in any kind of

detail. But, if I have got hold of the right general idea, some such
working of it out is necessitated by the data and especially by the

limitation of employing only two actors, though I ask my readers

to draw every distinction between any exempli gratia suggestions and
the more solid substructure.

Yet there are two special points that I wish to emphasise. (1) The
Promethean Lampadephoria at Athens was a team-race that started

from the temple of Prometheus in the Academy. We know from
inscriptions that an Athenian team in a Lampadephoria consisted

of fourteen runners, one of the fourteen being the trainer. Now the

Satyric Chorus is a Chorus of twelve. Twelve Satyrs + Silenus +

the trainer, Boreas, = fourteen runners. But if Silenus were choragus

and not a dramatis persona, we should only have thirteen runners.

Therefore Silenus is a dramatis persona. Therefore, in view of the

limitation of two actors, Silenus, Boreas, and Orithyia cannot be all

three on the stage at one and the same time. But as, both in the

Ichnsutae and in the Cylops, Silenus always stays with the Satyrs,

when they are on the stage, that means in practice that Boreas and
Orithyia cannot both be on the stage together. Hencemy suggestion

of an adjacent place of concealment for Orithyia. (2) The absence,

which seems inevitable in this play, of Prometheus in person from the

stage necessitates the extremely free use of a Messenger. The Messenger

in fact becomes a very prominent feature. But, seeing that we are

dealing with the institution of a Lampadephoria, we seem to need, not

an ordinary Messenger, but an Oriental Courier, a Persian &yyapoq,

to suggest the form that it should take. Herodotus (vm. 98) com-
pares the Xa|i7ra8v]epop£a to a Persian a-n-apYjiov, and *ne same idea was
present to the mind of Aeschylus himself in connexion with the meta-
phorical Xa[x.7ra8Y]<popioc in the Agamemnon (ayyapou 7in>p6<;> Ag. 1. 282).
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If by any chance the Messenger in the Prometheus Salyricus could be
an. Oriental Courier, picked up somewhere by Prometheus, everything

would fit to a nicety.

Now, if we adopt my hypothesis of the borrowing by a Satyric

drama of one tragic character from each tragedy of the preceding

trilogy, there is only one character that by any chronological possibility

can be borrowed by the Prometheus Satyricus from the Persae, and that

person is the Oriental Courier. None of the other characters were

born until long after the date of the action of the Satyric drama.
But an &yys^°? *s no* an individual : he has no name : he is a type,

and as immortal as is a god. It is, I think, a Satyric touch to bring

in the Oriental Messenger from the Persae.

Orithyia comes, I suggest, from the Phineus, Boreas from the

Olaucus Pontios. I certainly, from this tetralogy, have not proved

my hypothesis : but, especially as concerns the Persae, I feel that I

have commended it.

(2)

Aeschylus' Laius, Oedipus, Septem contra Thebas, Sphinx Satyrica.

This tetralogy is recorded in the argument to the Septem in the

words : Aa'£(p, OtShroSi, 'EtctA £jtl 07)|3a<;, Sqjiyyl (ja-rupixyj. It presents

a peculiar and perhaps instructive feature. Though only the Septem is

extant, we know roughly the subject-matter of each of the other three

plays. The Laius must have dealt, at least in part, with the exposure

of the infant Oedipus (this is confirmed by Fr. 122) : the Oedipus

must have been similar in plot to Sophocles' Oedipus Tyrannus (this is

confirmed by Fr. 173) : the Sphinx must have treated of the destruction

of the Sphinx by Oedipus (this needs no confirmation, but in fact seems
to be partially confirmed by Fr. 235, which speaks of the crowning of a
\ivoz, doubtless Oedipus). We thus see that the action of the Satyric

drama is in this case intermediate in time between that of the first

and that of the second tragedy, and further that it stands in the main
line of the events treated in the trilogy. That is the feature which I

mean. Normally even if the Satyric drama has not an action either

precedent or subsequent to the whole trilogy, it has at least an action

sufficiently remote from the important events of the trilogy for it not
to strike one as a chapter put in a wrong place. But the Sphinx
does so strike one. I submit that my hypothesis furnishes the only
reasonable justification of this awkwardness. The story of the Sphinx
is indeed a tempting Satyric subject ; but, apart from what I suggest

as the necessity of taking one tragic character from each play of the
trilogy, other relevant enough episodes, subsequent to the action of

the Septem, offer a wide field of choice (c/. the Fragment which I

assign to Pratinas).

As it is, Oedipus himself certainly comes in from the Oedipus

:

I suggest also Creon from the Laius and from the Septem probably
the Herald, who would be useful in the negotiations with the Sphinx.
As the Sphinx is a non-tragic character, Silenus is not wanted as a
character, so that presumably he functions merely as choragus of

the Satyrs.
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(3)

Aeschylus' Agamemnon Choephoroe, Eumenides, Proteus Satyricus.

Contrary perhaps to expectation, seeing that all three plays of the
trilogy are extant, this tetralogy is far from instructive. It is recorded
in the argument to the Agamemnon ('Aya^^vovi, Xorjcpopoic,

Eufievtai, UpcoTel aa-rupixco), and in a scholium on Aristophanes'

Ranae, 1. 1124 ('Aya^vovoC; Xorjcpipouc, EiifxevtSai;, nptox£a aa-ru-

puc6v). The same scholium informs us that Aristarchus and Apollo-
nius speak of the trilogy, omitting notice of the Satyric drama.
That both these great scholars should have done this is an
illuminating fact : it shows that some of the very best talent of
Alexandria was unduly concerned with literary merit to the exclusion
of scientific accuracy. The Fragments of the Proteus, though only six in
number, show that the play was in some sense known long after

Alexandrian times, three of them even coming from Hesychius. It

finds a place in the Medicean catalogue. None of the Fragments seem
to shed the slightest light on the plot, except that Fr. 210 appears to
refer to an omen either identical with, or at least similar to, that re-

corded in Iliad n. 11. 303-320, so that the action of the play is probably
precedent to the siege of Troy. But from the way in which this Frag-
ment is introduced by Athenaeus (ix. 394 a), we may, I think, learn

something important. The words in his present text are : Ata^^Xou
ev Tc5 TpayixqS IIpuTct ofixco [AV7)fi.oveuovTo<;. Of course Tpaytxcp is

impossible. Something more or less equivalent in meaning to a<XTuptx<j>

must be substituted. Casaubon proposed aa-roptxcp itself ; but the

ductus literarum forbids. In view of the power of metamorphosis
possessed by Proteus, I do not hesitate to read Iv TtjS Tpaytaxcp IlpuTEl.

Silenus and the real Satyrs are absent : in their place appear a set of

mock Satyrs, Proteus and his sea-monsters.

The only serviceable legend—and a Satyric drama must deal with
a real legend, though it interpolate Satyrs—about Proteus (Menelaus'

encounter with him being nihil ad rem) is that which makes him settle

in Thrace, where his sons behave so barbarously to strangers that he
prays his father, Poseidon, to take him back to Egypt,whither he returns
via a chasm opened for him at Pallene. Agamemnon can easily be

made to call at Pallene on his way out to Troy.

The Chorus of Satyrs seems then to be replaced by a marine chorus

in the semblance of Satyrs, and the Satyric character, Silenus, by Pro-

teus Tragiscus. The three tragic characters may well be Agamemnon,
taken from the Agamemnon, the Retainer, taken from the Choephoroe

(from that play no one else seems possible), and either Apollo or

Athene (of which two I choose the former as more fitted to be brought,

without offence, into the Satyric atmosphere) from the Eumenides. At
any rate there is nothing here to contradict my hypothesis, though,

I may confess, there is very little to contradict anything.

(4)

Aeschylus' Edoni, Bassarides, Neanisci, Lycurgus Satyricus.

This tetralogy is recorded in a scholium on Aristophanes' Thesmo-
phoriazusae, 1. J35, in the words : 'HScovoui;, BaacraplSccc;, Neavtcrxous,

Auxoopyov tov aocTupucov. The unusual employment of the definite
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article before com>pix6v implies that the Edoni was likewise called the
Lyeurgus, seeing that the scholium goes on : XsyEi Se £v toii; 'HSi&vou;

(And Lyeurgus says in the Edoni) x-X. We know from Strabo also

(x. 470 et seq.) that Lyeurgus was a character in Aeschylus' Edoni.
From the remainder of the scholium above mentioned, from Strabo
{I.e.) and from Longinus (de Subl. 15, 6) we further learn that Dionysus
was a character in the Edoni. Dionysus was in addition closely con-

cerned with the action of the Bassarides (see especially Scholia—
Breyssig—on Gennanicus Caesar's translation of Aratus, p. 84, 11),

and very likely was a character in that play as well. The Neanisci

suggests by its title that Lyeurgus' son, Dryas, was a character in it.

The plot of the Lyeurgus Satyricus is not known to us by any direct

evidence : neither from the three extant Fragments nor from a state-

ment preserved (in a scholium on Theocritus, Id. x. 1. 18) from a

Aypomnema of Aristarchus on the play does any light flow. But the

one apparently appropriate legend on record is that of the slaying

of Dryas by Lyeurgus, who mistook him for a vine, at the instiga-

tion of Dionysus. Assuming this legend to be that of the Satyric

drama, I suggest that Lyeurgus is borrowed from the Edoni, Dionysus
from the Bassarides, and Dryas from the Neanisci. I would add a
chorus of Satyrs, and, as Satyric character, Silenus. There is nothing

here of even a remotely demonstrative nature : still my hypothesis

contributes to a reasonable and workable, if quite uncertain, con-

clusion.

Polyphradmon's Tetralogy, the Lyeurgia.

This is mentioned in the argument to Aeschylus' Septem contra

Thebas in the words : -rptroe JIoXixppaotAGjv (the poet is IIoXu<ppa8nii>v)

Auxoupy'w (read Auxoupys'la) re-paXo-fia. As the name of no one
of the plays is preserved, I cannot discuss this tetralogy.

Philocles' Tetralogy, the Pandionis, comprising a play called the
Tereus sive Epops.

This tetralogy is in almost like case with the Lyeurgia of Poly-
phradmon. The record is threefold. In a scholium on Aristophanes'
Aves (1. 281) we read : oOto? 6 OiXoxXtjs E7ro7ia ectxeucotev 4« ttj

IlavStovtSi -rETpaXoyia. In a second scholium on the same line we
find : <DiXoxXeI stm Sp£u,a Tvjpsu? 3j "E-o'-Jj. In a third scholiwn on
the same line we have : e£t] av oOv t6v snorza sa^euOTtotT]xcji; Tjj

HavSwvtSi -rsTpaXoyfa, v)v xal 'ApkjtoteXtjc; ev xat? AiSaaxaXCeu;
avaypaipet.

Meletus' Tetralogy, the Oedipodeia.

Of this tetralogy also we know next to.nothing.. The record, in a
scholium on Plato (893 a), is : <T> Itei oi nsXapyol (of Aristophanes,
date unknown) s8i8acrxovTO xal 6 MeXtjto? OtSi7toSEiav xaOTpcev,

to? 'ApiaTorfXy;? AtSaoxaXtai?.

Euripides' Peliades, 1 , ? , 1

The record runs (Life of Euripides, 135, 30) : vjp^aTO 8e SiSamcsiv
&iA KaXXfou (StpxovTtx; xai' 6Xu(i7TLo£8a roc' Stei a', ^pcotov 8' dStSa^E

Ta; IIeXi«8a;, 6te xal tp£to<; lyivsxo. From this it follows that the
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Peliades was the first play of a tetralogy (thus the tetralogy is in a
sense, though most imperfectly), recorded, and—seeing that the occa-

sion is only three years after the production of Aeschylus' Oresteia—of
a connected tetralogy. The plot deals with the boiling of Felias. No
play seems possible as the second of this Medean tetralogy except the
Aegeus (the names either of all or of almost all Euripides' tragedies are
known to us). The third play is perhaps the Aloe, the Wanderings
of Medea. This we may infer from an inscription {G.I.A. u. 992),
which, though mainly alphabetical, interrupts a list of Euripidean
plays beginning with II by placing "AXdci between [IIe>.idt]8e? and
nx[eia0lv7j?] : I dispute the view that 'AXaf, a deme, not a play, is

meant. Of the Satyric drama we know nothing.

I have now dealt with all the connected tetralogies in any sense

on positive record. I will proceed to deal with the one recorded
tetralogy of Sophocles. Though Sophocles wrote unconnected tetralo-

gies (unconnected at least as regards the trilogies), yet we see from his

Ichneutae, that unlike Euripides in his Cyclops, he yet presented three

tragic characters (not one tragic character only) in a Satyric drama.
I have taken this feature as indicating temporary adherence to

tradition in spite of changed circumstances and as marking a transi-

tional phase. With Sophocles the practice of employing three tragic

characters in a Satyric drama seems to have died. We possess no indi-

cation that until Sositheus (who presumably brought it back as a part

of his reversion to antique models) it was ever revived except in the

solitary instance of the quasi-Satyric Syleus of Euripides (the younger,

as I shall in due course suggest), which play appears to be composed
on the full model of a tragedy and not to draw on other plays for its

tragic characters.

Sophocles'— -es or -ens, Ulysses, Iberes, Tele— Salyricus.

This is the only tetralogy of Sophocles of which we know, at
least in part, the names of the constituent plays by direct evidence.

An inscription (see Hermes xxm. 283) testifies to the reproduction

of the tetralogy at Rhodes at an uncertain date, u.c. It runs

:

—^]eaco<poxXso!jaxaioSucaE[ax]atiprjpaaxaiaaTuptxovT7iXe[— .

The first play must have either a nominative ending in -eos, or else

a nominative ending in -?)<; and forming an accusative in -la. As we
know the names of, at any rate, very nearly all Sophocles' genuine

tragedies, this fact suggests that the drama in question is one of the

nine following :—the Aegeus, the Atreus, the lodes, the Nauplius

Pyrcaeus, the Peleus, Phineus I., Phineus II., the Tereus, the Theseus.

The second play may be either the Ulysses Furens, or the Ulysses

Acanilioplex, and the third, the Iberes, must, one would think from

its title, deal with the story of Hercules and Geryon.

The Satyric drama, as even the names of numerous of Sophocles'

Satyric plays have perished, can be fixed if at all only by reference to

the names of mythological characters beginning with Tele-. Sophocles

wrote a Telephus : but that play is more probably a tragedy, the

story of Telephus not really lending itself to Satyric treatment.

Telegonus, on the other hand, would be a highly possible restoration.

P P
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A Telegonus, not the son of Ulysses and Circe, wrestled with Hercules
at Torone and was overthrown by him. Compare Euripides' Busiris

and Theristae. I cannot with probability suggest any other name
than Telegonus.

What if the tetralogy consisted of the locks, the Ulysses Furens,

the Uteres, and the Telegonus Satyricus 1 There is here no trilogy in

the Aeschylean sense : but there are three tragedies, each of which
could contribute one fitting character to the Satyric drama.

Hercules of course would be brought in from the Iberes : he is the

perfect tragic character for Satyric purposes. His squire and natural

attendant (except in his formal " labours "), Iolaus, would step over

from the lodes. The Ulysses Furens would find its representative

in Laertes, who was a contemporary and—at least in the Calydonian
hunt—a companion of Hercules.

A word as to the lodes. Quotations from that play, eo nomine,

occur once in Pollux (x. 39) and once in a scholium on Aristophanes

(Eq. 1. 498). In the latter place codex V gives 'IoxXsoui;, the other

mss. 'IoXiou. Now 'IoXc&ou is not an accidental corruption of 'IoxXeous

:

it is an intentional alteration, effected in order to show that the story

of Iolaus is the subject of the play. Therefore, although at least

eight times in Greek literature O'otMj? and its cases are corrupted into

'IoxJoj? and its eases, I cannot agree with Pearson in adopting Brunck's

suggestion that here also and in Pollux the lodes is a mistake for the

Oecles. Indeed the frequency of the corruption is surely an argument
that 'IoxXvj? was better known than OlxMjs, not that no 'IoxWje ever

existed. Iphicles was father of Iolaus : on the strength of the varia-

tion of reading in the scholium lately mentioned, I take it that Iolaus,

not Iphicles, is meant by the name Iocles.

After in my own mind essaying unsuccessfully a variety of other

combinations, I have here suggested a possible account of this tetralogy

and an account consistent with the reasonable assumption that, seeing

that in the Ichneutae Sophocles presents three tragic characters, he
drew for his Satyric dramas on each tragedy of the trilogy to the

extent of one character. All I will claim is that my results are very
largely controlled by the conditions. Take, for example, the Alreus,

instead of the lochs, as the first play, and then see whether it is

possible to make up a Satyric drama that will pass muster. That I

am able, without awkwardness, to apply my hypothesis in this case

is at least something in its favour.

On my showing, in addition to the three tragic characters I have
mentioned, there would be one Satyric character, Telegonus, and conse-

quently Silenus would, I suggest, appear, not as a character, but, if at
all, as leader of the Chorus of Satyrs.

At this point I must discuss a recorded trilogy of Euripides, which
may properly, I apprehend, be viewed as an imperfectly recorded tetra-

logy. There is reason to suppose that the fourth play, missing from
the particular record, is the Syleus. It is known that the Syleus is

quasi-Satyric, i.e. fully Satyrio in tone, but with another Chorus sub-

stituted for the normal Chorus of Satyrs. It is to all intents and
purposes certain that the Syleus presents three tragic characters : that
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is why I take the matter into account at this stage. It is highly tenable
that the Syleus, as distinguished from the trilogy, is the work of
Euripides the younger.

Euripides' Iphigenia in Aulide, Alcmaeon Ooriniki, Bacchae : no
Fourth Play is recorded.

This trilogy is recorded in a scholium on Aristophanes' Ranae, 1. 67,
on the authority of the didascaliae, in the words 'Itpiysveia-v tyjv ev
AuXtSi, 'AXxu,odcov<x (codex V : 'AXxfiaiio Siova), Boatmen;. The second
play is the Alcmaeon Corinthi, not the Alcmaeon Psophide, which latter,

as we know from the argument to Euripides' Alcestis, belonged to the
Cressae, Alcmaeon Psophide, Telephus, Alcestis tetralogy. I suggest
that V's 'AXxjiaico Siova is a miswriting of 'AXx[xa£to Stov, a brachy-
grapheme of 'Axx[ioucova Seu-repov. We learn from the same scholium
and on the same authority that the three plays of the trilogy were
composed by Euripides, but were produced after his death by his son
and namesake lv &ttei. Thus a fourth play is necessary. The cir-

cumstance that the fourth play is not mentioned seems to suggest
that it was supplied by Euripides the younger. Suidas, who does not
recognise Euripides fils as a writer, attributes (s.v. Ei)pm£87]e Mvyj-

aap^ou) the presentation to Euripides neveu. His text now runs :

vixocc; 8e avsiXETO e', t<x<; jasv S' 7repi<i>v, tv)V 8s (i£av |xe-nk t/jv

tsXsot^v, !m8sii;a[jiEV0u to 8pau,a tou a8sX.<piSou ocutou Ei)pint8ou.

The nonsensical to Spa-jia should be to opajxa, which suits S7ri8si!;a-

jjievou ; note that by the use of to opapia Suidas avoids burdening his

rapid statement with details as to trilogy and tetralogy.

Now the old grammarians knew of eight " Satyric " dramas at-

tributed to Euripides (we also know of eight such—taking the Satyric

and the quasi-Satyric together, but excluding the Alcestis, which is a
true tragedy—or, if the Autolycus and the Sisyphus be identical, of

seven). But of the eight the authenticity of one (of which one we are

not informed) was doubted. Suidas apparently denied it outright,

recognising only 77, not 78, extant plays. It looks as if it is the last

play of this tetralogy that was in question.

The play that was doubted must, I conceive, have been the Syleus.

The Syleus is an experiment wholly unique in the known field of

Satyric drama. We gather from ancient authorities (the references,

which it would be a long matter to discuss in detail, can be consulted

in Nauck's Tragicorum Graecorum Fragmenta) not only the general plot,

but also a fair amount of the particular treatment. This information

renders it certain that the play—though Silenus and the Satyrs are

absent, their places being taken by a Farm-Bailiff and his Labourers

—

is in every real sense as Satyric as is the Cyclops itself, not tragic, with

a dash of something else, like the Alcestis. In this particular respect

it does not appear to differ from the Autolycus and the Busiris : but

in other respects it does. The Autolycus and the Busiris are apparently

composed on the same model as the Cyclops, except that the Satyric

Chorus is replaced by a quasi-Satyric Chorus and Silenus by a quasi-

Satyric character : in each of these two plays there seem to be two
quasi-Satyric characters and one tragic character, as in the Cyclops

there are two Satyric characters and one tragic character. Doubtless

p p 2
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alao in each of those two cases the one tragic character is drawn from
a tragedy of the preceding trilogy.

But the Syleus, in addition to the quasi-Satyric Chorus of Labourers

and the quasi-Satyric character, the Bailiff, has three tragic characters,

Hercules, Hermes, and thirdly a woman, who to a moral certainty is

Syleus' daughter, Xenodice (her very name shows that she is not a

Satyrio monster), and whom Hercules seems to take as his paramour.

Very little consideration is required to show that here we have not a
case of reversion to the older practice assumed by me of borrowing
three tragic characters from three tragedies : it is impossible to suggest

a tragedy that can have included Xenodice.

In other words the Syleus itself is a sort of mock tragedy. It stands

half-way between the Autolycus and the Buairia on the one hand and
the Alcestis on the other. Like the Autolycus and the Busiris, but
unlike the Alcestis, it is, although Satyrless, fully Satyric in tone : like

the Alcestis, but unlike the Autolycus and the Busiris, it is composed
on the full model of a tragedy, not borrowing its tragic characters

from other plays. It is in this intermediate attitude that it stands

unique.

The combination of five facts, viz. (1) that the record omits mention
of any fourth play as appended to Euripides' posthumous trilogy, (2)

that nevertheless, in view of the production of the trilogy Iv fiorei by
Euripides the younger, a fourth play must certainly have been appended,

(3) that consequently there arises a presumption that the fourth play
was the work of Euripides the younger, (4) that the authenticity of

one unspecified " Satyric " drama, attributed to Euripides, was gravely

disputed in antiquity, and (5) that the Syleus quasi-Satyricus, attri-

buted to Euripides, departs widely from any and every known scheme
of Satyric construction, suggests forcibly both that the Syleus is the

missing play, written by Euripides the younger, of the tetralogy, and
also that it is the play of which the authenticity (i.e. the Euripidean
authorship) was impugned. The adoption of these two suggestions will

remove every difficulty.

But we need something more specific than the removal of difficulties.

I imagine that that something is ready to our hand. A unity, however
slight, is required between even the Syleus and at least one play of the

trilogy that must have preceded it. No doubt a technical show of

unity of action might be produced (as I take to have been the case with
the ordinary Euripidean Satyric drama, with its one tragic character)

by fetching Hercules or Hermes, or both of them, from the trilogy

:

but it would be furiously inartistic, in a play with three tragic characters,

so to borrow one, or two, only, instead of all the three. It seems to

me to be an alternative between all three and none : and the former
is an impossibility. I am therefore driven back on another unity,

that of place.

The scene of the Syleus must have been laid at Aulis, where Syleus

and Xenodice lived. The only known tragedy of Euripides—and
we know in some sense either all or very nearly all his tragedies—of

which the scene was likewise laid at Aulis is the Iphigenia in Aulide.

We have here, I suggest, the specific corroboration that we need. I

therefore take the Syleus quasi-Satyricus as the missing fourth play.
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Last in the list of recorded tetralogies presumably so composed as

to allot three tragic characters to the Satyric drama.—I put it last

because, although it is of early date, yet owing to mutilation of the

record it is not prima facie presented as a tetralogy—comes a group
of plays produced indeed by Aristias, but concluding with a Satyric

drama by his father, Fratinas.

Aristias' Perseus, Tantalus, Antaeus: Pratinas' Palaestae Satyri.

This tetralogy is imperfectly recorded in the corrupt text of the

argument to Aeschylus* Septem contra Thebas, thus : Ssiirspoi;

'Apia-rftov llEpceT, Tavx(iX({i, IlaXataTali; oa-rupixoii; toi? Ilpa-rlvou

roxTpoc;. Read (as a quotation from a didascalia couched in official

semi-Ionic) : Ssitepo? 'Apia-does, &v IlepasI, TavTdcXcp, 'Avxaico'

naXaiaTal? oaTtipoi? -zoic, npocnvou 7taTp6<;. I am myself, I think,

the first to suggest &v (suorum) : aaTiipoiq is due to Nauck and the

brilliant/Avxattp to Bergk. As we also learn from the same argument
that the set of plays was staged (manifestly at Athens) in the archonship

of Theagenides—the existing text calls him Theagenes—in competition

with tetralogies by Aeschylus and Polyphradmon, it seems sufficiently

evident that a tetralogy is in question. This being granted, 'AvtccIco

becomes morally certain. It is known that Aristias composed an
Antaeus, andthehaplography of TavTocXtp 'Avxatcp as simply TavT<£X<j>

is in the fullest accord with the observations of palaeographical

science. Moreover—and this is highly important—a tragedy about

Antaeus, the great wrestler, fits in to perfection with the title of the

Satyric drama.

Now, if we apply my hypothesis and take one character from each

of the three tragedies, not only do we obtain an admirably workable

set of characters for the Palaestae but in addition a plot at once

imposes itself. Here however a special observation must be made.

The characters indicated are manifestly indicated, even if it be a

fact that Aristias employed in a tragedy two or more actors : but in

two out of the three cases they are more manifestly and peremptorily

indicated, if it be a fact that Aristias used one actor only. Pratinas

in his earlier days can have known but one actor, and there is no

reason to suppose that his .Dorian muse ever took up with Attic inno-

vations. Aristias is probably in the same case : neither his Fata nor,

it would seem, his Antaeus is in the Attic dialect. Besides, on this

particular occasion he was writing up to a Satyric drama by his father.

Therefore, in the rest of this treatment, I shall assume that he employed

one actor only: the reader however must bear in mind that that

assumption, though useful, is far from necessary to my argument.

From the Perseus I take Perseus himself, for reasons which will

appear. The Tantalus must deal—nothing else in the legend is very

well suited to tragedy—at least partly with the episode of the golden

hound and with the consequent altercation between Hermes and

Tantalus. As Hermes could not be leader of the Chorus, it follows

that Tantalus was. Therefore Tantalus is not a character in the tragedy,

and cannot be borrowed. I borrow Hermes. In the Antaeus, very

obviously put in by Aristias in order to supply a character to his

father's Palaeslae, the tragic action dealt with is, I conceive, the win-
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ning of the hand of Antaeus' daughter, Alceis (otherwise called Barce),

by Alexidamus as a prize for victory in a foot-race. No doubt Alceis,

not Antaeus, was leader of the Chorus. A child of Antaeus—and
no Other child of his is known—is speaking in the solitary Frag-

ment of the Antaeus (Aristias, Fr. 1 ) where the metre is at any rate not

senarian. Therefore Antaeus is borrowable and I borrow him.

The following is my rough idea of the Satyric drama. The Satyrs

are enslaved by the wrestler Antaeus and made to wrestle. Perseus

comes flying over Africa with the Gorgon's head in a wallet, with

the cap of invisibility, and—more important—with the winged sandals

of Hermes. He descends among the Satyrs, of whom Silenus is the

choragus. One at a time—there being only one actor—he and Antaeus
address Silenus, and Silenus replies. Perhaps Perseus is actually

mistaken for Hermes. Then Hermes comes in without his sandals.

There is a scene (very likely) of Box-and-Cox confusion between

Perseus and Hermes, and it may well be that Perseus, putting on his cap,

speaks when invisible. Hermes doubtless gets back finally his winged
sandals from Perseus, and Perseus, who has the potent weapon of

the Gorgon's head, obtains the manumission of the Chorus. Hermes
probably shows them that they must not forget their new accom-
plishment but cultivate it, with improvements, decorae more palaestrae.

I consider that Hercules has no place in the drama.
This is all, in a sense, conjecture ; but it fits in and affords the

opportunity of a really rollicking play.

Having come to the end of the recorded and semi-recorded tetra-

logies of that class which presumably presents three tragic characters,

not one tragic character only, in the Satyric or quasi-Satyric drama,
I will pass on, premising however that my prima facie probable

assumption has, although it remains undemonstrated, encountered
not po much as a shadow of contradictory evidence and has been com-
mended by certain circumstances, few indeed, but perhaps significant.

The unrecorded tetralogies of the same class next claim attention.

On this head I must confine myself to Aeschylus and Sophocles. Not
enough plays by any single minor tragedian are known to us by name
for it to be possible to attempt the task of assigning them to tetralogies.

As regards Aeschylus, on the other hand, it appears probable, though
some confusion is caused by alternative titles, that we know the name
of every tragedy he wrote, while as regards Sophocles our knowledge
seems to be only a little less extensive. But it does not follow that
we are able to deal almost equally readily with both authors : Sophocles'

abandonment of the connected tetralogy constitutes a most serious

obstacle.

The Life of Aeschylus asserts that the poet composed seventy
Spajtaxa (meaning tragedies) and " somewhere about the number of
five Satyric plays." It is evident that the writer knew next to nothing
about the Satyric plays of Aeschylus : John Tzetzes, until he looked
the matter up, was even more ignorant about those of Euripides (see

Hermann's introduction to the Cyclops). But the seventy tragedies
are another matter. The number seventy doubtless includes the
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Aetnaeae Isotltoe, as well as the Aetnaeae Gnesioe : both the plays

figure in the slightly imperfect Medicean catalogue (I myself consider

—

I will give my reasons in the proper place—that the expression Aetnaeae
Nolhoe does not mean the forged 'play called the Dames of Etna, but the

Pretended Dames of Etna, a drama in which the Satyrs masqueraded
as a female tragic chorus, something like the conspirators at Thebes

:

statistically it is the same thing whether it is forged or Satyric). We
are thus left with sixty-nine genuine tragedies, i.e. twenty-three

trilogies, of Aeschylus. An apparent difficulty arises from the fact

that the tragedies commonly supposed to be known by name number
more than sixty-nine. But if, as we have already seen reason for

doing, we take Orithyia, Prometheus Pyrcaeus, and Prometlieus Pyr-
phoros as three variant titles of one and the same play, and that play
a Satyric drama ; if further, as seems almost inevitable, we follow

Dindorf in considering the Thalamopoei to be, not a tragedy, but the

Satyric drama of the Supplices trilogy ; and if lastly we accept ms.
evidence as to the existence of a Phoenissae, then, without in any
other way departing from current views, we know the names of

sixty-nine Aeschylean tragedies, neither more nor less. I must speak
then more in detail of the Thalamopoei and of the Phoenissae.

The Thalamopoei is mentioned once only (it does not occur in the

Medicean catalogue), viz. by Pollux (vn. 122), who quotes from it a
short Fragment {Fr. 78) couched in architectural language alien to

the ordinary convention of tragedy. Hermann identified it with the

Aegyptii. supposing a trilogy consisting of the Supplices, the Aegyptii

sive Thalamopoei, and the Danaides : but in view of the diction of the

Fragment one is almost compelled to adopt Dindorf's opinion that the

play is Satyric and that the Supplices, the Aegyptii, the Danaides,

and the Tlmlamopoei Salyri constitute a tetralogy. This moans, as will

appear in due course, that the TMlamopoei Satyri is identical with

the Amymone Salyrica.

The Phoenissae comes in to fill up a gap, as by my excisions I have
reduced the tragedies to sixty-eight. Now the second play of the one
Herculean tetralogy, the Alcmene, the — . the Heraclidae, and the

Leo Saiyricus, appears, unless it be the Phoenissae, not to be known
by name. Other plays with remotely appropriate titles are seen on
examination to fit into other tetralogies, and nothing suitable seems to

be left over. The play in question must deal with Hercules in person.

In view of the wide-spread Phoenician worship of " Hercules," a

Chorus of Phoenician women could well figure even in a play covering

the same general ground as Sophocles' Trachiniae. Now the vulgate

of Pollux (vn. 91) states that ev <Dotviaaai<; Aeschylus presents the

line (Fr. 259)

:

tteXXutp' exouaxv eu6eT0i<; ev <itp[3uXaii;.

But, instead of ev (DoivCaaaig, codex A gives ev <Dpovl'. Consequently

editors emend to ev <&pui& or lv <Pivei. But ev <&oiv£aejati; may well

be right. The Phoenissae of Phrynichus was widely known, and a
copyist or reader may have written over (Doivtaaaii; the abbreviation

<&puvi (standing for <Dpuvtv_ou), as we might write " Phrynich.? " mean-

ing thereby : " Is not the Phoenissae of Phrynichus intended ? " :
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in that case the scribe of codex A could easily have mistaken <&puv£ for

a correction of OoivCaoaii; and have acted on his mistake. I imagine
that one reason why sv <DiveT has found favour is that 7tlXXurpa
(apparently leg-bandages worn by runners) seem appropriate to Zetes

and Calais, who are connected with the action of the Phineus. But
Zetes and Calais are equally connected with Hercules who killed them.

On the whole then (though it rounds things off, nothing important
turns on it) I believe in the Phoenissae.

We see that the other evidence is fully consistent with that of the

I/ife of Aeschylus. We may therefore take the genuine tragedies as

sixty-nine in number. Now Suidas tells us (s.v. AlaxiiXo?) that Aeschy-
lus wrote ninety tragedies. Tragedies is here used in the wider sense, so

as to include Satyric dramas. It follows that of the ninety " tragedies "

twenty-one were Satyric dramas. Sixty-nine tragedies, in the narrow
sense, would normally imply twenty-three Satyric dramas. The differ-

ence of two (note that Suidas speaks of the plays that Aeschylus wrote,

not of those that were extant, and remember that the didascaliae

were accessible) is a token of Suidas' trustworthiness. He knew as well

as ourselves that ninety is not integrally divisible by four. Aeschylus

began competing at Athens in the year 499 B.C., Pratinas himself

being in the lists against him. It is too much to suppose that at this

very early date the newly invented Satyric drama figured in the

Urban Dionysia. The natural supposition is that Aeschylus' first

two efforts were trilogies only, not tetralogies. Of the twenty-one

Satyric dramas eleven,on my view of the facts, are known to us by name.
Of the sixty-nine known tragedies the Medicean catalogue omits

seven, the Alcmene, the Glaucus Potnieus, the Hiereae, the Palamedes,

the Phineus, the Phoenissae, and the Sisyphus Peirocylistes : of the

known Satyric dramas it omits none at all : it includes the Aetnaeae
Nothoe, whatever the nature of that play. It may well be that haplo-

graphy—in view of the occurrence of the Glaucus Pontios and of the

Sisyphus Drapetes in the list—is responsible for the omission of the

Glaucus Potnieus and of the Sisyphus Peirocylistes : the other five plays-

were apparently unknown to the cataloguer.

The tragedies, in English alphabetical order, are (1) the AegyptiiT

(2) the Aetnaeae, (3) the Agamemnon, (4) the Alcmene, (5) the Argivi,

(6) the Argo, (7) the Atalanta, (8) the Athamas, (9) the Bacchae, (10) the

Bassarides, (11) the Cabiri, (12) the Callisto, (13) the Ohoephoroe,

(14) the Cressae, (15) the Danaides, (16) the Dictyulci, (17) the Dionysi

Trophoe, (18) the Edoni, (19) the Eleusinii, (20) the Epigoni, (21) the

Eumenides, (22) the Europe, (23) the Glaucus Pontios, (24) the Glaucus

Potnieus, (25) the Hectoris Lytra sive Phryges, (26) the Heliades, (27)

the Heraclidae, (28) the Hiereae, (29) the Hoplon Crisis, (30) the

Hypsipyle, (31) the Iphigenia, (32) the Ixion, (33) the Laius, (34) the

Lemnii, (35) the Memnon, (36) the Myrmidones, (37) the Mysi, (38)

the Neanisci, (39) the Nemea, (40) the Nereides, (41) the Niobe, (42)

the Oedipus, (43) the Ostologi, (44) the Palamedes, (45) the Penelope,

(46) the Pentheus, (47) the Perrhaebides, (48) the Persae, (49) the

Philoctetes, (50) the Phineus, (51) the Phoenissae, (62) the Phorcides,

(53) the Phrygii, (54) the Polydectes, (55) the Prometheus Solutus, (56)

the Prometheus Vinctus, (57) the Propompi, (58) the Psychagogi, (59)
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the Psychosta3ta, (60) the Salaminiae, (61) the Semele, (62) the Septem
contra Thebas, (63) the Sisyphus Petrocylistes, (64) the Supplices,

(65) the Tdephus, (66) the Theori sive Isthmiastae, (67) the Thressae,

(68) the Toxotides, and (69) the Xantriae.
The Satyrie dramas, in English alphabetical order, are (1) the

Amymone Satyrica sive Thalamopoei Satyri, (2) the Oercyon Satyricus,

(3) the Ceryees Satyri, (4) the Circe Satyrica, (5) the Leo Satyricus,

(6) the Lycurgus Satyricus, (7) the Orithyia Satyrica sive Prometheus
Pyrcaeus Satyricus sive Prometheus Pyrphoros Satyricus, (8) the Pro-
teus Satyricus, (9) the Sisyphus Drapetes Satyricus, and (10) the Sphinx
Satyrica. To these I would add (11) what I take as a disguised Satyrie
drama, the Aetnaeae Nothoe.

The known tetralogies (subject, as a matter of detail, to the
identification of the Prometheus Pyrcaeus and the Prometheus Pyr-
phoros inter se and with the Orithyia) are (1) the Agamemnon, the
Choephoroe, the Eumenides, the Proteus Satyricus, (2) the Edoni, the
Bassarides, the Neanisci, the Lycurgus Satyricus, (3) the Laius, the
Oedipus, the Septem contra Thebas, the Sphinx Satyrica, and (4) the
Phineus, the Persae, the Glaucus Pontios, the Orithyia Satyrica sive

Prometheus Pyrcaeus Satyricus sive Prometheus Pyrphoros Satyricus.

To these we may add with probability, the degree varying from
case to case, as tetralogies made up with the help of known Satyrie
dramas, (5) the Alcmene, the Phoenissae, the Heraclidae, the Leo Satyri-

cus, (6) the Argivi, the Eleusinii, the Theori sive Isthmiastae, the Cercyon
Satyricus, (7) the Lemnii, the Phihctetes, the Phrygii, the Ceryees

Satyri, (8) the Perrhaebides, the Ixion, the Sisyphus Petrocylistes,

the Sisyphus Drapetes Satyricus, (9) the Psychagogi, the Penelope,

the Ostotogi, the Circe Satyrica, and (10) the Supplices, the AegypUi,
the Danaides, the Amymone Satyrica sive Thalamopoei Satyri. We can
add also, if the Aetnaeae Nothoe be a disguised Satyrie drama, (11) the

Epigoni, the Telephus, the .4einaeffle Onesioe, the ^eteoeae Nothoe.
Of these seven suggested tetralogies I must now speak in some detail.

(a) The Alcmene ete. (no. 5).

Apart from the question, already discussed, of the Phoenissae, that

we have here a Herculean tetralogy appears indisputable. Moreover
the second play, whatever its name, must deal with Hercules himself.

As for the Leo Satyricus, its general plot is surely as well known to us
as if it stood on record. When Hercules returned from Tiryns after

killing the Ncmean Lion, the story goes that he brought the carcase of

the beast into the centre of the city, thereby terrifying Eurystheus,

who fled at the sight and was led to order that in future Hercules should
report outside the gates. This is the episode represented. Manifestly

the Chorus of the Satyrs carried the dead lion. Their presence in the

city is justified by the fact that Hercules was told not to come there

again with his trophies : that makes all the difference. Silenus is

the Satyrie character. Of the tragic characters, I take Hercules from
the Phoenissae, Eurystheus from the Alcmene, and a third, perhaps
Macaria, from the Heraclidae.
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(6) The Argivi etc. (no. 6).

Here we have obviously a Thesean tetralogy. The Argivi was,

at least to some extent, concerned (see. Fr. 17) with the story of the

Seven against Thebes, the Eleusinii dealt (see Plutarch, Theseus, 29)

with the recovery by Theseus of the bodies of the slain for Adrastus,

the Theori sive Isllimiastae is manifestly connected with the (perhaps

consequent) reinstitution of the Isthmian Games by Theseus, and the

Cercyon Satyricus must treat of Theseus' defeat (perhaps not, being a

Satyric drama, of his slaying) of Cercyon at Eleusis. The Satyric

character in the Cercyon must be Cercyon himself, a monster of cruelty

and therefore not tragic. Silenus seems thus to be relegated to the

position of leader of the Chorus of Satyrs. One tragic character was
evidently Theseus, whom I am disposed to take from the Theori (there

is no reason why a tragic character borrowed by a Satyric drama from
one play of a trilogy should not also figure in another play of the same
trilogy, as all thatmy hypothesis requires is that each play of the trilogy

shall send its representative). Another tragic character is probably

Hippothous, the persecuted grandson of Cercyon (Hippothous' mother,

Alope, was no longer alive) : on account of the unity of place I suggest

that Hippothous' provenance is the Eleusinii. The third tragic

character may well be Adrastus, taken from the Argivi.

(c) The Lemnii etc. (no. 7).

Here we are on rather difficult ground. The Lemnii and the PMJoc-
ieles are separately mentioned in the Medicean catalogue (we have no
other mention of the Lemnii by name). We know from Dion Chrysostom
(Oral. ui. 7) that in a play by Aeschylus about Philoctetes the Chorus
consisted of Lemnians. It follows that the Lemnii deals with Philoctetes

at Lemnos and the Philoctetes with Philoctetes at Troy. The Phrygii

is to be distinguished from the Hectoris Lylra sive Phryges : both plays

occur in the Medicean catalogue (the former is not mentioned elsewhere).

I conceive of the Phrygii—which it would be difficult to assign to any
other tetralogy—as dealing with some events (possibly at Crimissa,

where Philoctetes dedicated his bow to Apollo) after the taking of Troy
consequent on the slaying of Paris by Philoctetes, and I suppose the
Chorus to consist of Phrygian captives. My reason for attributing the
Ceryces Satyri to this tetralogy is that in it (Fr. 109, and, less certainly,

Fr. 110) reference is made to the attire of Hercules. There is only one
strictly Herculean tetralogy, and of that the Satyric drama is clearly

the Leo. But Philoctetes is Herculean, having received his bow from
Hercules, who is himself a character in Sophocles' Philoctetes. I am
therefore inclined to lay the scene of the Ceryces in the days when
Philoctetes was Hercules' armour-bearer (see Philostratus, Imag. 17).

Now it is clear that, whether the third play of the trilogy be the Phrygii
or not, the most suitable and natural subject for that third play,

given the first two plays, is Philoctetes' dedication of his bow to Apollo.
This fact suggests Apollo as a tragic character in the Satyric drama.
Hercules is not reputed to have had, save twice, any dealings with a
herald or heralds. He mutilated the heralds of King Erginus—this

episode is not suited to Satyric drama—and he was handed over by
Apollo, after the conflict between Apollo and Hercules at Delphi,
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to Hermes, as herald of the gods, for sale to Omphale. I suggest that
the latter incident is in question, and that Silenus and the Satyrs,

temporarily in the service of Hermes and set by him to act as heralds,

replace Hermes himself for the purposes of the play. The three tragic

characters would then be Hercules, taken from the Lemnii, Philoctetes

taken from the Philoctetes, and Apollo, taken from the Phrygii (or,

at any rate, from the third play, whatever its name). There would be
a Chorus of Satyrs and, as Satyric character, Silenus. I am dealing

with bare probabilities, but the result is satisfactory.

(d) The Perrhaebides etc. (no. 8).

The identification of this tetralogy as such depends on a number
of inferences, few of which would be valid, unless we had the names
of all, or at least of nearly all, the Aeschylean tragedies before us. That
the Perrhaebides belongs to the same trilogy as does the Ixion is suffi-

ciently established by the combined fact that Ixion dwelt in the country
of the Perrhaebi and that no story, save that of Ixion, with which the
play can be linked, is treated in any tragedy of Aeschylus. This once
granted, we see from. Fr. 184 that the Perrhaebides must deal with the

defrauding of Deioneus by Ixion, or, in other words, with Ixion's early

history. It follows that the Ixion must be concerned with his later

adventures. Hence we obtain the order of the two plays. Before
explaining why I complete the tetralogy with the two dramas named
after Sisyphus, it is necessary that I should establish—the matter is

slurred over by editors—their existence as separate one from the other.

Now the addition of a qualification to the personal title of a Greek play

invariably means the existence of another play about the same person

by the same author. Thus Aeschylus' Prometheus Vinctus, not Prome-

theus, tout court, implies at least one other Prometheus by Aeschylus,

and Sophocles'Oerfipus Tyrannus involves a second Sophoclean Oedipus.

Euripides' Hercules Furens is no exception : though no other play of

Euripides now has Hercules as part of its title, at least six may, and

—

to judge by analogy—several of the six must, have had Hercules as

part of alternative titles in the past, seeing that, for example, the Syleus

might equally well be called 'HpootXTJ? rscopyoSv, or the Busiris

'HpaxX^i; BouCTLpiSoxxovoi;. Therefore the mere fact that a Sisyphus

Drapetes of Aeschylus is mentioned implies two Aeschylean Sisyphi : so

does the mere fact that a Sisyphus Petrocylistes of Aeschylus is men-

tioned. But it does not follow that they are distinct plays : conceivably

they might be two names for the same play, and the full name of the

other Sisyphus might be unknown to us. Yet in fact they cannot be

the same play. The Drapetes, which is mentioned in the Medicean

catalogue only, must deal with the story of the escape of Sisyphus

from Hades and of his refusal to return until he was fetched by Hermes.

But it is an integral part of that story that Sisyphus told his wife,

Merope, not to bury him, in order that he might be able to get Pluto

to send him back to punish her. This plainly involves—as is indeed

expressed in the legend—that when he was sent back to earth he had

not yet become Petrocylistes, his extreme sentence being pronounced

on him afterwards on account of the trick he had played. Therefore

the Drapetes and the Petrocylistes cannot be identical. Further the
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Pelrocylistes is clearly a tragedy : the Drapetes, which out-Herods

Euripides' Alcestis, is almost equally clearly a Satyric drama. More-
over an inspection of the list of Aeschylean tragedies shows that they
both necessarily belong to the same tetralogy. Why do I join the

two plays named after Sisyphus to the two plays dealing with Txion ?

In the first place, if I do not do so, both dilogies are left out in the cold.

In the second place, having in the Perrhaebides and the Ixion taken
Ixion through his earlier and his later career, Aeschylus must next
proceed, in view of the fact that his fate was more notorious than his

life, to conduct him to Hades. The third play then is really Ixion

Damnatus ; but as Sisyphus was brought in also, it came to be called

after him. Naturally the damned Sisyphus and the damned Ixion

would converse in Hell. They were associated in the imagination of

antiquity

—

Sisyphe, mole vaces : taceant Ixionis orbes (Propertius, iv. 11, 1. 23).

As regards the Satyric drama, I take it that Sisyphus, having returned

to earth, fell in with Silenus and the Satyrs, whom he enslaved and
forced to hide him, wandering about with them as a Spani-ztv;. We
have then the Chorus of Satyrs and, as Satyric character, Silenus.

One tragic character is manifestly Sisyphus (in Euripides we shall see

him as a Satyric monster, but here he comes from a tragedy), taken
from the Sisyphus Pelrocylistes. Another is necessarily Hermes, taken,

I suggest, from the first play, the Perrhaebides, as, after his murder
of Deioneus, Ixion was purified by Zeus himself, and this seems to

imply the sending to him of Hermes as herald. From the Ixion I am
inclined to fetch, for third tragic character, the phantom-woman,
Nephele (she must, it would seem, have figured in the second play of

the tetralogy), and I am disposed to imagine that she was used as a
bait to lure Sisyphus back to Hell, much as when, acting on behalf of

Zeus, she deceived Ixion.

(e) The Psychagogi etc. (no. 9).

The titles, with the little that is known of the contents, of the plays-

of the trilogy and the title of the recorded Satyric drama establish the
fact that we have here an IHyssean tetralogy—no other plays are
qualified to compete for admission into it—and also fix to a certainty
the sequence of the dramas. In the Psychagogi we have Ulysses con-
sulting the dead (see Fr. 275, as introduced in a scholium on Odyssey
xi. 1 34), a manifest adaptation of the Homeric Necyia. In the Penelope,

(see Fr. 187) we have Ulysses' return to Ithaca. In the Ostologi we have
an action connected with the Suitors (see Frr. 179 and 180), very likely,

as is suggested by Wecklein, the collection of their bones by their

kinsmen (see Odyssey xxiv. 412 et seq.). That the Ostologi is not a
Satyric drama, as some have fancied, is proved by the existence of
the Circe Satyrica : it is further proved by the remarkable borrowing,
of a portion of Fr. 180 by Sophocles in his Syndipni (Fr. 565), itself a
tragedy. The Circe Satyrica (seeing that Satyric dramas must deal
with known incidents, though the Satyric element is more or less arbi-

trarily imported)must necessarily, given exactly three tragic charactera
and only one Satyrio character, deal with the visit of Hermes to Circe,
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and the tragic characters must be Circe, Hermes, and Ulysses. Circe
I take from the Psychagogi : notice the plural number of the title. In
Homer Ulysses left Circe before the Necyia and returned to her after

it : in Aeschylus I suggest that she accompanied him, a course reason-

able in a drama, which, unlike an epic, has to respect unity of place.

Ulysses I borrow—though he comes in every play of the trilogy

—

from the Penelope. Hermes, I suggest, steps over from the Ostologi,

in which he figured, either in connexion with the Second Necyia, or as
composer of the feud.

(/) The Supplices etc. (no. 10).

I have already, when seeking to determine the known tragedies of
Aeschylus, dealt to some extent with this tetralogy. We have seen
that there are strong grounds for regarding the Thalamopoei as Satyric,

and that, if it be so, it is probably the last play after a trilogyconsisting

of the extant Supplices, the Aegyptii, and the Danaides. I will now
say that, though in virtue of its matrimonial title it suits that trilogy

to a nicety, yet that very matrimonial title calls for explanation. It

would betray unbecoming levity to connect with a Satyric drama the
building of the house that was to be the scene of the murder of the

sons of Aegyptus. When, with difficulty, the Danaids, now murderesses,

were ultimately married to new husbands, not related to one another,

it would seem scarcely less incongruous to set the Satyrs to erect a
bridal-bower. We desiderate then a legend that exempted one or
more of the Danaids from the sin of the rest of the sisters, and married
her or them independently of the rest. In such a category fall Amy-
mone, Berbice, and, in a sense, Hypermnestra. When we find, as we
do find, mention of an Amymone by Aeschylus, we have reason to

suppose that the Amymone and the Thalamopoei are identical : the

Amymone—certainly, as will be seen, Satyric—cannot, it would seem,

form part of any tetralogy but this. Her legend is that, being sent,

during a drought at Argos, by Danaus to get water, she shot at a stag

and missed it, but hit a sleeping Satyr, who thereupon offered her

violence, his intention however being frustrated by the intervention

of Poseidon, who took the maiden for his own bride. We have here

that rata avis, a genuine Satyric legend : the Satyr is not brought in

for stage purposes. His presence renders it indeed impossible to have
turned the tale into a tragedy ; but, when it is presented as a Satyric

drama,the solitary Satyr has to be enlarged into Silenus and the Satyric

Chorus. The current legend makes the one Satyr flee. Silenus and the

Chorus cannot have taken to their heels. Evidently they remained and
were punished, Poseidon setting them to the task of there and then

building a rustic bower, into which at the end of the play he doubtless

conducts his bride. In Fr. 78 (quoted as from the Thalamopoei) we
actually see them engaged on the stage in decorative architecture. The
actual tragic characters in the Amymone legend are Danaus, Amymone,
and Poseidon. Aeschylus no doubt retains all three. I take Danaus
from the Supplices, Amymone from the Aegyptii, where, I assume,

she appeared to advise her sisters against their contemplated sin,

and Poseidon from the Danaides. As the Aegyptii (with a Chorus of

Egyptians) dealt with the.murder of the sons of Aegyptus, the Danaides
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must have dealt either with the ultimate remarriage of the Danaids
(directly or by way of preparation), or else with their punishment in

Hades. It is clear from the Fragments that the former is the correct

alternative. As there is divine intervention in the play, Aphrodite
speaking in Fr. 44 (see the words in which Athenaeus—xm. 600b—
introduces it : I agree with Nauck that Eustathius' attribution

—

Od.

1389—of this Fragment to Aeschylus of Alexandria is merus error) and
some deity in Fr. 43, 1 suggest that Poseidon also, as husband of Amy-
mone, appears in order to ease, together with Aphrodite, an intolerable

position. It will be observed that, as in the Oedipodean tetralogy, so

here also the Satyric drama interrupts chronologically the sequence
of the trilogy : but here it scarcely lies in the main stream of events.

(g) The Epigoni etc. (no. 11).

The assembling of the trilogy of this tetralogy is entirely unaffected

by the validity or invalidity of my supposition that the Aetnaeae
Nothoe is not the forged play called the Aetnaeae, but the Pretended

Dames of Etna, a disguised Satyric drama in which the Satyrs masque-
rade as a female tragic Chorus. Though the only importance of this

supposition is that it leads me to discuss this set of plays here among
the sets of which the Satyric dramas are preserved, instead of elsewhere,

I must yet adduce my reasons for it. First, it is highly unlikely, given
the Sicilian subject-matter, that two separate tragedies should be put
forward, each as Aeschylus' Aetnaeae : two tragedies, one of them
of forgotten authorship, each said to be Euripides' Helen, would be
less improbable ; but even of such a state of things there is no example.
Secondly, it is most difficult to suppose that the existence of two rival

plays, each asserting itself to be Aeschylus' Aetnaeae, should crop up
for the first and only time in the Medicean catalogue : that catalogue
indeed names some plays unnamed elsewhere, but this is a matter,
not of the mere name of a play, but of a striking "curiosity of literature."

Thirdly, though we know from early authorities that the authenticity

of plays attributed to Sophocles and of other plays attributed to

Euripides was questioned, yet in the case of Aeschylus, though he is

discussed in similar manner, we have not so much as a hint that any
play was suspect. Fourthly, although I attach but little importance to

this, it would not be quite normal to include a forged play, eo nomine, in

a catalogue of an author's works : if mentioned, it would most naturally

stand separated from the rest by an interval. On the whole then I

take the Aetnaeae Nothoe as the Pretended Dames of Etna : such a play
is no tragedy and I suppose that the Satyrs counterfeited the Dames.
The Aetnaeae Onesioe was so named in contradistinction. But let us pass

from high matters which are, perhaps, too hard for us. The identifi-

cation of the trilogy is facility itself. Unless in this group, it is not easy
to suggest a place either for the Epigoni or for the Telephus : except
with the help both of the Epigoni and of the Telephus it is literally

impossible to assemble a trilogy to include the Aetnaeae Onesioe. The
connexion is this. The Aetnaeae Onesioe was composed to celebrate

the founding of the city of Etna by Hieron. Now Hieron's wife was
one of the Agrigentine Emmenidae, with whom Hieron had previously

been at war : the marriage was dynastic and composed a feud, so that
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the wife's family would naturally be extolled by Hieron's court-poets.

Though the Emmenidae were more immediately descended (as appears

from their name) from one Emmenes, presumably identical with Tele-

machus (father of a prince variously called Emmenides and Chalciopeus),

who was the first of them to settle in Sicily, yet we know from Pindar
(01. ii. 11. 47-52) that they found their OTT^ptiaTOi; pt£a in Polynices' son,

Thersander, one of the Epigoni, who was ultimately slain byTelephus.
Hence the Epigoni and the Telephus. As regards the plot of the

Aetnaeae Onesioe all we can say definitely is that (see Life of Aeschylus,

p. 4, 15) it contained something in the nature of an augural prophecy
of blessings on the colonists of the city of Etna, that (Fr. 6) it included

a stichomythia, apparently between a deity (conceivably Thalia or,

as Welcker calls her, Aethalia : see Steph. Byz. s.v. IIaXiX7)) and a
mortal, on the subject of the Palici, of which the tenour suggests that

the play (see Johannes Lydus, de Mens. 274) dealt in part with the
ancient history of Sicily. If this were not a Sicilian play, we should
probably know the legend in question : as it is a Sicilian play, we do
not. I suggest that the Dames of Etna are a choir of Mountain Nymphs
(what other Aetnaeae were there at the time ?) with whom Emmenes,
after coming to Sicily, falls in, and that, with the help of the Palici,

a prophecy of the future of the Emmenidae, including the marriage of

one of them to Hieron and the founding of the city of Etna, is delivered.

As to the Satyric drama we are even more at sea. Yet, if the

Aetnaeae Onesioe be Nymphs, it is a simple matter for them to have
been personated by the Satyrs. If so, I will add, as Satyric character,

Silenus, personating some goddess or the like (perhaps Thalia or

Aethalia). The tragic characters would, I suppose, be Emmenes taken

from the Aetnaeae Onesioe, a deity from the Epigoni, and a deity from
the Telephus. Of course I am here outside the region of control, and
there is no obrussa on which to test my hypothesis.

Having dealt with all the recorded Satyric di'amas of Aeschylus

and having, with whatever success, where they are not so assigned by
ancient authority, assigned them to tetralogies, and having moreover

discussed incidentally the tragedies affected, I will now turn to the other

tragedies of Aeschylus, essaying to assemble them in trilogies and in

one case suggesting as a fit completion a particular, though unrecorded,

quasi-Satyric drama. But first I will premise, as I premised at an
earlier transition, that up to the point I have reached nothing whatever

has presented itself to discredit or even to discommend my hypothesis.

First come four trilogies, three of them apparently certain, and one

of them certain as to two plays and scarcely, it would seem, uncertain

as to the remaining play.

(a) The Diciyulci, the Phorcides, the Polydectes (no. 12).

No doubt Hermann is right in taking as the subject-matter of the

Diciyulci the finding in their nets by Seriphian fishermen of the chest

containing Danae and Perseus. The trilogy is Persean. Both the

Gorgous and the Graeae were Phorcides, and with both, of course,

Perseus had adventures. From Hyginus (Poet. Astr. n. 12. 445) we
learn that in the Phorcides Aeschylus called the Graeae " guardians
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of the Gorgons." Probably the play dealt with both. That it was
not a Satyric drama seems clear from Aristotle, who says (Poetics, 18)

:

to 8e TepaTuSei; (tepoct&Sei; is Schrader's emendation of Texaprov 6r]<;),

olov od xe $opxtSc; xal npojnrjOEOi; xal oaa ev "AiSou : Aristotle is

not dealing with Satyric drama, and in any case would not give priority

of mention to a Satyric play. But someone appears to have written

a Satyric Phorcides (C.I.A. n. 973, 31). We hear of the Polydectes

from the Medicean catalogue only. It deals no doubt with Perseus'

rescue, on his return, of Danae and Dictys from Polydectes.

(6) The Penthev,8, the Bacchae, the Xantriae (no. 13).

In this manifestly Penthean trilogy the Pentheus must deal with the

sin of Pentheus, the Bacchae with his fate (see Fr. 22), and the Xantriae

(compare Philostratus, Imag. i. 18, with Pausanias, n. 2, 6) with sub-

sequent ceremonies in connexion with the tree in which he hid himself.

(c) The Prometheus Vinctus, the Nereides, the Prometheus Solutus

(no. 14).

As to the connexion and relative sequence of the Prometheus
Vinctus and the Prometheus Solutus I need not argue. The marriage

of Thetis to Peleus, and not to Zeus, is the only natural subject for the
other play. That play I consider to be the Nereides. I think that in

this solitary case we can fix with considerable probability the entirely

lost fourth play. Remember that we are here dealing with a fully

connected sequence of dramas by Aeschylus and that consequently
the subject-matter of the Satyric or quasi-Satyric play must be an
incident of the particular legend. As Hercules appears in the Prometheus
Solutus and as he is the ideal tragic character for a Satyric or quasi-

Satyric drama, we may safely borrow him at once. But, apart from
Hercules' share in the liberation of Prometheus, the legends of the two
touch at one point only. Hercules with a poisoned arrow accidentally

wounded Chiron, who thereupon sought and obtained leave from Zeus
to transfer his immortality to Prometheus. That gives us our play.

We have taken Hercules from the Prometheus Solutus. Let us take, as
our two other tragic characters, Hermes, from the Prometheus Vinctus,

as intermediary between Zeus and Chiron, and Peleus, who, like

Achilles, was closely connected with Chiron, from the Nereides.

Prometheus was bound on his rock and necessarily absent. There is

a quasi-Satyric Chorus of Centaurs and we have Chiron for quasi-

Satyric character. This is a reasonable result, and incidentally

commends my hypothesis. But if it be a right result, something
flows from it. Chiron was certainly alive—if only as tutor of Achilles

—long after the marriage of Peleus and Thetis. Moreover Prometheus
was certainly still bound when Chiron passed on to him his immortality.
It follows that Prometheus was not quite instantly released when he
disclosed his secret to Zeus, and that the action of the Nereides comes
between that of the two other plays of the trilogy. There is some
confirmation of this. Plutarch (Mor. 757 e) makes a point of the
Hercules of the Prometheus Solutus being a god : 6 8e 'HpaxXyji;
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^Tepov 6s6v TOxpaxocXet [ilXXcov km tov Spvtv al'peaOai to t6£ov, wq
Ata/oXoi; <pv)a£v {Fr. 200)-

aypeiji; 8' 'An6XXtov 6p0ov e<56<lvoi, pIXo?.

It would scarcely be easy to present the deification of Hercules as
previous to the marriage of Peleus and Thetis. The one solid certainty
that emerges is that Aeschylus must have had some pressing dramatic
reason for postponing the release of Prometheus to so late a date that
Hercules, deified or undeified, takes part in it.

(d) The Hoplon Crisis, the Thressae, the Salaminiae (no. 15).

Welcker is clearly right in his recognition of this trilogy. The
Hoplon Crisis bears its action on its face, the Thressae is known to
cover the ground of Sophocles' Ajax, and the Salaminiae must be
concerned with the home-coming of Telamon without Ajax.

There appear to remain over four trilogies of the normal Aeschylean
type and four others of a somewhat special character.

The first four I assemble thus : (a) the Cabiri, the Hypsipyle, the
Nemea (no. 16), (6) the Cressae, the Propompoe, the Hiereae (no. 17),

(c) the Myrmidones, the Psychostasia, the Hectoris Lytra sive Phryges
(no. 18), and (d) the Semele, the Argo, the Dionysi Trophoe (no. 19).

Of (o) the centre of interest is Hypsipyle : I suggest that in the Cabiri

she meets the Argonauts (consult Athenaeus, x. 428 it), and that in the
Hypsipyle she weds Jason (see scholium on Apollonius Khodius,i. 769),

while weknow (from the prefatory sclwlia to Pindar's Nemean Odes, p. 9)

that the Nemea dealt with the incident of Archemerus, a part of her
legend. For the legend treated in (6) see Chapter xiv : it is clear (from
Fr. 116) that the Cressae is concerned with the resurrection of Glaucus,

son of Minos, and, failing to place the two other plays in other trilogies,

I take the Propompoe as recounting the story of the embassy that bore

thankofferings to Titane, and the Hiereae as connected with the meta-
morphosis of Cos Epione (it appears from Fr. 87 that the Hiereae were
priestesses of Artemis). As regards (c) I am in conflict with Welcker
and others, who substitute the Nereides, which, as we have seen,

I urgently require elsewhere, for the Psychostasia : the Myrmidones
(as is evident from the Fragments) deals with Achilles' grief at the

death of Patroclus, the Psychostasia (see various authorities quoted by
Nauck under the heading of this play) is concerned with the weighing

by Zeus of the xvjps of Achilles and Hector, while the Hectoris Lytra

explains itself. In the case of
(
d) we seem to have an interesting inter-

weaving of two separate legends : the Semele, which must deal with

the birth of Dionysus, and the Argo, which must be connected with
the fetching of Medea, are gathered up into one by the Dionysi Trophoe

which (we know this from the argument to Euripides' Medea) treats

of the rejuvenation by Medea of Dionysus' Nurses and their husbands.

The twelve tragedies still left have defied my efforts to group them
on ordinary Aeschylean principles ; but on the application of another

principle, the nature of which will appear as I deal with them, they

fall at once into their places. I assemble them thus; (a) the Cattislo,

the Atalanta, the Niobe (no. 20), (6) the Europe, the Atliamas, the

QQ
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Iphigenia (no. 21), (c) the Memnon, the Mysi, the Palamedes (no. 22),

and (d) the Toxotides, the Olaucus Potnieus, and the Heliades (no. 23),

In (a) we have three matrons, all of whom suffered metamorphosis,

Callisto, Atalanta, and Niobe ; in (6) we have three maidens, all of

whom were miraculously carried overseas, Europe, Helle, and Iphigenia

(it is possible that the Satyrie drama was called the MSjov : see the

Addenda supplementary to p. 77) ; in (c) we have three non-Trojans, of

whom the first espoused the Trojan cause, the second changed over

during the war, and the third was slain on a false charge of having taken

the Trojan side, Memnon, Telephus, and Falamedes ; in (d) we have,

so to speak, three engineers all hoist with their own petards, Actaeon,

torn to pieces by his hounds, Glaucus, devoured by his horses, and
Fhaethon, burned up in his own father's chariot, which he insisted

upon driving. So much for the material that I am able to gather

from Aeschylus.

Of Sophocles no tetralogy, trilogy, or combination of plays is

recorded, except, in a Rhodian inscription, one tetralogy, with which
I have already dealt. The complete silence of exegetical literature

—

arguments, scholia, dictionaries, and the like—is only, I think, to be ex-

plained on the view that post-classical students, misled perhaps by the

corruption in Suidas mentioned by me at an earlier point of this dis-

cussion, believed that Sophocles competed with single plays only, and
that consequently they were nonplussed by the evidence of the didas-

caliae. and refused to allude to them. Once indeed a didascalia is

actually quoted, but the quotation stops dead immediately before the

list of plays. The instance is this. At the end of the argument to

thePfttioctefesweread: I8i8<4j[8t) e7rirXauxt7t7too-
7rp(OTOs^v 2o<poxX5j<;.

Similarly the argument to the Ajax refers to the didascaliae on the
question of the right title of the play, but then drops them like a hot
coal. I had better then at once proceed to discuss the numbers of the

tragedies and of the Satyrie dramas by Sophocles of which at least the

names are preserved. The data are less complicated than in the case

of Aeschylus ; but the results are more ambiguous, as an element of

uncertainty is introduced by the existence of a large number of disputed
" Sophoclean " plays unnamed, some of which may or may not figure

among the plays now known by name. The Life of Sophocles and
Suidas agree exactly as to the number of Sophocles' plays, if only in

the former we combine—though scholars strangely refuse to do so—
two variant readings, Ixoctov TpidbcovTa and sjcoctov Teaoapa, into

txaxov Teaaapdbcovxa. Suidas (s.v. SotpoxXrj?) simply says on the

point :
" Sophocles presented 123 plays, or, according to some, far

more." The Life of Sophocles says (if we read £x<xt6v -csaaapixovxa) :

Sj^ei $k 8pa(juxTa, &c, (pujatv 'ApiaT09<icv7)<;, £xoctov -reatjapdbtovw toiStgjv

Sh vev60euT<xi SexdenrTa. Observe that 140-17=123, and that 104

is in uncials PA, 130 PA, and 140 PM : with so obvious a door open
to reconciliation, it is nothing short of perverse to assume that Suidas
and the Life are in conflict. The 123 undoubted plays probably consist

of 93 tragedies and 30 Satyrie dramas, i.e. 31 tetralogies, minus
one Satyrie drama. Therefore, of the whole 140 plays, 34 must, if

—

I make the supposition exempli gratia only, as we can presume nothing
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of the kind—the 17 doubtful plays consisted of four tetralogies

plus an odd tragedy, have been Satyrio dramas, and 106 have been
tragedies : or, if all the 17 doubtful plays were tragic, the
tragedies number somewhat more and the Satyric dramas somewhat
less : or again something intermediate may be the truth. Putting
undoubted and doubtful plays together, we have a possible maximum
of 110 and a possible minimum of about 106 tragedies, the balance
between those figures and 140 (i.e. 30 to 34) being Satyrio dramas. Now
allowing for all possibilities of duplication arising from alternative

titles and putting it intentionally vaguely because of a few other doubts,
I do not hesitate to say that we know for certain the names of some
97 to 100 separate tragedies attributed to Sophocles, that is to

say of about four, at least, in excess of the total of his undoubted
tragedies. It follows that some of the tragedies now known by name
belong to the doubtful class. It is improbable that many of them so

belong : doubtful plays are much less likely to have been preserved.

Therefore I conclude that it is conceivable that we know by name all

the undoubted tragedies of Sophocles and highly probable that we know
them nearly all, while it seems certain—even if, a wild combination of

suppositions, we take all 17 doubtful plays as tragedies and all

as known by name—that 80 of the tragedies we blow by name
are of the undoubted class. Of the Satyric dramas, 13, so far

as I can see, are known to us by name, all probably undoubted : a
doubtful Satyric drama, if any such existed, is not likely to have been

long preserved. At the end of my treatment of Sophocles I will revert,

in the light of further evidence, to this subject.

(a) Sophocles' Oedipus Tyrannus, Oedipus Goloneus, Antigone,

Sphinx Satyrica.

It may seem a defiance of history to assert that the Oedipodeia of

Sophocles was produced as a unit ; but history is a matter of evidence,

and evidence is sometimes misestimated.

Aristophanes the Grammarian's argument to Euripides' PJwenissae

has been strangely mutilated. In a passage which deals with the

winners of the three prizes and with the works with which they

competed, extraordinary excisions have been made, with the result

that what is left much resembles the surviving writing in a line of the

Ichneuiae of which at most points the actual fabric has perished.

But there is this difference. In such a line of the Ichneutae the lacunae

are no less patent than the undestroyed text and the length of them
is measurable, but in the case of the argument to the Plwenissae no

lacunae are visually presented, the missing words—missing, not all

in one batch, but at irregular intervals—being simply left out without

gaps to indicate the omissions. I am not in a position to guess at

the bearings of this peculiarity in detail, but I would suggest generally

that it seems to point to intentional corruption. The passage is this

:

ivX NauaLxpixoui; dcp/ovTOi; SeiiTepos Eupirc£87K xaOijxs SiSaaxaXiav

Tcepi toiItou" icai yap Taura 6 Oiv6(£ao£ xai Xpi5ai7r7cos Jtal a wretch.

Written however so as to exhibit the lacunae and with certain obvious

words supplied, it may be presented thus : [eSiS&yQril &rci Nauo-ixparoui;

fip/ovTOC [6Xuu,ma8i repuTO? ] Seurspoi;, Eopi-

QQ2
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7ciSv)<; [tpitoc ] xaOrjxs SiSacxaXEocv [ ] nepi

roiiTOu" xal yip raurA [ ] 6

Olv6[*ao<; xal Xp\jdtT:7Coe xal [Oolviaaai xal aaxupoi-
06]

aei^cTai. The two word3 xa0i]xe SiSaaxaXCav are especially

important. xa0i£vai is the regular term for putting plays into

Competition. Consequently, SiSaaxocXtav must bear its quite normal
and ordinary meaning, though not the meaning most familiar to us

in modern text-books, of the whole series of plays produced by the same
author at the same time, i.e. a tetralogy, connected or unconnected ;

and from the context we see that in this particular instance it must con-

note a connected tetralogy, as all of it, not one play only of it, is rcepl

TOii-rou. Some tragedian or other, then, on the occasion of the produc-

tion of Euripides' Phoenissae, competed against him with a connected

tetralogy dealing with the same theme. That theme, to speak broadly,

is the legend of Oedipus. The actual plot, indeed, of the Phoenissae

is much the same as that of Aeschylus' Septem ; but Euripides himself

on this particular occasion produced, however strange the fact may
seem, a connected trilogy (see later, under Euripides). It would be
most surprising to find that a connected tetralogy, produced after the

year 412 b.c. (and we know from a scholium on the Banae 1. 53 that the

Phoenissae was subsequent to that year), at a period when connected
tetralogies were undoubtedly unusual, and judged worthy of one of the

prizes at the Urban Dionysia, had passed into utter oblivion. It would
be still more surprising if, as is the case with this tetralogy, it was for

any reason so notable that Aristophanes the Grammarian went out of

his way to dwell on it in the argument to another play produced at
the same time. Except for the Oedipodeia of Aeschylus, who had died
more than forty years before the earliest possible date of the Phoe-
nissae, and that of Meletus, no Oedipodeia is on record unless we
accept as such the three plays of Sophocles that deal with the legend
of Oedipus. I am most strongly tempted (I shall argue later that I am
contradicting no historical evidence worthy of attention) to accept the
Sophoclean plays in question as a trilogy in the full sense of the term
and to conclude that it is to them that Aristophanes the Grammarian
refers. I shall be able to show that, if they form a trilogy, the only
date to which they can be assigned is 411 B.C. I therefore consider
that the archon Nausicrates, mentioned in the argument, who does
not figure in the list of archons, so that editors necessarily assume that
he was an archon suffeclus, was archon sujfectus at the time of the
Urban Dionysia of 411 B.C. Bearing in mind a statement in the Life
of Sophocles that this poet never won less than a second prize, and
therefore, in order to avoid a contradiction of this statement, filling

up lacunae on the model of the argument to Aristophanes' Banae
rather than on that of certain other arguments, I propose to read the
passage thus : [£8i8ax0'»)] ettI Nauotxpa-roui; Sp/ovroi; pXofiraaSt Bp'.
^aoxMjs 7rp5To<; Jjv, ScxpoxMji;] Seiirepo?, E<ipi7ct87]!; [Tp£-ro<;. 6 8e
Eo<poxXvjs] xocOrjxe 8i8aaxa}iav [ttjv Ol8i7r68eiav] 7tepl to\jtoo' xal
yap xauTcfc [[tu9oXoyouoiv d[*<p6TEpoi. t<& Se Spaixara] 6 Otv6[Aao?
xal XpiiawrTtoi; xal [©olvtaaai xal aarupoi - ou] ac&^ETai.

I imagine that the superstition that Sophocles competed with single

plays and never composed even unconnected tetralogies is responsible
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for a good deal of garbling of texts. I regard it as the real reason why
various late writers—I cannot find any early authoritysupporting them
—break up the Sophoclean Oedipodeia, which is prima facie as obvious
a trilogy as the Aeschylean Oresteia, into three plays produced at

different times. It also seems to me to be the motive that has prompted
the mutilation of this argument. I cannot be expected to explain the

intention underlying all the omissions. In some cases that is obvious:
in others it is perplexing. I suggest that the name of Philoeles has
been left out in order to prevent the reader from following up the clue

that would be offered by his name as first prize-winner, and so arriving

at the conclusion that Sophocles was the poet who xa9?;xe SiSaaxaXiav.
I conjecture that some higher critic inked over the words now missing,

leaving the others, which, though unintelligible, later scribes copied out
as they stood, ou aco^sim refers, as elsewhere, to the last play only.

Lewis Campbell argues that the Oedipus Coloneiis was produced at

the Urban Dionysia of 411 B.C., just after the setting up of the Four
Hundred. I agree ; but it is to that very Urban Dionysia of 411 B.C.

that I see strong reason for assigning the Antigone and reason for

assigning the Oedipus Tyrannus. The importance of the question

raised is obvious. It will be most convenient that I should first speak
of the Antigone and the Oedipus Tyrannus and then recur to the

Oedipus Coloneus.

Antigone.—With regard to this play I will begin by exhibiting

my main contention in outline, reserving for the moment various

complicated details. In a scholium on the Pax 1. 698, it is stated that

Sophocles lived seven years after the date of the (second) production

of that play. Now popular tradition puts—probably, as I shall argue,

rightly—the death of Sophocles in the spring of 404 B.C., and it will

be seen that the scholiast must have accepted this tradition. We may
therefore place the second production of the Pew; in 411 B.C. This is

confirmed by two facts. First, 411 B.C. is the only date at which, in

view of the course of the war, the play of 421 B.C. can reasonably have
been reproduced. Secondly, the thirteen years mentioned in 1. 990

manifestly start with the " one year's truce " of 423 B.C., so that the

year 411 B.C. is fixed. Now another scholium on the preceding line

of the Pax (1. 697) tells us that Aristophanes is there censuring

Sophocles partly (xat) because he made money out of tyjs aTpanjyLofci;

ttjs IvSititp. This arpaTTjYia then must have been in or shortly before

411 B.C. The only ev Safxtp (not 7repi Sdcfxov or the like) aTpa-nyy-fa

that can be meant is that—it included Alcibiades—set up by the

Athenian democratic army at Samos early in 411 B.C. in opposition

to the Four Hundred. Now Aristophanes the Grammarian's argument

to the Antigone informs us that it was on account of the Antigone

that Sophocles was deemed worthy T^g sv Sajitp GTpa.Trftta.z. There-

fore I attribute the Antigone to the early spring, i.e. the Urban Dionysia,

of 411 B.C. (this means assigning the second production of the Pax to

the same Urban Dionysia, and supposing that Sophocles had already

sailed for Samos, as the result—so it must have been alleged—of a

bribe). This conclusion is supported by two separate traditions as
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to the manner of Sophocles' death, which though otherwise superficially

inconsistent with each other, agree in taking it for granted that the

Antigone is a play of the poet's extreme old age. It is clinched by the

fact that Aristophanes the Grammarian in his argument to the Antigone

speaks—according to the existing text—of the play as the thirty-

second, meaning, as I show later, that it belongs to the tetralogy

chronologically thirty-second in order, so that it is a work of Sophocles'

old age and long subsequent to a supposed Samian orpaTTiyta of the

poet in the year 440 B.C. That is my short case, presented without

mention of certain details and complications. With those details

and complications I will now proceed to deal.

The first question that arises is that of the date at which the scholiast

on 1. 698 of the Pax supposed Sophocles to have died. In strictness,

this is another question than that of the date at which he actually

died ; but the two questions are in practice hardly separable. Two of

the items of detailed tradition as to the death of Sophocles that have
come down to us (both in his anonymous Life) are that he died on the

second day of the Anthesteria, and that his funeral outside Athens
was for a while impeded by the presence of Lysander's besieging

army(Lysander is stated ultimately to have authorised the ceremony).

The date of his death, on this showing, is 404 B.C. But most, though
not all, of the masters of the later period of antiquity (we learn

from the second argument to the Oedipus Coloneus that there was no
unanimity) and all authorities of recent years have sought to put it

either in 406 B.C., or at least at a date anterior to the Anthesteria of

405 B.C., at a time, that is to say, long before Lysander began to besiege

Athens. The sole logical reason for the abandonment of popular
tradition by these authorities is a statement (the statement, in view
of the complications to which I shall point, may well have been made
independently in writings, now lost, also) in the existing text of an
anonymous argument to the Ranae of Aristophanes. That statement,

as it stands, is indubitably precise that the Musae of Phrynichus was
produced at the same date as that of the first production of the Ranae,

that the Ranae was produced twice over, and that the time of its

first production was the Lenaea (very early in the year) of 405 B.C.

Now both the Ranae, as is well known, and the Musae (Fr. 1) speak
of Sophocles as already dead. The allusions to the matter in the
Ranae—incidental and not inherent in the framework of the play

—

may well come from the second edition : second editions have always
the better chance of surviving. But the case with Phrynichus'

Musae is different. If the Musae was produced early in 405 B.C., then
Sophocles died in the year 406 B.C., or thereabouts, contrary to the

popular tradition. But an examination of the argument to the Ranae
tends to show that the relevant portion of it includes an interpolation

by another hand, so phrased as to make patent the possibility that it

is an adaptation of a didascalia recording the simultaneity, not of the

first, but of the second, production of the Ranae with the production
of the Musae. In that caBe, all difficulty vanishes. If the second

production of the Ranae and the production of the Musae were at

the Urban Dionysia of 404 B.C., everything falls into place. So speedy

a reproduction of the Ranae and a reproduction at so great a festival
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would be in keeping with a statement in the argument that it was
due to the admiration excited by the parabasis: it was, in effect,

a reproduction " by request." Here is the passage from the argument
(I enolose in square brackets what I consider to be an interpolation)

:

to Se Spajicc tcov e5 tiocvu xal 91X0716^01; 7teTtoi7)(JtivG>v. sSiSix^7
)

etcI KaXXfou tou jjietA 'AvTiylvv] Siot <DiXtovE8oo sEe A^vata.

[itptoTo; ^v <tp>ivix S Seiirepoi; Moiioat;* IIXaTOiv tp^toi; KXeotpcovri.]

oGto) 8s s0auu,dia67] to Spajjia 81& t^)v ev auTcji Tnxpdipaatv AWte jcal

dve8i8dx07]» &S q>T]ai Aucaidp^o?. The ungrammatical repuTO? ?jv

—

Aristophanes is nowhere mentioned in the context and Greek idiom
forbids us to understand OiXovESt); from OiXovESou, so that an incor-

poration from another context is suggested—is quite out of keeping
with the careful language of the rest of the argument : moreover the

insertion of the title of the Musae and that of the Cleophon at the point

where they occur renders the subsequent to Spajioc not indeed really

ambiguous but stylisticallyawkward to a degree. The interpolation,

as I consider it, is, though extremely valuable, just as likely as

not to be taken from the didascalia recording the second production

of the Banae : it includes in itself absolutely no indication of date,

and, in my personal opinion, the use of 7tpc5TO<; without a sub-

stantive in the nominative tends to imply that the interpolator

found himself unable, without falsification of history, to introduce

such a substantive, or, in other words, that he was quoting

from the second of the two didascaliae, which obviously must have
begun with the words Ttp&TO? 3jv 'AptoT09dv/)i;, whereas the

first didascalia—the only one appropriate to the context—must
have begun with the words 7rp6>TOS 3jv OiXo>v[S7)i;. But I know that

many scholars will reject so minute a refinement. Yet, even if there

be no interpolation, the complication caused by two productions of

the Banae is sufficient to have given rise at least to a mistake on a
point of fact, particularly if we suppose that the official records for

the year in which Lysander took Athens perished and that, in conse-

quence, a later age filled up the lacuna with faulty guesswork that

necessitated the recasting of the true records of other years in the

immediate neighbourhood. At any rate, I have suggested a possible

means of reconciling the evidence with the tradition : but it may be

well to add that the despatch by Pluto of a halter or the like to

Cleophon in the Banae (1. 1504) suits best the immediate eve of

Cleophon's actual execution during the siege of Athens, and also that

the title of Plato's Cleophon points most naturally to the same

moment. But we can carry the matter further. Not only does the

Life inform us, as I have said, that Sophocles died on the Choes,

the second day of the Anthesteria, but also, on the authority of

Ister and Neanthes, no purveyors of gossip but authors of high

repute, that he was choked by a grape, alleged to be unripe, from a

bunch bought by the actor Callippides, who had come to Athens for

the Choes, from a farm (where there must have existed either some

kind of forcing-house, or else—this a practical vine-grower suggests

to me as in his opinion possible—natural facilities for keeping fresh

and undecayed part of the grape-crop of the previous year) at Opus,

though, according to Satyrus, an historian of distinction, he succumbed
to excessive strain incurred in a public recitation from the Antigone,
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while others attributed his death to inordinate joy at a triumphal

proclamation consequent on the aforesaid recitation. xaX&t; §'

IxeXeiixTja' is the short verdict of Phrynichus. These statements,

properly considered, dovetail together. One has only to reflect what
the Athenian custom was on the occasion of the Choes. Athenaeus
writes thus (x. 437 d) : xfj sopxfl xcov XoGv £605 ecxIv 'AQfyipi rzi\x-

rreaOai Swpa xe xal xo6? (/.laOoui; xots ooipioxat?, oijrep xal auxol

auvsxiXouv etcI £svla xotlx; yvciipi[i.ou<;. Is it not clear then that on
the Choes of 404 B.C. a great presentation was made to Sophocles, a
sophist in the wider and better sense, that the poet was prevailed upon
to recite a portion of his Antigone (if so, the Antigone was assuredly not

a drama already thirty-six years old), that the recitation was followed

by some proclamation or other in honour of the poet, and that

afterwards, while eating grapes, a rare delicacy at this particular

feast of Dionysus, he had a seizure and died, the medical science

of the day hesitating whether to attribute his death to choking,

to overstrain, or to excess of exultation ? After all, even the greatest

poets are human, and human things have a way of happening to them.
It is false criticism summarily to reject accounts that present homely
features. Prom what I have said, it will be seen that I think myself

that Sophocles died in 404 B.C. ; but, even if I am hopelessly wrong,
it is manifest that the scholiast with whom I am dealing may
reasonably have thought exactly as I do, the sole alternative being

that he unreasonably assigned the second Pax to 413 or 412 B.C.

That is all I am required to prove, and I have proved it.

The first-mentioned passage in the Pax (11. 695-699) runs

:

BPMHS rcpGxov 8' xt TtpaxxEi So<poxXs7)<; av^pexo.

TPTrAIOS etJSaifjtovet' rcda/Ei Se 6au(iaax6v. EP. xo xi

;

TP. Ix xou SotpojtXEOu? yiyvExat £i|a<ovi8t]i;.

EP. XijicovtS^c; ; too?; TP. 8x1 ylpov fl>v xal oarrpoi;

XEpSou? sxaxi, xav ini pwro? tcXeoi.

The scholium, already discussed, on 1. 698 is this : [xexk xa Z' exr)

pspCoxev. 7eG<; o5v yspcov ; the adverbial (xsxdc, afterwards, charac-

teristic of Herodotus, comes up again with some frequency in Lucian

:

xa £' Sxtj, the remaining seven years of his life, is at most a slight

extension of Attic idiom (which seems to restrict the use of the article

with remainders to places where the other part of the total has been
stated in figures) : pefiioiXEv shows a sense of the perfect habitual in

scholia. No emendation is needed, ysptov is a short and rather lazy

way of writing the whole expression ylptov xal aanpie : it stands to

reason that one can be yeptov, though scarcely y£poiv xal aaicp6<;, seven

years or even seventeen years before one dies, and, in the case of

Sophocles, it would not help matters to read, as some have proposed,

it,' for £'. Both the style and the matter indicate that this is not a for-

mal note, but the mere memorandum of a difficulty felt by some reader.

The passage (11. 987-990) dealing with the thirteen years is this

(the goddess Peace is being addressed by Trygaeus)

:

l*a A£' &XX' d7t6<p7]vov SXtjv aaox^v
yEvvai07rpE7tGi; xoiaiv IpaaxaT?

^jxiv, o'( cou xpux<5|XE0' (read aoixp'

—

i.q. owaxp'—s6j(6(jts9') 73873

,
xp£« xal 8ex' 2x7).
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If the utterance of these lines be assigned to B.C. 421, or to any later

year, except only B.C. 411, most serious difficulties are created: but
assign them to B.C. 411, and the thirteen years cover accurately the
lapse of time since the first overtures for peace.

As regards earlier aTpaT7)y£ai of Sophocles, it is not on record that
he actually ever set foot in Samos, though he certainly held a naval
command in the operations against the island. It is stated that he
served against the Anaei (i.e. apparently in the first expedition of 440
B.C.), that he was at Chios on his way to Lemnos (i.e. apparently in

the second expedition of 440 B.C.), that on this latter occasion or earlier

he was told by Pericles he was better as a poet than as an officer, that

he was engaged at sea by a Samian cxpaT'/iyo?, Melissus, in the 84th
Olympiad (it is a doubtful matter of a few months whether the second
expedition of 440 B.C. falls in this or in the next Olympiad), and that
he also served as cTpaTYjyo? with Mcias, being at the time older than
any of his colleagues.

On these data there is indeed a possibility that Sophocles was in

Samos as a aTpa-nqyoi; in 440 B.C. ; but there is only a possibility. There
ia equally a possibility that he was in Samos as a aTpa-ngyoi; in

411 B.C. About that time, although advanced in years, he was taking a
dignified part in public affairs. After the failure of the Sicilian ex-

pedition Aristotle tells us (Pol. vi. 5 and Bhet. m. 18) that Sophocles
was one of the mpoflouXoi, a provisional committee of the highest

importance, and that as such he voted for the setting up of the Pour
Hundred, not because he liked such a course, but merely as a pis alter.

We may safely conclude, though it has been doubted, that Sophocles

the poet is meant. A contemporary writer, indeed, might, with the

facts fresh in the minds of his readers, have described some other

Sophocles as Sophocles tout court, but Aristotle, who wrote a long time
after the events, would have failed to express himself intelligibly,

had he intended any Sophocles but the poet. This half-hearted

support of the oligarchy, based probably on the impossibility, as it

seemed at the time, of obtaining the support of Alcibiades on any other

terms, must, one would think, as tyrannical outrages, including murders,

became more and more prevalent, have been replaced by a cordial

detestation of the new regime : we certainly find Sophocles in great

favour after the restoration of the democracy. It is not unlikely that

when the tyranny neared its height, he fled, perhaps in an unseaworthy

vessel (inl pmoc,), to Samos to the democratic army, and, if he did so,

he was, in view of his former oTpa-nfiytat, and of his late position as

TtpoBouXoi;, in spite of his age, an eminently suitable person, or rather

personage, to be included by the soldiers in theirnew board of BTpa-niyoi.

The functions of these aTpaTTjyoi were, at least for the moment,
predominantly political : they constituted the provisional cabinet of

the Athenian democracy. To a seat on a body such as this eminent

distinction in literature gives a quite reasonable claim, and it is perfectly

credible that the recent production of the Antigone may have carried

weight with the highly artistic electorate. It is not, on the other hand,

easily conceivable, except in a farcical comedy, that a production of

the Antigone in the year 441 B.C. should have been the real induce-

ment to the populace to appoint a middle-aged author to a naval com-
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mand on active service at a period of considerable stress. As regards

this particular set of considerations, the probabilities seem to point

much more strongly to 411 B.C. than to 441 B.C. as the date of the

production of the Antigone.

A statement, to which reference has already been made, at the

extreme end of Aristophanes the Grammarian's argument to the

Antigone, is of the last importance as fixing the approximate, although

not the exact, date of the play. In the present state of the text

it runs : X£XexTai 8k t6 §pau.a touto TpiaxoaT&v Seu-repov. It is

obvious at first sight that the Antigone is not the thirty-second play of

Sophocles in alphabetical order. Another order existed in antiquity.

That other order crops up five times in all, twice in connexion with
tragedies, and three times in connexion with comedies. The two
tragedies are this and the Alcestis of Euripides ; the three comedies
are the Dionysalexandros of Cratinus, the Aves of Aristophanes and the

Imbrii of Menander. In the case of the comedies in question there is no
shadow of a reason to suppose that the order referred to can be anything
other than the chronological order. In the case of the Alcestis it is

certainly the chronological order, but subject to a slight complication

that has hitherto blinded editors to the facts and led to wild speculations

as to catalogue-numbers in the Alexandrian library. The statement

as to the Alcestis is contained in the anonymous argument to that play,

and, in the existing text, runs t to Spa^a e7roi^6rj iC,', i.e. the drama
was composed the seventeenth. This is a perfectly unambiguous assertion.

Now Euripides began to exhibit in the year 455 B.C., when he won the

third prize (Life of Euripides). His Alcestis is the fourth play of a
tetralogy with which he won the second prize in the year 438 B.C. (see

the argument to the Alcestis). His period of production extended over

approximately fifty years or a little less, and his plays in all seem to

have numbered ninety-two or thereabouts. Consequently, on a rough
average, he must have produced a tetralogy once every two years.

Assuming, as is natural, that he was more prolific in the vigour of his

youth than in his old age, we should expect to find that in his most
active prime he approached the average of a tetralogy a year. Had
he produced one tetralogy a year without exception from 455 B.C. to

438 B.C., both inclusive, the latter year would have witnessed the

presentation of his eighteenth tetralogy. As it is, the argument to

the Alcestis tells us that the drama was composed the seventeenth.

to 8pS(xa is a mere corruption, so slight as to be almost negligible, of to

-opoqxa, the spectacle, i.e. the tetralogy. Editors would be well advised

to bear the possibility of confusion between SpSjxa and opajxa constantly

in mind. No other explanation of the statement in the argument
seems to be possible. It would be absurd to suppose that in the year

438 b.c. Euripides had reached only his seventeenth play. More-
over seventeen is not integrally divisible by four, and yet the Alcestis

is known to have been the last play of a tetralogy. Let me apply my
conclusion to the case of the Antigone, in the argument to which also

I change Spajxa to fipajxa. Sophocles began to exhibit in 468 B.C., and
continued so doing for sixty years or a little more. His undoubted
plays, as we saw some time back, were put by the ancients at the

number of 123, plus 17 of doubtful authenticity, these 17 including,
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it may be supposed, some of the works in which, as we are told,
he and Iophon collaborated. Now the thirty-second tetralogy of
Sophocles would embrace his 125th, 126th, 127th and 128th plays.
We have thus actually passed beyond the limit of his undoubted plays
(I, of course, do not mean that the Oedipodeia itself was doubted)

:

we have come within measurable distance of the end of his total
alleged output. I do not claim to fix a precise date : 441 B.C. is out
of the question, whereas there is nothing in the year 411 B.C. to con-
flict in the least with the indications. I therefore regard this branch
of the investigation as affording important evidence in the direction to
which I have already seen some reason to incline.

It remains to inquire whether there is anything in the Antigone
which would naturally have disposed the democratic soldiery to
choose Sophocles as one of their leaders. I would especially point
to 11. 732-739 :

KPEQN. oiijc -SjSs yap toi^S' ljrsiXv]7tTai voacp ;

AIMQN. ou (piqai 0^|3r)i; TJjaS' 6(i.67tToXti; X£cos.

KP. mSXis yap i)yiiv ajxJ ^prj rtkaasiv Ipet

;

AI. opqt? t6S' &<; si'pTjxai; &<; &ya.v veo; ;

KP. aXXto yAp ^ 'fiol xPV V-
e t5j<j8' ap^eiv x^o?;

AI. 7t6Xte y&p °^x &<&' ^TtS AvSp6? ia0' Iv6<;.

KP. ob tou xpa-rouvTO? i) tzo\iq vomeral

;

AI. xaXco? epirju.7)(; y' <^v °" Y*)? #PX°i? [i-6vo<;.

These lines—and they do not stand alone—may well have been on
every lip, a lillibullero fateful to the foes of liberty. I do not think that
there is any substantial difficulty in supposing that a play performed
at Athens exercised a speedy influence upon the army at Samos. Even
if in the particular circumstances communications were restricted,

the coming and going of secret democratic emissaries cannot have been
altogether prevented, and the dissemination of revolutionary literature

is at all times a hard thing to check. It must further be remembered
that we have already seen reason to suppose that Sophocles in person
found means of escaping to Samos shortly before the actual production
of his play at Athens. I will now pass to the Oedipus Tyrannus.

Oedipus Tyrannus.—The fact that when.at whatever date, Sophocles
produced the Oedipus Tyrannus he obtained only the second prize,

being defeated by the quite inferior tragic poet Philocles (see the first

argument to the O.T. and Aristides, n. 334), a fact which arouses the

indignation of the late writer Aristides (I.e.), needs some explanation.

The merits of the Oedipus Tyrannus are so extraordinary that the

verdict of the judges is calculated to astonish us. Nor is our bewilder-

ment lessened when we reflect that Athens was singularly loyal to

established artistic reputations. One is therefore inclined to suspect

some disturbing influence of a nature other than literary. Pontics at

once suggests itself, but in controversial politics Sophocles is not known
to have taken part, except in relation to the establishment of the Four
Hundred, on which occasion he certainly at first gave a lukewarm
support to the oligarchy, but probably (so at least I have argued in

my treatment of the Antigone) afterwards flung himself into the arms
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of the democracy. If he so flung himself and if his Oedipus Tyrannus
was presented just afterwards, i.e. at the Urban Dionysia of 411 B.C.*

we have an immediate explanation both of his own defeat and of the
victory of Philocles. Philocles was a nephew of Aeschylus and there-

fore, we may confidently assume, an oligarch of the oligarchs. At any
rate the defeat of Sophocles by Philocles is consistent and more than
consistent with the assumption that the Oedipus Tyrannus was
produced in 411 B.C.

The only express external evidence as to the date of the Oedipus
Tyrannus consists of a clause in the second argument to the play i

stai 8s xal ot IIp6Tepov, of> Tiipavvov, ai>Tov E7ciypa(povTE?, Sia tou?

XP<Svou<; t£Sv SiSocay.a.'KiZv xai Sta -ret 7rpaY[i.aTa. If this statement is

true to facts, 411 b.c. is not thereby excluded as a possible date
for the drama ; but the two Oedipodes are nevertheless attributed

to separate dates, an impossibility, or nearly so, on the hypothesis

that both the Antigone and the Oedipus Tyrannus belong to the

Urban Dionysia of 411 B.C., as in that case the Oedipus Coloneus

is required to complete the trilogy. When I come to the Oedipus
Coloneus, I will deal more fully with the probabilities relating to

its production or productions ; but at this point I will observe in

anticipation that it is on the cards that the writer of this argument,
misled by the theory that Sophocles never composed tetralogies,

erroneously took the recorded presentation of the Oedipus Coloneus by
Sophocles the younger as the first presentation of that play, rejecting

any possible contrary tradition, and that consequently he was not
justified in distinguishing in date between the two Oedipodes. It

would be interesting to get at the back of the mind of the Sophoclean
scholiasts. They frequently write as though Sophocles not only
produced no connected tetralogies, but also competed with one play
at a time and no more. The didascaliae must have informed them of
the true facts ; but it is evident that those facts clashed with their

preconceptions, and I can only suppose that the didascaliae them-
selves were, as time went on, emended into conformity with the
preconceptions in question. I draw all the distinction in the world
between the traditions, sound on the whole though fallible in detail,

that one can trace back to the palmy days of Alexandrian scholar-

ship, or even earlier, and those, almost as often as not originated

under the influence of some false theory, which seem to date only from
the days when antiquity was drifting towards barbarism and the

scholiast had replaced the scholar.

As regards the internal evidence of date, apart from that afforded

by metre, which I shall discuss separately at a later stage, the Oedipus
Tyrannus is commonly thought to be topical in two ways. The
allusions to a plague at the beginning of the play are considered to be
reminiscent of the plague at Athens, and the language employed in

II. 883-894 is regarded as alluding to the mutilation of the Hermae.
As the plague at Athens raged in 430 B.C. and the Hermae were muti-
lated in 415 B.C., it is clear that, on the assumption of a real allusion in

both cases, the plague is brought in as topical, if at all, in the remotest
sense only. With regard to the Hermae, I am disposed to agree that

there is an allusion to the mutilation of them. Only I do not think
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it is an otiose allusion, such as alone would have been possible at the
time of Alcibiades' banishment. I rather see in it a purposeful com-
parison of the impiety of Oedipus with that of Alcibiades, drawn at
the time, i.e. in 411 B.C., when Sophocles was endeavouring to procure
Alcibiades' restoration. Only, in that case, the Oedipus Cohneus must
form part of the trilogy, as it is in the Oedipus Cohneus alone that
Oedipus, in spite of his past, is reconciled with the gods and becomes
the safeguard of Athens.

Oedipus Cohneus.—Lewis Campbell's contention that the Oedipus
Cohneus w&a first produced at the Urban Dionysiaof 411 B.C. and that
the production of 401 B.C. was a reproduction is supported at length
in his introduction to the play by arguments which it is not necessary
for me to repeat. They are largely founded on the fact that the
ecclesia which set up the Four Hundred was held at Colonua Hippiua
and on the high probability that after the fall of the Four Hundred the
glorification of that place in a drama would have been undesirable.

I do not see eye to eye with Campbell in every detail ; but I am much
impressed by his contention as a whole. He does not demonstrate
his thesis, but he commends it as a probability.

He writes without any suspicion that a case can be made out for

assigning the Oedipus Tyrannus and the Antigone to the same year and
festival. That such a case can be presented enormously strengthens
his argument. He is also, I think, borne out by a consideration which
he does not mention. It appears to me that a fairly close parallel

exists between Oedipus and Alcibiades. I suggest that the immediate
moral of the Oedipus Cohneus is that, as Oedipus, in spite of his past,

was reconciled to the gods and became on Attic soil the safeguard

of Athens, so Alcibiades might be reconciled and prove a similar safe-

guard. It would, I conceive, be contrary to tragic art to point this

moral more precisely than it is actually pointed in the play.

I have now completed my presentation of the positive evidence that

leads me to take the three plays as a trilogy and, incidentally, of my
reasons for disregarding certain statements to the contrary. I am
well aware that by itself this presentation could at the most establish

only the position that the ascription of the three plays to three different

dates, known or unknown, is, in view of all the facts, by no means a
necessary conclusion from the conflicting evidence. But, if so much
be admitted, there remains no longer any valid reason for discrediting

the testimony of our artistic senses and refusing to recognise the

trilogy that stands in front of us.

Yet, in order to remove certain prejudices that impede clear vision,

it will be well for me to point out (a) that alleged inconsistencies in

the three plays, as compared one with another, are mere figments

of commentators and (h) that it is not a fact that the metrical features

of the Antigone stamp that drama as an early work of Sophocles. -.

The supposed inconsistencies, apart from mare's nests which I need

not mention, are two in number. Whereas in the Oedipus Tyrannus
Jocasta kills herself at once on the discovery of the facts, it is said by
some that the Inei-ra of 1. 53 of the Antigone conveys that she outlived
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Oedipus. But, as others have seen, the i-nei-za. is logical, not temporal

:

the two deaths are put in the order of their importance. Again,

11. 897-902 of the Antigone are very strangely taken as meaning that

Oedipus died at Thebes and was prepared for burial by Antigone,

in flat defiance, this time, of the Oedipus Colon-eus. This interpretation

is based on a complete disregard of the delicately exact language

employed by Sophocles. The passage runs

:

sX0ouaa (asvtoi rnkpr' sv kXnlaiv tpeyto

<ptX7) jiiv 'ffesiv Tzarpi, 7TpoatpiX'}ji; 8c aoi,

[i.7)T£p, <pt>,7] 8s oo£, jcaCTiYv1T0V Jtdpa-

etceI 0av6vTai; aOfoxsip ujjtai; eyoj

SXouaa xax6afjiT]cra xamTujxpioui;

una? includes only the two persons whom Antigone apostrophises,

namely, her mother and her brother. She pointedly abstains from
apostrophising her father, of whom she speaks in the third person. I

do not see how Sophocles, without adding a footnote, could have
made his meaning plainer.

To turn to metre, the Antigone shows a blend of characteristics

exactly of the kind we should expect in a play that on the one hand
was a work of the old age of Sophocles and on the other hand was
somewhat archaistic in the sense of forming part of a connected tetra-

logy. In such a tetralogy Sophocles would naturally employ features

somewhat reminiscent of Aeschylus, though in moderation. One
would not expect to find any plethora of the archaic element. Indeed

it is improbable that any particular old-fashioned device would occur

more than once in the whole tetralogy, t.e. in more than one play out
of the four. In the Oedipus Tyrannus the accumulation of horrors

lifts the play, without the need for much technical mechanism, into an
almost superhuman atmosphere not altogether unlike that of the

Agamemnon of Aeschylus. The Oedipus CoUmeus, in marked contrast,

breathes, for the most part, a spirit of divine calm, broken indeed by
violent outbursts, but suggesting, beyond any other work of classical

literature, Mam quam mundtis dare non potest pacem. It is when the

poet comes to the Antigone, which, though no less beautiful than the

two other plays, is, in conformity with the canons of art, more in the

nature of a mean between extremes, in order that the trilogy may
end on a normal note, that a freer use of the older technique becomes
necessary. Otherwise the coping-stone of the trilogy would have
been comparatively deficient, not indeed in grace, but in dignity.

Thus it comes to pass that Sophocles, in this play, reverts to a positively

Aeschylean use of anapaestic systems and, as in no other of his extant

dramas, to an equally Aeschylean refusal to permit antilabe in senarii.

But at the same time he allows clear signs of his own metrical develop-

ment to manifest themselves. As regards trisyllabic and virtually

trisyllabic endings (for the details of this subject see my tables on pp.
246-248) he does not attempt to rival the strictness of Aeschylus, who,
on an average, allows only one such ending in every nineteen tragic

lines, but he follows a tendency of his own, which finds its culmination

in this play and in the Philoctetes (409 B.C.). That is to say, in those
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two plays he becomes stricter than elsewhere, allowing one trisyllabic

ending in every eleven lines only, whereas in the Oedipus Tyrannus
and in the Trachiniae he allows one in every seven, in the Electro, and
the Oedipus Coloneus one in every nine, and in the Ajax one in every
ten. In this respect, then, the Antigone is to be equated with the
PhUoctetes. The result is not at all Aeschylean, but the movement
is in that direction. I will repeat here that the Antigone is a normal
play, in a sense in which the two Oedipodes are not normal, but in

which the PhUoctetes is. We need not, therefore, be surprised at the
discrepancy in iambic metre between the Oedipodes and the Antigone.

The subject of trisyllabic feet in senarii also claims our attention.

In this respect the Oedipus Tyrannus, the Oedipus Coloneus, and the
Antigone form, together with the Ajax, a separate and well-marked
group. These are the approximate figures. Outside proper names
the Ajax presents one trisyllabic foot in every 33 tragic lines, the
Antigone one in every 31, the Oedipus Tyrannus one in every 29, and
the Oedipus Coloneus one in every 27. On one side of this group stands
the Electra, a play so extremely strict that it allows only one trisyllabic

foot to every 54 tragic lines, and on the other side the Trachiniae with
one trisyllabic foot to every 23 tragic lines, and the PhUoctetes (in this

case the result is due to the fact that the hero is continually moaning
trisyllabically) with one trisyllabic foot to every 12 tragic lines. On
these figures at least the affinities of the Antigone are indubitable, so
that it becomes possible for the caution of the critic to agree with the
instinct of the poet that

" Dans ses veines tonjours un jeune sang bouillonne,

Et Sophoole a cent ans peint encore Antigone."

In confirmation of these views it would seem from the PhUoctetes,

to which I shall soon come, that towards the end of his life Sophocles

reverted to the practice of composing connected tetralogies.

The Satyric Drama.—It is difficult to suggest any Satyric drama
but the Sphinx (though naturally the scholiasts record no such play

by Sophocles, as the mere mention of it would at once suggest an
Oedipodean tetralogy), if one tragic character from each of the three

tragedies has to be introduced and if, as is only congruous, Oedipus

himself has to figure in it. The long argument to Euripides' Phoenissae,

which recounts almost the whole of the Oedipodean legend, after basing

itself expressly on Sophocles' Oedipus Tyrannus for a considerable

portion of the story, proceeds immediately, without authority cited,

to relate the incidents connected with the Sphinx. Now Suidas (s.v.

OtSiTroui;, cf. Cedrinus, p. 25) gives a similarly comprehensive account

of the legend of the doings of Oedipus and his sons, but an account

differing widely in detail from that of Sophocles and the argument

to the Phoenissae, both in other respects and as regards the Sphinx.

It is natural to suppose that in the matter of the Sphinx, and indeed

generally, Suidas is following the Oedipodeia of Aeschylus, and the long

argument to the Phoenissae the Oedipodeia of Sophocles. A slight

confirmation of this view is to be found in the fact that, although the

Sphinx is only incidentally mentioned in the Oedipus Tyrannus, yet
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the Riddle and the Answer to the Kiddle stand traditionally prefixed

to that play, not, 1 suggest, as an introduction to the drama as such,

but as an introduction to the tetralogy which it headed. The tragic

characters figuring in the account of the Sphinx given in the long

argument to the Phoenissae are three in number, Oedipus, Creon, and
Jocasta. This is the right number for a Sophoclean Satyric drama.

Jocasta comes in the Oedipus Tyrannais only, so that it is as repre-

sentative of that play that she must appear in the Sphinx. Therefore

Oedipus must be borrowed from the Oedipus Cohneus, though of course

he is chief character in the Oedipus Tyrannus also. Similarly Creon,

who figures in all three tragedies, must for the purposes of the Sphinx

be representative of the Antigone, in which, indeed, alone he is the

leading male character. There is nothing demonstrative about this

treatment, but it flows directly from the evidences of probability,

and it squares completely with my view that we are dealing with a

tetralogy.

(6) Sophocles' Syndipni, Philoctetes Lemni, Philoctetes Trojae,

Epitaenarii Satyri.

The Syndipni deals with the banquet at Tenedos in the course of

which Philoctetes was bitten by a snake, the still extant Philoctetes

Lemni records his sufferings at Lemnos and the stratagem by which
it was sought to bring him to Troy, while the Philoctetes Trojae tells

the story of his cure at Troy at the hands of Podalirius and Machaon.
We have here, to all appearance, a fully connected trilogy, and we
know that the Philoctetes Lemni was produced at the Urban Dionysia

of 409 B.O., only two years after the date assigned by me to the Oedi-

podeia, when Sophocles gained the first prize (second argument to the

Philoctetes). The calculated silence of the writer of the argument as

to the other plays produced by Sophocles on the same occasion is

evidently part of the general conspiracy of later scholiasts to obscure

the fact that he brought out more than one play at a time. The
sequence of the Philoctetes Lemni and the Philoctetes Trojae is so mani-
festly identical with that of the Lemnii and the Philoctetes in the Philoe-

tetean tetralogy of Aeschylus that on that ground alone one would be
fairly safe in assuming the existence of a connected trilogy in this case

also. Add the consideration that at the end of the Philoctetes Lemni
the hero is promised a complete cure at Troy, of which cure we see a
preliminary in the Philoctetes Trojae (Fr. 701 ), and the probability of a
connected tetralogy becomes such that strong positive evidence would
be necessary in order to outweigh it. But no evidence, strong or weak,
can be adduced. I therefore pronounce unreservedly in favour of a
connected trilogy.

This view is distinctly confirmed when we approach the question

of the Satyric drama, which is to a moral certainty the Epitaenarii

Satyri. I agree with Dindorf that the two mentions, both in Orion,

of an alleged Eeracleiscus are corrupt ('HpaxXetoxou stands for 'HpootX
meou, i.e. 'HpaxX^ou? aaTupixou

—

Epitaenoriorum Satyrorum) and
that consequently we need not assume the existence of a Satyric drama
about Hercules as an infant in addition to that which dealt with his

descent into Hades. Had we to do so, the only Satyric episode avail-
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able would be his discovery by Hermes and Athene in the ager Hercuieus.
As Hermes and Athene are also his traditional companions at Taenarus,
the duplication of dramatis personae would be most improbable and,
indeed, would more than tax the resources of the known tragedies.
The Chorus of Satyrs, with Silenus as Satyric character, are, we may
take it, present in the Epitaenarii. The tragic characters, Hercules,
Hermes and Athene, must surely come from the Philoctetean trilogy,

Hercules from the extant Philoctetes Lemni, Hermes from the Philoctetes

Trojae, and Athene from the Syndipni (where, doubtless, she inter-

vened as a friend of Ulysses). Frs. 700 and 701 in the Philoctetes

Trojae refer to Hermes and not to Aesculapius. The healers of Philoc-
tetes, as promised in the Philoctetes Lemni (1. 1333), were Podalirius
and Machaon. A slight, but confusing, corruption has crept into
11. 1436-1438, where we now read

<pu>.aacETOV

oStoi; as xal a\!> t6v8'' lyi> 8' 'AaxXv)7Cl6v

TtauaTJjpa y;£\j.ty<x> a5js v6oou np6? "IXiov.

We should read

qpuXdaaSTOV
o5to? as xal ai t6vSs* t<!> 8' 'AajtX7)7riou

TOCijaT>jpS 7tS(llj'<0 07)5 VOCJOU 7Tp6s "D.IOV.

The complete way in which the three plays relating to Philoctetes,

taken as a trilogy, answer the requirements of the Epitaenarii is the
determining reason why I take, as will be seen, the Hermes of the
Ichneutae from the Inachus, not from the Philoctetes Trojae.

(c) Sophocles' Eriphyle, Theseus, Epigoni, Amphiaraus Saiyricus.

It is recognised as probable a priori that the Amphiaraus Satyricus

deals with the founding of the Nemean Games. That probability is

greatly increased by the indications afforded in a passage of Athenaeus
(x. 454 i.). The present text of Athenaeus runs : y.a.1 EocpoxXvji; 8e

toi3tcj> TtapcmX^aiov STto[7]asv ev 'Afj«piapdci> aarupLXtji t<& yp&yi.y.a.rix

7tap(iYG>v 6pxo(5(jievov. The participle 6pxoiinsvov cannot, at least in

this kind of Greek, mean someone dancing, and it is fairly evident

(especially when one glances at the way Athenaeus expresses himself

in the earlier portion of the context) that a substantive has dropped
out. It is simplicity itself to read; t4 Ypi£u.fxaTa Tcapaytov 'AyoSv'

fip/oofisvov. Agon, the god of Greek gatherings, is the right person

in the right place. Doubtless it was in order to purify Nemea from
the blood of Opheltes that he " danced the alphabet " ; compare the

story of the purification of Miletus by means of words containing all

the letters of the alphabet.

The tragic characters there were Amphiaraus, Adrastus (who
can scarcely be left out), and, as I suggest, Agon. There was a Chorus

of Satyrs, and Silenus was, one may almost take it for granted,' -the

Satyric character.

The Fragments suit this view. Fr. 115 is quoted by a scholiast

on Plato (Conv. 222 B). It runs corruptly thus :

St' oc5 iLcTtEp dXieiis tcXtjys'S evcov StSaaxaXoi;,

BB
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The scholiast has just been speaking of a dXisiSe who was jz'krftdi;

by a scorpion, and who thereupon said to himself : 7tX7)Ye1? vouv <p\iaEi<;»

The scholiast continues : xe/P7]toci Tfl 7rapoi[ita Eo<poxX7)<; sv 'Ajjupi-

apatp aarupixtji, Xeycdv x.t.X. It is obvious to me that &aizsp ctXieiii;

7cXt)ye£<; is a misreading due to this context. If we divide the line into

words so as to produce grammatical sense, we arrive, without any
but the minutest alteration, at the following iambic tetrameter (if

7tepa began a trimeter the previous three words would scarcely be
quoted)

:

eV &' &z 7tepSi Si' SaitXTiY' sT? <ppev5v StSaaxaXoi;,

Mark further how the one teacher of wisdom crosses the starting-tape.

A scorpion (called in priestly periphrasis the one teacher of wisdom),

apparently racing, or seeming to race some other creature or creatures,

is observed, doubtless by Amphiaraus and for purposes of divination

in connexion with the establishment of the races of the Nemean Games.
From Fr. 113 it looks very much as though the scorpion had for

competitor the variety of tetti^ known as [xavTi?. That fragment

has come down to us in the form

6 7tivvoT7[pvie ToOSe [iavTSOi; x°P°u«

I propose

6 mvOTyjp7]i; touSe [idcvTeco? ropou.

I should, while translating [idcvTEtoc prophet, take it to refer to a " shrill

cicala " or mantis. Just as the helpless pinna is in fable protected

by the well-armed pea-crab, so the helpless mantis is, I suggest, repre-

sented as protected by the well-armed scorpion. The scorpion is thus

called the pinna-defender, whose pinna is this shrill prophet (or mantis) ;

the phrase is like ocoixaTciV y£uaant.oi$6<;, Aesch. Ag. 1. 436. It may
well be that the creatures ran on the threshing-floor the mention of

which constitutes Fr. 118.

Fr. 114 has caused difficulty. A grammarian (Cramer's Anecdota,

I, 344, 8) is made to say : 7reXiou o5v wxpa t6 7teXXoi*

£v8' o(5te 7TeXXeii; ol SypauXo? Potoi;-

SotpoxXTJc; ev 'AfjLfpiapacp aa-rupixto. In view of the discomfort and
even danger caused to cows by leaving them unmilked, I do not
hesitate to read 7teXXoc for jteXXco, and

gvS' o8te tte'XX', Eflaoia y' aypaiXoii; po-rot?.

Prom that Fragment nothing much can be gathered. In fact all that

I can say further is that (in order to avoid additional characters) the

death of Opheltes must precede the action of the play, and that

probably the Satyrs had been enslaved by the local dragon.

I take Amphiaraus from the Eriphyle, Adrastus from the EpigoniT

and Agon of necessity from the Theseus, postulating that that play
dealt, at least in part, with the re-institution of the Isthmian Games
(at Olympia there was a famous statue of Agon). Some scholars

attempt to identify the Epigoni and the Eriphyle ; but Stobaeus
quotes both by name (the former twice, the latter six times) and is

unlikely so to have varied his designation of one and the same play.
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The tetralogy—the trilogy standing in chronological order—would
thus be the Eriphyle,tha Theseus, theEpigoni, theAmphiaraus Satyricus.

But we have not here a question of mere chronological order : we have
a substantially Aeschylean tetralogy. If there is anything in my view
as to the provenance of three tragic characters in Satyric dramas
from three separate tragedies, it is extremely difficult to fix in this

case on any three tragedies other than those I have mentioned. I

therefore infer provisionally that we have lit upon yet another con-
nected tetralogy of Sophocles.

(d) Sophocles' Athamas I, Atliamas II, Phryxus, Dionysiscus
Satyricus.

I shall not argue at any length as to this tetralogy, the only remaining
connected tetralogy of Sophocles that I am able to indicate. That
it is a tetralogy seems to appear from the requirements of the Satyric

drama, and, granted that it is a tetralogy, it is patently a connected
tetralogy. One tragic character in the Dionysiscus is clearly Dionysus.
The other two are probably Athamas and Ino. That is the legend

that apparently was adopted by Sophocles as the basis of his Athamas
II. Add a Chorus of Satyrs and the Satyric Silenus, assigned, I take

it, as slaves to the infant Dionysus. It h easiest to take Athalnas
from Athamas I (he comes, of course, in Atliamas II also), Ino from
Athamas II and Dionysus himself (he is said to have maddened
Phryxus and Helle) from the Phryxus. This is perhaps a step towards a
solution of the various difficulties arising out of the Athamantes and the

Phryxus. The only natural alternative in the Dionysiscus to the pair

Athamas and Ino is the pair Aristaeus and Maeris ; but neither

Aristaeus nor Maeris, much less the two together, can with any show
of reason be extracted from any known tragedy or tragedies of

Sophocles.

I will now proceed to take seriatim the Satyric dramas of Sophocles

that I have not yet discussed and endeavour to link them up with

the trilogies to which they were originally attached. In no case will

it appear that the indications point to a connected trilogy. A good

deal of guesswork will be necessary ; but my aim is not to do more
than suggest what possibilities seem on the evidence to be the more

probable.

(a) Achilleos Eraslae Satyrici.

We know (see the Fragments) that, besides the Chorus of Satyrs,

there were in this play three tragic characters, Achilles, Peleus and
Phoenix. As the scene is doubtless laid in or near Chiron's cave

and as Phoenix was cured of his blindness by Chiron, it is natural in

this play to substitute, as a Satyric character, Chiron for Silenus,

though Silenus may well lead the Chorus. As for the trilogy, there

is nothing simpler than to draw Peleus from the Peleus and Phoenix

from the Phoenix. To avoid bringing in any play connected in sub-

ject with the Peleus, I will tentatively take Aohilles from the Achaeon

Synodos. The tetralogy—the trilogy standing in chronological orders

—

bb2
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would thus be : the Phoenix, the Achaean Synodos, the Peleus, the
Achilleos Erastae Satyrici. This Satyric drama is highly important
as demonstrably representing, like the Ichneutae, but unlike Euripi-

des' Cyclops, three tragic characters : this fact commends my views.

(6) Amycus Salyricus.

The tragic characters are Amycns, Pollux and, no doubt, one other,

probably a representative Argonaut, for whom I should choose Jason.
There was a Satyric Chorus and Silenus, I suppose, was the Satyric

character. Amycus must, I think, be taken from the Mysi, which
tragedy, if that be so, dealt, not with Telephus but with the quarrel
between Lycus, king of Mysia, and Amycus. I utterly fail to place
Amycus in any other tragic milieu. I regard Pollux as borrowed
from the Tyndareos (no other recorded play seems suitable) and Jason
from the Colchides. The tetralogy—the trilogy standing in chrono-
logical order—would thus be the Mysi, the Colchides, the Tyndareos, the
Amycus Satyricus.

(c) Cedalion Satyricus,

This play can, I think, have nothing to do with the story of the

blinding or that of the healing of Orion, First, if it had, it would
surely be called, at least sometimes, the Orion. Secondly, the Satyrs
are concerned, at least in a legend which is perhaps founded on some
other Satyric play, with the blinding, but Cedalion with the healing.

The circumstances are such that it would be most difficult to combine
both the blinding and the healing in one drama, and, even if it be only
on the strength of a Satyric play that the Satyrs are connected with
the blinding, yet it seems impossible to connect them with the recorded
surroundings of the healing. Thirdly, so enormous a giant as Orion
can hardly have been brought on the Satyric stage. I agree, then,

for once, with Wilamowitz, who finds the action of the drama in the
apprenticing of Hephaestus by Hera to Cedalion—a recorded story

—

to learn the blacksmith's trade. The scene is, doubtless, Naxos,
where Cedalion lived. The tragic characters are Cedalion, Hephaestus
and Hera. There is a Chorus of Satyrs, and we may assume Silenus

as Satyric character. Perhaps Silenus and the Satyrs had been enslaved

by Cedalion. Cedalion must, for a moral certainty, be taken from
the Pandora, where his presence, as a character, not as a member of

the Chorus, would be eminently appropriate. Here a short digression

is inevitable. The Pandora is a tragedy, not a Satyric drama. It is

expressly mentioned five times in antiquity, but never as Satyric.

Pandora herself and, almost certainly, Epimetheus must be among
the dramatis personae. I defy anyone to point to any other play of

Sophocles from which either of these characters can, on the assumption
that the Pandora is Satyric, be borrowed : neither can they come from
lost tragedies, as the Pandora plot is their sole milieu. But the Pandora,

as a tragedy, provides a provenance for Cedalion. So much for the
Pandora. Hephaestus I take from the Daedalus (there is no known
alternative), Hera from the Xoanephori (again there is no known
alternative). It will be observed that all three plays of the trilogy

are directly concerned with graven images, and the Satyrio drama
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with the art of making them. Thus we have not, indeed, a connected
tetralogy, but still we have a tetralogy with a certain thread of unity.

I have already suggested in the case of Aeschylus that the Callisto,

the Atalanta and the Niobe, as also three other similar sets of three

plays apiece, form trilogies strung together in a manner very similar

to that which I seem to see in this case. The tetralogy—the trilogy

standing in chronological order—would thus be : the Pandora, the

Daedalus, the Xoanephori, the Cedalion Satyricus.

(d) Co-phi Satyri.

Of this play so little is known that it is impossible to say more of

the cast than that it included a Chorus of Satyrs and presumably
Silenus as Satyric character. As regards the title Cophi, perhaps
it is a case of lupi Moerim videre priores. I would point out that, as
both a fountain and the Phrygian Mt. Ida are in some way or other
introduced, it is just conceivable that the Cophi Satyri may be only
another name for the Crisis Satyrica. It may not be amiss here to

attempt an emendation of a portion of a passage in Zenobius (iv. 80)
relating to the Cophi (mentioned just afterwards), as the result, arrived

at by strict attention to the ductus, exhibits poetical language
which must have been borrowed from some chorus of the play itself.

Zenobius' existing text runs : KeX[u<; yap, E^? T&v 'ISccfov AooctuXcov,

Trjv [iTj-rlpa 'P£av ufjptaa? xal jay) u7to8e$a[xevoi; U7t6 tcov a8eX<p&v

Efojxevtoi; sv TTJ "ISfl, acp' o5 6 aTepsckTaTos lylveTO ofSrjpo?. I sug-

gest ; KeX[u<; yap, e^S T"v 'I8atcov AaxxiiXcov, t/jv [A7)T£pa 'Psav

v>Pp£aa<; xal (jlt) uiro8ei;a[xevo<; UTroyetov ISatptov 28u a\x iv6oei tt)?

"IS7JS Tdtepov, 65 cjT£pea>TaTOS eyeveTO aiSrjpoi;.

(e) Crisis Satyrica.

This drama deals with the Judgement of Paris. A Chorus of Satyrs,

we know, and doubtless Silenus were present. The tragic characters

are Paris, Aphrodite and Athene. I agree with Stephani that Hera
is left out. Stephani justifies the omission on allegorical grounds,

basing himself with reason on Athenaeus (xv. 687 B). Personally, I

consider four tragic characters an impossibility. I take Paris from

the Alexander, Aphrodite from the Lemniae, and Athene from the

Ajax. The tetralogy—the trilogy standing in chronological order

—

would thus be the Lemniae, the Alexander, the Ajax, the Crisis Satyrica.

(/) Helenes Gamos Satyricus.

We know that in this drama there was a Chorus of Satyrs, and

we may safely add Silenus as Satyric character. The tragic characters

plainly include Paris and Helen. A third tragic character is at first

sight hard to find ; but one may discover him in the person of an

Orosanges, or Oriental Lifeguard. Claudius Casilo (see Miller's Melanges,

p. 397) says :
" 'Opoaayyai : body-guards ; Sophocles' Helenes Gamos

and Troilus." I take Helen from the Helenes Apaetesis, Paris from

the Phryges, and the Orosanges from the Troilus. The tetralogy

—

the trilogy standing in chronological order—would thus be : the Helenes

Apaetesis, the Troilus, the Phryges, the Helenes Gamos Satyricus. The
Alexander is a trifle too closely connected with the Helenes Apaetesis
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to form a part of the same normal Sophoclean trilogy : else Paris

could be taken equally well from that. We have seen Paris already

required from one tragedy by the Crisis Salyrica.

(g) Ichneuiae Saiyri.

Every one of the three tragic characters of the Ichneuiae, viz.

Apollo, Cyllene, and Hermes, is an immortal (I employ the term

roughly as I know that nymphs were by some Greeks not supposed

to be immortal in the literal sense). Since Silenus and the Satyrs

were similarly immortal, there is not a single mortal person in the play.

This is unique in extant Greek drama. Aeschylus' Prometheus Vinctus

provides the nearest analogy, but there a mortal, Io, is present and
prominent. This singular feature of the Ichneutae demands explana-

tion, the more so as at first sight the Satyric stage would appear one

of the least suitable places in the world on which to group an exclusive

assemblage of deities. Now we have seen already that the discrepan-

cies in date of action between a particular tragedy and a particular

Satyric play may be so great that, if the latter desires to borrow a

character from the former, it is forced by the restrictive element of

time to borrow an immortal only. Consequently the co-appearance

of three immortal tragic characters in the Ichneutae suggests that they

are borrowed from three tragedies incompatible, as regards date of

action, with the Satyric drama in question. The action of the Ichneutae

is obviously long prior in course of time to that of, at least, most
tragedies. In many tragic plays either Apollo or Hermes, singly,

might find a place, and Cyllene, by herself, would be appropriate to

various possible tragedies of the Arcadian group, or the like. As, in

addition to Sophocles' fully extant dramas, the names, and, in at least

nearly every case (I put it thus to avoid controversy), fragments,

sometimes voluminous, of the great majority of his non-extant tragedies

survived, it is evident that the tragedy from which Cyllene is, ex

hypothesi, borrowed is, on a greatly preponderating balance of pro-

babilities, to be sought among those which have not entirely passed

out of knowledge. Of such, the Aleadae alone seems to be possible.

In that play Cyllene could easily figure in connexion with the exposure

of Telephus : in fact, it might reasonably be suggested that Fr. 89

of Sophocles (from the Aleadae) is in her mouth. The Ion is perhaps

the most likely provenance of Apollo (the Niobe and the Laocoon are

also possible ; but in the Niobe Artemis would, I think, be more appro-

priate, and in the Laocoon I should sooner expect Poseidon), while,

as for Hermes, I can fetch him from nowhere —the Philocietes Trojae

being, as we have seen, already appropriated—except the Inachus.

I suggest then (putting at a venture the trilogy in chronological order)

this tetralogy : Inachus, Ion, Aleadae, Ichneuiae Satyri. There would
be a real appropriateness in the maiden Io (in the Inachus) and the

youth Ion being thus brought into a sort of connexion : the Ion
and the Aleadae again go well together, seeing that the story of each
starts with the exposure of an infant and is concerned, though doubt-
less in all other respects the two parts artistically diverge, with a
recherche de la paternili. In the epilogue, the Ichneutae, the three

tragic characters Apollo, Hermes and Cyllene, come together with
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delightful inevitablenesa and, Silenus and the Satyrs aiding, reward
the strained attention of the audience with appropriate relaxation.

(h) Salmoneus Satyricus.

Of this play m> little is known that it is impossible to say more of

•the cast than that it included a Chonw of Satyrs, and presumably
Silonus as Satyrio character, together with Salmoneus as one of the
tragic characters. Salmoneus may, I think, be taken from the Sisy-
phtcs. It is unfortunate that the other tragic characters of the
Salmoneus are unknown, as otherwise we might perhaps be in a position
to inquire whether the Sisyphus and Tyro I, together with an unde-
termined third play, do not constitute a trilogy of the Aeschylean type.

There remain four alleged Satyric dramas of Sophocles, the Erie,
the Hybris, the Momus, and the Telephus.

Eris Satyrica.

I dispute the existence of this play (see Ch. xui).

Hybris Satyrica.

I dispute the existence of this play (see Ch. xiv).

Momus.

This play is not Satyric. It is never so described in antiquity.
Err. 421 and 423 each consist of a single word capable of an indecent
meaning : but in neither case is there any reason to postulate such a
moaning, and in the former, Hesychius feems to exclude it. His entry
(in the existing text) is : dv<xa?u4>cci a £7i5poa -zb atSoIov, 75 cTuyvaoaf
EotpoxXvj? Maj(ic5. This naturally implies that Sophocles uses the word
in the sense aTuyvaoai. Now a-ruyvaaai is not corrupt. oTuyva^siv,
to be lowering, comes in St. Matthew (xvi. 3) and St. Mark (x. 22), and
the simple sTuqpsiv with the same meaning occurs in Themistius (339a).

Pearson's note on this Fragment requires correction.

Moreover, Momus appears in extant legend only as a prompter of

the ancient counsels of Zeus in heaven, and is thus utterly alien to the

atmosphere of Satyric drama.
The use of the word 6tp7CT)V is (Bekker's Anecdota, 446, 12) ascribed

to EocpoxXT)? N6(x<p aaxupixto. Most editors, from Dindorf onwards,
have taken the reference to be to the Momus. But rce(xc[> (i.e. "Ex£vr c;

T&yu?) would be as near Nofico, and we must also remember that the

titles of numerous Satyric dramas by Sophocles are unknown to us.

Telephus. s

There exists no reason, as we havo seen, for taking this as a Satyric

drama, and a good deal against so doing. The Satyric TeXe— may
well be a play entitled Telegonus.

Before passing from Sophocles, I would observe that it may reason-

ably be suspected that the large total of seventeen plays that passed

under his name but by some were rejected as spurious is in part, at

least, made up of dramas which from their titles were obviously members
of the trilogies to which some of his famous and unassailable master-
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pieces belonged. For example, it is quite conceivable that the Eleclra

(which on grounds of metre I am inclined to regard as an early play)

was originally accompanied by, let us say, a Clytemnestra and an Orestes

Athenis, but that the scholiasts or their masters, seeing that this spelt

a trilogy, labelled the two companion plays as forgeries. It is most
difficult to estimate the lengths to which the well-intentioned con-

spiracy may have proceeded. I rather imagine myself that the greater

part of the seventeen disputed plays fell into disrepute for no other

reason, and, of such plays I feel confident that the scholiasts did their

best to prevent a single name from surviving. Therefore I am of

opinion that all, or very nearly all the plays now known to us by name
belong to the 123 which never fell under suspicion. It is of importance

to note that, according to the Life of Sophocles, Aristophanes the

Grammarian, who surely knew what he was talking about, put the

plays at 140. The rejection of seventeen of them was subsequent to

his time.

We now pass from the Satyric dramas that present three tragic

characters to the Satyric dramas that present one tragic character only,

or, to speak broadly, from Aeschylus and Sophocles to Euripides. It

is manifest that in the case of this second class the Satyric drama
cannot enable us to assemble any trilogy : at best it can lead us to

fix on a solitary tragedy with which the Satyric drama was associated,

and on that none too certainly, seeing that there are often quite a
number of tragedies from any of which a particular tragic character

may have been borrowed. Indeed, in the case of unconnected trilogies

followed by a Satyric drama containing only one tragic character, the

Satyric drama ceaRes to be in any sense a touchstone. We are already

on the high road to that state of affairs in which, shortly after 350 B.C.

and perhaps earlier, tragic trilogies without a Satyric drama were
presented at the Urban Dionysia, a solitary Satyric drama being acted
by itself at the beginning of the proceedings.

The fully recorded tetralogies of Euripides are three in number,.
(a) the Alexander, the Palamedes, the Troades, the Sisyphus Salyricus,

(6) the Cressae, the Alcmaeon Psophide, the Telephus, the Alceslis*

(c) the Medea, the Philoctetes, the Dictys, the Theristae Salyri. We
have also an imperfect record comprising (a) the Iphigenia in Aulide,.

the Alcmaeon Corinthi, and the Bacchae, without mention of the Satyric

drama. There is also a mutilated record of (e) the Oenomaus, the
Chrysippus and the Phoenissae, from which the name of the Satyric

drama has been lost. Further, we know that (/) the Andromeda
and the Helen, though the order is not indicated, formed parts of the
same tetralogy.

(a) Euripides' Alexander, etc.

The tetralogy is recorded by Aelian ( V.H. n. 8) in the words :

AXe!;dcv8pG> xal IIaXa(x^8ei xod Tpciaai xal Siaitptp aa-rupixtji. Con-
siderations of mythological chronology make it next to impossible that
any mortal from the group of three tragedies can have figured in the-

Satyric drama. This observation applies, as much as to other possible
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characters, to Sisyphus himself. Consequently, Sisyphus is not a
tragic character borrowed from one of the tragedies, but one of the
Satyric characters. Being a monster of wickedness, he evidently
appeared, like the Cyclops of Euripides' play of that name, as a leading

Satyric character in the fourth piece. He was, inter alia, a robber-
chief who captured and killed travellers. Thus a tragic character,

like Ulysses in the Cyclops, has to be provided. But, as we have seen,

we desiderate an immortal. As a matter of fact, the tragic character
is Hercules, as is proved by the first extant Fragment (Fr. 673) of the
Sisyphus. In that play he doubtless appears as a mortal, before

his apotheosis. In the tragic group, however, he must come in as
deus ex machina, or the like, in the Falamed.es, since he does not figure

in the Troades and there is no place for him in the Alexander, the plot

of which is known. The connexion of Falamedes and of his father,

Nauplius, with Euboea gives sufficient opportunity for the introduc-
tion, and, moreover, it was Nauplius who received Hercules' mistress,

Auge, from Aleus. It is highly probable that the Sisyphus is identical

with the Autolycus, in which Sisyphus certainly figured, Sisyphus
stealing Autolycus' cattle, and vice versa. In the Autolycus (see my
separate mention of the play later) there were no Satyrs, but Autolycus
was a Satyric character, and presumably the Chorus of Satyrs was
replaced by a Chorus of his attendants. So we should have in all

(1) a quasi-Satyric Chorus, (2) two Satyric characters, Autolycus and
Sisyphus, and (3) one tragic character, Hercules. Thus, if, refusing

beyond necessity to multiply entities, we take the Sisyphus as identical

with the Autolycus, the analogy with the Cyclops becomes complete.

(6) Euripides' Cressae, etc.

The tetralogy is recorded in the argument to Euripides' Alcesiis

in the words : Kp-qaaoui;, 'AXxjtodcovi T(p Sia \Fci><p!So<;, T7]X£<ptp,

'AXx^anSt. This abnormal tetralogy, which substitutes the Alcestis

for a Satyric drama, comes only just within the fringe of this inquiry.

In the Alcestis, Hercules, and Hercules alone, comports himself as, so

to speak, a hero in his shirt-sleeves. Admetus and Pheres fall indeed

below the usual dignity of tragedy, but it is only Hercules that presents

the proper analogue of a tragic character treading the Satyric boards.

Does, then, Hercules figure in the trilogy ? He cannot in the Cressae

or in the Alcmaeon. But he may have figured in the Telephus. Tele-

phus was a son of his,. That is all that can be said.

(c) Euripides' Medea, etc.

' The tetralogy is recorded in the argument to the Medea in the words

:

Mrfidcf., <DiXo>cT7)Tr], AtxTOl, ©EpinraT? aa-nipoii;
-

ol> aco^ETat. The
oJ) aci^ETai, a stock expression in scholiastic writings, refers here, as

elsewhere, only to the play last preceding the remark. The Therislae

must necessarily be considered in conjunction with Sositheus' Daphnis

sive Lilyerses. The facts are complicated, but the results are important,

latyerses was a son of Midas. He took travellers prisoner, set them
to reap and afterwards killed them : Hercules slew him. The title

Theristae Saiyri seems to indicate that Lityerses is in question and that
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he has set the Satyrs to reap. Sositheus, whose plot is sufficientlj'

known to us, represents him as having captured the nymph Thalia,

wife of Daphnis, whom Daphnis afterwards discovered in his possession,

and whom Hercules finally liberated and restored to her husband.
It would appear that in Sositheus' Daphnis there must be a combination
of the captivity of Thalia with the captivity of the Satyrs. This means
that Sositheus presented one non-tragic character, Lityerses, and three

tragic characters, one of them a woman, Daphnis, Hercules and
Thalia. But as we have seen in Chap, vni, Sositheus was an archaiser

who threw back to the Satyric drama of Pratinas. As we have also

seen, Pratinas can scarcely have employed more than one actor. We
may therefore conclude that Silenus was not an additional non-tragic

character, but appeared as leader of the Chorus. If he were an addi-

tional non-tragic character, then the one actor would have to sustain

no less than five separate parts. Moreover, seeing that in a one-actor

play only one character, tragic or non-tragic, at a time can take the

stage, dialogue would be well-nigh impossible if the leader of the Chorus
were a mere Satyr and not Silenus. This leaves us with exactly what
we find in the Ichneutae, viz. one non-tragic character and three tragic

characters, one of them a woman. It looks as if Sophocles followed

Pratinas' tradition with great fidelity. But there exists not a scintilla

of evidence to show that Euripides complicated the situation by introdu-

cing Daphnis and Thalia. The only known title of his play is Theristae

Satyri. Consequently, basing ourselves on his Cyclops, we may conclude
that he dealt merely with the overthrow, in a Satyric setting, of

Lityerses by Hercules. On that showing, he presented a Chorus of

Satyrs

—

Reapers for the nonce—and three characters only, two of

them, Silenus and Lityerses, Satyric, and one of them, Hercules,

tragic. Prom which tragedy is Hercules taken ? He does not figure

in the Medea and he cannot have done so in the Dictys. But into the

Philoctetes, though only as an immortal, he may well have entered.

Philoctetes' arrows were those of Hercules, and in the Philoctetes of

Sophocles Hercules actually appears. The reader will observe that I

abandon the doubt, expressed by me in Ch. xn., as to the presence of

Satyrs in Sositheus' Daphnis and in Euripides' Theristae.

(d) Euripides' Iphigenia in Aulide, etc.

I have already seen reason to conclude that the fourth play of this

imperfectly recorded tetralogy is the Syleus, and, seeing that the

Syleus, a most exceptional composition, clearly presents three tragic

characters, I have dealt with the whole matter in the earlier portion

of my discussion.

(e) Euripides' Oenomatis, etc.

The mutilated record of this tetralogy occurs in Aristophanes
the Grammarian's argument to Euripides' Phoenissae. I have set

out in full in my discussion of Sophocles' Oedipodeia the somewhat
complicated facts relative to the record in question. The trilogy of

this tetralogy is—a circumstance unique as regards the known works
of Euripides—a connected trilogy. The Phoenissae, of course, covers
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Toughly the same ground as the Septem of Aeschylus. The extant
references to the Chrysippus show that that play dealt with the guilty
love of Laius for Chrysippus, a love that, according to general tradition
(though Sophocles refuses to descend to such topics), was the original

cause of the curse upon the house of Labdacus and of the misfortunes
that befell Oedipus and his children. As Chrysippus was a son of

Pelops, though not by his wife Hippodamia, daughter of Oenomaus,
but by a nymph, Axioche, or by one Danais, it seems that Euripides'
•Oenomaus must have dealt with the desertion by Pelops of Hippodamia,
who very possibly returned to Oenomaus' house. This view would
fit in well with the first extant Fragment of the Oenomaus (Fr. 571)
in which someone, presumably Oenomaus himself, doubts whether
it is worth while to have children, concluding with the words (11. 7-8)

:

>cSv aO Y^vtovTat a&xppove?, xaxov y.£ya,

>.u7rouai t6v tpiicavTa (jf}] TrdScoct tu

I take it that in Euripides the curse is carried back further than the
sin of Laius. I suppose that Oenomaus pronounced a malediction
on the issue of Pelops and his new bride, and also on all persons that

might associate with them. Be that as it may, the trilogy is certainly

a connected trilogy. This fact gives us pause with regard to the

Satyric drama. Was it equipped with three tragic characters, or with
one tragic character only ? Now, from the mutilated statement in

Aristophanes' argument to the Phoenissae it plainly appears that

though in his time the name of the Satyric drama, which has now
disappeared from his text, was still known, the drama itself had already

been lost. It is difficult to suppose that Euripides substituted any
other episode for that of the Sphinx : although Aeschylus seems to

have selected that episode, in defiance of chronological sequence,

partly, at least, because it afforded a convenient meeting-ground for

one character from each of his three tragedies, yet, by so selecting

it, he consecrated it for good and all as the almost inevitable satyric

complement to the subject-matter of the trilogy. I have already argued

in my remarks at the end of the discussion of Sophocles' Oedipodeia that

the account of that episode given in another argument—the long argu-

ment—to the Phoenissae is based on a Sphinx written by Sophocles.

Here I will add that it cannot be based on a Sphinx written by Euripides

and forming the Satyric drama of this tetralogy, inasmuch as before

the time of Aristophanes the Grammarian the Satyric drama in

question had already perished and the long argument is unquestionably

much later than the argument of Aristophanes. So also, almost to a

certainty, is the story of the Sphinx in Suidas (s.v. OiSircous). We
are thus left wholly without information as to the details of the pre-

sumable Sphinx of Euripides. But I feel fairly certain that there

was only one tragic character, viz. Oedipus himself, taken from the

PJioenissae. It is doubtful, on chronological grounds, whether the

Chrysippus, and much more than doubtful, on the same grounds,

whether the Oenomaus could furnish any character, save an immortal.

But any immortal appearing in either of those tragedies must surely

have been in some sense a party to the curse and therefore no fit aider

of Oedipus against the Sphinx. This view is corroborated by the
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necessity of the Sphinx herself as a Satyric character, like the Cyclops1

.

Silenus and the Sphinx (compare Silenus and the Cyclops) were, I
make sure, the two Satyric characters. But the presence of two-

Satyric characters points directly to the ordinary Euripidean arrange-

ment, i.e. it means that there was only one tragic character. Silenus,

it is true, might be reduced to the position of ckoragus ; but there

is no evidence that Euripides ever adopted this apparently archaic

device.

I have seen reason in my discussion of Sophocles' Oedipodeia, which
I regard as not merely in effect but also literally a trilogy, to assign

both it and this Euripidean group to the year 411 B.C. If I am right

in so doing, it is manifest that some powerful influence must have
been at work to drive both poets in so reactionary a direction. It may
easily be the case that that influence was the echo in the artistic world
of the political discontent with democracy which afforded the oligarchs

their opportunity and produced the Four Hundred.

(/) Euripides' Andromeda and Helen.

That these two plays formed parts of the same tetralogy is suffi-

ciently recorded by a scholiast on Aristophanes' Thesmophoriazeusae

(1. 1012), who writes of the Andromeda : ouvSeStSaxrai -y&P tj\ 'Ex^vfl.

This highly incomplete record is all that we have. We do not even
know which of the two plays came before the other, though on chrono-
logical grounds I suppose it was the Andromeda. There is nothing to

determine the third tragedy or to afford a hint as to the Satyric drama.

Having now dealt with the completely and incompletely recorded
tetralogies of Euripides, before I pass on to those of his Satyric dramas
with which I have not yet had an opportunity of dealing, it is con-
venient that I should shortly discuss one recorded tetralogy by Xenocles,
produced (415 B.C.) in competition with Euripides' Alexander, etc.

and awarded the first prize, Euripides winning the second.

Xenocles' Oedipus, Lycaon, BaccJute, Athamas Satyricus.

This tetralogy is recorded by Aelian ( V.H. n. 8) in the words :

OtSiTcoSi xal Auxaovt xal Baxxais xal 'A6au.av-n. aa-ruptxco. The
whole tetralogy, Satyric drama included, possesses unity in the sense

that all the plays are drawn from the Theban Cycle ; but the story of

Oedipus can hardly have been so treated as to render the whole a
connected tetralogy. Similarly, Euripides' competing tetralogy was,
as regards the trilogy, though not as regards the Satyric drama, drawn
entirely from the Trojan Cycle. As for the Athamas Satyricus, Athamas,
being husband of Ino, was doubtless a character in the Bacchae. Hence,
I suppose, he comes as a tragic personage into the fourth drama.
The legend runs that he was ordered by an oracle to settle where wild
beasts should have given him hospitable entertainment. In the current

story wolves, while preying on sheep, were alarmed at his approach
and fled, leaving him the mutton. But I conceive that Xenocles, for

Satyric purposes, may have modified the vulgate and represented

Athamas as entertained by Satyrs, 6^pe?. Athamas can scarcely
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have been accompanied by Ino.who had already become a sea-goddes3,

nor does either of the two earlier tragedies seem such as to provide a

character for the Satyric play, though conceivably a deity or the like

might be borrowed from each of them. Probably, as in Euripides'

•Cyclops, Athamas was the sole tragic personage. In addition to a
Chorus of Satyrs and to Silenus, who, no doubt, appeared as one
Satyric character, we require a second Satyric character. In the

absence of evidence, I am inclined to conjecture some non-tragic mail

or being, such more or less as the Cyclops, to whom the Satyrs were in

servitude and from whom Athamas delivered them.

The known Satyric and quasi-Satyric plays of Euripides, excluding
the plays with which I have already dealt, viz. the Sisyphus Satyricus,

the Syleus quasi-Satyricus and the Theristae Satyri, are the Busiris
guasi-Satyricus, the Cyclops Satyricus, the Eurystheus Satyricus and
the Sciron Satyricus. There are also the Autolycus quasi-Satyricus,

which I personally am inclined to identify with the Sisyphus, and,
apparently, a drama called the Butes Furens, which in my opinion is

not Satyric, but a tragedy.

(a) Euripides' Busiris quasi-Satyricus.

We know that in the Busiris, though a " Satyric " play, there

were no Satyrs, the Satyric element being replaced by Busiris and his

crew of ruffians. We further know

—

quis nescit Busiridis aram ?—
the whole story, which is told more fully, as regards the personages,

than elsewhere in a scholium on Apollonius Rhodius (iv. 1. 1396).

The scholiast is almost certainly summarising Euripides' play. Her-
cules had been captured by Busiris, who was in the habit of sacrificing

one stranger every year, and had been brought to the altar of Zeus.

He burst his bonds, and proceeded to kill Busiris, his son, Iphidamas
by name (in another author called Amphidamas), his herald, called

Chalbes, and his retainers. It is evident from the general slaughter

that none of these persons were reputable : they were all Satyric

monsters, and Hercules was the only tragic character. The Retainers

manifestly formed the Chorus, and Iphidamas (as we do not want
three Satyric characters) was not a character at all, but merely their

captain, and, as such, leader of the Chorus. The two Satyric characters

are Chalbes, corresponding roughly to Silenus in the Cyclops, and
Busiris himself, corresponding to the Cyclops in that play. I take

Hercules from a tragedy, perhaps from the Hercules Furens.

(b) Euripides' Cyclops Satyricus.

In addition to the Chorus of Satyrs, we find in the Cyclops two
non-tragic characters, Silenus and the Cyclops himself, and one tragic

character, Ulysses. Ulysses may come from almost any tragedy

of a considerable segment of the Trojan Cycle. But I lay some stress

on the fact that a reason is required for the exceptional preservation

of the Cyclops. I suggest that it has been saved from destruction

simply because it is the Satyric pendant of a particularly well-known

tragedy. On this ground I am inclined to fetch Ulysses from the

Hecuba.
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(c) Euripides' Eurystheus Satyricus.

With regard to the Eurystheus a good deal is ascertainable. As
the title is what it is and as Hercules

(
Fr. 371 ) is a character, it clearly

deals with some passage between Eurystheus and Hercules. From
Fr. 371 it is also apparent that that passage is the one in which Eurys-

theus imposed the labour of fetching Cerberus from Hades. The
episode is of some notoriety, and so forms a fitting basis for a Satyric

play. According to the prevalent legend the original labours were only

ten in number, but, after the accomplishment of the tenth (viz. the

bringing of the oxen of Geryon), Eurystheus, on the ground that two
had been performed irregularly, added two others, that of the Apples
of the Hesperides and that of Cerberus. It seems probable that, for

dramatic effect, Euripides transposed the order of these last two and
made Eurystheus bid Hercules proceed straight to Hades. Such
slight liberties are common. It is obvious that—in the story as

treated on the stage—the tenth labour itself must have been one of

the two that failed to give satisfaction. Hercules must have been
represented as returning in triumph from Spain, the oxen with him,
as meeting with a rebuff from Eurystheus, and as being despatched

at the very moment of anticipated release, on a yet more perilous-

errand. But what of the Satyrs ? The play is completely certified

as Satyric, so that there is a Chorus of Satyrs, and with them, doubt-

less, Silenus, presumably the personage addressed (Fr. 372) as & fspaii-

The scene is of course laid outside the gate of Tiryns. Hercules had
brought the carcase of the Nemean Lion into the city itself, causing

such terror that Eurystheus ordered him in future to report outside

the gates. Thus the Satyrs could appear without incongruity. But
more than this is wanted. In Sophocles' Ichneutae they come in

naturally enough, wandering in the wilds of Arcady ; they are not
natural, without special reason, at a city gate. The matter is resolved,

with the help of the Ichneutae itself, by consideration of the tenth
labour. On the way home Geryon's oxen were maddened by Hera,
and the herd broke up, individual cattle straying over Thrace in all

directions. Obviously, following the example of Apollo in the Ich-

neutae, Hercules must have enlisted the services of Silenus and the

Satyrs to find them for him. Hence, I do not doubt, he arrived out-

side Tiryns with Silenus and the Satyrs as his cattle-drivers. But
it is this very assistance, I take it, that enabled Eurystheus to raise

an objection. Hence the Satyrs are integral to the plot. A peculiar

feature, important as showing the kind of relief possible on the Satyric

stage, seems (Fr. 372) to have been the introduction of a speaking

and moving statue—perhaps a guardianof the gate—made byDaedalus,
We have then a Chorus of Satyrs, Silenus and Eurystheus (a monster
of iniquity) as Satyric characters, and Hercules as tragic character.

Hercules must come from one of a rather limited number of plays,,

perhaps from the Alcmena.

(d) Euripides' Sciron Satyricus.

No doubt in the Sciron there was a Chorus of Satyrs. Presumably
Silenus was one of two Satyric characters, and of course Sciron him-
self was the other. The tragic character was manifestly Theseus.
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I take it that Silenus and the Satyrs have been captured by Soiron and
that Theseus, when he overthrows him, liberates them. Theseus

may well come from the Theseus.

(e) Euripides' Autolycus quasi-Satyricus.

I have already suggested the identification of the Autolycus with
the Sisyphus. The only argument that can be brought against this

identification rests on a statement of Athenaeus (x. 413 c) that the

well-known passage (JV. 282) beginning

xaxaiv y^P 8vt<ov (lupfcov xa0' 'EXXdcSa

occurs Iv xcji rcpcoTCj) AOroXuxq) of Euripides. On the strength of this

it may be contended that Euripides wrote two Satyric dramas, both
of them dealing with Autolycus, and one of them with Sisyphus also.

In that case the one would no doubt have been styled the Autolycus

and the other would sometimes have been called the Autolycus, some-

times the Sisyphus. In these hypothetical circumstances it would be

natural for Athenaeus to distinguish one of the two plays from the other

by referring to it as the first Autolycus. But as a matter of fact the

Fragment quoted by Athenaeus appears to be severely tragic. Though
it runs to twenty-eight lines, it presents only three trisyllabic feet,

and, so far as I can see, no Satyric features whatever. I therefore

incline to the supposition that by the first Autolycus Athenaeus means

a tragedy called the Autolycus. If so, there exists no reason against

the identification I have suggested. But it is difficult to suppose

that Autolycus the thief and perjurer figured as the hero of a tragedy.

It should be remembered that there was another Autolycus, a comrade

of Hercules and an Argonaut. This Autolycus, in company with

Sinope, daughter of Asopus, was the reputed founder of the city of

Sinope, where he was worshipped. After the expulsion of Timesileon,

tyrant of Sinope, the Athenians, at or a short time subsequent to the

outbreak of the Peloponnesian war, sent six hundred colonists to

Sinope, which soon rose to a position of great wealth and power. These

circumstances render Autolycus of Sinope an eminently fit character

for a tragedy by Euripides.

(/) Euripides' Butes Furens.

I do not consider that the Butes Furens of Euripides was a

Satyric drama. That this play existed I infer from Stobaeus

(Flor. lvi. 14). Codex M of Stobaeus presents : Eupi7r£8ou BouT7j(i.ev«p*

&Xkr\ Ttp&S #Xo yaa. xP^ai^coTipcc.

Codex A concurs, except that it emends the quotation, reading:

Elipi7Cl80U BoUTT)(XeV({J'

#XXv) 7tpo5 ctXXo youcc xpT)cin«T£pa.

Codex S, save that it omits the name of the play, agrees with codex A.

BoofTiuivfp is to my mind a corruption of Boii-rj] Matvo[isv<p : the

haplography is made easier by the fact that by no very late period the

two halves of Maivofiiveo, viz. Maivo- and -(/ivcp, had come to be

pronounced quite identically. This is that Butes who endeavoured
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to wed by violence a Hyad named Coronis : she however prayed to

Dionysus, who drove Butes mad, so that he leapt into a well and
perished. The Fragment is Fr. 742 of Euripides ; but Nauck is wrong
in assigning it to the Temenus. He is also wrong in following the

Stobaean text of codices A and S. The 66th chapter of the Florilegium

is headed IIspl Teapylau; 8ti dtyaOdv, and consists of quotations in

support of this proposition : conversely the 57th chapter is headed
"Exi 7ispl. Teu>pyla<;, et? t& evav-riov, and consists of counter-quotations.

It is obvious that the reading of A and S is a mere reference to the

subject-matter of husbandry, not a mention of husbandry itself, and
still less a commendation of husbandry. That reading was perhaps

half-suggested by Virgil's " Nee vero terrae ferre omnes omnia possunt

"

(Oeorg. n. 109). Fortunately the more original reading presented in M
can by a light touch be restored to appropriate sense. I confidently

propose

:

anYl Ttp6 y' fiXio? ala ^p^ai^co-rEpa,

By the spade land idle aforetime is made more serviceable. The diction

is certainly not quite Euripidean : but that feature is just what
one would expect in a semi-proverbial utterance. For the adverbial

7tp6 y' compare Aeschylus (P. 7. 1. 696)

:

7tp6 Ye crev££ei5 xal <p6f5ou n7da. ti? el.

That &h.o<;, inutilis, is not elsewhere found as an adjective of two
terminations only—though aXioc, marinus, is—must be ascribed to pure

accident (I am not indeed sure that 7rpo y' 1SX105

—

cf. 7rpo yz axeva^Eii;

—is not so nearly » tmesis of 7rpoaXio? that izpi y' akla. would be

impossible) : but it may well be that a mistake as to the meaning of

&\io<; is at the bottom of M's somewhat extraordinary ya.oc. I suggest

that 7rp6? fiXo yaa. comes directly from 7rp6 y' aXio? aSa, understood as

meaning an irrigation-system formerly fed with salt water. act (so Photius,

codex B, s.v. : Hesychius gives S.a) is defined as <njanr)(i.a OSaTO?. Be
that as it may, it looks as though the line formed part of an address

to Coronis by Butes, equivalent in general sense to Aeschylus' xt

7rap6£ve\i-]ri Sap6v; (P.V. 1. 648). If this be so, we have two tragic

characters, so that the play cannot be a Satyric drama of the Euripi-

dean type. Indeed, the one solid reason that has led me to entertain

the question of its being Satyric is the fact that it seems to be men-
tioned nowhere else : but that fact is of sufficient importance to justify

this short discussion.

It remains for me to mention a few records relating, not indeed to

tetralogies, but to trilogies and dilogies, of an inscriptional character.

At the Lenaea, at least in the last quarter of the fifth century B.C.,

tragic trilogies were presented without the complement of a Satyric

drama. At the Urban Dionysia, in the middle of the fourth century

•B.C., the proceedings on the occasion of the tragic competition opened
with a presentation of one isolated Satyric drama : this was immediately
followed by a single tragedy of Euripides (for all we know, the works of

other deceased tragedians may also have been eligible), and then the

tragic competition proper took place. Each tragedian competed
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with tragedies only, in the year 341 B.C. -with a trilogy, but in the year
340 B.C., which seems in consequence to be a date of some importance
in the history of the drama, with a dilogy only. I will proceed to give
such relevant information as is afforded by the inscriptions,

observing merely that neither the Dionysiac nor even the Lenaean
records appear to point to any series of connected plays.

Tragedies at the Lenaea.

In 420 B.C. the IIEIPf— , perhaps the Piriihous, was the second
play of the trilogy, without Satyric drama, that won the second prize.

In 419 B.C. the AI\A.[—, doubtless the Agamemnon, was the first play
of the trilogy that won the first prize, while the Theseus, by an author
whose name begins with Hera—, was the second play of the trilogy

that won the second prize. In 418 B.C. the Tyro and a drama beginning
with T— were the first and second plays of the trilogy that won the
first prize, while the Amphilochus and the Ixion, both by Callistratus,

were the second and third plays of the trilogy that won the second
prize. In 417 B.C. a tragedian whose name begins with S— won the
first prize, and the letter P seems probably to be the initial letter of
the second play of hie trilogy.

Urban Dionysia.

In 341 B.C. Astydamas won the first prize with the Achilles, the
Aihamas, and the Antigone. Evaretus won the second prize with the
Teucer, possibly the Achilles,, and a play with a name of the third

declension. The third prize was won by Aphareus—his name has
perished from the inscription, but we know from elsewhere that this

was the final year of his dramatic career and his name fits the lacuna

—

with the Peliades, the Orestes, and the Auge. In 340 b.c. Astydamas
won the first prize with a dilogy, the Parthenopaeus, and, it would seem,

the Lycaon. [Arist]ocles, or an author the first part of whose name
would equally well fill the gap, won the second prize with the Phryxus
and the Oedipus. Evaretus won the third prize with possibly the

Alcmaeon and with a play with a title of the first declension.

I shall not carry my treatment any further. I might indeed almost

have stopped short at the end of that class of Satyric dramas which
presents three tragic characters together. To go on to deal with the

recorded Satyric dramas of minor tragedians would be altogether

useless. In fact, I have come to the limit beyond which my method is

inapplicable. I invite the attention of readers, and particularly of

critics, to this Appendix. In it I have attempted an entirely new
synthesis of certain important matters in the field of Greek tragedy.

Analytical investigation is in these branches of study the only usual

avenue to knowledge ; but a synthesis, though rarely obtainable, is

the more royal road. A synthesis must be based on a principle or

on a combination of principles. At a principle, in its turn, one can

arrive by a two-fold process only. It must, on the one hand, be based

on a priori reasoning, and, on the other hand, be sufficiently confirmed

by the a posteriori proof derivable from an inspection of facts. It

may originally be suggested by preliminary arguments or observations

SS
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in either field. I do not claim that I have fully demonstrated the
validity of the principles on which this particular synthesis is based.

So far, therefore, the synthesis is merely provisional. But even
provisional syntheses that seem to work—and I think that I can say
that of mine—are, in these subjects of study at least, such rarae aves

and, when one has the good fortune to chance on them, so serviceable

to scholarship (for, even though they be faulty, they help to correlate

facts), that I feel it no trespass to claim for my suggestions a careful

and an impartial consideration.
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ADDENDA, ETC.

Alteration on page 4.

Read in 1. 10 " Itttk " for " imza."

Addenda to Chapter V.

Foot-note to be added under Heading II. B. 3 (p. 41).

On page 41, a too implicit reliance on the views of modern philo-
logists has betrayed me into error. As a matter of fact, there exists
no reason for supposing xuvay6<; to be a Doricism. The word is a con-
traction, or rather a crasis, of xuvoay6<;. When in Attic two vowels
come together, of which one is felt to be necessary to the sense, then
that vowel persists in defiance of the ordinary rules of contraction.
That is what is meant by crasis, as opposed to contraction. Hence
6 dv^jp becomes in Attic, not <I>v-/)p, but ctv^p, seeing that the a is felt

as an essential part of the word dvrjp. Similarly 8mX6a becomes,
not Si7rXco, but SmXa, the a of the neuter plural being to the Attic
sense the significant feature of the inflexion, and therefore to be kept at
all costs. Even more to the point is au8a87;<;, which stands for aJjToSSigi;

(the Ionic is ocOtcoStqi;), the a persisting because of its significance.

Doric contraction is thus seen not to enter into the question.

But further consideration of the word xuvay6? is necessary. It

is evident at first sight that a consonant or combination of consonants
has been omitted before the -ay6<; : otherwise the word would be
compounded with xuv-, not xuvo-, for its first element, and the result

would be xuvayo? with a short middle syllable. This is as much as
to say that the -ay6q is not from the root of ayto, J lead : indeed, thft

co-existence of ayos and ayo from the same root would seem to be a
morphological impossibility. The fact is that three separate roots

have in Greek been more or less confused together. First we have

the root ay-, without any initial consonant, as seen in the Greek 6tyco,

/ lead, and in the Latin ago, with its prolated extension ay-, Attic yjy-,

seen in (TTpaT7)y<5s (this form cannot possibly come from aTpaToay6?,
and the fact that it is not axpa07)y6<; shows that it has nothing to do
with ^yoOfxai). In the second place, there is the root fay- seen in the

pay6? of Doric inscriptions (consult Dindorfs Stephanus, «.tw. ay6t; and
(3ay6<;), in the Epic dy6q, and in the -fayd? of the xuvofayds which
gives rise to jajvay6<;, and appearing likewise in the Latin vagus and
vagor : from the Latin I am inclined to infer that xuvofay6? meant
originally a taher-about of hounds (the active vago, were it in use, would
differ distinctly indeed, but not very widely, in meaning from ago).

Thirdly, there is a root aay-, denoting sharpness either physical or

mental, which is seen in the Latin sagitta, literally a sharp implement,

and sagio, literally / am menially sharp, with its prolated extension
ss2
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coif; in Attic c7)y-, seen in fjyoufxa',, as employed of mental activity,

and in the Latin sagua and praesagus. But this third root has

become hopelessly involved with the first. ayo, I lead, by a tran-

sition natural to the human mind (compare the Latin duco) can be

used also in the sense I deem. Consequently ^youfjiai, the true prolated

extension of ayto, differed so little, in its mental sense, from Tjyoujxai

as regards meaning that the two words merged into one, 7jYou[i.ai

vanishing altogether, and ^-j-oDfiai. taking upon itself the full functions

of an extension of <5cyco. This, so far as I can see, is the true summary
of the philological position.

Together with xovayd? go the substantives 68ay6<; and 7to8ay6<;.

Whether with this group we ought to put Xo^ay6? is a matter for

consideration. My own opinion is, in view of the history of the word,

that we have here a Doric compound of one derivation and an Attic

compound, identical in form, of another derivation reinforcing one

another in Attic literature. The crasis 7.oyta.y6z, standing for Xoxofayoq,
would be a complete impossibility in Doric, so that in Doric the word

must be a compound of Xox- with-ayo? (=the Attic -Jjyoi; seen in aTpar/)-

y6?) from the root of ayco. Attic literature, however, kept to the Doric

form, refusing XoxTY^s, because of the felt propriety, at any rate, of

an Attic form Xoxocy6<; (similar to xuvay<5<;, 68ay<$s, and TzoSay6c,), which
Attic form, though doubtless the Athenians did not know this, can, if

it ever existed, have arisen only via Xoxof<xy6<;. As we class Xoxay^C,
so must we class the rarer military terms, 5Evay6<;and oiipayii;, although

the verb ^evayetv is used, apparently as an uninfluenced Attic form,

without military reference by Plato and by late Atticists, and although

the p of o0pay6e may seem at first sight to obscure the issue.

I need not discuss vauayoc, which Euphorion alone uses in the sense

of vaiiapxo?.

It is to be observed that xopay6? appears to be destitute of Attic

authority, x°P,)Y^? being employed in its place. It would be pedantic

to lay stress on the possibility, though it is a possibility, that we have
here a real difference of meaning. The xuvay6<;, the Xoxay6?, the

^evayo?, the 68ayo<;, the oupay6?, and the w>8o£y6<; were all six

engaged in actual locomotion. The xopTY'ta on the other hand, did

not take his Chorus about, at least in early times, but simply acted

as their chief. When one comes to derivative forms of xuvay6?, etc.,

in Attic, one is completely bewildered. It rather looks as if -ay- and

-^jy- were fighting for the mastery. Of course, in every case of -ay->

-Yjy-, though historically justifiable on the strength only of a different

derivation, would be equally possible, and in such circumstances any
amount of analogical neologism is to be expected.

To be added on p. 67 at end of I. 31.

Tt&i; seems to present itself in 1. 301 also.

To be appended as II. B. 7, b, at extreme end of II, B, 7 (p. 69).

tGSs, in the sense of &Se, hither, seems, though it is possible with
some awkwardness to read xqiSs, to present itself in 1. 42. The diver-

gence from Attic is not so wide in this case as in that of rcix;, seeing
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that in t&Ss the t forms part of a demonstrative adverb, not of a
relative. t&8e is used by the Boeotian in Aristophanes' Achamians
(1. 884) : the manuscript evidence, which I discuss briefly in my Eng-
lish note on 1. 42 of the Ichneutae, is conclusive as to the reading. The
meaning of the word in the Achamians is proved by the context to be
hue, not hinc. It is therefore strictly parallel to &Se, and the senBe o£
motion towards a place is imparted by the suffix -8s. There is said to be
another Doric tcoSb with the meaning hinc (see Blass' revision of
Kuhner, vol. n. p. 306).

Further Discussion of Fragment formerly numbered Fr. Incert. 5
of Aeschylus under Heading III. B. a (p. 77).

On p. 77 I refer to a fragment that used to be numbered Fr. Incert.

5 of Aeschylus, but for about a century past has been banished from
editions of his remains. The Fragment in question, I now find, begins
at an earlier point than that of the beginning of the words quoted in
the text of my discussion (my difficulty was that, until I visited the
Bodleian Library, I could not, in war-time, obtain sufficient information
to enable me to deal with the matter). Beyond all possibility of
reasonable doubt the Fragment is, substantially at least, a fragment
of Archilochus (Fr. 88) ; but there exist grounds for supposing that
Aeschylus took this Fragment of Archilochus, modified it slightly to
suit a new context and a not very markedly different metre, and intro-

duced it so modified into one of his own works.

The Fragment—if for the moment only I may treat the varying
versions as though they were one and the same thing—is presented

by Clement of Alexandria [Strom, v. 609), by Eusebius (Praep. Evang.
xm. 13, i.e. 687 b) and by Stobaeus (Eel. Phys. I. 3, 34 in Meineke,
i. 4, 34, in Heeren). Clement and Eusebius, who is merely copying
from Clement, expressly assign the Fragment to Archilochus. Sto-

baeus, on the other hand, on the evidence of the best mss. of his

Eclogae, assigns it to Aeschylus, and no ms. of that work, though it

is not recorded that every one contains an ascription, appears to assign

it to anyone else. The best mss. of the portion of Stobaeus with which
we are concerned are Codex Vaticanus, known as V, Codex Augustanus,

known as A, Codex Escurialensis, known as E, Codex Parisiensis, known
as P, and the two Farnesian mss. called FarnesianusA and Farnesianus

B. I cannot ascertain that the mss. of the Eclogae have ever been

adequately collated ; but, so far as I can gather from Schutz' edition

of Aeschylus (Vol. v, ed. 1821), and from the editions of the Eclogae

by Heeren and by Meineke, the evidence is as follows. V, A, and E
all contain the lemma Ata/oXou. So also does a Codex called by
Canter Codex Farnesianus, but with the word (jlyj written against it,

in order, Canter supposes, to contradict the ascription : whether by
Codex Farnesianus Canter means Farnesianus A, or Farnesianus B,

or possibly some third ms. is a problem that editors have failed

to solve. I am left in doubt whether the other mss. do or do not

contain the lemma ; but in any case it is so well certified already

that that is a matter of little importance.

Clement's words are these : xoiauTa xai 6 Ilapio? 'ApxiXoxo?

>.EYS'* & ZeO, aov [lev oupavou xparo<;-
ai!> S' £pya en' oupavoi? opqi?
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Xecapya xal a 0£fu<;. Eusebius follows suit thus : Totauxaxal 6 (Viger's

edition omits 6) Ilapioi; 'Apx^°X°? Xeyel- & Zeu (Codex Bononiensis

substitutes Zeu? for Zeu), a6v (xev oupavou xpaTO?, au 8' Spy' etc'

av8pti)7toui; opqi? XEeopya ts xa ^ aOejucTa. Stobaeus' presentation of

the passage is complicated by the occurrence of bewildering variants.

As far as I am able to ascertain, Codices A and E agree in reading,

apart from possible variations in punctuation, as follows : AlaxuXou"
& Zeu, roiTEp Zsu, [J.EV oupavou xpaTos, au 8' Spy' etc' oupavicov xal
av0pc!)7t£ov opqti; XECopya x<x0£}JU,(JTa - aol 8e 07jp£cov Gppii; te xal 8ixt)

(jtiXei. Codex V, on the other hand, is reported as reading : AtoxuXou"
& Zeu, twtep Zeu, fxev oupavou xpaTO?, oil 8s y' etc' avOpcorccov opa?

XE&jpya xa0E[uaTa" ol 8s 0T]pttov uppfaEti; xal Stxi] (jtiXXst. Yet
another ms. reading, mentioned by Pauw, but from what Codex taken I
do not know, appears to be : & Zeu, 7taTEp Zeu, jxev oupavou xpaxo?,

au 8' spy' Ecpopqti; oupavtcov xal av0p<O7rtov XEtopya xa0E(jiitJTa - aol

8e 0v)pttov (ippti; te xal Star) [aeXei. That is the whole of the mss.

evidence so far as it is known to me.

It is obvious that it is the same Fragment—to use the word same
in a sense not preclusive of minor differences—that is dealt with by
all three authorities. It is generally and rightly recognised, both on
account of the subject-matter and because of the run of the metre,

not only that the Fragment comes from Archilochus, but also that

it forms the third of a series of three Fragments (Frr. 86-88) in which
Fable 5 of Aesop (The Eagle and The Fox), is versified. This con-

clusion indeed could scarcely have been reached without the help

of the Stobaean version, which extends beyond the end of the

quotation as given in Clement and in Eusebius. But for all that

it does not follow that Stobaeus is quoting direct from Archilochus.

With the help of the known metre of the two sister Fragments of

Archilochus this Fragment can at once be restored, as editors have
oartly seen, to its original Archilochian form :

& Zeu, aov [xev oupavou xpaTo;,

cu 8' spy' E7t' &v0pa>7TCL>v opqt?

Xefopya xal 0e[uctt<x, aol 8e 07)picov

Gppi? te xal 8£xy] [aeXeu

The above is the reading of Bergk, except that he presents the first

line as complete, beginning it with the words & Zeu, toxtep Zeu. 1,

on the other hand, would emphasise the fact that neither of the two
authors that avowedly quote from Archilochus gives any indication

that totep Zeu formed part of his text. The necessary addition (to

the Stobaean text) a6v was first made by Grotius. Bergk is unques-
tionably right in reading Xetopya: xal 0E[xiaTa : this is proved by the

subsequent fippi<; te xal 8ix7). On this branch of the subject I will

only add that the speaker in the Fable must be the Eagle.

When we compare the quotation from Archilochus with the quota-

tion in Stobaeus attributed to Aeschylus, we find two significant

differences. First, we have in Stobaeus the addition rotTEp Zeu.
This would be eminently appropriate on the hypothesis that Aeschylus
is transferring, with slight alterations, the well-known words of the

Eagle in the Fable to the mouth of one of the descendants of Zeus.
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Secondly, we find in Stobaeus, after the statement that Zeus bears sway
in heaven, but before the statement that he marks the wrong and
right deeds of men, a statement that he marks those of the gods.

The word used in the text for of the gods is oupavtcov. That word is

on two grounds corrupt. It follows far too soon after the oupavou of

the previous line (Butler emended oupavou to aWspo?), and it presents

an anapaest quite impossible in any kind of Aeschylean iambics

(Archilochian iambics are not, on any view, in question at this point).

If for oupavtav we read the proper name Oiipavicovcov, of the children

of Uranus, the two objections vanish together. Similarly in Euripides'

Hippolytus (1. 66 ; see my 'AvtI Mia?, Vol. i. pp. 436-438) 7tap8ev&>vcov

has been corrupted into TtapOsvov. That this extra statement is

original, not an interpolation, seems to be indicated by the two facts

that only one manuscript is reported as omitting it from the Stobaean
text and that it has actually coloured the quotation, expressly from
Archilochus, as given in the mss. of Clement. Moreover, some such
addition would be necessary on the assumption that Aeschylus con-

verted the particular iambic measure employed by Archilochus into

another iambic measure permissible in tragic or Satyric drama. I

have already pointed out on the page to which this discussion is an
addendum that the termination of the Fragment will suit iambic tetra-

meters acatalectic, a measure employed in Satyric drama (I will in

a moment revert briefly to this topic), but will not suit senarii. Starting

from that consideration, and taking further into account the fact

that the two couplets of Archilochus, with the help of a little extra

matter, admit of easy modification into three iambic tetrameters, I

base myself as closely as possible on the ductus liierarum of the Stobaean

mss. and suggest the following as an adaptation by Aeschylus of the

Archilochian original

:

& Zsu, roxxsp Zsu, cov jjlsv oupavou xpaTO?, cu 8' epy' eju,

o5p', Oupaviuvcov x<ctI Tdv6pd)7tcov 6p^? Xecopyd te

xal 0e|i,tTd" aoi Si 6y]picov (ippt? te xai Sue?) jieXet.

If I am right, the passage is violently Satyric : both the metre and

the diminutive reek of Satyric drama. As for the metre, iambic

tetrameters were an innovation introduced into Satyric plays by
Phrynichus (the free use of this measure in Sophocles' Ichneutae

enables us thus to interpret aright Suidas' concise statement

—

s.v.

Opuvixo? IToXu<ppd8^ovo<;—that Phrynichus eupETT)? too TETpaf/iTpou

eysvETo), and it is natural that Aeschylus should have followed his

lead. I take the te after Xsoapyd from Eusebius, whose text, though

imperceptibly in comparison with that of Clement, would seem to

have been influenced by the version that, with distortions, is recorded

in Stobaeus.

On the whole, then, I say, without much fear of contradiction,

that on close inspection it appears reasonable to give credence to the

lemma in Stobaeus. The internal evidence tends to indicate that

Stobaeus is quoting, not a passage in Archilochus, but an adaptation

of a passage in Archilochus. An adaptation such as we have here

—

I am far from saying any adaptation—is manifestly alien to the methods

of tragic composition and must be attributed to some Satyric play.
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This consideration brings me to a further point. We have seen that,

according to Canter, in some Earnesian ms. or other the word pi) is

written against the lemma Ala^i^ou. In the suggestion that this

(aVj expresses dissent I find myself unable to concur. Although from
fairly early times (i^ took over some of the classical functions of oft,

yet it never became a mere equivalent of oft. I cannot imagine that

an imperative is understood : in fact, if [i,ifj here means not, it is to me
almost as surprising as would be ne, instead of non, in similar circum-

stances in the margin of a Latin text. Neither am I aware of any
scholiastic usage which would justify the employment of (xyj in the
sense of query. What if fjf^ is a contraction of the name of a play ?

As in such a case little save the termination is usually omitted, Mtj<»,

in the Meon, at once suggests itself. TheMeon could well be the Satyric

drama of the tetralogy containing the Athamas. The plant [i.?jovs

spignel, was discovered by Athamas and called athamanticum (Pliny,

H.N. xx. 23). Given such a play, the lines would fit in excellently.

Athamas was ordered by an oracle to settle in that place where wild
beasts should show him hospitality. In the land called afterwards

Athamania—where the fx7Jov grew—he found wolves preying on sheep,

the meat of which they abandoned to him on his approach (see also

my remarks on Xenocles' Athamas Satyricus in the Appendix to Intro-

ductory Chapters). Athamas was, in one current legend, a great-

grandson of Zeus.

Alterations under Heading III. C. (p. 80).

In 11. 1 and 6 under heading C for " 26 " Tead " 27."

Insertion under Heading III. C. (p. 80).

Between 11. 22 and 23 under heading C the insertion "i. bis. iaal

(apparently the reading of the second hand in 1. 355, where the first

hand apparently reads an impossible katl)," is to be made.

Insertion under Heading III. C. (p. 81).

In 1. 8 of p. 81 immediately before "s." the insertion " r. bis. OT1XP6?
(the reading of the first hand in 1. 107)," is to be made.

Insertion under Heading III. C. (p. 89).

On p. 89 in 1. 16 immediately before " k " add : " i. bis. laai, the

second person singular of the present of the verb meaning to be, reminds
us of elo9a above. But &<sal really covers two words. There is.

the Epic saal, which is enclitic, and is visibly so in some passages

(e.g. Iliad, i. 176), though not always, as it may stand (e.g. in Theo-
critus, Id. xxn. 1. 64 : this Idyll is Epic) in such a position that it

is accented on the final syllable : this laal, which occurs 27 times,

in the Iliad and Odyssey taken together, and is common in other

Epic also, should, it is now generally held, be read in its elided shape
passim in Homer instead of si? or st? (thou art), which forms are

always, with one exception, succeeded by a vowel. There is also the

Doric heal, oxytone, but not enclitic, seen as not enclitic six times

in Pindar (01. vi. 1. 90 : Pyth. n. 1. 72 ; iv. 1. 270 ; v. 1. 16 : Nem.
x. 1. 80; Islh. n. 1. 12) and once in Theocritus (Id. vm. 1. 43), but
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presented ambiguously once in Pindar (Pyth. i. 1. 88) and once in

Theocritus (Id. H. 1. 123). The Doric haol occurs also in Sophron
(Fr. 90) and Epicharmus (Frr, 125 and 130), in which three cases it

is doubtless non-enolitic. In the Ichneutae, as the associations of

the language, though mixed, are distinctly more Epic than Doric,

I accentuate on the enclitic hypothesis."

Insertion, under Heading III. C. (p. 105).

At the bottom of p. 105 add: " r. bis. o-tiX(36<;, the reading
of the first hand of the papyrus in 1. 107, where the second hand
reads oxtpoi;, confronts us—I incline to accept the correctness of the
reading—with an adjective, signifying fulgidus, that may have
existed from the earliest times, but never, as regards the positive

degree, emerges with certainty elsewhere in literature, until the
medieval period, although the comparative (mXpdfepoi; is employed
by St. John Chrysostom (xi. 679 d) and in the writings falsely

attributed to that Father (ix. 949 o). The derivatives formed from
the adjective rest on ampler authority : OTiXj3o7ToieTv occurs as early

as Dioscorides (l. 90), as do axixpcojia (i. 57) and a-rfXp&JTpov (i. 33),

while CTTiXp^TYji;, though later, is employed by various authors (e.g.

Plutarch, Alex. 57, and St. Basil, I. 432 c), and crnXflouv actually

makes its appearance in the Septuagint (Ps. vn. 13), as does crtxptoaii;

(Ezekiel xxi. 10), whereas cTiX(3coTif)<; has only glossographical authority.

As regards the positive <JTiXfj6s, the Aldine presentation of Ezekiel

xxvn. 18 includes the word ariXpa (sic) ; but ms. authority tends to

show that the word is no part of the original text. In three passages

(Suidas, s.v. 0"nX7cv6v, Galen, vi. 804, 17, and the Complutensian
edition of the Septuagint in the verse of Ezekiel just mentioned) the

neuter participle otiX|3ov is exhibited, and in all three cases CTtX|36v

has been suggested as an emendation, though, so far as I can see,

without sufficient reason. It is apparent from this conspectus that,

in order to account for the derivatives, an adjective cmXp6c; had some
kind of currency before the date at which the Seventy translated the

Old Testament. It is equally evident that the word, although regular

in form (standing for axiXfiXoc; : compare ap^o?, for dpjcp6s, from #Px&>>
and \o.\j.tz6<z, for XajiTrvo?, from Xi£u,7ra>—Arcadius writes, 66, 22 : AajMroq

xiipiov XajjiTroc; Sh to £m0ETov), was at least not in ordinary use in

any kind of classical literature that has survived. But to say that is

not very different from saying that it belongs to the very class of

words with which Satyric drama is sprinkled."

Alterations under Heading III. E.(p. 121).

On p. 121 in 11. 1, 7, 9, 11, and 22 under heading E. for " 51 " read
" 53 " and in 1. 9 under same heading for " 26 " read " 27."

Insertions under Heading III. E. (pp. 122, 130, and 135).

On p. 122 in 1. 1 immediately before " x," " v. bis. suOuvaici (an

apparently certain restoration in 1. 45)," must be inserted.

On p. 130, between 11. 17 and 18 insert

:

" v. bis. eii6dvaiai, which appears to be a necessary restoration

in 1. 45, introduces us to a word unknown in tragedy, but employed
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several times by Plato (e.g. Protagoras, 326 E) and the comedians,

and as common as possible in the orators : later it is used on occasion

in all sorts of prose. The Attic nominative is e(56uva, but euGiivrj

appears, not as a corruption, in late prose (e.g. Plutarch, Mor. 40 c).

If we may trust the mss., Lysias, who, it must be remembered, was
the son of a Syracusan and spent some thirty years of his life at Thurii,

made use of this form (118,25,and 124,26). On the strength of t6\[ltj-/

(1. 11), I apprehend that, had Sophocles had occasion to employ the

nominative in the Ichneutae, he would have written euOuvt)."

On the same page (I. 4) immediately before "jjjf," " ee. bis. XitoTgiv

(an almost inevitable restoration in 1. 209)," must be inserted.

On p. 135 immediately before "ff" (1. 21) insert: " XiTOiatv (a

scarcely evitable restoration in 1. 209) brings to our notice an adjective,

meaning supplex, that occurs in extant Greek literature only in Pindar

(01. vi. 1. 78, and Pyth. iv. 1. 217), although the same word in a passive

sense is also presented in an anonymous quotation in Eustathius

(56, 30) and is recorded by Hesychius (s.v. Xitvj)."

Insertions and Alterations in Indices to Ch. V. (pp. 151-154).

On p. 151 s.v. anoVrASas between " A " and " 6 " insert " I ".

On the same page s.v. dtp -rtyojxcpa alter " c " to " e ",and in alphabetical

order immediately after the entry headed ep7tV)OTii(; insert the entry

:

" kcsal m. c. i. bis (in the Addenda) 1. 355," and immediately after-

wards again insert the further entry :
" eilOiivaiai m. e. v. bis (in the

Addenda) 1. 45." On p. 152 s.v. dcp-rtyofAtpe for apftyontpe read &p-dyo\i<pa,

and in alphabetical order immediately after the entry dealing with
XixvTxtv insert the entry :

" XltoToiv in. b. ee. bis (in the Addenda)
1. 209 "

: and on the same page in alphabetical order immediately
after the entry dealing with <jeT insert the entry :

" cmXfM? m. c. r.

bis (in the Addenda) 1. 207," and immediately after the entry dealing

with Tpo/oiSv)i; insert the entry :
" tcoSe ii. b. 7, b. (in the Addenda)

1. 42." On p. 153 under the heading II B. 7 immediately after the

entry dealing with to; insert the entry :
" 6. -rcoSe 42 (inthe Addenda)."

On p. 154 under the heading /// C. immediately after the entry dealing

with I5svi(j[i.e6a insert the entry :
" i. bis. kaal 355 (in the Addenda),"

and under the heading III E. immediately after the entry dealing with

y.bXko-rzze, insert the entry :
" ee. bis. XltoToiv 209 (in the Addenda) "

;

and on the same page under the heading III o immediately after the

entry dealing with csX insert the entry : ." r. bis. cnxp6<; 107 (in the

Addenda)," and under the heading III E. immediately after the entry

dealing with kpr:rps6.c, insert the entry :
" v. bis. eu8uvatai 45 (in

the Addenda)."

Addendum to Ch. VIII. p. 206.

On p. 206 and on other pages in the same chapter (Ch. vm) I glance

at the problem presented by the composition of Satyric dramas by
Timocles and the possible composition of such dramas by other

comedians. Under what conditions, if at all, in the fifth century B.C.

a comedian would have been permitted to present a Satyric drama,
unaccompanied by three tragedies, I hardly venture to conjecture.
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It ia indeed possible that in that century separate Satyric contests were
held at the Lenaea. Comedy, of course, formed the chief feature at
that festival, but tragedy also figured. The extant inscriptional

records of the Lenaean tragic contests in the years 419-418 B.C. show
that the tragedians competed with three tragedies apiece and no Satyric

drama. This fact may perhaps be taken as indicating that there was
a separate Satyric contest. But as regards the fourth century b.c.

the case is different. We possess inscriptional records of the tragic

contests at the Urban Dionysia for the years 341, 340, and 339 B.C.

The record for 340 B.C. is almost complete. In it we find that three

tragedians competed, each with two tragedies only and no Satyric

drama. To compensate for the omission the whole proceedings
began with a single Satyric drama standing by itself, the Lycurgus
of Timocles. Similarly in 339 B.C., though the record is mutilated to

such an extent that we learn nothing about the tragic competition

proper, the whole proceedings began with a single Satyric drama
standing by itself, the Phorcides of an author whose name has perished.

The beginning of the record for 341 B.C. has been destroyed, so that

we cannot definitely lay down that on that occasion an isolated Satyric

drama was presented. But it seems most probable that it was. The
records for all three years certify that immediately before the tragic

contest a single tragedy by Euripides was reproduced. Immediately
before this again, in the years 340—339 B.C., the isolated Satyric drama
was acted. There is no reason then to suppose that the procedure of 341

B.C. differed from that of the two following years in this respect. But
in another respect it differed greatly. Three tragedians competed,

without Satyric dramas indeed, but with three tragedies, not two,

apiece. It looks as if the year 341 B.C. saw the last of the tragic

trilogy at the Urban Dionysia.

It now becomes intelligible how in the middle of the fourth century

B.C. it was possible for a comedian to compete with a Satyric drama.

I presume that, in view of the comparative unimportance of such

compositions, the judges were thought competent to award the prize

on a perusal of the plays, and that that play was acted which they

considered to be the best. It stands to reason that, when once the

Satyric drama was thus separated from tragedy, a comedian, if he

cared to essay the task, had at least as good a chance as a tragedian

of turning out a lively and amusing production.

When the separation at the Urban Dionysia was first carried out

cannot, on the evidence known to me, be accurately determined. The
old order of things was in full force shortly before the taking of Athens

by Lycurgus, and there is no hint that any change was made about

that time. We are left, as far as direct records are concerned, in a

state of blank ignorance until we come to the record of 341 B.C. But,

by a process of inference, it may be established with comparative

security that the separation above spoken of took place not more than

two or three years before 341 B.C. Theodectes, the most famous of

the fourth-century tragedians, is known to have engaged in thirteen

contests and to have written fifty plays. The only possible ways,

consistent with the conditions of the case, of dividing fifty plays

among thirteen contests are to split them into eleven tetralogies and
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two trilogies (the more probable solution, seeing that he won a victory

at the Lenaea, so that we seem, though uncertainly, to require at

least one trilogy), or into twelve tetralogies and one dilogy. If we
reduce the tetralogies to ten, there is then no way of dealing with the

plays left over. As Theodectes was born in or about 375 B.C., it follows

that between about 355 B.C. and the date of the separation of the

Satyric drama he produced perhaps twelve, or more probably eleven,

tetralogies. It seems, I submit, to follow that at the earliest the

separation was effected in 344 B.C. : indeed, it would be more natural

on this evidence to date it even later. Still more precise results might
be obtained from the statements extant with regard to the tragedian

Aphareus, were it not the fact that in his case the figures have been
so corrupted as to present patent impossibilities: I suspect myself
that the error lies in the total of his plays, but in any case it renders

argument useless.

We have no information that at the Urban Dionysia the old system
was ever re-adopted, though under the influence of the reforms of

Sositheus it is possible that it may have been. The new system, how-
ever, failed to impress itself on the literary consciousness of subsequent
centuries. Horace speaks as though he had never heard of it, taking

for granted that the place of a Satyric drama is that which it occupied

in the palmy days of tragedy. Indeed, the language of the Ars
Poeiica is such as to suggest forcibly that at the time of its composition

Latin tetralogies were being written on the old Greek model.

Supplement to CJiapter XI (p. 347).

I.

The author of the Socratic dialogue called the Minos—whether
that author be Plato, Simon Coriarius, or some other Athenian of

the fourth century B.C.—represents Socrates as ironically arguing

that Minos' somewhat unsavoury reputation was due to the fact that
Attic tragedy, no new invention, but an institution of the highest

antiquity, had imbibed a prejudice against him at the time of his

oppression of Athens. With this extravaganza and with the school of

history that presumably it was intended to satirise we have here no
concern. But in the course of the discussion Socrates is shown as

mentioning the current view, which he affects to oppose, as regards

the origin of tragedy, and also a variation of the current view. His
language at this point is of great importance to us. His words are

(Minos, 321) : i\ 8s TpafcpSJa sari 7caXat6v ev0<x8e, ou^, w? oEovtou,

daro ©eamSoi; ap£,x[Livri ouS' aTto <5>pwlyo\}, aXX', eI OeXek; evvovjaai,

7cavu 7raXai6v <xut6 z\>p-^tsEi<; 8v -rvjaSe t5)<; 7c6Xeo>? E(SpY)[/.a. It was-

not with Thespis—though that is the general opinion—that tragedy began,

nor yet was it with Phrynichus.

Two difficulties are patent. (1) Taking the context into account,

Phrynichus ought, from the place where his name is introduced, to
be a predecessor, not a successor, of Thespis. (2) It is hard to imagine-

how any classical Greek can have conceived that Phrynichus, son of

Polyphradmon, who came not only after Thespis, but also after

Choerilus and Pratinas and a host of minor competitors, unknown.
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by name to us, but in the fourth century B.C. still known from the
didascaliae, and who lived almost long enough to be a contemporary of

Socrates himself, was the originator of tragedy : I can indeed under-

stand someone saying that Thespis, Choerilus, Phrynichus, Aeschylus,

and Sophocles were the founders of tragedy ; but that is not the kind of

statement that is in question.

These two difficulties together amount to a problem. Now either

the Minos is a work unworthy of consideration (which it certainly

is not), or else the problem is, given sufficient knowledge, capable
of resolution. I will essay to resolve it.

It is now recognised (see Haigh's Tragic Drama, p. 43) that there

were two Phrynichi, tragic poets, Phrynichus son of Polyphradmon
and Phrynichus son of Melanthas. The separate identity of the son of
Melanthas is distinctly vouched for by an entry (s.v. Opiivixoq MeXavOa)
in Suidas, but was until more or less recently denied by modern scholars

on the supposed ground that the entry in Suidas was a transcript of

an Aristophanic scholium on a passage {Vespae, 1. 1481) where the

reference is to Phrynichus son of Polyphradmon, so that MeXavOawas
taken as merely erroneous. It was however a good while ago pointed

out (see Dindorf) that the so-called scholium is, on the contrary, a
transcript from Suidas, appearing as a scholium in print only, not in

any ms., and that it is in sheer mistake that it has been appended
to the Vespae. Nevertheless the recognition of two tragic Phrynichi

has not, as it should have done, led to an adequate investigation of

their relative dates. This deficiency I will attempt to supply.

The positive date of Phrynichus son of Polyphradmon is fully

certified. To Phrynichus son of Melanthas there exist—apart from
the possible reference in the Minos—four direct or indirect references.

In the first place we have Suidas himself. His entry now reads :

tppovi/oi; MsXav6S 'A67)vaio<;, tpa.fiy.6t;. ectti Se tcov Spajiaxcov au-rou

xal TdcSs
- 'AvSpoj/iSa, 'Hpi^vi). STO^crs xal 7iup^xa?- I can attach

no sense, whether as early or as late Greek, to the xal of xal TaSe.

Now jtal TaSe is not the corruption of the name of a play : TaSe is

required to justify the singular number of 2oti. Read then (nothing

else seems possible) : &TiSI:Taiv8pa(j.aTcovaijTo0x5Tt -raSs" 'Av8po(i£8a,

'Hpiy6vr), Of his plays there are extant even to-day the Andromeda
and the Erigone. The facility of this restoration (which results in

a sentence smacking rather of Aristotle than of late Greek) coupled

with the very small total of two extant plays suggests for the son

of Melanthas a somewhat exceptional antiquity : concision and
suggestion are features of the oldest strata in Suidas. Suidas names

{s.v. <Dpovi/oi; HoXutppa8[x6vo<;) nine plays of the other tragic Phrynichus

as extant : no Andromeda nor Erigone is among them, neither does

any writer attribute either play to the son of Polyphradmon, although

the Andromeda, but not the Erigone, is, as will be seen, alluded to

elsewhere.

In the second place we read in Aristophanes' Nubes (11. 553-556)

:

Euw>Xi<; (jlev tov Mapixav 7rpt!m<TTov TtapeiXxuoev

exaxpe^a? tou? r](AETEpou<; 'ImzsaQ xaxii; xaxcat;,

7rpoa0el<; auTto ypauv neOiiorvjv too xopSaxoq sl'vs^', -qv

©puvtxo? wiXai Ttejtoto]/', i^v to x7)to; rpdisv.
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The reference of the last word in 1. 555 and of 1. 556 is manifestly to

the Andromeda of the son of Melanthas. But Blaydes is right in

objecting to the perfect itejro£r)x' (in the particular sense it has to

bear) after roiXai : the usage is scholiastic. His emendations however
are impossible. I propose as a simple remedy

:

»

©puvixo? 7raXaiTspoi; 7Jx', ty t6 x7)toi; vjaBiev.

•frpivix ? 7raXa[TEpoq is a sort of compound proper-name, like Coquelin

ami. fyj means let down the cliff (compare Ranae, 1. 133).

In the third place, among the scholia, partly foolish, on the passage

in the Vespae just mentioned, is one scholium that claims attention.

I suggest that it refers to the word 7raXatTEpo<; in particular. It now
runs : <p£pz-:ca u7tEii8uvo<; <5puvfx°u- I can reconstitute this only as :

(peperai vi7t<ep>eu 6 u<co>vo? <Dpuv[x°u. In classical Greek these

words would mean The grandson of Phrynichus has a very high reputa-

tion. That would make good sense : but in a later idiom (see St.

Paul's Epistles) wrsp acquires a distinctly comparative force, so that,

though with hesitation, I venture here to translate Phrynichui grand-

son is more widely known. In either case, if only my utov6s be right,

it would seem that the scholiast considered the author of the Andromeda
to be the grandfather of Phrynichus son of Polyphradmon : either

TcdXai or 7raXatTspo<; puts, on grounds of chronology, any grandson

of the great Phrynichus out of court.

In the fourth place, Aelian writes (V.H. m, 8) that Phrynichus

the tragedian was appointed azparrftoc; by the Athenians, h-nzl toi?

m>ppixta™i? £v tlvi TpayuSEa ETUTTjSeia jieXv) xal Tzo\ey.iy.a e^ErcovYjae.

As substantially the same story i3 told (in an incoherent jumble of

additions to Suidas.s.fl. <Ppuv£x°o 7:(&XaKjf/.a)of Phrynichus the comedian,

though without the use of the term wJppfya', or of any derivative,

scholars generally have thought that the basis of the tale is an attempt
to identify Phrynichus the atpartffoq, son of Stratonides, with a lite-

rary personage. It may be so, or on the other hand it is possible that

Phrynichus, son of Melanthas, actually became a cxpa.Ttp(6z. At any
rate it is to the son of Melanthas that Aelian' s statement, whether
true or untrue, must be taken as referring : it ia he, as we have seen,

that was the composer of 7ruppExal > though one may doubt (especially

in view of Suidas' turn of phrase) whether he put them into his

tragedies.

To sum up, on the clear evidence the son of Melanthas was a
distinctly ancient poet, that is to say he was quite as early as the

...son of Polyphradmon : on the doubtful evidence of emendation,

however tempting, he was a predecessor of the son of Polyphradmon
and in fact Polyphradmon' s father. As Phrynichus, son of Poly-

phradmon, had himself a son, also a tragic poet, named Polyphradmon,
we should, granted the emendations, have this genealogy :—Melanthas,

Phrynichus (of Athens, a pre-Thespian tragedian), Polyphradmon
(senior), Phrynichus (of Athens, the celebrated tragedian), Polyphrad-

mon (junior, of Athens, a tragedian). Now it is doubtful whether
Phrynichus is an Attic name (Phrynichus the comedian was of foreign

origin), Polyphradmon is certainly non-Attic for Polyphrasmon, and
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Melanihas is not only non-Attic, but has into the bargain a Doric
genitive, MeXavGa. All this fits in together. Moreover Suidas gives
the well-known Phrynichus' father's name as alternatively Minyras.
This means surely that Phrynichus was of a clan of minstrels called

Minyrads. Compare Aristophanes
( VeejMe, 11. 219-220)

:

[uvup^ovte? uiXrj

dtpxaw(i.eXK;iSa>vo9puviXT)paTa.

Assume that there was a clan of Minyrads and that this branch of

them emigrated from Sicyon to Athens in the days of Cleisthenes the
Prince, and one sees at once how a pre-Thespian Athenian writer of
" tragedy," Phrynichus, becomes possible. This I propose as the
real solution of the problem presented in the Minos. Even apart

from the assumptions, the mere existence of two tragic Phrynichi
suggests the possibility of some such explanation.

II.

The second passage that comes in question is from Aristotle. In
the Poetics (3) we read : 66ev xal SpapuxTa xaXsiaGat rive? a&ra
tpacuv, oti [xifioOvTat 8pcovra<;. 816 xal av-urcoiouvTai t^s te Tpaycp-

Sta? xal tt)s xtoficpSta? ol Auptsii; (ttji; [*ev yap tto^icpSta; ol

MEyapeTi; ot te IvTauGa uiq etcI T7J? roxp' auToT? S7)[ioxpaT£ai; ysvouivT)!;

xal ol ex EixsXCac, exeIGev yap 3jv 'Enl}(ap[xog ° ttoi7]tt](; 7toXXy
:rp6TEpo? cov XuvtSou xal Mayv/]TO<;, xal T7j<; TpayqiSEai; s'vloi Ttov

ev IlEXo7rovvYiaC{>), 7roioii[isvot toc 6v6[xa-ra arifjielov outoi [xev yap
xcifiai; Ta? irEptoixiSa? xaXstv 9aaiv, 'AGvjvatot 8e S^jioui;, to?

xu>[Ji£p8o\l)i; oiix (Soto tou xona^Eiv XEX0EVTac, aXXa tfi xara xt&[xa<;

TtXavfj aTt(j.a^o[j.Evou? ex tou aaTEax;, xal t6 tioieiv aixol jxev Spav,

'A0?)va£oui; 8e rcpaTTEiv 7rpoaayopsusiv.

This text is not quite sound in detail. Robortelli rightly substituted

XicovtSou for XcovESou, and Spengel auTol [aev yap for oStoi (i.ev yap
and 'AQrjwlouc; 8e St^ou? for 'AGvjvaioi Se 8^(j,oug. I suggest

that svtoi tcov &v IIeXo7rovv7]acjj likewise calls for emendation. Though
the words as they stand are completely consistent with the Sicyonian

discovery of " tragedy " (Themistius indeed, as we shall see in the next

section, in his paraphrase and amplification of the passage understands

them, unless he read something else in their place, as intended to refer

to the Sicyonians), so that I am in no way directly tempted to impugn
them on the ground of a particular theory. But there exist four prima

facie reasons for doubting their soundness, (a) They are extraordinarily

vague as compared with the mention of Doric comedy, and yet we read

a little later in the Poetics (5) : aX jxev oov rfjc, xpaycpSta? |ASTa[3aosis

xal St' &v sy£vovTO ou XEXyjGaaiv, f) Se xconc^Sta Sta to \i3\ ow>u8a-

i^EcOai h\ dpx^?S^a8Ev (the subsequent context shows that the reference

includes pre-Attic origines). (6) No reason for the vagueness is even

hinted at in the text, (c) evioi is singularly ambiguous, leaving open

the relevant and important question whether one community only or

several rival communities laid claim (avTOTOiouvTaimustbe "supplied
"

as main verb of the clause in brackets) in Aristotle's time to the inven-

tion of tragedy, (d) As the Sicyonian claim must surely have been at

any rate known to Aristotle, even if it was not the only Peloponnesian
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claim (though no other is on record), it is a little odd to find the

Sicyonian Aegialeis, even—in the circumstances—those of Aristotle's

own day, classed without explanation, as, or as among, Dorians of

the Peloponnese : the classification is politically correct, but the

phraseology leaves much to be desired.

All four objections vanish if for Svioi t&v Iv neXoTrovvfjacp we
read Svtoi etcSv ev neXo7rovvY)ocp, certain associate-citizens in the

Peloponnese. (a) The vagueness in every real sense disappears. (6)

Such vagueness as remains is a calculated vagueness : certain associate-

citizens is a contemptuous way of saying the notorious Aegialeis of Sicyon,

men once proud of their freedom, but now only too glad to hug tlieir

Dorian chains (of course it would follow that the Sicyonian origin of
" tragedy " must have been assumed as a matter of common knowledge
among Aristotle's readers), (c) evioi etGv, meaning the Aegialeis, is

not ambiguous, (d) The expression associate-citizens puts the position

of the Aegialeis in a nutshell.

It remains toconsider the true meaning of sV»]c;> in Doric Stog;, as

a political term. The non-political sense, seen in Homer, is much like

that of the Latin socius. In a well-known Elean inscription (Boeckh,
I. 26, 11) we have the apparently ascending scale oc?te Fk-caq cc£te

teXscttk outs Sajio?, whether associate-citizen, or master-o]'-craft, or full-

citizen (is it possible that teXed-toc is here a misreading of 7rEVEora ?).

It is natural to assume that in Doric the word meant much the same
as in Elean.

At the extreme end of the treaty between Lacedaemon and Argos
of the year 418 B.C., we read (Thucydides, v. 79) : toT? 8s Stock; xoctto:

rofcxpia 8ixa£sa6occ This may well mean : The associate-citizens on
the Argive side shall retain their ancestral judicial institutions. If Stock;

here be understood of private-citizens in general (i.e. on both sides,

and the Spartiates therefore included) the clause is surely rather worse
than superfluous : what I suggest is aimed at is the preservation of the
privileges of non-Doric Argive subjects. In Aeschylus' Supplices (1. 247)
£tt]v is employed of a citizen of pre-Dorian Argos. This agrees with
my view of the word, though I do not suppose it to have been in use
until those citizens were ascripti to a Doric state. Two tragic frag-

ments, in which eTV)? comes, are indeterminate.

III.

What is obviously a paraphrase and amplification of part of Aris-

totle's statement in the Poetics occurs in Themistius, who writes (Oral.

27, 337) : xco(i.qi8[a t6 jraXai6v ^p^octo [aev ex SixsXtai;, exeTOev yap
"i]CTTif|v 'ETc£xap(i6? te xal $6p|xoq, xaXXiov 8s 'AG^va^E ouvTf)u|r)0Y]

- xal
Tpa-ytpSLai; supETal [xev Sixucovtoi, teXecjioupyoI Be 'AttixoI tzoit^oX.

As regards tragedy, this—if my reading in Aristotle be accepted

—

is merely a recasting in explicit form of his language for the benefit of

a generation incapable of grasping his implicit sense, except that Themi-
stius, discarding Aristotle's caution, allows unequivocally the Sicyo-
nian claim to the invention of real and true tragedy. If however the
vulgate of Aristotle be preferred (and I, for one, have, when the text,

whatever its history, of the Master is concerned, something of an
objection to more than either quite obvious or quite tentative emen-
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dation), then Themistius is explaining in the ordinary style of human
diction a stilted and strangulated utterance. In either case we may
accept Themistius' testimony, except of course as to the full validity

of the Sicyonian claim. Themistius, in spite of his failings, was a good
scholar of his kind and quite well informed on simple matters of this

sort. Indeed, I doubt whether anyone would have questioned his

statement, had it not been for Bentley's ipse dixit that rudimentary

tragedy was never reduced to writing.

IV.

Among the Epistles of " Phalaris " are included two to persons
represented as tragedians. One of these letters (Ep. 18, ed. Lennep
and Valckenaer : Ep. 63, transl. Francklin) is addressed to 'ApiaT6Xoxo<;
or 'AptaT6XoKoi;, whom " Phalaris " violently attacks and threatens

for writing tragedies against him, presuming on the pardon extended
to Stesichorus. The other (Ep. 93, ed. Lennep and Valckenaer : Ep.
97, transl. Francklin) is addressed to Aucrtvoc, whom " Phalaris

"

accuses of still, at the age of thirty, writing SttY) seal ipa-fc^Siac; against

him, and whom he threatens.

In the case of the former letter the name of the addressee presents

itself only in the title. That title is in our text 'ApiaToX6x<i> : on the
other hand in Graevius' Thesaurus, vol. xrv (anno 1725) is reprinted

Girolamo Benda-Ragusa's Elogia Siculorum (anno 1690), which is an
expansion of Constantino Lascaris' Catalogus Veterum Siculorum,

wherein Benda-Bagusa gives inter alia this letter in Latin, as he also

does the other, adding in each case :
" Ex Laurentio Crasso de Poetis

Graecis " (which book is said to bear date 1678 a.d.), but—I suppose

on Crassus' authority—speaking not of Aristolochus but of Aristohcus

(this is not a misprint, seeing that the word occurs four times in Benda-
Bagusa's text and once in the index and also that Stesichorus is spelt

in the ordinary manner). In the case of the latter letter we have both

the title Auatvtp and the vocative Auatve.

That the author of the Epistles invented the names of these two
poets is scarcely a tenable proposition. Had they been figments of

his fancy, he would, by way of •rjOtxT) rcicrai;, have introduced appro-

priate detail into the letters in question. But both of these are bald

to a degree. The conclusion is that the poets are actual entities, but

that the writer (no intentional falsifier of historical facts) knew so little

about them that he was at a loss on what lines to embellish.

This conclusion is fortified by an examination of the names.

'ApiaT6Xoxo? is manifestly Aesculapian, the superlative, as it were, of

sOXo/os, which is an epithet of Artemis in Euripides (Hippolytua, 1. 166)

and of Ilithyia in Callimachus (Epigr. 54, 1. 2) and occurs several

times in Nonnus (e.g. Dionys. xxxi. 1. 111). titpicToX6xeta> otherwise

.dpKJToXoj^a, is, it should be noted, a herb used medicinally at confine-

ments (Meander, Th. 11. 509 and 937 ; Dioscorides, m. 4 ; and else-

where). 'ApiaToXwco? would be merely a dialectic variant of the same
name (c/. 8&csa6ai by the side of 8E^ea6ai).

As 'Apatvosis another form of 'Apaivoo?, 'Apoivou?, and as Mvaaivo?

(of which the accusative is phonetically expressed as MNASHNON
T T
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in an inscription of Aptera) is another form of Mvaoivoo?, so the well-

known name S&xjTvos must be a variation of Xcooivooe;, Scoctvous, and
the rarer name Auatvo? a variation of AuaTvooq, Auoivous. But
AuoCvooc is surely Aesculapian, and Sicyonian into the bargain : any
person so named was, I dare wager, called after 'AroSXXtov Auaivoo^,

».c. Apollo who, with Artemis, gave the boon of heureux oubli to Cos
at Titane.

The notion that the two poets were Sicilian I cannot trace back
beyond Laurentius Crassus (1678 a.d. : see above) : there is no warrant
for it in the Epistles. I take them therefore for Sicyonian Asclepiads,
" tragedians " of Epigenes' kidney.

This discussion does not quite exhaust the matter. Two other
Epistles seem at least germane. A letter addressed, to Cleisthenes

(Ep. 67, ed. Lennep and Valckenaer: Ep. 110, transl. Francklin), by
whom, in view of the approximate date, the author must to a moral
certainty have meant the Prince of Sicyon, represents Cleisthenes in

his youth—his mother was still alive—as banished, having acted con-

trary to Phalaris' advice, from his home (Sicyon, I suppose) and as
refusing Phalaris' protection during his banishment : Phalaris is made
to blame him a little, but on the whole to commiserate with him. If

the ground-work is historical, we see in this letter an attitude on the
part of Cleisthenes that may well have ripened into positive hostility,

so that attacks on Phalaris by Sicyonian " tragedians " become quite
explicable.

The remaining letter (Ep. 35, ed. Lennep and Valckenaer : Ep. i,

transl. Francklin) is in our text addressed to AuxTvos. The heading
is Auxfvco, and the accusative AuxTvov occurs in the body of the
missive. The epistle begins : o&t opQStt; jjp&rqaag iv AeovtEvoii; <!><;

napovra fxe xal Suvajisvov aitoxpEveaGaE coi -zlq sl|ju xai -rfvov xal
7t66ev, You have done wrong in asking me at Leontini, as if present

there and able to answer you, who I am, of wJiai parentage, and whence.

There follow replies to these questions, a slashing attack on the ques-

tioner's private character, and finally a menace of punishment when,
with a view to ending the war, he is surrendered to Phalaris by Leontini,

or perhaps sooner. Are Auxivca and Auxtvov miswritings of Auotvco

and AuoTvov ? In other words, is the addressee the Lysinus of the

letter of which I have already spoken ? The boot can hardly be on the

other leg, as AuaTvot; is a much rarer name than AuxTvo?. Seeing

that the questions put to the absent Phalaris suggest some kind of

public declamation, of which a surviving fragment was probably enough
the historical ground-work that led to the compilation of the letter,

and seeing further that the questions themselves run readily, in oratio

directa, as an iambic trimeter,

<PaXapi, t£? laai xai tEvwv ot!> xal 7t60ev

;

or in some such form, I am disposed to conjecture that Lycinus is a

mistake for Lysinus. But, if so, light begins to dawn. Leontini was

one of the three Chalcidio cities of Sicily and—at least according to

universal tradition—a colony at two removes from Athens itself (Athens,

Chalcis, Naxos, Leontini). It would be natural for an anti-Doric poet

from Sicyon to don his literary armour on behalf of Leontini in a war
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against the Dorian power in Sicily. I am inclined to suspect that most
of the uncorroborated statements in the forged, but brilliant, " Epistles

of Phalaris " are based on solid fact.

Alteration on j)p. 474, 475.

Substitute for I. 303 of the Greek text of the Ichneutae, as printed,

the following

:

[KT.] [i;ijv [xev [ip^si x^uv scaXw, E]uv 8' a5 Xiipav, o7r[to? x]a>.sT.

Substitute for the English translation : " Cy. I speak, like the babe,

of a tortoise and, like him also, of a lute, even as himself speaketh."

The Greek line, as I first gave it, is Hunt's reconstruction: but Hunt
himself reports the papyrus as presenting ott[. . .]aXsi, not <m[. . . .]<x>et,

so that' few? xocXst, rather than 6 naX<; xakzi, appears to me to be

indicated.





SUPPLEMENTARY ADDENDUM.
Adespoia Tragica, Fr. 546.

If (see the last chapter but one of this book) Sophocles wrote an
Eridion Agyrticum to be recited at Delphi by the boys of the choir

just before their migration to the grammar-school for the period of

Apollo's apode.mia, then Fr. 546 of the Adespoia Tragica surely forms
part of that Eridion—an early part, as it explains the necessity for a
collection. It is of interest to-day, if only for its ironical praise of

utilitarian training. It comes in Stobaeus (Fl. 97, 17), without lemma
and after a quotation from Euripides (the sequel of which is known and
quite different), and runs, with necessary emendations, thus

:

syc!> yap, eI vo"v sty fy-' ° aitetpa? na-c^p,

j)7tiaTct|X7)v av [xouaixjjv napelg toveiv,

<!>? euTux'fyJG>v xal xaX£; 7ip££cov tiots,

7tp<OT6v y' W S£cov Tcdcvr' dcq>i!vai Ofifip' olo?,

sooyxo? elvai yaaTpl (xtj TrXyipountevfl 6

trr£py£iv t' I'Sp-.? poi? coa-e 6^p. ineiff olos

XE(|xcovE t' dcaxeiv acojxa Ospjxa 6' -JjWou

to^suhoct' odvsiv (X'J) maaTpotpou|isvo<;.

vuv 8' oux sOio-Ssi? tout' sn(aTau.ai (jiv of>,

<flpsw 8' ivxyxT) '<Jt'. ou8' fip' 'Optpea Xafitiv 10

a<J/0VT<x Mouacov evvsitpSoyyov [xlXo;

oux &v 7t(6oi(ju yaaT^p', dXWt 8soi pHou-

Contrast the £[t' 6 oneipae 7tdlT7)p of 1. 1 of this Fragment with the

xa7to8i)(jiouvTos 7raTp6q of Sophocles' .Fr. 1019 (1. 12).

(1. 1) So S : A e!/£ (*' : M sTxe [*'• (1- 2) So B, according to Heath :

other mss. TtapeiOTiovetv. (I. 3) Mss. xaxco; for xa>.co<;. (1. 4) Mss.

nptoTOv (il;v 15 &v mivTa ylyvETOW Ppo-roi? : emendation mine. (1. 6)

S ot^pyeiv t' uSpTjpoi? aei—but <£ei deleted by first hand

—

okjte Otjp

iel ttotoT? : other mss. apparently a-repyeiv 6' uSpYjpoTs (Sktte 9t)P

act TtoTot? : emendation mine. (L 8) So S, except that that ms. has

-ro^e(jiaT' : A and M Tonsillar' : for oxiaTpatpoujisJOs A has axiaTpoooo-

y.z\ioc, and M cxia rpotpoojievo?. (1. 9) So apparently A : S has (iev o3v

and M pevouv. (1. 10) Mss. avxyxr), t6v yap : emendation mine.

(1. 11) Mss. obrav te : #4«>vtcc mine. (1. 12) Mas. Set: Seoi mine.





INDEX OF SUBJECTS

Accent of dative etc., affecting that of nominative etc. in medieval
Greek :—p. 103. Accentuation of non-enclitic monosyllables :—p. 68.

Adverbs in -7)86v :—p. 112. Aeschylus :—Mixture of dialects in elegiac

remains of, p. 344 ; Satyric dramas of, pp. 191, 192, 669-576, 582-
594, 632 ; Tetralogies etc. of, pp. 569-576, 582-594 ; Use of word
amxpY(iocTa wrongly attributed to, p. 124. Aeschylus (of Alexandria)

:

—pp. 232-234. Aesculapius, punishment of :—pp. 405, 406, 422-428.

Alcaeus (Tragicus) :—Existence of, pp. 294, 295 ; Possible Fragments
of, pp. 295-303. Alciphron, Attic of:—p. 48. Alphabet, Ionic, use

of, in pre-Euclidean times :—pp. 239, 241, 279, 290. Anacreon, mix-
ture of dialects in :—p. 343. Anapaestic metre, Epic forms in :

—

p. 104. Anapaests, comic, caesura of:—pp. 220-226. Anihologia

Palatirm, Cougny's Appendix, n. 461, a disguised Christian epigram

:

—pp. 416, 417. Antiphanes and Aristophanes, confusion between

names of :—pp. 132, 133. Apocope, so-called :—p. 85. Apollo,

Delphic, apodemia of :—p. 364. Arge :—pp. 383, 429. Arion, innova-

tions of:—pp. 313, 316, 318-322. Aristias :—Dialect used by, p.

191 ; Trilogy (apparently) of, with Satyric play by Pratinas attached,

pp. 258, 259, 581, 582. Aristolochus, or Aristolocus, reputed a very

early " tragedian " :—pp. 641, 642. Aristophanes' Equites, said to

have been partly composed by Eupolis :—pp. 127, 128. Article, defi-

nite, use of :—p. 193. Astydamas, the elder, not the younger, author

of the Hermes :—p. 236. " Auleas," an alleged tragedian :—p. 304.

B

Baptizaius leo:—pp. 414-416. Bars, strict equality of, not to be

assumed in Greek music of the early classical age :—pp. 178, 179.

C

Caduceus, apparently exchanged for lyre :—pp. 5-13. Caryae

and Caryatides, credibility of Vitruvius' narrative concerning :—pp.

263, 264. Catachresis without explanation, apparently a feature of

the earliest tragedy :—pp. 287, 288. Catarclwie, date and language of

:

—pp. 139-141. Chelidonisma

:

—p. 72. Cleobulina, mixture of dia-

lects in :—p. 344. Colluthus, accentual rule in :—p. 101. Colour-

effects :—pp. 285, 286. Comedy, hexameters in :—pp. 298, 299.

Common dialect :—pp. 86, 90, 150, 151. Compounds irregularly

substantival:—p. 119. Cos:—Metamorphosis of, pp. 399, 400, 405-

407, 421, 428, 429; Wife of Aesculapius, pp. 391-407. Crasis:—
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p. 627. Cretics, marking excitement :—p. 181. Critias, mixture of

dialects in :—pp. 344, 345.

D
Diaeresis in medieval Greek :—p. S2. Dialects, mixture of :

—

pp. 338-346. Diminutives :—pp. 76-80, 300, 631. Dionysia, Urban,

practice at, in the middle of fourth century B.C. :—pp. 624, 625, 635,

636. Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Attic of :—p. 50. Dithyramb,

the :—pp. 313, 314. Dochmii, anomoeostrophic :—p. 176. Dodona :

—pp. 38-40. Doric:—In non-Doric literature, pp. 338-346; Of
Phlius, p. 35 ; Of tragic chorus, origin of :—p. 256.

E

Eiresionae, table of formulae in :—p. 369. Empedocles, mixture

of dialects in :—p. 344. Epic tradition :—At Alexandria, pp. 98-104 ;

At Constantinople, pp. 100, 101 ; At Smyrna, p. 103. Epigenes :

—

Attius' Melanippus perhaps based on, pp. 303, 304 ; Probable activities

of, pp. 323-329. Epodes, in fixed metre, unclassical :— p. 176. Eri-

di&n Agyrticum, did Sophocles compose a quasi-paean with this title ?

—pp. 353-377. Eubulus, riddles in :—pp. 131-133. Eupolis, possible

Fr. Incert. of :—p. 130. Euripides :

—

Bacchae, style of, p. 34 ; Satyric

dramas of, pp. 196-204, 214-218, 220-228, 235, 238-242, 567-569,

577-580, 595, 596, 616-624 ; Tetralogies etc. of, pp. 576-581, 595,

596, 616-624.

Fr. Com. Anon. 369, so-called, perhaps a mere misquotation from
Themistius :—p. 116.

G

Gregorian music :—pp. 178, 179. Gregory, St., Nazianzene, inter-

pretation of :—p. 125.

H
Heraldic proclamations :—p. 9. Herodotus, borrowed from by

Sophocles:—pp. 114, 115, 136. Hippocrates, pedigree of:—pp. 391-

395. Homer, recension of :—pp. 97, 98, 104. Homeric Hymn to Hermes,

how Sophocles departs from :—pp. 2, 3. Hoof, cloven and uncloven :

—

p. 136.

Ichneutae:—Dialectdeisms in, pp. 17, 21, 34-57, 67, 68; Length
of column in, pp. 159-161 ; Marginal numbers in, pp. 155-159 ; Notes
on text of, pp. 508-566 ; Papyrus of, to be considered in conjunction
with that of Sophocles' Eurypylus, p. 163 ; Plot of, pp. 1-4 ; Possible

use of, by Sopater, p. 144 ; Probable allusion to, in Timotheus' Persae,

pp. 9, 188 ; Probable length of, p. 165 ; Style of, pp. 25-29 ; Tetralogy
to which it may belong, pp. 614, 615 ; Text, English translation, and
apparatus criticus, pp. 432-507 ; Title of, probably double, pp. 171, 172 ;
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Unity of, pp. 1, 2, 13, 24 ; Vocabulary of, pp. 30-164 ; Words common
to it and to other Satyric dramas, pp. 68-80 ; Words common to
it and to various classes of literature, pp. 146-151 ; Words peculiar
to, pp. 31-66 ; Zoological terminology in, pp. 58, 59, 61. Indentation,
choric :—pp. 167, 168. Initial <j and initial t, variation between :

—

p. 120. Interjection, use of as verb :—p. 105. Intransitive verbs,

passive of :—p. 88.

J

John III., Emperor, and his Consort, Irene :—p. 103.

Lancem et licium, furli conceptio per :—pp. 8, 9. Later form seen
in the making:—p. 106. Lenaea, tragedies at:—pp. 624, 625, 635.
Lines, divided, or very short, numeration of:—pp. 156-158. Lingua
Franca, drawn on by Pratinas and Xenophon :—p. 86. Luke, St. :

—

His borrowings from classical literature, p. 414 ; Inscription on his

house at Rome, p. 413. Lysinus, reputed a very early " tragedian " :

—

pp. 641-643.

M
Manumission of other people's slaves :—p. 21. Meleager, his

extant introduction to Anthology a conflation of two editions:—pp.
345, 346. Meletus, tetralogy of :—pp. 576, 596. " Minos," an alleged

tragedian :—p. 304. " Musaeus," accentual rule in :—p. 101.

N
Neophron:—pp.^330-347. Nonnus, accentual rule in:—p. 101.

Pan :—Master of Silenus and Satyrs, pp. 20, 21, 64 ; Of Panopolis,

p. 23 ; Popular etymology of, p. 24 ; Suppression of, pp. 14-24, 34.

Part-playing:—pp. 185-188. Persian Crown, sanctity of:—p. 114.
" Phalaris," Epistles of :—pp. 641-643. Philocles, tetralogy of :

—

p. 576. Phrynichus (Tragicus), son of Polyphradmon, apparently

grandson of an earlier Phrynichus (Tragicus) :—pp. 636-639. Plough-

share, scarcely mentioned in extant classical Greek :—p. 111. Pratinas

:

—A play by him may possibly have been called the Palamedes, pp.
266-269 ; A play by him may possibly have been called the Partkeno-

paei MetaUasis, or the like, pp. 260, 261 ; Dymaenae sive Caryatides

(date of), p. 264 ; Dymaenae sive Caryatides (plot of), pp. 262, 263

;

Dymaenae sive Caryatides (title of), pp. 259, 261, 262 ; Fragments of,

pp. 189, 249-269 ; His literary resemblance to Simonides (of Amorgos),

p. 256 ; Innovations of, pp. 314, 315 ; Neleus (presumed), possible

plot of, pp. 265, 266 ; Palamedes (or the like), possible plot of, pp. 268,

269 ; Parthenopaei MetaUasis (or the like), possible plot of, pp. 260,

261 ; Probably author of a Neleus, pp. 264, 265.
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Quotations, lexicographical, extent of:—p. 134.

R

Roots, confusion of different, in Greek :—pp. 627, 628.

S

Satyric drama :—Anapaests, comic, in, pp. 189, 192, 195, 197-201,

210, 213-235, 257 ; Anapaests, tragic, in, pp. 139-213 ; Dactyls, comic,

in, pp. 189, 228-235 ; Dactyls, tragic, in, pp. 189-212 ; Essentials of,

pp. 348, 349 ; Humilis sermo in, p. 83 ; Influence of Doric on, pp. 108,

145 ; Law of the pause in, pp. 189, 235-249, 257, 258 ; Of Lycophron
(the Menedemus), trisyllabic feet, tragic, in, p. 211 ; Of Python (the

Agen), trisyllabic feet, tragic, in, p. 21 1 ; Plurality of trisyllabic feet in

the same line, pp. 190, 196-201, 209-213,248,257 ; Prolation (medial) in,

p. 193 ; Prolation (terminal) by position in, at end of fourth foot of

senarius, pp. 193, 204 ; Travesty of, in Aristophanes, p. 74 ; Tribrachs

in, pp. 189-213, 257 ; Use of Doric forms in, under an Attic disguise,

p. 108; Various minor writers of, p. 211. Satyric drama and
tragedy, position before [5X and yX in :—p. 204. Satyric dramas :—By
comedians, pp. 206-210, 229, 230, 634-636 ; Of Euripides, table of

trisyllabic feet, tragic, in, pp. 202, 203 ; Of Euripides, use of trisyllabic

feet, comic, in, pp. 214-218, 220-228 ; When mentioned, mentioned
expressly as such in 40 per cent, of the instances, pp. 349-351 . Scazons,

comic, doubtful possibility of :—p. 78. Second editions of plays :

—

pp. 384-387, 597-601. Senarius, trochee as first foot of :—p. 258.

Sicyon :—pp. 323, 329, 639, 640, 642. Simonides (of Amorgos), his lite-

rary resemblance to Pratinas :—p. 256. Simonides (of Ceos), mixture of

dialects in :—pp. 341-343. Smiths, festival of, coincident with last

day of Apollo's sojourn at Delphi :—p. 374. Solon, mixture of dialects

in :—pp. 343, 344. Sophocles :—Alleged dialogue by, pp. 305-312 ;

Did he compose a quasi-paean entitled Eridion Agyrtieum ? pp. 353-

377 ; Eridion Agyrtieum (suggested), attempted partial reconstruction

of, pp. 375-377 ; Eris, so-called, p. 214 ; Eurypylus, papyrus of, how
related to that of Ichneutae, pp. 169-171 ; Eurypylus, papyrus of,

length of column in, pp. 163, 164, 166-169 j Eurypylus, papyrus of,

to be considered together with that of Ichneutae, p. 163 ; Eurypylus,

probable length of, p. 169 ; Fr, Incert. 166, p. 214 ; Hybris, true nature

of, pp. 219, 378-431 ; Oedipodeia, probably a true tetralogy produced
as a unit, pp. 595-608 ; Paean to Aesculapius, p. 367 ; Satyric dramas
of, pp. 192-195, 569, 577, 578, 594-597, 607-615 ; Tetralogies etc. of,

pp. 569, 577, 578, 594-616 ; Tyro I. and Pelias identical, pp. 379-391,

430 ; Tyro I. and Tyro II., pp. 378-390. Stobaeus' Florilegium, canon
as to :—pp. 418-421. Suidas :—An Etymologicum attributed to, p.

82 ; Authorship of Lexicon of, pp. 317, 318 ; Statement prefixed

to Lexicon of, p. 317. Symbols, employed in Laurentian codex of

Sophocles :—pp. 250, 251. Synapheia, absence of, in a chorus of the

Ichneutae :—p. 176.
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T

Tetralogies etc. :—
-
pp. 567-626, 634-636. Textual criticism :

—

Achaeus, p. 214 ; Adeapoia Tragica, pp. 206, 220 : Aeschrion, pp. 77,

78 ; Aeschylus, pp. 68, 77, 191, 192, 218, 234, 400-405, 571, 572, 629-
632 ; Alcaeus (Tragicus), pp. 296-298, 300-302 ; Anthologia Palatina,

pp. 340, 341, 345, 346 ; Anthologia Palatina (Cougny's Appendix),

pp. 407-409, 411-416; Antiphanes, pp. 75, 187, 188; Apollonius
Rhodius, p. 132 ; Archilochus, pp. 629-631 ; Arguments to Dramas,

pp. 581, 595, 596, 599, 602 ; Aristophanes, pp. 52-54, 83, 138, 180,

382, 600, 637, 638; Aristotle, pp. 592, 639, 640; Astydamas (the

elder), pp. 236, 237 ; Athenaeus, pp. 131, 132, 259, 267, 268, 296-298,

300-302, 424-426, 575, 609 ; Attius, p. 304 ; Bekker's Anecdota, p.

615 ; Gatarchae, p. 139 ; Choerilus (Tragicus), pp. 288, 289 ; Clement
(of Alexandria), pp. 273-279, 629-631 ; Cratinus, p. 119 ; Critias, p. 79 ;

Democritus, p. 110 ; Didascalia (inscriptional), p. 569 ; Diogenes
Laertius, p. 332 ; Dodonaean Oracle (alleged), pp. 39, 40 ; Dorico-

Epic Fragment, p. 404 ; Eiresione (Athenian), pp. 369, 370 ; Eiresione

(Homeric), pp. 371, 372 ; Elean Inscription, p. 640 ; Ephippus, p.

186 ; Epicharmus, p. 145 ; Eubulus, pp. 131, 132 ; Eupolis, pp. 425,

426 ; Euripides, pp. 50-52, 69, 79, 84, 85, 92, 215-218, 221, 226-228,

238, 239, 242, 243, 396-400, 419, 420, 623, 624 ; Eusebius, pp. 629-631 ;

Herodian, p. 382 ; Herodotus, p. 50 ; Hesychius, pp. 119, 261, 262,

380, 381, 383, 385, 386 ; Homer, see Iliad and Odyssey ; Homeric
Epigrams (see also Eiresione), p. 145 ; Homeric Hymns, pp. 96, 97 ;

Iliad, pp. 96-98, 104; Ion, pp. 219, 220; Lycophron, pp. 244, 245 ;

Menander, p. 105 ; Neophron, pp. 333-346 ; Nicostratus, p. 120

;

Nonnus, p. 102 ; Odyssey, pp. 85, 96, 97 ; Oppian, p. 99 ; Orion,

p. 608 ; " Phalaris," p. 642 ; Philodemus, p. 570 ; Philostratus, p. 94 ;

Phrynichus (Comicus), pp. 229, 230 ; Pindar, p. 91 ; Plato (Philo-

sophus), p. 54 ; Pollux, pp. 95, 474, 538-541, 583, 584 ; Posidippus,

p. 151 ; Pratinas, pp. 145, 249-256, 262, 265, 266-268 ; Python, pp.

211, 231; Quintus Smyrnaeus, p. 100; Scholia (on Aristophanes),

pp. 382, 579 ; Scholia (on Sophocles), pp. 249-256 ; Sopater, p. 129 ;

Sophocles, pp. 55, 56, 73, 84, 92, 117, 134, 163, 164, 167-169, 193, 213,

219, 354, 355, 358, 360-364, 366, 367, 373, 379-382, 417-^21, 423-

427, 609, 610 ; Stephanus (of Byzantium), p. 261 ; Stobaeus, pp. 417-

421, 623, 624, 629-632 ; Suidas, pp. 331, 332, 568 ; Thebais, pp. 249-

250 ; Theocritus, p. 68 ; Timocles, pp. 119, 120, 228 ; Vita Euripidis,

pp. 386, 387 ; Vita Sophoclis, p. 594 ; Zenobius, p. 613. " Themis,"

an alleged tragedian :—p. 304. Theon, attributes to Sophocles a use

probably post-Sophoclean :—pp. 88, 89. Thespis:—Aristophanes'

evidence as to, p. 272 ; Attribution of the Fragments said to be his to

particular plays, pp. 290-294 ; Diogenes Laertius' evidence as to, pp.

272, 273 ; Horace's evidence as to, p. 272 ; Question of authenticity

of traditional remains of, pp. 273-290; Suidas' evidence as to, pp.

272, 290, 291, 294. Thurii :—Alexis born at, p. 126 ; Lysias lived at,

p. 126. Timocles "Tragicus," identical with Timocles Comicus:

—

p. 206. Timostratus, date of :—p. 44 ; Titan of Titane :—pp. 403,

406-409, 428. Titles:—In quotations, properly preceded by pre-

position ev, pp. 387, 388 ; Of plays, double, pp. 171, 172. Tmarus,
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Mt. :—pp. 38-40. Tragedians, Fragments doubtfully attributed to :

—

pp. 77-80. Tragedy, prolation (terminal) by position in, at end of

fifth foot of senarius :—p. 204. Trisyllabic endings of senarii :—pp.
246-248, 258. Tyro, two words of different meaning and quantity so

spelt :—pp. 388-390. Tyrtaeus, mixture of dialects in :—p. 343.

V
Venantius Fortunatus, seeming adaptation of Neophron by:

—

p. 336. Versus lechnici:—pp. 103, 226-228. Virgil, adaptation of

Neophron by:—p. 336.

W
Wind-music, varieties of:—pp. 184-188. ,



INDEX OE GREEK WORDS
References, not between brackets, are to pages. A reference, between

•brackets, to a line means that the word in question occurs in that line of
the Ichneutae : in such a case the notes on that line should be consulted.

See also the more detailed Indices (pp. 161-154) to Chapter V.

A. d SEqxavo? 6ptu£ 262, &a 624, dca 624, ' A.pxa|ita 404, 'Apxdpto?
404,#ysiv 37, dyi$s 627, dypieXaia 119, dyptoairfSiov 119, dypiopdXavoi;

119, dypioiaoc; 119, dypioxdwapis 119, dypioxdpSajiov 119, dypioxox-
:x6[iir)Xa 119, dypioxp6[X(Jt.uov 119, dypioxti[iivov 119, dypioXdx«va H9>
dypioXstx^v 119, dypionaXdxv) U9, dypi6[JLT)Xov 119, dypiofiuplxi) 119,

dypW7tYJyavov 119, dyptopiyavoi; 119, dypioalXivov 119, dypioaraipC;

119, dypioaujci) 119, dypotxoi; 119, dypcoaTiqp 57, 68, dypojdT^pov
(1. 32) 57, dypci><iT7)s 58, dypuoTivoi; 58, dy(ovi^6(xcvo? 305, 309, $8a
337-346, <&8a X 336, dSiiiptovos 189, dSiicpcovo? SpxoS 262, aEyeXdryj; 18,

aiyeXaxixd (1. 358) 18, 35, aEytxvajjte 16, aEyixvi()|jt.e (]. 116) 15, 35,

afy£xv7)fjtoe 15, 16, alyivopo; 17, 21, alyov<5[/.o<; 17, aiSojioa 17, 35,

ateXoupo? (1. 294) 121, 122, aEOepoc 631, aiXoupo? 122, at(x' oil 403,

atjia 403, cctv6fio<; (1. 352) 17, 23, 35, 149, at? 34, aE6Xi«j(xa (L 317) 31,

«E7r6Suv (1. 220) 21, 35, 149, atndXoe 17, 21, 35, 149, alpu 42-57,

AEaxP'ov 78, AiaxtiXoi; 78, 304, dxaXa£petT7j<; 81, dxaXdp^oo; 81,

dxaXo? 81, foviXtoc, (1. 62) 80, 81, dx6(jtiaT« (1. 141) 121, 122, 123, dxo-

(iia-ria 123, dxotua-riT) 123, dxoviTa 122, dxopea-rov 401, 402, ax.pa.tia.

191, axpaxov 193, dXa£ovei<y 53, dXa^bveJaii; 53, dXa£oveta<; 53, aXtoi;

(inutilis) 624, dXio? (man'mMs) 624, dXxd£co 58, dXxaojxdTtov (L 245) 57,

a>M 268, dXoifza 117, dXotfjios 117, dX|X7] 109, dX-nx6v 95, 130,

djjtoXydSa? (1. 5) 31, d^tpsnto 86, d[i9te7rto 86, dv 254, dvapXs7tei 217,

dvayou (1. 173) 121, 123, dvdyou 123, dvayoujiixi 123, dvaSsxo^ai 123,

dvaSexojjiai 123, dvdSoxo? 123, dvavooT^cav-rei; (1. 158) 31, dvaijJaXdaaca

34, dveSl^axo (1. 165) 121, 123, dvexXayov 57, dveXou[x.ev 46, dveXouaiv

50, dveXG 50, aveu 35, dvsupa (1. 141) 121, 123, 124, fiveupo? 123, 124,

dvYiyeijjiEvoi 123, dvfa 627, dv6»]p6v (I. 214) 25, dvis (1. 15) 35, 68, 71,

dv6pidTOV 402, dv6<jTeos 302, dvou? Xt? 414-416, dvr' Svoio 253, 297,

dvr' cj(ioio 253, avTixayfioc 141, dvxojjioiov 253, d£uXa (1. 307) 121,

dopicxov 402, djrap 254, 257, dTtap 254, feapyixa (1. 237) 121, 124, 125,

d7cdpyfiCCTa 124, 125, dTrapyfxd-Rov 125, a7tapxat 125, dTtapxd? 250,257,

dreapx^ 125, d7teXeu0i£pa 125-127, d7ceXeu0ep7) 125, d7teXeu6ep[a 126,

127, d7ceXeu0epid£u 126, d7teXeu6epix6i; 126, dneXeuOEptos 126, djreXeu-

Ospici-rTji; 126, 'ATCsXe60epoi 125, 127, dTreXeiiOepos (1. 191) 121, 125-

127, d7tsXeu6epoT7]i; 126, d7ceXeu0ep6a> 126, dneXeuBepuv 126, dneXeu-

Ospcoaig 126, dTreXsu0epuT^(; 126, 37159601; 73, d7r7)ye6(xevot 123,

d7toS7j|iia 364, dn:o0u[xa[vei<; (1. 120) 62, dirotov (graminis expertem)

(1. 95) 31-33, dcroio; (inqualifkatus) 32, &roXiv 398, drojvouv 398, 400,
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<x7C07tpoOev (1. 3) 193, dbtd-nxynoc 141, dcroStJ'axTov (1. 361) 62, dw>i}<7)XTEOV

62, dbcoi|%&> 62, dbnrcoiai 60, dtpt^Xa (1. 69) 121, 127, dptt^Xoe 127,

aptcTEiim 274, 'ApiaxoXoxo? 641, dpicrroX6xsta 6^1. dpia-roXoxta 641,

'Apia-roXoxos 641, 'ApurroXoxqJ 641, apx-rov 389, apjjio^ov 70, apjio^co

70, <5p|j.o5a 70, £p[j.oaa 71, <->'p[xoa(ia 71, ap^ara? 71, ap[j.6aaci> 70,

ap(ji6TT6i 70, apoTp67roos 111, Appa^tiv 69, 81, 82, 210, dpaapGva
(1. 419) 69, 80, 81, 82, "Apaivoi; 641, dp-rfyoj^ov (1. 307) 31, SpTsu(ia

361, dp-nico 361, dpx6; 633, fysau; 336, 'AoxXYjTctiiSi)? 414, fia-ru 389,

'Aa-niysves 151, aTTaTat 60, 'At-hxo£ 89, 90, a3 pXibrei 217, au0d8r
i(;

627, A6x£as 304, a^yucx; 111, a6T6xpT)n<x (1. 37) 121, 127, afadtSrs
627, a9dca> 274, atpeXei 45, dtpeXeiTat 46, 48, dq>eXoO(xai 44-46,

dq>eXo0[xev 48, dcipeXouvTOCi 46, 57, 1x96X0001 45, dmeXS 45, 48,

d^dXaxxoi; 34

B. payta 82, Payi-r^a 82, [Jayo? 627, pata 82, 83, Porta? (1. 67) 21,

22, 80, 82, 83, 175, Bd*x«i 261, 262, PaXS 45, paatXeii? 114, pSeov
228, pxaaxiivo 204, poYiXcraxr) 18, PooTxXeJj (i?Y. Iracerf. 318) 35, 63,

PotS<pupoc (1. 36) 62, 63, PpdpEu^a (1. 448) 31, PpaxuaxeXc? (1. 295) 121,

127, PpaxuaxsX-fy; 127, Bpojxtoi' a'iGojca q>Xoy[i.6v 287, 297, 302,Bpofitou

280,'Bpu(i.(ou280

I • yaXa07)v7)<; u6s 297, yaXa07)voT' u6? 297, yaXa07)v6i; 296, ysi-rvidco

127, y£X<p 85, 86, yeXo (ace.) 83, 85, 255, ysXco (dat.) 85, ysXoi

(gen.) (1. 359) 80, 83-85, yeXto (voo.) 83, yeXtoa 255, yeXtov 83-85,

ysXcoC 83-85, yeXcoTa 83-85, 255, yeXom 85, yTjxpi^J) (1. 259) 31, y%
Scteoiotv 281, 287, 302, yvjs 9X^6? 281, 287, 302, ytyypa? 184, yX^vT)

204, yXfiaaa 204, y67]s 89, 90, yorj-reSa 90, y6y)T£(; 89, y6vi[iov 335,

ypdtmc (1. 175) 57-59, 61, ypant? 58, ypu 296, ypuXoe 296, ypti^onai

296, ypity 236, 237, ypuijit 236, yii?]? Ill

A. S' 268, 8s 268, 8e8<oxa 237, Ssivc>7ca; 30, 8£xa 237, Sexae tov 237,

$ex<xtov 237, 8£xea0ai 641, 8sX9<x£ 426, 8epx6(xevot 414, 8sa7u6rn

(1. 216) 18-21, 8ea7c6T7i? 64, 8exEtJ0ai 641, Sid x^'P^S *4» SiaxaXoiSjxEvoi;

(1. 165) 31, SiaxavdacjETOtt (1. 253) 69-72, Staxavdaau 69, Sicmsnyai

231, 8idTay(xa 141, SiocTopcoi; (1. 307) 31, Stc^Epeiv 278, 8ioc90e£pEiv

278, 8iax«pdaosTai 69, Siexiva^e 69, StExdve^s 69, SieXei 44, 45,

SisXeitoci 46, 8ieXoO[i.Ev 54, SioXoufjtsv 54, StitXa 627, Spdxaava 59,

SpdxauXo? 58, Spaxt? (1. 175) 57-59, 61, Spaxovxa 6, SpdxovTo? 6,

Spdxtov 59, Spdixa-r" 568, 8pd£ 58, 59, 8p6ij; 278, 283, 293, 8pco<|» 277,

AiVawai 261, 262, Aufiaves 261, AufiavCc, 261, Ario(iaivaL 261, 262,

8ucJ90p7)87)<; (1. 327) 80, 85, 86, Suoyopoujiiat 85, 86, Sut^opoiSjxsvoi; 85,

Su(J9opt5 85, StiSEXa 237

E. lyycvfc 63, Eyy6vocc (1. 220) 19-21, 62-64, gyyovo? 63, 64,

syEiTViaoe (1. 230) 121, 127, lyxavd^ai; 69, lyxdva!;ov 69, eyxdaxov-ra

(1. 342) 121, 127, 128, syxdcxio 127, 128, g8o|iai 301, 48ua96pouv te

85, E8uo9opouvTO 85, eSw 301, 302, E0d<; (1, 277) 121, 128, eGeXwv 425,

431, eI 86, sT0' 426, 431, eIXe 56, eTtce? (1. 216) 80, 86, 87, 89, elpealii

41, et? (in) 68, el? (es) 632, el? 632, eT? 87, e!o0k (1. 50) 80,. 86, 87,

Exiva^a 70, Exdvaaa 71, expdXXsw 129, gxyovos 63, 64, sxstvou? 265,

exxavd^si 69, EXxavoc^civ 69, Ixxavd^ov 69, IxxuvrjyEaai (1. 73) 41,
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43, Sxxuvv)Y^aa&) 41, exxuvt/y& 41, eitXayov 57, ex7taTa!;ov 69,

extehvojv 220, JjtovvjYeaa 42, eXei 53, eXei tis 55, eXei? (1. 197) 41,

42-57, 73, e>.e?Tai 49, eXsitov 43, "EXXvjveq 89-90, SXol 53, 54, sXoufiat
42-57, eXouvtoci 48, BXujjia 111, eXco 42-57, sXcoiaou 43, g(Aa5a 70>

eVueaxov (L 280) 121, 128, etijiEOTdoptat 128, e|X(xeotoc 128, sfAUptear'

oSv 297, Iv 68, 128, ev Kt]Ss|x6vi. caxuptxa) 192, evy] 87, gvr) (adv.)

87, svv] xal veoc 87, ev^XccTa (1. 307) 538-541, lfv»)xoq (e.J. in 1. 291)

537, gvo? (1. 355) 80, 87, &E, 68, s5a0p*,aa<; 274, s^aipEiv 47, l^aipto 51,

e£axouaa<; 274, l^dvojxev (1. 96) 31, Egatpico 274, e^ayvjaai; 274, g^eSpov

422, E^ExavaSa 69, E^Ejtiva^EV 69, 70, e£exo86cc5ev 69, l^sXaiiveLv 51,

i!;sXsT 46, I^EXsTrat 45, 46, e^eXou 52, e^EXoO(jiaL 45, I£eXou(j.ev 46,

s£sXou[jt.Evo<; 46, l!;eXouvTcet. 48, 50, e£eXouvte<; 50, I£eX<o 45, 50-52,

e^eXcov 52, s£eXcovt£<; 50, e^ejxvj^ocvTQCTOtxo (1. 278) 31, E^ev[(j[iE6a (v.l.

in 1. 135) 80, 87-89, ISeoGet^m (1. 268) 57, 59, l^pc^u (1. 286) 121,

128, 129, E^yiytetAEea (1. 135) 31, 80, 87, gjo\.xrf;i\ia.<i 30, e£op[ievl£s!.

(1. 273) 121, 129, s^opjAEv^Ei? 129, I^opnEv^u 129, l^uTraXi^tv 59,

s£uroxXui;is 59, E^uTiavEOT 1

/) 59, e^utoXGovtoc (1. 203) 57, 59, Eop-ryj 37,

etc' %ar' 55, etoxv ItuPXe^d 192, £7tav0E|xi£ETat, 16, 17, Ejiaiiaai 404,

Eirsyjcavti^ai' 69, Itcei 55, ErcixXuov (1. 38) 193, E7tEv8iiTav 275, etcev-

8ut7)v 275, E7rEvSiiT7)i; 273, lizkyr<x> 129, 130, ctex^v 55, knl 223, em
t6Se 223, feci tcoSe 223, ereipiivai 397, Imvaii; 354, 355, emoT^a 129,

E7ua7)(i.ov (1. 100) 121, 129, Emaijxco 129, Ematjitofxa 129, E7tixaYii0t 141,

E7UX<*>pio<; 262, etcXttj^ev 228, ercvi^ev 228, EOTV-ra 86, inouai 86, groom
86, feoxot 130, groxov (1. 179) 121, 129, 130, groxoc 129, 130, gnto

(1. 15) 80, 86, SpYV 273, IpEi to; 55, IpEt ri<; 65, EpEttj/Eii; 55, Epsaat

41, 42, IpEoaEfilvai. 41, Ipsacto 41, 42, IpETy;? 41, EpexptoTi; 193, Ipsco

42, lP 7) 337, 338, eptS 356, "EpiSi 356, EpiGaxT) 280, gpiov 273, 274,

Iptco 273, Ip^a-ras (1. 174) 121, 122, 130, k^rpxrfi 130, spuGpte 279,

280^ epuGpqi 279, spuGpip (ieXm 280, laa( (1. 355) 632, 633, ia-zi 632,

gxa? 640, ett,? 408, 640, sto^to 72, e66er£^o) 59, suGuva 634, su0\ivai<ji.

(1. 45), 633, suOiSvv) 634, eMXjsm (1. 219) 69, 72, siiXdbca 111, etyiETpou

401, e&raXes 130, e&iocXEto? 130, efoaXT) (1. 218) 122, 130, eutwcXt)?

130, spapnteSto 70, Itpet? 55, sqtfcc (1. 197) 42, 69, 72, 73, e^Oo? 73,

S906s 72, 73, k.<pf)6rr& 73, ExaXspGvjv 143, 144, exeitov 43, exetXvj 89,

IXetXt) (1. 103) 80, 81, 89, exetXyipei? 89, IxetXiov 89> ^Xirov 43,

gXuv (1. 13) 25, 26, S^evo? 73

Z. J^pi* 282, U^ 278, Ca* 278, ^[x 282

H. YJYouHat 628, yjy ^*1 ^28, f)8Eim]v 187, ^Siixcofxoe 185, "HiOeoi

291, ^xaXoe 81, fyfi&rou; 75, ^jXtpd(T7](; 75, ijvuaev oTpov 414, ijpeaa 42,

ijpjxoca 71, %[ioTTov 70, 3jx' 638

€>. eixTjaiv 30, GsXcov 425, 0E[i[£eai 17, Ge^ei 16, Gsji^ETai 17,

0E(jtic (masc.) 304, G^icte? 38, Geopros 36, Geoei (1. 276), 122, 130, 131

Geoii; 130, 131, ©some 304, ®eaaa.\r
t
c, 219, ©erxaXix^v 229, GTjXuTspaiv

4, G^pEiov 77, GirjpEoie 79, GvjpEov 76-80, 6i]p£u 79, GYipiuSe? 79,

Qv\pi<i>$r,<; 77, 79, GripitiSous 79, GTipEtov (1. 145) 76-80, 631, 8t)posi8e<;

79, GTipoEtSou? 79, GpsTt-ra (1. 320) 31, Gpityai te 278, Gustqc (1. 15) 8, 9,

GuiJialvai 62, Gurcxa 254, GiinTa? 254, 281, 282, 284, 286, 287, 302, Gum-/]
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254, 281, 0iWn<]i; 281-283, Outcto? 281, OupoxomxcSv 184, dueicu; 254,
282, 286, 00+aJ ts 278

I. fepas 254, Etj Ilaiciv 180, fuju 298, tx8iie« 311, ixveuneva 140,

IXveiSfioiv 131, 132, tyveiioeiev 140, 141, Exveurat 132, txveuTfj (1. 296)

122, 131, 132, tXveuT^; 131, 132, Exveiiw 140, ixveticov 193

xocX>ooiivas 399, xanocni)p6<;54, xavaaow 42, 69-72, xi£vaaTpa70, 71,72,

Kaviorpaiov 72, xivaaTpov 70-72, xavaTTto 71, xaviarpi 72, xaviOTpov
72, xavuarpoc 70, xdvuarpov 72, xamxTov 132, 133, xa7raio<; 132, 133,

vuimil 132, 133, xd7t7]8sv 132, y.&tzt& (1. 8) 122, 132, 133, xtknypi 132,

xa7roim 132, xapxCva 133, xapxivdcq 133, xapxivsuirrjs 133, xapxivr]8pov

133, xapxtviov 133, xapxivopat-r/ji; 133, xapxivo|3i£T7)<; 133, xapxivop^nrig
133, xapxtvoeiSrji; 133, xccpxivo; 133, 134, xapxivo/ap 133, xapxtvoa>

133, xapxtvcjj (1. 296) 122, 133, 134, xapxivciSr/; 133, 134, xapxEvcofia.

134, Kapuai? 261, Kapudm&es 261, xapiixeiov 6, xari 217, xStoc 217,

xara: X6yov 306, xaTaXoydc87)v 306, 307, xocTaXoYcfc? 306, xaraXoyoc 306,

xaTapfuTtaCvoi 66, xarapriid) 361, xaTatpeiiyeiv 227, xaTai^XG) 62,

xatlxXuov (1. 223) 193, xaTepptxvco[xevog 66, xaTspptV7)[ji£vou<; 66,

xaTe^piV£o|x£vo? (1. 293) 66, xaTeppivco[*£vou<; 66, xarto (1. 280) 536,

xexpaya572, xexuv7)Y^o0at 41, xexoxpTjoat (1.196) 122, 134, x£pxv/]

59, 61, xspxv^s 59, xepxvos (1- 126) 57, 59, 61, x^pu-nxa (1. 13) 9, 12„

13, 25, 26, xTjpiixiov 6-8, xrjpu? 6, 9, KiSaAiw 192, xipxivo? 133,

xXaSfeaat, 135, xXdcSem 135, xXASoc; (1. 309) 122, 134, 135, KXetov 228,

xXrjptoTix6v 131, 132, xva^pi 278, xvaxav 285, xvax<5? 285, xvaxSv 281,

286-287, 302, xva^ 282, 285, xv<S£ ?(3ix Xeux&v 283, xva^pi 278, 281,

282, xva^pl t6 Xeuxdv 281, 283, xva^plx 281, 282, xva^pUx *euxov
281, 283, xvrjxGv 281, 287, x6Xaxeq 89, xoXaxi (1. 152) 81, 89, 90,

x6Xa£ 89, 90, x6XX07tei; (1. 310) 122, 135, x6pav 266, KopivSiav 333,

x6paaxt? 75, KouopivStav 333, xpiye 57, xpExs 67, xpoxi8t£e (1. 184)

81, 90, 91, xpoxiS^eiv 90, 91,xpoxu8£eiv 90, 91, xpoxuSoXoy^co 91,.

xpoxti? 91, xpouoEOupov 184, xpilpSa 59, 60, 219, xpiSjrrco 59, xpiitpoc

59, 60, 219, xxriaicov 402, xiigoc (1. 120) 57, 59, 60, 219, x<ip8a 59, 60,

219, xuviy^at 42, xuxt](J|ji.6i; (1- 115) 62, 64, 65, xuxu 64, xuXtXTiyopyjotov

267, 268, KuXixpdtvuv 267, xuvayo? 41, 42, 627, 628, xuvrtfiaxi 41,.

xuvvfyeotov 41, xuv7)y£<J<Jo> 41, 42, Kuvrffkaa (1. 43) 41, 43, xuvtiyItt,?

41, 42, xuvtjy^ttsiv 42, xuvviyeTTeiv 42, xuvviystw 41, 66, xuvijyoi 41,

42, 66, Kuv6pxai; 60, xuvopT^s 60, xuvoprtxov (1. 165) 36, 57, 60,

xuvop-ux6<; 60, xi7tTU 59, xcocpqc 134, xwmaco 134,x&jtpetl34, x&><p£w 134,

xco<f>6co 134

A. XaXfciTocTot (1. 127) 69, 73, 74, XaXtaxaTOS 73, 74, XaXiarspog

73, 74, XiiXos 74, Xa^s 633, X£yeiv 37, Xeoxiv 281, 287, Xeuxdv 281,

287, Xeux6v 281, 287, XTJfia 334, AtjtoES?) 414, Xt|3a 284, XWowi 288,

Xi8oX6yoS 306, Xixvipiov 91, Xixva<p6poe 91, Xixvijtt)? 91, Xixv[£to 91,

XtxvTnv (I. 267) 81, 91,92, 193, XixvoEiSr)? 91, XExvov 91, 92, Xtxvo-

-rpetp^tii 91,'Xixvo<pop£to 91, Xtxvo<p6pos 91, X£? (gen. XI6?) 397, XitoToiv

(I. 209) 634, XoyAStjv 306, 307, XoY(*<; 306, 307, Xfyoe 527, XiSGpa 298,
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302, X\i0pov 297, XrSOpos 297, XuOpeov 298, Auxaovb] 408, Auxivov 642,

AuxTvos 642, Auxtvcp 642, Auoive 642, Auoivov 642, Auoivo; 641, 642
Aua£vcj> 641, 642

M. (xi T/jv 54, [xdq-apoi; 362, (xaxTpa 70, [iaXTpov 70, [i,aX0oc 135,

[idcX07) 135, (jtiX6y)v 135, n£X0/)S (I. 138) 122, 135, f*aps£v7) 115,

{jtapie^s 117, MaptEii? 117, (iapi^eus 117, (xapiOai; 117, MaptXaSr,? 117,

(xaptXeuTai 116, (xapiXsuTdcc 116, (xaptXeuTtiv 116, (juxpiXv) 115-117,

jxaptXoxauTac 115, 116, (juxpiXoxocuTTj? 115, (j,apiXo>tauT<ov (I. 33) 115-

117, 118, (jtaptXojtoTr,? 117, (xapjxatpovxe? 287, (xaaato 70, [xaaxaXCaitfiTa.

124, jily' a5 335> I^YaS 33*> (JtsGeopra 37, (j.e9sopTo? 36-38, [jusXavo-

OTEpveiv 218, [isXiTeiov 280, [ieXitov 280, [jiXoi; 320, (xeXcpSia 320,
t nrr 1. ^ i «i A r net nnn i^n /ynn \ na I

(£srax6xxco

(1. 79) 122,(1. 79) 122, 135, MVp 632, (i£av utav 357, [uxpfc H7, MtXuc 304,

[XtjXEtTai 311, Mivws 304, |iva[ioaiiva<; 399, 400, 405, MvaaTvo? 641,

Mouaai<;413, 414, MiiXXo? 304, (iu6<; 296, [xupioa(ievyj 297,[wptea<; 297,

[jLupfaa? auy- 297, [xupiaaaa 297, [xcofxetTai 311

IN. NociaSov 200, NatScov 200, va^pt 281, vo^pi t6 Xsux6v 281,

NASBIAA 281, va^piXa 281, vaSptXa Xeuxav 281, NASAIBA 281,

vauayi5s 628, vePpivy) (1. 217) 31, vspovreg 136, vefiouci (1. 385) 122,

135, 136, ve(ji&> 135, 136, veo? 87, vyjSuv 191, vtjSuv 191, vofjidt? 136,

vuixtpoysw^Tou (1. 34) 31

4ft. ^svaystv 628, ^evayos 628, £svi£o|/.ott. (pass.) 88, 89, £evi£co

(intrana.) 88, 89, ^sv^oj (trans.) 88, ^u?wv 77, ^uvijjia 81, 106, £uv-

sjtX«Tre 229

O. 6 68, 6 paaiXEiis 114, 6 Xeg>v 228, oSayoc 628, olvo? (xsXCtsioi; 280,

oXsitov 43, ojior.a oaurG 234, Sjxoiov oc6t4> 234, o^oiov aau-rcj> 234,

6(x<paX6v 217, o|x<pr) 16, 6v0la (1. 139) 76, 80, 6v0iov 80, Sv0os (1. 395)

80, Svoio 253, 280, 297, 6vonaaavxa 321, 6tcX^ 136, oitXGv (1. 100) 122,

136, omewtot (1. 189) 57, 60, opav^ (1. 301) 122, 136, 137, fipeivd; 136,

137, 6psfrrpo<po<; 137, 6psiTp69&>v (1. 149) 122, 137, 6p0o+<4XaxTOv (1. 247)

34, optrpocpos 137, 6pvu(jti 36, opTjj 37, 38, SpTug 189, 6<rc£ 289, ooTsa

289, oorlotoiv 288, oc-rotaiv 288, Sorpeiov 137, ooTpetuv 137, Saxpsov

137, fiarplwv (1. 301) 122, 137, 6-rav ETtipXe+n 192, Sti toiSs 224, ototoi

60, dTTOTot 60, oil 68, oOS' eI? 238, 241, o£>8' U 238, oiSsts 238, 241,

o$8sv 238, oiix &9t^ev 134, o5v 256, oiSpayoi; 628, ofipavfeiv 631,

CMpavttovtov 631, oupavou 631, oupei (imperat.) (1. 116) 81,92, o8pa

(imperf.) 92, oupeto 92, o5po; 92, ofrri 221, oikivi 221, o90aX{i6v 217,

o^aXaxxoi; 16, 34.

II. Tcayov (1. 213) 25, jxaYX°P"">iai 424, jtaiSApLOt (1. 370) 76, 80,

rcaiSipiov 80, TtaiScov 19, naXivaTpatpTJ (1. 110) 31, ndppupTa (1. 230)

122, 138, Ilav SExspco? 279, 7ravqi 17, 7totvSixatpcos 279, jtivSixo? 279,

jravsvSexa 237, TtavreXss (1. 13) 25, 26, TtaTtai 61, wxp' fyuxp 55,

TtapoOTsittbai 231, irapa^uxr^piov (1. 315) 31, 32, TrapSaXsoe 96, 99,

TtapSaXsa 96, napSaXEO? 95,7tapSaXl7) 96, 98-100, roxpSaXefl 96,100,

7tap8aX£v)v 96, 100, itapSAXei 93, 103, jtopSAXetoi; 95, rcapSdcXeie 103,

TtapSaX^ 92, 93, 95, TrapBaXfaopov 92, TtapSaXyjqiopov 92, napSaXias 100,
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jrapSAXies 96, 97, 100, rcapSaXiv 102, jrapSaXiv 103, rcap8<4Xio<; 100,

jtdtpSaXis 92-104, rcapSaXEuv 96, 97, 102, roipSos 92, jrapeXeiaOai 46,

50, reapeXeaOai 46, 7tapfl8eTr)v 187, roxp8evcov 631, itapOsvtiivov 631,

jrapoixoio 69, 7tapoEvois (1. 147) 69, 76, Trapoivo? 76, itapnSlot. 188, tojcus

(11. 357 and 389) 545, 554, izeSA 38, jceSov 36, rceSdpra 37, TteSoprov
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